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Anthropology of Forgery. A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Study of Archaeological Fakes

In the last few decades, archaeological forgery has become a disconcerting and pressing problem, 
posing new challenges and setting new tasks for experts of many different disciplines. Aiming at 
raising and discussing key research opportunities and challenges from a multidisciplinary perspective, 
the International Winter School “Anthropology of Forgery” was held in Padua in February 2017, 
gathering a pool of international scholars committed both to the study of forgery, and to the fight 
against illegal activities in the sphere of Cultural Heritage. In fact, these activities can only be dealt 
with by adopting several, different scientific approaches: anthropological, historical, cultural, tech-
nical, economic, and legal ones. The Winter School aimed to be a unique occasion for all its partici-
pants to be brought up to date on the latest developments in the field through the teaching of some of 
the most active European researchers on the topic.

At the end of the school, a need was felt to publish a monograph that would be both a tangible 
sign of the wide range of the topics discussed, and, hopefully, a reference point for further research 
avenues and operative agendas. To this end, the volume collects the contributions of the lecturers, 
together with some papers submitted by students of the Winter School and other guest contributors.

Our interest in the issue of archaeological forgery stems from our having to deal with private 
collections recently acquired by the University of Padua through donations or bequests, collections 
that often include objects of dubious authenticity. As archaeologists, who consider the context of the 
finds fundamental, the burning question is: how shall we study a “high-end” antique collection of 
recent formation? And, shall we – museums or universities – accept loans of artefacts whose origins 
and history have not been clearly established? How shall we study them? How can we overcome the 
impasse of not only not knowing the artefacts’ origin contexts, but also of having to valorise a “high-
end” private collection – and having to deal with the connected responsibilities of the illicit trade in 
antiquities, and of archaeological forgery? 

Incidentally, we wanted to avoid a “pessimistic nihilism” that would lead us to consider the 
collection items as merely beautiful objects. Moreover, we also faced the responsibility of finding 
a formula to ethically foster their value. So, we decided to make them the key for enhancing the 
cultural, social, and historical value held by authentic antiquities with origin contexts, as well as for 
the assessment, definition and understanding of the phenomena of archaeological forgery and looting 
of antiquities, in order to implement knowledge concerning them, and to counter them.

From a practical point of view, we are aware that, in starting the scientific analysis of a collec-
tion consisting of unprovenanced material, two controversies arise: on the one hand, the “status” of 
collection artefacts and their informative potential as historical sources1; on the other hand, the prob-
lems of looting of antiquities and archaeological forgery2. 

As to the “status” of collection artefacts, studying collection pieces allows us to appreciate 

*   G. Gaber, E. Luporini, Il tutto è falso, in Io non mi sento italiano, 2003.
1  liPPolis, mazzei 2005, pp. 11-18.
2  See (L’) Arte non vera 2018. 

“il falso è misterioso e assai Più osCuro

se mesColato insieme a un Po’ Di vero”*.

anthroPology of forgery: an introDuCtion

Monica Salvadori, Monica Baggio
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the scope of contemporary artefact circulation, to better analyse the problem of source areas and 
to increase the sample catalogue of shapes and iconography3. Simultaneously, in a wider cultural 
perspective, just for becoming part of a collection, collection antiquities are important testimonies to 
the tastes, the social and cultural values, and the commercial and legislative concerns of the time of 
the collection naissance and/or implementation, thereby making it possible to map the practice of art 
collecting in a diachronic perspective4.

Based on these observations, the research group led by Monica Salvadori with Monica Baggio, 
Elisa Bernard and Luca Zamparo, conceived the project “La Memoria degli Oggetti (MemO). Un 
approccio multidisciplinare per lo studio, la digitalizzazione e la valorizzazione della ceramica greca e 
magno-greca in Veneto” (The Memory of Objects. A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Study, Digi-
talisation and Valorization of Greek and South-Italian Pottery in Veneto) (2018-2021). The MemO 
project5 aims at studying and valorising the archaeological collections held in Veneto, including a rich 
patrimony of Greek and South Italian vases, whose social and cultural role is very important both for 
the history of the Classical world and for defining our identity in the present day. As a matter of fact, 
the MemO project will place the archaeological and archaeometric study of the digitally documented 
artefacts within the context of antiquities collecting, to be reconstructed in a diachronic perspective 
and in its cultural, social, economic, and legal implications and connections. In fact, the progress in 
archaeological studies over the last few decades requires a new examination of the materials, whose 
semantic and communicative potential can nowadays be analysed in innovative ways. To this end, 
MemO’s scientific structure will cross-check the data on collection items (with no origin context) 
with those on items coming from recent stratigraphic contexts, on the basis of scientific excavations 
carried out in Italy. It will then possible to map the finding contexts and, consequently, to refine 
dating and study material associations. 

Moreover, recent discoveries have further enriched the patrimony of artefacts that, in themselves, 
are the basis for studies on the figures of vase painters and potters, on workshop structure, and on the 
relation between artisanal production and buyers. Furthermore, they are key to the reconstruction 
of iconography dissemination dynamics and to understanding the link between iconographic theme, 
and vase shape and function, and, lastly, to the symbolic ideology behind figurative choices.

 Additionally, as far as antiquities counterfeiting is concerned, not only a multi-disciplinary 
approach ranging from traditional comparative archaeological analyses to archaeometric techniques 
will allow us to distinguish authentic items from forgeries, but, from a social and cultural point of 
view, the forged artefact will become a valuable source of information regarding the knowledge, 
tastes, techniques, art market dynamics, and epistemological and axiological values of the time of its 
creation.

Therefore, we believe it is possible to draw advantage of the “unprovenanced” items as interactive 
“research and teaching tools” in a double perspective: in the eyes of scholars, students, and profes-
sionals, dealing with the preservation and promotion of archaeological heritage, they could provide 
the chance to develop and teach effective, low-cost, and non-invasive means for the authentication 
of the artefacts to be studied. In the eyes of academics and professionals, as well as those of private 
collectors, dealers, and the wider audience, “unprovenanced” private collection items could be the key 
to enhancing the cultural, social, and historical value that authentic antiquities (with origin context) 
do bear in telling ancient art history and the fortune of the Antique in the modern and contempo-
rary horizon. In a broader perspective, looted antiquities and forgeries could lead to understand (and, 
maybe, fight) the current widespread phenomena of forgery and illicit trade in archaeological mate-
rial. They could also help develop a “community awareness” of the crimes against Cultural Heritage, 
and the therewith-connected material and intellectual consequences for the integrity of the field of 
ancient art history. Our aim is to contribute to the creation of a new public spirit, for the promotion 
of a law-abiding culture concerning Cultural Heritage. 

3  sena Chiesa 2006, pp. 11-25.
4  As demonstrated by the contributions collected in this volume.
5  MemO project is funded by the Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Padova e Rovigo, “Progetti di eccellenza 2017”.
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What we propose is to revaluate the status of forgeries, not from a legal point of view, but from 
an anthropological one. By unveiling forgeries, we reveal the truth, i.e. the instances of cultural, epis-
temological and aesthetic history that produced them. As a matter of fact, the reproduction is both 
a “victim of”, and a “witness to”, those instances and, due to its “palimpsestic” nature, it bears their 
marks.

In this regard, significant is the case offered by the donation of the collection of Bruno Marchetti, 
an Italian lawyer and avid collector of classical art items, to the University of Padua. We do not have 
any documents regarding how the Marchetti collection came to be or where its items came from 
(which is quite usual in the case of private collections6).

Specifically, as regards the items in the Marchetti collection, we decided to transform them from 
outcast evidences into “fabouleaux révélateurs” – using Marc-Antoine Kaeser’s words7, that is to say, 
from historical problem to potential solution. In fact, they could provide the chance to develop and 
teach effective, low-cost, and non-invasive means for the authentication of the artefacts to be studied. 

Focusing now the attention on the volume Anthropology of Forgery. A Multidisciplinary Approach 
to the Study of Archaeological Fakes, we would like to briefly analyse its structure and main topics, 
without entering into details and leaving to the reader’s curiosity the opportunity to go through each 
contribution.

The first chapter, titled Restorations, reproductions, revival, deals with the polysemy of the 
concept of forgery, with some papers proposing a tentative taxonomy (A.M. Guimier-Sorbets, M. De 
Paoli, A. Luppino, F. Giacobello, S. Mainieri, G. Tagliamonte, K. Zhuber-Okrog, H. Anton, F. Fior-
illo and M. Cataldo, M. Matzke, C. Boschetti). Forgery, fake, falsification, reproduction, copy, imita-
tion, variation and pastiche, are terms that have different meanings in relation to different linguistic 
areas. Although starting from the late 19th century scholars have been exploring deeply the phenom-
enon of forgery of antiquities and works of art, we should note that the words cause some ambiguity, 
as sometimes they are synonyms, sometimes antonyms, and other times a concept comprises the 
other one. Hence, a shared lexicon is worth developing.

A rapid excursus into the Italian and foreign literature allows us to observe that there are many 
words linked to “forgery”: falsificazione, riproduzione, copia, imitazione, variazione, pastiche, each 
of them with different semantic nuances, warranting a shared conceptualization.

In the second chapter, titled In pursue of the authentic. Archaeological and archaeometric inves-
tigations, the need for a synergy of different approaches and tools, going from the traditional histor-
ical and artistic analysis, i.e. the connoisseurship8, to archaeometric analyses, is asserted in relation to 
different kinds of material (L. Zamparo, E. Bernard, L. Rebaudo, C.G. Tremain, A. Stella, A. Canna-
taro, D. Delfino, P. Craddock). 

The third chapter, Archaeological forgeries and the history of culture(s), accounts for bogus 
antiquities becoming litmus cards of the tastes, knowledges, techniques, desires, as well as the social 
and cultural values of the time of either their creation or their reception over time (A. Saccocci, A. 
Pazienza, E. Corrochano Labrador, G. Prisco, K. Chuyeva). Modern and contemporary times look 
at the “age of the forgery” by means of their own semantic categories, so it is essential to historicize, 
that is, to analyse the practice of art forgery and the motivation behind the creation of a fake as well 
as the perception of it in a diachronic perspective.

The fourth and last chapter deals with Legislation and the antiquities market: Institutions, regu-
lation and procedures (J. Weiler-Esser, A. Babini, E. Pettenò, A. Pancotti), collecting a series of arti-
cles revolving around preservation, fruition, education, and valorization issues. It focuses on the legal 
market in antiquities and on crimes against Cultural Heritage, raising public awareness of which will 
provide a weapon to counter these phenomena. 

6  Baggio, salvaDori 2017. See also E. Bernard in this volume.
7  (L’) Âge du faux 2011.
8  Which is based on visual evaluation and possibly aided by imaging techniques (from macrophotography to mi-

croscopy, etc.).
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This last section of the volume is closely linked to one of the MemO project’s chief objectives, 
that is, creating an online database for the collection, management, processing, and sharing of archae-
ological forgeries as both an “archive of precedents” for collectors, dealers and a research tool for 
scholars, to be further implemented with future detections, and a “virtual musealisation” to the wider 
audience. 

Thanks to further implementations, it will also be useful to map the practice of antique collecting 
(with regards to the collector’s cultural and psychosocial profile, the collection’s nature, spatial and 
chronological coordinates, creation modalities and purchase patterns, and the collecting strategies, 
causes and goals), the antique market dynamics, and the connected phenomena of archaeological 
forgery, looting and illicit trade in antiquities.

Monica Salvadori
University of Padua

monica.salvadori@unipd.it

Monica Baggio
University of Padua

monica.baggio@unipd.it
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aBstraCt

The authenticity of a mosaic is not a criterion that is as easily established as it may seem. Over the course of its life, 
many factors can result in it being altered it from its original state. On the one hand, these factors are due to the usage 
of the mosaic as architectural decor, which brings it under the same constraints as the building, therefore their initial 
state may have undergone modifications related to the use of the building where they are held. On the other hand, 
these factors are also due to the taste for the collection: the mosaics have been subject to different types of altera-
tions, well recognised for these ancient sculptures, and that must be taken into account in our own researches. This 
research is based on case studies: ancient mosaics in Egypt, Greece, Cyrene, Cyprus, Italy and on collections held by 
the Museum of the Duke of Aumale, Chantilly, and the Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg.
KeyWorDs: mosaics; ancient restoration; modern restoration; collector’s tastes.

En français, la traduction de forgery est falsification,
ou contrefaçon, deux notions qui s’opposent à authenticité. 

Falsifier signifie «1. Altérer volontairement dans le dessein de tromper; 
2. Donner une fausse apparence ».

Contrefaçon: «action de contrefaire une œuvre littéraire, artistique, industrielle
au préjudice de son auteur, de son inventeur; imitation frauduleuse»1.

Dans la recherche archéologique, il est important de fonder l’étude des mosaïques antiques sur 
des documents authentiques. Si cette affirmation semble évidente, nous allons tenter de montrer que 
l’authenticité d’une mosaïque ne constitue pas un critère si facile à établir qu’il y paraît et que, au 
cours de sa «vie», beaucoup de facteurs ont pu altérer son état d’origine. Ces facteurs tiennent d’une 
part à l’usage de cet élément du décor architectural, qui est donc soumis aux mêmes contraintes qu’un 
bâtiment; ils peuvent, d’autre part, tenir au goût pour la collection qui entraîne un certain nombre 
d’interventions. En d’autres termes, la question que nous posons peut s’exprimer de la façon suivante: 
réparer, restaurer, récupérer, modifier, copier un pavement, de l’usage à la collection, comment évaluer 
l’authenticité d’une mosaïque antique? En outre, on constate que des pratiques assez voisines sont 
observables pour l’Antiquité et pour la période moderne, voire contemporaine, comme nous allons le 
montrer à partir de quelques exemples. 

1  Dictionnaire Petit Robert, Paris, 1995, pp. 889 et 461.

où s’arrête l’authentiCité, 
où CommenCe la falsifiCation D’une mosaïque? 

quelques étuDes De Cas

Anne-Marie Guimier-Sorbets
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Durant l’antiquité

réParer, restaurer une mosaïque

La réparation — nous dirions aujourd’hui la réfection, la restauration — des mosaïques endom-
magées par l’usage du bâtiment, par des travaux, un incendie ou une cause naturelle, était relati-
vement rare: tant qu’il y avait des ateliers, il était plus facile de faire faire une nouvelle mosaïque, 
souvent au-dessus de la précédente, comme on le voit souvent dans les fouilles2. Lorsque le pavement 
endommagé était considéré comme précieux, ou lorsqu’on ne disposait plus des ateliers de mosaïstes 
capables de faire une nouvelle mosaïque, on avait recours à diverses méthodes de réparation/restaura-
tion. Le précieux embléma au chien, découvert dans la zone des palais d’Alexandrie, en 1994, lors de 
la construction de la Bibliotheca alexandrina, avait souffert d’un petit enfoncement, vraisemblable-
ment dû à la chute d’un objet lourd et pointu, sur le fond de l’askos placé à gauche du chien: cet enfon-
cement fut réparé dans l’Antiquité par des tesselles un peu plus grosses que celles du très fin opus 
vermiculatum environnant. De même, ce panneau circulaire de 95 cm de diamètre, réalisé en atelier 
sur une plaque de mortier et placé dans le reste du pavement exécuté sur place, ne devait pas repo-
ser sur un support très stable car une fissure s’y était produite, vraisemblablement peu après la pose3: 
visible en haut et en bas du panneau, cette fissure avait été réparée très vite, avec beaucoup de soin, en 
employant des tesselles minuscules de même qualité que celles du fond; nous avons affaire ici à une 
réparation/restauration qui avait pour objectif d’interférer le moins possible avec ce chef d’œuvre de 
la première moitié du IIe s. avant J.-C.

Ce type de réfection fine semble avoir été assez rare dans l’Antiquité et, en l’absence de l’ate-
lier qui avait réalisé le pavement ou d’une équipe possédant des moyens et matériaux équivalents, 
il était plus fréquent de réparer un pavement avec des matériaux différents: ainsi, dans la maison de 
Jason Magnus à Cyrène (Libye), pour les panneaux d’opus sectile de facture raffinée, des plaques de 
marbre sans forme particulière ont bouché les lacunes des décors centrés difficiles à exécuter en l’ab-
sence d’atelier spécialisé4. Le cas de la «villa de Thésée» à Paphos (Chypre) est particulièrement inté-

2  miChaeliDès 2011, pp. 98-99.
3  guimier-sorBets 1998a.
4  Panneaux F et H, mingazzini 1966, pl. XXI, 1 et 2.

Fig. 1 – Paphos (Chypre). Maison de Thésée. À gauche, vue d’ensemble; à droit, détails des visages (clichés de l’Auteur).
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ressant: on sait que ce grand bâtiment de prestige qui comprenait une centaine de pièces et de couloirs 
a été construit dans la seconde moitié du IIe s. après J.-C., occupé et plusieurs fois agrandi jusqu’au Ve 

s.; richement décoré, il a souffert des tremblements de terre et ses pavements ont nécessité des réfec-
tions5. Certaines ont été faites assez grossièrement, avec différents matériaux: les parties manquantes 
d’un pavement polychrome à composition de méandre à svastikas et carrés avec remplissage (Ve s.) 
ont été rebouchées par des plaques de marbre et par de larges plaques d’opus tessellatum présentant 
un autre décor géométrique: si le remplissage des carrés présente quelques ressemblances avec celui 
du pavement endommagé, les axes et la nature des deux compositions ainsi juxtaposées diffèrent6. La 
réparation du large panneau rond représentant la victoire de Thésée sur le Minotaure au centre d’un 
vaste labyrinthe à plan circulaire est beaucoup plus subtile, comme l’a montré W.A. Daszewski: le 
panneau a vraisemblablement été réalisé au cours du IIIe s. puis gravement endommagé au IVe s. par 
un tremblement de terre7. Pour restaurer ce chef d’œuvre picturalisant, des mosaïstes fort habiles ont 
dû refaire partiellement certains personnages: ainsi s’explique que le rendu des visages de Thésée et 
de la Crète soit si différent de ceux d’Ariane et du Labyrinthe, laissés dans leur état originel. Tout 
en insérant avec soin les parties refaites pour restituer sa beauté au pavement, les mosaïstes de la fin 
du IVe ou du Ve s. ont donné à ces visages le style  «pré-byzantin» caractéristique de leur époque, les 
propriétaires ne se souciant pas de la cohésion stylistique (fig. 1).

Nulle tromperie dans ces exemples de restaurations antiques: il s’agissait de réparer — avec plus 
ou moins d’habileté et de moyens — des lacunes endommageant un pavement qui continuait à être 
utilisé in situ. 

DéCouPer une mosaïque en la laissant sur PlaCe

Toujours pendant l’Antiquité, la mosaïque a parfois été coupée et seule une partie est demeurée en 
usage dans la pièce. C’est le cas d’un très ancien pavement découvert à Alexandrie dans le quartier du 
Bruchéion proche des palais royaux: le panneau central, comme la large bande de bordure, figurant, 
sur fond noir, une scène de chasse et une file d’animaux, sont brutalement interrompus et complé-
tés, sans respect du décor ni de la technique employée8. Le pavement avait été initialement réalisé en 
tesselles très irrégulières avec des galets et des lames de plomb, à l’époque où ces techniques étaient 
nouvelles (fin du IVe s. avant J.-C.) puis il fut complété, plus tard, d’une large zone transversale de 
tessellatum blanc. Comment expliquer une telle «amputation» et le complément du pavement en opus 
tessellatum régulier? Certainement pour récupérer la partie conservée d’un pavement partiellement 
endommagé, ce qui montre, en tout cas, l’intérêt qu’on a alors porté à la partie ancienne puisqu’on 
aurait pu se contenter de faire exécuter une nouvelle mosaïque. Là encore, le mosaïste a employé la 
technique de son époque — l’opus tessellatum —, sans chercher à retrouver la technique d’origine. 

Plusieurs siècles plus tard, à l’époque impériale, on retrouve la même pratique de découpe dans 
une autre maison d’Alexandrie: dans la maison à la Méduse (terrain du théâtre Diana, première moitié 
du IIe s. après J.-C.), le pavement d’un triclinium a été décoré selon le schéma alors en vogue du T 
+ U: décor simple, noir et blanc dans le panneau en U, destiné à recevoir les lits des banqueteurs, et 
autres panneaux polychromes agencés en T à l’entrée et au centre de la salle de banquet, donc sous 
les yeux des convives9. Vraisemblablement après la destruction de la maison au IIIe s., ce pavement a 
été découpé par un mur, qui a séparé le tapis en T, polychrome, du tapis en U noir et blanc, laissé en 
dehors de la nouvelle pièce (fig. 2). L’objectif n’était plus, dans ce cas, d’éliminer la partie endomma-
gée, puisque les deux parties du pavement ont été retrouvées dans les fouilles, mais de découper un 
pavement pour l’adapter aux dimensions d’une salle devenue plus petite. Les rétrécissements de pièces 
ne sont pas rares, par exemple lorsqu’il s’agit de réparer un bâtiment en l’absence de grandes poutres 

5  DaszeWsKi 1977. 
6  miChaeliDès 2011, p. 99.
7  DaszeWsKi 1977, p. 25, pls. 4-9; miChaeliDès 1987, n. 23. 
8  DaszeWsKi 1985, n. 1.
9  guimier-sorBets 1998b. 
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de bois, mais une telle découpe, qui suit le redan formé par le pavement central carré, est exception-
nelle, si ce n’est unique. Cette pratique montre l’intérêt que l’on a porté à la partie polychrome de la 
mosaïque alors qu’on n’avait plus les moyens de garder de grandes pièces, ni de faire intervenir un 
atelier de mosaïstes de même qualité pour exécuter un nouveau pavement. 

réCuPérer un Panneau De mosaïque Pour le réutiliser Dans un autre Pavement, ou Pour enriChir 
une ColleCtion

Lorsque, après une attaque de Délos en 69 avant J.-C., la majorité des habitants ont décidé de quit-
ter l’île, ils ont tout naturellement déménagé en emportant avec eux leur mobilier, dont les emblémata 
de mosaïque faisaient partie, comme le montre la série des pavements où manquent ces panneaux10. 
Parfois, l’opération de dépose s’est mal passée et le panneau a été très endommagé: c’est certainement 
ce qui explique que, pour le pavement de la Tritonesse, l’un des panneaux ait été en grande partie 
enlevé tandis que l’autre a été laissé en place11. C’est vraisemblablement ce qui est aussi arrivé à l’em-
bléma au chien, découvert dans le terrain de la Bibliotheca Alexandrina: lors des fouilles, une tranchée 
de plan carré l’entourait, témoignage d’une tentative d’enlèvement dans l’Antiquité. Le panneau était 
fragile, comme nous l’avons dit plus haut, et la fissure déjà réparée a dû se rouvrir en s’aggravant, ce 
qui a découragé les artisans qui tentaient de récupérer ce panneau de grand prix12. 

Revenons sur le panneau de la Tritonesse de Délos: il avait été exécuté avec des éléments irrégu-
liers donnant l’illusion d’un style plus ancien que le reste du pavement fait d’opus tessellatum régu-
lier; pourtant l’examen archéologique semble montrer qu’il lui était contemporain. Ce changement de 

technique était-il destiné à tromper le comman-
ditaire en lui faisant croire qu’il achetait une 
pièce plus ancienne? Ou bien, était-ce destiné à 
tromper les hôtes du maître de maison? Rien ne 
permet de l’affirmer: l’emploi de cette technique 
témoigne plutôt d’un goût archaïsant, attesté 
ailleurs à Délos à la même période13.

A l’inverse, on connaît des pavements 
remployant des emblémata plus anciens: c’est 
le cas des thermes de Kom Trouga (Egypte), 
dans lesquels un pavement d’époque impériale, 
formé de plaquettes de diverses pierres colorées, 
comportait aussi un embléma circulaire d’opus 
tessellatum et vermiculatum orné d’une compo-
sition de divers oiseaux et d’un second panneau 
circulaire d’opus sectile, tous deux datés du Ier 
s. avant J.-C.14. De même dans une maison de 
Rhodes, au centre d’un pavement de tessella-
tum d’époque impériale, était inséré un embléma 
hellénistique figurant un masque de théâtre15. 
Cette pratique a aussi été mise en évidence pour 
les tableaux peints: une série de petits panneaux 
ont été découverts dans la palestre d’Hercula-
num, détachés d’une première paroi et atten-

10  Bruneau 1972, pp. 100-101.
11  Maison de la Tritonesse, quartier nord de Délos: Bruneau 1972, n. 75. 
12  guimier-sorBets 1998a, p. 288.
13  Bruneau 1972, pp. 92-93.
14  DaszeWsKi 1985, nn. 47, 48.
15  anDreae 2003, p. 61.

Fig. 2 – Alexandrie (Egypte). Maison à la Méduse, pavement 
découpé par un mur antique (cliché et remontage Archives 
CEAlex).
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dant d’être réinsérés dans une paroi du IVe style16. 
A Pompéi, les exemples d’emblémata en vermicula-
tum remployés dans des pavements plus récents sont 
relativement nombreux: nous ne citerons ici que les 
deux fameux panneaux signés de Dioscouridès de 
Samos, de la fin du IIe s. avant J.-C., remployés dans 
la maison dite de Cicéron au Ier s. de notre ère17, ou 
encore l’embléma aux pygmées de la maison du 
Ménandre18. Ces panneaux anciens faisaient-ils déjà 
partie du décor d’un premier état et avaient-ils été 
récupérés par le propriétaire lors d’une réfection de 
la même maison? Dans ces cas, nous n’avons pas le 
moyen de le savoir. 

Au contraire, nous savons que le Palazzo delle 
colonne de Ptolémaïs (Libye), bâtiment luxueux, a 
connu deux états: construit au Ier s. avant J.-C., sous 
domination lagide, il fut réaménagé durant la période flavienne ou la première moitié du IIe s. après 
J.-C.; des éléments architecturaux appartenant à chacun des deux états de construction y ont été 
identifiés19. Ces deux états architecturaux sont identifiables pour l'architecture ainsi que pour les 
mosaïques; lors de la fouille, G. Pesce a retrouvé des emblémata hellénistiques d’opus vermiculatum 
provenant de l’étage, l’un des panneaux figurait des poissons, l’autre des gallinacés, tous deux de style 
alexandrin20. On a retrouvé, en place, de nombreux pavements d’opus tessellatum  du rez-de-chaussée 
qui avaient été exécutés au IIe s. après J.-C. Dans l’oecus 12, le panneau principal portait un bouclier 
polychrome à gorgonéion central21, du même type que celui de la maison de la Méduse d’Alexandrie, 
dont il a été question ci-dessus; toutefois, si l’embléma du pavement alexandrin était contemporain 
du reste du pavement, celui de Ptolémais est un embléma d’époque hellénistique, remployé dans le 
pavement d’époque impériale, comme nous avons pu le montrer lors d’un examen de l’ensemble du 
panneau central conservé dans le musée du site de Ptolémaïs22 (fig. 3). Il s’agit donc d’un exemple de 
remploi, dans un état impérial, d’éléments de décor appartenant déjà au premier état du bâtiment. 

Dans une villa de Baccano (Italie), un pavement d’étage fut réalisé par la juxtaposition de vingt 
emblémata, insérés dans un quadrillage de tresses. Aujourd’hui exposé au musée national du 
Palazzo Massimo alle Terme à Rome, ce pavement est une véritable anthologie, mêlant scènes et 
personnages mythologiques (Saisons, Muses …) avec des poissons. Il a suscité de nombreux commen-
taires et discussions parmi les spécialistes. Ces petits panneaux de provenances et d’ateliers divers ont 
été adaptés dans l’Antiquité à leur nouvelle destination; certains ont pu être détachés de pavements 
plus anciens. L’ensemble ainsi recomposé, vraisemblablement à la fin du IIe ou au IIIe s. après J.-C.23, 
est un témoignage des pratiques des collectionneurs antiques. 

Parmi bien d’autres, ces exemples montrent qu’il existait, à l’époque impériale comme à l’époque 
hellénistique, un goût pour ces petits panneaux anciens, qu’ils faisaient l’objet de récupération et aussi 
d’un commerce, parfois même de collections, et que ces pièces d’un artisanat plus ou moins raffiné 
étaient considérées comme précieuses à l’époque. Ce commerce antique des mosaïques remployées 
a-t-il suscité des pratiques frauduleuses dans l’Antiquité? Nous n’en avons pas de témoignage certain, 
à ma connaissance. Pourtant, M. Donderer a supposé une telle pratique à propos des pavements des 
palais de Pergame: il a formulé l’hypothèse que la mosaïque aux colombes découverte en 1737 lors 

16  BalDassarre et alii 2003, p. 160.
17  DunBaBin 1999, pp. 44-45, avec la bibliographie antérieure. 
18  PPM II 1990, pp. 295-297, figg. 86-89.
19  PesCe 1950. 
20  Id., pp. 67-68, 101. 
21  Id., p. 39, figg. 43, 50, pl. XV.
22  guimier-sorBets 1998b, p. 123.
23  Paris, Di sarCina 2012 n. 22.3; anDreae 2003, pp. 294-307.

Fig. 3 – Ptolémaïs (Libye). Palazzo delle colonne, 
embléma hellénistique (cliché de l’Auteur).
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des fouilles de la Villa Hadriana, venait de Pergame, où l’avait achetée l’Empereur Hadrien lors de 
sa visite en Orient. On lui aurait alors vendu ce panneau comme étant l’original de Sosos, le célèbre 
— et unique — mosaïste que cite Pline (HN, 36, 184). C’est par la volonté d’une attribution presti-
gieuse mais frauduleuse que ce chercheur explique le fait que, dans la salle N1 du palais V de Pergame, 
l’embléma central ait été enlevé dans l’Antiquité mais qu’on ait laissé dans le pavement la signature 
(ΗΦΑΙΣΤΙΩΝ ΕΠΟΙΕΙ) pourtant très joliment inscrite sur la représentation illusionniste d’un parche-
min partiellement décollé24. Il n’est malheureusement pas possible de vérifier l’exactitude de ces hypo-
thèses aussi audacieuses qu’astucieuses. 

À l’éPoque moDerne et ContemPoraine

installer Des mosaïques antiques — ou Des CoPies — sur les sols et le moBilier De riChes Demeures

A partir de la Renaissance, le goût des pavements anciens a encouragé les rois, les nobles et les 
prélats à acquérir des fragments de mosaïque arrachés aux bâtiments antiques, découverts plus que 
fouillés autour de Rome et dans la zone du Vésuve. Ces dignitaires devinrent ainsi, directement ou 
indirectement, commanditaires de fouilles puisqu’ils souhaitaient orner les sols et parfois les meubles 
de leurs palais de mosaïques antiques, figurées ou géométriques, tandis que les plus belles pièces 
devenaient des «tableaux» de leurs collections. Les palais du Vatican, du Capitole, la Villa Borghèse à 
Rome, les demeures royales à Naples et en Campanie, pour n’en citer que quelques uns, témoignent 
amplement de cette vogue, qui se développa aux XVIIIe et XIXe s.; elle permit de sauver des pave-
ments antiques, en même temps qu’elle les mit en danger: comme souvent, ces pratiques eurent des 
effets heureux et des conséquences néfastes. Au titre des effets heureux, plaçons en premier lieu 
l’intérêt pour les mosaïques, et la création d’ateliers de mosaïstes modernes capables de détacher 
à moindre mal de larges surfaces mosaïquées de leur bâtiment d’origine, et de les réinstaller dans 
les demeures des nouveaux propriétaires. Ces ateliers de restauration acquirent une réelle connais-
sance des mosaïques puisqu’ils devaient en refaire les parties manquantes de la façon la moins visible 
possible: après installation, les mosaïques ne devaient pas présenter de différences entre les parties 
authentiques et les parties refaites. La vogue des mosaïques se développant ainsi que les compétences 
des ateliers modernes, de nouvelles mosaïques furent créées de toutes pièces, mais «à l’antique»: c’est 
ainsi que la mosaïque redevint un art décoratif à part entière, dont les témoignages sont nombreux, 
dans les monuments publics comme les immeubles bourgeois, construits dans les grandes villes euro-
péennes jusqu’au début du XXe s. 

Dès le XVIIIe s. les ateliers de mosaïstes qui restauraient l’opus vermiculatum antique créèrent une 
nouvelle technique, aussi fine sinon davantage: les micro-mosaïques; l’atelier le plus célèbre fut celui 
de G. Raffaelli qui exécuta dès 1775 d’excellentes reproductions du panneau aux colombes décou-
vert quelques décennies avant dans la Villa Hadriana, et de bien d’autres panneaux figurés. Pour satis-
faire une clientèle élargie par la vogue du «Grand Tour» que les jeunes gens cultivés de l’élite euro-
péenne exécutaient en visitant l’Italie comme la Grèce, les ateliers de micro-mosaïques représentèrent 
des vues des monuments contemporains de Rome, ainsi que des paysages de ruines. Cet artisanat de 
luxe bien particulier connut un vif succès, des panneaux ainsi décorés ornaient, selon leur taille, aussi 
bien des tables que des coffrets ou des tabatières. Ces micro-mosaïques sont devenues de nos jours un 
objet d’étude et il n’est pas question d’y voir une quelconque falsification par rapport aux mosaïques 
antiques dont elles dérivent et il en était certainement de même à l’époque de leur création et de leur 
vente aux touristes fortunés qui les emportèrent chez eux. Ce fut le cas notamment d’un sultan otto-
man qui rapporta dans le palais de Dolmabahce à Istanbul une copie des célèbres colombes de la 
Villa Hadriana, vers 1853-1856, à une période où les Turcs ne portaient aucun intérêt aux mosaïques 

24  Pour la mosaïque de Pergame: salzmann 1995, pp. 103-107, pll. 12-17, annexe 1-2; DunBaBin 1999, pp. 28-29 et 
271. Pour l’interprétation de la vente: DonDerer 1991. 
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antiques25. Il est piquant de constater que ce motif créé au IIe s. avant J.-C. à Pergame — non loin, 
relativement, du Bosphore — est revenu à l’honneur en Turquie grâce à la renommée des micro-mo-
saïques de l’atelier romain du XVIIIe s. Le Sultan qui a acheté ou reçu ce panneau en présent connais-
sait-il l’origine du thème? 

Dans la seconde moitié du XIXe s., les palais sont souvent devenus des musées, et on dépouillait 
moins facilement les sites archéologiques pour orner les sols des demeures privées, même fastueuses. 
Pourtant, cette pratique fut encore à l’œuvre lorsque les autorités italiennes restaurèrent le palais des 
Grands Maîtres pour en faire le centre de leur gouvernement de l’île de Rhodes: les sols de ce bâti-
ment conservent encore de nos jours la plus grande collection de pavements antiques venus de Cos et 
des îles avoisinantes26. 

On eut aussi recours à des copies, ou à des mosaïques «à l’antique». Ainsi, pour refaire la décora-
tion du Palazzo di Venezia, à Rome, Mussolini fit faire, en 1927, une mosaïque «à l’antique» dans la 
Sala del Mappamondo: la mosaïque, inspirée de la découverte faite peu avant dans les fondations du 
Ministero del Tesoro, figure le rapt d’Europe, entouré d’un thiase marin. Pietro D’Achiardi, mosaïste 
et historien d’art, a choisi de donner le visage de Mussolini au personnage qui tire le taureau par le 
col, non sans intention politique27. 

Dans la villa Kérylos, construite entre 1902 et 1908, Théodore Reinach, le propriétaire bien connu 
des Antiquisants, et E. Pontremoli, l’architecte, se sont inspirés des mosaïques hellénistiques de l’île 
de Délos pour décorer plusieurs pièces de cette riche demeure «à la grecque» conçue par un érudit 
et construite par un architecture féru lui aussi d’art grec. Les spécialistes qui l’ont étudiée ont, bien 
évidemment, identifié la copie du panneau au dauphin sur ancre de la maison du Trident de Délos. 
Toutefois, l’origine moderne du panneau aux gallinacés de l’entrée n’a été reconnue que plus récem-
ment28: le panneau était jusqu’alors réputé être un original hellénistique. Remarquons tout de même 
que placer dans un pavement du tout début du XXe s. un «embléma» réalisé à la fin du XVIIIe s. est 
encore une façon d’y insérer une «antiquité» … même si elle n’est pas antique. 

Les dauphins et les méandres antiques ont été copiés dans les mosaïques des bassins et de la 
piscine extérieure (piscine de Neptune) de l’extraordinaire demeure que William Randolph Hearst, 
magnat de la presse américaine, fit édifier de 1919 à 1947 dans un style très éclectique, à San Simeon 
sur la côte ouest des Etats Unis29. De même, la copie des mosaïques de voûte du mausolée de Galla 
Placidia à Ravenne constitue le fond de la piscine intérieure, la «piscine romaine» dont le plan s’ins-
pire des thermes de Caracalla. Le vestibule de la Casa Grande, bâtiment principal du «Hearst Castle», 
est revêtu d’une mosaïque moderne au centre de laquelle est inséré un panneau de mosaïque antique, à 
décor marin, de style noir et blanc, dont la provenance n’est pas connue, mais que Hearst a dû trouver 
sur le marché de l’art de l’époque. Nul doute qu’il s’agisse encore une fois d’un fragment de mosaïque 
romaine, découpé puis inséré dans un pavement du XXe s. 

les moDifiCations oPérées Par les restaurations anCiennes

Pour adapter les pavements récupérés — ou les fragments de pavements détachés — aux surfaces 
à couvrir dans les palais modernes, les restaurateurs ont modifié l’emplacement de certains fragments, 
et parfois combiné des fragments de plusieurs pavements. Il n’est pas nécessaire de reprendre en 
détail le cas, bien connu, de la mosaïque nilotique de Palestrina-Préneste qui couvrait à l’origine le 
sol d’une salle à abside en forme de grotte. Découvert entre 1588 et 1607, ce pavement exceptionnel 
a été déposé, fractionné en morceaux transportés deux fois entre Palestrina et Rome, et installés dans 
le palais de Mgr Barberini, tandis que le fragment à la pergola, aujourd’hui au musée de Berlin, avait 

25  Bingöl 1997, p. 88, pl. 14.2.
26  Kollias 1991; De matteis 2004.
27  DieBner 2017, p. 683.
28  lavagne 2009. Pour une présentation récente de la villa Kérylos: vigne 2016.
29  Pour des photos et la description du Hearst Castle: http://hearstcastle.org/history-behind-hearst-castle/art/ ainsi 

que http://hearstcastle.org/history-behind-hearst-castle/the-castle/pools/. 
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été offert au Grand Duc de Toscane Fernand II de Médicis au début du XVIIe s. Au milieu du XXe s. 
Gullini a pu examiner le revers de la mosaïque reprise par les restaurateurs successifs depuis le début 
du XVIIe s. et il a publié un document très précieux indiquant les zones refaites, soit presque 50% de 
la surface actuellement exposée30. Il n’est pourtant pas rare, depuis, que des commentaires iconogra-
phiques portent sur des parties refaites ! Or on sait que les réfections ne correspondent pas complè-
tement aux quelques parties dont on a conservé un dessin exécuté vers 1640, aujourd'hui dans les 
collections Windsor. Les restaurateurs, selon l’usage de l’époque, avaient ré-agencé les morceaux, et 
complété librement les lacunes; ils sont même allés jusqu’à modifier des détails de la représentation 
lorsque ceux-ci ne convenaient pas à la demeure d’un évêque: ainsi le phallus transporté sur un bran-
card, selon l’usage attesté dans les processions de l’Alexandrie lagide, a-t-il été remplacé par un candé-
labre. En raison de l’importance de ce pavement exceptionnel, figurant comme «à vue d’oiseau» le 
cours du Nil, de sa source jusqu’à l’embouchure, et les contrées qu’il traverse, les chercheurs pour-
suivent les hypothèses sur la restitution de la composition originelle des divers fragments: parmi ces 
travaux, nous ne citerons ici que ceux de P.G. Meyboom, de B. Andreae et de A. Tammisto31. 

Des recherches similaires se poursuivent sur la date des divers éléments du panneau aux colombes 
de la Villa Hadriana et des bandes qui l’entouraient, aujourd’hui dispersées dans six musées32. Ce pave-
ment fut découvert, comme nous l’avons vu, en 1737. Un consensus semble se faire autour d’une date 
à la fin de la période hellénistique (fin du IIe - Ier s. avant J.-C.) pour le panneau figuré — sans en faire 
forcément l’original de Sosos, et peut-être la bande de perles et pirouettes qui l’entoure (partie conser-
vée au musée du Capitole), tandis que les fragments des autres encadrements à décor végétal sont 
plutôt considérés comme l’œuvre des ateliers de l’époque d’Hadrien, s’ils n’ont pas été eux-mêmes 
trop lourdement restaurés à l'époque moderne. 

Voulant refaire les parties manquantes des pavements de la plus belle façon possible, les restau-
rateurs des pavements antiques du Vatican ne se sont pas souciés du style originel. Ainsi, pour le 
pavement découvert dans la Villa della Rufinella près de Tusculum, le buste de la charmante Athéna 
casquée, aussi joufflue que rougissante, visible au centre de la salle de la Croix grecque du palais du 
Vatican, n’a pas grand chose à voir stylistiquement avec les autres fragments du même édifice hellé-
nistique, fragments qui n’avaient pas été alors restaurés et sont exposés au musée national du Palazzo 
Massimo de Rome33. Si le pavement aujourd’hui visible sur le sol de la salle de la Croix grecque est 
admirable, c’est davantage en tant qu’œuvre d’art du XVIIIe s. qu’en tant que mosaïque antique.

En étudiant la collection des mosaïques du Musée Gréco-Romain d’Alexandrie et surtout 
pendant leur nouvelle restauration menée par le Centre d’Etudes Alexandrines (CEAlex – CNRS) 
à la demande du Supreme Council of Antiquities of Egypt (SCA), nous nous sommes mieux rendu 
compte de l’ampleur des travaux de restaurations effectués à l’arrivée des pavements au musée, dans la 
première moitié du XXe s. L’équipe de restaurateurs de mosaïques, probablement d’origine italienne 
comme les directeurs du Musée à cette époque, n’ont pas hésité, pour compléter des lacunes, à modi-
fier les motifs géométriques au point de créer un type de méandre à svastikas qui n’existait pas dans 
l’Antiquité34, ni à compléter un panneau de cubes en perspective en remplaçant des lames de plomb 
antiques par leur équivalent moderne35; sur cette lancée vraisemblablement, ils ont utilisé de lames 
de plomb pour refaire les parties manquantes d’un pavement d’époque impériale qui n’en possé-
dait pas à l’origine36. Pour compléter le médaillon central d’un bouclier polychrome, ils ont prélevé 
le motif de remplissage végétal d’une autre partie du même pavement37. Toujours à Alexandrie, un 

30  gullini 1956.  
31  meyBoom 1995, pp. 3-7; anDreae 2003, pp. 108-109; tammisto 2005.
32  anDreae 2003, pp. 170-175. Pour une présentation récente du fragment de bordure exposé au cabinet des Médailles 

(Paris): avisseau-Broustet, Colonna 2017, n. 48.
33  Pour le pavement du Vatican: liverani, sPinola 2003, pp. 100, 116. Pour les panneaux conservés au Palazzo Mas-

simo: Paris, Di sarCina 2012, n. 6.
34  Pavement au fleuron de Chatby (MGR n. 10200): teWfiK, guimier-sorBets 2017. 
35  Pavement de Thmouis, (MGR n. 21737): raPilliarD, taWfiCK, guimier-sorBets à paraître. 
36  Pavement au fleuron de Chatby (MGR n. 10200): teWfiK, guimier-sorBets sous presse. 
37  Pavement au fleuron de Canope (MGR n. 10204), ParlasCa 1975, p. 366, n. 26, pl. CLXXV, 3.
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petit panneau de la villa aux oiseaux de Kom el-Dikka a connu plusieurs restaurations: la première est 
antique, comme le montrent les restes de cornes de la proie tuée par la panthère, restes visibles lors 
de la mise au jour du pavement38. Après les premiers travaux de conservation des pavements dans les 
années 1970, la panthère a disparu, puis elle a été refaite à l’identique à partir des photographies du 
moment de la découverte39. 

Ces réfections que nous considérons aujourd’hui comme excessives ont été faites par des restau-
rateurs placés sous l’autorité des directeurs des musées ou des sites, soucieux de présenter de «belles» 
mosaïques. Pourtant la charte de Venise, charte internationale sur la conservation et la restauration 
des sites et monuments, signée en 1964 sous les auspices de l’ICOMOS (Conseil International des 
Monuments et des Sites) fournit un cadre d’intervention reconnu par la communauté internationale 
et largement appliqué dans tous les pays40. Cette charte détermine avec précision les règles de bonne 
pratique d’une conservation et d’une restauration des documents anciens. Et l’ICCM (International 
Committee for the Conservation of Mosaics), branche de l’ICCROM, s’applique à les faire connaître 
et à les appliquer aux mosaïques; pour cela, il assure des formations en collaboration avec le Getty 
Conservation Institute41. Les ateliers les plus réputés appliquent scrupuleusement ces règles et accom-
pagnent leurs travaux d’une documentation abondante, indispensable autant pour le suivi technique 
de la mosaïque que pour son étude scientifique, actuelle et future. 

restaurations anCiennes et CoPies

La célèbre mosaïque des thermes d’Otricoli, telle qu’on la voit aujourd’hui sur le sol de la salle 
ronde du palais du Vatican, a été, selon l’usage des restaurateurs de la fin du XVIIIe s., composée des 
fragments de trois pavements de provenances différentes et de compléments modernes, de manière à 
adapter le pavement à la surface de la salle42. Or c’est cette même composition qu’on retrouve dans le 
palais royal des Romanov, au musée de l’Ermitage à Saint-Pétersbourg (Russie): sur le sol d’un salon, 
on peut y admirer la copie très soigneuse du pavement du Vatican — en dimensions un peu réduites 
(fig. 4). Sans nul doute, le décor des sols du palais pontifical suscita l’admiration des princes russes 
qui dépêchèrent sur place des artisans de leurs pays, comme l’indique, à l’Ermitage, le cartel en russe 
et en anglais :

«Mosaic Otricoli Floor. Smalt; Rome 1847-1851, Vasily Raev, Yegor Solntsev, Ivan Shopalov, Stepan 
Fyodrov. Copy of an ancient original. The ancient mosaic was found in the late 19th century (sic !) during 
excavations at the thermae of Otricoli (Italy) and is currently in the Palace of Pius Clement in Vatican. The 
reduced copy was executed by Russian artists under the direction of the famous mosaicist Michelangelo 
Barberi». 

Et cette même équipe fit une autre copie, de dimensions plus réduites, qui devint un plateau de 
table, exposé dans le même salon de l’Ermitage. A cette époque, on le voit, le renom des mosaïques 
romaines dépasse largement les frontières. Mais, si le cartel de l’Ermitage indique que c’est une copie 
d’un original antique, il s’agit plus précisément de la copie d’une composition réalisée au XVIIIe s. à 
partir de trois pavements distincts, tous trois du IIe s. après J.-C. Et comme les restaurations, combi-
naisons, recompositions, compléments et copies sont peu visibles dans les différents pavements expo-
sés aujourd’hui, selon le souhait des restaurateurs d’alors, nous ne connaissons ces opérations de 
façon sûre que grâce à la documentation qui a accompagné ces travaux à l’époque moderne. 

On voit combien des restaurations — trop parfaites sur le plan technique — peuvent induire des 
problèmes pour l’étude ultérieure des pavements, surtout en l’absence d’une documentation suffi-
sante des travaux effectués. 

38  KolataJ et alii 2007, pp. 38-41 et 66-70.
39  ParanDovsKa 2017. 
40  https://www.icomos.org/charters/venice_f.pdf.
41  Sites web institutionnels: www.iccm-mosaics.org; www.getty.edu/conservation/education/mosaikon.
42  Musée Pio-Clementino, n. 45751-45761, liverani, sPinola 2003, pp. 46-59 et 110.
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la ColleCtion Des mosaïques Du DuC D’aumale à Chantilly: un Cas D’étuDe

Conservées aujourd’hui dans le musée Condé au château de Chantilly, les neuf mosaïques de la 
collection du duc d’Aumale — Henri d’Orléans (1822-1897), fils du roi de France Louis-Philippe — 
appartenaient à son beau-père Léopold de Bourbon, prince de Salerne, et ont été acquises en 1854 
après la mort de ce dernier. La vente prévue à Naples en 1852 n’eut pas lieu, le duc d’Aumale ayant 
décidé de racheter la collection entière. Le catalogue de cette vente mentionne toutes les mosaïques à 
l’exception du panneau aux colombes et de celui aux poissons, car ils étaient déjà fixés sur les marbres, 
eux-mêmes dans le catalogue, qui leur servent aujourd’hui de support43. Une étude postérieure à la 
nôtre a montré que cette série de mosaïques — ou du moins les plus importantes d’entre elles — 
faisaient déjà partie de la collection réunie par Caroline Murat, sœur de Napoléon Bonaparte, pour 
orner ses demeures campaniennes lorsqu’elle était reine consort de Naples, de 1808 à 1815, aux côtés 
de son époux Joachim Murat44. 

On peut distinguer deux séries de panneaux dans cet ensemble: les quatre panneaux d’inté-
rêt majeur45 sont actuellement exposés dans les salles du château de Chantilly, tandis que cinq autres 
panneaux étaient conservés dans la salle du jeu de paume. Avec le reste de la collection, la première série 
de mosaïques a quitté la Campanie en 1854 pour suivre le duc d’Aumale en exil en Angleterre, puis 
cet ensemble est entré en France en 1871. Les panneaux de la seconde série, montés sur des supports 
solides et encadrés de marbre, avaient été préparés pour devenir des plateaux de table, selon l’usage des 
XVIIIe-XIXe s.: ils sont désignés comme «mosaïques de table» dans les premières listes manuscrites. 

43  guimier-sorBets 2002.
44  CaraCCiolo 2017, pp. 108-116.
45  guimier-sorBets 2002, nn. 129-132.

Fig. 4 – Saint Pétersbourg (Russie), Musée de l’Ermitage. Copie de la mosaïque d’Otricoli (cliché de l’Auteur). 
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Le panneau aux colombes46 a été réalisé dans la 
technique des micro-mosaïques dont il a été ques-
tion ci-dessus et il constitue une belle copie de la 
célèbre mosaïque aux colombes découverte en 1737 
dans la Villa Hadriana: ce panneau trouve parfaite-
ment sa place dans une collection d’antiques consti-
tuée au tout début du XIXe s. Les autres panneaux 
proviennent des fouilles de Campanie: si la prove-
nance du panneau de l’enlèvement d’Europe47 est 
attestée (nymphée de Stabies), et si on peut la resti-
tuer avec vraisemblance pour le panneau de la chasse 
au sanglier48, il en va différemment pour les autres 
panneaux. En outre, l’étendue des restaurations n’est 
pas toujours facile à apprécier aujourd’hui. Le collec-
tionneur donnait certainement son accord pour une 
partie de ces opérations, qui lui paraissaient utiles, 
tandis qu’on peut supposer que les mosaïstes char-
gés des déposes et restaurations effectuaient aussi 
d’autres traitements plus importants.

Le panneau de la chasse au sanglier (fig. 5) nous 
a posé davantage de problèmes. En croisant les rares 
données d’archives, les mentions qui étaient faites 
de ce pavement dans la description de Pompéi rédi-
gée par Fiorelli, dans plusieurs corpus épigraphiques 
et même la description d’une maison fictive fournie 
par un roman écrit par F. Mazois et publié à Paris 
en 1822, il nous a été possible de confirmer que le 
pavement venait de la maison des Fleurs, fouillée en 
1809; de ce pavement assez difficile à comprendre, 
nous avons pu également retracer les modifica-
tions tant iconographiques qu’épigraphiques que 
les restaurateurs du début du XIXe s. avaient effec-
tuées pour rendre «présentable» un pavement décou-
vert en mauvais état. Le pavement comportait à l’ori-
gine deux chasseurs, Festus et Torquatus attaquant 
un sanglier avec leurs chiens. Le rétrécissement du 
panneau à la partie conservée lors de la découverte ne 
laissait plus voir qu’un seul chasseur, changeant l’at-
tribution de Torquatus: on comprenait alors que ce nom était celui du chien et non plus celui du chas-
seur disparu. Ce travail de restauration a dû être fait peu après la découverte de la maison, en 1809, et 
avant 1815, tant que Caroline Murat était reine consort de Naples. L’autre inscription, située sous le 
panneau avait été lue CAVE TORQUATUM et mentionnée seulement dans des registres postérieurs. 
Un simple examen de l’inscription montre qu’elle a été remaniée et il est très probable que cette modi-
fication a été faite après la découverte, en 1824-1825 de la maison du poète tragique dont le seuil était 
orné du célèbre chien assorti de la mention CAVE CANEM. Il est ainsi vraisemblable que l’inscrip-
tion CAVE TORQUATUM a été composée avec des fragments divers pour rendre la mosaïque plus 
attrayante, au moment où elle était installée dans le palais princier. Le propriétaire d’alors était-il au 
courant? Ou bien était ce une «tromperie»? Il est, encore une fois, difficile de l’affirmer. 

46  guimier-sorBets 2002, n. 132.
47  Ead., n. 129.
48  Ead., n. 131.

Fig. 5 – Pompéi (Italie), Musée Condé de Chantilly. 
Panneau de la chasse au sanglier (guimier-sorBets 
2002, p. 99). 
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Ainsi, on retrouve dans la série de Chantilly toutes les situations bien connues des historiens de la 
mosaïque travaillant sur des collections anciennes: le panneau aux colombes est une copie quasi contem-
poraine de la période de l’achat et on peut supposer que son acheteur ne le considérait pas comme d’ori-
gine antique, mais bien comme un objet de prix imitant l’antique; antique, le panneau d’Europe est 
relativement peu restauré et sa provenance est attestée; le panneau aux canards49 est quasi intact et a été 
rattaché à une série d’emblémata antiques et même à un atelier, alors que sa provenance n’est pas connue 
précisément; le panneau de la chasse est recomposé avec des compléments modernes. Evaluer le degré 
d’authenticité de chacun des cinq panneaux de la salle du Jeu de Paume pose plus de problèmes, car ils 
ont été découpés dans des panneaux plus grands et complétés pour les adapter à du mobilier.

Ces questions d’authenticité, de restaurations et d’utilisation de pavements antiques dans des 
bâtiments de l’époque moderne sont désormais bien étudiées pour la très riche collection du Musée 
du Vatican. Avec plus ou moins d’acuité, elles se posent pour toutes les collections des musées occi-
dentaux50, sans parler des collections particulières et des objets qui passent dans les ventes publiques. 
Un examen minutieux de la technique des pavements, au moment de la fouille, permet d’évaluer 
l’évolution du document au cours de son «histoire». Pour les documents anciennement déposés, sans 
contexte archéologique connu et en l’absence d’archives de restauration, il faut discerner, sur une 
base technique et stylistique, les remplois d’éléments anciens. Les campagnes de dé-restauration des 
pavements — de plus en plus nombreuses pour les collections anciennes — constituent des occasions 
précieuses de reprendre ce travail.

Nous n’avons que rarement évoqué les cas de falsification à des fins de tromperie: en effet, pour 
que la volonté de tromper l’acheteur soit avérée, il faut connaître avec précision les conditions de 
l’achat et les allégations du vendeur. Ces falsifications ont certainement existé dans un passé loin-
tain comme proche, et elles sont en augmentation aujourd’hui où le marché de l’art s’intéresse plus 
qu’avant aux mosaïques et où les conditions politiques et militaires du Proche Orient permettent un 
commerce florissant à la fois de faux et d’authentiques panneaux provenant de fouilles clandestines 
ou de pillages. De plus, avec l’accroissement des connaissances scientifiques, la «qualité» elle-même 
croissante des faux rend leur identification de plus en plus difficile. Et l’attitude des chercheurs face à 
ces documents d’origine douteuse est loin d’être simple: faut il les publier, au risque de donner du prix 
à l’objet et d’encourager ainsi le pillage? Ou vaut-il mieux ne pas publier un document dont l’origine 
est malhonnête, au risque de priver la communauté scientifique d’un document exceptionnel par son 
iconographie ou sa technique? La réponse, le plus souvent, doit être donnée au cas par cas51. 

Toutefois, même pour des documents dont la provenance est connue, les exemples évoqués 
montrent combien il peut être difficile d’établir l’authenticité d’une mosaïque. En effet, en tant que 
partie du décor architectural, leur état initial a pu connaître des modifications liées à l’usage plus ou 
moins prolongé du bâtiment qui les portait et, en tant qu’objet de collection, les mosaïques ont été 
soumises à différents types d’altérations, bien reconnues pour les sculptures antiques, et qui doivent 
être prises en compte aussi dans nos études. 

Anne-Marie Guimier-Sorbets 
Université de Paris Nanterre 

anne-marie.guimier-sorbets@mae.u-paris10.fr
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aBstraCt

This paper focuses on some cases of 16th and 18th century restoration works in the collection of the National 
Archaeological Museum of Venice. It also examines how in the past museum curators have dealt with restored 
sculptures — the restorations perceived as falsifications — and how the “multi-layer nature” of these objects can 
be explained to visitors today. Special attention is given to interpretive texts and labels as a challenge for museum 
professionals. 
KeyWorDs: restoration; Renaissance; Neoclassicism; museum visitors; labelling.

The collections of the National Archaeological Museum offer some important cases of 16th and 
18th century restorations of ancient sculptures. None of them was a real fake, since modern resear-
ches have already made clear the fact that the owners were aware of the restorations on their works 
of art — if not directly involved in their planning. But those restorations sometimes led to misrepre-
sented iconographies or to real pastiches and it is interesting to examine how the restored sculptures, 
put on display in the museum rooms, have been, and are, perceived by curators and visitors. Have 
the modern parts been left or removed? And why? What kind of labels do they have? If the museum 
texts were not sufficiently clear about what is original and what is not, would this mislead the visitors 
so that the old restorations end up being fakes?

Forgeries in sculpture collections are not easy to define, such as in the case of the small-scale 
bronze antiques that passed through Venice on a fairly regular basis during the Renaissance, or in that 
of the portrait busts, so popular in the art collections of that period.

Hand in hand with the collecting of ancient bronzes went the commissioning of modern copies 
or variants. Some all’antica (after the Antique) bronzes may have been made deliberately to deceive 
and “to take advantage of the fact that ancient bronzes realized far higher prices than their modern 
equivalents”1, but many others were made quite legitimately, perhaps to fill a specific gap in a collec-
tion of antiques. The market answered the collectors’ increasing request of antiques, while the artists 
were trying to follow the ancient models and, at the beginning of the 16th century, the study of the 
Antique had become an essential principle for them. 

As for the portrait busts, today it is difficult to know how they had been perceived by their 
contemporaries. Many of them had been made for the market as “after the Antique” exemplars, 
without any deception, but soon the boundary between antique and modern was not clear any more. 
Moreover, the sculptors’ aim of challenging themselves with the ancient models produced direct 
copies of Roman portrait busts, e.g. of the Emperors, and free imitations, which competed with 
their models. These portrait busts, often included in the collections of our archaeological museums, 

1  avery 2011, p. 121.
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have been reconsidered as copies or Renaissance imitations by modern scholars2. It is the case of two 
famous portrait busts of the Archaeological Museum of Venice, the pseudo-Vitellio and the so-called 
Antinoo Grimani, whose authenticity has been largely discussed3.

For both groups of objects — small bronzes and portrait busts — the recognition of the 
Renaissance works of art among the ancient ones produced a clear labelling — it does not matter 
here if correct or wrong — or their position in the store-rooms4. But the restorations caused more 
complex situations. Involuntary fakes, they led to fake iconographies or to pastiches that mixed frag-
ments of different ages. Museum curators sometimes took away the modern parts, while some of 
them put them on again, and they always have difficulties in presenting the restored sculptures to 
museum visitors. 

restoration Cases

the 16th Century

The sculptures once in Giovanni Grimani’s and Federico Contarini’s collections, which now are 
the “Renaissance core” of the National Archaeological Museum, offer an interesting sample of resto-
rations that are the result of the artists’ interest for ancient sculpture and the taste of the collectors 
who commissioned those restorations5. 

The Renaissance was marked by the artists’ rediscovery of the Antique, also in Venice, where 
Tullio and Antonio Lombardo were its main exponents between the end of the 15th century and the 
first decades of the 16th century. From the study of ancient sculpture, the Lombardos, and their pupils, 
took the balanced postures and the draperies of their figures, the anatomy of the nudes, the female 
hairdos, the armours that imitated Roman prototypes6. The influence of the study of the Antique was 
probably fed by the knowledge of the collections of the Venetian noblemen and increased by having 
the Lombardos directly experienced the restoring of ancient statues, on behalf of some great collectors 
of the time7. As a matter of fact, we must remember the so-called Cleopatra Grimani (fig. 1a), now 
at the Archaeological Museum, that is connected to Tullio Lombardo’s name by a restoration made 
possibly in the first years of the 16th century8. 

We can probably date around the middle of the same century the restorations of some other 
sculptures of the Grimani collection; their authors are to be found out in the artistic circle of the 
Renaissance Venice. Among Jacopo Sansovino’s pupils, for example, Alessandro Vittoria may be 
mentioned, whose style has been recognised in the integrations of some portrait busts.

Thanks to archive researches, it has been ascertained that Tiziano Aspetti was involved in many 
restorations of the sculpture collection of Palazzo Grimani too. Aspetti had been in Giovanni 
Grimani’s service for about sixteen years — probably since his arrival in Venice in the suite of his 
master Girolamo Campagna — when the patriarch of Aquileia died in 1593. Around 1587, Aspetti 
restored some fragmentary sculptures that had belonged to Giovanni’s uncle, cardinal Domenico, 
who had left them to the Serenissima in 1523. Among these statues, put on display in the Sala delle 
Teste in the Dogi’s Palace, there were the famous Gauls9. 

As for the Renaissance restorers’ methods, the fragmentary statues were sometimes integrated 

2  Paul 1985, pp. 421-422.
3  For a recent overview, see De Paoli 2017a. 
4  Paul 1985, p. 427.
5  On the Renaissance restorations of ancient sculptures in Venice, see De Paoli 2004a; De Paoli 2013.
6  Tullio Lombardo probably kept in his workshop an ancient statue, portraying a draped woman, which he had often 

used as a model (for possible identifications of the statue see PinCus 1981; De Paoli 2004c).
7  De Paoli 2007.
8  Inv. 53. traversari 1986, pp. 55-59, n. 18. About the restoration see PinCus 1979; De Paoli 2004b; gasParotto 2016.
9  Invs. 55, 57, 56. traversari 1986, pp. 84-94, ns. 26-28.
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through a correct interpretation of their subject, such as in the case of some Venuses. Other times 
a wrong identification of the subject brought to a reinterpretation of the ancient sculptures: they 
were integrated in accordance with alien iconographic types, such as a small Greek statue of Kore-
Persephone that was changed into the so-called Grimani Abundance (fig. 1b)10, or in accordance 
with almost fantastic iconographies, e.g. a Philiskos’ Muse changed into the already mentioned 
Cleopatra. On the contrary, the subject of Ganymede and the Eagle was correctly understood, but 
the Renaissance restorations deeply changed the way the visitor could see the statue. It hung from 
the ceiling of the tribuna, transformed into a scenic-effect in the Renaissance museum of Grimani 
palace11.

The sources for the interpretation and completion of the fragmentary sculptures must be sought 
in the culture of the time, for example in the knowledge of the famous Roman collections, which in 
the 16th century had been described in books and portrayed in engravings12, and in the books about 
iconography and mythography13. Some other restorations could have been inspired by the images of 
the coin obverses, reproduced in the numismatic repertories14, by gems or ancient literary sources15. 
But it is also important to keep in mind the part played by the wish to give back balance and symme-
try to the fragmentary sculptures and to set them into the harmonious lay-outs of their owners’ 

10  Inv. 106. traversari 1973, pp. 60-65, n. 24.
11  Inv. 145. traversari 1986, pp. 154-157, n. 52. About the so-called tribuna of Palazzo Grimani, now see favaretto, 

De Paoli 2010.
12  The Delle Statue Antiche (About the Ancient Statues, 1556) by Ulisse Adrovandi was an almost complete inventory 

of the ancient statues of ninety-three public and private collections in Rome. The Antiquarum Statuarum Urbis Romae 
(Ancient Statues of the city of Rome, 1584-85) by Giovan Battista Cavalieri depicted the main sculptures of all Roman 
collections, big and small. 

13  For the reconstruction of the appearance of the ancient deities, the works of the Renaissance mythographers and 
the Immagini de gli dei de gli antichi (The images of the deities of the Ancients, 1556) by Vincenzo Cartari were very 
important. Cartari’s aim was to write the first iconographic handbook for the artists. 

14  Such as the Discorso sopra le medaglie antiche (Speech about the ancient medals, 1559) by Sebastiano Erizzo and the 
Discorsi sopra le medaglie degli antichi (Speeches about the medals of the Ancients, 1558) by Enea Vico.

15  Between the end of the 15th century and the first half of the 16th century, the production of the Venetian book 
industry was prodigious. Beside the most important publishers, such as Aldo Manuzio, there were several small printing 
houses. Homer, Herodotus, Sophocles, Euripides, Virgil, Ovid, Pliny the Elder, Plutarch, Pausanias were the main authors 
whose texts were printed in those times. The Metamorphosis by Ovid had a special place in the publishing business: its 
translations into the vulgar Italian were a fundamental text of the mythological learning for centuries.

Fig. 1 – Venice, National Archaeological Museum. a) statue of Muse, so-called Grimani Cleopatra; b) statue of Kore, so-
called Grimani Abundance; c) female funerary statue.

ca b
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private museums. It is the case of many Roman portraits, to which a bust, draped or armed, was 
simply added16, that of many small statues to which missing heads and arms with neutral attribu-
tes were added and that of some big statues, such as a Silenus and a Bacchus of the Grimani tribuna, 
possibly restored positioning their limbs as if they were mirrored17.

These integrations could be obtained using “brand-new” parts, made by some contemporary 
artists, or re-using ancient pieces, reworked to be set into the sculpture undergoing the restoration. 
So, some headless statues were restored with ancient heads that were not part of the same work of art. 
For example, a Cretan Nereid18 of the Contarini collection — the statue dates back to the Augustan 
period while the head is a piece of the 2nd century AD — and a Grimani funerary statue (fig. 1c)19, 
which came from Athens and dates back to the 2nd century AD, as the inscription reveals, but was 
restored with a head of Aphrodite from the 2nd century BC.

the 18th Century

The Archaeological Museum also owns several antiquities once belonging to Venetian diplo-
mat and senator Girolamo Zulian, who was an early patron and friend of Antonio Canova20. Among 
Zulian’s possessions, two pieces are interesting cases of 18th-century restorations: a statue of Nymph 
or Venus Pontia — Roman copy after a 2nd century BC model21 — and a marble candelabrum. 

The story of the purchase, restoration and display of the first one is richly documented. The 
statue arrived from Alexandria (Egypt) in 1789. Canova admired this sculpture so greatly that he 
oversaw the restoration works, performed by Giovanni Volpato’s workshop in Rome (fig. 2). Then 
the statue was sent to Padua and placed at the centre of a specially designed room. The walls were 

decorated with engravings of Raphael’s Stanze Vaticane, and the 
ceiling boasted “rabeschi sul gusto di Raffaello”. The architect 
Giannantonio Selva, who was a friend of both Zulian and Canova, 
designed a rotating podium, so that visitors could admire the sculp-
ture from all sides. 

Zulian also loved a marble candelabrum22. In 1794, it was 
bought in Rome through Canova’s mediation for the “mitissimo 
valore di cento scudi” and sent to Padua, where it was appreci-
ated by the collector himself and by his friends, come to see it at 
Zulian’s private museum: “il candelabro […] mi piacque al sommo, 
come piacque a tutti quelli de miei Amici, che sono concorsi a 
vederlo”23. The object was an 18th century pastiche made of ancient 
and modern parts (fig. 3); the first ones are dated to the last quar-
ter of the 1st century AD, the second ones (in grey in the drawing) 
are an exercise after the Antique of the 18th century. 

In both cases, the collector was aware of being the owner of 
restored — heavily restored, actually — works of art. He followed 
carefully the restoration works of the Venus through Canova, who 
was also his adviser in buying antiques — and the candelabrum 
was among them. So, these two sculptures are cases in point. 

Zulian sent his Alexandrine statue to Rome to be restored 
and commissioned a Venetian leading architect, Selva, to design its 

16  De Paoli 2017b, pp. 117-118. 
17  Invs. 266, 127. traversari 1986, pp. 25-26, n. 4; traversari 1973, pp. 114-117, n. 47.
18  traversari 1973, pp. 73-76, n. 29.
19  traversari 1986, pp. 37-38, n. 9; De Paoli 2004d.
20  De Paoli 1998; materassi 2006; De Paoli 2008.
21  Inv. 253. traversari 1986, pp. 133-136, n. 43.
22  Inv. 163. sPerti 1988, pp. 88-90, n. 32 and pp. 181-182, n. 54.
23  For the quotes, see De Paoli 1998, p. 33, n. XXVI, p. 34, n. XXIX.

Fig. 2 – Venice, National Archaeologi-
cal Museum. Statue of Nymph or Ve-
nus Pontia.
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pedestal and the decoration of the display room, according to the fashion 
of the Neoclassical period. During the 18th century, Rome was the centre 
and necessary outlet for ancient — and modern — works of art. Foreign 
collectors, especially English gentlemen on their Grand Tour, competed in 
buying sculptures from artists-restorers, who were the main sources for 
those who wished to acquire antiques. So, the best workshops of Rome 
were engaged in the restoration of statuary. Moreover, a special antiquity 
market was associated with the discovery of various female statues, restored 
as Venuses24. We can mention a famous Venus in the sculpture gallery at 
Newby Hall (Yorkshire) as an example of such restoration practice. This 
Venus was “created” in the studio of Rome’s leading restorer, Bartolomeo 
Cavaceppi, who transformed it into a much more marketable product 
than the original incomplete parts. The sculpture was bought by William 
Weddel for his collection of marbles, put together while he was on his 
Grand Tour. To design its display in a new sculpture gallery of his country 
house, the gentleman appointed Robert Adam, who also designed the 
pedestals25. 

As for the candelabrum, Zulian acquired it in Rome. The artifact was 
a sample of the taste of his time and Zulian’s letters to Canova testify that 
the collector acknowledged its heavy restorations as a normal practice26. 
In the 18th century, ornamental candelabra were much valued by collec-
tors. Usually only a few parts were original, fragments excavated from 
sites such as Hadrian’s Villa, which were then combined with new pieces. 
The result was classical items that were heavily restored and “re-created” 
with considerable artistic license, as often portrayed in the engravings by 
Giovan Battista Piranesi or in the books that illustrated Thomas Hope’s collection, one of the most 
important in England27. 

moDern museums

All these restorations are connected to historical displays, such as that of the tribuna at Palazzo 
Grimani or that of Zulian’s house. But what happened when the sculptures arrived in the modern 
museum? A restoration that modifies the facial features, the hairdos, the iconographies may be percei-
ved as a fake by museum professionals. In the past, curators made different decisions when presenting 
these objects to the visitors: they de-restored and replaced the modern parts with plaster casts, when 
it was possible, or they de-restored only. The aim was reconstructing the correct iconography, as in 
the case of many Grimani statues, or separating the ancient from the modern, in the case of Zulian’s 
candelabrum. Sometimes they did nothing at all, not taking the risk of ruining the ancient sculpture 
or its balance. But today, casts, holes and pastiches are difficult to decode without a proper labelling. 
These are “cold cases”. The museum must tell the story of those sculptures, when the restoration is 
missing but has left evidence of itself, and must make the visitor aware of the alterations due to an old 
restoration, when it is still there. 

24  mangia 2009, pp. 31-34, 108.
25  irWin 1997, pp. 62-63.
26  De Paoli 1998, p. 34, n. XXIX.
27  About Piranesi and the marble candelabra he sold, see irWin 1997, pp. 61-63; about Thomas Hope’s collection, see 

mangia 2009, pp. 36-43.

Fig. 3 – Map of the restora-
tions on Zulian’s candela-
brum (drawing of the Au-
thor).
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De-restoring

In 1909, Giuseppe Pellegrini replaced the head of a statue of Artemis of the 1st century BC, 
which had been restored in the 16th century, with the plaster cast of the head of a similar statue of the 
Archaeological Museum of Naples28. For his museum layout, set up in the rooms of the Dogi’s Palace 
— the first display to be organised according to styles and periods, it was crucial to give back to this 
statue its archaic style (fig. 4).

In 1926, when Carlo Anti organised the new display of the Regio Museo Archeologico in the 
Procuratie Nuove palace, some old restorations were removed and replaced with plaster casts too. In 
the case of a Roman Caryatid, the head was a copy after a Greek model of 4th century BC, while the 
body was a 5th century BC type29. A Renaissance restoration had put them together; Anti put them on 
display in different rooms. We can suppose he wanted to reconstruct the correct iconography of the 
5th century type. The museum had another, less fragmentary, example of the same female figure, so he 
could make a plaster copy of the head of the second statue to complete the headless one. In the case 
of a Grimani Bacchus30, Anti — for the sake of the museum display — decided to “regain” the head, 
which is a good Roman copy of a work by Lysippus; in fact, it was put in the room devoted to Roman 
copies of famous Greek models, while the statue with the plaster head went to the Vestibule of the 
Library, where it had been for centuries. Anti was not fond of anonymous athletic types, about which 
he wrote: “vieti tipi atletici [...] moltiplicati fino alla noia nelle copie e nelle statue iconiche romane [...] 
camuffati con restauri insensati”31.

As for the de-restoring of some female statues, Greek originals of the 5th century BC, such as the 
Grimani Abundance, Anti and his assistant, Tina Campanile, 
made their aim clear in some articles, published in 1927 when 
the museum was opened: “liberare molte delle sculture dai 
restauri moderni che le deturpavano”32. So it would be possible 
to “mostrare le sculture nella loro schiettezza, così come le ha 
restituite il suolo, senza aggiunte o pasticci, anche se guaste e 
mutile; riunirle in gruppi cronologici e stilistici; non confondere 
i pezzi che sono vere opere d’arte con i pezzi che hanno solo 
valore documentario, o storico, o antiquario”33. Anti believed 
that restorations falsified “il frammento più bello in figure intere 
che non hanno più senso né carattere”34. Restorations made 
it impossible to distinguish between Greek Art and Roman 
Art and impossible to have an in-depth knowledge of both. 
So, taking off the modern parts was giving new life to pieces 
that had been “camuffati” and “deformati” (“disguised” and 
“disfigured”) because of restorations35. After all, de-restoring 
was the normal practice in many 20th century museums. But 
when the restorations were so many that taking them off would 
have ruined the ancient fragment or the sculpture balance, Anti 
did not remove them36. 

28  traversari 1986, pp. 166-168, n. 57.
29  PolaCCo, traversari 1988, pp. 19-21, n. 3; traversari 1973, pp. 136-137, n. 58.
30  traversari 1973, pp. 114-117, n. 47; (Lo) Statuario 1997, p. 202, n. 71.
31  anti 1927, p. 599.
32  CamPanile 1927, p. 246.
33  anti 1927, p. 599.
34  Id., p. 599.
35  Id., pp. 599, 601.
36  CamPanile 1927, p. 246.

Fig. 4 – Venice, National Archaeological 
Museum. Statue of Artemis.
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laBelling

In their public role, the communication responsibilities of museums are various. The museum 
shapes many aspects of the visit — and its display is certainly not neutral by presenting some things 
and not others, in a particular order, selecting information to give and languages to use. An intrinsic 
part of the communicative process is the museum’s role to “interpret” its collections, to explain what 
the objects are meant to “say”, why they have been chosen, what they reveal, what they relate to37. 
This interpretation is a large part of what museum professionals do. 

Objects are “always contextualised by words”38; they do not speak for themselves. In the case 
of the restored and de-restored sculptures of the Archaeological Museum of Venice this is even 
more true. “Interpretive materials help the general audience understand exhibit objects, bridging the 
knowledge gap between visitors and objects”39. Labels and more extensive texts, such as the intro-
ductory panels, depend on the aim of the display that can be just displaying fine objects, explaining 
a concept or telling a story, e.g. the history of Classical sculpture, such as in Pellegrini’s and Anti’s 
layouts, or the history of private and public collecting of antiques in Venice.

What museum research has made clear in recent years is that the aim of the exhibit should depend 
on the audience. It is known that most museum visitors read only perhaps one-tenth of the text. 
As for labels, most visitors read some labels occasionally, some visitors read nothing at all. Reading 
is difficult when you are standing and walking around, even if you are very interested and want a 
lot of information40. What is more, visitors may be put off and be made to feel inadequate by long 
or complicated texts. Museum studies suggest the museum should know its public. It should find 
out what level of education and what knowledge of the subject visitors are likely to have and think 
about what might be interesting to visitors and how it could relate to something they already know. 
“Ineffective label designs, language and placement usually reflect incorrect assumptions by museum 
curators about the backgrounds and interests of those to whom they are trying to communicate”41. 
When many visitors are foreign tourists, and tourists who arrive from a great variety of different 
countries, such as in a museum in St. Mark Square, Venice, the problem is even worse.

In the last fifteen years at the Archaeological Museum, I could observe that topics once clear 
— such as the relation between Roman copies and Greek models — become obscure, that names as 
Praxiteles or Lysippus become jargon among students, not even to say “attic school” or “Asia Minor 
workshop”. As for foreign tourists, their cultural background is often very distant, and not only in 
the time, from the one that produced the ancient sculptures on display and from that of the people 
who collected, restored and interpreted those sculptures centuries later. Sometimes we are struck by 
the listless lack of engagement with our works of art. At best, visitors remain few minutes before a 
sculpture, especially when there are less people inside the museum and its rooms are quieter. Visitors 
tend to stop and gaze, reading a few labels and moving on, often ignoring the panels. 

Even so, the content, structure and presentation modes of labels should provide positive reasons 
for visitors to approach them42. It is not only a matter of writing simple and multi-language labels, 
which avoid jargon and technical terms43, but also of meeting the needs of users and giving atten-
tion to their reactions. We must keep in mind that the majority of visitors are unguided people who 
are exploring the museum on a voluntary basis and on their own terms. “Learning in museums is a 
by-product of “fun” oriented activities that are self-directed, self-paced, nonlinear, exploratory, and 

37  ravelli 2006, p. 95.
38  hooPer-greenhill 1994, p. 115.
39  sCreven 1992, p. 184.
40  “It could be argued that since the beginning of museums, exhibit labels have been used as instruments for torture 

of helpless visitors” (BitgooD 1991, p. 115). 
41  sCreven 1992, p. 184.
42  Ibid., p. 188.
43  “In fact, technicality should be always mediated; that is, the technicality should be explained, not presumed. It is 

only when technicality is not explained, that it takes on the pejorative connotations of “jargon” — jargon is just the use of 
technicality in a way which excludes” (ravelli 2006, p. 97). 
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often social family motivated”44. Most of the Archaeological Museum visitors are people on holiday 
in a town, Venice, that is the strongest competitor against its own museums. Sometimes, they get in 
just because they want to escape the rain or the summer heat. 

We must consider that not only “effective labels deal directly with what visitors are looking at in 
the exhibit”, but also that they “should contain information visitors want to know”45. The question is: 
do our visitors want to know about the old restorations of the museum sculpture collection? Maybe 
they do not. But they might want to know why the arms of the statues — and, for sure, other parts 
of the male ones — are missing or why that precise statue, and not others, has a plaster head. For all 
these reasons, writing our object labels can be a real challenge. 

The next exercise focuses on the labelling of one of the sculptures we previously discussed, the 
Muse-Cleopatra46. Its current label says: 

Statuette of MuSe

Restored as Cleopatra by Tullio Lombardo in the 16th century 
Original work of a school of Asia Minor, dated at the second half of the 2nd century BC 
Giovanni Grimani’s Legacy 1587 

Inv. N. 53

A first new and more conventional label may be imagined inside the organised hierarchy of 
interpretive materials of a gallery, whose unifying theme can be the restoration of ancient sculptu-
res in Renaissance Venice. There may be an introductory panel, sketching the general background — 
the historical and cultural context in which those restorations took place —, and some focus texts, 
for example about the authors of the restorations, when they are known, or the methods they used. 
Nevertheless, individual elements such as object labels should be independent and make sense out of 
context, “offering information and strategies for looking closely as well as reinforcing the themes of 
the gallery”47. Most object labels can be very simple, just containing basic information in a caption/
tombstone order. But few outstanding objects, particularly illustrative of the gallery theme like the 
Cleopatra Grimani, could have more extensive labels, maybe with a provocative headline to attract 
visitors’ attention. A photo showing the Philiskos’ Muse type, for a comparison, would be welcome. 

Clio or Cleopatra? 

Originally this elegant statue represented Clio, one of the nine Muses, Greek goddesses of 
the arts. 
When it arrived in Venice in the early 16th century, the sculpture was headless and armless. 
Then it was cleverly restored, maybe on request of its first owner.
The figure turned into a fascinating Cleopatra. The smart queen of Egypt was a beloved 
character during the Renaissance, when her images were a must-have in many sculpture 
collections of the time. 

Marble
Asia Minor, about 135 BC (after a type created by Philiskos of Rhodes around 160-150 BC)
Venice, about 1500 AD, Workshop of Tullio Lombardo

It is in the museum collections since Giovanni Grimani’s donation in 1587 

Museum n. 53

44  sCreven 1992, p. 188.
45  Ibid., p. 184.
46  I would like to thank the students and the other lecturers of the Winter School, who discussed with me the prob-

lem of a new label for the statue of Cleopatra. Their remarks and suggestions have been an incentive to study the theory of 
effective labels and to try to put it into practice in the following exercise.

47  Complete Guide 2011, p. 4.
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But we can also try to write a more interactive text — maybe in overlapping layers — using 
questions, challenges and instructions that would encourage interaction with it, and with the exhi-
bit48. Questions can focus attention on the object, elicit curiosity and provide choices and intrinsic 
incentives for reading49. Challenges encourage visitors to search the exhibit for clues or “answers” to 
questions. As for Cleopatra… 

[Layer 1]

WhatS’S Wrong With thiS Statue?

This Greek statue is more than two thousand years old. When it arrived in Venice around 
1500, it was damaged. A clever sculptor restored it, completing the missing parts. 
Which ones? Can you spot them?
The junctions mark the points where the modern parts have been set into the ancient ones. 

For the solution of the puzzle, turn the page and look at the map.
Marble
Asia Minor, about 135 BC (after a type created by Philiskos of Rhodes around 160-150 BC)
Venice, about 1500 AD, Workshop of Tullio Lombardo

It is in the museum collections since Giovanni Grimani’s donation in 1587

[Layer 2]

Originally the figure represented one of the nine Muses, goddesses of arts. 
But the restoration works turned it into Cleopatra, the last queen of Egypt. 
If you compare the images, you will see which is which.

[restoration map of the Cleopatra Grimani and photo of a Philiskos’ Muse]

Now you can spot a restoration! 
Look around in the room and find other sculptures that may have been restored. 

To conclude, explaining the “multi-layer nature” of its objects is crucial for the Archaeological 
Museum, so that the risk of misleading as regards restorations may be avoided as well. On the other 
hand, some objects seem to stimulate the visitors’ questions about them. We should try to make a 
profitable use of the questions visitors have about exhibit objects. Those observations and curiosi-
ties can be our starting point not only to foster a better involvement of visitors — improving their 
museum experience, in terms of interactivity, with better labels — but also to “interpret” the museum 
collections in a way that is more respectful of their story and more honest with the visitors.

Marcella De Paoli
National Archaeological Museum, Venice

marcella.depaoli@beniculturali.it

CreDits

Images 1a, 1c and 2 are published with the permission of the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività 
Culturali — Polo Museale del Veneto. Images 1b and 4 are from Pellegrini 1914, pls. V, 9 and I,1.

48  sCreven 1992, p. 202.
49  Ibid., pp. 195-196.
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aBstraCt

Raffaele Gargiulo was a restorer and a dealer, a controversial figure in the history of the Naples Museum and the 
Neapolitan antiques market in the first half of the 19th century. Starting from his collection of antiquities, one of the 
richest ones from Magna Graecia ever arrived to the Naples Museum, the essay focuses on the vases and analyzes 
the restoration methods, the materials and the choices adopted. The aim is to reconstruct Gargiulo’s theories and the 
criteria that guided the practice of the vases restoration in the Royal Bourbon Museum.
KeyWorDs: Naples, Royal Bourbon Museum; Raffaele Gargiulo; Greek vases; Restoration; 19th century.

Una delle raccolte più ricche di materiali di provenienza magnogreca giunte nel Museo di Napoli 
è la Collezione di Raffaele Gargiulo, restauratore, commerciante, figura complessa e controversa nella 
storia del Real Museo Borbonico e del commercio di antichità nella prima metà del XIX secolo. Una 
raccolta variegata, costituita principalmente da terrecotte e vasi, ma anche da bronzi, vetri, statuette 
e amuleti egizi e oggetti in oro, che si è andata formando nel corso della prima metà dell’Ottocento e 
che riflette le scelte e il gusto di Gargiulo, che ha operato in un periodo fervido per gli scavi archeolo-
gici, il restauro e il commercio dei reperti nel Regno di Napoli, nonché per la formazione delle colle-
zioni dei maggiori Musei d’Europa.

Raffaele Gargiulo nasce a Napoli il 17 marzo del 17851. Già a sedici anni, nel 1801, comincia a 
praticare l’arte del restauro presso gli artisti della Real Fabbrica della Porcellana, sotto la guida di 
Biagio Finati2, ambiente, già all’epoca, all’avanguardia sulle nuove metodologie di restauro di vasi anti-
chi. Nel 1808, Gargiulo entra nell’ “Officina de’ Restauri de’vasi etruschi”3 del Museo Reale di Napoli 
dove, nel 1816 è promosso “Primo Restauratore”. D’ora in poi, avrà anche un aiutante, Domenico 
Fortunato, il quale, dagli anni ‘30 spesso si occuperà in prima persona dei restauri4, sebbene sempre 
sotto la sua direzione. Nel 1817 diviene anche direttore dell’Officina del restauro dei bronzi e, tra il 

*   Questo articolo è estratto da un lavoro della sottoscritta nell’ambito di un dottorato di ricerca (in cotutela) in Histoi-
re et archéologie des mondes anciens de l’Université Paris-Ouest-Nanterre-La-Défense e in Archeologia presso l’Universi-
tà degli Studi di Napoli “L’Orientale”, con tesi dal titolo: Raffaele Gargiulo e la sua collezione di vasi al Museo Archeologi-
co Nazionale di Napoli. Ricerche sul restauro dei vasi antichi nella prima metà del XIX secolo a Napoli: tecniche e materiali, 
2016 e in corso di pubblicazione.

1  Qui riporto brevi cenni delle tappe della sua carriera di restauratore già trattata da A. Milanese, così come la bio-
grafia e la sua attività di commerciante, a cui rinvio per ogni approfondimento, vd. milanese 2007b, pp. 59-77; milanese 
2014, pp. 201-255.

2  Su Biagio Finati, vd. milanese 1998, pp. 398-399.
3  L’Officina dei Restauri dei vasi etruschi venne istituita nel 1807. Su questa e sulle diverse officine di restauro nel Mu-

seo di Napoli, vd. milanese 1998, pp. 345-405. 
4  Vd. milanese 2007a, p. 83. Sullo “stile” dei restauri di Fortunato, vd. Chazalon 2009, pp. 299-301, Chazalon 

2010, pp. 33-35 e su Gargiulo Ead., pp. 35-37.

il restauro Dei vasi antiChi nella Prima metà Del XiX seColo 
nel real museo BorBoniCo Di naPoli:

raffaele gargiulo e la sua Collezione Di vasi*

Angela Luppino
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1835 e il 1836, riceve l’incarico di “Direttore de’ restauri de’vasi”5. Nel 1842 con la carica di “Aiutante 
Controloro” sarà maggiormente coinvolto nell’organizzazione quotidiana del Museo, abbandonando 
in buona parte e suo malgrado l’attività di restauratore, pur mantenendo la direzione dei lavori.

Contemporaneamente Gargiulo lavora come restauratore anche per privati — membri di case 
reali e famosi collezionisti6 — e una tale committenza contribuisce a creare occasioni di vendita per 
la sua attività di commerciante. 

Gargiulo si inserisce così ben presto da protagonista nel duplice ruolo di restauratore-commer-
ciante, in quello stretto rapporto fra i due mestieri che si venne a creare a Napoli a cavallo dei due 
secoli7.

Non conosciamo la data precisa della sua morte, avvenuta probabilmente intorno o dopo il 18768. 

la Collezione Di vasi Di raffaele gargiulo

Le trattative per l’acquisto dell’intera Collezione di Raffaele Gargiulo, quindi anche della raccolta 
vascolare, iniziano nel 1852, quando Giuseppe Aurelio di Gennaro9, il prestanome di Gargiulo, 
propone l’acquisto al Museo Borbonico di alcuni vasi e terrecotte. Nell’occasione, in una lettera al 
Principe di Bisignano, Ministro di Casa Reale, egli dichiara «di possedere una grande collezione di 
oggetti antichi, consistente in vasi fittili italo-greci di varie forme e grandezze […] interessanti per arte 
e per archeologia; ed in sculture di semplice terra-cotta […] rinvenute la più parte nella Magna Grecia 
e nella Sicilia, ed altre provenienti da Vulci Canino e Chiusi, paesi tutti dell’antica Etruria […]»10.

Da buon venditore, cercava di incoraggiare all’acquisto il Museo, sicuramente anche in conside-
razione delle forti restrizioni sul commercio che l’amministrazione borbonica stava per imporre ai 
dipendenti11. Il clima, infatti, stava cambiando e i guadagni che un tempo si sarebbero potuti trarre 
dal commercio di opere d’arte non erano più una certezza. Per questo motivo, ma anche per probabili 
debiti — tant’è, che in seguito alla vendita, farà diverse cessioni del suo credito residuale con il Museo 
— e forse anche per un desiderio di abbandonare, almeno in parte, il commercio12, Gargiulo vende la 
sua raccolta al Museo e la sua proposta viene accolta con una transazione vantaggiosa per l’ammini-
strazione borbonica, sicuramente non aderente alle sue aspettative13.

5  «S.M. avendomi onorato della carica di Direttore de restauri de’detti Vasi da circa anni 14» Gargiulo al Principe di 
San Giorgio, Direttore del Museo, 8 aprile 1850, in as-mann, XXI D7, 6.

6  Ad es., i restauri eseguiti negli anni tra il 1820 e il 1826 per il principe Cristiano di Danimarca, il re di Prussia, il duca 
di Blacas, il barone von Koller; nel contempo, gli stessi si servirono anche di Gargiulo-commerciante, vd. milanese 2014, pp. 
226-238.

7  Si consideri, ad es., l’attività del restauratore-commerciante Francesco Depoletti a Roma e a Napoli. Su Depoletti, 
vd. BernarD 2008, pp. 79-84; BernarD 2013, pp. 203-220; milanese 2014, pp. 109-113. Ancora l’attività di Aniello Sbani, 
mercante e restauratore di vasi a Ruvo, in particolare per la famiglia Jatta. Sul legame tra restauro e commercio di vasi a Na-
poli, vd. milanese 2014, pp. 131-137.

8  Gargiulo compare tra i soci corrispondenti da Napoli, fino al 1876, negli Elenchi de’partecipanti dell’Istituto di Cor-
rispondenza Archeologica, vd. iasiello 2012, p. 15.

9  Giuseppe Aurelio di Gennaro appare per la prima volta nel 1844, quando chiede il permesso di esportare alcuni 
vasi e bronzi, poi, in gran parte, acquistati dal Museo, in AS-MANN, XX B1, 1.42 e IV B11, 55 e vd. milanese 2014, p. 
209 nt. 37. Il Principe di Bisignano in un rapporto al Re, s.d., ma [1855], nel riassumere i passaggi della lunga trattativa per 
l’acquisto della Collezione, cita per la prima volta Gargiulo quale proprietario della Collezione, in ASNa, MPI, b. 372, I, 
8, mentre nei carteggi precedenti compare solo il di Gennaro. Inoltre, nell’Istrumento del 29 maggio 1855 stipulato per la 
vendita della Collezione, viene citato il di Gennaro, figlio del fu Filippo, con lo stesso domicilio di Gargiulo; ancora, all’art. 
1, circa la vendita si precisa: «per la quale alienazione il costituito Signor di Gennaro dichiara di aver prestato il semplice 
nome, essendo tutto l’interesse del detto Signor Gargiulo», in AS-MANN IV B11, 76. Quindi credo non ci dovrebbero 
essere dubbi a ritenere il di Gennaro un prestanome.

10  AS-MANN, XIX B3, 2.28.
11  Decreto Organico del 15 Novembre 1854, vd. milanese 2014, pp. 253-254, nt. 206.
12  Sebbene Gargiulo non smetterà di commerciare, trovando escamotage per aggirare divieti, ma lo farà certamente 

in modo contenuto, vd. milanese 2014, pp. 254-255; e anche l’offerta di vendita al Museo di 67 oggetti antichi nel 1858-59, 
vd. luPPino 2016, pp. 573-579.

13  La richiesta di Gargiulo, per soli 22 vasi e 56 terrecotte, inizialmente scelti della Commissione di Antichità e Belle 
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Nella prima fase di vendita della collezione, qui in particolare della raccolta vascolare, i docu-
menti relativi non indicano il numero complessivo dei vasi presentati da Gargiulo, anche se sappiamo 
che la Collezione doveva comprenderne molti14. I diversi notamenti elencano solo i pezzi già scelti 
dalla Commissione di Antichità e Belle Arti, selezione che aveva privilegiato i vasi più singolari, o 
che, comunque, fossero di interesse per il Museo. Inizialmente, la Commissione sceglie 38 vasi “italo-
greci” e, poi, per seguire i dettami del Real Rescritto del 24 giugno 1852 e le disposizioni del Principe 
di Bisignano dell’anno successivo15, ne riduce il numero a 22.

Nella selezione16, i criteri adottati sono quelli della rappresentatività di produzioni (attica, etrusca, 
italiota), di forme ceramiche e di provenienze. Parametri che rispecchiano le idee di quegli anni e che 
il Museo generalmente sembra adottare nella scelta dei suoi acquisti17.

 Il primo posto era per il grande “Vaso dell’Inferno”, seguito dall’altro grande cratere apulo da 
Canosa e, al terzo posto, dall’hydria con il giudizio di Paride da Ruvo18. Gli altri erano in gran parte 
vasi attici e apuli a figure rosse, ma anche due stamnoi etruschi a figure rosse; qualcuno selezionato per 
la «forma singolare” (epichysis), qualcun altro per il disegno «de’più perfetti della fabbrica di Ruvo»19. 
La varietà riguardava anche la provenienza: Nola, S. Maria Capua Vetere, Anzi, Armento, Fasano, 
Canosa, Ruvo, Altamura, Bari, Sicilia. Praticamente da tutto il Regno!

La trattativa però, non si conclude in questa fase e i vasi inizialmente selezionati saranno acquistati 
con l’intera Collezione di 1310 oggetti nel 1855 per la cifra complessiva di 6.000 ducati20.

È interessante evidenziare che il Ministro Bisignano stabilisce una particolare procedura per 
assicurare l’identificazione dei materiali della Collezione Gargiulo, consistente nell’apporre un 
“piccolo suggello” su ogni oggetto, in ceralacca rossa con il timbro della Commissione di Antichità e 
Belle Arti21, oggi ancora conservato integralmente (a volte ne resta una traccia comunque identificabile) 
in moltissimi oggetti della Collezione.

Nel Catalogo di vendita del 1855, che comprende tutta la Collezione, gli oggetti sono nume-
rati consecutivamente all’interno di ogni tipologia di materiali; seguono poi, per ciascun oggetto, la 
descrizione, le dimensioni, la provenienza e la stima. Solo i vasi sono raggruppati in più ripartizioni22. 
La suddivisione distingue i vasi figurati, quelli con pochi o senza motivi figurativi (per lo più a vernice 
nera, o di Gnathia) e quelli etruschi (bucchero). I vasi sono in totale 479. La raccolta si articola in 
differenti classi ceramiche che vanno dall’arcaismo al periodo ellenistico, con una presenza più cospi-
cua di vasi a figure rosse attici e soprattutto italioti.

Oltre ai vasi acquistati con tutta la collezione nel 1855, vi sono altri “vasi Gargiulo” entrati nel 
Museo di Napoli in circostanze diverse. Il primo caso riguarda una richiesta di esportazione del 
1844 che porterà all’acquisto, da parte del Museo, di un lotto di 21 vasi (questo gruppo comprende 
in gran parte vasi attici a figure nere, alcuni vasi in bucchero, pochi attici a figure rosse ed etruschi a 
figure nere) e 16 oggetti in bronzo; il secondo riguarda un’offerta di vendita di 67 oggetti provenienti 
dall’Etruria, avvenuta tra il 1858 e il 1859, che avrà come esito l’acquisto di soli 4 vasi23.

Arti, era di 5.940 ducati, per concludersi, infine, con l’accettazione di 6.000 ducati per l’intera Collezione di 1310 oggetti, a 
fronte dei 15.016 ducati richiesti! Vd. AS-MANN XIX B3, 2.28; XIX B4, 4.17-19; XIX B7, 2.15.

14  Gargiulo scrive di scelta «nel numero meno della decima parte», in AS-MANN XIX B3, 2.28.
15  Il Real Rescritto del 24 giugno 1852, considerata la limitazione dei fondi a disposizione, prescriveva «acquisti 

soltanto quando si tratti di oggetti che per sommo pregio, o per qualche singolare circostanza si rendano importanti pel Real 
Museo», in ASNa, Casa Reale, Archivio amministrativo, IV Inv., b. 1717. Le disposizioni di Bisignano alla Commissione, 
del 12 marzo 1853, in AS-MANN, XIX B3, 2.28.

16  Vd. Notamento dei 22 vasi in AS-MANN, XIX B3, 2.28.
17  Vd. milanese 2014, p. 242.
18  Rispettivamente MANN invv. 81666, 82262, 82419. L’hydria era stata già offerta in vendita da Gargiulo a E. Braun, 

nel 1849, vd. milanese 2014, p. 225, nt. 101.
19  MANN invv. 82419 e 82130.
20  Istrumento di vendita del 29 maggio 1855, in AS-MANN, IV B11, 76.
21  Bisignano al Principe di San Giorgio, 20 aprile 1855, in AS-MANN, IV B11, 76.
22  Il Catalogo, in AS-MANN IV B11, 78 (per la trascrizione della raccolta vascolare vd. luPPino 2016, pp. 737-793).
23  Vd. luPPino 2016, pp. 535-579.
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«il ristauro seConDo le Buone regole Di Dett’arte: Così Da riDurre i vasi in graDo Di essere 
ammirati Dagli amatori e ConosCitori Di tali oggetti» 

il restauro Dei vasi antiChi nel real museo BorBoniCo nella Prima metà Del XiX seColo 

«Ridurre i vasi»: una sintetica espressione per rendere il concetto che sottende alle idee sul 
restauro dei vasi di Raffaele Gargiulo. Considerevole è la ricchezza semantica racchiusa dal verbo 
latino reducere, tradotto in italiano con ricondurre, qui nel significato di “riportare”, “far tornare al 
punto di partenza”, un’operazione quindi che consenta di restituire al vaso la sua antica bellezza e 
completezza.

Innanzitutto è importante fare una premessa sui metodi di restauro impiegati a Napoli nella 
prima metà dell’Ottocento, epoca in cui Gargiulo fu protagonista di primo piano nell’attività di 
restauro presso l’ “Officina de’ Vasi Italo-greci” del Museo e promotore anche di proposte innovative 
e di successo, come, ad esempio, inventore di una particolare colla adatta a potenziare la resistenza 
dei vasi ricomposti, ufficialmente adottata dal Museo napoletano a partire dal 1822, della quale, tutta-
via, non fornì mai alcuna notizia circa la composizione24. Grazie alla sua abilità, Gargiulo acquisisce 
una grande competenza nel modellare l’argilla per rifare parti mancanti o lacunose di vasi e figurine 
in terracotta e si distingue, inoltre, per un originale metodo per il restauro di bronzi particolarmente 
danneggiati e ossidati25.

Per meglio comprendere il clima in cui Gargiulo opera all’interno del Museo è bene partire 
da un momento preciso, quando, con la promulgazione del Real Rescritto del 15 gennaio 1818, 
vengono stabilite delle norme precise per il restauro di tutte le tipologie di oggetti antichi del Museo, 
norme che proibivano qualunque intervento integrativo, salvo eccezioni opportunamente vagliate26. 
Tuttavia, l’attività svolta fino al 1840 circa dimostra che, in realtà, non si consolidò un’unica posizione 
in tema di restauro allineata alle regole del Rescritto, ma si operarono scelte diverse, classificabili in 
tre metodologie: il restauro “mimetico” alla maniera di Gargiulo e al gusto del direttore del Museo 
Michele Arditi; il restauro conservativo secondo i rigorosi criteri del Rescritto; il “mezzo restauro”, 
una soluzione-invenzione di compromesso che sembra apparire intermedia tra le due precedenti27. 

Un cambiamento di tendenza e, quindi, una certa uniformità nelle pratiche di restauro avviene in 
un secondo momento, come se fosse stato necessario un certo tempo di “sperimentazioni” perché si 
arrivasse ad accettare quelle norme individuate già in precedenza. Si viene così a delineare un’evoluzione 
nell’idea del restauro che, riprendendo quella concezione di salvaguardare “l’originalità” dell’oggetto 
antico, già manifestata nel 1818, si afferma definitivamente a Napoli intorno al 1840. È a partire da 
quest’anno, e con maggiore evidenza negli anni successivi, che il criterio da adottare sarà univoco, 
salvo alcuni casi particolari, adeguatamente valutati, in cui le condizioni del vaso fossero tali da non 
potersi eseguire un intervento secondo quello che nelle relazioni di restauro sarà detto “il nuovo 
metodo”. La svolta avviene con il restauro dei due grandi crateri da Ruvo, il cratere di Archemoros 
e quello dell’Amazzonomachia28, acquistati, insieme con altri dieci vasi, dai collezionisti Lamberti e 
Pizzati29. In entrambi i casi, si stabiliscono delle regole precise sul tipo di intervento da effettuarsi. 
Nessun intervento “mimetico”; le lacune nei motivi figurativi o decorativi sarebbero state colmate 
con integrazioni monocrome, quindi ben riconoscibili, affinché non vi fossero dubbi nella lettura 

24  Grazie a recenti indagini del Getty Museum in collaborazione con l’Antikensammlung Staatliche Museen di Berlino 
sono stati individuati i componenti della colla di Gargiulo, vd. svoBoDa 2013, pp. 209-216; saunDers, svoBoDa, milanese 
2016, pp. 48-49; 52-53. La ricerca ha riguardato un gruppo di vasi apuli restaurati da Gargiulo, rinvenuti a Ceglie del Campo 
in Puglia e giunti a Berlino attraverso la collezione Koller, vd. Dangerous Perfection 2016.

25  Il metodo fu applicato nel 1838 su alcuni oggetti della collezione Ficco e Cervone di Ruvo e su altri provenienti da 
scavi di “regio conto”, vd. milanese 2013, pp. 25-27.

26  Per il testo del Real Rescritto, che si sviluppò nell’ambiente dell’Accademia Ercolanese, rinvio a milanese 2007a, 
p. 89; milanese 2010, pp. 22-23.

27  Sulla pratica del restauro dei vasi nel Museo di Napoli dal 1818 al 1840, vd. milanese 2007b e milanese 2010. Per 
gli anni successivi, dal 1840 al 1850 ca., vd. luPPino 2018 c.s.

28  Rispettivamente MANN invv. 81394 e 81667. Sul restauro “secondo il nuovo metodo”, vd. luPPino 2018 c.s.; sul 
recente restauro del cratere dell’Amazzonomachia, vd. melillo, oPeretto 2013.

29  Sull’acquisto dei vasi vd. milanese 2014, pp. 150-152.
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dell’oggetto tra le parti antiche e quelle moderne. Inoltre, le stesse integrazioni monocrome avrebbero 
sostituito pregressi restauri moderni già presenti. 

Le norme, così ben chiaramente fissate per i due grandi crateri, restaurati tra il 1840 e il 1845, 
continueranno a essere seguite anche negli anni successivi. Tuttavia, è necessario precisare che d’ora 
in poi poche sono le relazioni dettagliate circa le procedure eseguite, a differenza degli anni prece-
denti in cui la documentazione è più ricca. Dopo il 1845 ca. e fino al 1860, infatti, si trovano prin-
cipalmente elenchi di vasi con annotazioni marginali sugli interventi da eseguire, o stringate notizie 
sullo stato di conservazione o, ancora, succinte relazioni circa la complessiva esecuzione del restauro. 
Probabilmente, venendosi a eliminare gli interventi integrativi con rifacimenti pittorici, il restauratore 
si adoperava per le operazioni di pulizia e incollaggio, interventi di routine, su cui non era necessario 
dilungarsi. In caso di interventi più articolati, si concludeva che questi erano stati eseguiti “secondo il 
nuovo metodo”, a conferma di un procedimento ormai consolidato e riassunto con una terminologia 
che sembra essersi standardizzata.

È chiaro quale fosse l’idea di Gargiulo sul restauro dei vasi antichi: egli preferiva il restauro 
“mimetico”, che gli consentiva di ottenere un risultato molto vicino all’antico, sia negli aspetti figura-
tivi e decorativi, sia nelle cromie. Ovviamente, tale scelta metodologica dava adito a non poche criti-
che per gli interventi troppo integrativi e poco distinguibili che rischiavano di dare una falsa lettura 
dell’oggetto antico, e non di meno la sua abilità, senz’altro dovuta alle competenze tecniche, alla 
conoscenza dei procedimenti antichi e dei materiali, suscitava, nel contempo, grande ammirazione. 
In ogni caso, la perfezione nel restauro raggiunta da Gargiulo e in generale dalla “scuola napoletana” 
diviene così celebre, pur con il suo appellativo di dangereuse30, da essere anche largamente imitata31.

Inoltre, è stato appurato che l’abilità in questi restauri “mimetici” raramente si esauriva in una 
semplice ridipintura posta direttamente sulla superficie del vaso, ma richiedeva un articolato metodo 
di intervento secondo una tecnica “a più strati” sovrapposti, al fine di ottenere un’omogeneità di 
colori che si accordavano perfettamente con quelli antichi32.

La sapiente maestria dei restauratori, nella loro costante ricerca per avvicinarsi il più possibile 
all’antico, prevedeva in primis la comprensione delle tecniche antiche e la sperimentazione di nuovi 
materiali, aiutati in questo anche dai progressi della scienza33.

Le recenti indagini del Getty Museum hanno evidenziato i componenti utilizzati per ottenere i 
diversi colori. La pittura usata ha una composizione simile a quella della colla34. L’ingrediente prima-
rio è una «non-dewaxed shellac (possibly with a drying oil as the binder). Added to this were lead 
white (for white), vermilion (for red), lead chromate (for yellow) and carbon black (for black)»35.

Sui materiali impiegati e su come gli antichi realizzassero i vasi figurati è Gargiulo stesso che 
fornisce delle indicazioni nel suo libro36. Nel contempo, egli si compiace della sua bravura nell’otte-

30  vd. milanese 2007a, pp. 81-82 e milanese 2010, pp. 20-21.
31  Vd. BalCar, Bourgeois, vanDenBerghe 2010, p. 79. Si veda, ad es., il restauro ricostruttivo e l’integrazione 

in “stile mimetico” del cratere di Talos, eseguito da Aniello Sbani (o dai figli Pietro e Vincenzo), vd. laBBellarte 1993, 
pp. 35-44. A fronteggiare la celebrità del restauro napoletano è, ad es., la posizione, concettualmente opposta, espressa 
da Luciano Bonaparte, Principe di Canino, per il quale il restauro non mimetico non compromette l’estetica del vaso, e, 
infatti, promuove un tipo di restauro essenzialmente ricompositivo. Sebbene sia da notare che per il Principe di Canino 
l’adesione ad un restauro non mimetico si incentrava sugli aspetti decorativi, è là che c’era il rischio di fraintendimento, non 
su un’eventuale ricomposizione della forma, ottenuta pur con integrazioni non pertinenti, vd. BernarD 2013, pp. 209-213; 
saunDers, svoBoDa, milanese 2016, pp. 49-50.

32  Vd. BalCar, Bourgeois, vanDenBerghe 2010, pp. 77-78. Questa tecnica a più strati e l’utilizzo di combinazioni 
di pigmenti sembra totalmente scomparsa negli interventi di restauro successivi. Vd. anche sanniBale, santamaria, mor-
resi 2013, pp. 128-134.

33  Il fatto che nuovi materiali disponibili per la pittura venissero prontamente utilizzati a Napoli dai restauratori di 
vasi dimostra che questi ultimi erano «painters aware of the latest technological progress and not obscure low-level crafts-
man», Bourgeois 2007, p. 42, sull’argomento vd. anche Bourgeois 2013.

34  svoBoDa 2013, p. 214.
35  saunDers, svoBoDa, milanese 2016, pp. 59-60. Si veda pure le indagini compiute al C2RMF su alcuni vasi attici e 

italioti, vd. BalCar, Bourgeois, vanDenBerghe 2010, p. 76; e quelle compiute su alcuni vasi della Biblioteca Vaticana, vd. 
sanniBale, santamaria, morresi 2013, pp. 121-138.

36  gargiulo 1843, pp. 28-33. Inoltre, nell’opera Raccolta de’disegni del 1822, Gargiulo aveva annunciato anche la 
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nere la “vernice” degli antichi allorché scrive di «uno smalto praticato su di alcune stoviglie fabbricate 
da noi, e che da tutti è stato dichiarato il migliore e molto si avvicina a quello degli antichi, e propria-
mente a quelli della fabbrica di Nola. Se un tale smalto è presso a poco simile a quello degli antichi, 
non potrebbe supporsi che i componenti erano gli stessi?»37. I restauratori ritenevano un successo 
l’esser riusciti a riprodurre la vernice nera antica, pare con un risultato più che soddisfacente38. Nei 
documenti del Museo, tra i materiali indicati nelle note delle spese per il restauro è spesso presente la 
“vernice”, purtroppo senza alcuna indicazione sulla sua composizione. Si è anche osservato che una 
vernice moderna può essere stata posta direttamente su una vernice antica, laddove questa presentava 
un’opacità o una qualsiasi alterazione, al fine di migliorarne la brillantezza39.

il “mezzo restauro”: alCuni Casi esemPlifiCativi

La tecnica del “mezzo restauro”, che inizia a essere impiegata intorno agli anni Trenta, consisteva nel 
rifare le parti mancanti delle figure e dei motivi decorativi, utilizzando le stesse cromie antiche, ma queste 
integrazioni erano lasciate alquanto grezze, con superfici non completamente rifinite né verniciate40. 

Questa tipologia d’intervento, inventata a Napoli, era forse la soluzione più convincente per inte-
grare l’ “esigenza dello sguardo” e, nel contempo, una corretta lettura dell’oggetto, che permettesse di 
riconoscere, senza dubbi, l’antico dal moderno41. E forse per questa ragione riscontrò consensi tali da 
diffondersi ben oltre le collezioni del Museo Borbonico. 

Vediamo alcuni casi di attestazione della tecnica anche fuori dall’ambiente napoletano.
Nel 1837, Gargiulo, su tre dei vasi acquistati dal Museo nel 1835 dai collezionisti Pizzati e Lamberti, 

propone di «farci quel medesimo mezzo ristauro come lo era stato prima da’ Ristauratori de cennati 
proprietari»42. L’intervento proposto, oltre ad essere interessante per il ricorso a tale tecnica nell’Offi-
cina di restauro dei vasi del Museo, indica che lo stesso metodo era già stato applicato precedentemente 
da altri restauratori interpellati dagli stessi proprietari, probabilmente all’epoca del rinvenimento a Ruvo.

Nel catalogo, redatto nel 1833 da Gargiulo, della grande collezione di Antonio Pizzati venduta 
nello stesso anno alla corte di Russia, l’autore descrive 700 vasi, indicando misure, luogo di rinveni-
mento, stima, nonché lo stato di conservazione e la presenza di eventuali restauri. E più volte ricorre 
il termine “mezzo restauro”43.

Ancora, come caso di “mezzo restauro”, è un’anfora attica a figure rosse, attribuita al Pittore di 
Kleophrades, a Würzburg, e restaurata da Francesco Depoletti44.

pubblicazione di un libro sul metodo di restauro, ma questo non venne poi realizzato. In Francia, ad es., nel 1868, fu pub-
blicato un manuale riguardante il restauro della ceramica scritto da P. Thiaucourt e nel 1876, sullo stesso argomento, il testo 
di O. E. Ris-Paquot, vd. Bertini 1998, pp. 149-150.

37  gargiulo 1843, p. 28. Sebbene, almeno per quel che riguarda la ceramica attica a figure nere, la qualità della verni-
ce impiegata non ha sempre sempre lo stesso risultato, vd. Chazalon 2002, pp. 139-140.

38  Vd. BalCar, Bourgeois, vanDenBerghe 2010, p. 76 e BalCar, vanDenBerghe 2013, pp. 139-140. Nell’Officina di 
restauro dei vasi del Museo per riprodurre il nero della vernice antica si utilizzava un composto di biacca, solfato di ferro, 
minio e nero di carbonio, vd. le Bars-tosi 2014, p. 282, nt. 866.

39  BalCar, Bourgeois, vanDenBerghe 2010, p. 77.
40  milanese 2007a, p. 95. Sul “mezzo restauro” vd. milanese 2007a, pp. 94-95; milanese 2010, pp. 25-28.
41  Come illustrato da A. Milanese, già nel 1813 Millingen scriveva circa il rischio della “perfection dangereuse” che 

poteva ingannare la percezione dell’oggetto antico e auspicava un restauro che garantendo l’antico, nello stesso tempo, 
ne potesse restituire un “aspetto originale”, sempre che, ad una lettura attenta, fosse facilmente distinguibile l’antico dal 
moderno, vd. milanese 2007a, pp. 81-82.

42  Gargiulo ad Arditi, 7 ottobre 1837, in AS-MANN, XXI D7, 1.18b Tra i vasi restaurati con tale metodo è la loutro-
phoros apula a figure rosse, Pittore di Dario, 340-330 a.C., da Ruvo, MANN inv. 82268. Vd. luPPino 2016, pp. 597-599.

43  Vd. BuKina, shugunova 2013, pp. 224-225.
44  Vd. BernarD 2013, pp. 213-217. Come evidenziato da A. Bernard, l’indicazione di “mezzo restauro” viene ripor-

tata da Langlotz nel 1932. Il vaso sembra presentare più tipologie di intervento: zone restaurate “alla maniera illusionista”, 
altre, come le parti mancanti dei corpi dei personaggi, rese a silhouette. Secondo A. Bernard si può supporre che il restauro 
“illusionista” sia stato adottato allorché delle tracce lo rendevano possibile, laddove, invece, l’intervento a “mezzo restauro” 
dovrebbe rimanere distinguibile nella restituzione a silhouette delle figure, vd. Ead., p. 216.
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Nell’Officina del restauro dei vasi del Museo, la prima notizia relativa a un “mezzo restauro” si 
ha in occasione dell’acquisto, nel 1830, di 40 vasi, in gran parte attici a figure nere, provenienti dagli 
scavi di Canino «di pertinenza del Sig. Francesco Falconet»45. Incaricato del restauro è Gargiulo. 
In una nota del 1831 delle spese per l’esecuzione del lavoro sono elencati tutti i materiali usati «per 
pulire, incollare, supplire i pezzi mancanti, a farci un mezzo ristauro»46.

Nel 1839, si restaura il frammento di cratere a calice attico a figure rosse con Gigantomachia da 
Ruvo e l’intervento viene proposto dallo stesso Gargiulo47.

Altri casi attestanti l’impiego di questo metodo si riscontrano anche in alcuni vasi della stessa 
Collezione di Gargiulo48, sebbene, allo stato attuale, non sempre se ne sia preservato l’intervento.

Un intervento considerato come “mezzo restauro” è ancora presente in un’anfora attica a figure 
nere49. Qui il restauratore non rifà solo la parte mancante della figura del lato B (anche la sovraddi-
pintura in bianco), pur nelle sue giuste proporzioni e nella “fedeltà” allo stile delle figure nere, ma 
ne continua anche le incisioni presenti nelle parti originali50. Il vaso, oggetto di un restauro recente, è 

45  Sulla vicenda, su un altro acquisto avvenuto nel 1836 e sui negozianti Falconnet & C., vd. milanese 2014, pp. 88-
89; sui vasi attici a figure nere, vd. Chazalon 2002 e Chazalon 2013.

46  AS-MANN XXI D7, 1.12.
47  MANN inv. 81521, vd. milanese 2007a, p. 95, fig. 6 e milanese 2010, pp. 25-26, figg. 8-11.
48  Ad es. tre vasi in cui nel Catalogo di vendita (rispettivamente nn. 68-70, MANN invv. 81150, 81122 e 81130) è indi-

cata la tecnica. Una coppa attica a figure nere, 560-550 a.C.; una kylix attica a figure nere, Gruppo dei Piccoli Maestri, 530-
520 a.C., entrambe provenienti da S. Maria Capua Vetere. Per questi due vasi, oggi de-restaurati, l’intervento potrebbe es-
sere individuabile in due foto, del 1959 e del 1953 (Arch. Fot. MANN). E una kylix attica a figure nere, Gruppo dei Piccoli 
Maestri, 550-540 a.C., da Nola. Sui tre vasi vd. anche Chazalon 2002.

49  Anfora attica a figure nere, Pittore della Linea Rossa, 510-500 a.C., dall’Etruria, MANN inv. 81178 (fa parte del lot-
to di 21 vasi acquistati nel 1844). Per l’attribuzione dell’intervento a “mezzo restauro”, vd. milanese 2013, p. 25, fig. 2.11.

50  Vd. Chazalon 2002, p. 82. La presenza di incisioni, anche in continuità con quelle già presenti nelle parti originali 

Fig. 1 – MANN inv. 81310. Kylix attica a figure rosse, Pittore di Berlino 2268, 510-500 a.C., da Nola. a) Esterno, particola-
re; b) interno, foto 1958; c) interno, foto 2010; d) interno, foto 2015.

c d

a b
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stato completamente smontato e analizzato 
anche al suo interno51.

Vi sono altri due esempi degni di nota, tra 
i vasi Gargiulo, che tuttavia non sono segna-
lati come casi di “mezzo restauro”52. Una kylix 
attica a figure rosse53 con un’integrazione della 
parete che presenta due figure supplite a silhou-
ette, mentre nel tondo interno è raffigurato un 
giovane che regge un animale, probabilmente 
una lepre, che, in una foto più vecchia, sembra 
supplita anch’essa, almeno in parte, a silhouette 
(fig. 1)54. Un’altra kylix attica a figure rosse55 

presenta un intervento simile alla precedente. Nell’integrazione di una porzione della parete si può 
osservare il completamento a silhouette della testa del cavallo di sinistra e parte del serpente (fig. 2). 
Un intervento simile a quello osservato sulle due kylikes si può notare anche su un cratere a calice 
pestano di Asteas56.

Nel tratteggiare questo excursus sul “mezzo restauro” si può osservare che questa tecnica sembra 
mostrare soluzioni o interpretazioni diverse, che lasciano spazio a criteri estetici e di gusto, e, perché 
no, anche alla diversa abilità dei restauratori. Il “mezzo restauro”, insomma, si delinea come una 
scelta di compromesso e magari anche di economicità che in un certo momento trova un favorevole 
clima culturale per diffondersi, in quello spirito di novità e passione per l’arte del restauro che, posso 
immaginare, siano stati propri non solo di Gargiulo, ma anche di altri restauratori.

un excursus Breve tra i vasi Della Collezione gargiulo

Tra i materiali in bucchero della Collezione, un calice presenta due sostegni con figure femminili 
che forse potrebbero essere una rielaborazione moderna (fig. 3). Infatti, il tipo di sostegno con figura 
femminile stante57 sembra simile a quelli un tempo presenti su due calici58 del British Museum, acqui-
stati con la Collezione Durand nel 1836. Nel 1932 questi sostegni furono rimossi perché riconosciuti 
quali “elementi aggiunti”. Analogamente, lo stesso tipo di sostegno si ritrova su un calice, considerato 
un pastiche, del Museo Nazionale di Tarquinia e ancora un calice del Louvre presenta due sostegni di 
questo tipo59. 

del vaso, sono anche, ad es., in un’anfora corinzia della Collezione Lamberti all’Ermitage. Il vaso, un collage di numerosi 
frammenti con ritocchi cromatici e reincisioni, per il quale Gargiulo aveva annotato: «quello vaso era rotto, e vi era stato 
fatto un mezzo ristauro”, vd. BuKina, shugunova 2013, pp. 224-225, fig. 132.

51  L’indagine ha consentito di verificare che l’integrazione del lato B è composta da frammenti di colore leggermente 
più scuro dell’argilla originale, che presentano al loro interno dei segni incisi, eseguiti nell’argilla cruda, formanti una croce 
nel loro assemblaggio. Si tratta probabilmente di segni di riferimento per il corretto posizionamento nella ricomposizione 
della zona lacunosa, vd. m. oPeretto, D. Beaugnon, Rapport de restauration de l’amphore grecque à figures noires 81178, 
pp. 1-28. Ringrazio M. Operetto per avermi fatto leggere la relazione.

52  Intendo che non vi sono indicazioni nella documentazione in AS-MANN.
53  Kylix attica a figure rosse, Pittore di Berlino 2268, 510-500 a.C., da Nola, MANN inv. 81310, appartenente alla Col-

lezione Gargiulo.
54  Grazie a recenti verifiche effettuate dal Laboratorio di Restauro del Museo si è notato che le zampe di un animale, 

verosimilmente una lepre (sono state individuate le zampe anteriori sotto uno strato di colore moderno), si trovavano leg-
germente spostate più in alto. Ringrazio M. Operetto per la segnalazione. Heydemann indica la lepre come un’errata inte-
grazione e, secondo l’autore, la figura doveva tenere una scatola, vd. heyDemann 1872, p. 358.

55  Kylix attica a figure rosse, 520-500 a.C., dall’Etruria, MANN inv. 81329, del lotto di 21 vasi acquistati nel 1844.
56  MANN, inv. 82411.
57  Sostegni del tipo Capecchi-Gunnella IV A’, vd. CaPeCChi, gunnella 1975, pp. 70-71.
58  GR1836.2-24.400, tolti sette sostegni, (nn. 56-62), GR1836.2-24.406, tolti quattro sostegni, (nn. 63-66), vd. PerKins 

2007a, p. 24.
59  Rispettivamente invv. RC787 e C659, vd. PerKins 2007b, p. 29, figg. 4-5 e nt. 9 e PerKins 2007a, p. 23.

Fig. 2 – MANN inv. 81329. Kylix attica a figure rosse, 520-500 
a.C., dall’Etruria.
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Dagli esempi citati sembra che questo tipo di sostegno sia stato probabilmente usato per produrre 
dei pastiches; il problema che a questo punto emerge è capire se questo tipo di sostegno sia unicamente 
una creazione del XIX secolo60.

Alcuni vasi sembrano essere quasi totalmente “invenzioni” di Gargiulo. Tra questi è un 
«unguentario di figura piramidale» di cui solo il vaso sembra essere in parte antico, mentre figure, 
riempitivi e motivi decorativi 
sembrano essere stati realizzati a 
fantasia, a imitazione dei motivi 
della ceramica corinzia (fig. 4).

Un coperchio antico di 
lekanis61 è stato collocato su 
una coppa eseguita ex novo da 
Gargiulo (fig. 5). Nel catalogo 
di vendita il vaso viene descritto 
come «patera col coverchio» con 
la precisazione che «la patera di 
sotto è moderna»62.

In considerazione del 
numero più cospicuo di vasi 
apuli presenti nella Collezione, 
questi sono forse i più interessati 
da interventi di restauro, come 
il gran cratere apulo dell’Offi-
cina del Pittore di Licurgo (fig. 
6). Il vaso, rinvenuto in fram-
menti nel 184763, venne acqui-
stato e restaurato da Gargiulo. 
L’intervento doveva essere già 
concluso nel 1851 vista la detta-
gliata descrizione che ne fa 
Giulio Minervini64 esaminandolo 
proprio nella raccolta di anti-
chità di Gargiulo, con la precisa-
zione che quest’ultimo «n’è stato 
il ristauratore»65.

Nella descrizione di Miner-
vini ricorrono più volte dubbi su 
rifacimenti eseguiti a invenzio-
ne del restauratore. Lo studioso 
riporta che il vaso presenta «due 
manichi in parte restaurati […] 

60  Vd. PerKins 2007a, p. 24.
61  MANN inv. 82202. Per il coperchio vd. mannino 2006, p. 67, n. 40.
62  La realizzazione del supporto, pertinente alla tipologia antica (cfr. per il tipo, Athenian Agora XII, n. 1220) confer-

ma la pratica, a volte usata nell’Officina dei vasi del Museo Borbonico, di restituire la forma originaria a frammenti di vasi 
ritenuti di notevole pregio, cfr. il caso del cratere a volute a figure nere da Locri, MANN inv. 81389, vd. milanese 2010, pp. 
24-25, fig. 7.

63  Dalle notizie riportate da E. Braun, nel gennaio del 1848, si parla di scavi eseguiti nella passata stagione, vd. Bullet-
tino dell’Istituto di Corrispondenza Archeologica (Bull. dell’Ist.) 1848, p. 23.

64  Bull. dell’Ist. 1851, pp. 38-45. Nel Bull. dell’Ist. 1848, p. 23, si riportano poche notizie sul rinvenimento in fram-
menti del vaso e sullo stato di conservazione. Vd. anche saPonaro 2012-2013, pp. 6-10.

65  Bull. dell’Ist. 1851, p. 25.

Fig. 3 – MANN inv. 80395. Calice a soste-
gni, prima metà del VI sec. a.C., da Chiusi.

Fig. 5 – MANN inv. 82202. Lekanis attica a figure rosse, maniera del Pittore 
di Meidias, 410-400, da Nola. 

10 cm 10 cm

Fig. 4 – MANN inv. 80315. “Un-
guentario di figura piramidale di 
fabbrica egizia”. 

10 cm
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forato nel fondo e mancante di piede […]». Nel descrivere la scena con Pelope e Mirtilo non manca di 
sottolineare che «una ruota tenuta dalla sedente figura, ed altra che si mira in alto nel campo, non che 
il pileo ricurvo del giovine stante ne farebbero riportare con certezza il soggetto a Pelope e Mirtilo, 
se i suddetti accessorii non movessero nell’animo nostro il sospetto di moderno restauro».66 In riferi-
mento poi a un’iscrizione presente sul collo del lato B, inerente alla raffigurazione di Aurora, si preci-
sa che le «lettere non lasciano eccitare qualche sospetto, che siano modernamente graffite»67. 

Il piede antico, sul quale era raffigurata «Tetide che sta per recare le armi di Vulcano ad Achille»68, 
non venne acquistato da Gargiulo. Non è comprensibile il motivo per cui Gargiulo non avrebbe acqui-
stato il piede originale, visto che l’avrebbe probabilmente creato ex novo per restituire la “compiu-
tezza” della forma. Infatti, allo stato attuale, il vaso ha il piede interamente ricostruito.

Già a un esame a occhio nudo sulla superficie del vaso sono visibili gli interventi di restauro con 
porzioni integrate, completamento delle figure e ridipinture.

Anche il grande cratere a volute apulo proveniente da Canosa è stato oggetto di un importante 
intervento di restauro (fig. 7). Tutto l’insieme della raffigurazione, nella quasi totalità inventata, fa 
pensare a un pastiche di Gargiulo.

Gargiulo passa anche per essere l’autore di diversi pastiches riguardanti una tipologia ben 
distinta di materiali, i rhyta configurati69, alcuni dei quali si potrebbero considerare non propria-
mente dei falsi o dei pastiches, ma delle vere e proprie creazioni artistiche per qualità e originalità70. 
Pochi sono quelli presenti nella sua raccolta vascolare71, tra questi, è il rhyton apulo, MANN inv. 

66  Bull. dell’Ist. 1851, p. 40.
67  Ibid., p. 44.
68  La raffigurazione sul piede antico è riportata nel Bull. dell’Ist. 1848, p. 23.
69  Cfr. hoffmann 1966, pp. 127-130; milanese 2014, p. 245, nt. 174.
70  hoffmann 1966, p. 127.
71  Diversi sono nella sezione delle terrecotte della Collezione.

Fig. 6 – MANN inv. 81666. Cratere a volute apulo a figure 
rosse, Officina del Pittore di Licurgo, ca. 350 a.C., da Alta-
mura.

Fig. 7 – MANN inv. 82262. Cratere a volute apulo a figure 
rosse, metà del IV sec. a.C., da Canosa. 
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82467 (fig. 8). Secondo Hoffmann, l’ingubbiatura in bianco 
e il disegno72 (non più leggibile) sono moderni, mentre la 
testa dell’animale dovrebbe essere antica73. Lo studioso 
non indica l’appartenenza del rhyton alla Collezione 
Gargiulo, ma ritiene sia “passato tra le mani” del restaura-
tore. L’intuizione è certamente convincente: l’oggetto era di 
proprietà di Gargiulo. Un esemplare del Nationalmuseet di 
Copenaghen74 ha il collo antico, mentre la testa moderna in 
gesso (ritenuta un lavoro di Gargiulo) è stata eseguita sul 
modello del rhyton della Collezione Gargiulo (inv. 82467). 
Entrambi i rhyta, che hanno le stesse dimensioni, potreb-
bero essere una “replica ridotta” del rhyton attico conser-
vato ad Edimburgo, anch’esso, un tempo, di proprietà di 
Gargiulo75. Si può quindi affermare che due vasi, ma forse 
tutti e tre i vasi, siano passati “per la mani” di Gargiulo e 
verosimilmente sui due rhyta, di Napoli e di Copenaghen, 
sembra che egli abbia eseguito materialmente gli interventi 
ancora in parte presenti.

Nel corso della prima metà del XIX secolo, sembra 
difficile che un vaso, immesso nel Museo, o acquistato da 
un collezionista privato, potesse sfuggire a un “ritocco” 
di restauro. I vasi potevano essere “ravvivati”, “colorati”, “rimessi a nuovo”, secondo quello che 
era il gusto dell’epoca. A volte, questa nuova “veste”, conseguita con integrazioni ridipinte, poteva 
realizzarsi reinterpretando i soggetti preesistenti, ovvero nell’ideazione di iconografie molto 
tendenziose, o troppo inventate. E, non di meno, questi restauri sono diventati parte integrante 
della storia dell’oggetto (rispecchiando la concezione di un’epoca e, in particolare, del rapporto di 
quest’epoca con l’antico) e, nel contempo, hanno indotto a pregiudizi o valutazioni inappellabili con 
i quali ancora oggi è difficile fare i conti.

Gargiulo aveva libertà di agire come meglio riteneva sui vasi di sua proprietà e, tuttavia, aveva 
anche un prestigio da difendere, che gli consentiva di fare affari con le sue società76. Accuse di falsifi-
cazioni non avrebbero certamente giovato alla sua impresa.

Credo che l’intento di Gargiulo non fosse quasi mai quello di “falsificare”, ma — fose in un’ot-
tica un po’ presutuosa — quello di “migliorare”. Spinto dal profitto economico, o da propri convin-
cimenti, le scelte del Professor Gargiulo si possono annoverare tra quei tasselli che hanno contribuito 
alla realizzazione delle raccolte del Museo Borbonico e che hanno partecipato a tracciare il quadro 
degli interessi e delle passioni del collezionismo ottocentesco, da quel particolare punto di vista che 
lega imprescindibilmente il commercio con il restauro.

Angela Luppino
Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli

angilup@gmail.com

72  Nel Catalogo di vendita, al n. 90, «il bicchiere dipinto a color bianco, su del quale evvi effigiato a contorni giallo-
gnoli un seguace di Bacco armato di tirso», vd. anche heyDemann 1872, p. 446, n. 2933.

73  Vd. hoffmann 1966, pp. 12-13.
74  friis Johansen 1938, pp. 210-211, pl. 3a-b, inv. 1121.
75  Inv. 1956.457, vd. hoffmann 1966, p. 129. Questo, riprodotto nella Raccolta di Gargiulo del 1845 e in un’incisio-

ne conservata al Rijksmuseum van Oudheden di Leiden, era parte dello stock della società Gargiulo & soci, vd. milanese 
2014, p. 241, figg. 84 e 85.

76  Sulle due società di Gargiulo vd. milanese 2014, pp. 205-212.

Fig. 8 – MANN inv. 82467. Rhyton con-
figurato apulo, fine del IV sec. a.C., da 
Ruvo.
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CreDiti

Le figure 1a, c-d; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 e 8 sono fotografie dell’autore, su concessione del Ministero dei 
Beni e delle Attività Culturali — Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli, mentre la figura 1b 
appartiene ed è concessa dall’Archivio Fotografico del MANN.

aBBreviazioni

AS-MANN: Archivio Storico del Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli
ASNa: Archivio di Stato di Napoli
MANN: Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli
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aBstraCt

A pottery collection composed exclusively of Attic and South-Italian ceramics from Ruvo di Puglia is part of the 
important Artistic Heritage of Intesa Sanpaolo. The collection was formed by Giuseppe Caputi and his nephew 
Francesco between 1830 and 1880. After its acquisition, Intesa Sanpaolo started a well-structured project of conser-
vation, research and valorization of the pottery collection. The vases were studied, catalogued and restored. 
The new restoration was a significant opportunity for the study and analysis of the 19th-century restoration, when 
the broken vases were recomposed, and their missing parts integrated. Chemical analyses and mineralogical-petro-
graphic investigations were made on ceramic samples in order to obtain information on the raw materials used and 
on the manufacturing technology.
KeyWorDs: Intesa San Paolo Collection; Caputi Collection; Ruvo di Puglia; Apulian pottery; Attic pottery; Restoration.

the history

The Intesa Sanpaolo Collection is composed exclusively of Attic and Italiote ceramics. The core 
consists of the Caputi Collection started by Giuseppe Caputi and his nephew Francesco between 
1830 and 1880 in Ruvo di Puglia, a small city near Bari, in Puglia, Southern Italy. In those years, the 
European aristocracy and higher middle class used to buy and collect ancient Italian pottery. The 
main ceramic market was located in Naples, at the time capital of the Kingdom of the two Sicilies. 
The painted vases in particular aroused the collectors’ interest due to the scenes depicted on them. 
This interest in ancient ceramics led to a flurry of excavations in Ruvo and in other towns in Puglia. 
Local residents from all backgrounds (priests, doctors, farmers and traders) started to carry out ille-
gal excavations, looting the tombs. They then sold artefacts to individual collectors or museums ille-
gally, without the necessary approvals that had to be granted by Borbonic authorities. The laws were 
quite advanced for the time, as they aimed at preventing the dispersion of art pieces outside of the 
Kingdom1. The Caputi Collection, however, was put together with quite another aim. Giuseppe and 
Francesco Caputi, belonging to one of the most important families in Ruvo, only selected vases that 
had been discovered on their land in contrada Arena, to the south-west of the present-day town. 
They were keen on safeguarding such vital evidences of local heritage and prevent them from being 
dispersed. The Caputi Collection comprised 440 vases, a dozen terracotta figurines and two Roman 
oil lamps. The catalogue was published in 1877 by Giovanni Jatta junior2. 

Approximately, more than one hundred samples from the territory of Puglia were added in 

1  milanese 2014, pp. 13-20; Cassano 2008, pp. 79-98. 
2  G. Jatta, I vasi italo-greci del Signor Caputi di Ruvo descritti, dichiarati e nella miglior parte ancora inediti, Napoli 

1877; sena Chiesa 2006; giaCoBello 2017, pp. 15-29.

the intesa sanPaolo Pottery ColleCtion:
from researCh to valorization

Federica Giacobello
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the mid-20th century by then-owner Giuseppe Torno, when the collection was known as the H.A. 
Collection, referring to the masterpiece by the Leningrad painter. At the end of 20th century, Intesa 
Sanpaolo acquired it (because of Torno’s financial difficulties) and the bank put great effort into its 
conservation and valorization.

the Pottery anD its suBJeCts 

The Intesa Sanpaolo Collection comprises more than 500 vases produced in Athens, Apulia and 
Lucania between the 6th and the 3rd century BC, providing a good illustration of the range of produc-
tion, techniques and workshops active in the area at that time.

Most of the vases were discovered in ancient graves in Ruvo and were originally from the 
Peucetian community, an Iapygian tribe that inhabited central Apulia from the 7th century BC until 
the Roman period3. Archaeological finds show that Ruvo was a prosperous trading centre, with a 
complex social structure, and it was strongly influenced by Hellenic culture. As a matter of fact, Ruvo 
came into contact with the Hellenic world early, through commerce, trade and interactions with the 
Greek colonies of Taranto and Metaponto. 

Attic pottery, manufactured in Athens, arrived in Ruvo di Puglia via maritime route; these objects 
were sought as prestigious goods4. 

The Intesa Sanpaolo masterpiece is the well-known Attic red-figured hydria made by a talented 
vase artist named the Leningrad Painter, after an amphora that was attributed to him and conserved 
in the city (present-day St. Petersburg) (fig. 1). The scene wraps around the shoulder of the hydria 
and shows three vase painters at work. The young man in the centre is painting the lower part of a 
large kantharos and there are two paint-pots on a small table beside him. On each side, young artists 

3  rosCino 2017, pp. 30-39.
4  giuDiCe 2007.

Fig. 1 – Intesa Sanpaolo Collection inv. 2. Attic red-figured hydria. Leningrad Painter, 470-460 BC, Pottery Workshop (Ar-
tistic Heritage Archives, Intesa Sanapolo, photograph by Valter Maino). 
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are decorating their kraters. The first looks around in 
surprise as two Nikai arrive to crown him while Athena, 
goddess of the arts, approaches the central figure, offer-
ing him a laurel wreath. The everyday scene of artisans 
at work takes on extraordinary connotation with the 
arrival of the goddesses, which would seem to suggest 
a competition between the vase painters, with a prize 
for the winner. At one side, on a dais, a young woman 
is painting a volute-krater. Cords hold up her chiton, 
allowing her more freedom of movement. This is an 
outstanding piece of evidence documenting the artisa-
nal work of women in 5th-century Athens5. The hydria 
was found in the “Tomb of Amber” on Caputi’s land 
in 1876, together many other potteries and items, espe-
cially two attic column-kraters, both depicting female 
subjects: in the first vase, two women are performing 
a ritual in front of a simulacrum of Dionysus, while on 
the second one a woman is washing her long hair in a 
large louterion; a young woman is standing behind her 
dressed in a long chiton while a young naked woman is 
holding a boot: these women are probably hetaerae. The 
tomb also contained numerous amber pendants that had 
probably been used to decorate the deceased’s clothing 
or as jewellery. As is known, amber was considered a 
precious material and was supposed to possess thera-
peutic and magical properties. The subjects of the amber 
express the values of Peucentian society; the tomb 
belonged probably to an aristocratic woman living in 
Ruvo at the beginning of the 4th century. 

The discovery of the Tomb of Amber is documented 
by 19th-century letters and publications. Thanks to these documents, it was possible to reconstruct 
the grave goods. After the discovery, the objects found in the Tomb of Amber were immediately split 
up: the vessels became part of the Caputi Collection while the ambers and ornaments were bought by 
the Italian government for the Archaeological Museum of Naples6. 

In the Caputi Collection there is a lot of Apulian pottery, about 200 vases. Some red-figured 
volute kraters attributed to the Ilioupersis and Lycurgus Painters are very important. The names of 
the two artists derive from a mythical subject painted on two vases, dated between 370 and 350 BC.

Another well-known pottery piece is a theatrical Apulian vase with the legend of the killing 
of Neoptolemos by Apollo in Delphi, a well known legend in antiquity but uncommon in art. It 
survives only in a messenger’s speech from Euripides’s Andromache. Neoptolemos, Achilles’s brave 
son, is kneeling on a bloodstained altar, swinging his sword with violent movements. The hero’s gaze 
is turned to Orestes, Agamemnon’s and Clitemnestra’s son, depicted while standing in ambush, behind 
the omphalos. On the left, a naked assassins is raising his spear against Neoptolemos. The murder was 
plotted by Orestes, who was in love with Hermione, the jealous bride of Neoptolemos (fig. 2)7. 

The Lycurgus Painter often selected mythological subjects, like the scene painted on an Apulian 
volut krater representing the apotheosis of Heracles, which occurred after the hero died by throwing 
himself on a pyre, to escape the agony caused by the shirt poisoned by his jealous wife Deianira. 
However, there is no reference to the agony of Heracles on the vase: it celebrates his victory over 

5  lamBrugo 2006 pp. 44-51, pp. 62-69, n. 6: lamBrugo 2009, pp. 111-117.
6  giaCoBello 2017a, pp. 121-128.
7  Inv. 111; Collezione Banca Intesa 2006, pp. 306-310, n. 110; sena Chiesa 2007; giaCoBello 2010.

Fig. 2 – Intesa Sanpaolo Collection inv. 111. Apulian 
red figured volute-krater. Ilioupersis Painter, 370-
360 BC, The Killing of Neoptolemos (Artistic 
Heritage Archives, Intesa Sanpaolo, photograph by 
Valter Maino).
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death and his ascent to Mount Olympus on the quadriga driven by Nike, while the Hyades nymphs 
extinguish the pyre built upon Mount Oeta8.

A frequent element on Apulian red-figured pottery is the Dionysian subject: alongside the offi-
cial celebration, there was also a personal devotion to Dionysus in the Greek world, as the god guar-
anteed happiness on Earth but also, more especially, in the afterlife. This was achieved through secret 
rites, known as mysteries. They could be attended only by initiates and were widespread throughout 
Magna Grecia during the 4th century BC.

In Magna Grecia, the cult of Dionysus merged also with that of Eros, the protector of women 
and marriage in particular. He was a primordial god, progenitor of all beings, and is often depicted in 
an androgynous form, a physical coalescence of female and male9. 

The Intesa Sanpaolo Collection includes also many black-painted Attic and Apulian vases like 
the Gnathia vases, an Apulian production of the mid-4th – 3rd century BC, characterized by the appli-
cation of different paints directly on the black painted vase body, and native pottery10.

stuDy, PuBliCation, restoration ProJeCt

After the acquisition, Intesa Sanpaolo started a well-structured project of conservation, research 
and valorization of the pottery collection. The vases were studied and catalogued by a team of the 
University of Milano; and in 2006 the entire collection was published in three volumes: Ceramiche 
attiche e magnogreche. Collezione Banca Intesa, edited by Gemma Sena Chiesa and Fabrizio Slavazzi. 

In accordance with the archaeological 
institution Soprintendenza of the Veneto 
Region, from 2001 to 2003 Intesa Sanpaolo 
carried out a restoration project, which led to 
important results both in terms of conserva-
tion and scientific investigation11. The vases 
were first restored in the 19th century, after 
their discovery, perhaps in Ruvo di Puglia 
where the Sbani family worked. This family 
was specialized in the conservation and 
restoration of ancient pottery; they restored 
the pottery of the Jatta Collection in Ruvo 
di Puglia as well12. The 19th century restora-
tion made on Caputi’s vases had an instant 
effect, integrating the vessels and making 
them more aesthetically pleasing, according 
to the conservative criteria of the time, when 
ceramics were chosen for the beauty of 
their decorations, vessel shape and conser-
vation status. Therefore, the broken vases 
were recomposed, and their missing parts 
integrated through a mimetic restoration. 
So, the fragmentary and incomplete speci-
mens were integrated by adding the missing 
parts (handles, bases and rims) as well, while 

8  Inv. 183; Collezione Banca Intesa 2006, pp. 311-315, n. 111; isler-Kerény 2008, pp. 229-247.
9  Dioniso. Mito, rito e teatro 2015; isler-Kerényi 2004, pp. 244-248.
10  Collezione Banca Intesa 2006.
11  The restoration was carried out by Martino Serafini: serafini 2006.
12  See the krater of Talos restoration: De Palma 1996.

Fig. 3 – Intesa Sanpaolo Collection inv. 110. Apulian 
red figured column-krater by Lycurgus Painter: red li-
nes = fracture lines; yellow boxes = integrations. B side 
(Artistic Heritage Archives, Intesa Sanpaolo, photograph by Val-
ter Maino).
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calcareous concretions were covered with repainting. The same practice was used for covering the 
mistakes in the vases’ glaze.

X-ray analyses and infrared photographs made on Caputi’s vessels in 2001 pointed out significant 
restorations made in the 19th century, showing the old breaks and further integrated and repainted 
areas. Some examples: the Attic red figured column-krater (inv. 13) with a symposium scene by the 
Leningrad Painter13. The X-ray analyses, performed on three sides, show a high degree of fragmen-
tation — about 50 fragments — with some differences in thickness that lead to hypothesize the pres-
ence of some integrations or the placement of some thinner ceramic fragments that are not pertinent 
to this vase. An Apulian red figured column-krater by the Lycurgus Painter (inv. 110) with Orpheus 
charming the Tracians with his music14: X-rays analyses show many division lines and also, on the B 
side, integrations (fig. 3). The Apulian red figured amphora by the Snub-Noise Painter (inv. 21)15: in 
the 19th century the amphora was recomposed and the division lines masked with extensive repaint-
ing. The fracture lines are shown in red, while the blue rectangles are areas where chalk additions 
covered the underlying ceramic — and not always in correspondence with fractures. 

The 19th-century bonding of the fragments was carried out with shellac, gaps were integrated 
by inserting clay fragments covered with chalk and then repainted. The incomplete images were 
repainted, using natural pigments and vegetable and animal glue. Preserved surfaces were also 
repainted to reduce the contrast between the remade and the original surface. Paraffin wax was coated 
on the surface of the vases to protect them. In general, the oldest part of the vessel was completed and 
covered but never destroyed.

In some cases, the 19th-century restoration took the characteristics of a forgery when earthy sedi-
ments were applied to mask the remaking.

In the 20th century, some vessels that were broken because of falls or because the 19th-century 

13  Collezione Banca Intesa 2006, pp. 70-73, n. 7.
14  Ibid., pp. 316-321, n. 112.
15  Ibid., pp. 334-335, n. 117.

Fig. 4 – Intesa Sanpaolo Collection inv. 56. Apulian red-figure lekanis: restoration (Artistic Heritage Archives, Intesa 
Sanpaolo, photographs by Valter Maino).
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restoration failed, were once again restored. The 20th-century restoration was more invasive and less 
accurate; the materials used were vinyl adhesives or adhesives based on synthetic solvents.

In 2001, at the beginning of the restoration project, it was decided to restore the pottery follow-
ing a philological criterion: all the old post-renovations were removed or highlighted to return the 
vases to their original state. The removal was made by scalpel and by applying compresses to soften 
the glaze of the repainting. The fragments were removed with the use of hot distilled water. Then the 
vases were reassembled and sometimes integrated with pigmented plaster and retouching.

Some examples: a great part of the surface of the bell-krater with a Satyr dance by the Sisyphus 
Painter (inv. 10)16 was covered with abundant whitish saline efflorescence. The surface was made 
uniform with extensive repainting and a base of paraffin was applied to mask any abrasions and paint 
defects. The cleaning was carried out by means of distilled water compresses, alternating with solvent 
solution compresses. 

The Apulian red figure lekanis (inv. 56)17 was fragmented and glued and its fault lines stuccoed 
and painted (fig. 4). The cleaning was carried out through distilled water compresses alternating with 
solvent solution compresses; remakes and fragments were removed. The fragments were washed in 
distilled water alternated with drying; they were glued, and the gaps were integrated.

Seven vases, chosen for conservational reasons or because of their particular importance, have 
been not restored purposely, to leave them as witness of the 19th-century restoration.

arCheometriCal investigations

Another useful tool for identifying restorations “of antiquariale type” and 19th-century restora-
tion techniques was also the archaeometric study carried out by the University of Bari Aldo Moro in 
201518. Chemical analyses and mynero-petrographic investigations were made on ceramic samples of 
the Intesa Sanpaolo Collection in order to obtain information on the raw materials used and on the 
manufacturing technology. 

In particular, vases stylistically attributed to Pittore di Baltimora, Pittore della Patera, Pittore di 
Licurgo and the workshop of Pittore di Dario and Pittore dell’Oltretomba were analyzed. 

The use of optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM-BSD) was also essential 
for a survey of the technological process of the production. 

The aim is to investigate the production areas and the pottery workshops that were traditionally 
identified using only stylistic analyses. The specific archaeometric goal is to prove that the combination 
of analytical techniques, with the integration of archaeometric and archaeological results, constitutes 
the optimal methodology for the study of archaeological heritage. In fact, the synergic approach 
allows researchers to take advantage of each technique’s benefits and to overcome drawbacks and 
limits linked to the objective impossibility of an adequate sampling of the archaeological find, due to 
its value and uniqueness. 

the eXhiBitions

Tempo dell’Antico is a project aiming to present the Intesa Sanpaolo Collection to the general 
public. Selected vases from the collection are displayed in temporary exhibitions on specific themes, 
providing visitors with a greater insight into the classical Greek world and Magna Graecia in the 5th 
and 4th centuries BC. 

The project started in 2009 with the exhibition The Woman’s Hours, dedicated to Greek women; 
in 2014, there was The Hero’s Journey dedicated to Greek heroes who, alongside the gods, were the 

16  Collezione Banca Intesa 2006., pp. 182-183, n. 68. 
17  Ibid., p. 574, n. 233.
18  giannossa et alii 2017.
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protagonists of Greek mythology. They were followed by Dionysus, Myth, Ritual and Theatre, that 
explored the many faces of Dionysus, the most elusive and complex deity in Classical culture. In 
2017, The Amber of the Princess exhibition invited visitors to discover the archaeological treasures 
brought to light in Magna Graecia, particularly in Ruvo di Puglia, during the 19th century, a crucial 
period for the rediscovery of Greek and Roman antiquities, when the Intesa Sanpaolo Collection 
was formed as well (fig. 5). In February 2018, there was the opening of Seduction. Myth and Art in 
Ancient Greece, the new exhibition exploring the theme of seduction in the classical world, a subject 
encompassing emotional and amorous aspects as well as broader religious and social issues. The itin-
erary displays different forms of seduction and the conventions associated with this practice through 
Apulian and Lucanian pottery artefacts from the Intesa Sanpaolo Collection, along with a number of 
outstanding sculptures and artefacts on loan from the National Archaeological Museums of Naples 
and Reggio Calabria.

sCientifiC researCh anD valorization 

Conferences and scientific meetings have been also carried out by Intesa Sanpaolo: regarding 
the investigation on the Apulian workshops and the production process, the conference Savoir-faire 
Antichi e moderni. Pittori e officine ceramiche nell’Apulia di V e IV secolo a.C. was held at the Leoni 
Montanari Gallery in March 201519. 

Another conference titled Savoir-Faire was organised in Naples in 2013. It was held thanks to 
the collaboration of Claude Pouzadoux; the symposium was dedicated to two important vases of the 
National Archaeological Museum of Naples, the Amazonomachy krater by the Darius Painter and a 
loutrophoros with Niobe by the Varrese Painter, restored thanks to Intesa Sanpaolo.

Il Vaso di Pronomos. Scene dipinte e scene recitate, a conference dedicated to the Pronomos Vase, 
was held in March 2016 at the Leoni Montanari Gallery20.

It is the famous Attic red-figured vase with Dionysus and Ariadne surrounded by musicians, 
actors and the chorus of a satiric play. The krater was found in Ruvo di Puglia in 1835 and was bought 
by the Real Museo Borbonico of Naples. The Pronomos vase was specially loaned by the National 
Archaeological Museum of Naples for the exhibition titled Dionysus, Myth, Ritual and Theatre.

Federica Giacobello
University of Milan

federica.giacobello@unimi.it
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aBstraCt

The National Archaeological Museum of Naples (MANN) owns one of the most important Egyptian collections in 
Italy. It contains around 2,500 exhibits, originally belonging to different nuclei (two major groups — the Borgia and 
the Picchianti collection — and some lesser groups of artifacts with various provenances) collected between the 18th 
and the 20th centuries. On the occasion of a complete reorganization of the collection for a new exhibition plan (inau-
gurated on October 7, 2016) I’ve studied the history of the collections and of their collectors through different archi-
val documents, some unpublished materials and also the more debated ones. Interesting results have emerged mainly 
as regards the coffins and the mummies associated with them. During two centuries, these finds have suffered because 
of singular conservative operations and restorations and they have been subjected to relocation, splits and false asso-
ciations to meet e exhibition criteria. Through the patient recovery of archival data, especially the unpublished cata-
logues of Georg Zoëga on the Borgia collection, it was possible to discover and reconstruct an interesting case of a 
badly-executed 19th-century restoration and identify the original decoration.
KeyWorDs: National Archaeological Museum of Naples (MANN); Borgia Collection; coffins; mummies; Museo 
Mineralogico; fakes; pastiche; Raffaele Gargiulo.

introDuCtion

The practice of forgery and the creation of fake “ancient” Egyptian items has existed for thou-
sands of years1. Copies, imitations and fake items are scattered in museums and collections all around 
the world and the Egyptian collection of the National Archaelogical Museum of Naples (MANN) 
is no exception2. After the Napoleonic expedition, Egypt became a popular stamping ground for 
European travellers and tourists, eager to bring home souvenirs from their journey to the Valley 
of the Nile and their visit to the Land of the Pharaohs3. Among other things, the abundance of 
burial sites and the sheer quantity of mummies gave rise to a flourishing souvenir market, includ-
ing mummified human feet, heads and hands, removed from the bodies so as to be more easily trans-
ported in a trunk rather than a whole body4. Human fragments began to appear in 19th century living 
rooms and libraries as travel mementos5. 

1  fieChter 2005.
2  (La) Collezione Egiziana 1989. The Egyptian Collection was reopened to the public on 7th October 2016. To date a 

short guide of the exhibition has been published by Electa, in Italian and English: Guida alla collezione egizia 2016.
3  Du haut de ces pyramides 2013.
4  DoDson, iKram 1998, pp. 67-68.
5  An example in the MANN is a glass-bell (in typical Neapolitan style), which, instead of the usual nativity scene, 

contains two pairs of cut feet wrapped in a rectangular fragment of an original painted Egyptian shroud, upon which a de-
ceased female is depicted. In terms of style and iconography, it exemplifies a type of shroud, known academically as the “Sot-
er Group” dated back to the 2nd century AD, which came from Thebes. Guida alla collezione egizia 2016, pp. 120-121, n. 8.

an eXamPle of “Dangerous” 19th-Century restoration WorK

at the national arChaelogiCal museum of naPles (mann)

Stefania Mainieri
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Naturally, the interest for Egyptian artefacts also led to a thriving market for convincing fakes 
and competent forgers; items were produced for speculative purposes, in order to exploit this new-
found demand. An example of this phenomenon can be found in the so-called “mummiettes”; ancient 
bandages which, when unwrapped, reveal contemporary bird bones or even just a single bone6. In the 
19th century, mummies were the most sought-after object because, as Father Géramb said to Pasha 
Mohammed Ali in 1833, “it would be hardly respectable, upon one’s return from Egypt, to present 
oneself without a mummy in one hand and a crocodile in another”7. They were, however, not the only 
Egyptian objects to be forged. The MANN, for example, owns a small group of fakes, now exhibited 
in room XVIII8, including eight shabtis found in the storeroom during a complete reorganization of 
the Egyptian collection in preparation for the new exhibition. These shabtis, produced with the same 
mould or by the same hand, are rough copies, made with clay, that reproduce the names and titles of 
originals housed in the MANN9. The marked similarity of these finds suggests a serial production 
of ancient items for the antique market: in other words, artefacts that were created to reproduce real 
finds, thereby increasing the number of items available to sell to 18th and 19th century collectors. 

In the museum, however, we can also observe another “trend’ of falsification: potentially mislead-
ing restoration work combining authentic ancient artefacts together with other, modern, elements. 
This particular point is the topic of this paper, the aim of which is to explore the story of two particu-
lar mummies and their corresponding coffins which bear witness to the phenomenon of shoddy 
restoration work and falsifications that occurred within the Bourbon Museum in the 19th century10. 

reConstruCting the history

In 1814, the Museo Borbonico, now the National Archaelogical Museum of Naples, acquired the 
initial nucleus of the Egyptian Collection: the Borgia Collection11. Sold by Camillo Borgia, nephew 
of Cardinal Stefano Borgia of Velletri12, the collection included sculptures, bronze and wooden statu-
ettes, stelae, shabtis, and two anthropoid wooden coffins without mummies (inv. nos. 2340-234513 and 
2342-234614). However, these coffins now contain two human mummies15, wrapped in strips of cloth 
which had been opened to reveal the face and the chest, which bear the same number as the Borgia 
boxes (figs. 1-2). 

A more in-depth study of these artefacts (both the mummies and the coffins) was imperative. 
They have no archaeological provenance and show signs of having been extensively remodelled. This 
is because over the course of two centuries they have undergone anomalous conservation processes 
and restoration procedures as well as having been subjected to relocation, separation (elements that 
belonged together were separated) and misleading unification (elements that were not originally 
together were put together) in order to meet display criteria16. Whilst attempting to reconstruct the 
history of these finds and the various relocations which occurred, it was necessary to work back-
wards, tracing the various stages, starting from their being housed at the Museo Borbonico until the 

6  (Le) Mummie 2001, pp. 19-23.
7  DoDson, iKram 1998, p. 67.
8  Guida alla collezione egizia 2016, pp. 22-43.
9  Ibid. 2016, p. 41, n. 5. 
10  Ibid., pp. 106-109. These objects were studied in greater detail during my PhD research at the University of Na-

ples “L’Orientale” on the Egyptian collection of the MANN — the dissertation will be published by next year. From 2013 
to 2016, updated information regarding the progress of the research was regularly presented at national and international 
conferences.

11  mainieri 2017, pp. 269-276; Guida alla collezione egizia 2016, pp. 22-43; Pirelli, mainieri 2015.
12  noCCa 2001; germano, noCCa 2001.
13  (La) Collezione Egiziana 1989, p. 68, ns. 6.1-2.
14  Guida alla collezione egizia 2016, pp. 118-119, n. 7; (La) Collezione Egiziana 1989, p. 68, ns. 7.1-7.2.
15  Ibid., pp. 118-119, n. 7.
16  mainieri forthcoming A.
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present day and to compare various existing documents: from the old inventories17 to the archival 
documents regarding restoration18 and exhibition methods, from ancient guides19 to engravings20 and 
old photographs21.

the BoDies from the museo mineralogiCo of naPles

In 1821 Arditi wrote: “le mummie acquistate al Museo Borgiano sono due casse semplicemente, 
venute dall’Egitto, ma senza i corpi delle persone che avevano dovuto esservi riposti”22. Thanks to 
Zoëga’s documents, we know that the only original mummy, which arrived in Velletri in the 18th 

17  For this work, inventories of Georg Zoëga at the Royal Library in Copenhagen (henceforth NKS 357b fol., III, 
I), historical inventories at Archivio Storico della Soprintendenza di Napoli (henceforth ASSAN), Arditi 1822 (ASSAN 12), 
Sangiorgio 1852-54 (ASSAN 85), and the Inventario Generale of the MANN (Ufficio Catalogo, vol. I, 1-4884) were exa-
mined.

18  ASSAN II B 6, 1; ASSAN IV B 10; ASSAN IV B 10, 6; ASSAN IV B 10, 11; ASSAN IV B 10; ASSAN IV B 10, 16; 
ASSAN IV B 10,19; ASSAN IV B 10,20; ASSAN IV B 10, 21; ASSAN XXI B 10, 6.

19  finati 1822; giustiniani, De liCteriis 1824; finati 1842; maruCChi 1908.
20  Oil painting of Paolo Vetri, Le mummie 1875 (Banco di Napoli Collection in Zevallos-Stigliano building); engra-

ving of Filippo Morghen in morelli 1835, pls. XV-XVI.
21  Photographic Archive of Soprintendenza Archeologica of Naples.
22  Archivio Storico Napoli (henceforth ASNa), Min. Affari Interni inv. II fascio 1973 un. 277.

Fig. 1 – MANN. Anthropoid inner coffin — Borgia 
Collection invs. 2340-2345 — with fake 19th century 
mummy — inv. 2340.

Fig. 2 – MANN. Anthropoid inner coffin — Borgia 
Collection invs. 2342-2346 — with fake 19th century 
mummy — inv. 2342.
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century, was “semplicemente involta in fasce di tela and fu donata da Borgia al Museo del Collegio 
Nazareno di Roma nel 1789”23 for the study of bitumen, used during the mummification process. 
However, as mentioned above, the boxes now contain two human bodies. For a long time these 
mummies were identified as the two bodies from Thebes donated in 1828 by collector Giuseppe 
Picchianti24. This assumption was made because of a letter dated 1828 in which the Venetian traveller 
himself asked for the bodies to be put in the empty Borgia boxes marked with the numbers 96 and 97: 
“il custode di questo Real Museo Sign. Picchianti per mezzo del Controloro Sign. Campo chiede di 
poter collocare due delle mummie di quelle da lui cedute in questo real Museo nelle due casse vuote 
che appartenevano al museo borgiano segnate a numeri 96 e 97 dell’Inventario, quali casse in origine 
contenevano altre mummie. Si ripromette ancora il S. Picchianti di fasciare tali mummie in modo 
conveniente”25.

However, evidence emerged proving this assumption to be false26, evidence which gave details 
of two other mummies that arrived at the museum on the 16th of December 1821 from the Museo 
Mineralogico of Naples, “per dare altro lustro al novello portico”27. In fact, according to the archive 
documents kept in the Museum, these bodies came from the Museo Mineralogico of Naples, but this 
was only a temporary location. A document in the Archivio di Stato of Naples28, certifies that these 
mummies came from the pharmacy of the monastery of San Francesco di Paola, identified as having 
been positioned in the structure where the magistrate’s court is now located, and were transported to 
the Museo Mineralogico rooms after the closure of the monastery (at the end of the 17th century)29.

As Finati wrote in a guide to the Museo Borbonico in 182230, due to poor conservation, the 
bodies were not immediately put on display, but were entrusted to the care of two restorers in the 
shape of Domenico Padiglione, maker of cork models, and Raffaele Gargiulo, dealer, restorer and 
collector31. In fact, the two rotted boxes from the Museo Mineralogico contained one “body” with a 
head that was in such a poor state that it would have been impossible to restore, a “piece” contain-
ing two bandaged legs, several bone fragments and a hand. Therefore in 1824, the restorers suggested 
combining these fragments with other mummy bones which arrived on January the 15th of that year 
from the pharmacy of the Real Casa Santissima dell’Annunziata: “sarebbe opportuno unire a questi 
quelli altri ossami di mummia provenienti dall’annunziata, tanto più che in essi ben si ricordino esist-
ervi un’altra testa più conservata di quella ricevuta, come pure una mano ben conservata, mentre non 
esiste affatto nessuna”32.

The effective and definitive identification of the bodies took place thanks to radiographic anal-
ysis carried out by Dr. Andrea Izzo together with Professor Salvatore Cappabianca, the latter being 
director of the School of Specialization in Radiology at Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi 
Vanvitelli, which confirmed the previous hypothesis and showed that the bodies had indeed been 
reassembled. The mummies, in fact, are made up of human parts: skull, humerus bones and shin 
bones (but no chest bones, backbone or pelvis), assembled and held in place with poles, nails and 
bolts (fig. 3). All these elements match the descriptions of the mummy bones which arrived at the 
museum in 1821, and the list of the materials used by Gargiulo and Padiglione for the restoration: 
“colla, e altri ingredienti per unire il moderno all’antico della mummia e tela simile a quel poco di 
antico che esisteva e parte per avvolgere l’antica mummia”33.

Therefore, the mummies appear to be the result of a pastiche, which took place in the Museo 

23  NKS 357b fol., III, I.
24  (La) Collezione Egiziana 1989, pp. 1-8.
25  ASNa Inv. II cont. 2091, un. 244.
26  mainieri forthcoming A.
27  ASNa Min. Affari Interni inv. II fascio 1973, un. 277.
28  Ibid.
29  Guida alla collezione egizia 2016, p. 108; Pirelli, mainieri 2015, pp. 151-159; mainieri forthcoming A.
30  finati 1822, p. 240.
31  ASSAN IVB, 19. For Raffaele Gargiulo, see Angela Luppino in this volume. 
32  Ibid.
33  Ibid.
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Borbonico in the early 19th century using 
human fragments from two pharmacies in 
Naples mixed together with modern materi-
als. Following the reconstruction of the story 
of these mummies, I am also investigating 
the actual antiquity of the fragments. Doubts 
regarding their antiquity have arisen largely 
due to the fact that one of the skulls has been 
shown to contain a dental implant, described 
in 1989 by Dr. Marielva Torino34. The left 
maxillary first premolar tooth was rotated 
180° positioned where the upper left canine 
should be and a lower incisor, also rotated 
180°, was positioned where the lower right 
first premolar should be. The teeth in this 
skull are characterized by maximum stabil-
ity, in their own alveoli, which may suggest 
an intra vitam dental implant, or, at the very 
least, an implant that was carried out before 
embalming took place35. Unfortunately, 
despite the existence of modern-day cases 
such as this on dogs and human beings36, this 
assertion cannot be confirmed archaeologi-
cally, as cases of intra vitam dental implants 
are unheard of, and cannot be confirmed 
scientifically either, as a histological exam 
would cause irreparable damage to the skull. 
This fact has led, however, to doubts regard-
ing the antiquity of the bones. The fragments, 
in fact, came from pharmacies where, between 
the 18th and the 19th centuries, it was common 
to find Egyptian mummies used for the production of mummy powder37. Due to an increase in the 
cost of mummies, linked to an increasing demand for mummy powder in Europe, it even became 
popular to mummify the bodies of executed criminals; in other words it became popular to make 
“fake” mummies: “some Jews entered upon a speculation to furnish the mummy thus brought into 
demand as an article of commerce, and undertook to embalm dead bodies and to sell them to the 
Christians. They took all the executed criminals, and bodies of all descriptions that could be obtained, 
filled the head and inside of the bodies with simple asphaltum, an article of very small price, made 
incisions into the muscular parts of the Umbs, inserted into them also the asphaltum and then bound 
them up tightly. This being done, the bodies were exposed to the heat of the sun; they dried quickly, 
and resembled in appearance the truly prepared mummies38.

So, are the fragments from the pharmacies modern or ancient? And should the “mummies” in 
the Borgia boxes be considered a fake or a pastiche? Unfortunately, I cannot answer these questions 
yet because research at the Museo Mineralogico and at the Annunziata was postponed due to struc-
tural work in the archives. 

34  torino 1993, pp. 531-533.
35  Ibid.
36  Ibid.
37  lugli 2013; marinozzi, fornaCiari 2005.
38  PettigreW 1834, p. 8.

Fig. 3 – X-ray images showing the reassembly of the bodies: 
on the left the “mummy” inv. 2340, on the right the “mummy” 
inv. 2342.
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the Borgia Coffins

However, the archival and Egyptological study also revealed further abnormalities regarding 
the structure and decoration of the containers39. The bivalve coffins are about 195 cm long and 56 
cm wide. Their dimensions and proportions make it clear that they are inner cases. These anthro-
poid inner coffins, with dorsal pillar and pedestal, depict the deceased wearing a tripartite wig and 
are decorated in polychrome, the wood and paint are both in poor condition. The coffins currently 
have identical decorations: a small wsekh-collar extends down to the lappets of the wig and a central 
column of large pseudo-hieroglyphs are partially recognizable, flanked by big panels (c. 15 x 8 cm) 
which depict standing and kneeling human figures facing each other. On one coffin the footboard has 
been remodelled and is undecorated (inv. 2346), and the footboard of the other has completely rotted 
away (inv. 2345). In 1989 they were dated back to the Graeco-Roman Period because of their iconog-
raphy. A cleaning operation in 2015 revealed crucial elements in their decorative structure. First of all, 
the lids were designed in the same way — both in the choice and the organization of the decorative 
motifs, secondly, the face of the deceased represented on the lids, the style of the figures in the panels 
and the palaeography present the following anomalies:

the drawings of the eyes and eyebrows do not correspond to the carved traits. The eyes, small and 
asymmetrical (inv. 2346) and narrow and elongated (inv. 2345), are painted in black with no maquill-
age; some of the figures are not typically Egyptian in style; for example, there are two human figures 
with long blonde hair, wearing short, tight clothing; moreover, their profiles do not have the typical 
frontal eye, and have a long, straight nose with full lips – features which echo classical iconography, 
in particular the figures represented on southern Italian vases: Italiotic vases (fig. 4); the hieroglyphs 
seem to have been used as purely decorative elements rather than as a writing system. Once again, the 

repetition of the same signs on the 
two lids can be noted, both for their 
artistry and for the size of the signs.

Moreover, the coffins bear 
no resemblance to other artefacts 
from the same period and do not 
fall into any classified categories. 
Furthermore, an even more nota-
ble example is coffin 2340-2345, 
whose current appearance does 
not correspond with the descrip-
tion in the old inventories40: “figura 
umana fasciata della quale si vede 
solamente la testa di forme gros-
solane, ornata da una grossa scuffia. 
Ha la sua barbetta, è dipinta in vari 
colori, e fuori degli ornamenti della 
fasciatura, vi si veggono diverse 
figure e geroglifici. Benché siano 
alquanto cancellate le dipinture, 
vi sono due anubidi fasciati, due 
uomini nudi con scettro e chiave e 
due donne genuflesse- Una sopra 
del capo ha un tempietto, l’altra un 

39  Guida alla collezione egizia 2016, pp. 118-119, n. 7; (La) Collezione Egiziana 1989, p. 68, ns. 6.1-6.2, 7.1-7.2.
40  The reconstruction of the old decoration of this coffin and the Egyptological analysis for the identification of its 

cultural and chronological context were presented at the 2nd Vatican Coffin Conference, Musei Vaticani, Città del Vaticano, 
6-9 June 2017 (mainieri forthcoming B).

Fig. 4 – The image shows the close iconographic relationship between the 
figures on the Borgia’s lids — second right panel of the lid inv. 2345 — with 
the human figures on the Italiotic vases. 
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trono ed appoggiano le mani ad un’uncina (?) del pettorale, posano sopra due quadrupedi, forse lupi 
ornati di flagri”41.

The aforementioned abnormalities and the discrepancy between the description in the old inven-
tories and the current decorations could well be the result of more unorthodox restoration work42. 
These coffins, in fact, were subjected to three restoration operations during the first half of the 19th 

century: in 182143, in 1822-2444 and in 185345. The restoration that most affected the original appear-
ance of the Borgia coffins, both structurally, iconographically and textually, was probably the one 
entrusted to Domenico Padiglione and Raffaele Gargiulo in 1822-1824. During this restoration 
project, they carried out a complete “ridipintura” of the lids after carrying out the processes of “stuc-
catura, ricassatura e grattatura”46. A clear confirmation of this can be found in the close iconographic 
relationship between the figures on the lids and the human figures on Gargiulo’s Italiotic vase collec-
tion47. Analysis of pigments carried out in 2006 by Suor Orsola Benincasa University, confirmed the 
modernity of the colours, for example the red colour used for the face48. However, it is even more 
complex to understand whether the current decoration is an antique decor or if it has been partially 
manipulated in the restoration laboratories of the museum.

ConClusion

The integrated study of archival documents and scientific analyses have provided us with inter-
esting information, especially regarding the story of the finds inside the museum and the complex 
personality of Raffaele Gargiulo, who was renowned, up until now, solely for his restoration work on 
ancient vases49. The choice of Gargiulo as a restorer of Egyptian objects is not a coincidence. Held in 
great esteem by the Interior Minister, Giuseppe Zurlo, and by the Director of the Museum, Michele 
Arditi, he was the person who could be relied upon to solve even the most difficult of problems, he 
was the person who was able to “supplire i pezzi mancanti, ritoccare le figure, ed imitare l’antico 
(…) nel disegno e nel colorito”50. Moreover, both Gargiulo and Padiglione were able to “restau-
rare siffatte mummie, tanto maggiormente quanto due bravi artisti avevano fatto le loro osservazi-
oni sulla mummia intatta, non ha guavi venuta in Napoli presso del Sign. Forquet”51. For this reason, 
the restorers assembled the bones and tried to “reconstruct” ancient mummies by imitating ancient 
“ransacking” of the mummy by cutting open the bandages to reveal the face and the chest, and by 
making new feet using papier mache. The coffin proved to be more problematic because they had to 
work on materials that they were not familiar with, so images from classical tradition were used as 
models, in this case the figures observed on the Italiotic vases. Nevertheless, it should be underlined 
that the so-called “manipulation” of the mummies and coffins should not be seen as fraudulent but 
rather as a particular type of restoration work governed by a desire to exhibit “complete” finds, espe-
cially at a time when “camouflaged” restoration was common at the Museo Borbonico. Subsequently, 
the decision to place the bodies inside the empty coffins would have appeared to be the most logical 
and natural operation in the museological context of the first half of the 19th century. 

As one may see, some questions remain unanswered and yet more questions arise: are the 
mummies from the Museo Mineralogico a fake or a pastiche? Is the current decoration on the Borgia 

41  Inventario Generale MANN, vol. I, 1-4884.
42  Guida alla collezione egizia, pp. 106-107.
43  ASSAN IV B,19.
44  ASSAN IV B,19.
45  ASSAN XXI B 10,6.
46  ASSAN IV B,19.
47  See in this volume Angela Luppino.
48  saBBatuCCi 2005/06.
49  milanese 2005, 2007, 2010, 2014.
50  ASNa, Min. Aff. Int. Inv. 989/2.3. 
51  ASNa: Min. Aff. Int. Inv. II cont. 2050 un. 251.
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lids an antique decor or was it completely manipulated in the restoration laboratories of the museum 
in the first half of the 19th century? Following my archival, historical, artistic and Egyptological study, 
I am planning a technological project using specific scientific analyses in order to answer these ques-
tions and to obtain more precise, detailed information.

Stefania Mainieri
University of Naples “L’Orientale”

stefaniamainieri@gmail.com
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Images 1 and 2 are published with the permission of the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Cultu-
rali — Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli (MANN).
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aBstraCt

This paper aims at providing a synthetic overview of the phenomenon of forgery of ancient Etruscan artefacts. This 
will be done by highlighting the various ends and modalities that such a phenomenon successively acquired in the 
course of its development over time. In delineating the typological-structural aspects, as it were, of the phenomenon, 
our attention will focus on Etruscan “fakes”, leaving aside other forms of reproduction and reworking of ancient ma-
terials (copies, pastiches, imitations). We will retrace the various steps of a track that runs parallel to that of the in-
terest towards Etruscan antiquity, that began as early as the 15th century and that stretches down to our present day 
(being now dictated almost exclusively by economic motivations). We will take into account some particularly signif-
icant episodes (ranging from the terracotta sarcophagus sold to A. Castellani and then purchased by the British Mu-
seum in London, to the terracotta warrior statues at the Metropolitan Museum in New York) with reference to the 
activity of the best-known Etruscan art forgers (A. Scappini, P. and R. Riccardi, A. Dossena etc.).
KeyWorDs: Etruscans; forgery; antiquities; epigraphy.

This presentation aims at focusing on the cases of forgery of Etruscan antiquities, even when par-
tial. Other forms of reproduction and reuse of antiquities (such as copies, pastiches, alterations, imita-
tions) will not be considered here. The definition of “fake” is based on the recognition of an intentional 
and fraudulent purpose behind the creation of artefacts imitating or being inspired by the original ones. 

A reconsideration of the falsification of Etruscan antiquities deals with the interest towards the 
Etruscan civilization that increased from the 15th century onwards in the Western culture, mainly in 
Italy. At the same time, it deals with the simultaneous development of the critical and aesthetic trends 
to which forgers usually adapted their actions.

In the course of Italian Humanism and Renaissance, a real interest towards Etruscan history 
arose, after some occasional experiences made during the Middle Ages. Starting from the 15th century, 
this interest also contributed to create a genuine “myth” of ancient Etruria, strengthened by ideologi-
cal and propagandistic instances coming both from Rome (with respect to the role of the Popes) and 
from Florence (with particular reference to the Medici dynasty). It was then that conscious forgeries 
of Etruscan artefacts made their first appearance. A well-known case is that of the so-called “urna di 
Porsenna”, which provides us with the evidence of a modality that will be a constant over the follow-
ing centuries: that is, creating a partial forgery, obtained by the application of false epigraphic texts 
written in ancient languages (Etruscan, Latin, Greek etc.) on original but reworked artefacts.

The first aim of this activity was the documental fake (that is, the production of false documents).

*   This paper summarizes the contents of tagliamonte G., I falsi in Etruria: aspetti della problematica, in Impostu-
res savantes. Le faux, une autre science de l’antiquité?, Actes du Colloque International (Paris, 6-7 mai 2015), eds. M. De-
noyelle, K. Mannino, in press.

etrusCan faKes*

Gianluca Tagliamonte
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Anyway, the intent to give a greater value to the artefacts or to highlight their Etruscan origin 
was considerable as well.

Regarding the documental fakes, the most interesting personality was probably the Dominican 
friar Giovanni Nanni (1432-1502), known as Annio from Viterbo. He had a central role in the hu-
manistic rediscovery of the Etruscan world. Although only marginally interested in the falsification of 
Etruscan antiquities, Alfonso Ceccarelli (1532-1583) was also a figure of relevance in the 16th century. 

In the course of the 15th and 16th centuries, the activity of faking Etruscan antiquities (literary 
texts and inscriptions) continued to be focused on the falsification of documents. It was inspired by 
ideological and propagandistic reasons, often aimed at celebrating municipal and family glories, or 
at supporting the interests and theories of erudite scholars. In some cases, strong personal ambitions 
and explicit economic goals played a part as well.

Similar reasons, mostly directed towards the exaltation of municipal and family glories and mem-
ories, inspired the phenomenon of historical and documental falsification during the 17th century. A 
very interesting case deals with the figure of Curzio Inghirami (1614-1655). The falsifications made 
by Ceccarelli and Inghirami were revealed by Leone Allacci (1586-1669), a Greek scholar from Chios. 

However, Ceccarelli’s mystifications were one of the sources of Scottish scholar Thomas Demp-
ster (1579-1625), author of De Etruria Regali. The publication of Dempster’s work (1723-1724) fits 
into the Tuscan context of the early 18th century, where the reference to Etruscan heritage was very 
strong. The interest, the fervour, and the passion with which scholars of the so-called etruscheria 
looked at the Etruscan past, sought its traces, collected and studied its remains, created favourable 
premises to endorse, inspire or produce false Etruscan documents. The strong development of col-
lecting over the course of the 18th century also fed, for economic reasons, the phenomenon of falsify-
ing Etruscan artefacts. Particularly, some figured vases, the so-called “vasi all’Etrusca”, were one of 
the main objectives of the forgers of Etruscan antiquities. 

However, the activity of these forgers in the 18th century was addressed not only to the produc-
tion of entire fakes but also — and mainly — to partial fakes. Usually, these were made by inscribing 
false inscriptions on authentic artefacts, in order to increase their value and make them more attrac-
tive to collectors and art dealers.

Economic reasons continued to inspire the forgery of Etruscan antiquities during the 19th cen-
tury. Filippo Gnaccarini (1804-1875) and brothers Pietro and Enrico Pennelli are examples of Etrus-
can forgers. Enrico Pennelli was probably author of the most famous Etruscan fake of the 19th centu-
ry: the clay sarcophagus with the figures of a married couple on its cover, which was purchased, in a 
fragmentary state, by the British Museum in 1873. 

If the refined reproduction of ancient objects on the part of the Castellani family (the well-
known dynasty of goldsmiths and scholars of antiques) seems to be far from the fraudulent intent of 
falsification, however, their proximity to Roman forgers is clearly documented. Their jewellery was 
sometimes sold as antique; sometimes the provenance of ancient and modern artefacts was falsified. 

Concerning metal artefacts from the Etruscan-Italic production, another 19th-century forgery ac-
tivity aimed at reproducing objects used by women, in particular cysts and mirrors. The most famous 
case is perhaps that of the so-called Pasinati cyst, property of the engraver Pasinati, sold to the Brit-
ish Museum in 1884. Its falsification was probably due not only to economic reasons but also to the 
intent of stimulating the interest of Heinrich von Brunn, secretary of the Institute of Archaeologi-
cal Correspondence in Rome. A similar system of faking, often related to engraved decorations, also 
concerned Etruscan and Praenestine mirrors. 

In any case, economic reasons related to art collecting and to the antiquarian market were not 
alone in stimulating the 18th-century falsification of Etruscan antiquities. For instance, in the case of 
the Tomba Campana in Veio, discovered in 1843, the falsification of its grave goods made by G.P. 
Campana, was due not to economic reasons, but rather to a “romantic aim of historical and emotion-
al realism”. A real documental fake, inspired by national and patriotic ideals, is the case of the false 
Etruscan inscriptions kept at the Cimiez Museum in Nice: their supposed discovery, around 1872, 
was seen as evidence of the Italicity of the city of Nice. 

As regards the second half of the 19th century, Antonio Scappini (1839-1898) was one of its most 
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prominent figures. He cannot be simply considered a forger of Etruscan and ancient artefacts. He 
was a passionate and conscious imitator of antiquity and in some cases, he signed his reproductions. 

In the first decades of the 20th century there was a new season of strong interest towards Etruscan 
antiquities. Thus, it is not surprising that during this period and, then, in the course of the first half 
of the century, there were not only many cases of Etruscan fakes, but also the most sensational ones. 
Usually they were made for economic reasons. However, in some cases, especially in those of more 
refined execution, the authors of the fakes seemed to aim at an original reinterpretation of antiquity, 
on the basis of a high self-awareness of their artistic ability. We can remember, for example, the terra-
cotta Warriors at the Metropolitan Museum of New York, which had been manufactured in Orvieto 
by the Riccardi brothers and A.A. Fioravanti in 1914; the Kore of Copenhagen, a work of the same 
Fioravanti; and the “Diana Etrusca” at the City Art Museum of St. Louis, attributable to the sculptor 
Alceo Dossena (1878-1937) etc. 

Over the last decades, the forgery of Etruscan antiquities seems to have concerned mainly ceram-
ics and bronzes. The higher level of scientific knowledge on the Etruscan artistic productions, togeth-
er with the wide range of methodologies and archaeometric techniques useful to determine the antiq-
uity of objects, restrict the possibility of faking and force forgers to raise the quality of their products. 
At least, in those cases of higher culture, forgery seems to result in the adoption of more refined tech-
niques, which on the one hand, show a higher degree of knowledge of antiquity and on the other hand, 
the need to make it as difficult as possible to identify their being fake, even by archaeometric analyses. 
From this point of view, there is no doubt that the motivational background of the most skilled forg-
ers of Etruscan antiquities (e.g. M. Morani, O. Bordo) has to do not only to economic reasons, but also 
to the self-awareness of their skills, together with a certain narcissism and vanity.

Gianluca Tagliamonte
University of Salento

gianluca.tagliamonte@unisalento.it
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With the help of four metal mirrors, reportedly of Etruscan origin and acquired together, we have identified distinc-
tive criteria to detect forgeries: a group of objects with both shared and singular characteristics, exact ancient models, 
misinterpreted iconographic details and inscriptions, novel picture content with little or no precedent in classical an-
tiquity, and a high zinc content on the metal surface.
KeyWorDs: forgery; mirror; bronze; brass; Etruscans; inscriptions.

In den späten 90er Jahren des 20. Jahrhunderts wurden der Antikensammlung des Kunsthisto-
rischen Museums Wien vier Metallspiegel als angeblich originale Erzeugnisse etruskischer Hand-
werkskunst vorgelegt. Schon bald aber kamen Zweifel auf, was ihre Authentizität betrifft, und die-
se sollten sich in der Folge auch als berechtigt erweisen. Die Spiegel wurden in den Jahren 1998 bzw. 
1999 zu Studienzwecken angekauft und sollen in den Faszikel Österreich des Corpus Speculorum 
Etruscorum aufgenommen werden.

Ein geübtes und mit der Materie vertrautes Auge mag vielleicht auf Anhieb erkennen, dass es sich 
um moderne Objekte handelt. Doch was, wenn die Übung (noch) fehlt? Die Wiener Spiegel zeigen 
markante Merkmale, wie sie nicht nur für Fälschungen von etruskischen Griffspiegeln, sondern ge-
nerell für solche von antiken Objekten charakteristisch sind. Somit bieten sie die idealen Vorausset-
zungen für ein Studium im Rahmen der Winter School und sollen daher als Fallbeispiele vorgestellt 
werden1.

Bronzespiegel waren in der gesamten Mittelmeerwelt bekannt und waren beliebte Beigaben in 
etruskischen Gräbern2. Sie stammen aus der Zeit vom ausgehenden 6. bis etwa in das 2. (vielleicht so-
gar das 1.) Jahrhundert v. Chr. Meist handelt es sich um mit einem Griff versehene Handspiegel mit 
blank polierten Vorderseiten, die als die eigentlichen Spiegelseiten dienten, während die Rückseiten 
oft mit Bildern aus gravierten (in die Bronze eingeschnittenen) oder ziselierten (mithilfe von Hammer 
und Punzen in das Metall eingedrückten) Linien versehen waren — eine Besonderheit der etruski-
schen Spiegel3. Häufig stammen die Themen aus der griechischen Mythologie, wobei neben die Figu-
ren geschriebenen Namenbeischriften wichtige sprachgeschichtliche Zeugnisse darstellen. Etwa 3000 

1  Vorliegender Beitrag stellt einen Auszug aus dem am 16.2.2017 unter dem Titel There is something wrong with this. 
Experiences, problems and questions concerning forgeries im Rahmen der Winter School 2017 Anthropology of forgeries der 
Universität Padua in englischer Sprache gehaltenen Vortrag dar. Für die Einladung, an diesem Programm teilzunehmen, sei 
den Veranstaltern nochmals herzlichst gedankt.

2  Zum Folgenden vgl. allgemein guiDe 1982; zur Terminologie CSE BRD 3 1990, S. 15.
3  Vgl. allgemein guiDe 1982, S. 8-24; De grummonD 1985, S. 27-29. Auf weitere im etruskischen Bereich übliche Spie-

gelformen (Klappspiegel, Spiegelscheiben in hölzernen Kästchen) sowie die sogenannten praenestinischen Griffspiegel kann 
an dieser Stelle nicht eingegangen werden.

hier stimmt DoCh etWas niCht!
vier angeBliCh etrusKisChe sPiegel in Der Wiener antiKensammlung

Karoline Zhuber-Okrog
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Exemplare, so schätzt man, haben sich erhalten, und diese Zahl nimmt durch Neufunde stetig zu. Ab 
etwa dem 5. Jahrhundert war die Spiegelseite meist leicht konvex gewölbt. Dadurch nahm man zwar 
ein geringfügig verkleinertes und ein leicht verzerrtes Bild in Kauf4, konnte dafür aber einen etwas 
größeren Bereich sehen. Die frühen Exemplare besaßen einen Zapfen, mit dem man die Spiegelschei-
be in einen separaten Griff aus anderem Material wie Holz oder Bein einsetzte. Später waren Scheibe 
und ein massiver Bronzegriff in einem Stück gearbeitet, wobei der Übergang als kleine Platte (Griff-
zwickel) mit schwalbenschwanzförmigen Enden (Griffzipfel) geformt war. Diese Gattung — die so-
genannten Griffspiegel — war in hellenistischer Zeit vorherrschend. Zu ihr zählen auch die vier Wie-
ner Exemplare mit ihren mit bildlichen Darstellungen versehenen Rückseiten (figg. 1, 3, 4 und 6)5. 
Betrachten wir die Spiegel zunächst nebeneinander. Die Patina vermittelt bei allen einen unverdächti-
gen Eindruck, Fehlstellen auf Nr. 2 und 36 scheinen von einer langen Lagerung im Boden herzurüh-
ren. Beides spräche für die Authentizität der Objekte. Auch Form und Maße sind nicht ungewöhn-
lich: Sowohl die runde Scheibe mit Randstufe, wie das Nrn. 1, 3 und 4 zeigen, als auch eine solche 
ohne einen leicht erhöhten Rahmen (Nr. 2) finden sich auf etruskischen Vorbildern. Die Länge von 
25,5 bis 27,2 cm entspricht ebenfalls durchschnittlichen Maßen7. Als Randornamente erscheinen we-
der der Eierstab auf Nr. 1 und 3 oder Kerben (Nr. 4) unnatürlich, auch der glatte Rand der Spiegel-
scheibe von Nr. 2 besitzt Parallelen. Etwas fällt aber dennoch auf: eine gewisse Einheitlichkeit inner-
halb der Gruppe. Beispielsweise sind das die beinahe übereinstimmenden Maße und Proportionen, 
denn die vier Spiegel sind nicht nur annähernd gleich lang, sondern es entsprechen einander auch die 
Scheibendurchmesser (13,0 bis 13,5 cm) sowie die Breiten der Griffzwickel (2,9 cm)8. Auch die leicht 
ausschwingende Form der Zipfel ist allen vier Spiegeln gemeinsam. Weitere Ähnlichkeiten zeigen 
die Griffe. Sie besitzen eine vergleichbare schlanke Form und laufen bei Nr. 2, 3 und 4 in einer etwa 
rhombenförmigen Erweiterung mit einem aufgebogenen, quer gerieften Fortsatz aus. Bei Nr. 3 und 4 
findet sich zudem dieselbe rautenförmige Eintiefung an der verbreiterten Stelle.

Diese einheitlichen Merkmale sind erste Alarmzeichen. “Irgendetwas stimmt hier nicht” — und 
nicht zu Unrecht fühlt man sich an die bereits 1948 formulierten Worte des Kunsthistorikers Otto 
Kurz erinnert: “Fakes hunt in packs, they are rarely made as unique specimens, and the fabrications 
of the same workshop wear a distinct family likeness”9. Doch dem nicht genug. Denn gerade in je-
nen Details, die den vorliegenden Metallspiegeln gemeinsam sind, unterscheiden sie sich von ihren 
etruskischen Vorbildern. Zwar geht auch bei hellenistischen Griffspiegeln der Rand der Scheibe in je-
nen des Griffzwickels über und es können die Zipfel das Zwickelfeld überragen, ein Ausschwingen 
ist jedoch unüblich.10 Noch deutlicher zeigen sich die Unterschiede zu authentischen Exemplaren bei 
der Gestaltung der Griffe, die üblicherweise in zwei standardisierten Ausprägungen vorkommen. 
Zum einen handelt es sich um Griffe von etwa halbrundem Querschnitt mit reichem, gekerbtem De-
kor auf der Vorder-, also der Spiegelseite. Je nach Erhaltungszustand und Grad der Stilisierung lassen 
sich ein zentraler, quer verlaufender Wulst, zwei davon ausgehende Vogel- bzw. Greifenköpfe sowie 
Akanthusblätter erkennen. Diese Griffe enden in einer zur Rückseite hin gebogenen (also abwärts 
blickenden) Widderprotome11. Die zweite Griff-Form läuft ebenfalls in einem Tierkopf aus, in die-

4  sWaDDling et alii 2000, S. 132-137.
5  Nr. 1: Bellerophon, Pegasos und Chimaira, L. 27,2 cm, Dm. der Spiegelscheibe 13,5 cm, B. des Griffzwickels 2,9 cm, 

Gew. 382 g, Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, Antikensammlung, Inv.-Nr. VI 5399; Nr. 2: Aphrodite, Athena, zwei Jüng-
linge und zwei Knaben, L. 25,5 cm, Dm. 13 cm, B. (Zwickel) 2,9 cm, Gew. 245 g, Inv.-Nr. VI 5408; Nr. 3: Geburt der Athe-
na, L. 26 cm, Dm. 13,3 cm, B. (Zwickel) 2,9 cm, Gew. 228 g, Inv.-Nr. VI 5409; Nr. 4: Vierfigurenszene, H. 26,5 cm, Dm. 13,4 
cm, B. (Zwickel) 3,3 cm Gew. 206 g, Inv.-Nr. VI 5410.

6  Im Griffzwickel von Spiegel Nr. 2 links und rechts der Darstellung sowie links am Rand des Bildfeldes von Nr. 3.
7  Zum Durchmesser etruskischer Spiegel vgl. allgemein reBuffat-emmanuel 1973, 375-376 und guiDe 1982, S. 1314.
8  Einzig der Spiegel mit der Vierfigurenszene Nr. 4 zeigt mit 3,3 cm einen etwas breiteren Abstand zwischen den bei-

den Griffzipfeln. Zu den Maßen vgl. oben Anm. 5.
9  Kurz 1948, S. 17 und 1967, S. vi (Vorwort; dieses ist in der italienischsprachigen Neubearbeitung Kurz 1996 nicht 

enthalten).
10  Zur kanonischen Form des Griffzwickels bei hellenistischen Griffspiegeln vgl. reBuffat-emmanuel 1973, S. 366-

367 (talon à élargissement, Form b).
11  höCKmann 1987, S. 248-254, Griff C; emmanuel-reBuffat 1984, S. 198-199 (miroir à manche rond); reBuffat-
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sem Fall aber dem eines Rehes (bzw. einer Hirschk-
uh oder eines Rehbockes). Griffe dieses Typus sind 
flach und besitzen einen rechteckigen Querschnitt, 
ihr Dekor besteht meist aus längs verlaufenden Ril-
len oder Kehlen12. Eine Zwischenform aus beiden 
(flacher Griff und Widderprotome) ist ebenfalls be-
kannt13. Auch wenn man berücksichtigt, dass die 
Ausführung bisweilen einer starken Stilisierung und 
Vereinfachung unterworfen ist, sodass sich die Tier-
protomen oft kaum mehr erkennen lassen, so kann 
dennoch keiner der Griffe unserer vier Spiegel zu 
einer der Standardformen gezählt werden. Sie sind 
zwar flach und von annähernd rechteckigem Quer-
schnitt und auch für die bei Nr. 4 vorkommenden 
kurzen Querrillen ließen sich Parallelen finden14, 
doch sind sowohl die Verbreiterungen mit den ge-
bogenen Enden (Nr. 2 – 4) als auch der spitz zulau-
fende Griff von Nr. 1 ungewöhnlich. Dieser Um-
stand verstärkt den bereits geäußerten Verdacht.

Wenden wir uns nun den Spiegeln im Einzelnen 
zu — denn auch für sich betrachtet lassen sich an 
ihnen Auffälligkeiten feststellen. Generell wird bei 
Fälschungen häufig auf bereits Vorhandenes zurück-
gegriffen, so auch bei dieser Objektgattung: “The-
re are many different methods for detecting forged 
mirrors. Most telling is the identification of the sour-
ce of the engraved decoration”15. Tatsächlich gibt es 
zur Zeichnung auf Spiegel Nr. 1 (fig. 1) ein exak-
tes Vorbild. Es handelt sich um einen 1866 in einem 
Grab in Palestrina (Praeneste) gefundenen Griffspie-
gel mit der für praenestinische Exemplare typischen leichten Birnenform16. Die Rückseite trägt eine 
Darstellung des reitenden Bellerophon: Mit wehendem Mantel bekleidet holt er mit der Lanze zum 
Stoß gegen die sich vor ihm aufbäumende Chimaira aus. Sein Reittier Pegasos besitzt keine Flügel, 
das Ungeheuer unter seinen Hufen wird durch Löwenkopf und -körper, das aus dem Rücken wach-
sende Ziegenhaupt sowie den Schlangenschwanz charakterisiert. Felsen und zwei Bäume deuten eine 
Landschaft an, über Bellerophon fliegt ein Vogel. Das Bildfeld wird von einem Kranz aus abwech-
selnd umschriebenen Palmetten und doppelten Lotoskelchen umrahmt. Allerdings bestehen Unter-
schiede gegenüber der Zeichnung auf dem Vorbild. Neben der deutlich vereinfachten Ausführung der 
Linienzeichnung zeigen sie sich vor allem in Details. So ist zwar beispielsweise das Rahmenornament 
gut in die Randstufe (die den birnenförmigen praenestinischen Griffspiegeln fehlt) eingepasst, die Lo-
toskelche sind aber in einer stark reduzierten Form dargestellt. Schwierigkeiten scheint es bei der An-
ordnung der Ornamente gegeben zu haben, denn hier fanden nur 26 Platz, während es auf dem Bron-
zeoriginal insgesamt 27 sind. Dadurch stoßen auf dem Wiener Spiegel im Scheitel zwei umschriebene 

emmanuel 1973, S. 360-361 (manche à section ronde); guiDe 1982, S. 11-13, Textabb. b; zur Seitenansicht siehe beispielsweise 
CSE Denmark 1 1981, Nr. 21, Taf. S. 97; CSE BRD 3 1990, Nr. 22, Taf. d und e oder CSE U.S.A. 3 1997, Nr. 11, Taf. c und d.

12  höCKmann 1987, S. 248-254, Griff C; emmanuel-reBuffat 1984, S. 199-200 (miroir à manche plat); guiDe 1982, 
S. 11-13, Textabb. c; reBuffat-emmanuel 1973, S. 362 (manches à section quadrangulaire).

13  höCKmann 1987, S. 248-254, Griff B.
14  Vgl. beispielsweise CSE Great Britain 3 2007, Nr. 6; CSE The Netherlands 1983, Nr. 9 oder CSE Schweiz 1 2001, 

Nr. 32.
15  guiDe 1982, S. 63; sehr häufig dient ein Spiegel als Vorlage: guiDe 1982, S. 64.
16  CSE Italia 6, II 2009, Nr. 84.

Fig. 1 – Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Antiken-
sammlung, Inv. VI 5399. Metallspiegel (Nr. 1): Belle-
rophon tötet die Chimaira (Kunsthistorisches Museum 
Wien, KHM-Museumsverband).
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Palmetten aneinander. Weitere Ungereimtheiten gibt es bei der Darstellung der Chimaira: Es fehlen die 
Ziegenprotome sowie der Schlangenkopf, in dem der Schwanz des Untiers endet. Diese beiden Details 
lassen sich auf dem Spiegel in Palestrina nur undeutlich erkennen; auf Umzeichnungen in älteren Pu-
blikationen fehlen sie zur Gänze. Eine auffallende Übereinstimmung in der Auffassung des Löwen-
schwanzes zeigt die Abbildung im letzten Band des umfangreichen, in fünf Bänden zwischen 1840 und 
1897 erschienenen Corpuswerkes Etruskische Spiegel (fig. 2)17: Sowohl hier als auch auf dem Wiener 
Spiegel ähnelt er einer dicken, fleischigen Volute. Allerdings sind — gänzlich abweichend vom Origi-
nal in Palestrina — insgesamt 29 Randornamente wiedergegeben. Dennoch kann nicht ausgeschlos-
sen werden, dass diese Abbildung als Motivvorlage für unseren Spiegel diente. Ergänzend sei noch an-
gemerkt, dass ausschließlich die Zeichnung auf der Rückseite kopiert wurde, nicht hingegen das (im 
Spiegelcorpus ebenfalls fehlende) Zwickelornament auf der Spiegelvorderseite, eine stehende Palmet-
te. Stattdessen umgibt ein zarter Herzblattkranz aus einem aus dem Griffzwickel aufsteigenden Zweig 
die Spiegelseite des Wiener Exemplares — eine für die Gattung, vor allem für Griffspiegel der helle-
nistischen Zeit, gänzlich unübliche Praxis, da man auf der Spiegelfläche keinen Platz durch Verzierun-
gen verlieren wollte. Trug die Vorderseite eine solche, dann üblicherweise nur ein kleines Ornament im 
Griffzwickel und im unteren Teil der Scheibe, z. B. eine Palmette mit von ihr ausgehenden Voluten18.

Spiegel Nr. 2 (fig. 3) besitzt ebenfalls ein bekanntes Vorbild, einen Griffspiegel aus der Zeit um 300 v. 
Chr., der sich seit 1848 in Berlin befindet19. Seine Rückseite zeigt eine figürliche Szene aus der etruskischen 
Götterwelt — den zugrundeliegenden Mythos kennen wir leider nicht. Die Figuren sind mit etruskischen 
Namensbeischriften versehen: Vor der Architekturkulisse eines Tempels stehen zu Seiten eines Voluten-
kraters die Göttinnen Aphrodite (turan) und daneben Athena (menrva; das zweite, unbetonte e des aus ita-

lisch Menerva entstandenen Namens wird ab dem Ende 
des 5. Jahrhunderts nicht mehr geschrieben), mit Helm, 
flankiert von zwei Jünglingen. Der linke der beiden wird 
leinθ20 benannt, der rechte ist nicht namentlich bezeich-
net und wird in Analogie zu verwandten Darstellun-
gen als Ares interpretiert. Die Aufmerksamkeit aller gilt 
zwei nackten kleinen Knaben, von denen der eine (ma-
riś husrnana) von Athena über den Krater gehalten wird 
und der andere (mariś halna) auf dem Oberschenkel der 
männlichen Figur links sitzt21. Im Griffzwickel entsteigt 
eine Frauengestalt (recial)22 einem Blätterkelch; bis auf 
ihren Schleier, den sie mit der Linken hinter ihrem Rü-
cken hebt, ist sie unbekleidet.

Sogleich fallen auch beim Wiener Spiegel Abwei-
chungen gegenüber der Vorlage auf. Wiederum sind 
es die viel gröberen Linien, die sich deutlich von der 
klaren und exakten Zeichnung mit den fein punzier-
ten Details (Hintergrund, Binnenzeichnung der nack-
ten Körper) auf dem Berliner Exemplar abheben. Was 
die Darstellung betrifft, so machen sich die Unter-
schiede vor allem in der Gestaltung der beidseitig des 
Zwickels aufsteigenden Ranken bemerkbar (sie glei-

17  Klügmann, Körte 1897, Taf. 73.
18  Vgl. guiDe 1982, 51.
19  CSE BRD 4 1995, Nr. 28.
20  Nach steinBauer 1999, S. 436 «Alter, alte Person».
21  Zur Interpretation von mariś als «Knabe, junger Mann, Diener, Sklave» bzw. als Benennung für knabenhaft darge-

stellte Gottheiten siehe steinBauer 1999, S. 306 zu Nr. S/66 und S. 441; zu den vorerst nicht deutbaren Adjektiven husrna-
na bzw. halna ebenda, S. 430 bzw. 423.

22  Soweit mir bekannt, ist zu re[s]cial nach wie vor «keine begründete Vermutung möglich»: CSE BRD 4 1995, S. 33 
zu Nr. 28 (H. Rix).

Fig. 2 – Palestrina, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 
Inv. 1509. Umzeichnung aus dem 19. Jahrhundert 
(Klügmann, Körte 1897, Taf. 73).
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chen auf der Nachschöpfung eher fleischigen Voluten) sowie in der Zwickelfigur selbst: Deren Bei-
ne sind zur Gänze ausgeführt — bemerkenswert ist hier, wie die Fehlstelle links wie “zufällig” den 
Konturen folgt —, während Blattkelch und Schleier fehlen. Letzterer wurde durch die Darstellung 
von großen Schwingen ersetzt. Die zierliche Geste des Schleierhebens deutete man zu einer empor-
gehobenen Linken um, die etwas Flaches zu halten scheint, behielt aber gleichzeitig die Form der auf 
dem Original vom Schleier flachgedrückten Frisur bei. Auch dürfte das Motiv der nackten Frau dem 
Gestalter des Wiener Spiegels sehr gut gefallen haben, denn es ist an der Verbreiterung des Griffendes 
spiegelbildlich wiederholt. Als Verbindungselement zwischen ihnen wurde eine verschlungene Tänie 
mit Volutenenden gewählt. Beides ist nicht nur als Bildmotiv in der Antike ungewöhnlich, sondern 
auch ihr Vorkommen auf einen Spiegelgriff singulär, besonders auf einer Griffrückseite.

Die zweifellos berühmteste Vorlage verwendete man für die Gestaltung von Spiegel Nr. 3 (fig. 4). 
Es handelt sich um die sogenannte Patera Cospiana (im 17. Jahrhundert hatte man die Funktion der 
Spiegel noch nicht erkannt und hielt sie für paterae) in Bologna, die nach einem ihrer Besitzer, dem 
Marchese Cospi benannt ist23. Dargestellt ist die Geburt Athenas: Gewappnet mit Helm, Lanze und 
Schild entspringt sie dem Haupt ihres Vaters Zeus, das zuvor der Schmiedegott Hephaistos (rechts, 
sich mit einem Bein aufstützend) mit der Axt gespalten hat. Zwei Frauen fungieren als Geburtshel-
ferinnen. Der Spiegel ist seit 1630 bekannt und war bis in die Neuzeit Gegenstand gelehrter Diskus-
sionen24; die berühmte Darstellung auf ihm wurde oft gezeichnet, kopiert und — als Vorlage für Fäl-

23  CSE Italia 1 1981, Nr. 13.
24  Vgl. die Literatur ebenda, S. 32-33.

Fig. 3 – Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Antikensamm-
lung, Inv. VI 5408. Metallspiegel (Nr. 2) mit Mehrfiguren-
szene: Aphrodite, Athena, zwei Jünglinge und zwei Knaben 
(Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, KHM-Museumsverband).

Fig. 4 – Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Antikensamm-
lung, Inv. VI 5409. Metallspiegel (Nr. 3) mit Darstellung 
der Geburt der Athena (Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, 
KHM-Museumsverband).
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schungen bzw. Neuschöpfungen verwendet25. 
So überrascht es nicht, das Bildmotiv auch auf 
unserem Metallspiegel zu finden, wobei hier 
ebenfalls deutliche Abweichungen zum Vor-
bild bestehen. Beispielsweise wurde das Ran-
kenornament, das das Bildfeld des Originals 
entlang des Randes umgibt, stark vereinfacht 
wiedergegeben und mehr oder weniger pas-
send in Randstufe und Griffzwickel einge-
passt. Unterhalb des Zwickelmotivs fügte 
man ein abwärts gerichtetes pflanzliches Or-
nament hinzu. Ähnlich wie bei Spiegel Nr. 2 
ist auch hier die Linienführung auf dem Wie-
ner Exemplar viel gröber und es fehlen die 
Punzierungen des Hintergrundes im Rah-
menmotiv sowie jene, die zur Akzentuierung 
der Muskeln der männlichen Körper gewählt 
wurde. Weiters verzichtete man auch auf die 
Wiedergabe von Einzelheiten, was sich be-
sonders in Frisuren und Gewandfalten, Füßen 
und Zehen bemerkbar macht. Manche Details 
fehlen gänzlich, beispielsweise die Blätter und 
Früchte des Baumes am linken Bildrand, auf 
dem der Vogel sitzt, oder der Helmbusch der 
Athena. Zudem bereitete offensichtlich die 
Wiedergabe der Geburtshelferin rechts des 
sitzenden Göttervaters Schwierigkeiten. Ihre 
Beine werden von Zeus verdeckt, eines ist je-
doch auf der Patera sichtbar. Gerade dort 
aber zeigt die Spiegelscheibe des Origina-
les einen Riss, er klafft an dieser Stelle relativ 
weit auseinander und führt mitten durch den 
mit einer hoch geschnürten Sandale bekleide-
ten Fuß der auf Zehenspitzen Stehenden hin-
durch, wodurch sich die Darstellung nicht 
leicht erfassen lässt. Dieses Detail wurde auf 
dem Wiener Spiegel weggelassen und durch 
jene schräge Falte ersetzt, die auf dem Spie-
gel in Bologna einen Teil des Mantels der Frau 
darstellt. Dessen Saum hängt dort im Rücken 
in Zickzackfalten herab und der Zipfel reicht 
bis auf die Standlinie, während hier die Falte 
den linken Fuß des Zeus verdeckt und es nicht 
klar ist, zu wessen Gewand sie gehören soll: 
zu dem des Göttervaters oder zu dem der Ge-
burtshelferin.

Ähnlich — oder vielmehr “umgekehrt” 
— verhält es sich mit der weiblichen Figur im

25  So beispielsweise guiDe 1982, S. 64 mit Anm. 16, Abb. 73 (authentischer Bronzespiegel mit moderner Zeichnung) 
oder Paul 1981, S. 258, Abb. 114 (Kalksteinrelief).

Fig. 5 – a) Namensbeischriftt menrva auf Spiegel Nr. 3 (fig. 4); 
b-c) Namensbeischrift leinθ auf Spiegel Nr. 2 (fig. 3), in bei-
den Ausrichtungen (Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, KHM-
Museumsverband).
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Griffzwickel auf Spiegel Nr. 2, deren Umge-
staltung bereits oben besprochen wurde. Wäh-
rend man in der Szene der Geburt der Athena 
ein auf der Vorlage angegebenes Detail wegließ, 
wurde hier etwas ergänzt, das es beim Original 
nicht gab, nämlich die Beine der Frau anstelle 
des Blattkelches auf dem Berliner Vorbild. Ob 
das Motiv nicht verstanden oder dessen Wie-
dergabe nicht gewollt war, lässt sich vorerst 
nicht entscheiden. Denkbar wäre auch, dass es 
auf der Vorlage gar nicht vorhanden war. Das 
wäre beispielsweise auf der entsprechenden 
Abbildung im Corpuswerk Etruskische Spie-
gel der Fall26, wo die Zeichnung bis auf einige 
unklare bogenförmige Linien weiß belassen ist 
und auch der weitere Verlauf des Griffes nicht 
angegeben wird. Es ist daher durchaus mög-
lich, dass auch hier der Kupferstich aus dem 
19. Jahrhundert als Kopiervorlage herangezo-
gen wurde.

Unter den Missinterpretationen von Dar-
stellungen auf antiken Vorbildern — “errors of 
antiquarian detail”27 — sind es ganz besonders 
Inschriften, die dem Fälscher Schwierigkei-
ten bereiten können28, gilt es doch hier sowohl 
die Sprache, als auch die verwendeten Zeichen 
und den Duktus der Schrift zu beachten. Vor 
allem zwei Namensbeischriften auf Spiegel Nr. 
2 zeigen das sehr deutlich. Verwendet wurden 
durchwegs Zeichen, die in etruskischen In-
schriften vorkommen können (es ließen sich ja 
auch Phantasiebuchstaben erfinden), und doch gibt es Unstimmigkeiten: Lässt sich der etruskische 
Name der Göttin Athena (menrva, fig. 5a) noch verhältnismäßig gut lesen und steht wie auf der Ber-
liner Vorlage links neben der Göttin, über dem kleinen Knaben, so ist das bei jenem der männlichen 
Figur (leinθ, fig. 5b) am linken Bildrand nicht mehr eindeutig möglich. Einerseits ist der Name von 
links nach rechts geschrieben (die ab dem 5. Jahrhundert v. Chr. übliche Schreibrichtung verläuft 
in die Gegenrichtung), andererseits das erste Zeichen um 180° gedreht und mit einer zusätzlichen 
Querhaste wiedergegeben — aus einem l wurde also ein kopfständiges v. Damit ergibt die Inschrift 
keinen Sinn, auch nicht, wenn man sie zur Gänze auf den Kopf stellt (veinθ, fig. 5c)29. Sie findet sich 
auch nicht neben dem Jüngling, sondern zwischen Oberkörper und linkem Arm der Göttin Aphro-
dite an jener Stelle, an der auf dem Original ihr eigener Name steht. Dazu kommen weiters noch Ei-
genheiten in der Linienführung, die sich vor allem in den letzten beiden Zeichen des Namens men-
rva bemerkbar machen: Weder ist die Längshaste des v in einem gezogen, noch bilden obere und 
linke Haste des a eine Einheit — im Gegenteil, hier gibt Abstände und es scheint auch, dass der obe-
re Teil der Längs- und die untere Querhaste des v miteinander verbunden sind (fig. 5a).

26  gerharD 1843-1867, II, Taf. 166. 
27  guiDe 1982, S. 66.
28  “Inscriptions may pose difficulties”, ebenda.
29  Ob beim Kopieren die Inschrift als “feino” im Sinne von “Venus” interpretiert wurde? Auffallend ist überdies der 

— auf dem Berliner Original nicht vorhandene — Punkt im Zentrum des θ, eine Form, die neben dem einfachen Kreis in 
rezenten etruskischen Inschriften gleicherweise vorkommt.

Fig. 6 – Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Antikensamm-
lung, Inv. VI 5410. Metallspiegel (Nr. 4) mit Vierfigurenszene 
(Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, KHM-Museumsverband).
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Die weiteren Namensbeischriften auf Spie-
gel Nr. 2 sind großteils verschrieben, zudem ste-
hen sie alle an anderen Stellen als das auf dem 
Berliner Vorbild der Fall ist und nicht neben 
den sie bezeichnenden Personen. Ähnlich ver-
hält es sich mit jenen auf Nr. 3 (fig. 4) — die 
Namen des Göttervaters (tina), des Hephais-
tos (seθlanś) und der beiden Geburtshelferin-
nen (θanr und θalna) sind oft bis zur Unkennt-
lichkeit reduziert und entstellt wiedergegeben.

Somit verdichten sich die Beweise gegen 
eine antike Entstehung der Griffspiegel, seien 
es gemeinsame Merkmale, die die Gruppe von 
authentischen Exemplaren unterscheidet oder 
sei es, dass die Vorlagen erkannt werden konn-
ten, Bildmotive unüblich sind oder — wie zu-
letzt ausgeführt — Inschriften missinterpretiert 
wurden. Nicht berücksichtigt wurde bisher 
Spiegel Nr. 4 (fig. 6) mit einer Vierfigurenszene. 
In der Mitte ist ein Mann mit phrygischer Müt-
ze und Keule dargestellt und zu beiden Seiten 
je eine nackte weibliche Figur mit wehendem 
Mantel, hinter der rechten liegt ein Schwert. Im 
Hintergrund erhebt sich der Kopf einer weite-
ren Person. Das Bildfeld umgibt ein Kranz aus 
zwei Lorbeerzweigen. Ein direktes Vorbild für 
diesen Spiegel ist bislang nicht bekannt; ein Ex-
emplar in Berlin zeigt starke Ähnlichkeiten30, 
die Zeichnung auf ihm kann aber wegen ihres 
schlechten Erhaltungszustandes nicht als Vorla-

ge gedient haben. Aufgrund der sehr groben Linienzeichnung und — vor allem — der mit Spiegel Nr. 
3 vergleichbaren (unüblichen) Form des Griffes und der Griffzwickel kann er ebenfalls nicht als au-
thentisch angesprochen werden.

Einen letzten Beweis liefern die Naturwissenschaften. Im Dezember 2000 wurde die Metallzus-
ammensetzung aller vier Metallspiegel mithilfe eines tragbaren Röntgenfluoreszenzanalyse-Gerätes 
untersucht. Da die Untersuchungen möglichst zerstörungsfrei durchgeführt werden sollten, d. h. ohne 
Probenentnahme und ohne Entfernung der Patina, wurden Messungen an bereits vorhandenen blan-
ken Stellen an der Oberfläche vorgenommen, ohne diese zu verändern31. Die Legierung etruskischer 
Bronzespiegel ist gut erforscht und ergibt ein relativ einheitliches Bild. Es handelt sich in der Regel um 
eine Kupfer-Zinn-Bronze mit einem hohen Zinnanteil, der sich im Durchschnitt zwischen 7 und 16 % 
bewegt32. Andere Metalle lassen sich nur in Spuren feststellen, darunter auch Zink, das fast durchwegs 
in deutlich geringeren Mengen als 0,2 % enthalten ist33. Messing, also eine Legierung von Kupfer und 
Zink, war bei den Etruskern so gut wie unbekannt; es kommt zwar in der Antike vor, wird aber zu-
nächst nur für die Münzprägung und ab römischer Zeit vereinzelt als Legierungselement für kleine-
re Objekte verwendet34. Bedingt durch den Herstellungsprozess war es aber vor Beginn der Neuzeit 

30  CSE DDR 2 1987, Nr. 14. Bei den meisten der in zahlreichen Exemplaren überlieferten spätetruskischen Bronze-
spiegel mit der Darstellung einer Vierfigurengruppe sind es zwei Jünglinge, die zwei Figuren in Bildmitte flankieren, siehe 
beispielsweise CSE Italia 7, I 2012, Nr. 57.

31  Zur Gefahr von ungenauen Ergebnissen bei Messungen an der Oberfläche vgl. CraDDoCK 2009, S. 137-138.
32  Wiman 1990, S. 26; vgl. auch CraDDoCK 1984, S. 220-234 und sWaDDling et alii 2000, S. 118.
33  Wiman 1990, S. 2-9.
34  CraDDoCK 1984, S. 237; CraDDoCK 1990; rieDerer 1995.

Fig. 7 – Malibu, The Getty Villa. Metallspiegel im Getty Villa 
Store (Aufnahme der Autorin).
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nicht möglich, Messing mit hohem Zinkanteil zu erzeugen, weshalb eine Kupferlegierung mit mehr 
als 28 % Zink als verdächtig einzustufen ist35. Unter diesen Voraussetzungen war bereits eine qualitati-
ve Bestimmung der Materialzusammensetzung bei Messungen an der Metalloberfläche aussagekräftig: 
Die Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen erbrachten den Nachweis, dass alle vier Spiegel aus einer Kup-
fer-Zink-Legierung, also Messing, bestanden und daher das Material nicht antik sein kann36.

Der Zufall brachte ein allerletztes Indiz, nämlich das “missing link” für den Beweis, dass Spiegel 
Nr. 1 trotz seines spitz auslaufenden Griffes aus derselben Serie stammt wie Nr. 2, 3 und 4. Es han-
delt sich um einen Metallspiegel, der im Jahr 2008 in Malibu im Museumsshop (The Getty Store) der 
Getty Villa zum Verkauf angeboten wurde (fig. 7). Die Ähnlichkeiten mit unserem Spiegel Nr. 1 sind 
frappant: dieselbe Darstellung, eine Chimaira ohne Ziegenprotome oder Schlangenkopf, 26 Rahme-
nornamente mit zwei sich treffenden umschriebenen Palmetten. Auch ein flach eingetiefter Kranz aus 
herzförmigen Blättern auf der Spiegelvorderseite ist da. Nur der Griff besitzt eine andere Form — es 
ist diejenige der Wiener Spiegel Nr. Nr. 2, 3 und 4 mit rautenförmiger Verbreiterung und aufgeboge-
nem, quer gerieftem Ende. Ein großer Unterschied besteht allerdings in der hinter der Präsentation 
stehenden Absicht: Sie macht den als neuzeitliche Kopie angebotenen und als solche gekennzeichne-
ten Spiegel in Malibu zum Souvenir und die als angeblich antike Originale vorgelegten Wiener Ex-
emplare zu Fälschungen.

Karoline Zhuber-Okrog
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien

karoline.zhuber@khm.at
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aBstraCt

In this article, we will study the case of 48 so-called Roman paintings, which came to the Louvre in 1863. Their former 
owner was G. Campana, a Roman collector whose ample collection was famous at that time. It appears that many 
of the paintings have been retouched, to different extents, by Campana’s restorer E. Pennelli. We will examine this 
case of forgery, showing the various methods of reconstructions of the paintings from fragments, and questioning the 
status of such artefacts.
KeyWorDs: Campana’s collection; Roman paintings; Restoration; Forgery.

introDuCtion 

The subject of my research, as a master’s degree student at the École du Louvre, Paris, was the 
origins of the 48 paintings from Giampietro Campana’s collection that are now conserved at the 
Louvre. Their provenance was largely unknown. They had never really been studied before, and were 
only published in the catalogue of the Louvre (1974). At the beginning, the doubt laid in whether they 
came from catacombs or not: indeed, the iconography of some of them, which depicts isolated char-
acters on a white background, clearly evokes catacombs’ paintings. However, it soon became appar-
ent that most of them had been retouched. Consequently, a large part of my research was dedicated 
to a study of the methods and aims of what can be called “forgeries”.

We will briefly present Campana and his collection, before looking at the work of the “restor-
ers” on the paintings. 

The collection of the Roman collector was one of the most important of his time. Needless to say, 
studying the personality of the man who formed it during the course of his life is a necessity when it 
comes to studying the collection itself. 

BiograPhy of CamPana

Giampietro Campana was born in Rome in 1808, to an old Italian family1 that owned various 
properties in the city and in the suburbs. It is known that he studied classical literature2, which gave 
him his taste for Antiquity that never faltered during his life, but he probably got this taste from 
his family as well. Indeed, he was not the first to conduct excavations and collect ancient objects: 
his grandfather Giampietro was already an “archaeologist” and a collector of artefacts, especially 

1 sarti 2001, p. 2. 
2 reinaCh 1905, p. 6.

CamPana, Pennelli anD the art of forgery
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from Antiquity, and his father Prospero had formed a collection of antique coins3. Campana inher-
ited those objects, which would go on to form the heart of his own collection; they were essentially 
marble sculptures, coins, and a large number of books. He also inherited some estates in Rome and in 
suburban places like Frascati and Tusculum. 

Giampietro and Prospero both worked for the Vatican City4. Like his father, Campana worked 
in Monte di Pietà, Rome’s pawnshop, from 1831, and he became the Director of this institution in 
18335. At that time, Monte di Pietà had to face financial difficulties, that Campana successfully over-
came6. As the Director, he had a great power, and the pontifical hierarchy did not really watch over 
his activities7.

He was also a rich and sociable man, who loved meeting and hosting international artists, intel-
lectuals, scholars, and he spent a lot of money on his collection.

An essential point of Campana’s personality is the fact that all his life, until he got arrested in 
1857 — that is to say, during more than 30 years — he gathered a vast collection of objects. They 
were mostly antique ones, such as jewels, terracotta artefacts, bronzes or vases, but the collection also 
included Medieval and Renaissance pieces. It seems that Campana really had a vocation, an immoder-
ate passion for collecting and gathering objects, thanks to numerous purchases from dealers and exca-
vations. In this way, he created a remarkable collection. 

The first excavations conducted by Campana are reported to have been in Rome in 18298; he then 
started organizing excavations almost every year, in Rome and its surroundings, in sites like Ostia, 
Tusculum, Cerveteri... He did these campaigns for himself, but he was linked to archaeological insti-
tutions that were developing then, such as the Institut de correspondence archéologique or the Pontif-
icia Accademia Romana di Archeologia9. He certainly found a lot of objects during these excavations, 
items that were added to his collection or sold. 

Campana’s eager desire to always extend the number of artefacts of his collection eventually led 
him to abuse his role of Director of Monte di Pietà, by setting up an important fraud scheme. Indeed, 
from 1854 at least, he came to pawn lots of objects from his own possessions to Monte di Pietà, in 
order to be given great amounts of money10. The embezzlement was discovered and Campana got 
arrested in November 1857. He was then judged and sentenced to twenty years of hard labour, a 
sentence which was changed to his banishment for life from the city of Rome. Moreover, he had to 
give all his possessions, including all the items of his collection, to the papal State. Because of the fame 
of Campana, the trial created a huge scandal11.

the ColleCtion

Just before Campana got arrested, the total number of objects in his collection can be estimated 
around 15000 objects. However, it is difficult to establish clearly the exact number of objects, because 
Campana did not write a precise inventory of them, neither for the pieces he bought nor for the ones 
he found during his excavations. Only the Cataloghi can give an idea of the composition of the collec-
tion. The Cataloghi are a series of catalogues published when Campana was in jail in 1858. There arte-
facts are classified in 12 sections12. In parentheses is shown the number of items in each section, as 
given by S. Reinach: 

3 sarti 2001, pp. 2-3.
4 Ead., pp. 2-3.
5 Ead., p. 7.
6 Ead., p. 5.
7 Ibid.
8 naDalini 1992, p. 111.
9 sarti 2001, p. 24.
10 reinaCh 1905, p. 15; sarti 2001, p. 9.
11 gran-aymeriCh 2007, p. 165.
12 CamPana 1858.
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1 – Etruscan vases (3791) 
2 – Etruscan and Roman bronzes (593) 
3 – Etruscan and Roman ornaments in gold and silver (1582) 
4 – Greek and Roman terracottas; Etruscan sculptures (1908) 
5 – Etruscan, Roman and Phoenician glass (459) 
6 – Etruscan, Greek and Roman mural paintings (47) 
7 – Greek and Roman sculptures (531) 
8 – Italian paintings (from Byzantium to Raffaello) (434) 
9 – Italian paintings (1500-1700) (641) 
10 – Italian majolica 15th-16th centuries (641) 
11 – Sculptures by Della Robbia, Donatello and Michelangelo (56) 
12 – Etruscan and Roman curiosities; objects of ivory and bone (110) 

The collection was indubitably eclectic, with a typological and chronological diversity, and it 
presented also great differences in terms of artistic and financial value of the objects, combining at 
the same time exceptional pieces and mediocre or common artefacts. It has been described as a kind 
of large vision of Italian artistic creations from their origins to the golden age of Renaissance. What is 
important to notice is that the collection also included an incalculable number of fragments of vari-
ous kinds (vases, painted plaster…), which were the result of the excavations of Campana as well as 
that of his compulsive purchases. 

It was one of the most important of the time, famous all over Europe13, and was considered as 
such by Campana’s contemporaries.

The pieces were displayed — exhibited or stored — in the different properties Campana had or 
had bought in Rome, such as his house on Via Margutta, his “palace” on Via del Babuino, and his resi-
dency at Monte di Pieta. The most important was the Villa del Laterano, dedicated to marble sculp-
tures among other things, which became a museum in the 1840s.

After the trial and Campana’s conviction, the papal authorities got back the collection and started 
to sell the objects. England and Russia bought some of them. In 1861, Napoleon III purchased, on 
France’s behalf, all that was left, that is to say about 11,000 objects, for 4 million francs14. The excep-
tionally high price of the sale and the value of the objects caused many controversies in French opin-
ion15, but the objects were eventually brought to Paris and displayed in the new and temporary “Musée 
Napoléon III”. Two years later, the collection was divided up between several French museums and 
6000 objects were given to the Louvre. Among them there were 48 so-called “Roman paintings”. 

Pennelli anD the various KinDs of forgeries

The objective of my research was to study the origins of these paintings. Their precise provenances 
are unknown, because Campana wrote hardly ever excavation reports, even though he conducted a 
lot of excavations. In the Cataloghi, though, he gave some information about their origins: some of 
the paintings are said to come from various places in Rome, such as “the Palatine hill”, “the Esquiline 
hill, near Santa Maria in Selcis”, “baths of Caracalla” or “the area of Porta Latina” … However, most 
of these unprecise and rather prestigious provenances appear to be false16, invented by Campana in 
order to make his collection more attractive.

The study was centered on the 48 paintings or fragments of paintings of the collection, created 
with the technique of fresco17 and with various iconographical patterns. 

13 vitet 1862, p. 7.
14 Id., p. 8.
15 reinaCh 1905, p. 5.
16 sarti 2001, pp. 81-82.
17 CamPana 1858, pp. I-III.
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Only one is presently exhibited in the Louvre museum: it is the Funerary Procession from Greek 
doctor Patron’s tomb, dating to the 1st century BC. The context of discovery, in the south of Rome in 
1831, is known18, the pictorial quality is remarkable and it has not been modified.

The other paintings can be classified in an iconographic order, which includes 11 sections, as follows:

− Putti
− Ornamental Animals
− Decorative Compositions
− Architectural Decorations
− Human figures on white Background
− Masks
− Birds
− Ornamental Branches
− Funeral Scenes
− Other Characters
− Fragments

More than “paintings”, the term “fragments” is relevant as regards these pieces, because what is 
noteworthy is that most of them are made of fragments, often from different origins, that have been 
put together in order to create panels which are entirely new — and fake. Actually, this work is like 
a jigsaw puzzle.

In fact, when studying Campana’s collection, one has to deal with a major figure from Campana’s 
surroundings: Enrico Pennelli, who is probably the creator of this considerable “puzzle”.

Enrico Pennelli was born in Rome in 1832, and worked for Campana as a restorer. Apparently, 
his grandfather, who was a sculptor, taught him the methods of restoration19. He worked in a work-
shop with several other restorers, including his brothers, and he was very good at restoring ceramics20.

After Campana’s arrest, he took care of the collection and came to Paris with the objects; he later 
worked at the Louvre as a restorer of Greek vases. He died in Paris in 1890.

Pennelli’s methods were essentially based on the creation of new artworks from the gathering of 
isolated and scattered fragments. This technique appears to have been used not only for the paintings 
but for every kind of object from the collection.

It is certain that when the paintings arrived in France, all of them had already known some 
modification, to different extents, at least in their removal from the wall and their installation on a 

18 CamPana 1840.
19 naDalini 2013, p. 186.
20 Id., p. 193.

Fig. 1 – Paris, Louvre Museum P.31, P.32 and P.33 (after restora-
tion) (D. Burlot/C. Maujaret-Guiné 2009).

Fig. 2 – Paris, Louvre Museum P.71: top left-hand 
corner with various fragments (D. Burlot 2013).
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new support. Moreover, most of them had also known changes on their pictorial layer, from small 
new paintings on the upper layer to the creation of fake paintings. We cannot be sure if he was 
Pennelli himself who retouched and re-created the paintings, but some elements tend to confirm this 
hypothesis21. 

In 2009, on request of Louvre’s curator Daniel Roger, two restorers, Delphine Burlot and Céline 
Maujaret-Guiné, studied very closely all 134 paintings of the Louvre’s collection, and among them 
the 48 paintings from Campana’s collection. They produced a very precise and detailed report called 
Étude sanitaire de la collection de peintures murales antiques du musée du Louvre. This report estab-
lished the state of the paintings, especially in terms of technical questions, in order to highlight even-
tual needs of restoration, and gave some recommendations for potential future restorations. This 
recent work is the one that gives us the best study of the material aspects of the paintings, and which 
identifies the numerous restorations and forgery cases; that is why it is very important for this study.

Thanks to this report, we can identify several categories of modifications of the paintings, and 
some cases of real forgery.

genuinely antique Paintings

They are almost an exception in Campana’s collection, but their antique origin seems pretty 
sure, and their surface is almost complete, as we can see in Patron’s tomb, and with the Ornamental 
Branches P.45 and P.71 — although there are a few minor modifications.

Others are antique too, but with many more modifications of their pictorial layer.
Let us examine the interesting case of the group of P.31, P.32 and P.33 (fig.1). A strange pattern, 

in the shape of a reversed “S”, is painted on the medallions on which the three characters are stand-
ing. This pattern is original on P.32, but was added in the 19th century on P.31 and P.3322. It seems that 
with this addition on two other paintings from different provenance, the restorer wanted to create 
a series of paintings, and to give the impression of a common origin; but the removal of the modern 
layers of painting during the last restoration highlighted how artificial this so-called link between the 
three pieces was.

antique fragments Put together in orDer to Create a Whole neW ComPosition 

One of the most riveting cases of falsification in Campana’s 
collection is the creation of entirely new compositions based on 
fragments of plaster. 

Indeed, some paintings are actually constituted by a group 
of fragments from different provenances put together in the same 
layer of modern plaster (fig. 2). The original patterns and figures 
of the fragments, often very tiny, were interpreted, extrapolated, 
developed. In this way, Pennelli or the anonymous restorer 
created a new iconography, which was hence totally artificial 
and fake, but one that was also complete and looked present-
able. This process was probably encouraged by the substantial 
number of fragments from Campana’s numerous excavations 
that were at the restorers’ disposal in the workshop. 

The example of P.44 is particularly noteworthy. P.44 is a 
rather big plaster panel (87 cm x 70 cm), which shows Three men 
with spears standing on a white background (fig. 3). 

At first glance, it may seem genuine, but the artificial juxta-

21  reinaCh 1905, p. 105.
22  Burlot, mauJaret-guiné 2009, pp. 88-92.

Fig. 3 – Paris, Louvre Museum P. 44 (D. 
Burlot/C. Maujaret-Guiné 2009).
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position can be noticed thanks to small details: the three characters are not exactly on the same line; 
the clothes of the two men on the left are almost overlapping; the three of them have different and 
incoherent behaviors, as well as a rigid and a bit affected posture. 

In fact, Delphine Burlot and Céline Maujaret-Guiné’s examinations showed that the whole panel 
had been created in the 19th century, from three antique fragments showing three faces, put together 
in a modern plaster, and with the addition of other fragments put in randomly. The whole surface was 
then re-painted with the new composition: the three men’s bodies. 

Thus, this painting is a fake, created from antique fragments.

moDern Creations 

We have also the case of whole panels created almost ex-nihilo, on modern fragments and plaster. 
For example, the painting P.52 shows a Sphinx and a griffin (fig. 4). The painting method is really close 

to that of Roman artists, especially on the griffin, which was painted by overlapping stains of assorted 
colors23. This is proof of the dexterity of the skilled restorer. However, some iconographic details look 

strange, such as the butterfly that is never repre-
sented this way in Roman paintings24. The blue of 
the background is not the Egyptian blue used by 
Roman painters either. Some investigations also 
highlighted the fact that there are different layers 
of plaster under the pictorial layer25.

Eventually, further analysis showed that 
only a small part of the plaster was antique (the 
one with the decorative pattern on the lower 
part) and that the figures of the sphinx and the 
griffin were completely modern. The so-called 
restorer added also a strip of decorative stucco 
and a fake patina made of dry soil to make the 
painting look “old” and taken off the ground. 
This abundant use of a fake patina, which gives a 
visual effect of oldness, and sometimes the addi-
tion of fake concretions, lead to a kind of same-
ness, of uniformity among the paintings.

In this case, the goal is not to “restore” the 
painting in any way, but clearly to take advan-
tage of people by creating whole new pieces that 
are intended to really look like antique ones. The 
“restorer” can no longer be called thus, he is actu-
ally a forger whose aim is to deceive the viewer.

This is also the case for paintings P.47, P.55, 
P.56 and P.58, whose iconography (architec-
tural elements, woman between lions) is almost 
completely invented, and painted on a few frag-
ments of antique plaster. These small and neutral 
fragments worked like a “guarantee” or some 
sort of “evidence” of “real Antiquity”.

Going even further in the forgery, let us talk 
about P.66. This painting shows the head of a 

23  Burlot 2013.
24  Ead.
25  Ead.

Fig. 4 – Paris, Louvre Museum P.52 (D. Burlot/C. Mauja-
ret-Guiné 2009), and x-ray of P.52 (C2RMF/Jean Marsac 

2013).
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warrior with a helmet from the side. In this case, both the plaster and the iconography are modern26: 
this is consequently an example of totally fake painting.

It is now clear that most of the paintings from the collection are not genuine antique paintings. 
On the contrary, the collection shows various kinds of modern alterations. The restorers modified 
their pictorial layers to different extents, creating totally fake paintings.

the moDels

Another aim of this research was to try to figure out what were the models Pennelli and the other 
restorers used to create the fake paintings. What is striking is that, except for one series of paintings 
that is antique but with many retouches and re-paintings (P.53, P.69, P.70, P.72 and P.73), they seem-
ingly did not create fake paintings inspired by the famous Pompeian wall paintings.

Among the various elements which may have inspired the restorers’ work, the items Campana 
had discovered appear to be plausible models. It appears to be the case of the paintings of Pompo-
nius Hylas’ columbarium. Campana had discovered and excavated this tomb in 1831 in the south of 
Rome27, whose vault was decorated with ornamental vine branches and standing figures (fig. 5). The 
characters of P.31 and P.33, antique paintings but greatly restored as standing figures of similar orna-
ments, may derive from such a model. The ornamental branches could also have been inspired by the 
similar patterns on P.45 and P.71.

For the Three men with spears, the influence of the catacombs’ paintings is patent. Saints or pray-
ing characters are often showed standing on a neutral background, such as the three saints Poilicianus, 
Sebastianus and Quirinus, painted on the vault of the crypt of Santa Cecilia (catacomb of Callixtus, 
Rome). What is more, this hypothesis is coherent with the important development of the discoveries 
and studies of Roman catacombs at that time, embodied, as for Christian catacombs, by the work of 
archaeologist Giovanni Batista De Rossi28. As catacombs’ paintings began to get famous, Campana 
may have wanted to have some in his collection. 

The painted walls discovered in Tusculum by Luigi Biondi between 1825 and 1839 — that is to 
say, at the same time as Campana’s own excava-
tions in the area29 — may have inspired the work 
of the restorers as well. Indeed, they could have 
known them thanks to Descrizione dell’antico 
Tusculo published by Luigi Canina in 1841. For 
instance, the elegant stucco arabesques on the 
frame of the Gorgon masks P.80 and P.81 are 
very close to those of the stucco caissons of the 
Casa dei Cecilii in Tusculum30.

On this point, the Gorgon medallions 
show another kind of interesting creation by 
the restorers. Indeed, P.81 may be an origi-
nal authentic Roman painting (though with lots 
of repainting), but it seems clear that P.80 is a 
modern painting, with the face of Medusa copied 
from P.8131. Their intention was clearly to create 
a pair.

26  Burlot, mauJaret-guiné 2009, p. 156.
27  CamPana 1840.
28  maier allenDe 2006, p. 301. Campana and De Rossi may have known each other.
29  sarti 2001, p. 19-35; Castillo ramírez 2005, pp. 238-273.
30  Canina 1841, pl. XLVIII.
31  Burlot, mauJaret-guiné 2009, p. 184.

Fig. 5 – Rome, Columbarium of Pomponius Hylas, 
decorated vault (CamPana 1840, pl. 3).
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Another interesting case is that of P.50. This panel, showing a standing character, is a completely 
modern painting32, whose subject is almost entirely copied from the pattern of an antique terracotta 
plaque from Campana’s collection33. The two figures are almost identical, with standing women wear-
ing a headdress with vegetal branches, but the wings were removed on the painting (fig. 6). Moreover, 
the pattern surrounding the woman on the terracotta plaque was also used to create the frame of P.83: 
the same acanthus and arabesque are painted around a medallion with a woman seen from the side. 

These cases highlight how important the links between diverse kinds of objects within the collec-
tion are. Indeed, the fact that the restorers imitated patterns or elements from pieces of the collection 
that they had at their disposal, is not surprising. But the links are even more important when it comes 
to considering that the methods the restorers used to “restore” the paintings — or better, to forge 
them — are also used for other categories of artefacts.

The creation of entirely new pieces from shards with multiple origins was also method used by 
Pennelli, especially for vases34. He used to create pseudo-Greek vases, with fragments from differ-
ent antique broken vases, with terracotta shards to fill the interstices. After the shape of the vase was 
complete again, Pennelli painted all the surface to hide the junctions with a new iconography and 
added a fake patina over it35; he was particularly good at it. The protocol is the same as the one used 
for the paintings and, just like the paintings, Pennelli created completely fake pieces as well. Some 
examples are known, such as the fake Etruscan sarcophagus of the British Museum, or a head-shaped 
vase from Hébert museum, Paris. This little vase, which was not made with the antique technique of 
Greek black varnish36, is adorned with a signature in Greek that reads “Pennellios epoiesen”, that is 
to say, “Pennelli made it”. We have here the case of a tricky and confessed forgery. 

Thus, it seems that restoration works exceeding their limits and creations of fake pieces were a 
global way of doing in Campana’s restorers’ workshop, affecting all kinds of artefacts of the collection. 
All these methods reveal the very thin line between real and fake, between authenticity and forgery. 
They also question the idea of restoration itself. Are those pieces antique paintings? They are clearly 
not. But are they modern artworks, based on antique materials? Are the restorers artists or rather forg-
ers? The answer is not easy to give, and we must think about what made Campana, Pennelli and the 
other restorers to act this way. In other words, we need to try to figure out their goals. 

32  Burlot, mauJaret-guiné 2009, pp. 124-125.
33  The plaque is known as Cp. 3845. It is now in the Louvre Museum. 
34  naDalini 2013, p. 193.
35  Id., p. 193.
36  Id., p. 192.

Fig. 6 – Paris, Louvre Museum P.52 (D. Burlot/C. Maujaret-Guiné 2009) and Cp 3845 (RMN-Grand Palais (musée du 
Louvre), Tony Querrec 2014).
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aims anD ContraDiCtions of suCh a WorK

Such a way of “over-restorating” art pieces was not unique at Campana’s time37. What is inter-
esting is to wonder why the Marchese and his restorers did such a considerable job. It seems clear, 
however, that it was not only the restorers’ doing, but that Campana himself encouraged and insti-
tuted it. We are not talking only about the paintings here, but about all categories of artefacts of the 
collection.

In fact, these “restorations” were intended to give the pieces, which might have been, for a large 
part, modest or even mediocre fragments, a semblance of Antiquity, of authenticity. Campana did not 
really care about the scientific value of his excavations’ results, that is why he did not write excava-
tion reports. This is also the reason why, in the Cataloghi, the provenances of the items of the collec-
tion are most of the time not the right ones — but more prestigious ones.

First of all, the purpose of the restorers’ work was obviously to give a better look to the thou-
sands of unexploitable plaster and terracotta fragments gathered through Campana’s excavations, 
whose original quality or state of conservation may not have been good enough. Those fragments 
were like an important stock of material from which the restorers could easily pick up the pieces they 
needed to complete objects and make them more interesting.

This way, Campana could possess and display to his guests complete and pleasant pieces. It was a 
way for him to increase the prestige and the fame of his collection — and so his own fame. The fame 
and social recognition he could get thanks to his collection were two important aspects for Campana, 
as can be seen in the “guestbook” he had for his Villa of Laterano, which was signed by some famous 
visitors38. Indeed, although he was from an old Italian family, he did not become a nobleman until the 
1840s39; and in all likelihood, he made it a point of honor to be recognized as an aristocrat by his peers. 

Then, the financial value of the “new” pieces, after their restoration, is a major point to consider. 
As complete and presentable artworks, the paintings and the other objects could have been sold more 
easily, and their price could have increased — consequently bringing more money to Campana.

Therefore, the visual aspect and the commercial value appear to be the elements that explain the 
massive restoration works. However, we can still wonder if Campana sincerely wanted to make some 
unattractive scraps of painting more attractive (in order to admire or sell them), or if it was a real 
forgery, intended to deceive his guests and any potential art dealer or buyer. 

In this respect, it is interesting to wonder if these schemes were known and accepted around 
Campana. 

We must note that, even at Campana’s time, the modifications to some of the paintings had been 
noticed. In 1856, C.T. Newton and S. Birch, two curators of the British Museum, went to Rome to see 
and estimate the value of the pieces of Campana’s collection for a potential purchase40. In their report, 
they wrote about the painting P.40, for example: “the composition is injured by over-restoration”41. 
They noticed several re-paintings as well for other pieces, that they described in unequivocal terms. 
That means that the restorations were perceivable. Of course, they were curators, that is to say, they 
were probably used to examining antique artworks, so it might have been easier for them to notice the 
restorations. But what is noteworthy is that they never criticized nor morally disapproved this fact; 
the only disadvantage was the look of the paintings.

The restorations remained unremarked for a long time then. Even in 1974, in his Catalogue des 
peintures romaines du musée du Louvre, V. Tran Tam Tinh put in doubt the authenticity of one paint-
ing only42. 

In short, the concept of authenticity can be questioned for all the paintings and, in a broader 

37  naDalini 2013, p. 196. 
38  naDalini 2011, p. 74.
39  The moment when Campana became a Marchese remains unclear. It may have only been an honorific title rather 

than a real status of nobility. reinaCh 1905, pp. 6-8.
40  neWton, BirCh 1856, p. 3.
41  neWton, BirCh 1856, p. 131.
42  It is P.66. tran tam tinh 1974, pp. 112-113.
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way, for all the objects of Campana’s collection. The line between “real” and “fake” artworks is very 
fine, and the question of the status of such artefacts remains delicate, even more so when we consider 
the differences in the treatment of the paintings. The gradual levels of restoration, from the simple 
retouch works to the indubitable forgeries, establish a kind of hierarchy among them, which may 
mean that they were given different purposes.

With this in mind, considering paintings in the general context of Campana’s collection is inter-
esting, since it might shed another light on this notion of authenticity.

Campana displayed the artworks of his collection in his Roman properties. The most impor-
tant among them was his Villa of Laterano. This villa was the finest example of the social ostentation 
Campana expected, where he gave his collection a prestigious part — and this way the objects became 
prestigious as well. Imitating the Italian aristocratic families from the Renaissance, who were collec-
tors and patrons of the arts, he transformed the Villa into a Museo in the mid-1840s43, displaying his 
most glorious pieces, such as the marble sculptures. With these models, Campana wanted to be part 
of a long-standing tradition of displaying one’s collection as a proof of wealth.

In the basement of the Villa, he created a colombaro. It was in fact an architectural reconstruc-
tion of some Roman tomb, inspired by the ones he excavated (like the columbarium of Pomponius 
Hylas). There were a painted vault and small niches where statues, vases and funeral inscriptions were 
displayed. Despite its rather convincing appearance, and the idea of reconstructing of a real archaeo-
logical context, this tomb was also completely fake: it had been invented in its entirety, with objects 
from various origins and not even necessarily from tombs, and did not aim to show the reality of 
the discovery, in a scientific and meticulous way. Its purpose was rather to create an evocation, an 
ambiance of an antique sepulcher, almost romantic; in other words, it was a smokescreen intended 
to surprise and impress the visitors. Here, in the exact same way he did with the paintings, Campana 
used antique fragments or objects to create a coherent group which was far from authentic and scien-
tifically exact, but that he totally invented in order to the give to the public an impression, a vision — 
the vision he created — of Antiquity. 

That is why we can say that the notion of authenticity did not hold, for Campana, the meaning it 
has today, and that in fact it did not matter to him. The appearance, and so the impression, created by 
an artwork, those were important. The materiality or the informative data of the objects, of the frag-
ment, are totally left out. Rather than an archaeologist, Campana was a collector, a socialite whose 
collection was a way of social representation. In this respect, he did not care about the materiality and 
the informative data of the object; what actually mattered was what he wanted them to say — and this 
justified the excessive restorations and thus, the forgeries.

ConClusions

Campana’s paintings collection is a very interesting case study, as well as a complex subject 
involving the owner’s link to objects, to materiality.

It raises questions of authenticity, and others about the status of such pieces: are they original 
ones from Antiquity or modern creations? And who was the artist? In this case we can confirm that 
most of the paintings are 19th century creations.

What is more, the important amount of re-paintings and modifications of the original fragments 
is without any doubt the evidence of criminal intention. The aim was to create fake artworks and to 
deceive the viewer. In this respect, Pennelli cannot be called a restorer, but rather a forger.

Beyond this approach, it is possible to say that what was most important for Campana about his 
collection was his desire of ostentation, of showing-off his social status — he had become a Marchese 
— through his collection, in order to get the social recognition he thought he deserved.

Finally, speaking about the paintings, that is to say, speaking about museum artworks, we have 
to consider their future within the Louvre’s collections. Should they be de-restored, and is that even 

43  naDalini 1996, p. 433.
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possible? Can they be exhibited in the Louvre? What story can they tell the public? De-restoring the 
paintings would certainly alter the pieces — and we must keep in mind that the original fragments 
are probably not very interesting for themselves. Moreover, that would hide an important part of the 
paintings’ story. From another point of view, keeping the abusive restorations presents the risk of the 
visitors misunderstanding the paintings.

The best solution appears to be keeping the paintings’ restorations, but — if they ever happen to be 
displayed in the Louvre’s rooms — informing visitors about their story and making the modern parts 
clearly identifiable. This could also be the opportunity to raise the subject of forgery in the Louvre.

Hélène Anton
École du Louvre, Paris

helene.anton@orange.fr
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aBstraCt

A painting is generally composed of a multi-layered structure made of both organic and inorganic compounds, related 
to the available materials, the painting technique of an artist, the degradation process and the restorations over time. 
Technical research allows to understand materials and technique used by the artists for the realisation of an artwork 
and thus enables, together with art historical information, to classify an object as authentic or fake. Nevertheless, 
from what is original to what is entirely fake there are several categories to which different levels of authenticity 
could correspond, such as replicas, copies, fakes. Within these groups, other sub-groups can be identified, further 
complicating the issues. 
This paper offers a comprehensive classification of these categories by providing also some case studies to better 
explain the discrimination, aiming at an attempt to share an unambiguous terminology. 
KeyWorDs: Technical art history; conservation science; paintings; authenticity; fakes. 

introDuCtion

Scientific investigations for the attribution and authentication of works of art, which are constan-
tly in development over the last few years, provide data as objective as possible but need a broader in-
terpretation that inserts them into a historical context1. 

New technologies have also allowed to analyse features that are not visible to the naked eye, such 
as the materials and the modus operandi of an artist, narrowing the probability of fakes circulation. 

Additionally, a work of art should be considered as an object made by man by means of materials, 
subject to degradation and technological processes; it is to be evaluated as a testimony of a certain hi-
storical period or of a particular culture2. In this way, it is possible to study an object in an archaeo-
metric prospect and at the same time to have more useful information in order to recognise a fake. 

However, among what is entirely authentic and what is fake there are various intermediate hybrid 
forms that require careful evaluation, as firstly proposed by Marijnissen in 19853, which can be di-
vided in original paintings, replicas, copies and fakes. Taking into account that each group contains 
different sub-groups and that sometimes it is difficult for an artwork to fall into a single category, 
an attempt at proposing a thorough classification is outlined by means of some case studies, related 
to paintings analysed by the Conservation Science Laboratory for Cultural Heritage of the Univer-
sity of Bologna (Ravenna campus) or, when it is not possible, to already published and well-known 
works of art. The selected case studies offer examples to illustrate the challenges of the topic and also 

1  matthaes 2000; aDriaens 2005; CraDDoCK 2009; Pinna, galeotti, mazzeo 2009; artioli 2010; Wieseman 2010.
2  Interpreting Objects 1994; (The) Nara document 1994.
3  mariJnissen 1985. This overview is also adopted by the Authentication in Art (AiA) organisation (http://authenti-

cationinart.org/academic-classification/).
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highlight the utter value of scientific analyses coupled with art historical information and studies of 
provenance for an accurate classification. 

Despite the complicated issues about this subject, which hints to the need of a better clarification, 
the overview presented in this study aims at providing a simple but complete guide of the sub-cate-
gories in which a painting could fall into, enabling a terminology that can be shared among different 
professionals of the art world. 

a ClassifiCation overvieW of Paintings through Case stuDies

original Paintings

Original artworks, signed or not, are commonly entirely painted by an artist4. Moreover, the cer-
tainty of their originality often derives from the possibility of tracing them back to the first client and 
thus reconstructing the provenance. The Raffaello’s Portrait of Baldassarre Castiglione falls in this 
case, whose steps around Europe, from its creation in Rome around 1515 to Paris, where it is still 
conserved, have been clearly and unambiguously retraced5.

original artWorKs ComPleteD With the assistanCe of a WorKshoP

In the Renaissance period, for instance, a Master often completed the artworks with the assistan-
ce of a workshop. Paintings created in this way involve a close interaction between master and pupils, 
making it difficult to distinguish different hands.

The Baptism of Christ, an artwork commissioned at Verrocchio’s workshop in 1468, appears to 
be realised in two phases: a first stage of execution, performed by tempera by the master and minor 
students, and a second at a distance of years, entrusted to Leonardo da Vinci. His task was to stan-
dardise the already painted areas, complementing and re-modeling the different parts of the compo-
sition6. 

original artWorKs resulting from a CooPeration BetWeen tWo or more estaBlisheD artists

A painting could also be the result of cooperation between two or more established artists, each 
responsible for a part of the execution.

The second version of Leonardo’s Virgin of the Rocks probably saw the participation of Ambro-
gio de Predis7. 

It seems that da Vinci had originally considered a composition quite different to the one which 
has come down to us today. It is not only the greater solemnity of the London layout to be remarka-
ble, but above all the use by the artist of marked chiaroscuro contrasts which are completely absent in 
the first version of the painting, conserved at the Louvre Museum in Paris. 

X-ray analysis8 shows a fairly dense preparation and displays a different modeling of the figures 

4  mariJnissen 1985, p. 20; sCalini 2010, p. 11.
5  Onofri 2010.
6  BraChert 1969; (Lo) Sguardo degli angeli 1998; DunKerton 2011. Moreover, Vasari writes in his Vite about the 

collaboration between students and Master through a humorous though unreliable anecdote. “Andrea del Verrocchio [...] 
was working on a painting of St John baptising Christ, while Leonardo was painting an angel who was holding some gar-
ments; and although he was just a boy, Leonardo executed it in such a manner that his angel was much better than An-
drea’s figures; which was the reason that Andrea would never again touch color, in disdain that a youngster should know 
more than him”. 

7  Marani 2002.
8  Keith 2011; Keith et alii 2011, pp. 39-48; for a thorough study of the underdrawing of the London’s Virgin on the 

Rocks, see syson, Billinge 2005, pp. 450-463.
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from those so far found in Leonardo’s artworks: the contours are sharp and the contrasts appear less 
accentuated. This can be related to the fact that Leonardo worked on this painting with one or more 
collaborators. Finally, fingerprints and traces of the palm of the hand become visible, although only 
in certain points (flesh tones, water and rocks in the background), characteristics of Leonardo’s tech-
nique9. 

rePliCas

Replica means a copy of a painting, in its entirety or part of it, painted by the same artist of the 
original one, with the idea of remaining faithful to the prototype10.

An example is the Madonna of the Goldfinch by Raffaello, realised in 1506 as wedding gift for his 
friend Lorenzo Nasi. There are evidences of the existence of a replica, a painting known as Madonna 
di Vallombrosa, which is a long-standing issue11. It is assessed to be realised by Raffaello Sanzio over 
a commission by Giovanni Battista and Domenico di Francesco del Milanese as altarpiece for the mo-
nastery of Vallombrosa, which represented an important religious and cultural centre in Tuscany and 
Italy. Different evidences show the presence of this painting, such as an account book of the monaste-
ry of 1502, the 1771 and 1792 Vasari’s Lives of the Most Excellent Italian Painters. The monastery also 
hosted an important collection of manuscripts and texts and paintings of various famous artists. Ho-
wever, after the suppression of the monastic orders imposed by the French Empire in the year 1808, 
the greatest part of the artistic collection preserved in the monastery had been transported in either 
Florence and Paris, dispersed, sold, hidden12. 

Nowadays, since different paintings claim this title, the interpretation of the evidences may be 
complex and it is still open. 

rePliCas maDe By the WorKshoP/variant

Replicas can be painted also by the workshop and not by the Master. 
In this case, the artworks may also fall into the category of the variant. This is a painting based on 

a prototype made by a Master, modifying the basic or a single part of it, such as composition, details, 
colours, but always allowing a recognition from the original from which it descends13.

In the da Vinci’s entourage, his pupils were accustomed to exchanging their drawings and ideas14 

and they often worked taking hints from da Vinci’s drawings and cartoons. 
The painting Portrait of a Young Woman, conserved at the State Hermitage Museum and attri-

buted to Salai by Federico Zeri15 and Carlo Pedretti16, depicts a young woman richly dressed and 
bejeweled. This painting has been recognized as workshop exercise17 and this is confirmed not only 
by the analyses but also for the existence of a similar pictorial testimony, Portrait of Young Woman 
with a Scorpion Chain, attributed to Boltraffio and preserved at the Columbia Museum of Art18. In 

9  BraChert 1969, pp. 94-101.
10  mariJnissen 1985, pp. 28-29; sCalini 2010, p. 11. 
11  CavalluCCi 1870. 
12  Wetmore 1881. 
13  sCalini 2010, p. 11.
14  It is the case of the portrait of a child, Il Duchetto (Bristol Museum and Art Gallery), attributed to Marco d’Oggiono 

and based on a metalpoint Study for the Portrait of a Child (Milan, Pinacoteca Ambrosiana) which is probably by Boltraffio. 
15  Fondazione Federico Zeri online catalogue, n. 32787. http://catalogo.fondazionezeri.unibo.it/scheda.v2.jsp?loca 

le=it&decorator=layout_resp&apply=true&tipo_scheda=OA&id=35857&titolo=Salai+Andrea%2C+Ritratto+di+gentil 
donna (cited 5 July 2018).

16  PeDretti 2011, pp. 425, 428-429.
17  Ritratto di Gentildonna 2015. 
18  Fondazione Federico Zeri online catalogue, n. 35859. http://catalogo.fondazionezeri.unibo.it/scheda.v2.jsp?loca 

le=it&decorator=layout_resp&apply=true&tipo_scheda=OA&id=35859&titolo=Salai+Andrea%2C+Ritratto+di+gentil 
donna (cited 5 July 2018).
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particular, through the study of X-rays radiography (fig. 1), it emerges how both paintings, by some 
critics traced back to the same hand, are rather the work of distinguished personalities both related 
to Leonardo’s entourage. It is as if two hypothetical pupils of Leonardo, having been inspired by the 
same starting model, chose to implement it in a different way by completing and personalising the 
subject represented on the basis of their skills and inventiveness. A different modus operandi can be 
confirmed: it detects, in addition to a translatio of the model for at least one of the two artworks, a 
substantial difference regarding the treatment of flesh tones. 

CoPies

The terms copy and replica are often used as synonyms, but even if copies usually are paintings 
which clearly retrace an original prototype, they are realized by different artists from the original 
ones and made outside a workshop19. Obviously, the distinction is more difficult if the copy/replica 
is contemporary with the original. In particular, copies can replace an original, for instance for con-
servation issues, or they can have representative purpose or play an important educational role, being 
painted as pedagogical device20.

The painting Gioconda with columns from a private collection (fig. 2)21, re-proposes a work of art 
that is unique in the art world: the Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci. The presence of the columns re-
presents the most significant distinguishing feature when compared to the painting preserved in the 
Louvre.

19  mariJnissen 1985, pp. 30-31; sCalini 2010, p. 11. 
20  matthaes 2000, pp. 47-52; sCalini 2010, p. 11; KenniCK 1985. 
21  Important Old Master Paintings and Sculpture 2009, n. 214. https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/paintings/after-

leonardo-da-vinci-the-mona-lisa-5175897-details.aspx?from=salesummery&intObjectID=5175897&sid=b404576b-e13b-
44c0-a7d9-7e5306479f28.

Fig. 1 – a) Gian Giacomo Caprotti da Oreno, called Salai, (Italian, 1480-1524), Portrait of a Young Woman, c. 1497-1515, 
oil on panel, private collection (Conservation Science Laboratory, University of Bologna); b) Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio, 
attributed, (Italian, 1467-1516), Portrait of a Young Woman with a Scorpion Chain, c. 1490-1505, oil on fruitwood panel 
(Collection of Columbia Museum of Art, Columbia, South Carolina. Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation).

ba
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The scientific investigation was directed towards identifying the constituent materials and cha-
racterising the pictorial technique22. Based on the results of the stratigraphic analyses, the use of a 
double ground with a first red layer followed by a yellow one, together with the presence of calcium 
carbonate and litharge, is rarely found in Italy, while it was commonly used in Northern Europe sin-
ce the second half of 16th century and especially in the 17th century23. Nevertheless, the presence of ba-
ryte in the ground layer was explanatory. According to Duval’s study24, in the period between 1620 
and 1680 about 50% of 155 preparations taken into consideration contain baryte, while after this pe-
riod its use is less frequent25. For these reasons, the artwork is a copy of the 17th century of Northern 
school. 

stuDy-CoPies

A type of copy diffused mainly in the 19th century is the study-copy26, practiced in academia and 
museums. The paintings of the Old Masters were used as a study material for the students, who co-
pied all or part of the great masterpieces. They can be easily confused as studies performed by the ori-
ginal artist, especially if of a near historical period. 

For instance, the painting titled Putto holding a tabula ansata in private collection depicts a little 
angel standing on a background of greenish colour and holding a tabula (board) in his arms. The fi-

22  lorusso et alii 2012.
23  Plesters 1968; Bergeon, martin 1994; stols-WitloX 2012. 
24  According to a study carried out by A. Duval (Duval 1992), baryte is not considered an impurity associated with a 

compound, but it is hypothesised that it was instead added to pigments voluntarily by Paris suppliers, allowing merchants 
to reduce the expensive part of the pigment maintaining the desired quantity and colour for the realisation of the prepara-
tions. Baryte is often found together with pigments based on iron oxides.

25  ruDel 1962; martin 1970. 
26  mariJnissen 1985, p. 32.

Fig. 2 – a) Unknown painter, (North Europe), Gioconda with columns, c. 1620-1680, oil on canvas, private collection; b) 
cross section obtained from a sample taken on the brown column; c) SEM-EDS analysis on the red ground, showing the 
presence of barium (Ba) and sulphur (S) associated to baryte (Conservation Science Laboratory, University of Bologna).

b
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gure of the angel refers clearly to the cherub of the Raffaello’s altarpiece Madonna with Child among 
Saint Francis, Saint John the Baptist and Saint Jerome and the donner, better known as Madonna 
of Foligno; the painting in question is indeed a partial copy of Raffaello’s artwork. The artwork is a 
faithful representation of the Raffaello’s model and shows a profound knowledge of the Madonna of 
Foligno; it is therefore possible to assume that the painting was created from a careful observation of 
this artwork.

Scientific investigations (fig. 3) allowed to deepen the study of the materials used by the artist. In 
fact, the artist laid a white ground layer on the wood, composed mainly of lead white with silicates as 
fillers and siccative oil as binder. This kind of preparation is characteristic of artworks painted in the 
19th century27. Because of the presence of Naples yellow and zinc white, the painting can be dated in 
the range 1782-185028. The hypothesis is that the artwork is a study made by a student of an art aca-
demy — perhaps foreigner and engaged in the Grand Tour29 — because of the accurate reproduction 
of the Raffaello’s model, but less refined in the drawing and technique.

CoPies maDe in the manner of another Painter

Paintings made in the manner of another painter concern works of art in which a painter try to 
imitate and incorporate the style of another artist30. 

The artwork Madonna with Child and Saint John, sold as “after Franciabigio”, a Tuscan painter 
of the 16th century, is an example of this category31.

27  stols-WitloX 2012.
28  Naples yellow is lead antimony oxide, and it is dated since 17th century and up to 1850; see Pigment compendium 

2008, p. 279; BevilaCqua, Borgioli, aDrover graCia 2010, pp. 105-107; seCCaroni, moioli 2002, p. 49. Zinc white is 
commercialized from 1782, but first examples are dated after 1782; see Pigment compendium 2008, pp. 412-413, BevilaC-
qua, Borgioli, aDrover graCia 2010, pp. 41-43; seCCaroni, moioli 2002, p. 122. 

29  The Grand Tour was a trip, characteristic of 18th and 19th centuries, that young and rich European people attended 
visiting the most important Italian cities, in particular Venice, Florence, Rome and Naples. The young artists realised copies 
and sketches of the Old Masters’ artworks.

30  Style is a complex characteristic that serves as individual or group signature, KenniCK 1985. See mariJnissen 1985, p. 30.
31 Fondazione Federico Zeri online catalogue, n. 34640. http://catalogo.fondazionezeri.unibo.it/scheda.v2.jsp?locale= 

it&decorator=layout_resp&apply=true&tipo_scheda=OA& d=36663&titolo=Francesco+di+Cristoforo+%28Franciabigi
o%29%2C+Sacra+Famiglia+con+san+Giovannino+dormiente (cited 5 July 2018).

Fig. 3 – a) Writing found on the back side of the Putto holding a tabula ansata; b) Cross-section obtained from a yellow 
sample of the painting — visible light; c) SEM-EDS analyses on a yellow grain composed of lead (Pb) and antimony 
(Sb) (Naples yellow) and d) on an area showing zinc (Zn) as zinc white (Conservation Science Laboratory, University of 
Bologna).  
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The analyses of the stratigraphy of the painting showed a white ground layer made of a mixtu-
re of lead white and zinc white, the latter commercialized since the end of the 18th century, allowing a 
first identification of the period of realisation. Then, pigment identification has helped to narrowing 
the time of the artwork. The blue was indeed made of ultramarine blue, probably artificial due to the 
fine and rounded granulometry with which the inclusions are present, and therefore marketed sin-
ce 1828 onwards32. The green is chromium-based, and both the opaque chromium green and the vi-
ridian are used respectively after 1862 and 185933. The artwork can be dated in the second half of 19th 
century.

souvenir anD PastiChe

There are two other categories worth of discussion, that is souvenir and pastiche. 
Souvenir is a copy of an artwork that is reported as a memory from a trip. 
Pastiche is a work created assembling unrelated pieces34, sometimes created with an ironic inten-

tion35. 

faKes anD forgeries

Fakes and forgeries are works realised imitating something else with the intent to deceive36. The 
reasons can be different, such as an economic advantage or a psychological reason (personal prestige 
or revenge)37, but it is always implied deception38.

Concerning the Italian law39, there is a distinction within the category of fakes and forgeries re-
lated to altered, counterfeits or reproduced artworks40.

altereD artWorKs

The alteration consists in the modification of an artwork to make it look like a work of a differ-
ent artist. In this case, the aim of the counterfeiter is undoubtedly reprehensible because, in addition 
to placing a false object on the market, it destroys at the same time an authentic one.

Taking into account the artwork Putto with tabula ansata, previously discussed as study-copy, it 
featured an inscription on the back of the panel suggesting Mengs as painter, 1764 as painting’s year of 
execution and Rome as place (fig. 3). In particular, the inscription, in nineteenth century calligraphy, 
reports A. D. 1764 A. R. M. fc. Roma, that is Anno Domini 1764 Anton Raphael Mengs fecit Roma. 
In this view, the painting was attributed to the German artist Anton Raphael Mengs, who also cop-
ied the great Masters of Italian Renaissance, in particular Raffaello and Correggio41. However, in that 

32  BevilaCqua, Borgioli, aDrover graCia 2010, pp. 71-73; Pigment compendium 2008, pp. 381-382.
33  seCCaroni, moioli 2002, p. 84; Pigment compendium 2008, pp. 107-108.
34  CraDDoCK 2009, p. 11. 
35  ritsCharD 1997, p. 18.
36  raPley 2016; steele 1977; ritsCharD 1997, p. 18; KenniCK 1985.
37  lessing 1965.
38  lessing 1965; KenniCK 1985; feilChenfelDt 1989; ashton 2002. 
39  Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004, Art. 178.
40  Reproduced artworks represent artworks for instance by photography or print, KenniCK 1985.
41  Copies after Raphael are conserved in many European collections. In particular, the ancient Northumberland 

House Gallery is known. The Gallery was started by the first Duke of Northumberland, Hugh Smithson, and described in 
the inventory of 1786, composed of a series of Raphael’s replicas realized by a team of artists, including Mengs. This is just 
an example of the activity of copists from the second half of 18th century until the half of 19th century, in order to answer to 
clear interests of collectors.
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year Mengs was in Spain at the Royal Court and the Raffaello’s altarpiece was preserved in Foligno, 
city that Mengs did not visit during his stay in Italy. 

Thus, the inscription on the back suggests a fraudulent aim, attempting to sell the Putto with ta-
bula ansata as Mengs’ artwork: the year is congruous with Mengs chronology but the place (Rome) 
betrays the intention of who wrote the inscription but did not know the German artist’s biography. 
However, it is not clear if the author of the painting wrote the inscription or if it was added later by 
a merchant. Finally, the inscription revealed a fraud aim, making this case fall but it is not possible to 
assume the same for the artwork’s realization, which was probably a study-copy.

This case in particular falls into the category in which an original artwork is falsified following 
the addition of a deceptive element, such as the writing on the back42. 

Ancient artworks can also be profoundly altered through human intervention in order to make 
them look like another artist’s creation. 

The case of the Madonna with Child, carnation and apple, with a suspicious attribution to Bol-
traffio43, is explanatory (fig. 4). The painting in a private collection after the preliminary non-invasive 
analysis resulted heavily restored, especially in the flesh tones.

Through a comparison with various paintings, it was possible to recognise in a Madonna with 
Child by Pseudo-Boltraffio44, sold by the auction house Im Kinsky Auktionshaus (24th June 2014)45, 
the same painting under investigation. In fact, the panel presented several fractures of the wood that 
were superimposed perfectly with those found on the artwork studied, allowing the identification.

42  mariJnissen 1985, pp. 33-35.
43  The painting was sold by a private dealer as attributed to Boltraffio but without any written documentation. 
44  Pseudo-Boltraffio is a pupil or a very close follower of Boltraffio who was able to copy and use some of the most 

famous compositions by Leonardo and Boltraffio. It was Wilhelm Suida, in 1929, to create the personality of this artist in 
order to distinguish Boltraffio by his followers. Anyway, pseudo-Boltraffio is still a problem: his historical and artistic per-
sonality is not testified by documents, but only artworks.

45  Kunstauktion 101, lot 0493. https://imkinsky.com/de/kuenstler/109213-pseudo-boltraffio/ (cited 5 July 2018). The 
attribution was made by Cristina Geddo.

Fig. 4 – a) Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio, attributed, (Italian, 1467-1516), Madonna with Child, carnation and apple, 
16th century, oil on panel, private collection; b) photography under ultraviolet light (Conservation Science Laboratory, 
University of Bologna).  

ba
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The hypothesis of such a heavy restoration, which also affected the halo around the Virgin’s face, 
misinterpreting the script in Latin, is the fraudulent will of an artist in selling a Pseudo-Boltraffio’s 
work as a Boltraffio, more valued in the art market46.

Counterfeiting 

Counterfeiting is the creation of an artwork from scratch, according to the style, ductus, iconog-
raphy of a known artist, with or without a signature copied from the original. If they are inspired by 
the style of an artist, forgers can create an artwork with a perfect technical-aesthetic and/or icono-
graphic resemblance. These cases are more complex because they consider works as integral fakes, 
manufactured with modern materials or, in an even more complicated scenario, ancient ones47.

A well-known example of this category is provided by the artworks made by the Dutch forger 
Han van Meegeren, who created paintings from scratch with stylistic and thematic adherence to Ver-
meer, never directly copying existing artworks and using only materials contemporary to the origi-
nal artist. Moreover, he was able to create a fake craquelure, simulating the network of small cracks, 
typical of ancient oil paintings48.

In any case, if the painting responds to precise legal requirements it may be considered commer-
cial; in this regard, it is intended to point out that Italian law criminalises fraudulent reproductions of 
living or deceased artists for less than 70 years while accepts certified copies created without the will 
of fraud49.

misattriButions

At last, we want to focus on the fact that the categories described can become frauds by misattri-
bution made by an expert.

A misattribution is defined as an error made in determining the original artist of an artwork, done 
for honest reasons, including a restoration that has altered some fundamental clues or an object cre-
ated by an artist’s school, or fraudulent, in the event that an expert or group of experts has the intent 
to deceive for a personal illicit purpose50. 

ConClusion

Recognising a fake is not simple: guaranteeing the authenticity of the materials does not guarantee 
for certainty the originality. Moreover, between original and fake there are several categories in which 
a painting could fall into, that needs to be taken into consideration in order to understand the real na-
ture of the artwork being investigated. Multidisciplinarity and comprehension of the object represent 
the fundamental tools for this ultimate goal, which is enabled by the integration between scientific re-
sults and an art-historical context. Therefore, a clear terminology needs to be addressed and shared. 

In this way, it will be possible to have a description of the artwork under various points of view 
(material, historical, historical and artistic, study of provenance, restoration interventions, etc.), and 
it will be easier to safeguard the object from future illegal actions. 

46  In this case the artwork falls into the category provided by Marijnissen in which the work has undergone restora-
tion that has undermined both integrity and authenticity, mariJnissen 1985, pp. 33-34.

47  mariJnissen 1985, p. 35.
48  Coremans 1949; Ragghianti 1950; GinzBerg 2008.
49  Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004, art. 179.
50  raPley 2016. 
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Finally, even if the object is recognised as a fake it can be re-evaluated, as it acquires an educatio-
nal and aesthetic value as a product of the time in which it was created51. 
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aBstraCt

By presenting numismatic examples, a variety of different kinds of imitation and forgery are discussed in this essay. 
Principally, we can distinguish between imitation and forgery by considering the intentions of those who produced 
the single objects, the earlier did not intend to harm other people, while the latter aimed at deceiving the user or buyer 
of the fakes to make a profit. Coins and medals are ideal examples for demonstrating the variety and complexity of 
imitation and counterfeiting through history, from the Greek archaic period until today. The case of Renaissance 
imitation of ancient objects shows that it is often hard to draw the line between forgery and imitation as a form of 
Art, depending also on the point of view and changing also according to the different periods. 
KeyWorDs: Forgery; counterfeit; imitation; copy; coins; medals; Renaissance; Cavino.

Normally, publications on coin forgery focus on famous forgers of precious and rare coins, 
presenting some more or less strange people and careers, like that of the fur tanner Luigi Cigoi (1811-
1875) in Udine or the wine dealer, forger and counsellor of the court of Isenburg, near Frankfurt, 
Carl Wilhelm Becker (1772-1830), as well as discussing forgery techniques and problems encoun-
tered in imitating original coins, and how to detect these forgeries1. Naturally, some such modern 
forgers who tried to make money by deceiving contemporary collectors are also a subject of this 
paper. But this is not all you can gain by studying coin forgery. Considering the high value of coins 
and how long they have been in production — starting from the 7th century BC until today —, coin 
forgery and imitation can be taken as ideal cases for understanding the different categories and ways 
of forgery and imitation over more than 2500 years, practically going back to the beginnings of coin-
age itself. Hence, I would like to open and widen the term of “forgery”, and the line of distinction 
between legal “imitation” and illegal or intentionally deceiving “forgery” is often quite hard to draw. 
By presenting different kinds of forgery and imitation over the centuries, I hope to be able to show 
these different shades of imitation and forgery — and their development over time. Sometimes, the 
very same objects were judged differently from different points of view and in different periods, as 
happened with the Renaissance imitations of ancient sestertii by the Paduan goldsmith Giovanni da 
Cavino (1500-1570) and his antiquarian friends and sponsors. This point leads to and implies a closer 
look into the intentions of the forgers based on the comparison of Renaissance all’antica medals with 
modern forgeries of ancient and medieval coins.

So, first I will present different ways of forgery and imitation, from ancient times until today, in 
order to show the multiplicity and complexity of the question of imitation and forgery. As a general 
line of distinction between these terms, we can define “forgery”, “fake” or “counterfeit” as imita-

1  See, for example, the popular monograph by Heinz voigtlänDer 1997, published in a first version in 1976; cfr. 
rusKe 2015.

art or forgery?
Coin imitation from antiquity to the Present Day
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tion or copy with intended fraud, normally also illegal, while “imitation” or “copy” are wider and 
rather neutral terms referring to the form of an object or its way of production; hence, an imitation 
can also be legal and done without deceiving and harming anybody, at least according to the intention 
of the producer. The distinction between “imitation” and “copy” may be rather a matter of custom, 
as “copy” seems to be used more for modern and clearly marked imitations of lower quality, as for 
example museum copies you can buy in shops as gifts. However, principally the meaning of “imita-
tion” and “copy” is very similar. So, the main distinction is that between (deceiving) “forgery” and 
(neutral) “imitation”, and the main distinctive aspect between these two terms is the intention of 
fraud implied with the term “forgery”, “fake” or “counterfeit”.

In order to understand the following different ways of forgery and imitation, it is also necessary 
to define what is a “coin”, because modification or manipulation of any of its properties or character-
istics may be a kind of “forgery”. A coin is usually a round piece of (mostly precious) metal or a bar 
with accurately defined weight and metal composition and fineness guaranteed by a recognised state 
or legitimate ruler; it serves as official means of exchange with a value also guaranteed by the same 
rightful state or ruler2.

ContemPorary forgery or Counterfeiting

Forgery of coins is as old as coinage itself. Throughout history, coins in circulation have been 
forged3. From the beginning of coinage, in the later 7th century BC, it was a main concern of the coin 
issuers to assure that their coins were not imitated or manipulated. Hence, they had to ensure that 
their coins kept their standard value as standardised precious metal bars and that they could not be 
copied easily. Further, they had to make sure that manipulation like clipping off the coins’ edges or 
imitation with lower fineness were easy to detect and they did so with a series of security measures: 
the coins were struck by two iron dies with often quite elaborate images, and the metal flan was given 
a particular round form so that clipping was easily visible; in addition, strict control over the mints 
was established by the authorities. In order to be profitable, counterfeited coins had to be of low-
grade metal or produced with cheap and simple technology; this usually meant casting instead of 
striking coins with engraved dies.

Nevertheless, many contemporary forgeries came to light, already of the earliest coins made of 
electrum, a particular alloy of gold and silver: these forgeries are gilt casts of a low-value metal, like 
lead, made in order to gain a profit by using them as coins and by exchanging them for original elec-
trum coins. The deciding point with these fakes is the profit gained by using low-value metals and a 

2  See for definitions martinori 1915, pp. 292-294; Wörterbuch der Münzkunde 1930, p. 415.
3  Cfr. for definitions of forgery Wörterbuch der Münzkunde 1930, pp. 415f; lusChin von eBengreuth 1926, pp. 145-

156; see also for counterfeiting in the Middle Ages the excellent case study by Laurent feller 1986.

Fig. 1 – Historisches Museum Basel (HMB) inv. 1903.2555. 
Roman Empire, counterfeit denarius of Emperor Nerva 
(96-98) with copper core, detected by the damaged surface.

Fig. 2 – HMB inv. 1995.43. Switzerland, counterfeit 5 francs 
1991 marked by the mint in Bern as a forgery.
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low-cost production method. Such coin forgery or counterfeiting made by casting less valuable metal 
and hiding it under a thin gold or silver surface remained the preferred way of private forgery until 
the 20th century, i.e. as long as coins were the main means of exchange and form of money. Never-
theless, in the Roman Empire denarii with a base metal core and a silver surface were so common 
and well done that we presume that they were generally accepted within daily coin circulation (fig. 
1). Only during the last decades low-quality machines have been used for striking low-value forger-
ies. Although such low-quality struck counterfeits are easily recognisable, they are often accepted in 
practice, because very few people consider the possibility that such coins could be forgeries and look 
at them with enough attention (fig. 2).

imitations

There are also other forms of imitation of coinage. A generally accepted method of bringing new 
money into circulation was to copy a common and popular coin. In order to distinguish them from the 
original coin types, distinctive marks or letters were added or changes were made to the image. Imitat-
ing thus well accepted coins was a regular and generally accepted method used by minor mints in order 
to integrate their own coinage in a wider currency context, accepted as long as these new imitative coin 
types were of equal quality and clearly marked as products of these minor mints. This use of “legally 
correct” imitation was common from the ancient period (fig. 3) through the Middle Ages until modern 
times. Nevertheless, it also opened the door for manipulation by reducing the fineness or weight of the 
imitative coins, while still imitating the (main) design of the copied high-quality coinage, implying that 
they were of equal quality. This was often the case in the later Middle Ages (fig. 4)4.

4  Cfr. for this kind of (more or less) legal imitation, called in German Beischlag. lusChin von eBengreuth 1926, pp. 
211f; with particular regard to such and similar manipulations in central Italy see finetti 1999.

art or forgery? Coin imitation from antiquityto the Present Day

Fig. 4 – HMB inv. 1957.441.415. Solothurn, light-weight penny copying pennies of Zurich, c. 1300. Scale 2 : 1.

Fig. 3 – HMB inv. 1908.1469., 1908.1130. Corinth and Ambracia, Corinthian staters with Pegasus, distinguished only by 
the letters koppa and alpha, 4th cent. BC.
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maniPulations

A different case is that of monetary manipulations by the lord himself: this was in any case legal, 
but nevertheless often contested as well. Already in the context of the struggle between Frederick II 
of Hohenstaufen (1198-1250) and the Popes, the papal propaganda called the extraordinary debase-
ment of the coins in Frederick’s South Italian kingdom forgery, because the experts at the papal court 
considered this monetary manipulation a fraud towards his subjects5. Similarly, in 14th century France 
a long discussion arose about the question on whether it was legitimate to debase the coinage in 
order to gain profit for the royal treasury — Nicolas of Oresmes wrote the most famous treatise on 
this question6. Later, in early modern Germany, monetary manipulations caused a real hyper-infla-

tion at the beginning of the Thirty years’ war, 
the so-called Kipper und Wipper inflation, a term 
derived from popular words for measuring the 
weights and cutting the edges of coins by “bad 
people”, although it was the agents of the princes 
who established small mints all over the terri-
tories to produce huge amounts of low-qual-
ity (“bad”) money (fig. 5). The fraudulent coin-
age and the inflation were stopped quickly when 
such manipulated money began to flow back as 
taxes7.

illegitimate Coinage

Another kind of “forgery” is that of issues by illegitimate states or usurpers. As by definition only 
recognised states and rulers have the right to issue coins and are in a position to guarantee their nomi-
nal value, coins by an illegitimate issuer cannot be legal coinage. However, in turn, for this very reason, 
illegitimate issuers, like Roman usurpers or modern pseudo-states, hurry to produce their own coins as 
quickly as possible in the attempt to underpin their legitimacy, i.e. coinage serves as means to legitimise 
states and rulers. Only by force such illegitimate issues could be stopped by their legitimate competi-
tors or counterparts. So, the decision which coins were accepted as “real” and rightful coinage issued by 
legally recognised states or authorities is a matter of political and historical development, often depend-
ing on the military success of one party. In this sense, strictly speaking, the plentiful coin emissions by 
the rulers of the so-called Gallic Empire, as for example Postumus (258-267) and Tetricus I (267-273), 

were not legal tender but in practice, i.e. within 
this secessionist empire, and also generally with 
their high-quality coins, they were accepted as 
coins at their original value. Later, even private 
imitations of their coins were accepted for the 
lack of small change coinage. Similarly, today, 
coinages of secessionist states, like Nagorno-
Karabakh (Azerbaijan) or Transnistria (Moldavia, 
fig. 6), recognised only by Armenia and Russia 
respectively, are only accepted as legal means of 
payment within these communities.

5  Cfr. grierson, travaini 1998, pp. 162-164 and170-172.
6  niColas De oresme 1999.
7  Cfr. rittmann 1975, pp. 223-256; ohm 2015.

Fig. 5 – HMB inv. 1918.853. Babenhausen, lordship, Maxi-
milian Fugger (1598-1629), 1/60 florin or kreuzer 1622 of 
pure copper instead of a silver alloy.

Fig. 6 – HMB inv. 2011.573.1. Transnistria, secessionist re-
public of Moldavia, only indirectly recognised by Russia, 
50 kopeks 2005.
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forgery By mistaKe

A peculiar case of coin imitation is “forgery by mistake”, i.e. coins that were produced for rather 
harmless purposes, as for example as good copies of extremely rare coins for one’s own collection, as 
replacement specimens, or electrotypes for museums or for teaching purposes. In this sense, Basil-
ius Amerbach (1533-1591) in Basel received from his friend Adolf Occo (III) from Augsburg a copy 
of a rare silver penny of Charlemagne (768-814) with portrait in order to give a classification of this 
coin (HMB inv. 1918.1756.). Another example is that of the early 20th century electrotypes of the Brit-
ish Museum, sold for teaching purposes, that are so excellent that it would be very difficult to recog-
nise them as imitations without the edge marking and without knowing these copies and their often 
famous original models. By losing their original context, such copies can become dangerous forgeries 
that may harm collectors and collections. 

Also, curiosities like pseudo-medieval coins produced for re-enactment events or for mislead-
ing treasure hunters using metal detectors were regarded as forgeries, like the primitive “pennies” 
produced by an Austrian detectorist in a contest with his colleagues (fig. 7).

ALL’AnticA imitations

 A particular case is that of imitations of ancient coins made for worshipping and competing with 
ancient Art. Renaissance artists tried to restore ancient beauty and competed with their ancient prede-
cessors by copying, “improving” and surpassing ancient objects, such as the celebrated Roman sester-
tii, sometimes also by “correcting” the presumed mistakes of the ancient objects. Another example 
of this category of all’antica imitation were the newly-invented “ancient coins” that, according to 
general ancient literature, could have actually existed, but in fact never did. The most productive artist 
of this kind of all’antica medals was Valerio Belli (c. 1468-1546) from Vicenza, who created some 
dozens of such medals with invented portraits of Greek and Roman heroes, philosophers and politi-
cians8. Such invented fantasy all’antica “coins” could be produced, because for a long time compara-
tively few ancient coins were actually known. Only later on all these pseudo-antique “coins”, partly 
copied accurately, but partly also deliberately modified and often even invented, were considered to 
be forgeries to deceive collectors. 

Focusing on the intentions of all’antica coin imitation in the early modern period, we should look 
at Padua. Thanks to the acquisition of the collection of Ludovic Demoulin de Rochefort (1515-1582), 
a Savoyard physician and ducal antiquary, by professor of law Basilius Amerbach (1533-1591) from 

8  See Valerio Belli Vicentino 2000, and particularly gasParotto 2000.

Fig. 7 – HMB inv. 2009.681.1.-3. Lower Austria, pseudo-medieval “pennies” by the “Neunkirchen Forger” produced to 
dupe treasure hunters, around 1990.
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Basel, whose Kunst- und Raritätenkabinett (“cabinet of Art and curiosities”) became the nucleus 
of the public collections of Basel, we possess the largest contemporary collection of such all’antica 
medals. This collection enables us to investigate the intentions of Cavino and other contemporary 
all’antica artists9.

Padua, the university city of the Republic of Venice, was the centre of this kind of imitation, and 
the most prominent artist of such all’antica “coins” or medals was the goldsmith Giovanni da Cavino 
(1500-1570) in collaboration with Paduan antiquaries10. Further all’antica artists were not only Vale-
rio Belli (c. 1468-1546) and Vettore Gambello called Camelio (1460-1537), both one generation older 
than Cavino and coming from Venice and its territory as well, but also the Greek artist from the Vene-
tian colony Cyprus and Roman medallist Alessandro Cesati, contemporary of Cavino and attested 
between the 1530s and 1560s (fig. 8)11. Cavino is most famous for his imitations of Roman sester-
tii, at that time considered to be the most beautiful among ancient coins. His struck medals equal 
and surpass technically the ancient objects, and they are even often stylistically better than the orig-
inals. Enea Vico underlined in 1558 that “facendo nuovi cogni di acciaio — con abilità superiore 
all’antica — nell’età mia sono stati eccellenti, Vettor Gambello, Giouanni dal Cavino Padoano, e suo 

9  Cfr. matzKe 2017; a commented catalogue of the collection, with essays on the context of these medals, is in 
preparation: All’antica 2018.

10  Cfr. Cessi, Caon 1969; gorini 1971, 1987; martini, Johnson 1989; KlaWans 1977.
11  See for these still less studied artists forrer 1902-1930, I, pp. 389-392 and VII, pp. 173-174; forrer 1902, I, pp. 

331-333; Giulia Zaccariotto is actually preparing a PhD thesis on Gambello at the Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa.

Fig. 9 – HMB inv. 2013.766., Amerbach Cabinet. Medal by Giovanni da Cavino (1500-1570) copying a sestertius of Gaius 
Caligula (AD 37-41) and “correcting” the ancient model by adding the usual abbreviation S – C on the reverse, which ho-
wever in this case was not on the original coin; over-struck on ancient sestertius, second quarter 16th century.

Fig. 8 – HMB inv. 1915.312., Amerbach Cabinet. Medal by Alessandro Cesati (active in Rome 1538–1561) of the legendary 
Queen Dido of Carthage, mid-16th century.
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figliuolo...”12. Particularly popular was the series of the first Twelve Caesares, as known from Sueton’s 
(AD c. 70-122) famous biographies of the early Roman rulers. If a coin type was “lacking”, Giovanni 
and his collaborators invented a stylistically fitting coin in the ideal format of the classical sestertii, as 
for example in the case of Julius Caesar († 44 BC) and Emperor Otho (AD 69), whose denarii were 
taken as model for the sestertius-size medals. Hence, even Cavino and his antiquarian friends were 
restoring an idealized ancient Art and culture, although it was Cavino who imitated the ancient arte-
facts in the most perfect way. All all’antica artists, in any case, tried to revive and to make visible 
and tangible ancient personalities and culture. The intention of restoration, but also the competition 
with the ancient artists can also be deduced by the fact that Cavino overstruck sometimes expensive 
and particularly prepared ancient sestertii, demonstrating his technical superiority (fig. 9). In fact, his 
medals were very successful and very many times copied again and again until the 19th century.

moDern master forgeries

Contrary to the imitations of ancient coins as a form of worship of Antiquity, modern forger-
ies were intended to deceive and harm collectors, namely from the 18th century, when the growth 
of the collecting market and coinage expertise fostered the opportunity for the creation of almost 
perfect counterfeits. Famous forgers had expert knowledge and kept company with highly renowned 
collectors: cultivated and gifted forgers like Hofrat Carl Wilhelm Becker (1772-1830) in the Frank-
furt area or Luigi Cigoi (1811-1875) in Udine, and the late 19th century Roman counterfeiter Tardani 
produced elaborate forgeries of rare and expensive coins that, sometimes, are hard to detect even 
today13. Already the copper engraver Nikolaus Seeländer (1683-1744) was not only a collector of 
medieval coins and author of a series of well-researched essays on thin and one-sided medieval silver 
pennies, the so-called bracteats, but he also used his expertise and fame as an expert to produce and 
sell excellent forgeries of this kind of coins (fig. 10)14. Similarly, Carl Wilhelm Becker enjoyed the 
highest reputation as expert and dealer of ancient coins, selling coins even to Goethe and receiving the 
title of counsellor at the court of the prince of Isenburg. He used his reputation to sell his excellent 
fakes of ancient coins, and even after having been detected, he was able to claim that he had produced 
these imitations of rare coins only as a kind of service to the collectors, so that they could possess 
at least a copy as supply of the lacking rare ancient originals — and without being prosecuted for 
his deceit. Nowadays, the fakes of Seeländer and Becker 
are also considered to be collectible as “original master 
forgeries” and fetch good prices at auction sales. Hence, 
they are considered to be objects of Art by a renowned 
“artist” of forgery and coin engraving.

The personally less known forger Tardani of Rome 
quite efficiently cut hundreds of new dies after rare and 
newly published coin images. He even managed to sell 
a series of Southern Italian medieval coins to one of the 
most important collectors of his time, Italian King Vitto-
rio Emanuele III (1900-1946), as well as a whole fake 
treasure to the coin cabinet of the Vatican, the so-called 
“coin hoard of the Lago Trasimeno”. Particularly, the 
case of the modern counterfeiter Tardani underlines quite 
well the different intentions compared to those of the 16th 
century artists of the Padua area. In the case of the less 
studied early medieval coins of Southern Italy, we can 

12  viCo 1558, p. 67.
13  See voigtlänDer 1997, pp. 151-190; hill 1955 (Becker); Brunetti 1966 (Cigoi); grierson 1958 (Tardani).
14  See thiel 1990, which includes also a reprint of Seeländer’s numismatic publications.

Fig. 10 – HMB inv. 2011.387.241. Counterfeit by 
Nikolaus Seeländer (1683–1744) of a one-sided 
penny (“horseman bracteate”) of the landgrave 
Hermann I of Thuringia (1190-1217), mint of Ei-
senach, first half 18th century.
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even presume that some of Tardani’s fakes got the status of original coins through the publication of 
the royal collection, i.e. they manipulate even our image of the monetary history of that region in the 
early Middle Ages. Today, the technical progress of production facilities as well as new possibilities for 
selling coins, as for example on the internet, opened the doors for producing and selling countless new 
forgeries of different quality, also at an international level.

ConClusions

Concluding this short overview, we can outline, first, that there are many kinds of forgery and 
imitation, depending on the wrong or manipulated element or aspect of the respective “original” 
object. Secondly, the distinction between (negative) forgery or fake, on one side, and (rather neutral) 
imitation and copy, on the other side, depends on the intention of the producer of the object, i.e. 
whether there is the intention to deceive or harm the recipient of that product. However, third, the 
decision about the producer’s intentions depends very much on the point of view of the recipient 
and also on that of the producer, who may have legitimate or harmless intentions for himself, which 
can be seen differently from outside. On top of that, the perception and use of the objects may also 
change over time, as it happened with the Paduan all’antica imitations, which were intended to be a 
modern restoration and “improved” version of ancient Art, but were later disregarded as fakes and 
are now considered to be Renaissance Art on their own. Similarly, the recognition of the coins and 
money of two rulers or states in conflict depends mainly on the position of the user — and on histor-
ical development. Even deceiving counterfeits by gifted and prominent forgers are nowadays consid-
ered to be a kind of Art, in a modern view. Hence the question “Art or forgery?” must be evaluated 
for each single case or group in its own context.

So, dealing with forgery and imitation can be very colourful and present multiple perspectives, 
sometimes even more interesting than the work with “originals”. However, the multiplicity and arbi-
trary quality of imitations create problems as well, and researchers are forced to choose only certain 
groups of fakes and copies with well-defined qualities for their studies, so that they may be able to 
conduct a useful research on these objects. The multiplicity of interesting aspects and curious objects, 
in any case, induced us to arrange a particular showcase on forgery in the permanent exhibition of the 
Historische Museum Basel, which can be visited and explored by using touchscreens with all kind of 
information on the different methods and aspects of imitation and forgery.

Michael Matzke
Historical Museum Basel

michael.matzke@bs.ch
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All the photographs are by Alwin Seiler and are published with the pemission of the Historisches 
Museum Basel (HMB).
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aBstraCt

Glass is a material with a long history: for its complex productive process and beauty it was used in antiquity for 
making élitarian products, desired by collectors. Von Saldern (1972) listed a typology for forgeries including “histori-
cizing glass”, well represented by the “Muranese glass revival”, which led Murano to a commercial success after the 
crisis of the early 19th century. Thanks to the establishment of the Museo Vetrario in Murano the direct observation 
of archaeological glasses became a common practice. 
KeyWorDs: Murano glass; Compagnia di Venezia e Murano; glass forgeries; glass collectorship; millefiori glass.

glass. origin of a luXury ProDuCt

Glass is an artificial material: a non-crystalline solid, produced by the melting of a batch made 
by three principal components: silica (acting as former), carbonates (with the function of stabilizer, 
allowing the durability of glass in humid environment) and an alkaline fraction (with the function 
of lowering the melting point)1. This basic composition allows to obtain a transparent and colour-
less material, which can be coloured and opacified by the addition of pigments or metallic oxides. 
The long history of glass, which originated in Mesopotamia around the 2500 BC and was produced 
systematically one millennium later both in Mesopotamia and Egypt2, has seen different technolog-
ical trends, implying the selection of different raw materials. For example, the earliest glasses were 
typically made using the ashes of halophytic plants as source of alkalis, while Hellenistic and Roman 
glass usually imply the use of natron, a mineral extracted around salty lakes in desert environments 
and subject to strong seasonal variations. In Ancient Egypt, one of the main basins for the extraction 
of natron was the Wadi Natrun, but it is likely that other areas were involved in this process as well. 
The natron tradition ends approximately during the 8th century AD, when plant ashes became again 
the fluxing agent preferred by glass-makers3. 

After making the glass, the second step of the production was its transformation into objects 
by applying hot working techniques, including casting, slumping, core-forming and lampwork-
ing. Cold working was used for carving glass objects or, more frequently, for finishing the surface 
with abrasives and creating decorations by lathe-turning. Though the raw materials for making 
glass do not have a high intrinsic value, the complex process and the skills needed for success-
fully melting, colouring and fashioning glass objects have attributed to glass a high symbolic and 
economic value already at its origins. It is not a coincidence if LBA glass production sites in Egypt 

1  henDerson 2013, pp. 1-21; turner 1956.
2  Id., pp. 127-157, with previous references.
3  Id., pp. 22-55, with previous references.
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and Mesopotamia were located and likely managed by the centralised system of the Royal Palace4. 
This characteristic of luxury was a long-lasting phenomenon and glass continued to be a high-

value product for the whole Hellenistic period5. A major economic change occurred between 50 BC 
and the first decades AD, when the invention of glass-blowing represented a proper revolution in 
the history of glass6. The new technique, originated in the Syro-Palestine region as attested by glass-
blowing waste excavated on the citadel of Jerusalem7, was spread quickly across the Roman Empire. 
The new forming technique facilitated the creation of objects and shortened significantly the produc-
tion times. For the first time, glass started to be produced for the making of everyday objects, deter-
mining an increase in the volume of glass produced and traded.

Although this change greatly increased the diffusion of glass objects, glass never ceased to be used 
for making luxury objects. Its beautiful colour, brilliancy and transparency, together with the poten-
tial of being worked into an endless variety of shapes, have made glass the object of desire of the elites 
of the past and, in modern times, of collectors of antiquities8.

ColleCting glass: a ClassifiCation of forgeries

The interest for ancient glass in the market of antiquities has determined inevitably the birth of 
a parallel business, involved in the production and trade of forgeries. The widespread diffusion of 
forgeries stimulated a lively debate, which ended in a classification published by Axel von Saldern, 
in 19729 and proposed again by Sidney Goldstein five years later, presenting fakes identified in the 
collections of the Corning Museum of Glass10. Von Saldern’s classification can still be considered 
valid and it is interesting to notice how he accurately painted the phenomenon in its complexity. The 
categories are five and include three different types of proper forgeries and two types of glasses, not 
intended as forgeries, but potentially recycled as forgeries by the market. Here below the five types 
of forgeries (or potential forgeries) are listed, as discussed by Goldstein.

1 – Reproductions: copies made for being sold as modern glasses. During the 20th century, some 
glass manufactures became specialised in copies. One of the first experiences of this kind were 
due to The Rhineland company and the Felmer glass11. The shape, fabric and, sometimes, the 
patina and chemical composition are carefully reproduced. Occasionally, these glasses ended 
on the market, as ancient pieces.

2 – Historicising glass: glasses inspired by ancient masterpieces, but not intended as reproduc-
tions. Muranese masters, between the late 19th and the early 20th century, observed and care-
fully reproduced ancient glasses in order to recover lost technical processes.

3 – Conglomerates: fragmentary archaeological glasses glued together, creating complete objects. 
They often result in bizarre objects, combining fragments of different periods.

4 – Forgeries: fake glasses made intentionally for being sold on the market of antiquities. They 
can be identified by a technical and/or archaeometrical analysis.

5 – Miscellaneous objects: genuine ancient glasses, which are altered and embellished for increas-
ing their appeal and commercial value (e.g. plain vessels altered with the application of enamel).

In this paper, I am focussing on the second type, historicising glass, introducing the case study of 
the so-called “Muranese glass revival”, a period of challenging and exciting technical experimentation, 

4  niCholson 2007, p. 158.
5  lightfoot 2003.
6  stern 1999.
7  israeli 1991.
8  lightfoot 2003; lightfoot 2014, pp. 15-17.
9  von salDern 1972.
10  golDstein 1977.
11  Reflecting antiquity 2007.
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which in a few years would lead the declining Muranese glass industry to success, thanks to the fruit-
ful exchange between glass masters, collectors of antiquities and illuminated entrepreneurs.

Beautiful oBJeCts: Keynote figures among glass ColleCtors (1880’s-1950’s)

The antiquarian character of archaeological collections formed between the end of the 1800s and 
the first half of the 1900s greatly damaged the chance of understanding and studying glass objects. 
Several masterpieces of the ancient glass art lack of documentation on the place of discovery, context 
and provenance. However, the interest for ancient glass demonstrated by glass masters during the 19th 

and early 20th century would have not been the same without the formation of famous collections of 
glass, created by brilliant, intellectual and even eccentric connoisseurs. We will now sketch briefly 
the characters of four important collectors who expressed their passion and interest for ancient glass, 
buying an enormous number of objects and collecting items destined to become some of the mile-
stones of ancient glass art: Alessandro and Augusto Castellani, Giacomo Groppi and Evan Gorga. 
Castellani, as a businessman, contributed personally to the so-called “Muranese glass revival”.

alessanDro (1823-1883) anD augusto (1829-1914) Castellani 

Alessandro Castellani and Augusto Castellani, sons of the famous Rome jeweller Fortunato Pio 
Castellani, inherited the family business: although their activities were closely connected, Alessandro 
become specialised in trading antiquities, while Antonio was more involved in the business of jewel-
lery12. Alessandro, politically involved as a patriot in the movements for the unification of Italy, 
opened a branch in Paris, where he was in political exile, in 1860. The business expansion allowed him 
to reach the European market and, in a short time, also the States. As an antiquity dealer, he counted 
among his clients the most important European Museums, like the British Museum and the Louvre. 
The Castellanis were collectors of archaeological jewellery and some outstanding pieces in European 
museum collections have been suspected of being forgeries. What is certain is that the close contact 
with antiquities allowed the Castellanis to re-discover and master ancient goldsmith techniques, like 
filigree and granulation, and to design jewels inspired by Classical and Medieval jewellery for their 
collection, perfectly satisfying the Neoclassical taste of the period.

Jewellery was not the only interest of the Castellani brothers and their names are closely linked to 
glass as well. In 1873, Augusto donated one lot of Hellenistic and Roman glasses to the Museo Vetrario 
of Murano, thus creating the core of the museum’s archaeological collection13. This donation would 
have a strong impact on the contemporary Muranese glass industry, but the most influential man for 
Murano glass was actually Alessandro. A few years later, in 1877, he became artistic advisor of the glass 
firm Compagnia di Venezia e Murano14. The encounter between Alessandro Castellani and the brilliant 
personality of Antonio Salviati resulted in a miraculous rebirth of the declining Muranese glass industry.

giaComo groPPi (1863-1958)

The story of the Swiss Giacomo “Jacques” Groppi represents perfectly the class of European 
entrepreneurs who had made a fortune investing in colonial Egypt at the end of the 1800s. As a young 
man, during the 1880s he moved from Canton Ticino to Egypt where, after being employed in a 
famous Cairo tea room, he opened his first own café in Alexandria15.

Thanks to his intuition for innovation, he established a successful farm off Cairo and the first 

12  On the Castellanis, as goldsmiths and collectors: moretti sguBini 2000.
13  zanetti 1873.
14  ruDoe 2003, p. 214.
15  loeBen, Wiese 2008; raafat 1996.
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Egyptian industry of refrigeration. After a big financial loss in 1897, he returned to the pastry and 
chocolate business and in 1922, with his son Achille, opened his first café in Cairo, becoming the offi-
cial supplier of the Royal family. Jacques’s personality conveys perfectly the lively atmosphere of 
the European Egyptian élite. Before being a collector of antiquities, he was a patron of arts, as well 
demonstrated by the project, concluded in 1925, of the building for the new branch of Groppi’s café. 
The eclectic Art Deco building, located in Cairo downtown, was conceived as a Parisian masterpiece, 
with the combined intervention of different personalities. The design of the building was commis-
sioned to the Egyptian-Italian architect Giuseppe Mazza (1891-?), born in Alexandria and esteemed 
author of several Art Deco projects in the new developments of Cairo16. The glass mosaic decora-
tion of the façade was signed by Venetian master Antonio Castaman who, in the same year, became 
head of the mosaic section for Salviati & Co., a glass firm involved, like the Compagnia di Venezia e 
Murano, in the phenomenon of Muranese glass revival. The hall was covered by a stained-glass ceil-
ing (now destroyed) by Georges Jeannin (1884-1955), a stained-glass master based in Nancy17. 

Groppi’s pastries were famous for their perfection and the attention to colour and detail. It is 
probably not a coincidence that his collection of Egyptian antiquities, started in the 1920s and ending 
with his death, was strongly oriented towards glass, with a preference for inlays and millefiori. Though 
undoubtedly Groppi had a taste for glass inlays and the beauty of minute details, we must remember 
that, in his days, buying large pieces of Egyptian art had become very difficult for private collectors. 
Since the 1880s, the Egyptian legislation had banned the free sale and export of monumental pieces, 
while small finds where still regularly sold by workers employed in archaeological excavations, as a 
way of boosting their salaries18. This explains quite well the widespread presence of glass inlays in 
international museum collections, formed by private donations or by participating at auctions19.

A comprehensive publication on Groppi’s collections does not exist, but we can have quite a 
complete idea of its contents from the catalogue of the exhibition held in Basel in 200920 and from the 
catalogues of two major sales, which dispersed large part of the collection in 1992-93 and 2009-1021. 
The final sale of the Groppi collection in 2009 resulted in some of the highest prices ever for ancient 
glasses at an auction. 

gennaro evangelisto gorga (1863-1959)

If Giacomo Groppi and Alessandro Castellani were skilful managers and buyers, Gennaro 
Evangelisto Gorga, known professionally as Evan, was the opposite22. A tenor of some success, in 
1899 (only four years after his debut), ended his musical career for no apparent reason. As a collec-
tor, he started buying musical instruments, displayed in 1911 at the Castel Sant’Angelo Exhibition on 
the 50th anniversary of the Italian Unification. He became a compulsive collector very soon, buying 
endless lots of archaeological objects, likely coming from the building sites of the redevelopment of 
Rome at the beginning of the 1900s. He always refused to sell his collection and nurtured the dream 
of creating a trust in his name until his death. After bankrupting, the Italian state released him from 
his debts and acquired his collections. The Gorga antiquities are now roughly sorted by category and 
divided amongst different State museums. Among the incredible number of objects he accumulated, 
glasses are well attested. The Gorga glasses have been part of the collections of Museo Nazionale 
Romano since 1950 and presently are still under inventory and are being studied. What emerges 
from observing the Gorga collection glasses is the complete lack of any meditated choice, making 
Gorga the stereotype of the collector overwhelmed by his lust for buying. Beyond the quantity of 

16  meDDeB, stora 2013, pp. 929-930.
17  Mediterranean Deco 2012.
18  DroWer 1982, p. 313.
19  BianChi 1983.
20  loeBen, Wiese 2008.
21  Ancient Egyptian glass and faience 1993; Ancient Egyptian inlays 1993; The Groppi collection 2012.
22  Evan Gorga, il collezionista 2013; Collezione Gorga 1999; Storie al caleidoscopio 1998, pp. 5-6, with previous references.
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objects, what makes the Gorga collection unique is the presence of materials identifiable as glass-
working waste and usually not found in private collections23. Although lacking a precise archaeolog-
ical context, these indicators of production are a real mine of information, including essentially the 
sole evidence of glass working in Rome and Latium during the Roman period.

insPireD By antiquities. the muranese glass revival

The 17th century is the golden age of Murano glass. The glass masters working on the island of 
Murano were able to fashion glass in an endless variety of shapes and to master the most complex 
colours and techniques. The Republic of Venice was a strong consumer of luxury goods and the 
local glass industry was flourishing. This scenario changed dramatically with the economic crisis, 
in the years preceding the fall of the Republic, in 1779. At the beginning of the 19th century, several 
glass furnaces were closing, the technical knowledge was being lost and the production was mostly 
oriented on simple objects, like beads and paperweights24. The decline of Murano continued restlessly 
until the unification of Italy, in 1861, when the synergy between public institutions and private initia-
tives inverted the trend, stimulating innovation and leading to a successful recovery.

1861-1880: the early years

In 1861, an archive on the history of Murano was established on the island thanks to the initi-
ative of Antonio Colleoni, major of Murano, in collaboration with a group of privates led by the 
Abbot Vincenzo Zanetti25. The archive was connected to a small museum, displaying a combina-
tion of modern and ancient glasses acquired from private donations. The history of glass was clearly 
at the centre of the project, feeling the urgency of safeguarding the fragile Muranese glass herit-
age, which had badly suffered during the crisis 
of the first half of the century. Zanetti was the 
first director of the Museum and the institute was 
completed, with the opening of a school for train-
ing glass designers. The project led by Zanetti 
was imbued with Positivist ideas and it is clear he 
thought that institutions have a valuable role in 
promoting public education.

The story of the Murano Glass Museum, 
archive and school has to be considered in the 
context of a general atmosphere of renewed inter-
est for Murano glass, which was seen by entrepre-
neurs as a good investment. One of the key person-
alities of this period is Antonio Salviati, a lawyer 
native of Vicenza26. Salviati did not have a back-
ground in glass but in 1859 he decided to invest in 
mosaics, establishing a firm with Lorenzo Radi, 
a Muranese glass master who had distinguished 
himself for succeeding in rediscovering lost tech-
niques for the making of mosaic tesserae27. The 
Salviati and Radi glass cakes and slabs for mosaics 

23  Storie al caleidoscopio 1998, pp. 39-40.
24  Vetro murrino 2012, pp. 76-77.
25  Barovier mentasti 1974.
26  zeCChin 2007.
27  zeCChin 2007, p. 191; anDreesCu treaDgolD 1999.

Fig. 1 – New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art inv. 
81.8.207. Compagnia di Venezia e Murano, a perfect mille-
fiori bowl, inspired by late Hellenistic artefacts, about 1870 
(image free of copyright).
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and stained glasses were welcomed with great success at the 1865 Vienna Universal Exposition, in 
which Antonio Colleoni was actively involved as he was curating the display of glasses from Murano. 
According to documentary evidence, Colleoni’s enthusiasm encouraged Salviati to start a more ambi-
tious project for the production of luxury blown glassware. The project, which had the constant 
support of Colleoni and Zanetti, led to the establishment in 1866 of the first Manifattura Salviati, with 
the appointment of glass masters of the calibre of Giovanni and Gregorio Toso, Antonio Seguso and 
Giovanni Barovier28. Salviati spent the first months of production in London to promote his activ-
ity and understand market trends and when he returned to Venice, it was clear that his project was a 
success. In these early years, the role of the Museo Vetrario and, in general, of museums was crucial, 
as Salviati was well aware of the importance of observing and copying genuine ancient glasses. The 
Museo Vetrario was expanding its small collection: in 1870 Salviati brought from Rome a selection 
of fragments of millefiori glassware, used as samples by his glass masters and, in 1873, Alessandro 
Castellani, who in the meantime had become a backer of the Salviati firm, donated six crates of archae-
ological glassware from his personal collection. 

Millefiori is one of the techniques that better represents the Muranese rebirth. The name liter-
ally means “one thousand flowers” and refers to a decoration achieved by embedding in the molten 
glass small slices of canes that have regular patterns of contrasting color. Canes can be plain or have a 
pattern which is visible in section and is obtained thorugh multiple passages, moulding and marver-
ing a sequence of glass gathers of different colours. After moulding and marvering, the cane is pulled 
to obtain the desired thickness and then cut into sections. In the millefiori technique, cane sections 
(murrine, in the Muranese tradition) are laid and fused together to create a slab, which can be even-
tually slumped into a mould to form the vessel. This is the technical process attested during the 
Hellenistic period and, from the 1st century AD, it was also completed by blowing29. In the Muranese 
tradition, the practice of slumping is not attested and was first introduced by the Salviati masters. The 
one who made the difference launching the millefiori technique was Vincenzo Moretti, appointed in 
1865, for opaque glasses30.

The 15 May 1871 an issue of the newspaper for glass technology La Voce di Murano celebrated 
Salviati’s success in reproducing the glory of Roman and Greek millefiori, succeeding in a true tech-
nical challenge started a few years before. “La prima prova la fece tentare qualche anno fa, quando 
conducendo i propri artefici ad ammirare i pochi, ma scelti vetri antichi di Murano esistenti nel 

28  The financial vicissitudes of the Salviati glass firm, determined the formation of different societies: from 1872 Ve-
tri Salviati changes name in Compagnia di Venezia e Murano (zeCChin 2007).

29  On process of making millefiori glass: grose 1989.
30  Barovier mentasti 1974; zeCChin 2007; Vetro murrino 2012.

Fig. 2 – New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art inv. 
91.1.2053. Gold-band glass skyphos, from the Castellani 
collection, unearthed in Italy, 1st century BC-early 1st AD. 
This vessel was analysed and copied by Salviati’s glass mas-
ters (image free of copyright).

Fig. 3 – New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art inv. 
81.8.254. Compagnia di Venezia e Murano, gold-band 
glass skyphos: one of the first and not perfectly successful 
attempts to reproduce the Castellani skyphos, about 1881 
(image free of copyright).
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museo di Brescia, vi trovarono una scudella romana a mille fiori, su cui studiarono a fine di farne la 
ripetizione. Quantunque la ripetizione non riuscisse bene…essa non iscoraggiò né il fabbricatore, né 
gli artefici”. This passage shows how visiting museums to observe glassware was a common practice 
in the Salviati firm and conveys the atmosphere of excitement and experimentation of those years. 
The technical achievements gained under the guide of Vincenzo Moretti were publicly acknowledged 
by the great success obtained at the 1871 Maritime Exhibition of Naples31.

The Compagnia di Venezia e Murano signed millefiori masterpieces inspired to Hellenistic and 
Roman originals (fig. 1), in some cases becoming a source of confusion when put on the market and 
sold to international institutions like the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Victoria and Albert 
Museum (figs. 2-3)32.

1880-1921: from virtuosism to the Birth of 20th Century Designs

The surprising recovery of the decadent Muranese glass industry made of millefiori a signature 
technique in the new productions. The Fratelli Toso glass furnace, opened in 1854, and formerly 
specialised in common glassware, became specialised in millefiori glass, combining the aesthetic 
of archaeological glass with Art Deco shapes33. Since 1912 at least, vessels signed by Fratelli Toso 
included pieces of clear archaeological inspiration, including the décor named “fenicio”, evoking the 
combed decorations of core formed vessels. The Fratelli Toso vessels are usually characterised by a 
translucent glass matrix and mat surface, two characteristics inspired by the patina of archaeologi-
cal glasses34. In 1913, the master Giuseppe Barovier created one the most iconic millefiori plaques of 
the 20th century, the Peacock Murrina, presented at the Glass show held at Cà Pesaro and welcomed 
with enthusiasm35.

In less than forty years, the Muranese industry was saved from decline, the Muranese glass tech-
niques were mastered again and founda-
tions were laid for starting a new age. In 
1921, the establishment of the Cappellin 
& Venini firm would revolutionise the 
way of designing glass by involving 
artists and architects36. The Baroque 
shapes were abandoned, starting a 
period of experimentation thanks to 
the fruitful encounter of glass with the 
artistic avant-gardes of the Novecento. 

Archaeological antiquities were, once 
again, a source of inspiration. From 1921 
to 1925, Giacomo Cappellin and Paolo 
Venini appointed Vittorio Zecchin as art 
director, an artist interested in the exper-
imentations of symbolism and of the 
Viennese Secession. Zecchin introduced 
blown glassware, characterised by clean 
shapes and inspired by Renaissance 
glassware (fig. 4a)37. 

31  Barovier mentasti 1974.
32  Page, Pilosi, WyPysKi 2001.
33  Barovier mentasti 1998; Murrine e millefiori 1998.
34  JunCK 1998, p. 24.
35  Dorigato 1998, pp. 16-17.
36  venini Diaz De santillana 2000, pp. 45-55.
37  venini Diaz De santillana 2000, p. 45.

Fig. 4 – a) Venice, Accademia Galleries. Vittorio Zecchin, Vaso Veronese, 
designed in the years 1921-25. The shape of this vase was inspired by 
the vase painted by Paolo Veronese in the 1580 Annunciation (Venini 
2000, p. 58); b) Napoleone Martinuzzi, blown vase with two handles, 
designed in the years 1925-28. This tall vase (46 cm high) is inspired by 
the shapes of Roman cinerary urns (Venini 2000, p. 65).

ba
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After the end of the Cappellin &Venini 
firm, Paolo Venini would continue on his 
own, appointing the sculptor Napoleone 
Martinuzzi, another greatly innovative artist 
who would seek inspiration from Roman 
blown glasses, reinterpreted by designing 
large scale glass-wares in strong colours (fig. 
4b)38. Paolo Venini himself would revisit in 
a completely new way the millefiori and 
cane techniques and his attention for antiq-
uity emerges clearly from his own designs, 
produced in the 1950s, in the last years 
before his sudden death: looking at his series 
of murrini vases, we can see the evocation of 
the aesthetic of Hellenistic and Roman mille-
fiori (fig. 5)39. 

After nearly one century, the lesson 
learned from the Muranes masters of the 1860s became what we can consider a proper tradition, 
where the art of the past is a continuous source of inspiration.

Cristina Boschetti
IRAMAT – Centre Ernest-Babelon

cristina.boschetti@cnrs-orleans.fr
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IN PURSUE OF THE AUTHENTIC:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ARCHAEOMETRIC

INVESTIGATIONS





Anthropology of Forgery. A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Study of Archaeological Fakes

aBstraCt

The aim of this article is to provide some reference points for the authentication of a presumably archaeological arte-
fact with no context of provenance. First of all, this contribution analyses the Italian laws most relevant to authentica-
tion, while also presenting the history of the main research on the subject, and proposing definitions for “authentic” 
and “fake” items. Then, the fundamental procedures to carry out during archaeological authentication analyses are 
examined.
KeyWorDs: Authentication, materials, visual examination, history of the research, archaeology of production.

“Però la questione principale che noi dobbiamo considerare è la seguente: 
è questa opera, antica o no?”

Ugo Foscolo, 1826

introDuCtion

The trustworthiness of the expert’s eye was already being questioned by Ugo Foscolo in 1826 
and it remains an object of debate to this day1. After all, J. J. Winckelmann had already discussed this 
problem in the Preface of his Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums (1764), when he declared that it 
was necessary to “distinguere le aggiunte, fatte per sostituire parti mutilate e perdute, da quello che 
è invece veramente antico”. He also assured his readers that he had personally endeavoured “di far 
luce sulla verità, avendo avuto tutte le occasioni favorevoli per esaminare con calma le opere d’arte 
antica”2.  

At the current state of the history of ancient art, distinguishing original artworks from copies and 
fakes is essential for those who wish to contribute to a new landscape based not on acquired notions 
or indirect knowledge of the objects, but on first-hand examination of a growing number of artworks 
and artefacts. This pressing need becomes even more so when taking into consideration the demands 
of art collectors and of the very active and still poorly regulated3 art market4. 

1 Ugo Foscolo’s Ancient Encaustic Paintings of Cleopatra was published in the “London Magazine” in 1826 and is also 
found in Eugenia Levi’s “L’articolo sull’Incausto di Ugo Foscolo” of 1913-1914. levi 1913-1914. 

2  For an analysis of Winckelmann’s work see, for example, “Il Bello nell’arte. Scritti sull’arte antica”, edited by Fede-
rico Pfister. Pfister 2008. 

3  natale 2017.
4  BroDie 2014.
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The history of art (and the history of archaeology as history of ancient art5) is full of lures cast by 
“image professionals” to attract amateurs, collectors and scholars, who then need appropriate critical 
tools to correctly identify these baits6. 

The problem of fakes was ignored by scholars of art history at least until the first years of the 
20thcentury despite its widespread nature. Meanwhile, several articles warning an ever-growing public 
of art collectors and merchants against the counterfeits and fraudulent manipulations flooding the 
market were being published already from the first half of the 19th century. As a matter of fact, between 
the 18th and 19th centuries, Neoclassicism and Romanticism both changed the notion of authenticity 
of a work of art, so that it acquired a decisive and broader sense of historical truth. However, its 
modern meaning seems to be an essentially post-romantic cultural construction7. 

Max J. Friedländer’s articles on the problems of attribution and falsification were among the 
most interesting ones on the subject to be published during this period. There, he suggested a way 
out based on the concept of the “quality” of the artworks, and on their being able to convey aesthetic 
emotions, something that copies and counterfeited items could not accomplish. His yardstick was 
modelled after the experience of the connoisseur, who is able to feel “the strength of the sensually spir-
itualised impression”8; uncovering fakes, then, was part and parcel of the trade. Friedländer’s consid-
erations did not hide the danger even for the more expert of being victims of judgement errors; none-
theless, they were essentially reassuring and described the merits of formal analyses. 

In the same years, Hans Tietze published his reflection on the problem of fakes, which he consid-
ered not only signs of a lack of visual culture in a context of general infatuation for art, but also an 
outrageous offence against the artists’ original characters9. During the same period, Julius S. Held 
spurred scholars not to rely on scientific examinations only, as the progress of the research on coun-
terfeiting methods seemed closely linked to the advancement of forger’s technical abilities. So, the 
formal and stylistic study became a deciding factor for authentication, because any artwork reveals 
precise historical and chronological coordinates when carefully examined; these coordinates can then 
be used to place the artefact in a common sequence. In fact, forgers have the means to copy tech-
niques, but they breach the laws of history. It was not a coincidence that, during the first half of the 
20th century, Otto Kurz published his famous book on Fakes. There, he described the different tech-
nical sectors of forgery not only according to their various manifestations, but also following the 
history of taste and, in some cases, relating them to the history of art criticism10. 

Then, the topic of fakes and its corollaries, that is, the topic of copies, authenticity, originality and 
reproducibility of the work of art, are essential for studying not only the history of artistic practice and 
its reception, but also the history of art history (from ancient to contemporary art) and of aestheticism11. 

toWarDs a (or several) Definition(s) of forgery

Authentication is the operation by which an object is recognised as authentic and is declared 
original12, that is, its provenance is affirmed13. On the opposing side we find forgery, the mental14, arti-

5  BianChi BanDinelli 1976.
6  Famous example: heBBorn 1994.
7  anDreoli 2014, p. 27.
8  frieDlänDer 1941, p. 143.
9  tietze 1934, p. 17.
10  Kurz 1948.
11  For an update, see ferretti 2009. 
12  Dizionario Treccani, s.v. Autenticazione. Online available: http://www.treccani.it/vocabolario/autenticazione/. 
13  Casarin 2015, p. 42.
14  “Si fraintende la falsificazione ove si creda di poterne trattare da un punto di vista prammatico, come storia dei me-

todi di fabbricazione dei falsi, invece che partirsi dal giudizio di falso. Ciò che risulterà subito esplicito se si pon mente che 
il falso non è falso finché non viene riconosciuto come tale, non potendosi infatti considerare la falsità come una proprietà 
inerente all’oggetto”. Enciclopedia Universale dell’Arte, 1958, p. 312.
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ficial and manual operation by which a technical stratagem is planned, created and/or developed to 
make an object appear to be something it could never actually be, that is, an authentic artefact that has 
authority because it has been recognised as such15. 

A fake16 is an artefact created and desired by man, implying a process based on contemporary 
and cutting-edge technical and formal skills, and finds its place in its social and economic context, as 
it reflects the fashion and tastes of the time of its creation17. 

Clearly, forgeries must be distinguished from other forms of mimicry18 such as copies, replicas, and 
pastiches, that imply a condition of freedom from their models, and also from mystifications, that is, 
fakes created with intent of being uncovered as such at a precise time. In addition, there are the prod-
ucts of restorations, those resulting from the need to integrate a decorative composition or a collection; 
there also the products of revivals and of serial productions, that at one point were rejected as such. 

Fighting against illegal trade and forgeries aimed at deceiving both people and Art itself is abso-
lutely right and proper. However, what must be considered equally important is studying the mech-
anisms, techniques and thoughts underlying the several faces of forgery, which are in themselves a 
reflection of a society, like for example the contemporary one.

The complexity resides in the fact that falsity is a subjective and human value, a part of the judge-
ment concerning the link between the object and the idea and intent behind its creation and distribu-
tion. Thus, it exists only when understood and perceived as such; it is not inherent to the object, nor 
is it one of its characteristics, it always refers to something else. A further difficulty arises from the 
historical relativity of the definition, since different principles were applied to deem fakes as such19. 

For example, according to Herodotus (V, 59-61) and Pausanias (I, 48, 7), even in Classical Greece 
there where cases of fake epigraphs being placed on monuments, statues and furnishings preserved in 
several sanctuaries, put there with the aim of giving them a greater symbolic value or historical and 
religious meaning. They are not counterfeited items, as they were perceived as necessary for main-
taining a balance in the religious sphere; nonetheless, there are quite close to being actual forgeries. 
During the Hellenistic period, then, the psychological relationship between the public and Classical 
Art masterpieces became even more complex, taking the first steps towards a new understanding of 
the reproduction of original Greek models20. Hellenistic sovereigns gave life to a Classical Art revival 
pertaining to the Greek masterpieces from the V century onwards, and Rome adopted this line during 
its Mediterranean expansion and gradual submission of Greece and the Hellenistic realms as well. The 
imperialist power raided Greek masterpieces and triggered an unstoppable process of acculturation 
of Roman elites in the Greek sense. As a result, aristocrats wished to possess preferably authentic 
artworks and handicrafts of Greek craftsmanship21. When the demand for Greek artworks became 
increasingly high and looting was no longer enough to meet it, there was a marked increase in the 
number of artists’ workshops in the Greek homeland, and a migration of Greek artists to Rome. The 
ancient peoples, then, did not consider originality an essential value, as is proven by the widely spread 
wish to possess copies of famous artworks when the originals could not be had, and copying was not 
considered unacceptable either. 

This relationship with originals and copies, a characteristic of the Roman world, allowed to expe-
rience more freedom as regards the concept of “reproduction” and, clearly, did not consider the 

15  Calaon 2018, p. 391.
16  The Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio (D. Lgs 42/2004), that is, the Italian Code of the Cultural and Land-

scape Heritage, recognises three different types of forgery: counterfeiting (a fake artwork is entirely fabricated and made 
with the intent of being passed off as genuine), alteration (any action aimed at adapting/changing an artwork to make it 
meet more closely the tastes of its possible buyers), and reproduction (the creation of an exact copy of an original artwork, 
so that it may be mistaken for the original). 

17  raDnóti 2006, p. 27.
18  meluCCo vaCCaro 2000, p. 202.
19 The question is quite complex and, to be properly understood, the historical relativity of the concept of forgery – 

not always founded on the same principles – must be considered. 
20  For a short analysis of the question, see CiuCCarelli 2018. 
21  Coarelli 1998. 
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concept of “counterfeit” nor that of actual “forgery”, since the forged artefact as such did not appear 
to exist. Jumping back in time to the pre-Roman world, something similar to forgery may be found 
in the ceramics created by potters from Southern Etruria and, later, by those from Italiot Apulia. 
They imitated with unerring accuracy the pottery imported from Greece, probably for economic and 
commercial reasons. Shapes, colours and decorations were so accurately reproduced, that suspicions 
regarding it being only a matter of taste may arise. Rather, what may underlie these choices could have 
been an ill-concealed intent of forgery against unwary buyers, at least as regards a precise production 
period.

In the contemporary world, instead, when talking about fakes22 there is always an implicit refer-
ence to fraud, that is, there is a fake only when there is an intent to deceive (otherwise, there is simply 
imitation). As stated above, a fake is created when there is an artifice not only in the deceitful manip-
ulation of the material, but also in the intent of the forger, who tries to insert themselves in a tradition 
that does not belong to them23. Fakes, as consumer products, are essentially linked to the economic 
law24 of supply and demand. They answer to someone’s wishing to possess something they love, for 
the purpose of personal gratification and recognition, typical of collectors of all times25. 

Therefore, forgery26 is an operation that sets up as identical something that is not, dispossesses 
someone else’s work, appropriates their way of solving the problems of that artwork, lends historical 
credibility to an item that – for the moment – does not have it, presents a false story of its origin and 
makes the item take an historical place to which it has no right27. 

Lastly, like any other man-made object, forgeries betray their personal data and, thus, acquire a 
limited historical meaning of their own. Thus, its distinguishing negative sign becomes a positive one, 
and places it alongside those items that, without presuming to be part of art history, nonetheless find 
their place in the history of costume and technology28. 

In sum, the topic of fakes, together with the topic of copies, authenticity, originality and reproduc-
ibility of the work of art, is essential for studying not only the history of artistic practice and its recep-
tion, but also the history of art history, the history of aestheticism and the history of art collecting29. 

Fakes, then, have their own rights: the right to be studied30, and the right to find a place within 
the understanding of the social, historical, economic and cultural context that generated it, put it 
into commerce, and bought it. Fakes, once they have been identified and smartly used, may prove 
an incredibly useful tool for promoting legal behaviour as pertains cultural heritage, in opposition 
to illegal behaviours. They also prove valuable for the valorization of authentic materials and, e.g., 
the education of the future archaeological class, that is increasingly multidisciplinary and with a 
perspective embracing the materiality of objects. As stated in the introduction, distinguishing orig-
inal artworks from copies and fakes is a must for those who want to delineate a new historical land-

22  eCo 1975.
23  See, in primis, BranDi 1963 and following reprints.
24  The acquisition of tangible goods has experienced a considerable quantitative leap, directly linked to the deepen-

ing of the financial crisis in the last few years. The cultural sector was touched as well, as now more than ever artworks are 
considered safe havens. However, an investment is such only when the value of the object has been guaranteed and authen-
ticated. anDreoli 2014, p. 17.

25  Interpreting Objects 1994.
26  CalCani 2006, p. 131. 
27 

 
Walter Benjamin wrote that the artwork has a unique existence. Based on this premise, the ascertainment of artistic in-

terest of an object, on the occasion of the verification/declaration of its cultural interest in accordance with the D.Lgs. 42/2004, 
must analyse the individual characteristics of the artwork, regarded as a unicum that cannot be repeated. BenJamin 2011. 

28  vlaD Borrelli 1971, pp. 93-95; ferretti 2009, p. 117. Fake artefacts, to whomsoever they may belong, may be 
declared of notable cultural interest in accordance with the D.Lgs. 42/2004, art. 10, paragraph 3, d), if their particular cul-
tural importance has been declared because of their reference to political or military history, to the history of literature, art, 
science, technology, industry and culture in general, without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 5 of the same article. 
For example, the application of this principle is currently being defined by the Ufficio Tutela of the Soprintendenza Arche-
ologia, Belle Arti e Paesaggio per l’area metropolitana di Venezia e le province di Belluno, Padova e Treviso. gaBBani 2017. 

29  On the role of objects in society, see arnesano 2016, pp. 127-128.
30  raDnóti 2006, p. 31; zeri 2011, pp. 153-154.
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scape based no longer on acquired and indirect notions, but on first-hand examination of artworks31.  
Forgery (not the forged object) understood as fraudulent behaviour, must be banned32. Fighting 

against it is our duty, because it damages the Community and the idea of Culture itself. 

authentiCation anD forgery in the italian laWs on Cultural heritage

For the above reasons, the Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage (D. Lgs. 42/2004) sets 
limits to declarations of cultural interest (as per art. 10, paragraph 5) when the artefacts are counter-
feited or altered for purposes of gain. Additionally, the law rules that these objects or artworks shall 
always be confiscated and that they shall not be sold, without any time limit, in auction sales33. 

Moreover, art. 64 of the Code states that whosoever conducts activities of sale to the public, of 
exposition for commercial purposes or of mediation for the purpose of selling works of painting, 
sculpture, graphic art or of antique objects or objects of historical or archaeological interest, or 
whosoever in any case habitually sells the aforesaid works or objects, must provide the buyer with 
documentation certifying authenticity, or at least probable attribution, and provenance; or, lacking 
such, declaration must be provided containing all the information available with regard to authen-
ticity of the work or object or to its probable attribution and provenance, according to the procedures 
provided for by the legislative and regulatory provisions pertaining to administrative documentation. 

The fifth part, title II34, chapter I, art. 178 of the Code also punishes whosoever, knowing them to be 
false, authenticates works or objects which have been counterfeited, altered or reproduced. Addition-
ally, whosoever, through other declarations, evaluations, publications, affixation of stamps or labels or 
by any other means, certifies as authentic or contributes to the certification as such of works or objects 
which have been counterfeited, altered or reproduced, knowing them to be false, shall be punished35. 

These articles are the product of the national and international relevance and spreading of art 
collecting, and there is also an underlying will to suppress forgery. This is due to, first, a need to 
safeguard the art market and collectors, by promoting a healthy and transparent market instead of 
encouraging, albeit unintentionally, an underground and unregulated one36. Second, according to the 
case law of the Italian Court of Cassation, this criminal offence is to be considered a multiple offence, 
in other words, the Code aims at safeguarding “sia il mercato – lecito – delle opere d’arte sia il patri-
monio artistico sia la pubblica fede37”. 

As a matter of fact, laundering and other offences linked to it, aim at “[far] fruttare economica-
mente le opere d’arte in modo illecito” by exploiting a market worth millions. This market debases 
art and devalues Culture38, that is, it denies that sense of “testimonianza materiale avente valore di 
civiltà”, as stated by the Commissione Franceschini in 196439. 

31  natale 2017, p. 51.
32  Fake artefacts are “legitimised” from a scientific point of view once they are put into the market and bought by cit-

izens or public institutions, and can then lead to a warped historical and artistic evaluation of ancient artefacts. The damage 
caused by forgery is double, then, as it increases and encourages illegal excavations to supply illegal markets, and, addition-
ally, it places fake objects in the scientific circuit. malnati 2018, p. 73. 

33  CalaBi, zollino 2004.
34  Title II is currently being examined and updated on the basis of the bill “Disposizioni in materia di reati contro il 

patrimonio culturale”, presented to the Italian Senate on 18 October 2018. 
35  messina 2018. 
36  volPe 2018, pp. 87-88.
37  Cass. pen., sez. III, 25 febbraio 2000, n. 4084, in Cass. pen., 2001, p. 615.
38  riverDiti 2018, p. 293.
39  Commissione d’indagine per la tutela e la valorizzazione del patrimonio storico, archeologico, artistico e del 

paesaggio, in accordance with Law n. 310 of 26 April 1964, chaired by Italian MP Francesco Franceschini.
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from materiality to authentiCity

Every day, archaeologists and museum curators work to uncover and tell the stories of the objects 
of the past, putting time, effort and funds to identify and characterise these artefacts40. Ceramics are 
incredibly important to understand and date archaeological contexts and to make considerations on 
the dynamics of production, trade flows and social interactions41. 

Due to wars and illegal trade and excavations, though, this cultural heritage is losing its link 
with its original context, and instead becoming part of a new economic and social system. So, in a 
way, object find themselves unable to tell their stories. At the same time, the still high demand for 
archaeological artefacts42 results in a prolific production of fake objects. Identifying these forged 
items is becoming increasingly difficult, due to the cutting-edge, constantly updated techniques used 
by forgers. These forgeries are then put on the market43, almost always alongside the authentic mate-
rial that is inevitably, terribly affected by them44.

Usually, archaeological analysis is based on the assumption that the original artistic artefact holds 
within itself its own story, in a partially clear and partially hidden way. This story does not end for 
good with the creation of the artwork, but goes on with each deterioration and reconstruction, addi-
tional correction, and change in its intended use; and it also includes all interpretations and traditions 
concerning it. This whole, long process is the true “memory of objects”. 

However, reconstructing the “memory” of a forged object is a very elusive process. When was it 
created? Who was its creator’s intended target? How was it “narrated” by its buyer? How much did 
it cost? How was it preserved by the collector? These are only some of the question we must ask to 
define, understand and fight against forgery45. 

Professional archaeologists are often called to answer these questions by the most varied people 
and institutions (public institutions, legal authorities, private citizens, Soprintendenze, auction 
houses, etc.), especially in the case of a transfer of ownership (for example in a devise), of a donation 
(from private citizens to a public institution), of a sale from authorised dealers, or of a purchase for 
museum purposes46 (something that is increasingly unusual). Thus, archaeologists come into contact 
with the stories of people, not only those of objects, which are extremely different between them and 
that usually find a common denominator in a shared cultural taste, though people are often unaware 
of what they have actually acquired during their lives. Emotional reasons, the desire to stand out, 
self-satisfaction, and assertiveness are just a few examples of the “moto acquirente” of collectors, and 
not only of modern-day ones47. So, the process of multidisciplinary knowledge aptly described by 
Giuliana Calcani as “diagnostica umanistica” starts. 

This “diagnosis” starts from the historical, technical, stylistic, and formal analysis that is a char-
acteristic of our profession. It all converges in the evaluation of the authenticity of the artwork48, 
starting from the alterations in shape and style, to the changes to the conditions of representability, 
and finally arriving to taste as regards the imagery of subjects and themes49. 

The worst possible situation for archaeologists to find themselves in is having to examine and 
authenticate presumably archaeological artefacts that have absolutely no context of provenance50. 

40  salvaDori et alii 2018.
41  See for example the workbooks by sinoPoli 1991 and sKiBo 2013.
42  See the survey “Collecting in the Digital Age. International Collectors Survey”, published by AXA Art in 2014.
43  On the art market, see preliminarily the book by BroDie, maCKenzie 2014 and the volume edited by Desmarais 2015.
44  CalCani 2006, p. 136.
45  On the figure of the forger and their motivations, see lenain 2011, while for the ethical, legal and practical impli-

cations of forgery, see Aspects of Art Forgery 1962.
46  On the topic, see the Code of Ethics for Museums drafted by the International Council of Museums (ICOM). 
47  Interpreting Objects 1994, pp. 157-159, 193-204; BaeKelanD 1994, pp. 205-219.
48  O’Connor 2004 gives a detailed description of the analytical process as well, though in different fields.
49  CalCani 2018, p. 473.
50  On the study of ceramic material coming from an archaeological excavation, see CeCi, santangeli valenzani 2016 

and lunD, PoBlome, malfitana 2018. 
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In these cases, there is no information regarding the context they were found in, let alone on how 
they came to be part of the collection and/or assemblage; in short, there is no information regarding 
neither their past history nor their recent one. 

When faced with this situation, the archaeologist must first make an inventory, and classify51 
the materials following technical and formal criteria linked to their shape, function, presumed chro-
nology, supposed area of provenance, and technical and decorative characteristics52. 

Making a rich collection of photographs may seem unimportant from a methodological point 
of view. Of course, visual examinations are essential and may not be delayed, since several, impor-
tant issues regarding authentication may be solved only through observation and direct contact with 
the material. However, photography is an essential tool, because, first, it makes it possible to create 
a wide selection of photographs of objects that otherwise would not be commonly available to the 
general public, and that are rarely published. Second, if used correctly, it makes it possible to create 
terms of comparison (e.g., in a vase: the handles, the foot, etc.) and, lastly, it contributes to the naked-
eye examination of the professional, as details hidden to the naked eye may be revealed in a photo-
graph. Portable optical microscopes have become accessible at low costs and are of excellent quality. 
They can be used, for example, to get detailed images at an ideal resolution for the main analyses on 
the techniques used to create the artefacts. Several kinds of analyses are possible using a common 
camera, instead, ranging from the traditional feature extraction (to get a better result when studying 
the images) to its combination with UV light through polynomial texture mapping techniques53. The 
latter allows to do a preliminary inspection of restored areas, to identify any decorated areas invis-
ible to the naked eye, e.g. the preparation, and to highlight the intrinsic characteristics of the artefact. 

But let us return to the hands, the forger’s fearsome weapons, and to the interaction between profes-
sional archaeologist and artefact54. The first thing an archaeologist has to do is to observe. They have to 
watch for any discrepancies between what they see and what their study of the humanities has taught them 
over the years; they have to watch the whole and the details; they have look at the relationship between 
them and the whole context. The presumed archaeological artefact, as a matter of fact, is nothing more 
than a context to be studied with a scientific and stratigraphic method, proceeding sensibly and with order. 

For simplification purposes, we will take as example the authenticity survey of a presumably archaeo-
logical vase55. First of all, after having identified the ceramic class it belongs to and having taken the photo-
graphs, its shape must be verified. Is it coherent in all its parts? Are its dimensions attested in the main 
archaeological literature? Is each one of its parts in keeping with the shape that circulated in antiquity? 

We are used to several ancient variations, e.g. Greek amphorae, but we also know that forgers like 
to meet the demands of the market, that is, they prefer to make an object that answers closely to the 
wishes and fashion of its possible buyers. For this reason, we often see shapes similar to the attested 
ones, but also some incredibly odd ones56.  

In any event, the analysis must go on. If the artefact were authentic, its shape would also indi-
cate its function, according to that logic of functionality that is typical of the ancient world57. Hydriai 
have three handles because they had two purposes with two different corresponding movements: 
lifting water from a well or fountain, and then filling the drinking vessels on the tables. So, knowing 
the shape means verifying its function. In this case, the archaeologist will look for all those alterations 
due to use, like abrasions, that may - or may not - be found on the surface of the vase, so as to verify 
that it had indeed been used in antiquity58.

51  ClarKe 1998.
52  See elliot et alii 1994, pp. 109-124; Interpreting Objects 1994, pp. 125-132; gianniCheDDa 2014.
53  earl, martinez, malzBenDer 2010.
54  taliano grasso, meDaglia 2018, p. 123; zeri 2011, pp. 153-154.
55  A sublime example of this method may be found in fontannaz 1999.
56  The Greek and Roman ceramic production was quite functional and answered to precise practical requirements and 

to the principle of functionality. On the making of the main Greek ceramic shapes, see sChreiBer 1999.
57  For a general overview of the topics discussed here, see mannoni, gianniCheDDa 2003.
58  For a study on the production, trade and use of vases in Greece, see the book by sCheiBler 2004. An update on the 

topic may be found in oaKley 2009.
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Where all vases used (thus causing alterations) in antiquity? It is not so simple, of course. Many 
vases were created for ritual purposes or to be part of grave goods. However, if this were the case, 
what must be checked are not so much the alterations due to use (possibly the ones cause by contact), 
but the post–depositional ones59. Are there any residues inside the vase? Are there any incrustations? 
If so, where are they? We know that forgers use “aging” techniques to better attract buyers increas-
ingly often. Incrustations are precipitations of calcium carbonate or silicon dioxide from the soil the 
artefact is buried in. To give an example, they are often applied according to a certain logic, but they 
do not behave like what they aim to imitate during a normal treatment owing to a visual examination; 
this is because they are more often than not applied using modern glues60. But it does not stop here. 
To give an even better “idea of antiquity”, in many cases forgers actually cause breaks, suggesting a 
“troubled” story and thus making the artefact seem authentic to less expert eyes. In some instances, 
they even “restore” artefacts to lend more credence to their words. After all, who would go to such 
great expense to restore a vase, if it were not authentic? And yet, it is what forgers actually do. With 
the help of a professional restorer, the archaeologist must also analyse this kind of restorations to 
ascertain their validity and, if possible, to date them. In the case of a fake artefact, dating it would also 
mean discovering when it was probably created.  

Continuing with our analysis, a certain shape is often linked to a certain area of production, at 
least in the Greek world and Magna Grecia. In this case, the technical characteristics of the vase must 
be analysed. On the basis of scientific literature, the archaeologist must examine the ceramic body, 
that is, the paste, and its surface treatment. Using a technique similar to the stratigraphic analysis, the 
professional must verify three factors: the composition of the ceramic body (the clay used to make it, 
and any inclusions), its consistency (its hardness on the Mohs scale) and its colour (the one you see, 
maybe using Munsell colour charts for support). The same approach applies to the surface treatment, 
if there is any, and to any other element on the surface of the artefact. As regards the surface treatment 
especially, particular care must be taken with alterations due to use and post-depositional alterations. 
As a first step, they are recognisable without using archaeometric analyses, and may be described 
according to principles of consistency, composition and – in this case – distribution. 

Thus, the archaeologist will obtain the technical elements (linked to firing temperatures, kinds 
of clay used, methods of manufacture, and ancient technical skills) that they will then have to relate 
to what they had already established as regards the class of the presumably archaeological artefact. 

Only at this point may the analysis of the style and decoration of the vessel start. What is the style 
of the vase? Forgers often used – and still use – red-figure or black-figure styles to meet the demands 
of the market. Regretfully (or luckily), they used, and use, them on vessel shapes that are not attested 
in the literature61. Are the shape and decoration technique coherent? 

Additionally, each technique requires a measure of artistic “tricks” and craftsmanship and, thus, 
is unique. An example may be found in the contours of the red figures, signalling a preparatory sketch 
on the vase, or in the delicate incisions used to draw the details in the black figures. How do these 
“tricks” look? How do they look to the eye and touch? In these cases, forgers often make mistakes, 
being led by their crave to produce, to sale. What tools did ancient potters use? How did they relate 
to the object? Forgers often accelerate the production process and, thus, leave behind a faint trail. 

Finally, we have arrived at the true analysis, that is, the iconographic analysis. What is the theme 
of the decoration? Who or what are its subjects? Are they coherent between them? Are they coherent 
with the setting and depicted scene? And also, does the theme have any comparison? Is it coherent 
with the estimated date of production of the vase? Are there other vases with the same shape and 
theme? Some themes, for example, were only depicted on specific shapes, e.g. the Dyonisian theme, 
so popular on kylikes. Forgers also tend to add a great number of details to their scenes in an effort to 
give more value to their work, even though such richness of detail is not characteristic of the ancient 
world. Of course, there are forgers so knowledgeable that they put figurative blocks that work well 

59  viDale 2007, pp. 47-70; sKiBo 1992; viDale 1992, pp. 113-129. 
60  faBBri, ravanelli guiDotti 2004, pp. 100-115.
61  We strongly suggest seeing Cohen 2006 on the topic.
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together in complex scenes. In these cases, verifying that the forger has tampered with the entire 
iconography is possible only by breaking it up in parts and then analysing them one by one.  

Alongside the decoration, there are often inscriptions on the surface of the vessel. On the vases 
created by the greatest Greek potters, there are the names of the protagonists of the depicted scene, or 
some indication as to what is happening (who can forget the indication of the score of the dice game 
between Achilles and Ajax in the famous amphora by Exekias?). Fake objects show inscriptions as 
well, though they are often copied without following any kind of logic. As a matter of fact, it happens 
quite often that an inscription carries the name of someone that is not in the scene, or that there are 
spelling, grammar, or, often, alphabetical errors, due to the confusion between the Greek and Latin 
alphabets62. 

At this point, the archaeologist should be able to give an opinion on the authenticity of the arte-
fact they have analysed. Now, they are asked to answer the most difficult question of all: is this object 
authentic? If the answer is yes, the analysis will find a place in the discussions regarding various, 
linked topics: social (For whom was this vase created? Who was it used by? What was the relationship 
between potter and buyer?), economic (How much did the vase cost in ancient times? How many 
potters had to work in the workshop to create it?), technical and formal (Which workshop does it 
belong to? And to which production?), chronological ones (When does it date back to? How long 
was it used for?), etc.  

What happens if the vase turns out to be a fake? In this case, there are two main lines of thought: 
1. Since it is a fake, it has no value (Anglo-Saxon school63); 2. Since it is a fake, it has no value as an 
archaeological artefact (thus removing it from the market), but it can still tell a different story and 
have some value at a technical, formal, and historical level, as a symbol of a period, a symbol of fash-
ions and tastes that were different yet widespread64. 
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aBstraCt

This article deals with a group of 8 pseudo-Apulian vases in the archaeological collection of Bruno Marchetti, which 
the University of Padova received as a bequest in December 2015. The aims of this work are, first, to test an “authen-
tication protocol” based on the synergy of archaeological and archaeometric analyses; second, to investigate the forg-
er’s modus operandi and figurative culture; and lastly, to prove whether these vases can be attributed to the “hand” of 
the same “serial forger”.
KeyWorDs: archaeology; private collecting; forgery; counterfeiting; looting; pottery; Apulian vases.

introDuCtion

This research deals with a series of objects belonging to the archaeological collection of Bru-
no Marchetti, bequeathed to the University of Padova in December 2015. This collection is a classic 
example of late-20th century private collection of antiquities full of forgeries1. Bruno Marchetti was 
a lawyer and an important politician in the Veneto Region as well. He had many cultural interests, 
ranging from ancient to modern art and from cinema to music, as is proven by the great number of 
items he avidly collected, as well as by the many public positions he held over the years. As a matter 
of fact, he was a member of the Italian delegation at the UNESCO Council and worked for the exec-
utive committee of the Venice Biennale and the secretariat of Cultural Affairs for the Central Europe-
an Initiative of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well. His extensive library, containing many 
books on classical art history, is further proof of the depth and breadth of his interests.

Bruno Marchetti had gathered a miscellaneous collection consisting of more than 350 archae-
ological relics — or at least deemed to be so, in his villa in Castelfranco Veneto (TV). The items 
ranged from stone sculptures to Tanagra figurines, from bronzes to glasses, from “Etruscan” urns to 
“Greek” and “South-Italian” vases. These are the main core of the collection2. Out of 157 items, 52 
are of “South-Italian” production: 17 vases seem to have been created by Apulian painters, 11 by the 
workshops of Gnathia, 11 by Daunian ones and 6 by Messapic ones, 6 in Canosa and 1 in Centuripe.

*   This article is an abstract of the author’s M.S. Thesis in Archaeological Sciences (BernarD 2016/17). The author 
would like to express her gratitude to Monica Salvadori, Monica Baggio, Ludovico Rebaudo and Emanuele Pellegrini, for 
their valuable advice. She is particularly grateful to Gilberto Artioli, who co-authored the part concerning archaeometry.

1  On the Marchetti collection, see salvaDori et alii 2018; Baggio, salvaDori 2017; BernarD 2016/17, pp. 73-84.
2  For some fakes and forgeries of Greek and South-Italian vases in both public and private collections or in the art 

market, see (L’) Âge du Faux 2011, passim; fontannaz 1999; Bothmer 1998; Chamay 1994; Fake? 1990, passim; Vrai ou 
faux? 1988, passim; Chamay 1981; De la geniére 1979; Fakes and Forgeries 1973, passim; (Les) Faux dans l’Art 1955, pas-
sim; Gefälschte Kunstwerke1937, passim; Fakes and Reproductions 1916, pp. 44-45.
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This research will focus on 8 of these vases which, at a first glance, seem to be of Late Apulian 
production and date back to the second half of the 4th century BC. Its aim is, first, to test an “authen-
tication protocol” based on the synergy of archaeological and archaeometric analyses — with the for-
mer “setting the scene” for the latter. Second, the forger’s modus operandi and figurative culture will 
be investigated. Furthermore, the study will seek to prove whether these vases might be attributed to 
the same “hand”.

The authentication of the vases discussed here has been performed by archaeological and/or ar-
chaeometric analyses — namely thermoluminescence (TL) dating3.

This archaeological study is based on the visual examination of the artefact — with the possible 
integration of sophisticated digital imaging techniques such as Polynomial Texture Mapping (PTM) 
or UV lighting — and the comparative analysis of its formal, iconographic and stylistic constitutive 
elements and technique4. In particular, the study discussed here is based on the virtual “breakdown” 
and “reassembly” of the vase under investigation.

The “breakdown” consists in the comparative analysis of the vase’s shape (profile, dimensions, 
proportions), ornaments (attestation and pattern-work), figurative decoration (layout and subject, 
theme and schema — attested also in relation to the shape and function of the vase) and epigraph-
ic apparatus (position of the inscriptions, technique, dialect, spelling, uniformity and orthography). 
First, the attestation and consistency (absolute coherence) of each element has to be verified; second, 
the chronology, the Painter or Group, and even the model(s) the element claims to refer to have to be 
identified — at an increasingly high level of resolution.

The “reassembly” is based on the combination of the comparanda, aiming at evaluating their rel-
ative coherence. First, if the “breakdown” provided an inconclusive response, the association of the 
single elements would be decisive in proving it “authentic” or “fake”; second, alongside the authenti-
cation, the analysis of the models provides the hermeneutic key to the forger’s figurative culture and 
modus operandi, as well as to define the chronological and/or spatial context of his work.

For reasons of space, the authentication of only one vase will be discussed in depth here, that is, 
that of the huge pseudo-mythological volute-krater inv. 245 (fig. 1). Some brief considerations on 
the other vases — a group of 7 smaller vases of different forms decorated with non-narrative “genre 
scenes” — will be provided too.

the marChetti Krater 245

The Marchetti krater inv. 245 is a red-figured volute-krater. It is made of yellow-reddish clay 
(Munsell 5 YR 6/6), and covered with a shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0), with added white, 
yellow, orange, purple and dark brown in different shades. The artefact seems to be of Apulian pro-
duction, supposedly dating back to the second half of the 4th century BC (Late Apulian production).

the shaPe

The krater’s proportions5 and shape — broad mouth with overhanging lip, fillet at the joint be-
tween mouth and concave neck, flat shoulder6, ovoid body tapering downwards to the bell-shaped 
pedestal foot with edge in two degrees and narrow intended band at join to body7, high volute han-

3  Thermoluminescence dating has been performed for the volute-krater inv. 245 by the Centro Universitario per le 
Datazioni e Archeometria di Milano Bicocca (CUDAM: Prof. Marco Martini, Dr. Emanuela Sibilia), proving modern man-
ufacture (20th century). On this technique, see CraDDoCK 2009, pp. 110-136; martini, siBilia 2001; martini, siBilia 2010; 
Wagner 1998; fleming 1979, passim. 

4  Exemplar is fontannaz 1999.
5  Height to mouth 68,8 cm; height to top of handles 80,8 cm; diameter of mouth 36,7 cm; diameter of foot 21 cm.
6  E.g. Princeton University Art Museum 1983.13, Darius Painter, RVAp I Suppl. 18/41a, pl. 12.
7  E.g. J.P. Getty Museum 77.AE.112, Baltimore Painter, Jentotf-nilsen 1990, pp. 5-6, pls. 128-130, 132.3.
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Fig. 1 – University of Padua, Marchetti Collection inv. 245. Pseudo-Apulian volute-krater Marchetti (photograph by Mi-
chele Barollo and Simone Citton).

10 cm
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dles flanged in section above vertical loop handles and plastic swan heads on shoulder8 —prove con-
sistent with the Apulian volute-kraters of the last quarter of the 4th century BC9, despite some minor 
dimensional anomalies.

the ornament

The ornamental elements are well-attested in the Apulian repertoire and, as a whole, the deco-
rative system proves coherent with late-4th century BC models10. In particular, the palmette motif 
with scrolls and fans under the handles refers to the circle of the Darius and the Underworld Paint-
ers (fig. 2)11, like the system rosettes / berried laurel wreath with a central rosette on the neck, which 
was mostly typical of their heir, the Baltimore Painter12. The main panel of the neck on the reverse is 
also similar to this Painter’s prototypes, as it is characterised by two superposed palmettes-fans with 
side scrolls and enclosed palmette-fans13. Nonetheless, the association with a mythological scene on 
the obverse is quite unusual — the former being usually associated to a female head14 or Eros in a flo-
ral setting15, a female head with wings16 or Nike driving a biga with Eros17; and the latter to a non-nar-
rative “genre scene”18. 

the figurative DeCoration

The neck (obverse) – Orestes’ matricide

The mythological scene depicted on the neck shows Orestes’ matricide before Hermes Psycho-
pompos and an Erinys. All the characters are labelled by an inscription, except for Clytemnestra. Both 
Clytemnestra’s absence and the Erinys’ name, identified as Megara, Heracles’ spouse19, give some pause.  

8  E.g. San Pietersburg B 4323, Darius Painter, RVAp II 18/18, pl. 173.2.
9  On the volute-krater shape and its monumentalizing, see PouzaDouX, Corrente 2014, pp. 163-165; fontannaz 

1996, pp. 53-54, nt. 144; Jentotf-nilsen 1990, pp. 1-2.
10  Side of lip: egg pattern; under lip: wave and dots; bead and reel in added white; shoulder: between reserved bands, 

tongues divided by black lines; egg pattern; around vase, below pictures: meander pattern interrupted by hallow squares 
(e.g. Princeton University Art Museum 1983.13, cit. supra, nt. 5). Handle-medallions: A, female heads in white with dilut-
ed yellow glaze for hair and facial features; B, female heads in reserve with black glaze for hair and facial features (e.g. Bari, 
Macinagrossa collection, Painter of Copenhagen 4223, RVAp II suppl. 17/39a; California Market, I.A.C 3984, Underworld 
Painter, RVAp I suppl. 18/289a).

11  E.g. Roccagloriosa – tomb 19, circle of Darius and Underworld Painters, La céramique apulienne 2005, p. 217, figs. 
1-2; Pizzica-Pantanello – Tomb 5/83 (fr. 23, inv. 312358), Underworld Painter, morarD 2002, pl. 6.3.

12  E.g. Swiss private collection, Darius Painter, RVAp II 18/41, pl. 177; New York private collection, Virginia Exhi-
bition Painter, RVAp I Suppl. 28/86c, pls. 32.3, 33.3; Geneva, private (M. C.) collection inv. IX, RVAp II Suppl. 27/11i, cfr. 
sChauenBurg 2002, pp. 138-139, fig. 35a-c; Geneva, private (M. C.) collection inv. II, RVAp II Suppl. 27/11h, cfr. sChauen-
Burg 2002, p. 140, fig. 36a-d.

13  E.g. J.P. Getty Museum 77.AE.113, Baltimore Painter, Jentotf-nilsen 1990, pp. 6-7, pls. 131-132; German private 
collection, Baltimore Painter, morarD 2009, cat. 54, pl. 43.3-4; Naples Stg. 687, Baltimore Painter, RVAp II 27/30, pl. 326.3, 
cfr. morarD 2009, cat. 65, pl. 49 — all with scrolls instead of fan and rosette pattern.

14  E.g. Hamburg, Termer Collection K.1/45, Painter of Copenhagen 4223, RVAp I suppl. 17/49c, pl. 8.1-2.
15  E.g. Warsaw National Museum 138541, follower of the Darius Painter, BernharD 1967, pp. 15-16, pls. 13, 15, 17-18.
16  E.g. Japan, R.O. Collection, Painter of Naples Santangelo 371, mizuta 1981, pp. 20-21, pl. 19.1-5.
17  E.g. J.P. Getty Museum 77.AE.112 (cit. supra nt. 6); J.P. Getty Museum 77.AE.113, Baltimore Painter, Jentotf-

nilsen 1990, pp. 6-7, pls. 131-132.1-2. Contra, see e.g. Naples private collection 489, Painter of Berlin F 3383, RVAp I Sup-
pl. 28/63d, pl. 32.1-2, cfr. sChauenBurg 2002, p. 178, fig. 126a-c.

18  E.g. J.P. Getty Museum 77.AE.14, White Sakkos Painter, Jentotf-nilsen 1990, pp. 8-10, pls. 136-139 (A, the rape 
of Chrysippos by Laios; B, Dionysus with two Maenads); Naples 3253, Darius Painter, RVAp II 18/38, pl. 176.1, cfr. Pou-
zaDouX, Corrente 2014, pl. 1.1-2 (A, Amazonomachy; B, women by laver).

19  E., Heracl. Megara is depicted beside the Heraclids in some volute-kraters with underworld scenes (Karlsruhe B 4, 
close to the Lycurgus Painter, RVAp I 16/81, pl. 160.1; Munich 3297 (J. 849), Underworld Painter, RVAp II 18/282, pl. 194; J.P. 
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Although the subject (Orestes) is well-at-
tested in the Apulian repertoire from the last 
quarter of the 5th century to the late 4th century 
BC20, the theme (matricide) is not documented, 
neither in Apulian nor — more generally — in 
South-Italian productions — with a Paestan 
amphora being the only exception, though its 
schema is different21.

Indeed, the model of the Marchetti Orest-
eia may be recognized in a loutrophoros attrib-
uted to the Underworld Painter, discovered in 
Canosa in 1813 and currently held in Munich 
(fig. 3)22, depicting the madness of Lycurgus — 
a unicum23.

Should this indeed be the model of the 
vase, it must be noted that, whereas Lycurgus 
is supporting his expired spouse, slipping away 
from him while still holding the fatal sword, 
Orestes is depicted at the apex of the trage-
dy, while plunging the blade into his mother’s 
flesh — a moment which was not usually shown in antiquity, but only hinted at, either on the picto-
rial support or the theatrical stage, by means of its unbloody prelude.

The body — Amazonomachies

The krater has two “A sides”, since both 
the obverse and the reverse have pseudo-myth-
ological multi-figured scenes. This is a singular 
occurrence, since usually a mythological scene 
on the obverse is associated to a funerary scene 
on the reverse24 — although volute-kraters de-
picting mythological scenes on both sides were 
produced by the Darius Painter, for instance25.

The scenes are articulated in two super-
posed tiers — a layout that reached its expres-
sive apex in the Late Apulian style with the 
Darius, the Underworld and the Baltimore 
Painters26.

The scene depicted on the reverse is an 

Getty Museum 77.AE.13, Baltimore Painter, RVAp II 27/17, pl. 323.3-4; cfr. also, RVAp II 18/67; RVAp II suppl. 29/A1-A2; 
sChmiDt 1960, pl. 20; Chamay 1977/78, p. 251, fig. 1). It is noteworthy that their names are inscribed on the volute-krater Na-
ples 3222 (inv. 81666), close to the Lycurgus Painter, RVAp I 16/82, pl. 160.2. For another interpretation, see note 53 above.

20  In general, see isler-Kerényi 2016.
21  RVP, pp. 183-184, n. 418, pl. 128a-b.
22  Loutrophoros Munich 3300 (J. 853), Underworld Painter, RVAp II 18/297, pl. 200.1.
23  The same theme is depicted according to a different schema on the amphora Naples 3221 (inv. 81954), Darius 

Painter, RVAp II 18/43, pl. 178.1, cfr. moret 1975, pl. 94.1.
24  E.g. Los Angeles market, Summa Galleries inv. 2028, Underworld Painter, RVAp I suppl. 18/288a, pl. 17.3 (naiskos 

scene); California, I.A.C. 3984, Underworld painter, RVAp I suppl. 18/289 (stele scene).
25  E.g. Naples 3253 (cit. supra nt. 17).
26  On the layout, see morarD 2009, passim; in particular, for the multi-tiered layout, Id. pp. 49-52; with regard to the 

Darius Painter, Id. pp. 73-97; (La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pp. 189-192; RVAp II, p. 485.

Fig. 3 – Munich, Archaeological Museum inv. 3300. Loutro-
phoros, Underworld painter (RVAp II, pl. 200).

Fig. 2 – Fragment of volute-krater (23/312358) from Pizzica-
Pantanello – Tomb 5/83, Underworld Painter (MorarD 2002, 
pl. 6.3).
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Amazonomachy. In the upper tier, Achilles and Patro-
clus are fighting against two mounted Amazons, ar-
ranged chiastically, while, in the lower tier to the left, 
Aiakos is duelling against Castor, and, to the right, 
an Amazon is succumbing to a “Polylkes” (Polydeu-
kes?). Neither the overall theme nor the single epi-
sodes find any comparisons, neither in the figurative 
nor in the literary tradition. Achilles and Patroclus’ 
Amazonomachy is even anachronistic when compared 
to the Aithiopis, a sequel to the Iliad — unless we con-
sider the hypothesis of an unknown epic variation of 
the Homeric tradition27.

As to the first scene, although the theme of Achil-
les’ duel with Penthesilea, the queen of the Ama-
zons, is well attested both in literary and iconograph-
ic sources from the Classical period, no South-Italian 
vases with Amazonomachy bear inscriptions identify-
ing the epic fight28. 

Concerning the second scene, not only is the theme 
not attested, but the subject is also very uncommon, 
as Patroclus is likely depicted (sitting with his hand 
wrapped around his raised knee listening to Achilles 
playing the lyre in silence) only on the fragment of 
a bell-krater attributed to the Sarpedon Painter in 
Heidelberg29.

As far as the duel in the lower left corner is con-
cerned, there are no attestations in ancient mythograph-

ic tradition. Being one of the Judges of the Dead30, in the Apulian imagerie Aiakos is represented beside 
Rhadamantys and Triplolemos or Minos in some late-4th century BC volute-kraters with Underworld 
scenes31. He is depicted as a bearded man dressed in a himation and holding a sceptre, either standing or 
sitting on throne. So, although the subject is attested in the Late Apulian repertoire, both the theme and 
the iconography are inconsistent in the Marchetti krater 245.

Lastly, with regard to the Dioscuri, although the subject is well attested in the Apulian produc-
tion, neither the theme nor the heroic iconography — they are usually beardless, nude youths with 

27  See for instance the hydria of the Policoro Painter with the Amazons entering the Trojan War after the death of 
Sarpedon, moret 1975, n. 5, cfr. p. 152, nt. 7 et passim.

28  Nonetheless, according to some scholars, this theme might be recognized in the volute-krater Basel Antikensam-
mlung, Iliupersis Painter, RVAp I 8/260, cfr. (La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pl. 111.2, and the volute-krater Adolph-
seck 178, Lycurgus Painter, RVAp I 16/11, cfr. (La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pl. 118.4 (cfr. also, a fragment attributed 
to the Underworld Painter, with running biga, CamBitoglou, Chamay 1997, pp. 250-255), depicting an Amazon collaps-
ing in the arms of a nude Greek before Aphrodite and Eros — erotic scene —, as well as in the volute-krater Taranto, Un-
derworld Painter, RVAp I 18/296 (cfr. DevamBez, Kauffmann-samaras 1981, n. 380a — Theseus and Anthiope), with the 
fight between an Amazon and a Greek just getting off their chariots, or in one amphora of the same painter representing a 
Greek unhorsing an Amazon (Trieste S 380, Lycurgus Painter, RVAp I 16/19, cfr. sCarfi 1969, pp. 34-35, pls. 14-15) — war 
scene. For other interpretations, see RVAp I 16/45 contra Kossatz-Deissmann 1981, n. 744; DevamBez, Kauffmann-sama-
ras 1981, n. 184 and Berger 1994, n. 43; or RVAp I 15/44 contra moret 1975, pls. 98-100.

29  Bell-krater (fragments.) Heidelberg 26.87, Sarpedon Painter, RVAp I 7/5, cfr. giuliani 2003, p. 205, fig. 49 — cfr. Il. 
9.182-191. Patroclus is referred to by means of his heroon in the volute-krater Naples 3228 (inv. 82921), Iliupersis Painter, 
RVAp I 8/9, cfr. sChauenBurg 1961, pl. 45.1, and by means of his tomb in the volute-krater Naples 3254 (inv. 81393), Dar-
ius Painter, RVAp II 18/39, cfr. morarD 2009, p. 178, cat. 32, pl. 25.

30  Pl. apol. 41a; Gorg. 523e-524a.
31  Volute-krater Munich 3297 (J. 849), Underworld Painter, RVAp II 18/282, pl. 194; volute-krater Karlsruhe B 4 (cit. 

supra, nt. 18); volute-krater Naples 3222 (cit. supra nt. 18). As far as the latter is concerned, it is worth noting that it depicts 
also Megara with the Heraclids and that this is the only vase bearing inscriptions identifying them.

Fig. 4 – Naples, Sant’Angelo Museum inv. 689. Volute-
krater, Painter of Copenhagen 4223 (RVAp II, pl. 167.4).
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fluttering himation, spear and pilos or petasos — 
find any comparisons.

As for the overall layout, a clear compari-
son — and likely the model — is found in the 
unprovenanced volute-krater Naples Stg. 689, 
attributed to the Painter of Copenhagen 4223 
(fig. 4)32. There are some slight incongruences: 
first, the inversion of the chiastic arrangement in 
the upper tier; second, the schema of the scene 
in the lower tier to the right — likely a combi-
nation of the dying Amazon in the right corner 
of the model 33 with the triumphant hoplite in 
the opposite corner34; third, the duel in the lower 
right corner. Minor differences occur in the hop-
lites and the Amazons’ iconographies and attrib-
utes — Achilles’ Corinthian helmet with lophos, 
which, nevertheless, are consistent with the imagerie of Apulian Amazonomachies35. Vice versa, sig-
nificant mistakes are the left-handed warriors (Achilles, the Amazon in the upper right corner, Aia-
kos), the unrealistic or heraldic way the characters hold spears (the mounted Amazons, Patroclus, 
Castor and Aiakos) and shields36 (Polylkes), the hoplites depicted with an uncovered head (Patroclus, 
Castor, Aiakos), and perspective errors (Castor-Aiakos)37.

The scene on the obverse represents the Dioscuri: a mounted Castor is rampant over a woman 
lying on the ground, while a kneeling Pollux has triumphed against an Amazon lying dead on her 
horse before Athena and an enigmatic female warrior fights against a mounted Amazon over a nude 
dead youth (Linceus?)38. This theme is not documented in the mythological tradition, in neither icon-
ographic nor literary sources.

As for the scene in the upper right corner, the scheme of the monomachy between a mount-
ed Amazon and a standing hoplite over a dead Amazon, an Attic legacy, is well attested in the Late 
Apulian figurative repertoire, especially in vases attributed to the Darius, the Underworld and the 
Baltimore Painters (fig. 5)39; it is also found in the aforementioned volute-krater attributed to the Co-

32  RVAp II 17/55, pl. 167.4.
33  Both the Amazons are laying supine close to a trunk, the left leg flexed over the right, the left arm stretched out and 

the right flexed over the head, wearing chiton with belt and baldrics, diamond anaxyrides, krepides and kidaris.
34  The schema of the hoplites stepping over and piercing the Amazon is unusual, cfr. the oinochoe Boston 89.260, He-

lios Group, RVAp II 28/123, pl. 366.2. 
35  Achilles holds a spear over his shoulder, pointing down, in left hand (sic!) and a shield in his right hand, wears a ch-

lamis without bandoleer and a Corinthian helmet with lophos; the Amazones wear chitoniskos with belt and baldrics, with 
or without anaxyrides, chlamis, kidaris, and krepides or endromides.

36  The Amazon to the right holds the spear pointing down, oblique, the arm open; the Amazon to the left holds the 
spear pointing up, vertical, the arm close to her chest.

37  Regardless of the fact that the identification of the mythological characters makes no sens, should this scene rep-
resent the duel between a Greek and a Trojan, still, the latter’s lack of the conventional Oriental attributes — jerkin, tunica 
with belt and baldric, chlamis and kidaris, spear or sagaris and pelta — would be suspicious too. Contra, e.g. volute-krater 
British Museum F 278, Lasimos Painter, moret 1975, pls. 20-21; Panathenaic amphora Louvre K 88, Kask Painter, moret 
1975, pls. 26-27. On the Orientals’ attire, see moret 1975, pp. 151-159. 

38  Cfr. lekythos Richmond 80.162, Underworld Painter, RVAp I Suppl. 18/281c, cfr. The Art of South Italy 1982, pp. 
30-31; pelike German private collection, (La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pl. 173.2.

39  Volute-krater Naples 3253 (cit. supra nt. 17), cfr. moret 1975, pl. 65.1; amphora Naples 3221 (81954), Darius Painter, 
RVAp II 18/43, cfr. moret 1975, pl. 94; volute-krater Munich 3296 (J. 810), Underworld Painter, RVAp II 18/283, cfr. moret 
1975, pl. 66; volute-krater New York Market, Royal Athena Galleries HNH 46, Baltimore Painter, RVAp II Suppl. 27/23f, 
cfr. morarD 2009 cat. 75, pl. 55. For dead Amazon alone see RVAp I 16/19, cfr. sCarfi 1969, pp. 34-35, pls. 14-15; RVAp 
II 17/55, pl. 167.4; RVAp II 18/40, pl. 176.2, cfr. morarD 2009, pl. 27; RVAp II 28/99, pl. 363.2; RVAp II 28/123, pl. 366.2;

Fig. 5 – Munich, Archaeological Museum inv. 3296 (810). 
Volute-krater Munich with Amazonomachy (hoplite against 
mounted Amazon over dead Amazon) (Moret 1975, pl. 66).
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penhagen 4223 Painter40. Nonetheless, the scene depicted on the Marchetti krater 245 reveals a num-
ber of abnormalities: not only is the scene depicted on the body — it is usually painted on the neck, 
but there is a nude youth lying supine near the hooves of the rampant horse — he is not a dressed 
Amazon lying prone, but rather resembles one of the Arpi Painter’s Niobid (fig. 6a)41. Furthermore, 
the hoplite is replaced with a female warrior, whose characteristics — chitoniskos with studded belt, 
chlamis and endromides — usually characterise the Amazons, Iris, the Erinyes, Lyssa, Poinè, Hecate 
or Artemis42. Nonetheless, she cannot be recognized as any of these women43.

Regarding the scene in the lower right corner, the schemata of neither the dead Amazon lying 
prone on a galloping horse44, nor the kneeling hoplite pointing the spear to the animal — only vague-
ly resembling an uncommon Amazonomachy of the Arpi Painter (fig. 6b)45 — have any comparison. 
The presence of Athena makes no sense either. First, she is never depicted on the lower tier, Olympic 

 (La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pl. 48.4. For kneeling Amazons near the legs of a rampant horse, see RVAp II 27/14, cfr. 
morarD 2009 cat. 65, pl. 49; RVAp II suppl. 28/117b, cfr. Korzus 1984, p. 229.

40  Cfr. situla once New York Market, Painter of Copenhagen 4223, RVAp II suppl. 17/54d, pl. 31.2.
41  Hydria Foggia 132726, Arpi Painter, RVAp II 28/91, pl. 361, cfr. toDisCo 2008, pls. LI.b-LII.a. For other nude 

youth lying dead, see Hector (e.g. RVAp I 8/9, cfr. sChauenBurg 1961, pl. 45.1; RVAp I 8/39, cfr. morarD 2009, p. 178, cat. 
32, pl. 25), the fallen of the Trojan War ((La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pl. 166.4), Lynceus ((La) Ceramica a figure rosse 
2012, pl. 173.2; hermary 1986, n. 203), Troilos (RVAp I 16/15, cfr. BianChi BanDinelli, PariBeni 1976, fig. 500), Medea’s 
son (RVAp II 18/43, cfr. moret 1975, pl. 94). In the Campanian production see also the amphora Los Angeles 50.8.16, Is-
sion Painter, PaCKarD, Clement 1977, pp. 50-52, pls. 46-47, cfr. moret 1975, pl. 70.

42  For Iris see e.g. volute-krater Once New York Market, Sotheby’s (20 June 1990, n. 74), Baltimore Painter, RVAp 
II suppl. 27/14e, cfr. morarD 2009 cat. 76, pl. 55; for Erinyes, loutrophoros Munich 3300 (cit. supra nt. 31); for Lyssa, ca-
lyx-krater, Cremona, Museo Civico (Dordoni collection), Judgement Painter, RVAp I 10/27a, cfr. aellen 1994, pl. 11; for 
Poinè, volute-krater Boston 03.804, close to the Varrese Painter, RVAp II 17/75, cfr. aellen 1994, pl. 13; for Hecate, lout-
rophoros, Swiss private collection (cit. supra nt. 11); for Artemis, volute-krater New York 56.171.63, Capodimonte Painter, 
RVAp II 28/1, pl. 345.1. On Hecate, see rosCino 2006, pp. 183-185; on Artemis and the Amazons, Kahil, iCarD 1984, pp. 
747-748; on Erinyes, Hecate and Artemis and specifically on the system belt-baldrics as a symbol of female freedom and 
rebellion against subalternity, see siliPo 2008/11, pp. 159-163; rosCino 2006, pp. 185-187; cfr. Jones roCCos 2000, p. 247.

43  She lacks Amazons’ baldrics and kidaris, as well as Poinè’s wings, Erinyes’ snakes, Iris’caduceus, Hecate and Lys-
sa’s torch or Artemis’ quiver.

44  For bodies lying upside down, see Medea’s son (amphora Cab. Méd. 876, British Museum F 223 Painter, cfr. moret 
1975, pl. 92.2; Lucan chalice-krater Cleveland, Museum of Art 1991.1, Policoro Painter, cfr. galasso 2013, fig. 107); the 
suiters killed by Ulixes (Campanian bell-krater Louvre CA 7124, cfr. (La) Ceramica a figure rosse 2012, pl. 339.3). For Am-
azons lying upside down on the ground, see RVAp II suppl. 17/54d, pl. 31.2; RVAp 28/99, pl. 363.2; moret 1975, pl. 81.2. 
For an Amazon lying supine on horseback, see rVAp i 6/219, pl. 52.5. The comparison with the dead Niobid on the hydria 
Foggia 132726 (cit. supra, nt. 40) is significant, cfr. toDisCo 2008, pl. LIII.b.

45  Hydria Foggia 132726 (cit. supra, nts. 40 and 43), cfr. toDisCo 2008, pl. XL.b. Comparing this schema to a forged 
volute-krater with Gigantomachy, Swiss private collection, n. 7A, fontannaz 1999, passim, can prove useful.

Fig. 6 – Foggia, Museo Civico inv. 132723. Hydria, associated to the Arpi Painter: a) dead Niobid; b) Amazonomachy (to-
DisCo 2008, pls. LI.b and XL.b).

a b
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deities usually appearing on the upper tier as spectators46 — and often of Amazonomachies47. Second, 
the Goddess lacks her traditional attributes, that is, chiton, Aegis ed helmet48.

the ePigraPhiC aPParatus

The Marchetti krater 245 bears 15 inscriptions labelling the characters (fig. 7). Although they ap-
pear in the Late Apulian production — especially in the Darius Painter’s one — engraved or depict-
ed in added white above (horizontal, right-left) or beside (vertical, top-down) the characters with-
out any interruptions, inscriptions are far 
more common in Attic vases49, where they 
happen to run sub-parallel to the figures’ 
profile, and present breaks, like in the Mar-
chetti krater50.

The use of the Doric forms ΕΡΜΑΣ, 
ΜΕΓΑΡΑ and ΑΘΗΝΑ — rather than Ion-
ic ΕΡΜΗΣ, ΜΕΓΑΡΗ, ΑΘΗΝΗ — is consist-
ent with the Darius Painter’s production, 
while ΟΡΕΣΤΕΣ51 is not simply an incon-
sistency, but a mistake, the hero’s name be-
ing ΟΡΕΣΤΑΣ in Doric and ΟΡΕΣΤΗΣ in 
Ionic, as in 4th century BC Apulia long and 
short vowels were already orthographi-
cally different from one another — as 
ΑΘΗΝΑ shows aptly. To this end, the in-
scriptions ΚΑΣΤOΡ — for ΚΑΣΤΩΡ — and 
ΠΟΛΥΔΕΥΚEΣ — for ΠΟΛΥΔΕΥΚΗΣ — are 
inconsistent as well. Moreover, the inscrip-
tion ΠΟΛΥΛΚΕΣ makes no sense — likely 
a misunderstanding of ΠΟΛΥΔΕΥΚΗΣ, as it 
may be argued given the presence of Cas-
tor in the same frieze. There is also more 
than one unnecessary ΚΑΛΟΣ, well attested 
in the Attic production as an acclamation 
of beauty52. Furthermore, some of the let-
ters prove internal inconsistencies, as well 
as anachronisms, when compared to late 4th 
century BC originals53.

46  morarD 2009, pp. 90-93 et passim. Contra, cfr. Id. pp. 101-116. Specifically, on Athena, see Id., p. 92, n. 530.
47  Id. pp. 92-93. See RVAp II 27/14, cfr. morarD 2009 cat. 65, pl. 49; RVAp II 27/14a, cfr. morarD 2009, cat. 72, pl. 

54; RVAp II suppl. 27/14e, cfr. morarD 2009 cat. 76, pl. 55; RVAp II suppl. 27/14f, cfr. morarD 2009 cat. 74, pl. 54; RVAp 
II 28/1, pl. 345.1; RVAp I suppl., 27/14b; RVAp I suppl., 27/14c; RVAp I suppl., 27/14d. Cfr. also, RVAp I 16/45, cfr. siCh-
termann 1966, p. 34, n. 37, pl. 55; RVAp I Suppl. 18/327a; RVAp I suppl. 15/34a, pl. 6.1-3.

48  morarD 2009, pp. 86-88. 
49  For the presence of inscriptions in Apulian pottery, see sChmiDt 2003; RVAp, p. 192; trenDall 1967, pp. 13-14; in 

Attic pottery, in general, himmerWahr 1990; lissarague 1992; steiner 2007; on inscriptions that make no sense, himmer-
Wahr 2006, JuBier 1998.

50  Cfr. forged bell-krater, Swiss private collection, n. 5, fontannaz 1999, pp. 63-65, with ΑΦΡΟΔΙΤΕ and ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΣ 
in added white.

51  For internal incoherence in the use of dialects on the same vase, see, for instance, volute-krater Toledo (Ohio), Mu-
seum of Art 1994-19, Darius Painter, RVAp II Suppl. 18/41a1, with ΕΡΜΗΣ (ion.) and ΦΕΡΣΕΦΟΝΑ (dor.).

52  lissarague 1999.
53  The epigraphies on this vase as well as on the other artefacts in the Marchetti Collection are currently under 

investigation by Alessandra Coppola and Serena Peruch (University of Padua). The author owes them the suggestion 

Fig. 7 – Inscriptions on volute-krater Marchetti 245: a. ΟΡΕΣΤΕΣ; 
b. ΜΕΓΑΡΑ; c. ΠΑΤΡΟΚΛΟΣ; d. ΚΑΣΤOΡ; e. ΚΑΛΟΣ; f. ΚΑΛΟΣ; g. 
ΚΑΛΟΣ; h. ΑΙΑΚΟΣ; i. ΚΑΛΟΣ; j. ΚΑΣΤOΡ; k. ΑΘΗΝΑ; l. ΑΧΙΛΛΕΥΣ; m. 
ΠΟΛΥΛΚΕΣ; n. ΕΡΜΑΣ; o. ΠΟΛΥΔΕΥΚEΣ (photographs by Author).
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Given the abovementioned anomalies concerning iconography, the hypothesis that these in-
scriptions are fake additions meant to “enrich” an authentic vase and tell original mythic stories 
looks unlikely.

the “Painter of the marChetti Krater”: Modus operAndi anD figurative Culture

To conclude, although the shape, ornamentation, subjects and most of the schemata are con-
sistent with the Late Apulian repertoire, themes that make no sense, iconographic mistakes and the 
epigraphic apparatus prove that the Marchetti krater 245 is a forgery. Physical analysis of material 
extracted from the base of the krater by thermoluminescence dating confirmed this conclusion, ver-
ifying its modern production.

The vase bizarrely combines stylistic features and ornamental and iconographic models that re-
fer to the Darius Painter and to his predecessor — the Painter of Copenhagen 4223, and followers — 
the Underworld and the Baltimore Painters. Despite the mythographic inconsistency, narrative and 
iconographic mistakes and epigraphic anachronisms, the “Painter of the Marchetti krater” shows a 
great familiarity with the artistic horizon which he/she surreptitiously tries to enter.

His/her modus operandi is based on an absurd, paratactic collage of ornamentations, scenes 
and figures, likely copied from some “cahiers de modèles” — unless one assumes he/she laid his/her 
hands on some unpublished, looted vases which then entered the illicit market. Considering that 
the loutrophoros Munich 3300 with Lycurgeia was published in 181654, but that the volute-krater 
Naples Stg. 689 with Amazonomachy was published only in 195755, this is likely the terminus post 
quem to which the forgery can be dated. Indeed, given the fact that both vases are pictured in the 
second volume of The Red-figured vases of Apulia (1982, pl. 200 and 167)56, we are keen to sur-
mise that this was the forger’s very “cahier de modèles”, and to postpone the terminus post quem to 
1982. Nevertheless, the puzzling hypothesis of the circulation of unpublished drawing notebooks 
is not unlikely.

serial forger? other PseuDo-aPulian vases in the marChetti ColleCtion

The style of the “Painter of the Marchetti krater” allows us to compare the eponymous vase to 
other 7 pseudo-Apulian vases in the same collection (infra, Catalogue).

Apart from the volute-krater inv. 24057 and the amphora inv. 34558, representing typical funer-
ary scenes, these specimens refer to the production of “smaller vases”, whose production increased 
considerably from the second quarter of the 4th century BC onwards, reaching mass production at 
the turn of the 3rd century BC. The subjects are extremely banal, offering almost no variations from 
the stock themes of women, youths, Dionysus and Eros, and so stereotyped that trying to find their 
models would be senseless.

Technique and style suggest that these vases may be attributed to the same “hand”. As for au-
thentic South-Italian pottery, different pieces of evidence allow us to identify the “Painter of the 
Marchetti krater”: certain technical features, the depiction of faces and anatomic details, the arrange-
ment of drapes, stock-figures and the recurrence of some elements.

that ΜΕΓΑΡΑ should rather be read as ΜΕΓΕΡΑ, likely a mistake for ΜΕΓΑΙΡΑ, one of the Erinyes.
54  millin 1816, pl. 13-14; see also DuBois-maisonneuve 1817, pl. 26; DeiChgräBer 1939, fig. 5; novellone 1971, p. 

217, fig. 6.
55  maiuri 1957, p. 140.
56  See also the volute-krater with Megara and Aiakos (supra, nt. 18), as well as further comparisons for the scene on 

the obverse (supra nts. 38, 40, 44).
57  Cfr. e.g. volute-krater Once Basel Market, Painter of Copenhagen 4223, RVAp II 17/49, pl. 166.3-4.
58  Cfr. e.g amphora Once Viareggio, sChauenBurg 2000, p. 98, n. 5.
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Fig. 8 – Pseudo-Apulian vases in the Marchetti collection attributed to the “Painter of the Marchetti krater” (photographs 
by Author, Michele Barollo and Simone Citton).

Situla Marchetti
inv. 89

Loutrophoros Marchetti 
inv. 180

Calyx-krater Marchetti 
inv. 181

Volute-krater Marchetti 
inv. 240

Lekanis Marchetti
inv. 242

Amphora Marchetti inv. 
345

Lebes gamikos Marchetti 
inv. 181
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As far as technical features are concerned, all the vases are made of a clay ranging from yellowish 
red (5YR 4/6) to reddish yellow (5YR 6/6), a shiny, covering black glaze (2.5YR N 2.5/0), with added 
white, yellow, orange, purple, dark brown and gold in slightly different associations and shades. They 
are intact, none of them showing any restorations, and present (pseudo-) carbonate efflorescence and 
root marks, that are methods for falsely “ageing” ceramics.

The absence of any preparatory incisions — used in Apulian red-figured vases to outline the sil-
houettes before the application of the black glaze — suggests that the painter drew the figures’ pro-
files by means of an evanishing tool, like a charcoal pencil. The banality of stock-figures (infra) and 
the presence of left-handed characters (supra) may be due to the use of silhouettes (paradeigmata)59.

Regarding faces, they are all shown in profile and share the same features (fig. 8): large head, high 
forehead, straight nose, tumid lips, smooth upturned chin, rounded jawbone and short neck. A short 
small curve distinguishes the lower lip from the upper one, and a little dot marks the nostril. Eyes 
consist of a sub-circular pupil touching the line of the upper eyelid, while a non-tangent, short seg-
ment stands for the lower eyelid. A long arch stands for the eyebrow, a tinier line marking the palpe-
bral fold. Curly hair is depicted in diluted glaze with rapid wavy strokes. With the exception of the 
Amazons with kidaris, Erinys with diadem of snakes and Clytemnestra with tiara (245), all the fe-
male figures wear their hair in a ponytail, and have a bow, kekryphalos and radiate crown, along with 
necklaces and dangly earrings made of three dots. Almost all the male figures wear a tenia or a crown.

As for anatomical details, nude youths have broad and strong chests and tight abdomens, with 
linea alba and navel, specular concave or convex lines outlining costal edges and semilunar lines or il-
iac crests. Two symmetric curves delineate the inguinal arch and the sub-sternal arch, while two sub-
vertical strokes sketch the pectorals, one of which shows a nipple. Legs are traced with essential lines, 
outlining knee, ankle and gastrocnemius muscle.

Concerning drapes, chlamides waving in the wind show peculiar Ω-shaped edges with symmetric  

59  On the techniques of South-Italian figured pottery, see noBle 1982.

Fig. 9 – Details of the faces of the vase in figs. 1 and 8 (photographs by Author).
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frills, depicted in diluted glaze. Sinuous sub-parallel lines ending in wavy rims also characterize fall-
ing mantles, himatia and chitons. These offer some variations: the creases on thighs and gluteus, al-
ways visible beneath the cloth, are painted by means of either sub-parallel lines or brief and rapid 
strokes. Above the belt, the dress, often adorned with crosses, falls in large wrinkles from the shoul-
ders, with short and willowy lines making the turgid breast visible. In general, the thickness of the 
strokes lends an unnatural, frozen-like appearance to the garments.

Lastly, as to stock-figures, the painter’s predilection for a few schemata must be noted. The re-
currence of nude youths shown in three quarter view standing to the left with drapery over the 
right hand and a branch (89, 240), of seated youths (346) looking back (181, 346), and of women 
standing in ponderation holding various objects (89, 240, 345, 346) or cross-legged, resting one arm 
on support (180, 240), is quite singular. Furthermore, the hands show some recurrent iconographi-
cal details, as they are depicted with the middle finger hidden behind the ring and little finger (181, 
346) or closed into a fist with the index finger stretched out (240, 346). Additions after firing, like 
ritual objects or vegetal elements, are representative of the “hand” of the painter as well, as it ac-
counts for, e.g., the peculiar flower with gamopetaly corolla, fusiform pistil and sinuous stamens 
(245, 332).

ConCluDing remarKs

The study of these 8 vases proves that archaeological analysis is a proficient means for the au-
thentication of South-Italian figured pottery; whenever archaeometric analysis — namely thermolu-
minescence dating — has been used for technical support, the results of the archaeological analyses 
have been confirmed.

These vases are forgeries aiming to imitate the Late Apulian style, with models from the circle of 
the Darius Painter (last quarter of the 4th century BC). Indeed, they combine different shapes, orna-
mentations, iconographies and stylistic features likely inspired to authentic specimens kept in private 
or public collections, as well as to some “cahiers de modèles”, amongst which likely featured the sec-
ond volume of The Red-figured Vases of Apulia (1982). Technical and stylistic evidence suggests that 
these vases may be attributed to the same forger: the “Painter of the Marchetti krater”.

As part of these concluding remarks, we would like to address some questions that remain open. 
First, the technical and stylistic features we pointed out, along with some distinctive iconograph-
ic and epigraphic comparisons60, make us wonder whether these vases are to be associated to a lot of 
pseudo- Apulian and Campanian vases in a private collection in Geneva. Those vases, published by 
Didier Fontannaz in 199961, were purchased in Puglia in the early Nineties62.

This leads to our second question: as we do not have any documents regarding how the Marchet-
ti collection came to be, or concerning its items’ provenance or previous collecting history, we may 
suppose these vases were supplied by the same dealer. We may even wonder whether they entered the 
collection as a single lot, between the Eighties and the Nineties63.

Lastly, other pseudo-Apulian vases in the Marchetti collection show different stylistic features 
and seem likely to have been created by at least two other different forgers. How many “hands” can 
we “count” in the nucleus of pseudo- Greek and South-Italian vases in the Marchetti collection? 
Which art market channels (antiques dealers, art fairs, auctions, middlemen, private contacts etc.) did 

60  Cfr. supra nts. 44, 49. See also the stock-figures.
61  fontannaz 1999.
62  On the illicit traffic of looted and forged artefacts from Italy to Switzerland, see Isman 2009, passim.
63  Were we to prove these vases entered the collection alongside a stock of looted antiquities, this would then provide 

further evidence of a trend to trade looted and forged antiquities mixed together, as the confiscations of the Italian Carabi-
nieri of the Nucleo Tutela Patrimonio Culturale of the last years can prove (L’) Arte non vera 2018; anDerson 2017, passim; 
Watson, toDesChini 2016; isman 2009; for some confiscations of the former Gruppo Tutela del Patrimonio Archeologico 
of the Guardia di Finanza, see Veri, falsi e ritrovati 2008. On the illegal trade in looted and forged archaeological relics, see 
also Possessione 2016; elia 1993; specifically, on Greek and South-Italian vases, norsKøv 2002; elia 2001.
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Bruno Marchetti rely on? And on how many? Was his own collecting strategy based on submissions, 
gut instinct, high quality, content criteria, or financial value, or did the artefacts in his collection “apt-
ly” match his demands or tastes? Further research will try to address these questions.

Elisa Bernard
IMT School for Advanced Studies, Lucca

elisa.bernard@imtlucca.it
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Situla Marchetti inv. 89
Dimensions Height to mouth 51 cm; Height to top of handles 54,3 cm; Diameter of mouth 19,2 
cm; Diameter of foot 10 cm.
teChnique Yellowish-red clay (5 YR 5/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added white, 
yellow, light and dark brown.
shaPe  Broad mouth with flaring lip, fillet and raised band; ovoid body; echinoid foot with 
narrow reserved fillet at join to body; vertical brace-shaped handles.
ornament Side of lip: egg pattern; around vase below pictures: meander pattern interrupted by 
quartered and dotted squares; below handles: two superposed palmette-fans with side-scrolls.
suBJeCt A, Eros with branch and phiale bending forward over raised l. foot and standing hu-
man holding fan and flower, beside a laver. Above to the r., there is a bucranium, below to the r., there 
is a fillet. B, Nude youth standing to the r. with a branch and drapery over the r. arm offers a wreath to 
woman seated on rocks, holding phiale and thyrsus (Dionysus with Maenad?). Above to the l., there 
is a bunch of grapes, below a branch and a flower.

Loutropohoros Marchetti inv. 180
Dimensions Height to mouth 31,5 cm; Diameter of mouth 10,6 cm; Diameter of foot 9,5 cm.
teChnique Reddish-yellow clay (5 YR 6/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added 
white, yellow, light and dark brown.
shaPe  Broad mouth with downward-curving lip; concave narrow neck in two sections, di-
vided at the handle-zone by a relief-band and curving outwards to shoulder, which bulges out above 
join to body; concave, cylindrical body; bottom bulges out just below join to body, and tapers down-
wards to foot; pedestal foot with edge in two degrees; sinuous handles curving inward to join neck.
ornament Side of rim: black strokes; Outer edge of mouth: rays between reserved stripes; neck: 
A and B, palmette-fan; below: between reserved bands, tongues divided by black lines, with dots. 
Shoulder: female heads in profile (A, to the right; B, to the left) in floral setting; around vase below 
pictures: egg pattern with dots; below the handles on body: palmette-fan.
suBJeCt  A, Woman with thyrsus resting r. arm on pillar/stele by laver and pointing to a flying 
bird holding a wreath in its claws. Above there are ivy leaves. B, Eros running r. with situla and phiale + 
fillet, looking back. Above to the l. and below to the r., there are two flowers. Above there are ivy leaves.

Calyx-krater Marchetti inv. 181
Dimensions Height to mouth 20,3 cm; Diameter of mouth18,5 cm; Diameter of foot 7,8 cm.
teChnique Yellowish-red clay (5 YR 4/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added dark 
brown and gold.
shaPe  Broad, flaring mouth with overhanging lip; concave, cylindrical, elongated body, with 
offset band at top, tampering downwards to stem; echinoid foot; high handles curving upward and 
turning in sharply at upper end.
ornament Side of lip: reserved laurel wreath to the right; around vase below pictures: meander 
pattern interrupted by quartered squares.
suBJeCt A, youth seated on pillows with drapery over legs, holding branch and spear, looking 
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back to the r. Above to the r., there is a phiale. Picture framed between ionic columns. B, nude youth 
running r. towards an altar looking back, with branch and phiale and drapery over arms. Below to the 
l., there is a branch, above to the r., there is a fillet.

Volute-krater Marchetti inv. 240
Dimensions Height to mouth 46,2 cm; Height to top of handles 55,6 cm; Diameter of mouth 26,9 
cm; Diameter of foot 14 cm.
teChnique Yellowish-red clay (5 YR 5/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added white, 
yellow and dark brown.
shaPe  Broad mouth with overhanging lip, fillet at join to mouth to concave neck, flat shoul-
der, ovoid body tapering down to the bell-shaped pedestal foot with edge in two degrees and narrow 
intended band at join to body, high volute handles flanged in section above vertical loop handles and 
plastic swan heads on shoulder.
ornament Side of lip: egg pattern; under lip: wave. Neck: A, rosettes; below: female head in pro-
file to the l. in floral pattern; B, laurel wreath; below: three palmette-fans with scrolls. Shoulder: be-
tween reserved bands, tongues divided by black lines; egg pattern; under handles: two superposed 
palmette-fans with side-scrolls and fans; around vase below pictures: meander pattern interrupted by 
hollow squares. Handle-medallions: A, female heads in white with diluted yellow glaze for hair and 
facial features; B, female heads in reserve with black glaze for hair and facial features.
suBJeCt A, nude youth with helmet, spears and armour + fillet and wreath seated in naiskos; to the 
l., woman with tambourine and sticks, resting l. arm on rock-pillar; to the r., nude standing youth with fil-
let in r. hand and branch in l. hand, which is enveloped in drapery. B, to the l. woman bending over l. foot 
raised on a pyxis, holding wreath and rosette-chain; to the r., nude standing youth with mirror in r. hand 
and branch in l. hand, which is enveloped in drapery, standing at a stele tied with black and white fillets, 
on top of which there is a kylix and at whose base there is a shield. Above to the r., there is a fillet.

Lekanis Marchetti inv. 332
Dimensions Total height 24,5 cm; Diameter of mouth 22,8 cm; Diameter of foot 7,6 cm.
teChnique Yellowish-red clay (5 YR 5/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added white, 
yellow and dark brown.
shaPe  Domed lid with downturned rim and black knobbed handle on concave stem. Bowl 
with inset rim and horizontal handles, short reserved stem and black foot with convex edge.
ornament Lid: interior reserved; exterior: two large palmette-fans; side of rim: wave. Bowl: inte-
rior entirely black; exterior: between handle-roots: black vertical strokes.
suBJeCt A, draped Eros seated l. on rocks with mirror and situla. B, kneeling Eros playing 
with a swan. Below to the r., there is a fan.

Amphora Marchetti inv. 345
Dimensions Height 44,5 cm; Diameter of mouth 16,4 cm; Diameter of foot 12 cm.
teChnique Yellowish-red clay (5 YR 5/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added white, 
yellow, light and dark brown.
shaPe  Wide mouth with flaring rim; narrow neck spreading out towards shoulders; thick 
strap handles narrowing at the top; ovoid body tapering downward to tall, reserved stem; echinoid 
foot in black glaze.
ornament Side of mouth: laurel wreath in white to the l.; neck: black palmette-fan; shoulder: be-
tween reserved bands, tongues divided by black lines. Between handles: A, volutes in white; B, vo-
lutes in black; around vase below picture: wave; below handles: two superposed palmette-fans with 
side-scrolls and fans.
suBJeCt A, nude youth with himation and draped woman with mirror and fillet at naiskos in
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which there is an amphora with a fillet tied to each handle. B, two draped youths with sticks. Above 
there is a wreath.

Lebes gamikos Marchetti inv. 346
Dimensions Height to mouth 4,5 cm; Height to top of handles 3,5 cm; Diameter of mouth 7,4 cm; 
Diameter of foot 10 cm; Height major cover 23 cm; Height minor cover 5 cm.
teChnique Yellowish-red clay (5 YR 5/6); shiny, uniform black glaze (2.5 YR 2.5/0); added white, 
yellow, light and dark brown.
shaPe  Lid in two pieces, with miniaturized lebes gamikos on tall stem and knop. Vase with 
swinging- up lip, flat shoulder, globular body slightly tampering downwards to bell-shaped pedestal 
foot with edge in two degrees and narrow reserved band at join to body, high arching handles with 
knob on top; four knobs on shoulder.
ornament Lid: knop: side of rim: wave. Lebes gamikos: female head in profile to the l.; palmette 
fans; stem with reserved and black bands; side of rim: wave. Bowl: between handle-roots: female head 
in profile to l. in floral setting; around vase below pictures: meander pattern interrupted by quartered 
and crossed squares.
suBJeCt A, nude youth with drapery on his legs, holding a branch, seated on pillows beside 
woman with thyrsus, an open box with two alabastra and a ball; they are looking at each other (Di-
onysus with Maenad?). Below, there are a phiale and a kantharos. B, woman standing r. with thyrsus 
and wreath in front of a seated nude youth holding up a mirror.
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aBstraCt

A rich archaeological, privately-owned collection in Gorizia consists solely of all’antica objects and counterfeited an-
tiquities, especially pseudo-antique vases. This paper offers a presentation of the most interesting objects in the collec-
tion and shows how usefully macro-photography can be used as a detection tool, when more sophisticated archaeo-
metric methods are not available for economic reasons.
KeyWorDs: counterfeiting; forger; private collection; Attic vases; macro-photography.

I warmly thank the Winter school’s Committee for organizing this event. I do not present results 
of a fully accomplished research, but some quite unambitious reflections concerning a case-study that 
has, however, a certain interest. 

moDern forgeries in the arChBishoP’s house

Quite by accident, over a decade ago, I came across a collection of Greek and Roman antiquities in 
Gorizia, Italy. I had been asked by the former Archbishop of Gorizia, mons. Dino De Antoni, to inspect 
a number of ancient objects presented to him for a possible display in the Museo Diocesano. They were 
stored in a big room in the Archbishop’s residence, some of them on the floor, some on benches and 
tables. It was an amount of 50 to 60 heterogeneous items, among which I remember Corinthian, Attic 
and Chalcidian black figure vases, an Attic red figure crater, a monumental Attic red figure kylix of type 
B and some plastic aryballoi, among them a typical East Greek exemplar in the form of a hoplite-head. 
Moreover, there were a marble head of Athena with a sort of bronze skullcap, a marble double-herm 
in Neoclassical style, a pair of bronze little korai, several statuettes in different materials and sizes, and 
a bronze half-scale fac-simile Riace warrior with a partially gilded shield. Especially noteworthy was a 
votive relief dedicated to Amphiaraos, in a clearly recognizable 4th-century style, but signed by Phidias! 

It was dark (I remember a cloudy winter night), the items were stacked in a way that made it diffi-
cult to inspect them, but everything looked modern. Some of the artifacts had to be regarded as tech-
nically fairly well manufactured all’antica pieces, others, in reverse, had to be regarded as intentional 
forgeries, especially the pottery. The vases displayed abrasions, chippings, limescale deposits and a sort 
of light coating or patina that, despite the unfavorable lighting, looked somehow unconvincing. Some 
vases were quite faithful replicas of absolutely first-rate masterpieces. I vividly remember the Sarpedon 
krater signed by Euphronios and Euxitheos found in Cerveteri in the 1970s (fig. 1), the former star of 
the Metropolitan Museum in New York, now in the Museo Nazionale Cerite, and the François vase 
in the Museo Archeologico Nazionale of Florence (inv. 4209) from the necropolis of Monte Rotella 
near Chiusi (fig. 2). The artifacts were, as I can recall, quite similar to their “originals”, especially the 
Euphronios krater. 

the forger’s Modus operAndi.
the Case of some PseuDo-attiC vases 

in a Private ColleCtion in gorizia (italy)

Ludovico Rebaudo
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At the end of the visit, I told the Archbishop of my impressions, which were of course not posi-
tive, and for a long time I had no news of this collection. Little by little I forgot my “adventure” or, 
better, I had a distant and blurred memory of having seen an amount of fakes in the Archbishop’s 
house in Gorizia, not the most obvious place for that. 

At the beginning of 2016, I got a phone call by someone I didn’t know. The man approached 
me very pleasantly, saying he was the owner of some ancient objects. He kindly asked me if I was 
willing to look at them. I accepted. My interlocutor gave me an address in Gorizia. Immediately I 
had a flashback, but a connection with the old Archbishop’s collection seemed to me very unlikely. 
When I arrived in the beautiful Villa in the southern district of Gorizia, I was led to a spacious base-
ment room, into which a large table and many benches and consoles displayed dozens of ancient 
pieces. The François vase or, better, two François vases (one bigger, one a bit reduced in size) sat in the 
middle of the table beside the Krater of Euphronios. So, I realized that I was before the same collec-
tion I had seen at the beginning of the previous decade in a very different place. 

With my first, original viewing in mind, I was immediately tempted to judge all the pieces not 
genuine. But this time conditions were different. I could inspect them accurately and ask the owner 
about the provenance of the most noteworthy of them. As it could be expected, sadly and regrettably, 
they proved to be all modern. So, I asked the owner for information about the forger-manufacturer-
dealer organization, but I got a quite evasive answer on this point. I even asked a student of mine, Miss 
Anna Chiara Pantanali, whether she was willing to dedicate her degree dissertation to this topic, and she 
accepted. 

Our main goal was to carry out an impartial examination to ascertain whether or not an observer 
with professional archeological competence but no specific expertise in the field of forgery, as my 
student and I are, could establish typological, stylistic and iconographic criteria to assess authenticity 
of falsity, without the support of archaeometric techniques. 

This is a very important point. It goes without saying that, generally speaking, archaeometry is a 
more effective tool than the connoisseur’s eye. Emission spectrometry and mineralogic/petrographic 
analyses are the best tools for determining the geographic origin of a work of art. Thermal analyses 
are so for chronology. Stereoscopic microscope observation, coupled with the thermal treatment of 
the surfaces, is the only trustworthy method for authentication of sediment deposits. But archae-
ometric analyses are expensive and not easily available. In their everyday experience, Curators of 
municipal Museums and Officers working in the field of Cultural Heritage have few opportunities 
to rely on instrumental analyses, at least in Italy. So, I am presenting here the results of our research, 

Fig. 1 – Gorizia, privately-owned collection. Copy of the 
Euphronios krater (photograph courtesy of the owner).

Fig. 2 – Gorizia, privately-owned collection. Copy of the 
François vase (photograph courtesy of the owner).
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putting forward the empirical criteria which proved useful in evaluating the alleged forgeries that 
were in front of us.

the ColleCtion: a short Presentation 

Let me first briefly describe the collection and its nature. It includes different groups of artifacts; 
items have obviously no inventory number and I refer to them by their basic descriptions. A first group 
consists of unsophisticated, almost “naïve” forgeries. For example, there is a typical Cycladic idol; the 
artefact is an iron solid cast 16 cm high. Traces of oxidation are to be detected under the green surface 
patina. Obviously an iron item, as the Cycladic is, cannot have been produced in a Bronze Age culture.

Another noteworthy item is a silver maquette (fig. 3), an eccentric thing that I am unable to clas-
sify. I regard it as an imaginative model of a grave-monument inspired by the Greek-Anatolian tradi-
tion. However, it is very Etruscan in style and so, obviously, totally implausible. 

A two-thirds scale bronze group representing Mars and Venus (fig. 4), 1,20 m high, is a quite 
faithful reproduction of the Canovian Mars and Venus group in the Marble Hall of Buckingham 
Palace (inv. RCIN 2038), one of the last works of the great Master, commissioned for Carlton House 
in 1815 and delivered in 1824.

A half scale marble kouros mixes Attic and Boeotian stylistic features of the second half of the 
6th century. It is strongly influenced – or directly inspired – by the famous Getty Kouros in Malibu, 
one of the most controversial works of art brought to light in the 20th century, probably a clever falsi-
fication conceived by the Sicilian art dealer Stefano Bacchina1. The Getty Museum purchased it in 
September 1985. The year 1984-85 is a post quem time for fabrication of this statuette, because the 
kouros “surfaced” in Malibu on September 18, 1983, and gained a worldwide reputation in 1984, after 
its pre-emptive public display2. 

Lastly, I am going to describe two “symbolic” pieces. A 1.30-metre-high bronze warrior (fig. 5) is 
ennobled by an impressive attribution to Polykleitos, so it was labelled The Canon by the forgers, as 

1 
 Getty Kouros 1993.

2  BianChi, elia 1994; sanDe 2006.

Fig. 3 – Gorizia, privately-owned collection. Silver grave-
monument model (?) (photograph courtesy of the owner).

Fig. 4 – Gorizia, privately-owned collection. Two-third sca-
le bronze reproduction of Mars and Venus by Canova (pho-
tograph courtesy of the owner).
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reported by the owner. Leaving aside stylistic incongruencies, i.e. the 4th century “praxitelean” head 
inserted in a sort of Riace warrior equipped with a Urartian bronze dagger and a shield looking typi-
cally Etruscan Archaic, the conclusive feature for recognizing it as a forgery is that the warrior is 
circumcised! A circumcised Greek hero is beyond imagination. For Greek peoples such a horrifying 
habit was unworthy of civilized peoples and suitable only for ferocious barbarians, like, for example, 
the Nubians or the villainous king of Egypt Busiris, son of Poseidon and Anippe3. 

A relief dedicated to Amphiaraos by an Archinos (fig. 6) illustrates two important aspects of 
a medical encounter: on the left, a bearded man, probably Asklepios, is treating a wound using a 
scalpel; on the right, the practice of incubation is being looked after by his younger assistant, Amphi-
araos4. Behind the kliné, onto which the patient is laying, a tablet erected on a tall stele is decorated by 
apotropaic eyes. At the bottom right there is nothing less than the signature of Phidia (not Pheidias). 
This is conceived in a modern way, something that could have been done, for example, by Cezanne or 
Picasso, i.e. putting the author’s name in the right corner, instead of the typical clause name + patro-
nymic/ethnic + epoie/epoiesen5. The forger’s strategy is a bit more complex here. The relief is not a 
newly-created composition. It reproduces a famous work of art of the first half of the 4th century, 
found in the Amphiareion in Oropòs, in Boeotia (Athens, National Museum, inv. 3369) and repeat-
edly quoted6. The simple dedication, Ἀρχῖνος Ἀμφιαράωι ἀνέθηκεν, is recorded7, but obviously Pheidi-
as’s signature is not. The forger removed the tenon to insert the slab in the pedestal and shifted the 
dedication to the frame above, making space for the spurious signature. Interestingly enough, the 
forger did not forget the apotropaic couple of eyes — suspended above the roof of the naiskos in the 
ancient model — but placed them on the tablet representing the relief itself. This produces a quite 
comic effect but, in their view, I suppose, such a genuine pattern was not to be wasted. 

The artifacts I have referred to do not require archaeometry. Artistic-historical methods are 
more than enough to detect the self-evident falsification. Items like these have no special interest as 

3  haziza 2014; for the Greek point of view on circumcision: hoDges 2001.
4  On cult and iconography: gorrini 2015; Piguet 2017.
5  hurWit 2015.
6  E.g. Petsalis-DiomiDis 2005. pp. 209-10.
7  IG II², 4394; vasileios 1997, n. 344.

Fig. 5 – Gorizia, privately-owned collection. Bronze war-
rior labelled The Canon (photograph courtesy of the ow-
ner).

Fig. 6 – Gorizia, privately-owned collection. Amphiaraos 
reliefs bearing the signature of Phidia (photograph courtesy 
of the owner).
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a benchmark but may be regarded as evidence of the forger’s modus operandi. As we have seen, they 
created some of their works by replicating, quoting and modifying famous masterpieces. This is just 
the second group of artifacts in the collection.

A miniaturistic grave stele in the Attic style, less than 0.40 m high, is not one of the most spectac-
ular items in the collection but it reproduces, strongly reduced in size and with other minor discrep-
ancies, the stele of Ampharete from Kerameikos (Athens, Museum of Kerameikos, inv. P695)8, one 
of the three or four most famous Late Classical Attic grave monuments, found in 1932. Hardly any 
handbook of Greek archaeology overlooks it.

It will be evident to anyone that a beautiful marble head refers to the Hermes Propylaios at the 
entrance of the Acropolis, attributed by Pausanias to Alkamenes (I, 22, 8)9. I may add that the slightly 
open mound (an uncommon feature), the hair with beaded curls and the long beard with naturalistic 
drilled curls (another uncommon feature), are a nearly-exact replica of one of two Late Hellenistic 
copies, technically one of the best I know, found with the famous bronze statues near the Tinaneios 
Gardens in Piraeus in 195910. 

DeteCting forgeries (Without arChaeometry)

Imitating famous artworks has been regarded as a good strategy by the forger, as the examples of 
the François vase and the Euphronios crater clearly show. Nevertheless, they could not avoid stylistic 
and technical inconsistencies. The clumsy figures of our “François vase” are so different from their 
ancient model, that they cannot in any way be attributed to the same hand that painted the original. 
The forger has succumbed to the temptation of abusing added polychromy, producing some comic 
effects, such as men dressed in white chitons in the Return of Theseus or the red-and-white checkered 
patterns of some women’s clothes in the Marriage of Peleus and Thetis scene (fig. 9c). 

However, the owner completely rejected these arguments. In his view, it was unquestionable 
that, if Kleitias painted the crater of Florence, he could well have painted a similar one, and so could 
the Amasis Painter, Euphronios and any other Attic vase painter. He regarded technical and stylistic 
features as subjective assessments, not facts, giving no conclu-
sive evidence of falsification. I find this justifiable. It cannot 
be expected that a non-professional observer would believe in 
something that he (or she) does not perceive at all. So, he was 
disappointed by our remarks and did not accept that his vases 
could be regarded as forgeries. 

The owner’s skepticism led us to search for something 
that could be regarded as a more “objective” criterium than 
style. Provided that the lack of financial resources prevented 
us from carrying out expensive archaeometric analyses, we 
chose to experiment with macro-photography. Surprisingly, 
this has proven to be an effective first-step technique for 
unsophisticated and middle-level falsifications. We have 
applied it to the pseudo-François Vase and to the neck-
amphora “signed” by Amasis. The shots were taken by the 
photographer of the Department of Humanities and Cultural 
Heritage of the University of Udine, Mr. Mirco Cusin. He 
used a Nikon D4 camera equipped with an FF 1.0x –16.2 
megapixel sensor and a Nikkor AF-S 60 mm Micro f / 2.8G 
lens. These are standard professional devices that can be part 

8  IG I³ 1290 = II² 10650; Clairmont 1993, I, pp. 404-406, n. 1660.
9  ChamouX 1996; now gagliano 2016.
10  steinhauer 2007.

Fig. 7 – Gorizia, privately-owned collec-
tion. Pseudo-Attic neck-amphora ‘signed’ 
Ἄμασις ἐποιε̄σεν (photograph courtesy of 
the owner).
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of the technical equipment of any little museum in the 
world. 

The vases raised different issues. The crater (fig. 2), 0,57 
m high, is a slightly smaller and simplified copy of the Fran-
çois vase11. Scenes and inscriptions are reduced in number 
or displaced, but there is no doubt that the forger aimed to 
create a “stepbrother” of the Florentine masterpiece. They 
signed it twice with the names of Ergotimos and Kleitias, in 
the same way and places as the original. The neck-amphora 
“signed” Αμασις ἐποιε̄σεν (fig. 7), on the contrary, is a patch-
work of male and female figures more or less in the manner 
of the vases attributed to him12 but none of them is a faithful 
copy of any figure by his own hand. Nevertheless, they share 
with them a family resemblance in terms of style and tech-
nique. So, it can be said that, as a forgery, the amphora is a 
more complex and sophisticated work.

The macro-photography highlighted some critical aspects 
already observed by the eye, but mostly reveled others that had 
escaped the visual examination. So it contributed to “detect” 
forgeries on the basis of material evidence – and out of the ripe 
stylistic discourse – that is what the owner required. Below, 
I will shortly list the three main issues we have encountered. 

1) The forger writing on the crater was not familiar with the 
archaic Attic dialect. This is why, apart from rough lettering, 
they modernized characters and made spelling mistakes. An 
example of this are the captions Ηε̄ρᾱ and Ζεῡς that identify 
the figures on the first chariot in the scene of the Wedding 
of Peleus and Thetis (fig. 8a). The picture shows that in the 
name Hera13, the forger has reversed the retrograde form, 
eliminated the closed hēt (   ) and normalized the long ε̄ ̄ in 
η. In the name Zεῡς14 they have changed the archaic Z of 
Phoenician type (   ) with the standard letter. In other cases, 
they have written hιδρια for hyδριᾱ15 or Χλειτιας for Kλειτίᾱς16.
2) At first sight, the graffiti outlining details of the painted 
figures had a standard and reasonably convincing look. 
However, the pictures showed deep and V-shaped grooves 
with chipped edges (fig. 8b-c). They look quite “aggressive” 
and intrusive compared to those on authentic black-figure 
vases of the 6th century BC. This is probably due to the use 
of hardened steel tools, impacting the black glaze in a very 
different way than the quite soft ancient iron and bronze 
tools. The macro-photographic sampling of modern graffiti 
and a systematic comparation with genuine examples of the 
same type will be the next step of this research.

11  The François Vase 2013; iozzo 2018.
12  For a good survey of all related problems: isler 1994.
13  Cristofani, marzi 1980, pp. 177-178, n. 74; cfr. WaChter 1991, pp. 87-91.
14  Ibid., pp. 177-178, n. 75.
15  Ibid., pp. 177-178, n. 108.
16  In the signature placed in the Peleus and Thetis scene: no cat. number.

Fig. 8 – Gorizia, privately-owned collec-
tion. Copy of the François vase. a) detail of 
the captions Ζεῡς and Η̄ρᾱ; b-c) details of the 
graffiti; d) detail of the “limestone” forma-
tions (photographs by Mirco Cusin).

a

b

c

d
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the forger’s Modus operAndi

3) The “limestone” formations on the surfaces of the vases show a dull and punctiform appearance 
(figs. 8b, d). That doesn’t seem natural somehow and I suspect it could be due to a spray application 
technique. But what is decisive is that a thin strand is “imprisoned” in the concretions under the left 
handle of face A (fig. 8d), above the nearby figure of Hermes, as is shown by the picture but is invis-
ible to the eye. After a close examination, the strand was found to be a brush bristle. For the reason 
given above, mainly economic in nature, no physical analysis was performed on it, so the bristle was 
not taken from the object. However, its modern origin can hardly be doubted.

Ludovico Rebaudo
University of Udine

ludovico.rebaudo@uniud.it
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aBstraCt

Ancient Maya ceramics have long been a favored resource for scholars of both archaeology and art history due to the 
wealth of pictorial evidence on their painted and carved surfaces. However, there are continual challenges with their 
validity because the majority of these ceramics are unprovenienced and have been subject to undocumented modern 
restorations and alterations. While these modern interventions may improve the overall ‘readability’ of the visual sur-
face, thus allowing for improved academic study, the majority are designed to improve the aesthetic nature of the ce-
ramic; in turn, this improves the desirability of the object on the art market. The high prices that many ancient Maya 
ceramics fetch at auction, coupled with a demand that exceeds availability, has encouraged the market in forgeries. 
This paper explores the ways in which non-invasive techniques, such as optical microscopy and UV light, can be used 
to authenticate the painted surfaces of ancient Maya ceramics and help identify fakes and forgeries.
KeyWorDs: Ancient Maya; Ceramics; Optical Microscopy; UV Light.

During the Late Classic period (circa AD 600-900) in the Maya region of Mesoamerica (which 
encompasses southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, and north-west Honduras and El Salvador), elab-
orately decorated ceramics were manufactured for wealthy elite patrons. These ceramics served as 
containers for food and drink, and as currency in tribute and gift-giving events1. The representations 
painted and carved onto their surfaces include scenes of the royal court, ceremonial activities and 
events, and mythological stories. Thus, they provide great insight into the life of the ancient Maya 
that otherwise does not preserve in the archaeological record.

Due to the aesthetic qualities of ancient Maya ceramics, they are highly sought-after by muse-
ums, galleries, and private collectors. The appropriation of Maya antiquities by the art and collecting 
world was stimulated by early 20th century avant-garde artists such as Braque, Matisse, and Picasso, 
who saw aesthetic qualities in so-called ‘primitive’ antiquities. This led to the acceptance of non-
Western objects, including those from Pre-Columbian America, as “art”2. Ancient Maya art in par-
ticular was admired for its ‘Classical-looking’ style, appealing to audiences of the time3.

The majority of ancient Maya ceramics on the art market and within public and private collec-
tions are unprovenienced — meaning that their archaeological contextual is unknown. The lack of 
context may be due to looting, excavation prior to the establishment of modern archaeology, or re-
covery as a surface deposit. The looting of Maya sites intensified in the 20th century after the market 
for chicle bottomed out and chicleros were offered money by traffickers and looters in return for re-

1  See reents-BuDet 1994.
2  BauDez 2002.
3  villela 2012.

non-invasive teChniques to authentiCate 
the PainteD surfaCes of anCient maya CeramiCs
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porting newly discovered Maya sites4. Rampant looting throughout the Maya region was so rife after 
the middle of the twentieth century that Coggins publicly called attention to the situation5. 

While ancient Maya stone sculpture had been an early favourite of collectors, leading to its dis-
tribution in overseas museums6, the passing of United States Public Law Regulation of Importation 
of Pre-Columbian Monumental or Architectural Sculpture or Murals in 1972 led to increased atten-
tion towards smaller objects such as decorative ceramics. Thus, from the early 1970s onwards, Maya 
ceramics have been at increased risk of looting and illegal exportation from Central America and/or 
illegal importation into overseas countries. 

To overcome the ethical issues of collecting unprovenienced objects, many museums adhere to 
guidelines set out by organizations such as the Association of Art Museum Directors (AAMD)7 and 
the International Council of Museums (ICOM). Such guidelines set standards of professional prac-
tice, stating that the acquisition of unprovenienced artefacts should be avoided unless it can be dem-
onstrated they were exported from their country of origin prior to 1970 — the year the United Na-
tions Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) passed the Convention on the 
Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultur-
al Property. The Convention attempted to curtail the illegal export of objects from their country of 
origin and discourage art-buying nations from importing such objects without due diligence regard-
ing their provenance (i.e. history of ownership)8. 

One of ICOM’s programs is “Fighting Illicit Traffic”, which includes the publication and distri-
bution of “Red Lists” — which call attention to objects in certain regions and countries around the 
world that are vulnerable to looting and illegal exportation9. Significantly, Maya decorative ceram-
ics are the first objects to receive attention in the red lists specific to Pre-Columbian cultural objects. 
Despite attempts to curtail the market in unprovenienced Maya antiquities, there are no signs that it 
is stopping and in fact the author has demonstrated that the relative value of Maya antiquities at auc-
tion has been increasing since the 1980s10.

inauthentiC maya CeramiCs

Time, environmental conditions and the process of rediscovery all impact the condition of an-
cient Maya ceramics. The majority do not survive the archaeological record intact and require stabi-
lization via preservation, and/or modification via restoration. While both are often mutually depend-
ent, the aim of the former is to prevent further deterioration and the aim of the latter is to achieve a 
less damaged condition11. Objects may be considered “authentic”, despite modern restoration, if it is 
accepted they have a continuing history since their moment of creation12 — akin to considering the 
‘life history’ of objects13. 

The definition of restoration is in constant flux and there are different concepts of what consti-
tutes a legitimate restoration14. In some cases, especially if there is misinformation or lack of knowl-
edge about the original object, restorations can unintentionally cause changes not only to the physi-

4  yates 2014, p. 25.
5  Coggins 1969.
6  E.g. mayer 1978.
7  hagen 2012.
8  Bellingham 2008, p. 179.
9  http://icom.museum/programmes/fighting-illicit-traffic/red-list/.
10  tremain 2017.
11  See viñas 2005.
12  Jones 1990, p. 14.
13  aPPaDurai 1986; Just 2012.
14  CraDDoCK 2009, p. 497.
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cal properties of an object but also to its integrity. Scholars such as Boone15 and Kelker and Bruhns16 
call attention to the dangers of excessive restorations and explain that it is a recognized problem for 
Pre-Columbian art. Even more damaging are changes to an object that are intended to mislead, some-
times introducing “embellished and fallacious forms”17. 

Unfortunately, intentionally misleading restorations are commonplace on the art market. Their 
overall purpose is to aesthetically improve, or recreate parts of, artworks in order to increase their 
monetary value. The prevalent attitude is that such restorations should be invisible so as to disguise 
the true extent of intervention18. Therefore, without accompanying documentation, they are often 
difficult (and sometimes impossible) to visually detect. Such restorations are usually carried out by 
private dealers or other individuals hired by collectors, rather than museum conservators — who pri-
oritize truthful restorations19.

In regard to ancient Maya ceramics, the most common forms of honest restoration include adher-
ing broken sherds together; infilling areas of loss (with material such as plaster); and in-painting areas 
of pigment loss (with modern paint). Lynn Grant provides a clear overview of these types of restora-
tions, demonstrating that restraint is sometimes necessary in order to maintain integrity20. Misleading 
restorations include various forms of altering decoration, and modifying the size, shape and form of 
ceramics21. In an attempt to combat such restorations, Bryan Just, curator at Princeton University Art 
Museum, employed conservator Sarah Nunberg to remove restorations from Maya ceramics in the 
museum’s collection22. Decisions to remove restorations are uncommon, and the majority of Maya 
vases in public and private collections have restorations that remain undetected and/or understudied. 

It is not only misleading restorations that impact ancient Maya art. Fakes and forgeries abound in 
the art world, and have concerned scholars of Pre-Columbian Art for some time23. Although the two 
terms are often used interchangeably, here a fake is defined as a genuine ancient artefact that has been 
deliberately altered for the purpose of enhancing its value; whereas a forgery is a fraudulent copy of 
an ancient artefact (or one in the style of) that pretends to be an original, again, for the purposes of 
monetary gain24. Fakes and forgeries are thus related by their intention to confuse or deceive. 

Another, related, category is that of pastiche, which is an artefact assembled from various ancient 
pieces and is therefore partially authentic25. Sellen provides examples of pastiche Zapotec (a cultural 
group from the region of Oaxaca in Mexico) urns and describes how their motifs are arranged into a 
“meaningless grammar”26. Other cases in which ancient artefacts are copied occur in completely hon-
est instances, including replicas — which can be defined as contemporary reproductions — yet they 
may subsequently be used for dishonest reasons27. For example, in her study of the Oaxacan replica 
market, Brulotte explains that vendors occasionally advertise replicas as authentic artefacts because it 
boosts their profits significantly28. 

Replicating ancient objects is considered to be a profession of deep antiquity29. Kelker and 
Bruhns30 claim that in the New World forgeries were being produced early in the conquest period, if 
not before, perhaps as a response to the destruction of indigenous objects by missionaries. Lehmann 

15  Boone 1982, p. vi.
16  KelKer, Bruhns 2010, p. 17.
17  Johnson 1992, p. 22.
18  See lauffenBurger 2012, fig. 15.
19  Bellingham 2008, p. 188; CraDDoCK 2009, p. 498.
20  grant 2006.
21  See taylor 1982.
22  nunBerg 2012.
23  Batres 1910; Boone 1982; eKholm 1964.
24  Bellingham 2008, p. 184; savage 1976, p. 1.
25  CraDDoCK 2009, p. 11; KelKer, Bruhns 2010, p. 17.
26  sellen 2008, p. 226.
27  KelKer, Bruhns 2010, p. 18; savage 1976, p. 1.
28  Brulotte 2012, p. 94.
29  Bellingham 2008, p. 183; Cole 1955, p. 6; CraDDoCK 2009, p. 1.
30  KelKer, Bruhns 2010, pp. 12, 15.
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also suggests that objects sent back to Spain by the first conquistadors created a demand that could 
not be met by the availability of genuine works, leading to the rise of manufacturing centers to pro-
duce contemporary examples of indigenous works31. The production of forgeries increased dramati-
cally in the early 19th century to satisfy the demand for objects and Johnson explains that rising prices 
in the late 20th century escalated the problem of fakes and forgeries even further32. In regard to ancient 
Maya ceramics, their limited supply (in relation to the size of demand) and high value are the princi-
pal stimulants for the manufacture of fakes and forgeries.

iDentifying inauthentiC maya CeramiCs

Scholars have discussed modern concepts of authenticity in terms of a materialist approach ver-
sus a constructivist approach33. The former views authenticity as something that is inherent in the ma-
terial fabric, form, and function of an object; the latter is a culturally or personally constructed view 
and therefore variable and subjective. Consequently, the materialist approach considers authenticity 
as an objective and measurable attribute, which invites scientific testing and analysis34. 

In studying ancient Maya ceramics for her doctoral dissertation, the author took a materialist ap-
proach to the identification of authentic and inauthentic ceramics. During the course of her research 
in several different museum collections in North America, the author employed non-invasive tech-
niques, such as optical microscopy and Ultraviolet light, to authenticate the painted surfaces of an-
cient Maya ceramics. For the purposes of space, the investigation of only one ceramic will be dis-
cussed here: 242725.000 in the collection of the National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI), 
Smithsonian Institution (fig. 1). 

NMAI 242725.000 was acquired by the Museum of the American Indian (MAI; founded by 
George Gustav Heye) in 1969 through an exchange with the Rassiga Gallery in New York and was 
transferred with the rest of the MAI’s collection to the Smithsonian Institution in 1989. The vase is 
currently stored at the NMAI’s Cultural Resource Center (CRC) in Suitland, Maryland, and the au-
thor was afforded the opportunity to study the vase in the CRC’s conservation department during 
the tenure of her Smithsonian Institution Pre-Doctoral Student Fellowship in 2016. The cylindri-
cal vase measures 23 x 14 cm and its exterior is decorated with a painted scene featuring what ap-

31  lehmann 1962, p. 115.
32  Johnson 1992, p. 14.
33  Jones 2010; reisinger, steiner 2006.
34  CraDDoCK 2009, pp. 10-11.

Fig. 1 – NMAI 242725.000 (photographs by Author).
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pears to be a deity (based on the square eye and 
aged face, it may be a representation of God D 
or God G)35 and six individuals36. On first ap-
pearance the paint is very dense compared to an-
cient Maya slip paint, which is known as terra 
sigillata37. 

The author used optical microscopy to in-
vestigate the painted surface and it immediate-
ly became apparent that small patches of paint 
had been applied atop the painted decoration to 
give a false ‘aged’ appearance (fig. 2). Applying 
paint in this manner is intended to replicate dirt, 
to suggest the vase was buried in the ground for 
some time. Other methods of falsely ‘ageing’ 
Maya ceramics include applying root marks, 
which can be forged by applying dirt mixed 
with pigment and water using steel wool38. Even 
in cases in which root marks are genuine, they 
may be the result of burying a fake or forged ce-
ramic for a period of time to create an aged ap-
pearance39. 

An aged appearance can also be achieved 
by intentionally abrading the surface or even 
intentionally breaking and re-fixing a ceram-
ic. In the case of the NMAI vase, there are nu-
merous visible cracks on the interior of the vase 
that have been filled with plaster and extensively 
smoothed on the exterior (fig. 3). If any original 
slip paint was present on the exterior, it would 
have been removed through this excessive sand-
ing/smoothing process. Thus, it is highly likely 
that the decoration currently present on the ex-
terior of the vase has been applied by a modern 
hand. Further evidence that the vase’s painted 
decoration is inauthentic is the presence of paint 
atop damaged surfaces (see fig. 2). A small section of paint in this region was removed easily with eth-
anol — indicating that it was applied after the damage had incurred (ancient terra sigillata was fired 
onto Maya ceramics and therefore should not remove easily). No evidence has been discovered to 
demonstrate that the ancient Maya painted over damaged areas on ceramics, and this is not surprising 
considering it would have necessitated a re-firing of the ceramic40.

Subsequent to visual inspection and investigation through optical microscopy, the vase was as-
sessed under UVA long-wave induced visible fluorescence light (UV light). UV light is commonly 
used to identify materials or breakage patterns not readily visible in natural light, because modern 
substances fluorescence differently under UV light compared to ancient, original, materials41. Under 

35  See tauBe 1992.
36  A detailed description of the iconography is provided in the author’s report to the NMAI, which is kept on file at 

the CRC.
37  Reents-BuDet, hole 2010, p. 31.
38  KelKer, Bruhns 2010, p. 21.
39  eKholm 1964, p. 31.
40  Dorie Reents-Budet, personal communication.
41  CraDDoCK 2009, pp. 34-36.

Fig. 2 – NMAI 242725.000. Dark paint “spatters” on the sur-
face. Note the paint on top of the damaged surface (photo-
graph by Author, using a Leica IC80 HD).

Fig. 3 – NMAI 242725.000. Cracks on the interior 
(photograph by Author).
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UV light the surface of the vase glowed luminous orange (fig. 4), indicating that the entire exterior 
has been overpainted — likely using a modern pigment mixed with shellac (which can be removed 
easily with ethanol). 

Finally, the vase is very light in comparison to other Late Classic ceramic vases that the author 
has assessed. This may indicate that the ceramic body is not ancient, and is instead a modern fabrica-
tion, but further tests including Thermoluminescence (TL) dating are needed to verify the age of the 
ceramic. TL has proven an effective technique to identify fakes and forgeries and has been used by 
the Rautenstrauch-Joest Museum in Cologne to identify what appears to be an authentic Maya ce-
ramic with inauthentic painted decoration (i.e. a fake)42. Further tests could involve pigment testing, 
which would help to identify the presence or absence of modern pigments. For example, zinc white 
only came into use in the 18th century43 and should therefore not be present on an ancient artefact. 

ConClusion

If the NMAI vase itself is ancient, and the painted decoration is modern, this would indicate that 
the object is a fake. If both the vase and its painted decoration are modern, this would indicate that 
the object is a forgery. Visual analysis has been an important first step in the authentication process 
of this vase, and demonstrates that it is a necessary pre-requisite to archaeometric testing. One of the 
most recent in-depth publications that combines visual and archaeometric testing is Berger’s study of 
a mosaic skull in the collection of the National Museum of Ethnology in Leiden44. The study employs 

a variety of techniques to investigate authenticity and while 
highly commendable, it demonstrates that time and money are 
required to identify fakes and forgeries. The high cost of such 
scientific analyses is recognized to be a deterrent to authentica-
tion in itself45. As Hyland laments, not all institutions have the 
finances, resources or expertise, to authenticate objects46.

It is essential that scholars familiarize and educate them-
selves with fakes and forgeries in order to avoid the situation 
where “experts are sometimes being trained on fakes”47. Non-
destructive visual analysis techniques, such as those used by the 
author in the analysis of the NMAI vase, are effective methods 
for identifying inauthentic antiquities — especially where fi-
nances are of concern or damage to an object for the purpos-
es of testing is not approved. Many participants of the Winter 
School agreed that visual analysis is a necessary precursor to 
archaeometric methods, and these results can therefore aid any 
future investigations using archaeometric techniques.

Despite the dangers that fakes and forgeries can cause, 
they remain meaningful works of art that should be studied (as 
scholars such as Jones and Sellen have argued)48. Not only do 
they inform us about aesthetic tastes of the time in which they 
were produced (and thus changing attitudes through time)49, 
but they also reveal the value of the faked or forged object. It 

42  ClaDos, teufel 2013, fig. 4.8.
43  Cole 1955, p. 175.
44  Berger 2013.
45  oKil 2004, p. 220.
46  hylanD 2004.
47  stanish 2009, p. 65.
48  Jones 1990; Why Fakes Matter 1992; sellen 2015.
49  Pasztory 2002, p. 159.

Fig. 4 – NMAI 242725.000 under UVA 
long wave induced visible fluorescence 
light (photograph by Emily Kaplan).
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is hoped that in the future more scholars will be trained in visual analysis techniques to join the fight 
against fakes and forgeries.
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This contribution tackles the presence of modern forgeries of Apollonia Pontica coins in the collection of the 
National Museum of Aquileia. As demonstrated by the die link analysis, these specimens bear close resemblances to 
the Apollonia Pontica forgeries featured in the famous Black Sea hoard. Furthermore, no evidence is known for finds 
of genuine coins of this mint in the area of Aquileia, as this coinage was primary conceived for circulation along the 
western shore of the Black Sea. As a matter of fact, these numismatic fakes were deliberately purchased to meet the 
demand of the black market of ancient artifacts in Aquileia. After some seizures undertaken to strike down this illicit 
trade, they became part of the numismatic collection housed in the local National Museum. In this way, these numis-
matic fakes could alter the picture of the local monetary circulation in ancient times and, therefore, they need to be 
detected and then isolated within the archaeological collection of coin finds recovered in Aquileia. 
KeyWorDs: Aquileia; Apollonia Pontica; diobols; numismatic fakes; monetary circulation; coin finds.

the numismatiC ColleCtion in the national museum of aquileia

Aquileia is the greatest among the Roman sites in Northern Italy1. Founded in 181 BC as a Latin 
colony, it later became the capital of the Augustan Venetia et Histria, also thanks to its growing 
importance as a central node for the trade routes between the Eastern Mediterranean Sea and the 
Danubian limes. The city still flourished during the Late Roman period, before starting its decline by 
the middle of the 5th century AD, when its key role was lost in favor of the new capital Ravenna. Since 
the name of Aquileia almost disappeared from written sources after the siege laid by Attila in 452 AD, 
historians considered the city abandoned for a long time. Now, thanks to new evidence provided by 
archaeology, it is possible to trace the life in this site through the Medieval time2.

As no modern great town covered the ancient city and given the absolute prominence of the 
site in antiquity, Aquileia became a goldmine of archaeological artifacts. An impressive bulk of finds 
has been recovered over decades of investigations, which were regularly carried on since the 19th 
century3. Among these finds, there are, evidently, several coins. Indeed, the National Archaeological 
Museum in Aquileia features one of the greatest archaeological collection of Roman coins in Italy 
(and beyond); within the collection, every single specimen originated from the area of the ancient 

*   I would like to thank prof. Monica Salvadori for allowing me to publish this paper in this volume.
1  For a recent summary on many archaeological and historical aspects regarding Aquileia, see Moenibus et portu ce-

leberrima 2009.
2  See villa 2004 for the archaeological evidence on the Early Medieval period in Aquileia.
3  For the history of archaeological investigations in Aquileia, see giovannini, maselli sCotti 2009 with further 

bibliography.
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city and its environs4. Unfortunately, the abundance of archaeological artifacts gave also birth to a 
local illegal trade of antiquities5. Coins were particularly affected, and they have been illegally recov-
ered and sold in great quantities. To strike down this black market, several judicial seizures have been 
conducted against those detaining archaeological artifacts without permission. Therefore, a stream of 
ancient objects of illegal provenance entered the local museum and was stored in its rooms. This is 
how modern fakes, particularly coins, became accidentally part of the collection as well.

the BlaCK sea hoarD of aPollonia PontiCa forgeries

I will tackle a particular case study, which represents a good example of how modern numismatic 
fakes can alter the picture of an archaeological collection. The subject is an assemblage of modern 
forgeries of coins struck in Apollonia Pontica, a Greek colony on the Black Sea, attested among some 
private collections in Aquileia. During the 4th century BC, a large issue of silver diobols took place in 
this mint (fig. 1)6. These issues are distinguished by an anchor and a crayfish, as well as the letter A on 
the reverse (the canonical typology for this mint) and by the gorgoneion on the obverse (this one as a 
result of the influence of Athens in this area during the 5th centuryBC)7. As demonstrated by hoards, 
diobols from Apollonia Pontica circulated over a large area, i.e. the entire western shore of the Black 
Sea, together with the same denominations struck by the Greek colony of Mesembria8. One of these 
mixed treasures was recovered in 1988 by a Bulgarian lifeguard who commissioned to a counter-
feiter the production of more than 1000 forgeries struck from at least 15 false dies designed according 
to the ancient coins available9. Later, he gathered an entire hoard of fake diobols from Apollonia 
and Mesembria and buried it under seawater for a week before selling. This is the reason why this 
assemblage is known as the Black Sea hoard. Fake coins featured in this treasure were produced 

from modern dies with hot flans and hammer, 
so in a very deceptive style. A single work-
shop identified as “Varna 1” was respon-
sible for this production10. Subsequently dies 
were sold, sometimes recut, and a new gener-
ation of 3000-6000 estimated forgeries were 
produced by hydraulic pressing on cold flans, 
thus showing a lower style. A huge amount 
of Apollonia Pontica fakes spread over the 
numismatic market during the nineties and 
before extensive condemnation and with-
drawal, some specimens were still available in 
2002 on web auctions11. At first, these counter-

4  Even if the work of recording has been undertaken by the end of the ‘70s, the collection still remains largely unpublished. 
A first overview is found in gorini 1979; gorini 1980; gorini 1984; gorini 1987. The real amount of coins kept in the coin 
cabinet is still unknown, but an inventory list dated to 1919/20 already shows more than 40.000 pieces. Since the entire 
assemblage of finds from the 20th-21st centuries is largely unrecorded, a total number of 80.000/100.000 coins is to be expected. 

5  BertaCChi 1993, p. 237.
6  Type SNG BM The Black Sea, 167-176. See Karayotov 2007 for an exhaustive summary on the coinage of Apollo-

nia Pontica, in particular pp. 134-135 for the coins mentioned here.
7  Karayotov 2007, pp. 129-131.
8  See Id., pp. 134-135; 138-139 for a detailed list of hoards.
9  Details about the Black Sea hoard have been drawn from sayles 2007, pp. 80-83; see also http://snible.org/coins/

black_sea_hoard.html. See also http://medusacoins.reidgold.com/newyork.html for a second hoard of Apollonia forgeries 
that appeared in 1999 at the New York International Numismatic Convention.

10  ProKoPov, manov 2005, p. 16.
11  From a quick look at auction catalogues, some specimens seem to be still offered in auctions at the present time. See 

for instance Hemporium Hamburg, auction 74/2015, lot n. 51; auction 76/2016, lot n. 42. For further examples, including 
possible coins made from recut dies belonging to the Black Sea hoard, see https://www.acsearch.info.

Fig. 1 – Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 
147/2006, lot n. 1266. A genuine diobol struck in Apollonia 
Pontica, c. 350-300 BC (SNG BM 167-76). Out full scale.
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feits deceived many coin dealers, who argued in favor of their authenticity also recurring to chem-
ical analysis. Eventually, authenticity was demonstrated thanks to die link evidence with certified 
replicas. As discussed below, a few of these forgeries reached also the local market of antiquities in 
Aquileia and consequently the museum collection.

forgeries of aPollonia PontiCa Coins in aquileia

I first came across two Apollonia diobols in a private collection in 2012. A few years before, 
Luisa Bertacchi, former keeper of the National Museum of Aquileia, had published 5 specimens in 
her work about the possible presence of an Etruscan harbor on the river Corno; the work was based 
on an assemblage of archaeological artifacts that had been delivered to her house by an anonymous 
donor12. Bertacchi also cited a former seizure of further 11 coins, now kept in the local museum13. At 
a first glance, all the available documentation for this coinage in Aquileia has no proper archaeological 
provenance. On the other hand, no evidence is known from the historical collection of the 19th-20th 
centuries or from more recent finds. If, on the 
one hand, the suspicious origin alone raises 
some doubts, on the other hand, the die anal-
ysis is decisive in condemning all Apollonia 
coins from Aquileia as modern fakes. Picture 
2 shows some examples of die matching 
between forgeries from the Black Sea hoard 
and a few of those coins attested in Aquileia 
(fig. 2). The last ones clearly belong to the 
first generation of forgeries made according 
to the ancient technology and displaying a 
higher style. A further element for recog-
nizing coin n. 5 as a fake is the reversed letter 
A, possibly a mistake made by the modern die 
engraver14. On the same specimen, the style of 
the crayfish is also unusual, along with the 
rough attempt to reproduce moneyer’s letters 
sometimes attested on genuine coins (fig. 
3)15. In general, forgeries from the Black Sea 
hoard form a clear stylistic group, which is 
well recognizable from the authentic pieces. 
All the Apollonia diobols from Aquileia fit 
perfectly within this group. 

Nonetheless, the detection of these 
modern fakes is also possible on the grounds 
of numismatic and historical considerations. 
The presence of Greek coins in Aquileia 
before and after the foundation of the Latin 
colony is a well-defined aspect of the local 
monetary circulation16. Southern Italy and 

12  BertaCChi 2009, cat. ns. 25-30.
13  Ead., p. 56. So far it was not possible to recognize these coins among those kept in the local coin cabinet.
14  For a specimen with the same anomaly, see http://snible.org/coins/black_sea_hoard.html.
15  See Karayotov 2007, p. 134 for moneyer names on genuine coins of Apollonia Pontica.
16  A detailed overview concerning finds of Greek coins from Aquileia in gorini 1979, pp. 414-415; gorini 1980, pp. 

699-700; gorini 1984, pp. 291-293, 295. See also gorini 2016a.

Fig. 3 – Gorny & Mosch Giessener Münzhandlung, Auction 
147/2006, lot n. 1267. A genuine diobol struck in Apollonia 
Pontica bearing moneyer’s letters, c. 350-300 BC (SNG BM 
174). Out full scale.

Fig. 2 — Examples of die matching between modern forgeries 
from the Black Sea hoard (ns. 1, 3, 6-7), from a private collection
in Aquileia (ns. 2, 5) and those pictured in BertaCChi 2009 
(ns. 4, 8) (photo credits: ns. 1, 3, 7 https://www.cointalk.com/
threads/diobol-of-apollonia-pontica.280094/; n. 6 http://snible.
org/coins/black_sea_hoard.html; ns. 2, 5 Aquileia, private 
collection; ns. 4, 8 BertaCChi 2009, pp. 58, 60 ).
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Illiricum are responsible for the majority of records, thus producing a clear pattern. This evidence 
is closely-related to the trade routes heading to the newly-established colony during the Republican 
age, as confirmed by other archaeological finds such as pottery17. A large documentation of Apollonia 
coins of uncertain archaeological origin constitutes an anomaly and, thus, it has no real link with the 
ancient monetary circulation of Aquileia. Furthermore, according to hoard finds, this coinage had a 
prominent role only on the western shore of the Black Sea. It follows that the discovery of a large 
treasure of these coins in Aquileia, as a means to explain such a considerable assemblage, would be 
most unlikely, if not to be excluded completely.

numismatiC faKes for the BlaCK marKet of antiquities in aquileia?

In the light of all this evidence, the only way to explain this presence is that Apollonia modern 
fakes had been purchased on the international numismatic market in great quantities, in order to 
meet the local demand for archaeological artifacts. Despite the abundance of finds of ancient coins, 
by the Nineties the number of available specimens was probably no longer adequate to meet the local 
demand, thus causing the need to introduce materials coming from abroad. It is a matter of conjec-
ture whether the forgeries were intentionally bought in stock or if they misled the buyer them-
selves. At the same time, it is only hypothetical claiming that these coins were later sold to inexpert 
collectors as if they had been struck in Aquileia itself, given the presence of the letter A and of the 
anchor, which possibly recalled the famous harbor on the river Natiso and the maritime trades which 
had made the city famous in Roman times. Nonetheless, this could explain the high and anomalous 
number of Apollonia forgeries attested in Aquileia. The way in which they subsequently entered the 
museum collection, in some cases, is that of seizures. Especially during the Sixties and the Seventies, 
a great quantity of archaeological artifacts came to light after agricultural works employing the newly 
introduced mechanical ploughing18. Some of these finds were regularly consigned to and purchased 
by the museum, but others entered the local illegal market of antiquities or were directly sold abroad. 
Furthermore, the same period saw the introduction of the first metal detectors, which led to the 
discovery of a great amount of coins, sometimes entire hoards, with the aim of selling. The effort of 
the Cultural Heritage Office to prosecute this illicit trade resulted in several seizures of materials of 
local provenance, which subsequently took the way of the museum for safekeeping; this is the case of 
the 11 Apollonia coins mentioned above. So, those modern fake coins, previously included in private 
collections, shared the same fate of the ancient artifacts becoming part of the official collection kept 
in the National Museum19. It is now possible to detect these forgeries and to distinguish them from 
the genuine finds of local provenance.

ConClusions

The case study discussed here is a good example for highlighting the importance of detecting 
fakes for academic archaeology and numismatics. In fact, this skill belongs not only to auctioneers 
or dealers, for whom identifying forgeries is a central matter in their daily work. As shown above, 
fakes can badly affect archaeological collections chiefly made of artifacts coming from a given site. 
It follows that any scientific analysis drawn from such a data set could produce a wrong picture of 
the ancient circulation of artifacts, such as, in this circumstance, coins. The case of fake Apollonia 
diobols from the Black Sea hoard attested in Aquileia is the best example to understand this issue. 
No evidence for this coinage is known among the ancient Greek coins attested in this site, but a large 

17  maselli sCotti 2009, p. 6. A role of the new settlers coming from Central Italy is not to be excluded as well.
18  BertaCChi 1993, p. 238; see also gorini 2016b, p. 201.
19  See also the case of a modern replica of a cistophorus struck under Augustus included into a small assemblage of 

genuine coins illegally detained and seized; for this coin, see stella 2017, n. 13.
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number occurred in private collections and converged to the local museum in contemporary times. 
The die linkage evidence has been decisive to detect these forgeries and to prevent coins that never 
reached Aquileia in antiquity from being considered in the study of the local monetary circulation. 
Therefore, a good knowledge of how to deal with forgeries and how to detect them is an essential 
expertise, to be gained by anyone involved in scientific studies related to numismatics (and not only). 
This has been, hopefully, demonstrated in this paper.

Andrea Stella
University of Trieste

astella@units.it
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This contribution is a case study of a surgical set from a private collection in Padua, which can be regarded as an imi-
tation of ancient medical tools from Pompeii. The hypothesis is that the high quality of the fake suggests that it might 
have been made in a specific time frame and destined not so much to collectors of antiquities, and for the purposes of 
the antiques market, but to scholars and science museums for scientific reasons. To present further proof, the study 
has focused also on the box containing the medical tools: a Russian lacquered miniature, dated back to the beginning 
of the 20th century. This item reveals a significant historical and artistic value, as it was very popular and widespread 
all over Europe, mostly in former URSS countries. Many details about the production, set-up, circulation, history 
and the passage of the box in the Rossi collection clearly indicate that it could be ascribable to the same time span, the 
same realm the surgical instruments might have been produced for. As a result, the study suggests that a specific pro-
duction of this kind of fakes might have occurred during the second half of the 19th and 20th century across Europe, 
with a wide target of collectors and scholars with an interest in medical tools and surgery from the classical world.
KeyWorDs: Surgical set; Grand Tour; Science Museums; Antiques Market; Russian Lacquered Miniatures; Antiques.

The objects I am here presenting are part of a private collection, held in Padua, which the So-
printendenza knew about since 20121. The pieces of the collection, comparable to others located in 
relatively remote centres from the European antique market beacuse of the variety of materials2, have 
been owned by Professor Rossi’s family for many years — the starting date of the collection is un-
known. His heirs say that the artefacts have always been at their house in Vicenza for as long as they 
remember; Professor Rossi had seen to their conservation with great care and patience since the 1960s.

It is mostly made of pottery and terracottas from Sicily, Magna Graecia and Etruria3; it contains 
several pseudo-antique pieces, identified thanks to a visual evaluation, carried out using a stereom-
icroscope, by restorer Sara Emanuele at the laboratory of the Archaeological Superintendence of 
Veneto.

The most interesting items are a bell-shaped krateriskos with red-figured comic theatre scenes, in-

1  At that time, Rossi’s heirs formally declared to be in possession of the collection, depositing all the documentation 
concerning the pieces at the Archives of the then Soprintendenza Archeologica del Veneto — now Soprintendenza Archeo-
logia, Belle Arti e Paesaggio per l’area metropolitana di Venezia e le province di Belluno, Padova e Treviso (Soprintendenza 
ASAP ve-met). The Padua-based district official, Dr. Elena Pettenò, instructed the practice to declare the cultural interest, 
conducting first investigations to verify the correct retention of the finds.

2  The most famous ones are the Jatta collection from Ruvo di Puglia (Cassano 2007, pp. 79-98) and the Caputi col-
lection, later in the Banca Intesa collection, at Vicenza (Collezione Banca Intesa 2006).

3  A good number of black glazed pieces, from Etruria and Campania, and some Etruscan-Corinthian vases, is present.

“f for faKe?” 
the strange Case of a “PomPeiian” surgiCal set 

from a Private ColleCtion in PaDua

Alessandra Cannataro
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spired by the Paestan style of Asteas and Python; a 
golden buckle imitating Etruscan “dragon”-shaped 
or “leech-shaped” fibulas4; and lastly a golden coin 
portraying Apollo wearing a laurel wreath, a tri-
pod, and the inscription Tayromenítan, inspired by 
coins produced in many Sicilian mints between the 
3rd and the 2nd century BC (fig. 1)5.

The objects chosen for this study are a set of 
six tools related to a medical or a pharmaceutical 
context. The tools are enshrined in a little Russian 
lacquered miniature, a folk handcrafted box made 
at the beginning of the last century (fig. 2); this type 

of box is well spread in the European antique market, but not well-known in Italy.
Since our sources, reliable though not verifiable, testify that the surgical instruments and the box 

were together at the moment of acquisition, we can be sure that we are dealing with an extremely un-
usual combination. 

The set is made of six different objects related to surgery and pharmacy, rather than cosmetics6. 
Four of these tools are related to the wide class of cutting instruments, scalpels/lancet or flebotoma; 
one is spathomelae (spatula probe); one is a spoon-shaped probe (kyathiscomelae/ligula)7. Their length 
varies from 17 to 20 cm, and their weight goes from 15 to 21 grams.

A scalpel or a lancet is particularly interesting, as it is richly decorated along the handle and body, 
with its upper end topped by a little masculine figure, which can be identified, thanks to the club, as 
Hercules (fig. 3)8. 

Representations of Hercules or Asclepius, or other symbols related to these two gods, are fre-
quently found in many medical-surgical sets coming from different sites of the Roman world, from 
the Pompeiian domus to the grave goods of Rome, and the western and eastern provinces9. These dec-
orations not only ensured a good handling by the surgeon, they had also a clear symbolic meaning, 
connected with the healthcare context in which both Hercules and Asclepius operated. During sur-
gical operations, the presence of the god, evocated by his image, helped to withstand the pain in lack 
of anaesthetics10.

On the other hand, the type of blade, almost a razor, was less common. Some half-moon shaped 
blades were found in Vesuvian domus and in the so-called House of the Surgeon in Rimini. Blades 
with a curved shape, almost half-moon shaped ones, were found in some knives from Ephesus and 
Kallion in Achaea11.

This type may correspond to the hemispathion or the half spatula, which was often employed for 

4  It is probably inspired by the many fibulae coming from the necropolis of Vetulonia or Castelluccio di Pienza. See 
the ones from the tomb of Littore (Vetulonia) at the National Archaeological Museum of Florence (Dore, marChesi, mi-
narini 2001, pp. 290-293, ns. 382, 384, 386) and from Castelluccio di Pienza at the Louvre Museum in Paris (Dore, mar-
Chesi, minarini 2001, pp. 324-325, 439).

5  It is inspired mainly by the mints of Syracuse and Tauromenion. For Syracuse see CarroCCio 2004, pp. 78-92 and 
173-177, ns. 10, 71, 96, pls. XXIV, XXVIII, XXX, in particular 7, 8, 11, 15 and 16; for Tauromenion see CarroCCio 2004, 
pl. XXXII.

6  It is not uncommon for certain types of medical-pharmaceutical instruments to be common in the cosmetic field 
or to be re-used in this area. They were mostly objects intended for the preparation of medical substances, which were also 
well-balanced with the practice of dosing, crushing or mixing small portions of colouring essences. Künzl 1983, pp. 5-6; 
gostenčniK 2003, pp. 26-27; Bolla 2004, pp. 228-229; vigoni 2013, pp. 149-151. 

7  For a complete and detailed catalogue, see Cannataro 2016, pp. 97-105.
8  It is identified in the catalogue with number 1 (Ead., pp. 97-101).
9  Künzl 1983, p. 49; fig. 4.1; Bliquez, JaCKson 1994, pp. 99-106, ns. 40-43; Bliquez 1999, pp. 296-297; Künzl 2002, 

p. 102.
10  Bliquez, JaCKson 1994, pp. 105-6; Bliquez 2015, pp. 19-20.
11  For the House of the surgeon see Bliquez 2015, figs. 2, 9, 11; some examples of blades from Ephesus and Kallion 

are in Künzl 1983, pp. 40-42, fig. 11 and pp. 49-52, fig. 20.

Fig. 1 – Rossi Collection. The golden coin imitating Sicilian 
mints (Soprintendenza ABAP ve-met, photograph by 
Claudio Mella).
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operations on the vagina or the rectum12, 
or to the raven’s beak knife, recommended 
for opening the scrotum for the treatment 
of hernia and verrucas13.

Another interesting decoration is pre-
sent on the handle of other two pieces: a 
spatula probe and a scalpel or a lancet, which 
have a little pine cone on the top (fig. 4)14. 

The use of this decoration could be re-
ferred, in the medical as well as the funerary 
context, to the symbolic meaning of birth 
and rebirth or eternity and immortality, be-
cause the shape of a pine cone is similar to an 
egg and because some conifers, in particular 
firs, are evergreen trees; moreover, the link 
to fertility is based on the fact that the pine 
cone is full of seeds15. 

This second aspect explains why, for 
example, the symbol of the pine cone is 
found in contexts connected to the feminine world, in the decorations of pins, needles or spindles for 
wool-working. 

The lower ending of the instrument is flat and large: this means that our instrument falls in the 
common class of the spathomelae, i.e. the probes and directors (the so called specilli), which could be 
used both in medicine and pharmacy, as well as in the production of cosmetics for curative treatments 
or to mix substances16.

Finally, the decoration is definitely rich and rather elegant, with its intricate, aesthetically pleas-
ing designs, but not unlikely or uncommon. On the contrary, it is very similar to other medical-sur-
gical tools of Roman times; at that time, the richness of the decoration was related to the fact that it 
facilitated the handling as well as the mixing or measuring of substances and essences, rather than as 
an indicator of the aesthetic taste or the economic possibilities of its owner17.

the surgiCal set anD the antiques marKet

Nevertheless, the lab visual evaluation confirms rather clearly that the instruments are fakes. 
Many indicators support this conclusion, such as the choice of materials, their treatment and the tech-
niques used to make and refine the instruments. 

They are made of an alloy of copper and zinc: brass, whose typical golden-yellow colour can be 
seen under the coating that covers the tools. This patina, however, is not natural, but it has been art-
fully made to imitate time corrosion. 

The hypothesis that it could be orichalcum, a type of copper and zinc alloy rarely used in Ro-
man times as a cheap, but very resistant, substitute for gold frequently used for the creation of jew-
els is quite unlikely (fig. 2)18.

12  Künzl 1983, pp. 15-17; Künzl 1996, pp. 2447-2453.
13  Cels. De med. 7, 19, 7-8; Paul. aeg. 6, 87; JaCKson 2009, pp. 78-79.
14  References in the catalogue are numbers 2 and 6 (Cannataro 2016, pp. 101-103 and 105).
15  Künzl 1983, pp. 96-97, fig. 77; Bonomi 1984, pp. 77-108.
16  Bliquez 2015, pp. 118-121.
17  Bliquez recalls that often the boundary between a rich and pleasing decoration and unjustified ostentation of wealth 

was very subtle, so that Luciano of Samosata (Ind. 29) judged the surgical instruments richly worked in gold and silver as 
clear clues of incompetence and quackery (Bliquez 2015, p. 19).

18  The earliest records, in Iraq and in the city of Ugarit, date back to the 14th and 13th centuries BC. In Italy, there are 

Fig. 2 – Rossi Collection. The pseudo-Roman surgical set and the 
Russian Lacquered miniature enshrining it (Soprintendenza ABAP 
ve-met, photograph by Claudio Mella).
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Moreover, the lab visual evaluation, carried out with a stereomicroscope, showed that a sort of 
red varnish was probably applied to the instruments using a little brush, to imitate the cuprite. This 
was done to make it seem that most of the ancient instruments had been produced using a rather wide 
range of alloys of copper, which were chosen according to the characteristics of specific instruments, 
and also to obtain maximum elasticity and flexibility, as well as a good handling19.

The instruments are complete20, but the different parts were made in a mould, and then welded 
together. 

These welds are visible on different parts of almost all the instruments, especially in the joints of 
the valves of the mould for the Hercules on the top of the scalpel/lancet. They are made of an alloy 
that is different from the one used for moulding the whole instrument, in fact it has a different colour, 
which can also be seen under the coating (fig. 5). 

Lastly, in Rossi’s surgical set there are no traces of past use and it is 
quite impossible, without knowing the context of provenance of these 
tools, to suppose that they were made for a representative or symbolic pur-
pose. There are not any previous cases in this sense21.

This examination of the surgical set of the Rossi collection clearly in-
dicates a contrast between the results of the visual evaluation and the in-
formation gained by technical-stylistic analysis. Although there are a lot of 
indicators of the instruments being fakes, further supported by laboratory 
tests, the technical-stylistic characteristics of the surgical set are complete-
ly similar to many examples found in domus and graves, so that they can 
deceive, at first sight, even the most expert eye; their manufacture demon-
strates an in-depth knowledge of the techniques and styles used for manu-
facturing this class of materials and also an insight into the ancient Roman 
medical practices, such that it reaches a very high degree of verisimilitude.

The first aspect concerns the completeness and the functionality of the 
set. The instruments fall within the most common typology of surgical sets; 
the shapes both of the handles and of the endings show very convincing 
similarities to other samples or they suggest possible identifications due to 
literary sources, for example from some passages of the corpus of Hippo-
crates (De decenti ornatu, I, 1, 3), and by comparing them with some im-
ages on grave reliefs, such as that of Pergamon, now at the Berlin State Mu-
seum, and the marble one of the Asklepeion of Athens22, we also know that 
they may bear similarities with the basic set used by doctors for home visits 
too. It is therefore an emergency set, a first aid kit, similar to others found 
in Rome and in the provinces, both in residential and funeral contexts. 

They were used for a wide range of operations, not particularly com-
plicated or risky, which required the cutting, incision or cauterization of 
sores or injuries and, therefore, for many different therapies23.

Secondly, decorative details, although rich and elaborate, are never ex-

some examples among female grave goods from the necropolis of Castellaccio in Rome. giarDino 1998, pp. 188-191; CraD-
DoCK 2000, pp. 7-30; raPinesi ferro 2011, pp. 307-314.

19  JaCKson 2009, pp. 73-85; Bliquez 2015, pp. 16-20.
20  There is no evidence of a slot at the end of the handle to fit replaceable blades made usually of steel or iron. JaCK-

son 2009, p. 74, fig. 1; Bliquez 2015, pp. 16-20.
21  About the contexts of finding of surgical sets, their use, and their representative function, see Bolla 2004, pp. 230-

242; JaCKson 2009, pp. 78-85; Bliquez 2015, pp. 20-22.
22  Bonomi 1984, pp. 77-108; gostenčniK 2002, pp. 161-77; Distefano 2006, pp. 157-164; Bliquez 2015, fig. 21. Kün-

zl 1983, p. 2. A distribution map of the findings, though not up to date, is in Künzl 1983, p. 2.
23  Scalpels, lancets and probes could support different kinds of emergency surgical operations such as removal of ex-

tras and foreign bodies, vein engraving, sometimes even lithotomy and craniotomy, supported by the use of complementa-
ry, more specific, tools. nutton 1993, pp. 49-78; JaCKson 1994, pp. 167-197; JaCKson 1995, pp. 189-207; JaCKson 2010, pp. 
393-418; De Carolis 2009, pp. 47-60; Bliquez 2010, pp. 25-64.

Fig. 3 – Rossi Collection. 
The scalpel/lancet with the 
upper ending topped by 
Hercules (Soprintendenza 
ABAP ve-met, photograph 
by Sara Emanuele).
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cessive, although it was not unusual in the an-
tique market to find tools, frequently made of sil-
ver or of a copper alloy, that did not correspond 
to any known shape or typology24.

Even in some cases of “historical” fakes, such 
as the seven tools (a total of sixteen) published 
by Védrènes in his edition of Celso’s treatise on 
medicine and previously drawn by Jean Claude 
Tenon in his treatise on cancer of 180325, we can-
not speak of shapes and decorations compatible 
with a Roman production, although they have 
long been reported as being authentic bronze in-
struments from Herculaneum. 

The details of the Rossi set, instead, are not 
only likely but “learned”, so to speak, in the sense 
that they reveal a great care also for the most un-
usual and less popular elements, like little globes, 
exquisite turnings, rich rings and moulding to fa-
cilitate the measurement of substances, and the 
symbolic reference to the pine cone or to the im-
age of Hercules.

The creator of these instruments, indeed, 
must have noticed, if not studied, the presence of 
these details on surgical instruments from vari-
ous contexts, especially from Pompeii and the 
provinces, and was familiar with their practical function and their symbolism.

At this point it is interesting to understand where such an interest for this production may have 
arisen from and, especially, what was its final destination. 

The association with Pompeiian decorative styles suggests that this “scientific”, faithful repro-
duction of original instruments may have its origins in the cultural context of the Grand Tour. At that 
time, the historical and archeological interest for classical Antiquity, especially for the Roman and 
Western-Greek culture, became prevalent among the cultural élites of Europe. Between the middle of 
the 18th century and the middle of the 19th century, it resulted in an exponential growth of exports of 
works of arts, taken away, often illegally, from Campania, as witnessed by many bans of the Bourbon 
government to try to contain the phenomenon26.

The eager demand for items for collection increased the earnings of people of doubtful moral 
standing, who fed both the legal and illegal market, due to a lack of legislation; most likely this en-
couraged the production of fakes for less expert buyers.

A second and more fascinating hypothesis appears when we consider that, between the 18th and 
the 19th century, among the several intellectuals who visited the sites of Campania, there were many 
scholars, who had the chance to observe the excavations and archaeological remains27. They also had 
the opportunity to analyse, classify, and, especially, draw the finds that came out from the domus of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum before they were brought to the various museums of Naples28. 

24  They were usually manufactured in Turkey. Künzl 1996, p. 2463.
25  véDrènes 1876, pp. 749-51, pl. VII, 2-6; tenon 1803. They were re-edited by Bliquez and Jackson in their publi-

cation on Pompeiian surgical instruments (Bliquez, JaCKson 1994, pp. 8-31); the author does not question the authenticity 
of the entire group of instruments (sixteen in total) and also establishes precise correspondences among some of the tools 
published by him and five of those edited by Védrenès.

26  settis 2005, pp. 23-26.
27  Among them, there were the French Védrènes, Tenon, Deschansses, Perret, supported by the countess of Tessé 

(Bliquez, JaCKson 1994, pp. 14-31).
28  It was only between 1816 and 1830 that they were finally collected in the Archaeological Museum of Naples.

Fig. 4 – Rossi Collection. The spatula probe and the scalpel/
lancet decorated by a pine cone on the top (Soprintendenza 
ABAP ve-met, photograph by Sara Emanuele).
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Much of this material was lost or stolen, or 
confused with the material coming from oth-
er important archaeological sites of Magna Gre-
cia (among all Taranto, and Locri), therefore, the 
drawings are often the last evidence of lost re-
mains. 

This was the case, for example, of the previ-
ously mentioned surgical set found in Hercula-
neum, which was then split up, and partially lost 
during the transportation to the Museum of Porti-
ci: for a very long time the drawings made by Jean 
Claude Tenon were the only evidence of this set, 
even for the publication by Védrènes. They were 
identified by Lawrence Bliquez only in the 1890s, 
among some pieces taken to the National Archae-
ological Museum of Naples29.

This suggests the hypothesis that the direct 
and valuable involvement in the study of the an-
tiquities of Campania may have given birth to a 
market of reproductions, not for collection pur-
poses, but because of scientific interest. The re-
productions, for example, could be used to dem-
onstrate the ancient physicians’ modus operandi.

Hence, they had an educational and didactic 
function. This deduction is plausible, considering 
first that we are in a period certainly dominated by 
Positivism, characterized by a highly experimental 

approach to research and science, and second, that there is evidence of the existence of a market of fake 
brass instruments, made in Italy, especially in the years between the two World Wars, which can be lo-
cated, according to Kunzl, mainly in Northern Italy and in the surroundings of the Lake of Bracciano30.

These instruments were probably intended for private collectors, doctors or scientists, great per-
sonalities, who were then keenly aware of the importance and generous enough to leave them to 
many modern Museums of Science and of Medicine, as did Konstantinos Lambros for the National 
Museum of Athens, or Henry S. Wellcome for the Section of the history of medicine of the London 
Science Museum. 

The most significant example for us is the collection of Belgian geneticist and ophthalmist Victor 
Deneffe, which was inherited in its entirety by the Royal Museum of the History of Medicine of the 
University of Gand. This collection contains several copies of ancient instruments and surgical sets 
(some of the most famous ones), and also the only brass reproductions of the surgical set from Her-
culaneum known for a long time only from Tenon’s drawings and Védrènes’ pubblication. A plausi-
ble hypothesis is that Deneffe purchased some copies dating back to the 19th century, probably made 
in Italy, modelled on or inspired by the instruments found during the excavations of Pompeii and 
Herculaneum, whose discoveries must have garnered attention from a great number of collectors and 
scholars from all over Europe31.

29  See infra nt. 25.
30  Künzl 1998, pp. 181-185; Künzl 2002, pp. 108-109.
31  The collection was displayed in the Museum of Science and Technology of the University of Ghent from Deneffe’s 

death until 1990, and then moved to a more appropriate location at the current site. Together with the Pompeiian surgical set, 
there were reproductions of the instruments found in two Surgeon’s tombs from Reims and Melos. Künzl 1998, pp. 184-185.

Fig. 5 – Rossi Collection. The spatula probe and the scalpel/
lancet in fig. 4 with the circles highlighting the welds on the 
tools (Soprintendenza ABAP ve-met, photographs by Sara 
Emanuele).
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the laCquereD miniature anD antique marKet

Even Rossi’s acquisition very likely took place in a medical context; this hypothesis is supported 
also by the rather amazing history of the box in which the instruments are enshrined. It is a little wood-
en case (26 cm long, 7,2 cm wide and 5 cm high), with its inside upholstered in green velvet, like the two 
pillows supporting the instruments, and a stuffed, red and golden padding of satin-like cloth (fig. 6). 

It was purposely modified to protect and enhance its content, even though these adjustments 
didn’t do any good to the case itself, whose characteristics, that make it not only aesthetically pleas-
ing, but also artistically interesting, were altered and covered up.

Thanks to the memories of the heirs and especially to the epigraphic evidence of the brand name 
inside, it was possible to identify this little box as a Russian lacquered miniature. An historical pro-
duction, not very well-known in Italy but of great artistic value and craftsmanship for all the coun-
tries from the former Soviet bloc32.

The acquisition of the box in the Rossi collection must be linked to the physician’s yearly jour-
neys to Eastern Germany, undertaken in order to deepen his studies in genetics.

In Berlin, he started a long friendship and a close professional relationship with professor Prok-
ov, a luminary and a rather well-known geneticist of Austrian origins, and his assistant, doctor Rose, 
who carried on his research in Vicenza, supported by Giovanni Rossi. 

Most likely, the box was donated to Rossi by the two scientists, in all likehood together with its 
content, also because we are sure, thanks to the testimony of the heirs, that in this case dr. Rossi did 
not commission, as he used to do, craftsmanship changes for the containers in which he kept the most 
interesting pieces of his collection33.

This circumstance appeared immediately very interesting, because, considering the medical con-
text in which they worked (researches in genetics), it seemed to be related to their scientific and col-
lectors’ interest in ancient surgical instruments and their reproduction for educational and didactic 
purposes, which arose, as we said, in the 19th century. 

Moreover, it is possible to date the years the box was manufactured in by connecting the results 
of the analysis of its technical-stylistics qualities to the epigraphic test of the brand mark inside. 

Inside the lid of the casket, in a semicircular mold, we can read “Федоскинскую трудовую артель 
бывших мастеров фабрики Лукутина”, that is, “Cooperative work society of Fedoskin of the former 
masters of Lukutin’s factory” (fig. 7). 

This production, that is still very famous in 
Russia, started at the beginning of the 19th century 
and became prominent, between 1819 and 1904, for 
manufacturing typical lacquered miniatures, with 
their characteristic oil couloirs, representing scenes 
of everyday life and landscapes similar to the one of 
our box34.

Our sample has all the distinctive qualities of 
the boxes made in Lukutin’s factory: a black back-
ground to put emphasis on the subject, a landscape 
on the lid, the varnish coating used to refine the in-
ternal part. 

However, some rather inaccurate details, such as 
the white varnish on the inner part of the lid, make 

32  For a complete and up-to-date bibliography about this class, see Russian folk culture site www.ya-zemlyak.ru. 
Among the longest and the most famous workshops, there was the Fedoskino, which manufactured our lacquered min-
iature, whose particular qualities were so well-known and widespread that originated numerous counterfeits circulating 
throughout Europe, since its fame grew thanks to the numerous awards in Soviet universal exhibitions (1923) and in those 
of Paris (1925) and Milan (1927).

33  Cannataro 2016, pp. 53-54.
34  guliayev 1989; lisanDria 2000.

Fig. 6 – Rossi Collection. The Russian Lacquered minia-
ture enshrining the surgical set (Soprintendenza ABAP 
ve-met, photographs by Claudio Mella).
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it clear that our box belongs to the period of the 
fast growth of industrial design and the beginning 
of the mass production that triggered the crisis of 
handcraft also in Russia. A financial intervention 
by the Moscow Provincial Council was then nec-
essary to give some of the factory’s masters the 
opportunity to re-establish it as the Cooperative 
Society. The brand mark inside, instead, suggests 
the year 1910 as terminus post quem for the pro-
duction of this lacquered miniature. Moreover, we 
can date back the final deadline to the 1920s, when 
decorations were entirely devoted to the Commu-
nist revolutionary propaganda. The painting and 
the delicacy of the work allow us to delimit the 

period even more, to the years immediately before the October Revolution35.
Whatever the original content was, the box was not, in any way, refined36; most likely it was soon 

modified with the application of the green velvet, suitably cut for the bottom part, and the supports 
to place the instruments.

The reasons for this change, however, i.e. the fact that this modification was directly related to 
the placement of the instruments, testifying an interest for the Russian world in the archaeological 
antique market, is just an hypothesis. We know very little about a possible connection between Rus-
sia and the Pompeiian antiquities; such was the case of Pyotor Savenko, a physician who arrived in 
Pompeii from Petrograd, with the entourage of the Grand Duke Michael from Russia, and who fol-
lowed the excavations and the researches of the domus of A. Pomponius Magonianus for a long time37. 

But this is not enough to conclude that a true and long-lasting interest of collectors sprouted 
from this experience.

However, we can infer that if the box was modified (but not by Mr Rossi) to contain the instru-
ments, as it certainly appears to have been, whoever did it would surely be aware of its value on the 
antiquarian market, as they left the distinctive brand mark of a traditional and well-known handcraft 
production inside the box so that it could be clearly seen, and they were also aware of the quality of 
the tools, whether they were sold as original or whether they were consciously purchased as faithful 
reproductions for educational purposes. 

Alessandra Cannataro
University of Udine

Alessandra.Cannataro@uniud.it
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detail of the brand mark of (Soprintendenza ASAP ve-met, 
photograph by Sara Emanuele).
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Anthropology of Forgery. A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Study of Archaeological Fakes

aBstraCt

Between 2007 and 2016, a team of archaeologists was contracted by a private Foundation and by the Municipality of 
Abrantes to catalog, evaluate and carry out detailed studies on the Estrada Collection, integrating the archaeologi-
cal collection of the future Iberian Museum of Archaeology and Art in Abrantes (Central Portugal). Many forgeries 
were identified over the years, and a curious network of forgers, sellers and mediators was discovered. In this work, 
the most significant cases linked to the Estrada Collection will be presented, some of the techniques used to identify 
the fakes highlighted, some cases of fake made more evident and an anthropological portrait of the protagonists of 
the collection’s creation will be offered. Finally, museological strategies will be laid out to gainfully use the identified 
forgeries for the future museum.
KeyWorKs: Estrada Collection; M.I.A.A.; forgery detection; anthropology of forgery; market and public disclosure.

introDuCtion

In 2007, Mr. João Sigalho Estrada proposed to the Municipality of Abrantes (central Portugal) to 
make his ancient art collection available for the enjoyment of the local community. As there was also 
another collection available, i.e. Maria Lucília Moita’s paintings, the Municipality decided to create 
a new Archaeology and Art Museum, where the value of three collections would be enhanced: João 
Estrada’s (ancient art), Maria Lucília Moita’s (contemporary art), and the Municipal Archeological 
Service’s (archaeology). The Museu Ibérico de Arqueologia e Arte (Iberian Musem of Archaeology 
and Art), M.I.A.A., is funded by Municipality of Abrantes, the architectural project is by João 
Carrillo da Graça, the museological project is by Fernando António Baptista Pereira (Faculty of Fine 
Arts of University of Lisbon) and the research project on archaeological and ancient art collections 
is by a team of the Polytechnic Institute of Tomar, coordinated by Luiz Oosterbeek, and whose team 
members are Dr. Gustavo Portocarrero and myself.

The Estrada Collection, property of the Ernesto Lourenço Estrada Filhos Foundation since 2009, 
was accumulated by Mr. João Sigalho Estrada during thirty years, purchasing from auction houses 
— among which Sotheby’s, Christie’s, Dorotheum, Gherhard Hirsch, Phillips and Bonhams, and 
from art dealers. The collection includes the future museum’s most fascinating artifacts and, at least 
at the start of the inventory and authentication work, its items represent the main core of the exhibi-
tion quantity-wise. During research on the Estrada Collection (2007-2016), it emerged however that 
most of the artifacts are forgeries and, most notably, that every artifact purchased from art dealers is 
a forgery. 

Nonetheless, even the most curious or fascinating forgeries and their scientific and anthropologi-
cal contents are expected to be included in the museological project. 

In this paper, we will present the main elements used to detect the forgeries in the Estrada 

the estraDa ColleCtion in the ProJeCt of museu iBériCo De ar-
queologia e arte (aBrantes, Portugal).

evaluation teChniques in arChaeologiCal Private ColleCtions,
forgery iDentifiCation anD valorization

Davide Delfino
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Collection, the events related to their purchase and the authentic artifacts and forgeries’ intended role 
in the new museum.

the estraDa ColleCtion anD the museu iBériCo De arqueologia e arte (m.i.a.a.)

In 2008, at the end of the basic inventory work (2007-2008), 4238 items made up the Estrada 
Collection, representing several chronological and geographical areas: Paleolithic, Neolithic, 
Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Classical Civilizations, Middle Age and Modern Age. In some 
cases, there are several cultural and geographical themes represented in the same period: there are 
artifacts belonging to the Atlantic area, Central Europe, Near and Middle East, Indus valley and 
China Shang dynasty all dating to the Bronze Age; then, we find items from the Iberian, Celtiberian, 
Daunian, Villanovan, Cypriot, Phoenician, Luristan and Geometric Greece Iron Age; others belong-
ing to classical civilizations such as Classical and Hellenistic Greece and Rome and to Late Antiquity; 
others to Middle Age Visigoths and Islamic and Christian Europe; and, finally, to Modern Age 
Portugal and Portuguese India, the Silk Road, Persia and Japan. In 2004-2005, the whole collection 
was inventoried and evaluated by historian Dr. Manuel Castro Nunes, who made many mistakes, 
e.g. an Apulo-Corinthian helmet was considered Mycenaean (it actually dates back to the 4th-3rd cent. 
BC), some sub-geometric Daunian vessels were deemed Iron Age Cypriot (actually dating back to 
the 6th-4th cent. BC) and an obsidian spearhead was thought to be made of black quartz. By the end 
of his work, Castro Nunes had estimated the collection to be worth about 20 million euros for the 
purposes of an insurance policy. This explains why, at the start of the new inventory and evalua-
tion, the Estrada Collection was considered an amazing collection of antiquities, which, among other 
wonders, counted several dozen golden artifacts such as masks, armbands, crowns, diadems, plates, 
weapon parts, breastplates and greaves. Castro Nunes dated the majority of the golden items to the 
southern Iberian Iron Age. It seemed far more impressive and valuable than the Protohistoric gold 
collection of the National Museum of Archaeology in Lisbon. 

Based on this data, at the beginning of the new catalog and evaluation in 2007, the plan was 
for the Iberian Museum of Archaeology and Art to focus mainly on the Estrada Collection and 
on its Protohistoric golden artifacts in particular. The new inventory aimed to integrate new acqui-
sitions, standardize the catalog and divide the collection’s artifacts in thematic sets. Archaeologist 
Gustavo Portocarrero and the author of this paper were tasked with cataloging, studying, evaluat-
ing and valorizing the Estrada Collection and were contracted with a research grant awarded by their 
respective research centers (Politechnic Institut of Tomar and Fine Arts Studies Center “Francisco 
de Hollanda” of the Fine Art Faculty of the University of Lisbon), with founding by the Ernesto 
Lourenço Estrada Filhos Foundation for 2007-2010. During 2011-2016, the studies were carried out 
by reason of a consultancy contract with the Municipality of Abrantes.

In order to make the collection and the M.I.A.A. project public, a six-monthly exhibition and 
an International Studies Day were organized every year from 2010 to 2016, during which the main 
topics were the progress of the studies on the Estrada Collection and the presentation of various 
museological topics which would be present in the future M.I.A.A.1

WorKs on the estraDa ColleCtion anD the first DisCoveries of forgery

The first step was the inventory (2007-2008): a database was created in Microsoft Access with 
several interesting descriptive fields (measures, weight, description, material category etc.) and cultural 
(chronology, context etc.), bibliographic (bibliography, parallels) and museological (inventory number, 

1  Actas das I Jornadas Internacionais do M.I.A.A. 2011; Actas das II Jornadas Internacionais do M.I.A.A. 2012; An-
tevisão do M.I.A.A. 2009; Antevisão II do M.I.A.A. 2010; Antevisão III do M.I.A.A. 2011; Antevisão IV do M.I.A.A. 2012; 
Antevisão V do M.I.A.A. 2013; Antevisão VI do M.I.A.A. 2014.
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forgeries or not, money value, site storage, past 
evaluation, provenance) data. A particular rele-
vance was given to reporting parallel findings 
of each artifact present in other museum collec-
tions, especially when an archaeological context 
was reported. Thus, it is possible to determine 
whether they are exact copies or simply similar 
objects and such data can be of further use for 
the next step: the evaluation of forgeries. 

The artifact selection was particularly diffi-
cult during the cataloging work. As a matter 
of fact, the items had been dated incorrectly 
during the previous study — which had been 
supervised by Manuel Castro Nunes, lead-
ing to their being organized in Mr. Estrada’s 
depository in such a way as to be inconsist-
ent with their actual chronological attribu-
tion. The difficulty in completing the database 
is thus understandable, as a Bronze Age axe 
was placed next to a Medieval ivory item and a 
Roman sculpture next to a cuneiform tablet of 
the Near East. Moreover, many iron and glass 
items, along with a cartonnage of a Egyptian sarcophagus, were very damaged due to a lack of experi-
ence in treating ancient materials and in preservation techniques; e.g. an iron blade dating to the Iron 
Age was treated with petroleum without first drying the moisture off the metal — the depository has 
a very humid environment and though there are indeed dehumidifiers, they are not effective if their 
tanks are not emptied out every day. 

Another difficulty encountered during the study of the Estrada Collection was the complete lack 
of knowledge regarding the artifacts’ acquisition: in the absence of an archaeological finding context, 
the place and time of acquisition should be known so as to better understand the items’ legal “origin” 
and, in the case of artifacts with no specific typology (e.g. simple flat bronze axes or non-depurated 
handmade hemispheric Prehistoric bowls), their cultural context should have been better specified.

As regards the evaluation of forgeries, some suspicions emerged in the first place from the fact 
that it is quite usual to have some forgeries in a private collection. From a first analysis carried out in 
2007-2008, it was already quite clear that a substantial part of the collection (about a hundred arti-
facts) was made up of souvenirs bought in museums or of some other kind of copy, such as copies 
of the famous “Priest of Cadiz” of Orientalizing period and currently displayed at the National 
Archaeological Museum of Spain in Madrid; a copy of a zoomorphic jar of the Benacci-Caprara 
tomb (Bologna) (fig. 1), on display at the Archaeological Civic Museum of Bologna; or the copy of 
some dozen painted Iberian vessels in Alcudia style. As pertains to the larger golden artifacts, their 
authenticity was put into question from a first macroscopic observation, since the external side of 
artifacts made up of a golden sheet like breastplates, greaves and crowns, was clean while the inte-
rior side presented a curious thick layer of dirt. So why was the external side the only one to have 
been cleaned, since dirt is easy to remove from a sheet of gold? And again: why did the layer of dirt 
show a concentration of tiny circles in some points, not unlike the tiny air bubbles that appear after 
a surface painted with quick brushstrokes has dried out? Furthermore, the golden sheets appear to 
be very elastic, like pure gold (and thus incompatible with pre-Roman ancient gold which had many 
impurities). However, the suspicion that many other artifacts might be forgeries arose in 2009, when 
the scandal of the collection of Banco Português dos Negocios (BPN) appeared in the newspapers. 

Fig. 1 – Estrada Collection. A copy of the askos “Benacci-
Caprara”.

10 cm
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the attemPteD sale of faKes to BPn anD the Joaquim Pessoa JuDiCial Case 

In 2003, BPN was contacted by an intermediary sent by Portuguese poet Joaquim Pessoa as 
part of a purchase proposal for an “extraordinary” archaeological collection. In 2005, a contract was 
signed between BPN and Mr. Pessoa for the value of five million Euros, with an additional two 
million Euro credit in BPN in favor of Mr. Pessoa, as a guarantee for the purchase the collection. The 
collection consisted of Neolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age, Egyptian, Phoenician and Roman artifacts, 
several of which were in gold, all found in Portuguese territory. According to a contract clause, the 
bank could carry out an evaluation of the collection within two years (which it did), but only after 
paying Mr. Pessoa. The evaluation of the Pessoa Collection artifacts was carried out by two experts of 
the National Museum of Archaeology of Lisbon: the then-director (a renowned archaeologist) and a 
restorer. The unequivocal result was that the golden artifacts were in pure gold (24 carats) while all the 
others showed very clear evidence of being forgeries (e.g. with the gold showing the signs of modern 
lamination). Most importantly, Mr. Pessoa’s chronological and cultural attributions were all incor-
rect, e.g. “Egyptian” masks were more credibly Mycenaeans. Therefore, those items were not only 
fakes but passed off with a wrong chrono-cultural attribution as well. The “experts” who, in 2004, 
had drafted the document of authenticity with which Mr. Pessoa tried to sell his collection (made up 
in its entirety by forgeries), were Dr. António Cavaleiro Paixão, a renowned archaeologist in the 60s 
and 70s but who in 2004 was no longer lucid due to his age, and Dr. Manuel Castro Nunes2. In a judi-
cial process, started in 2011, Mr. Pessoa, Dr. Castro Nunes and others were charged for fraud.

“all the ChiCKens Come home to roost…”. the linK BetWeen the Pessoa anD estraDa ColleCtions

Filling out the Estrada Collection database, we realized that a numerical code with a “P” appeared 
in the inventory code of several hundred artifacts — inventory codes which had been placed on the 
artifacts by the previous curator of the collection, Manuel Castro Nunes. Castro Nunes himself then 
revealed that all the artifacts marked with a “P” had been purchased by Joaquim Pessoa. Curiously 
enough, every one of them, including several of the golden ones mentioned above, had given rise to 
some suspicions as early as 2007. With the BPN case news appearing in the newspapers, the connec-
tion between Joaquim Pessoa, Manuel Castro Nunes and the Estrada Collection had cast a cloud 
of suspicion on the authenticity of several hundred artifacts. In 2010, after the publication in the 
periodical “Visão” of pictures of the collection that Mr. Pessoa had tried to sell to BPN, suspicions 
became certainty: golden masks, crowns and breastplates that were part of Mr. Estrada’s collection 
were identical to the artifacts of the collection Joaquim Pessoa had tried to sell to BPN. Thus, about 
800 artifacts were excluded from the part of the Estrada Collection destined for the future M.I.A.A. 
Moreover, other artifacts in gold, stone, ceramic and bronze, which do not have a “P” on the number 
code but are very similar to items purchased by Joaquim Pessoa, were excluded as well. It was also 
discovered that several documents written by Joaquim Pessoa and validated by Manuel Castro Nunes 
were in Mr. Estrada’s possession; documents in which the supposedly Protohistoric golden artifacts 
are described, complete with phantasmagorical archaeological origin contexts — including the most 
famous Protohistorical and Roman sites in Portugal (Lapa do Fumo and Praia das Maçãs caves, or 
Troia — near Sétubal — or Ammaia), indicating that the findings had been unearthed in the 19th 
century by famous Portuguese archeologists (who could obviously not deny the documents’ authen-
ticity at the beginning of the 21st century) and that they had been in the possession of unspecified 
wealthy families in the intervening period. All these elements led to verifying and confirming that 
after his failure with BPN, Mr. Pessoa had managed to sell hundreds of forgeries to Mr. Estrada., 
taking advantage of the ingenuity and lack of competence as regards archaeological artifacts displayed 
by the expert contracted by Mr. Estrada, Manuel Castro Nunes. 

2  Correio da Manhã 2009; Diário das Notícias 2011.
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evaluation of other forgeries With the CollaBoration of the museum of art anD sCienCe of milan

For a more effective “hunt” of the forgeries in the Estrada Collection, a collaboration was signed 
between the Polytechnic Institute of Tomar and the Museum of Art and Science of Milan. The latter 
is a private museum, property of the Matthaes family, in which Mr. Gottfried Matthaes has displayed 
his archaeological and art collection and where autopsy methods have been developed for the identifi-
cation of fakes3. Therefore, mainly glass, ceramic and ivory items have been evaluated by Dr. Jayshree 
Mungur Medhi, an M.A. Archaeology student of the Erasmus Mundus Master at the Polytechnic 
Institute of Tomar, after a training period in Milan.

Glass artifacts, mainly Roman chrism jars, were evaluated observing their high/low tendency to 
flake after being subjected to a slight stress with a scalpel or by looking at the external appearance of 
phosphate corrosion and at its presence in parts of the glass item’s body.

Pottery, consisting mainly of Greek red-figure ware, was evaluated observing macroscopic aspects 
in the items’ surfaces: the locations of signs of wear and whether or not they coincided with the parts 
of the vessel usually more exposed to wear (bottom, handle, lip); the characteristics of the engobe’s 
craquelure (if present); and, lastly, verifying whether the surface had a strong smell of wet earth after 
coming into contact with water (if so, it means the pottery had been underground for centuries).

As regards ivory, consisting mostly of Indo-Portuguese sculptures of the 16th century, the state 
of the cracks on the material was observed. Moreover, the presence of any synthetic resin copies was 
verified through observation with an ultraviolet lamp (comparing a certified ivory artifact with the 
samples in question and looking at the different fluorescence) and through an olfactory analysis of 
the burn resulting from a red-hot nail being pressed to a small section at the bottom of the sculpture.

evaluation of other forgeries: some eXamPle of PeCuliar forgeries 

During the analysis, approximately 1300 forgeries of arti-
facts of every chronology and cultural context were discov-
ered. In particular:

− a Greek red figure amphoriscos (fig. 2), depicting an 
athlete and his master, with the painter’s painted signa-
ture in Greek characters: “Nikostenes epoiesen”, that is 
“He did it Nikostenes”. The ancient way to sign arti-
facts is correct, but the name of the painter is writ-
ten Νικοσθενες on the real shapes signed by and not 
Νικοστενες like on the Estrada Collection amphoriscos. 
But the main problem is that Nikostenes’s workshop 
(550- 510 BC) produced mainly black figure items; 
although it was one of the first to produce red figure 
artifacts, only 9 of those items are certified4. The source 
of purchase is unknown and the item was not invento-
ried by Manuel Castro Nunes. 

− 124 metal artifacts were analyzed with an XRF portable 
analyzer (fig. 3) by a team of the University of Genoa 
coordinated by professor Paolo Piccardo. Those arti-
facts included “Greek” and “Chinese” helmets, a “medi-
eval” crown with horns, gold plaques, a bronze and gold 
masque, a bowman bracelet in gold (similar to the ones 
of the Bell Beaker culture), a silver crown and armlets 

3  matthaes 1997.
4  roBertson 1992, pp. 39-40.

Fig. 2 – Estrada Collection. A Greek red fi-
gured amphoriskos, with in the back, the si-
gnature of Nikostenes.
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in Sarmatian style5. In this group, all the helmets turned out to be made of a composition 
that includes percentages of zinc that oscillate between 22% vand 32%, except for an Apulo-
Corinthian helmet. Therefore, the “Chinese” helmet and three out of four “Greek” helmets are 
indeed made of brass, an alloy that was not usually produced before the 1st century BC, and 
which even after then was only used for coins or small objects and certainly not helmets6. Several 
golden artifacts have a chemical composition not compatible with ancient gold: the bowman 
bracelet, similar to those found in some Bell Beaker culture graves (end of 3rd millennium BC) 
shows a 99,7% of gold, a sheet with the engraving of a lady (purchased as Protohistoric arti-
fact) shows a 99,8% of gold and a pair of earrings attached to a bronze mask (purchased as 
Phoenician) shows a 99,7% of gold. All the golden items had already caused some suspicion 
following a first naked-eye examination. The source of purchase of the “Chinese” helmets and 
of the “Phoenician” mask is unknown, and they were inventoried by Manuel Castro Nunes. 

5  Delfino, moeDlinger, PiCCarDo 2015.
6  CraDDoCK 2009, pp. 146-147.

Fig. 5 – Some metals of the Collection Estrada during the XRF evaluation by team of University of Genoa (rielabo-
rated from Delfino, moeDlinger, PiCCarDo 2015, p. 46)

Fig. 3 – Estrada Collection. Some metal forgeries, with gold predomi-
nace: the “Phoenician mask”, “bowman bracelet” and the sheet with 
engraved lady (rielaborated from Delfino, moeDlinger, PiCCarDo 
2015, p. 45).

10 cm

10 cm 10 cm 10 cm

Fig. 4 – Estrada Collection. One of 
the “Egyptian statuettes”, with the 
hieroglyphs written well but randomly 
copied.
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Moreover, the source of purchase of the 
other fake Greek helmets is also unknown, 
except for the fake Chalcidic helmet that 
is documented to have been bought by 
Jean Pierre Righetti, an antiquarian, and 
found near Numancia (Spain) by a Swiss 
Association for Celtic and German Studies. 
The source of purchase is unknown also 
for the sheet with the engraving of a lady, 
but it was inventoried by Manuel Castro 
Nunes, and the bowman bracelet has been 
bought by Joaquim Pessoa and invento-
ried by Manuel Castro Nunes.

− 5 “Egyptian” statuettes, apparently in 
copper, depicting gods like Anubi, Toth 
and Sekhmet or human figures (fig. 4). 
After a first study carried out by prof. 
Luís Araujo (Faculty of Letters of the 
University of Lisbon), they turned out to 
be forgeries of excellent workmanship: the 
manufacturing and dimensions were so 
close to the actual ones as to seem authen-
tic, but the hieroglyphic inscriptions on 
the lower part gave them away. The hiero-
glyphics were indeed written well, but their 
reading was not coherent with the time of 
the statuettes: they were random phrases from the “Book of the Dead”7. In a following study, 
the surface of the statuettes was discovered to be present a patina obtained by making copper 
powder adhere by electrolysis to the body of synthetic resin artifacts, a technique known since 
the late 19th century (personal communication from Paolo Piccardo). The source of purchase is 
unknown, and they were not inventoried by Manuel Castro Nunes.

− some stone statuettes turned out to be forgeries inspired by famous ancient works. For example, 
a rough reproduction of the Moskophoros, of Greek Archaic period, housed in the Acropolis 
Museum in Athens8; it is a small-scale reproduction (the original Moscophors has a height of 162 
cm, while the reproduction of the Estrada Collection is 20,4 cm). Other stone statuettes turned 
out to be forgeries inspired by ancient works that, generally, are famous only among special-
ists: for example, an inaccurate copy of the Lady of Chatal Huyuk, from the Turkish site of the 
same name, dating about 6000 BC:9 it is more than a replica, in grey hard rock, with a necklace 
in gold (99,7% pure). For both statuettes, the source of purchase is unknown and only the copy 
of the Lady of Chatal Huyuk was inventoried by Manuel Castro Nunes.

a traCe that reveals a single forger

Apart from all the golden objects similar to those that Joaquim Pessoa attempted to sell to BPN, 
in whose style a single forger can be seen, it is in other forgeries that a shared denominator reveals a 
single forger. Several artifacts in copper alloy, like the pseudo Phoenician mask, or the pseudo Chinese 
helmet, show some golden elements additions that grossly betray their nature. For example, a virile stat-
uette of Augustus (necked Augustus), a statuette of Heros, a pseudo African-style bull statuette, some 

7  arauJo 2011, pp. 52-55.
8  trafiCante 2008, p. 33.
9  Demoule 2007, p. 78.

Fig. 6 – Estrada Collection. The “Geometric Cypriot” jar 
forgery, purchased from an auction house.
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marble heads of pseudo Roman statues: all of them present golden ornaments, like torques, earrings, 
crowns or bracelets (fig. 5). It was a foolish move to place a gold torque on Augustus’s neck, since it 
was a typical Celtic ornament and a warrior’s prerogative: when virile statues of Augustus present 
some attributes, they are always related to the status of Roman magistrate (e.g. a toga) not to the one 
of foreigner or “enemy”. Obviously, all golden additions are in pure gold (99,7%). Additionally, the 
constant purity of gold at 99,7% in several artifacts, or parts of artifacts, reveals a single forger.

some faKes from auCtion houses

Some forgeries have been detected even among acquisitions from auction houses, but in this case 
there are only 11 artifacts. For example, a “Geometric Cypriot” pitcher, bought at Christie’s, is too 
well preserved, without even minimal wear, as it looks as if it was just taken out of the oven (fig. 6). 
Or some Roman glasses, bought from Gerhard Hirsch, present artificial encrustations, not unlike a 
glass that you would look at suspiciously and, above all, there is a notable absence of micro-bubbles 
of air that are characteristic of many original Roman glasses.

anthroPology of the forgers anD anthroPology of the Buyer

Looking at the history of the Estrada Collection, at its composition, at its forgeries’ characteris-
tics, it is possible to understand both the behavior of the people who brought fakes into the collection 
and the personality of the owner, Mr. Estrada. This leads to understanding the sellers’ willingness and 
market strategy and the buyer’s interests and character.

the Craftsman, the merChant anD the intermeDiary

The person who created most of the fakes, the most striking of which are in gold, is probably the 
same that produced the fakes that were almost sold to BPN. This conclusion is suggested by the type 
of gold (purity at 97,7-99,8 %); the recurrence of the models (masks, crowns, breastplates and repro-
ductions of rare golden artifacts from the Prehistoric Portugal, or inventions in gold inspired by real 
Portuguese Prehistoric stone artifacts) in both the BPN and Estrada Collections; the use of specific, 
known originals as inspiration for the forgeries, like the Mask of Agamemnon or Iberian Neolithic 
Schist plaques, or less known models taken as inspiration for forgeries like the Sutton Hoo mask or 
the “Golden warrior” of Issik10 or others golden items (especially from Central Asia); and, finally, the 
same type of artificial earth incrustations. They are real masterpieces of contemporary goldsmithing 
inspired by ancient art. It is a sin that they have been sold as archaeological finds.

The merchant who commissioned the forgeries in gold, and in minor part in other materials, 
who is clearly Mr. Pessoa, knew well how to place these artifacts on the market: before daring too 
much, trying to sell them to an important bank, Mr. Pessoa had the items evaluated by specialists 
of the National Museum of Archaeology of Lisbon and started private, discreet negotiations with 
Mr. Estrada. He understood that Mr. Estrada was an avid collector of ancient gold and of amaz-
ing and sensational artifacts of Pre-Roman Portugal and he used this knowledge for his own gain 
for a few years. In regard to the redaction of the fake reports indicating that the forgeries came from 
Portuguese archaeological sites: could this person have a deep knowledge of Portuguese archaeolog-
ical sites and of the most prominent Portuguese archaeologists of the 19th century? Joaquim Pessoa 
is a poet11 and painter; he is also a collector and scholar of ancient art, but this last characteristic was 
publicly attributed to him after the news of the sale of his collection to BPN. He said he knew that for 
years Portuguese archaeological finds had been stolen, illegally exported to Spain and then resold in 

10  Davis-KimBall 1997.
11  simon 2008.
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Portugal on the illegal market12; but he remained silent as to how he became aware of it. Probably, the 
person who gave him information on famous Portuguese archaeological sites and famous Portuguese 
archaeologists of the 19th century, is the same one we are going to deal with now: the middleman.

Dr. Manuel Castro Nunes is the son of one of the most famous Portuguese archaeologists of 
the mid-20th century, João Castro Nunes, a retired professor of the University of Evora who died in 
2016. His son, a History graduate and high school professor, has always worked in archeology as an 
amateur. He first got in touch with Mr. Pessoa as early as 2004 and with Mr. Estrada as early as 2005, 
when he finished the set-up of a private museum space for the Estrada Collection, with a document 
attesting its estimated insurance. Obviously, he had inventoried it at least a year before, so he entered 
into business relations with Mr. Estrada in 2004, as an intermediary for the purchase and certification 
of ancient artifacts. The coincidence of the two roles he played as regards Mr. Pessoa and Mr. Estrada 
and his being the son of a famous Portuguese archaeologist, suggest that Mr. Castro Nunes may have 
been the one to provide Mr. Pessoa with the necessary elements to draft the false find reports that 
would have justified the sale of fakes to BPN and to Mr. Estrada.

the Buyer, mr. estraDa: an entrePreneur With an “aChilles’ heel” for golD

Mr. João Sigalho Estrada, now retired, has been an entrepreneur in construction, cork indus-
try and stationery products. During his life, he accumulated a lot of wealth, which he also invested 
in antiquities. Beginning with Portuguese coins of the first Portuguese royal dynasty, especially 
golden ones, he gained interest in Portuguese archaeology, particularly ancient archaeology. Since 
gold fascinated him and it is a prestigious symbol of economic power, Mr. Estrada was attracted by 
the idea of possessing showy, ancient golden objects; if Pre-Roman and unique, they are consid-
ered his greatest pride and joy, to be shown to friends and business associates. But above all, having 
already toyed for some time with the idea of leaving his collection to his hometown local commu-
nity (Abrantes), the fact that it included many showy antique gold objects was a point of great pride 
for him. Unfortunately, not having an adequate archaeological knowledge — though he had gained 
a good knowledge of history for personal pleasure, he relied on the wrong people to evaluate his 
purchases. The situation was worsened by the fact that he, as an investor in the stock market, thought 
pure gold a safe purchase: it is certainly true with modern gold, but not with Pre- and Protohistoric 
gold. Luckily, Mr. Estrada also made his purchases in auction houses in the UK, Germany, Austria 
and Portugal, which guaranteed the presence of about 1500 authentic ancient art items, with sufficient 
museological interest to be used as auxiliaries of the archaeological items of the Municipality collec-
tion in the future Iberian Museum of Art and Archaeology. 

forgeries in the museologiCal Program of m.i.a.a.: eDuCating through forgeries

Although the Estrada Collection counts about 1200 forgeries, the most significant among them 
can be useful for the future museum’s museological program in three different ways: 1) to educate 
people on anthropology and on the market of forgeries; 2) to show them the techniques and knowledge 
used in making forgeries and the technique and methods useful for their identification; 3) to make real 
works of art (even if not ancient) available to the public.

Making the public aware of the reality of the counterfeiters’ world and of the ease with which 
buyers fall into their trap is an important step to understand the importance of the fight against and 
understand what the clandestine market is, and to become aware of the fact that the official market is 
often inflated with fakes. However, understanding the importance of legal archaeological research in 
the field is also essential, as it is the only one that guarantees the recovery and availability of archae-
ological finds and of the cultural and educational knowledge they carry. It is also an opportunity 

12  Diário das Notícias 2011.
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to discover, as if in an archaeological mystery, the personality of forgers, sellers and buyers and the 
networks of relationships and plots hidden behind every collection’s history.

Moreover, showing the techniques of forgery production and the methods to identify them to the 
public is an innovative idea for a museum exhibition (the Art and Science Museum of Milan is among 
the few ones to do it) and it is a helpful way to raise the public’s awareness of the risk of finding them-
selves before forgeries even in historically prestigious museum collections. It is also an incentive, in 
the case of collectors being among the public, to renounce the purchase of antiquities, or if not, to 
fund legal excavations led by archaeologists accredited by government agencies, or to pay profes-
sional archaeologists to evaluate any old purchases.

Forgeries are often true masterpieces: why not treat them as such, once their nature is established, 
and make them available to the public as objects of contemporary art inspired by ancient art?

Davide Delfino
University of Coimbra
davdelfino@gmail.com

CreDits

Figures 1-2, 4 and 6 are photographs by Author published with the permission of the Estrada 
Foundation.
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Anthropology of Forgery. A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Study of Archaeological Fakes

aBstraCt

This paper will follow an object through its possible life history from manufacture, through use, abandonment, redis-
covery, conservation, restoration, embellishment and alteration before arriving on the desk of the potential purchas-
er. The paper will dwell on the things that can happen to an artefact along the way and how they may be recognised, 
leading, hopefully, to a more nuanced view on its authenticity.
KeyWorDs: Patination; Corrosion; Deceptive Restoration; XRF; XRD; Raman; Binocular microscope.

“the quagmire of embittered controversy in which a physical scientist is likely
to have to wade once he involves himself with material of doubtful origin.

Readers having it in mind to involve themselves in authenticity testing take warning.”

Martin Aitken, 1985, pp. 37-38, sometime director of the
Oxford Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art

introDuCtion

This paper serves as an introduction to the approaches to scientific and technical examination in 
authenticity studies. Authenticity studies generally should not be confined to simple question of is it 
fake? is it genuine? but rather to try and establish the life history of the artefact and in that way con-
tribute to a better understanding of its true authenticity. Antiquities are often legitimately conserved 
or repaired which can alter their appearance, not only from as found but also from their original form. 
In the past artefacts were often repatinated or otherwise “improved”. Thus artefacts now often ap-
pear very different than in antiquity, and perfectly genuine antiquities can carry a fake patina. Overall 
one must keep an open mind on the full range possibilities when investigating an artefact. 

eXamination

It is the task of the art historian/curator, conservator and scientist working together to identi-
fy the clues and to interpret them. It is important that the investigators are aware of the wide range 
of possibilities in the life of an artefact. Thus from the outset it is paramount that the art historian/
curator, who probably initially instigated an investigation works fully with the conservator/scien-
tist concerned. An increasingly impressive range of analytical techniques are being brought into use 
to provide the data but it must be focussed on the specific area of doubt, and that only the art histo-

asPeCts of surfaCe eXamination in authentiCity:
investigating the life history of an artefaCt

Paul Craddock
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rian/curator can provide1. Much of the life history of antiquities and art objects lies in their surfaces. 
A study should begin with a careful study of the artefact using a good binocular microscope. Even at 
low magnification unusual wear patterns and corrosion materials become apparent, setting the scene 
for further investigation. Also examination under ultra violet radiation can be extremely useful, re-
vealing areas that have been treated in some way. Scientific analytical techniques that are now availa-
ble to determine the chemical composition that are portable and do not require a sample to be taken 
and thus are essentially non-destructive. However, one must always be careful in interpreting analyt-
ical results (see below).

This is especially true of authenticity studies which are but a branch of artefact studies. There is 
a perception that somehow the scientific/technical conclusions are likely to be more objective than 
those of the subjective art historian. In part this comes about because much of the scientific data is nu-
merical, analytical percentages, radiocarbon dates etc., which the scientist has hopefully been trained 
to critically assess taking into full account matters such as accuracy, precision and detection limits, 
but which the art historian all too often accepts uncritically. In practice the art historian’s judgement 
must actually be based on real material criteria from which a value judgement is formed. This is very 
much what the scientist does, assessing the data based on knowledge of the circumstances and experi-
ence of similar situations2. It is important to understand that scientific/technical examination can re-
port on how an object was made, not why. Thus an authenticity report should state that the materi-
als, method of construction, condition etc. of the piece in question are or are not consistent with the 
attributed age, that is objective. The investigator should never report that an object is genuine or fake, 
scientific investigations can often describe how and when an artefact was made but only very rarely 
determine the motive. 

1  An example will demonstrate this. Many years ago the British Museum was offered a fine medieval aquamanile, a 
bronze ewer for dispensing water to rinse the hands of guests at royal banquets. Many are in the form of horses but this one 
was a unicorn, which as in medieval mythology, was a great rarity, and correspondingly very expensive. If the Dept. of Sci-
entific Research had just been told to conduct authenticity tests, an inconspicuous place, maybe under the creature’s hooves, 
would have been selected to polish a flat or to take a sample. Analysis would have shown that the composition of the metal 
was appropriate for the period. Examination of the patina would have concluded that it was likely to have developed nat-
urally over a long of time and be composed of the correct minerals (see below). Thus it could have been reported that “the 
composition and patina were consistent with the stylistic age”. The statement would have been perfectly correct, but as the 
curator had explained the interest and rarity of the piece rested in the unicorn’s horn. A radiograph established that the horn 
was separate from the main casting. Examination under ultra violet radiation (UV) radiation showed fluorescence in the re-
gion of the join between the horn and forehead, suggesting that the patina had been interfered with at that point and that 
there was likely to have been something to hide. Analysis of the horn showed it to be of brass, copper and zinc with only 
traces of other metals, whereas the main body of the aquamanile was of leaded bronze, copper with tin and lead. Thus the 
horn was a completely separate addition transforming an everyday horse into a fabulously expensive unicorn.

2  For example in the 1930s a brass plate was found in California with an inscription roughly carved into it claiming the 
land for Queen Elizabeth in the name of Francis Drake and dated 1579 (finK, PolushKin 1938). It is known that the English 
explorer did indeed sail up the west American coast in 1579 and left behind a carved plaque. But was the plate found 350 
years later the one left by Drake? The scientific evidence was based on the composition. Fink and Polushkin carried out metal-
lography and assessed the composition at brass with about 34-39% of zinc and they judged it likely to be genuine. Subsequent 
analysis by miChel and asaro (1979) and heDges (1979) obtained a figure of 34,5 ± 0,4% zinc and pronounced which they 
pronounced was not 16th century. It is believed that with the methods used to make brass in the 16th century the zinc con-
tent could not exceed 33,3% (see below) and thus 34.5% is too high. But the figure lies uncomfortably close to the empirical 
upper limit of 33,3%. How sure is one of the analytical precision and accuracy (note the significance of the precision calculated 
at ± 0,4%, which means that there are two chances in three that the actual figure lies between 34,1 and 34,9%, assuming the 
determination is accurate)? How certain is one that the zinc figure in a brass could never rise above 33,3%? Finally what is 
the usual range of composition of 16th century brass? In all of these matters the analyst has to make value judgements based 
on experience and previous examples analogous to the judgements made of the art historian. In fact other evidences taken 
together suggest, but do not prove that the plate is unlikely to be of the 16th century.
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ProDuCtion

materials

The artefact will be made from the appropriate available materials. With natural materials such as 
stone, knowledge of the source can be revealing as to the true age. This is especially true where only 
a limited number of sources were exploited in the past. For example, the semi-precious stone lapis la-
zuli came from a single source in the Badakshan Valley in Afghanistan through antiquity until fair-
ly recently. Only in the mid-19th century were other sources discovered in Columbia and also near 
Lake Baikal in Siberia3. The lapis from both of these sources contains the clay mineral wollastonite, 
whereas the Afghan source does not4. Provenancing lapis is very easy because there are such a small 
number of possible sources and they are easily distinguished. For other materials, notably the sourc-
es of marble used in the sculptures of classical antiquity, provenancing can still be very useful, but 
there are many more potential sources, some of which may not yet have been located and the range 
of composition of an individual quarry can also be difficult to establish. Thus a wide range of tech-
niques have been developed including petrology, elemental analysis, magnetic susceptibility, stable 
isotope analysis and cathodoluminescence5. In other instances the actual source of the material may 
not be known but the composition range can be indicative6. For synthetic materials the questions the 
approach is somewhat different, involving some knowledge of the technologies as well as the materi-
als used. In copper alloys one of the most common indicators is the zinc content, in fact curators of-
ten just request “the zinc test” without perhaps always appreciating the full range of possibilities. Put 
very simply, deliberately made copper alloys worldwide were generally of bronze, copper and tin, 
then approximately 2000 years ago over much of the Old World, brass, the alloy of copper and zinc, 
began to be produced and ultimately brass became the usual copper alloy. Thus a copper alloy arte-
fact with a significant zinc content that purports to be older falls under suspicion. As many innocent 
but accurate copies of ancient ‘bronzes’ were made of brass this can be a quick and conclusive test of 
their likely age (but see below for the cautionary tale of relying on a too quick analysis). With copper 
alloy artefacts over the past two millennia matters are not as straightforward, but knowledge of the 
techniques used to make the brass alloy can sometimes be of assistance7. Sometimes the key indicator 
of period can be new materials. In the 19th century superb reproductions of medieval glassware and 
enamels were produced8. The reasons for many of these were various, replacing missing enamel pan-
els on a genuine composite piece, an innocent reproduction in an earlier style, or deceit; an extreme 
case being where Medieval reliquaries sent for restoration to dishonest workshops were retained and 

3  affonso 1996.
4  In the late 19th century the British Museum acquired a small lapis lazuli head of a jackal, purporting to be ancient 

Egyptian. Many years later a curator was unhappy with it stylistically and requested authenticity tests. X-ray diffraction 
revealed the presence of wollastonite and thus the piece was very unlikely to have been carved before the mid-19th century.

5  CraDDoCK 2009.
6  For example, the identity of the famous “Jüngling”, the life-size bronze statue in the Kunsthistorische Museum in 

Vienna, once believed to be a genuine Roman bronze, was doubted (Jüngling 1987/88; Griechishe und römische Statuetten 
und Grossbronzen 1988). The statue was subjected to a full scientific and technical examination, the results of which when 
taken together suggested the figure belonged to the Post Medieval period. Amongst the evidence was the trace element com-
position of the copper (CraDDoCK et alii 1987/88). In particular it contained 0,3% of nickel which is very high for Roman 
copper. In fact it was significantly higher than any of the nickel contents of a data set of over a thousand Roman copper al-
loy artefacts. There was no intrinsic reason why Roman copper should not contain 0,3% nickel, it would just be highly un-
usual and thus was another piece of contributing evidence suggesting that the statue was not Roman. 

7  Through most of this period brass was made by the direct method reacting copper with calcined zinc ore in a cruci-
ble. The maximum zinc content attainable by this method was about 33%. Only after the regular production of zinc metal 
in the Post Medieval period in Europe were higher zinc contents possible, and contents between 30 and 40% were, and still 
are, common. Thus once again copper alloys purporting to have been produced earlier but with zinc contents above 33%, 
fall under suspicion (but see FN 2 for the problems in judging analytical figures).

8  CraDDoCK 2009 (glass); sPeel 1998; sPeel, BronK 2001 (enamel).
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a copy returned to their owners9. In the 19th century there was little real knowledge of the materials 
used in earlier periods and anyway the craftsman would use the materials then available which by the 
19th century were often very different than earlier. For example the addition of small amounts of chro-
mium salts produces an excellent green colour and uranium oxides produced an excellent yellow in 
glasses, and both were first used only in the 19th century. Chromium is now easy to detect analytical-
ly and thus a simple non-destructive analysis can establish that that the particular area of green is not 
ancient10. How far that judgement extends to the rest of the object would still have to be ascertained.

methoDs 

The methods by which artefacts were 
made can also be indicative of their likely age 
(fig. 1)11. Working tools and methods have 
fundamentally changed in the last century or 
so such that it replication of earlier methods 
is difficult. It does require that the craftsper-
son is fully aware of the methods and materi-
als employed in the past, has the correct tools 
and is experienced in using them. Also as it 
is generally acknowledged that artists find it 
very difficult to work outside the artistic tra-
dition in which they have been raised so it is 
equally difficult for craftpersons to work out-
side the technical tradition in which they have 
been trained. This is especially true where that 
person knows that the modern power tools 
that they have been brought up to use could 
do the job so much easier than experimenting 

with ancient technology. The best compendium of traditional metalworking techniques is that of 
Oppi Untracht12, and for jewellery his work of 1982, and that of Jack Ogden13.

use anD Wear

During the artefact’s life it will be used, polished, fade, break, be repaired, all of which will leave 
evidence which can be very instructive if it can be correctly interpreted. Generations of wear and pol-
ishing leave wear patterns that cannot be easily replicated mechanically. Does the heaviest wear occur 

9  hayWarD 1974.
10  Page et alii 2001.
11  Metal wires form a good example (ogDen 1982; oDDy 1977). Very primitive wires were formed by hammering 

out a rod of metal to the required thickness, or by simply folding over a thin strip of metal into a tube. A more advanced 
method widely used to produce the gold and silver wires used for jewellery in antiquity was strip twisting. In this a thin 
strip of metal was tightly coiled to form a thin hollow tube. Alternatively, a thin rod could be twisted and rolled to form 
a wire. In either case there the wire has a distinctive helical twist (fig. 1). These methods were superseded by drawing thin 
rods through progressively smaller holes in a steel plate. The origins of this method are currently uncertain, but around the 
middle of the first millennium AD wire drawing began to be used to produce gold and silver wires all over the Old World 
from Ireland to Korea, rapidly replacing other methods. Drawn wire can be recognised if the draw plate was damaged 
then it would leave scratches running along the body of the wire. Although very distinctive they are not that common, 
craftspeople, be they legitimate or otherwise tend to look after their tools. A better indication is given by the section of the 
wire. Twisted wires are partially hollow or rolled and thus will often be of irregular section whereas the drawn wires have 
been squeezed through round holes and will have a much more regular section (fig. 1). 

12  untraCht 1968.
13  ogDen 1982.

Fig. 1 – Gold wires from a superb ancient Greek necklace. 
The wires on the upper rosette are original strip twisted. Note 
the helical twist and irregular section. The drawn wire on the 
rosette below is a recent repair. Note the regular rounded 
section (British Museum, photograph by I. MacIntyre).
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in what would have been the most vulnerable parts during its supposed use? Are the wear patterns 
consistent with regular gentle polishing over long periods?14

A well-worn brass astrolabe was once offered to the British Museum where the regularity of 
wear all over the object raised suspicions at once. Careful examination revealed a series of small half-
moon depressions at various shallow angles on the surface. These were almost certainly where an an-
gle grinder had been used to initially create the worn appearance, before polishing, and periodically 
it had dipped too far into the surface.

Change anD DeCay

After years of use, devotion or appreciation, artefacts can then undergo very different life expe-
riences. Some such as outdoor sculptures can remain exposed for centuries, corroding at the surfac-
es and with no one to clean them, acquire a patina. Other items, such as many items of fine Islamic 
metalwork seem always to have been cared for and kept clean and polished, which itself leaves evi-
dence in the missing overlays caught in the cleaning clothes. Still others, for a variety of reasons, will 
have become buried and most materials will react to the very different environment to that which 
they were formally exposed. The reaction depends on the nature of the burial environment, particu-
larly the moisture levels, the acidity, the oxidation conditions, as well as the actual composition of 
the deposit. With copper alloys usually the brown oxide, cuprite, forms first, which is then itself at-
tacked, forming the familiar green or blue minerals such as malachite (carbonate), azurite (carbonate), 
atacamite (chloride) or brochancite (sulphate), depending on the anions present respectively15. Previ-
ously oxides, carbonates and chlorides were accepted as genuine naturally forming corrosion miner-
als, but changing environments have brought about changes in perception. The sulphate, brochancite 
used to be regarded with suspicion as a naturally occurring corrosion product, but it is now accept-
ed as the usual corrosion product on most outdoor bronzes in urban environments. The nitrates do 
not usually form a stable patina as most are soluble, and were certainly once treated with the utmost 
suspicion. Nitrates in a patina were regarded as most likely to be synthetic green pigments added 
to make an artificial patina. However, the basic hydroxy nitrate, gerhardite, has now been found on 
outdoor bronzes. Indeed it is reported that in modern New York’s poisonous environment, the bro-
chancite on the Statue of Liberty is now being replaced by gerhardite16.

The surface attack on buried metals is 
generally very slow compared to normal 
chemical reactions and thus very minor lo-
cal factors in the underlying metal become 
important in determining the rate of attack. 
Metals tend to be in the form of crystalline 
grains with the crystals in regular stable ar-
rays, but at the boundaries these break down 
and the surface there is much more energet-
ic and therefore susceptible to attack. Thus 
the corrosion tends to proceed most rapidly 
down the grain boundaries deeply into the 
metal, thereby securing the surface corro-
sion layer firmly to the body metal (fig. 2). 
As the process is slow the forming crystals 

14  Carl Wilhelm Becker, the famous numismatist, coin dealer and forger devised the ingenious method of ageing his 
creations by putting them in stout box filled with iron filings and dragging this behind his carriage through the uneven 
streets of his home town (hill 1955). A modern equivalent would be tumbling in a cement mixer. Either way extensive wear 
would result but would be very different from that generated during legitimate use.

15  Croyn 1990.
16  sCott 2002.

Fig. 2 – Formation of a patina on a copper alloy. The chemical 
attack penetrates down the more exposed grain boundaries, 
thereby firmly anchoring the patina into the underlying metal 
(Croyn 1990).
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will be relatively large and well-formed compared to their artificially induced counterparts, resulting 
in distinctive X-ray diffraction patterns. 

Other crystalline materials such as stone react in a broadly similar fashion17. Glass can lose the 
relatively soluble fluxes, typically sodium and potassium ions, to the groundwater if sufficient stabi-
lisers are not present18. Ceramics can also undergo significant change during prolonged burial19. They 
can also lose a proportion of any alkaline metals or earths that they may contain, but often having a 
relatively open structure can absorb minerals such as phosphates, calcite and manganese or iron salts 
from the ground20, or magnesium salts from a marine environment21. The absorption of these min-
eral would be very difficult to replicate artificially and so their presence could be taken as an indica-
tion of long burial. 

after reDisCovery

The travails of an art object do not cease once it has been redis-
covered either from the ground or a dusty forgotten cupboard. Cahn22 
writing of an old 18th century collection that had escaped further treat-
ment over the ensuing two centuries remarked “the interest of the collec-
tion consists mainly in its date, there one could study how bronzes were 
treated before 1800; what an early forgery looks like; how a good bronze 
acquires a fake appearance through irreverent handling-adjusting, restor-
ing, repatinating”.

Whatever the condition of the object when found it will almost in-
evitably have been subsequently been subjected to some form of sur-
face treatment potentially compromising its apparent antiquity. This 
may be no more than over vigorous polishing inadvertently removing 
the evidence of antiquity (fig. 3)23. Sometimes cleaning and conserva-
tion has been undertaken in order to ‘improve’ the appearance, there-
by changing the appearance from that of the original. The bronze head 
from the Yemen (fig. 4) now has a polished metallic golden skin, but 
the hair has a dark patina of corroded copper. If this was an original 
feature then this would an interesting and highly unusual example of 
early deliberate patination. However close examination of the polished 
surface of the face revealed a network of cuprite extending down into 
the metal as shown previously in figure 2. Clearly the corrosion orig-
inally covered the whole head but had been selectively removed from 
the face and neck after excavation. 

Sometimes the original natural patination was changed in order 
to satisfy contemporary taste. In the 17th and 18th centuries European 

17  neWman 1990.
18  freestone 2001; neWton, Davison 1989.
19  freestone 2001.
20  lemoine, PiCon 1982.
21  PraDell et alii 1996.
22  Cahn 1970.
23  A group of Egyptian artefacts acquired by the British Museum in the 19th century provide a good example (CraD-

DoCK 2009). They had apparently come to the dealer straight from the ground. Most of the group has evidence of age except 
for the massive gold crown, which is by far the most important item in the group (fig. 3). This is brightly polished, most un-
like the usual appearance of gold antiquities that have been buried for long periods, where the leaching of copper and sil-
ver from the surface give it a slightly matted texture. Thus the gold crown came to be regarded as an addition to the group, 
and of doubtful antiquity. However, it was noted that some of the clay casting core still remained inside and thermo-lumi-
nescence test showed that the clay had last been very hot several thousand years ago, suggesting that the crown was genu-
ine, just over cleaned. 

Fig. 3 – Polished to modernity: 
This genuine ancient Egyptian 
gold crown was so heavily 
polished that its very antiquity 
was doubted (British Museum, 
photograph by J. Heffron).
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collectors and savants believed 
that classical bronzes had been 
patinated and moreover that 
this patination had been dark 
(Cahn 1970). Unfortunate-
ly those excavated from the 
ground usually only had a 
green patina and the collectors 
were not above giving them 
the patina they felt they should 
have had. The best known ex-
ample is the large assemblage 
of small bronzes formed by 
the English collector Richard 
Payne-Knight in the late 18th 
and early 19th century (fig. 5)24. 
These were acquired by the 
British Museum after his death 
and are displayed still sport-
ing their dark colours. Careful 
examination revealed the re-
mains of a genuine natural pat-
ina overlain by a dark lacquer. 
There is no way that a lacquer applied in antiquity could have survived a thousand years of burial. 
Despite Payne-Knights claims that this was their appearance when acquired it would seem that the 
lacquer was applied for him or on his direction, perhaps to please rather than deceive. 

A very different case of repatination, this time very much to deceive, was recently reported. In 
Egypt as with most other countries, antiquities may not be exported. In order to circumvent these 
restrictions a dishonest ‘conservator’ restorer, gave the genuine antiquities he had clandestinely ob-
tained in Egypt garish fake patinas. This made them appear as modern imitations, of the sort sold to 
tourists as souvenirs, which of course could legitimately be taken out of the country. Once outside 
Egypt the fake patina was removed and the artefacts sold as the antiquities that they really were.

DeliBerate Patination

In general the deliberate patination of materials, notably metals, was only very rarely practised in 
antiquity25. The earliest attempts at artificial patination, both in Europe and in the Far East, seem to 
have been associated with the production of forgeries. 

Basically there are two approaches to deliberate patination. The surface can be treated in some 
way, by fire or with chemicals26. Alternatively, an inorganic or organic colorant, typically a miner-
al paste or a lacquer, is applied and held by an organic binder. Serious decorative chemical patination 
only really developed in the 19th century27. A wide variety of treatments were used, including attempts 
to seriously imitate natural patinas by accelerating the chemical processes involved. It is significant 
that already by the mid-19th century it had been established that malachite was frequently found in 
natural patinas. Attempts were made to replicate this by prolonged exposure of the copper alloy to a 
damp environment rich in carbon dioxide (hiorns 1892). Malachite did indeed form but even after 
many months exposure the layer was thin and poorly attached. The reason was that there was insuf-

24  CraDDoCK 2009.
25  CraDDoCK, giumlia mair 1993.
26  hiorns 1892; hughes, roWe 1982.
27  CraDDoCK 2009; hughes 1993; sCott 2002.

Fig. 4 – Changing appearances: 
The corrosion has been selectively 
removed from the face and neck 
of this Sabaean bronze head from 
the Yemen, giving the impression 
that the hair had been deliberately 
patinated in antiquity (British 
Museum, Royal Collections).

Fig. 5 – Changing tastes: two genuine 
Roman bronzes. That on the left has been 
given a dark lacquer coating by the collector 
Richard Payne Knight who believed that 
bronzes were originally given a dark patina 
in antiquity. That on the right has a typical 
untreated natural patina (British Museum, 
photograph by A. Milton).
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ficient time for serious intergranular corrosion to 
become established. This is, of course, of some 
reassurance to those trying to differentiate natu-
ral from artificial patinas. As yet no one has been 
able to replicate the firmly adhering substrate of 
cuprite, only the thin flaky layer of malachite 
that easily rubs off especially at extremities.

It is necessary to add a note of caution here. 
Many 19th century chemical treatments recom-
mend that after application the piece be left for 
some months in order for the patina to ‘bite’ as 
they put it, that is, for some slight integranular 
corrosion to form. After more than a century 
some of these ‘biting’ patinas may well be indis-
tinguishable from wholly natural patinas. 

Apocryphal stories of the fakers leaving their creations on the roof of the workshop or buried in 
a dunghill abound, but would only produce a very thin unconvincing patina, maybe it was hoped that 
the firmly adhering grime or dirt would give an impression of long burial.

The other main method of producing an imitation patina is by applying the appropriate miner-
als mixed with a binder to hold them to the surface. If carefully done this can be quite convincing, at 
least visually. Many organic binders fluoresce under UV radiation (see fig. 7b below), or dissolve in 
some common solvents such as acetone or ether. As with chemical treatments the artificial patina ad-
heres poorly to the metal surface being no more than a thin layer (fig. 6).

Sometimes the mineral selected for the artificial patina is the right colour but completely differ-
ent from that which would have formed under natural conditions. 

Conservation treatments

Over long periods in the burial environment the surfaces of the object will have reached equilib-
rium with its surroundings. Once it is removed from this, there is a danger that in the new environ-
ment, typically drier and more oxidising, that active corrosion will commence requiring preventive 
conservation28. For example many copper alloy items will have come from environments rich in chlo-
rides and whilst buried will have formed a stable mineral, nantokite, with the copper29. After excava-
tion and exposure to the air the nantokite can form other copper salts, leaving the chlorides free to at-
tack the remaining copper, the phenomenon known as “bronze disease”. Thus these chlorides must 
be eliminated or at least neutralised. The necessary conservation treatments are perfectly legitimate 
but nevertheless do change the surface and sometimes can cause confusion. One treatment that was 
used in the mid-20th century was to soak the corroding metalwork in a solution of sodium sesquicar-
bonate. The sodium ions reacted with the chlorides to form common salt which dissolved in the wa-
ter and so by successive washings the chlorides were gradually removed. Apart from being very slow 
another problem was that whilst the sodium ions reacted with the chlorides the carbonates reacted 
with the copper to deposit insoluble hydrated copper carbonate, malachite, in amongst the natural 
corrosion products. This treatment was much favoured in the British Museum for treating the copper 
alloy artefacts from the major excavations etc. in the Middle East. Thus many of these artefacts now 
have a flaky blue patina that has nothing at all to do with their original appearance, their burial envi-
ronments or even their appearance when first excavated.

Some treatments could have an impact that extended well beyond merely halting fresh outbreaks 
of corrosion but preserving the existing natural patina. Perhaps the most severe, but regrettably wide-

28  Early Advances in Conservation 1988.
29  Croyn 1990.

Fig. 6 – Imitation patina stuck to a copy of a Roman bronze 
easily flakes away revealing the bright uncorroded metal 
surface below (British Museum, photograph by S. La Niece).
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ly applied, technique was that of electrochemical 
reduction30. In this the corroding metal artefact 
was wrapped in a reactive metal, usually zinc and 
placed in a mildly acidic solution. The artefact 
was then made the cathode whilst a current was 
applied. At the corroded metal face hydrogen 
ions were generated which reduced and removed 
the various minerals that had formed the patina. 
Unfortunately this very often went beyond re-
moving the extruded deposits and removed the 
patinated original surface and all original surface 
detail. At the surface the more electronegative el-
ements such as tin or zinc in a bronze or cop-
per in a silver antiquity, the remaining metal will 
be richer in the more electropositive. Thus after 
electrochemical stripping not only will the origi-
nal surface have been lost but even the composi-
tion will be different. A bronze, originally with 
a bright golden surface, after treatment will now 
typically have a dull brown matt surface. Very 
often the treatment stopped short of total re-
moval but even here there can be problems. One 
of the treasures of the British Museum is the 
Etruscan tomb group from Poledrara, dating to 
the 5th century BC. Amongst the items is a large 
footed basin. Surface analysis by XRF revealed 
zinc as major component indicating that the item 
was likely to be of brass31. As the item was sup-
posed to date from the 5th century BC this caused 
some consternation (see above). A sample was 
drilled in to the body metal and analysis showed 
that it was of bronze with only very minor trac-
es of zinc. The explanation must be that at some 
time the piece had been electrochemically treated 
to remove the bulk of the natural corrosion, al-
though some was allowed to remain and this had 
absorbed zinc salts from the dissolving zinc in 
which it must have been enshrouded. 

Electrochemical reduction is a reasonably 
well known treatment, although unfortunately 
the actual treatments on individual artefacts were 
not usually noted as part of their permanent record, thus creating the potential for problems for fu-
ture research. Another, less well known technique to treat active chloride corrosion of bronzes was 
to apply silver nitrate to the affected areas. The silver ions reacted to form insoluble silver chloride 
thereby neutralising the potential of the chlorides from further attack on the copper. The down side 
of the treatment was that the presence of the silver, now permanently locked into the surface, could 
be taken as an indication that the object had once been silver plated. Once again this is exacerbated by 
the absence of conservation records.

30  gilBerg 1988.
31  CraDDoCK 2009.

Fig. 7 – Deceptive restoration: The damage on this genuine 
Chinese fan ding of the Shang dynasty (7a) had been crudely 
repaired with soft solder (7b) which was then disguised 
under a thick layer of false patina which was exposed under 
UV radiation (7c) (British Museum, photograph by J. 
Heffron).

a

b

c
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DeCePtive restoration

There is a point beyond which conservation/restoration becomes deception. This is usually when 
extensive damage to the original is masked such that it becomes difficult if not impossible to see by 
eye. This is exemplified by the Chinese bronze fan ding vessel (fig. 7a-c). This was made of a leaded 
bronze alloy which is quite brittle. At some time, perhaps whilst it was being dug from the ground, 
it became extensively broken. The fragments were very crudely soldered with soft solder (the dense 
white blobs on the radiograph, fig. 7b). This repair was then hidden under a thick layer of false pati-
nation held in place by an organic binder which fluoresced under UV radiation (fig. 7c).

Change

An artefact can undergo transformation to 
turn the relatively commonplace and inexpen-
sive into the rare and desirable. Silver plate has 
always been a source of wealth and certain items 
are especially valued and thus provide good ex-
amples of transformation. English plate is very 
collectable, this is to some degree due to the rig-
orous guarantee of purity stamped on all piec-
es known as their hallmark. This also provides 
the exact date, place of manufacture and even 
the maker. Thus the hallmark, punched into eve-
ry piece of English silver for at least the last 500 
years, is an essential guarantee not only of puri-

ty, but also of authenticity. As such they are very 
carefully studied, most of the famous cases of sil-
ver forgery have been revealed as such by the false 

hallmarks and thus fakers have always been very wary about faking them32. Thus it is more usu-
al practice to cut a genuine set of hallmarks from a badly damaged or commonplace piece and insert 
them into a potentially more prestigious piece. For example, in sets of 17th and early 18th century cut-
lery spoons were much more common than forks, such that a full set of a dozen early 18th century 
table forks are very expensive indeed, much more so than a corresponding set of spoons. A simple 
transformation could be achieved by taking a set of worn but genuine spoons, saw off the bowl and 
solder on a set of fork tines. However it is impossible to completely disguise the join, especially as 
such a union would be suspected. A much more subtle approach would be to transform the bowls of 
the spoons into tines of forks as illustrated in figure 8. There the bowl of the spoon is shaped to take 
additional silver as the tines are thicker than the bowl. The silver is then hammered to shape and the 
tines cut out and polished. If well done this transformation could be very difficult to detect.  

emBellishment anD enhanCement

Collectors, restorers and fakers can sometimes fail to resist the temptation to embellish. This of 
course especially true of fakers and is sometimes very obvious (fig. 9). Embellishment is well exempli-
fied by ceramic tableware. In the 18th century the production of fine earthenware and porcelain devel-
oped rapidly and very large numbers of perfectly good but plain pieces, often unmarked were made 
as part of dinner services. In addition some pieces were finely decorated by painting or transfers be-
neath the glaze for the display cabinet rather than the table and are now very collectable. The plain 
plates can be embellished and their value much increased by decoration or by the addition of a mark, 

32  tait 1989.

Fig. 8 – Transformations: How to turn spoons into forks 
(London Assay Office).
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and then reglazing the piece. Bat-
tie33 gives an example of a mid-18th 
century plain Meissen dinner plate 
that was apparently worth about 
£20 before being stripped and con-
verted into a presentation plate, 
painted with an ambitious scheme 
that made the plate realise £19,000 
at auction. If the painting and 
reglazing are recent then non-de-
structive analysis may well detect 
modern colorants such as chrome 
green (see above). As always care-
ful examination beneath a binoc-
ular microscope may also provide 
clues. For example a fine decorated 
presentation plate would not usual-
ly have had dinner regularly served 
upon it. A plain piece would very 
likely have been used, and over the 
years the cutlery would have scratched the surface in a distinctive manner. Thus an elaborately decorat-
ed plate covered with the scratches of knives and forks should arouse suspicion. Similarly heavy but lo-
calised scratches may indicate where something has ground out.

reProDuCtions

Some items are pure copies of other items, produced by a variety of methods and for a variety 
of motives, certainly not all fraud-
ulent. 

Adopting the original mate-
rials and methods may seem the 
most obvious and foolproof meth-
od of making a copy indistinguish-
able from the original but as noted 
above in the “Methods” section this 
may not be easy, in fact there many 
difficulties both practical and more 
fundamental. 

If the original was cast, includ-
ing most metals and some ceram-
ics, then this technique may be ap-
propriate for a copy (or copies) by 
taking a mould and casting the copy 
from that. For both metals and ce-
ramics there is the difficulty that 
however accurate the mould the 
materials poured in to form the cast-
ing will inevitably shrink by several 
percent on setting. This is especially 

33  Battie 1999, p. 37.

Fig. 10 – a) Cast copper alloy head. Note the hair style and the crack (Mali-
bu, J. Paul Getty Museum); b) Genuine marble head now in the Naples Mu-
seum: note the hair style and the crack. It is likely that a mould was taken 
from this head to produce the casting for 10a (Naples, National Archaeo-
logical Museum).

Fig. 9 – Embellishment. Detail of a plain but genuine ancient bronze plate that 
has been ‘improved’ by crude lines chased in the surface through the patina 
(British Museum, photograph by S. La Niece).

a b
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serious for items such as coins where the precise 
dimensions are known. There is also the prob-
lem that in an original cast piece the actual cast-
ing is the first stage, followed by detailed work-
ing, scrapping etc. The moulding process will 
pick up these worked details which on subse-
quent casting will appear, very recognisably, as 
casts of worked surfaces. Thus in order to be a 
convincing copy it would have to be reworked, 
thereby losing the original detail34. Even items 
such as stone sculpture, which were never cast 
may be accurately copied by the technique of 
pointing. The artefact to be copied is fixed in 
the pointing frame and a large number of points 
on the surface are established using the needles 
and then drilled into the block of material from 
which the copy is to be made. The stone is then 
carved away down to the end of the drill holes. 
Just occasionally the sculptor did not carve 

deeply enough and the ends of the drill holes are left exposed on the surface (fig. 11).
This technique was very popular in Europe and North America from the mid-18th to the early 

20th century for producing carved stone statuary from models in other materials or for copying exist-
ing statuary35. 

There is also the process of electrotyping (also known as electroforming or galvanoplastik) by 
which almost anything that can be moulded can be copied. Electrotyping was enormously popular 
for museums and private collectors in the second half of the 19th century, providing accurate copies 
of just about everything from frogs to classic Greek statuary36. Put very simply moulds are taken of 
the object to be copied, the front and back of a plate for example37. The inner surface of the mould 
is then made conducting by dusting on graphite or silver powders. It is then made the cathode in an 
electrolytic cell containing copper salts. Thus a thin copper positive is deposited. When sufficient 
thickness has built up it is removed, trimmed and the various components soldered together. If 
necessary a heavy material such as lead can be deposited on the inner hidden surfaces to give the 
correct weight. The surfaces of the assembled piece can then be treated by further plating to resemble 
the original. It might be though that the method and materials are so different from the originals 
that this would not be a favoured method of forgery, however many examples have been found in 
museum collections around the world, unsuspected and undetected for decades. It was, and still is, 
claimed that electro deposition gives a perfect copy. However this is not really the case. The method 
is only as good as the original traditional moulding method and the surface deposit is not actually 
uniform but is made up of a series of columnar grains. These give the surface a rather dull puckered 
look. These can of course be polished away but that also removes all the fine detail which was the 
reason for adopting the method in the first place. 

These traditional copying techniques have now been joined by 3D printing. Although 3D print-
ing may perfectly reproduce the surface the resulting artefact may well have a different composition 
and internal structure from the original.

34  This also applies to corrosion and damage as exemplified by the fake bronze (actually brass) head shown in figure 
10a. This was purchased for the John Paul Getty collection. Shortly after its purchase it was pointed out that it bore a re-
markable resemblance to a marble head in the Naples Museum, particularly the hair style and the crack in the proper left 
cheek (fig. 10b). It is likely that the latter was retained and incorporated into the copper alloy casting in order to give the 
figure some semblance of possessing a history. 

35  CraDDoCK 2009.
36  Id.
37  untraCht 1968, pp. 379-92.

Fig. 11 – Pointing: The block of material is then carved down 
to the level of the points. Sometimes the carving is not carried 
down far enough and the ends of the drilled holes are visible 
as in this early 20th century copy of a statue of Queen Victoria, 
now in Gwalior in India (photograph by Author). 
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Note electroforming, taking casts, pointing and 3D printing all enable the copies to be issued not 
just as a single item but as editions. Differentiating between various editions, straight copies and af-
tercasts, where a mould has been taken from a copy rather than the original and further casts made 
from that, can be extremely difficult. An entire exhibition was devoted to the many editions, after-
casts of just one statue by the much-collected American sculptor, Frederic Remington38, where some 
of the complexities were explained and to which the reader is recommended.

ConClusion

It is hoped that this paper has shown the many varied things that can have happened to an arte-
fact, all of which have to borne in mind when carrying out an examination. As already stressed in the 
introduction, one may well be able to determine what has happened to an artefact, why is another 
matter altogether. Technical and scientific investigations are good at determining materials not mo-
tives, but do help in establishing the true history of an artefact in conjunction with other expertises.

Paul Craddock
The British Museum, London

pcraddock@britishmuseum.org
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Anthropology of Forgery. A Multidisciplinary Approach to the Study of Archaeological Fakes

aBstraCt

The presence of a solitary castle is almost a conditio sine qua non for coin counterfeiting in the Middle Age, due to the 
noisiness of such activity and, also, to the severity of the punishments for those found guilty of such a crime: being 
burned alive, blinded, or other similar “treatments”. Actually, almost all the sources referring to counterfeiting, e.g. 
acts of criminal trials, mention a castle as the “crime scene”. Despite the evidence provided by the written sources, in 
Italy this phenomenon was very badly documented by the archaeological data, at least until a few decades ago. In the 
last few years, however, many castles have provided archaeological finds clearly referable to clandestine mints. Most 
of them have been identified by chance and their archaeological data only summarily reported, but a certain number 
has been deeply investigated, also through metallurgical analyses. The results of these studies not only have led to a 
better characterization of the fake coins, which appear to be very well made and sometimes almost undistinguish-
able from the actual specimens, but also to a better understanding of the economic context of their production. For 
instance, a comparison among several clandestine mints located in North-eastern Italy and the monetary evolution 
of the periods involved has allowed the author to hypothesize that forgery production grew exponentially when the 
market was hit by a shortage of species, which can easily explain the development of these clandestine mints not as 
mere criminality, but maybe as an attempt by some individuals to match the growing demand for coins — of course 
trying to speculate in coins as much as possible. This is something that might have helped the economic development 
of Italian regions, in certain moments, no less than the “celebrated” devaluation of official coinages. 
KeyWorDs: Numismatics; coin counterfeiting; Middle Age; North-eastern Italy

“Anthropology of forgery”, this Winter School’s very fitting title, gives a perfect account of 
the different motivations that may have led people to create copies of objects of the past: from the 
criminal desire to earn money by defrauding a public of gullible amateurs, to the aim of providing 
low-cost and openly fake copies of prestigious objects to a clientele unable to meet the costs of the 
originals; from the wish to imitate works considered models of artistic perfection, to the audacious 
desire “to challenge” the skills of the great artists of the past. Such behaviours, it is self-evident, 
concern objects which have a greater (artistic, cultural and therefore also economic) value in virtue 
of their being ancient — with their functions playing only a marginal role, thus implying that the 
public has quite an emotional approach to their own history and past. In this sense, the archaeolog-
ical study of the fakes produced in such contexts may have not only the obvious aim of refining the 
methods useful for recognizing them, but also that of providing useful pieces of evidence in regard 
to the taste, the mentality and the general attitude towards antiquity of its beholders. Other contri-
butions in this volume offer an in-depth analysis of these aspects, but from a historical point of 
view it is certainly worth mentioning the potentialities of the archaeological study of forgeries also 
regarding a phenomenon lacking an artistic and cultural connotation: the forgery of still-circulating 
coins carried out by contemporaries for mere reasons of profit. Even in this case, such a practice 
may be better understood if analysed through the lens of archaeology and anthropology as well.

Coin Counterfeiting in meDieval italy:
the arChaeologiCal eviDenCe (12th-13th Centuries)

Andrea Saccocci
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It is well known that, at least since Roman times, the activity of coin counterfeiting had become 
very risky, implying a death penalty in case of identification and condemnation1, usually in not very 
attractive fashions. Nonetheless, many people faced this risk and in certain periods counterfeiting was 
a widespread activity. Evidently, in those periods there was a kind of social tolerance for this criminal 
practice, in spite of the fact that every money-user was a potential victim. Coin counterfeiting started 
parallel with the invention of the coinage in the 7th centuryBC and its existence is well attested in the 
Greek and Roman world. However, the Middle Ages were the first period to be analysed in-depth, 
thanks to an unprecedentedly rich archive documentation that, nonetheless, concerned mostly the 
“public” actions (mainly laws, regulations and trials)2 against forgers, presenting the point of view 
of the “power” and their vested interest in defending the high incomes deriving from coin manufac-
ture. Thus, it tends to highlight above all the criminal nature of this phenomenon, without telling us 
much about the social and economic impact of the forgers’ activities, which was not necessarily nega-
tive as we shall see. Sometimes, of course, even archive documents may give hints regarding a possible 
social tolerance for coin counterfeiting because of its widespread distribution in the territory, as in the 
case of the complaints made by the Pope against the massive production of fake Almohad dirhams 
(called millarés) by a number of royal, feudal and seigniorial mints in Southern France and Northern 
Spain (c. 1250 — c. 1270)3. Another example is the complaint made by a citizen against the consti-
tution in Lucca of a hidden company by Roselmo and Ricciardo, destined to produce and circulate 
forgeries of “international” coins: this complaint was ineffective, in spite of having been lodged as a 
notarial deed, since that same company, only a while later, became the Ricciardis’ merchant society, 
the famous bankers from Lucca4. Nonetheless, these cases concern the counterfeiting of species circu-
lating in markets that did not coincide with the ones interested by forgers’ activity, so a certain degree 
of tolerance is understandable5.

This was the framework given by the analysis of the sources in the mid-1990s, when archaeo-
logical data attesting the production of fake coins in Medieval Italy were still essentially absent6. The 
mounting interest for Medieval archaeology, however, was providing more and more data and so, 
in that period only, we ourselves had the opportunity to examine the numismatic materials discov-
ered by a group of archaeological amateurs during a surface survey in the mountain village of Durlo 
(district of Vicenza), and then delivered to the Soprintendenza Archeologica del Veneto7. They were 
discovered at the top of a hill, where remains of a Medieval castle can be found and whose presence is 
confirmed by the vernacular name of the hill, Purga, originated by the German word “Burg” (castle).

Most of the objects recovered bore witness to the fact that a “mint” was likely active on the 
site, where all the operations necessary for silver alloy coin manufacture were clearly attested. The 
presence of coins (belonging to the mints of Milan, Mantua, Merano, Verona and Venice), melting 
slag, metal drops, refractory material, small silver ingots, copper bars, unstruck flans and even coins 

1  About the Roman origin of the cruel treatments for people found guilty of coin counterfeiting, see grierson 1956.
2  For some sectorial surveys on the documentary evidence about coin forgery in Italy, see travaini 1986, mueller 

1996. 
3  sPufforD 1988, pp. 171-176; many scholars believe that this phenomenon lasted for a much longer period, from 

the end of the 12th century to the last quarter of the 13th and regarded a much wider area, extended even to the whole of Ita-
ly. However, this is an overestimation caused by the fact that the word millarés, in its Latin and Italian forms of miliarense 
and migliarese, very probably was also used by the sources to register the grossi, newly minted by Italian mints close to the 
Tyrrhenian shores, which followed the standard of the Almohad dirhams, but did not imitate them; see saCCoCCi 2010a.

4  ConCioni 1995, pp. 68-75 and 79-83.
5  Another interesting survey of the documentary evidence of a counterfeiting activity, in this case regarding the re-

gions of Emilia-Romagna and Marche, is given by Pigozzo 2010-2011. The author’s conclusions, however, are quite ham-
pered by some unproven assumptions which seem to govern his approach to the matter, such as “counterfeiting in the 14th 

century was a clear evidence of the emergence of the seigniorial powers” or “the clandestine mints were a kind of prerequi-
site for the opening of regular and legal mints by those seigniories”.

6  In that period, we knew only of a couple of contributions describing archaeological finds possibly referring to a 
clandestine mint in Italy: Perantoni satta 1977, pp. 125-126 and gremes, zanoni 1988.

7  The materials, together with other archaeological finds from the castle, were discovered by the members of the 
Associazione Ricercatori per l’Ecologia e l’Archeologia della Regione Veneto, directed by Francesco Zanconato, after the 
site had been hit by a strong rainstorm.
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belonging to the mints of Ravenna 
and Ancona hammered in order to 
be obliterated and, we may presume, 
re-used as simple flans, left no doubt 
about it (fig. 1)8. The chronology too 
was very clear: all the elements that 
were somehow datable (the coins, the 
size and the weight of the flans) were 
highly compatible with a very precise 
period only: the central decades of the 
13th century.

The main question rising from this 
kind of finds, of course, concerned 
the nature of the site: was it an offi-
cial mint or a forger’s clandestine 
workshop? The answer seemed quite 
straightforward, as at the time, the 
mint of Verona was the only active 
one in the surrounding area (the 
Marca Veronese-Trevisana and the 
Venetia, corresponding more or less to the present Veneto region) that produced coins of the same 
size of Durlo’s flans and, additionally, the location characteristics (a rather isolated mountain castle) 
pointed in the same direction: the workshop of a forger, someway similar to the castle of Romena 
in Casentino, where, as Dante recalls in a famous passage, Mastro Adamo made fake florins “that 
had 3 carats of mondiglia (base metal)”9. However, there were not any specimens clearly identifi-
able as forgeries among the coins found, and we did not have the opportunity to carry on metal anal-
yses on them to verify whether their metal content corresponded to that of the genuine coins or 
not10. Therefore, it was impossible to completely exclude that the site hosted not a forger’s shop, but 
perhaps a totally legal workshop, where, for instance, the metal collected in the neighbouring terri-
tory could be manufactured to be sold to the mint of Verona at the best price (i.e. already transformed 
in flans having the right weight and alloy). 

Anyway, intrigued by the discovery made in Durlo, and knowing what kind of objects could prob-
ably be considered markers of a “clandestine mint”, we started asking the archaeologists and amateurs 
for all the possible evidence of such material from archaeological sites of Northeast Italy. The research 
has been successful, even if at the beginning we had to deal almost exclusively with unpublished mate-
rials11. In due time, however, some of them went on to be published, and today we are aware of the 
published or partially published finds from the castles of Castel Corno in Vallagarina (in the district 
of Trento)12, Durlo13 and Caltrano14 in the foothills north of Vicenza, from those of Sacuidic (Udine)15 
and Castello di Toppo (Pordenone)16 in Friuli Venezia Giulia and perhaps Lienz in Austria17, from a 

8  The finds have later been published, but only partially; see saCCoCCi 2001.
9  Inf. XXX, vv. 49-129.
10  We cannot forget that these forgeries needed to deceive also people who were used to seeing and handling thou-

sands of authentic specimens every year, if not every month, and not only a few hundred in all their life, as happens to the 
modern numismatists when they are lucky enough. We can understand why those fakes cannot be easily singled out by 
present-day experts. 

11  The results of this research were presented during a symposium in memory of Philip Grierson at Cambdridge, in 
2006; no proceedings were planned. 

12  gremes, zanoni 1988; rizzolli 2006, pp. 131-133.
13  SaCCoCCi 2001.
14  Id.
15  saCCoCCi 2010b.
16  saCCoCCi 2008.
17  It is not clear whether the material found there, thrown into a tank not far from the official mint of Lienz (billon 

Fig. 1 – Durlo: finds from the Castle on the Purga (A. Saccocci©, by kind 
permission).
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cave in an unknown location of the district of 
Verona18 and from the city of Verona itself19. 
Also, finds of flans, bars, ingots, fake and 
genuine coins, as well as a die, have been orally 
reported to us in regard to the castles of Castel 
Gresta, Castel Drena and Castel Barbara in 
Trentino, Piovene Rocchette (Vicenza, very 
close to that of Caltrano already mentioned), 
and Solimbergo (Pordenone), but without 
supplying any further information to verify 
their provenance20. All the data collected 
form an extremely interesting picture, with 
a “crime scene” almost always located in 
a mountain castle, usually very close to the 
frontiers between the communes or the 
seigniories in the plane from one side, and the 
Alpine fiefs of the Empire from the other (fig. 
2). This closeness to borders in general was 
explained by the fact that these workshops 

were probably located in the neighbouring state of the area in which the falsified coins were destined 
to circulate, and therefore forgers could rely on a certain tolerance by authorities21. However, this 
assumption does not seem too convincing, since coin circulation rarely respected borders. Therefore, 
the forgeries of currencies belonging to a certain state surely would have damaged the people in the 
neighbouring territories as well, as it would have certainly happened in the Alpine regions, where the 
Venetian and the Veronese coins of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, although foreign, represented 
a considerable percentage of the monetary stock22. It is more likely, in our opinion, that border prox-
imity would have guaranteed the counterfeiters a way to escape. In case of a repressive intervention 
by the local authorities, they could have moved to the neighbouring state (perhaps also taking away 
the evidence of their criminal activity), where surely the penetration of foreign military staff would 
have led to diplomatic problems23. Perhaps this is the reason why a large part of the clandestine mints 
discovered so far are in the southern part of the Eastern Alps, where the orography allowed for easy 
passage through the border between the Imperial dominions and the Italian principalities.

Two aspects of the distribution of the data explained above, however, seem to be more inter-
esting: on the one hand, the concentration of the workshops in two limited areas, i.e. the southern 
versant of the Alps from Lake Garda to the course of the Brenta river and the upper course of the 
Tagliamento river (both circled in the map in fig. 2); on the other hand, the homogeneous chronology 
of a large part of the sites involved, dating most likely to the middle decades of the 13th century. This 
phenomenon doesn’t find any parallel in Italy, thus requiring an explanation24. 

flans and bars), concerned the production process of the mint itself or the activity of a forger; see sPinDler, staDler 1989, 
p. 90; cfr. rizzolli 2006, pp. 126-127 and 227.

18  Bellesia 1998.
19  arzone 2008, pp. 552-553, 582, ns. 907-909. In the case of Verona, the finds are probably in connection to the of-

ficial mint of Verona, whose presence in the same site, and probably in the same period, is documented by sources. The na-
ture of the objects discovered (pure copper flans), however, seems incompatible with the activity of a regular mint, so it 
seems more probable that such material was seized somewhere and then brought to the mint to be re-worked; see arzone 
2008, p. 52; saCCoCCi 2010b, p. 146, nt. 14. 

20  For this reason, only sufficiently reliable reports (because the “reporter” had shown the objects or their photos) 
are considered here.

21  See finetti 2011, p. 100. 
22  See e.g. MEC 12, pp. 555-560.
23  saCCoCCi 2008, p. 96.
24  In none of the other Italian regions, many of them having a similar geopolitical situation, a similar number of clan-

destine mints has been registered in spite of the increase of the relative bibliography in the last decades; in addition to what 

Fig. 2 – Clandestine mints in North-eastern Italy. Circles — 
documented sites: 1. Sacuidic, 2. Caltrano, 3. Durlo, 4. Lienz, 
5. Castello di Toppo, 6. Castel Corno 7. Verona). Squares — 
signalled sites: 8. Piovene Rocchette, 9. Castle of Solimbergo, 10. 
Castel Barbara, 11. Castel Drena, 12. Castel Gresta (saCCoCCi 
2008, fig. 29, by kind permission).
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We had already tried to discuss the issue in a short presentation of the material from Durlo25, 
but without coins unquestionably identifiable as forgeries, any hypothesis remained uncertain. 
Fortunately, some years later we had the opportunity to examine the finds of two regular excavations 
in Friuli Venezia Giulia, those of Sacuidic (Udine)26 in Carnia (the upper valley of the Tagliamento 
river) and Toppo (Travesio, Pordenone)27, close to the same river but at the mountains’ foothills. They 
gave us the chance to carry out metal analysis on the coins, which would reveal crucial for our study. 

At Sacuidic, the “minting” material included not only several copper flans, small bars, a nail and 
pieces of melting slag, but also a die (fig. 3), which eventually gave us the certainty that coins in the 
site used to be struck28. The numismatic material included 11 Venetian billon denari of the doges 
Sebastiano Ziani (1172-1178), Orio Malipiero (1178-1192) and Enrico Dandolo (1192-1205)29, one 
silver grosso by Pietro Ziani (1205-1229)30 and 4 billon denari crociati of Verona (1183 - 1250 c.)31. 
Their general chronology, therefore, is c. 1172-1250. At first glance, the coins seemed authentic: the 
groat’s authenticity was undisputable, the deniers’ less so, since they all had a somewhat abnormal, 
excessively porous and almost “rubbery” appearance. However, this characteristic was not so unusual 
as to allow us to exclude the possibility that these were genuine specimens that had undergone a 
particular process of chemical alteration. The definitive answer, therefore, came only from the chem-
ical analyses carried out by Gian Antonio Mazzocchin at the Physical Chemistry Department of Ca’ 
Foscari University in Venice with the non-destructive nuclear techniques of SEM EDS (Scanning 
Electron Microscopy with X-ray microanalysis), a very precise technique even if very superficial. In 

has been already quoted above, see geliChi 1996; CiamPoltrini, notini, rossi 2001; rizzolli 2004; antonelli, ProsPeri 
2006; asolati 2007; Le zecche italiane 2011, pp. 1507-1521, where a list of the forgers’ workshops in Italy is provided, based 
on both archive documentation and published archaeological researches.

25  Hypothesizing for the first time that the spreading of forgers’ activity could be justified by the general situation 
of rarefaction of the official currency and consequent deflation, which we had deemed as possible in the monetary area of 
Veneto just in the 40-60s of the 13th century; see SaCCoCCi 2001.

26  Directed by Sauro Gelichi and carried out by Fabio Piuzzi; see Sachuidic presso Forni Superiore 2008. 
27  Directed and carried out by Luca Villa; see Pro costruendo Castrum 2010.
28  The die wasn’t found during the excavations and none of the archaeologists has never seen the actual object, which 

must be considered missing. However, a CD containing the images of the die and of other missing coins has been sent anon-
ymously to the numismatist of the group, accompanied by the label Castle of Sacuidic. The absolute technical and stylistic 
likeness of the coins reproduced in the CD with those found during the official excavations, the compatibility of the size 
and the appearance of the die’s face with the same coins (see fig. 3), in particular the circle delimiting the inner cross, clearly 
visible also on the coins, leave no doubts about the truthfulness of the label.

29  For the genuine coin, see MEC 12, ns. 996-997, 998-1002, 1004-1005.
30  MEC 12, ns. 1007-1010. 
31  MEC 12, ns. 1398-1403.

Fig. 3 – Left: obverse die of a Venetian denaro (1172-1205); 
right: denaro of the doge Orio Malipiero (1178-1192); both 
from the castle of Sacuidic (saCCoCCi 2008, fig. 27, by kind per-
mission). 

Fig. 4 – SEM picture of the edge of a Venetian denaro 
from the castle of Sacuidic, where are visible the effects of 
the “blanching” and of the “surface enrichment” in silver 
— whiter upper part (A. Saccocci, by kind permission).
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order to ensure that the results were not affected 
by the problem of surface enrichment and by 
the usual process of blanching32, the internal 
composition was analysed by directing the probe 
towards sectors of the coins’ edges previously 
filed down to a certain depth (fig. 4). The possi-
bility of analysing even extremely small surfaces 
ensured that the filing did not deteriorate the 
overall appearance of the coins, as it could be 
confused with the fractures already naturally 
present in the edges. Such analyses revealed that 
these specimens were fakes and that only a very 
thin surface layer was made of pure silver, while 
the coins’ interior was made of pure copper33. By 
comparison, analyses carried out with the same 
technique on a Veronese coin of the same series 
belonging to us and certainly genuine, revealed 
that the standard metal composition (c. 1/4 Ag 

and 3/4 Cu) was homogeneous over the entire thickness of the coin, even if with the usual higher 
concentration of silver on the surface, determined both by the fact that all these billon coins under-
went processes of “blanching”34 at the time of their manufacturing, and by the well-known phenom-
enon of surface enrichment35. The grosso of Venice, according to the analyses, was made of essen-
tially pure silver, confirming its authenticity. Only another Venetian coin, a denaro by Pietro Ziani, 
seemed to be genuine, lacking that “porous and rubbery” character common to all the other denari36. 
However, the difficulty in distinguishing between false and authentic specimens appears to be a proof 
of the very high quality of the ancient forgers’ monetary production. This goes to show the impor-
tance of studying the material coming from clandestine mints, at least to make visible an important 
historical issue (the contemporary coin counterfeiting), which is in danger of eluding even researchers’ 
attention as it is so difficult to recognise. 

The results of the metallographic investigation confirmed that making forgeries was the ultimate 
goal of the activity in the castle. From a technical point of view, it seems possible that copper (or 
bronze) was collected, refined and transformed, through various passages, into flans of the desired size. 
Before being struck, the flans were silver-plated using a process that has not yet been investigated. It is 
very likely that this was the so-called mercury amalgam process, which was effective for both silvering 
and gilding and was certainly well known in the Middle Ages. This could be confirmed by the fact that 
the bar and the flans were made of pure copper, an apparently necessary condition for this technique37.

Material very similar to that of Sacuidic was found in the castle of Toppo (Travesio), in Friuli 
Venezia Giulia. Here, unstruck copper flans, ingots and bars, as well as billon coins, have been brought 
to light too38, but in a much higher number than in the castle in Carnia39. Contrary to Sacuidic, many 
crucibles have also been found on the bottom of the donjon in different layers characterised by traces 

32  See below, text corresponding to nts. 34-35.
33  saCCoCCi 2008, pp. 94-95; by comparison, we reached the conclusion that the coins from Durlo, on the contrary, 

were genuine.
34  That is, they were voluntarily subjected, during their manufacturing, to chemical processes capable of mineralizing 

and then removing copper from the surface, leaving the silver unchanged, which gave them a much whiter colour; in this re-
gard, see CoPe 1972, Finetti 2011, pp. 39-40; arles 2009, pp. 96-101; cfr. MEC 12, p. 731.

35  Thanks to which the coins that undergo chemical alteration processes for a long time because of their burial tend to 
have their surface enriched with the noblest metal (silver), because the least noble metal (copper) is mineralized more quick-
ly; in this regard, see, for all, ConDamin, PiCon 1972.

36  The specimen was not analysed, being one of the missing pieces known only thanks to a photo.
37  travaini 2007, p. 196, nt. 8; see also the sources quoted in travaini 1986, pp. 130-131.
38  saCCoCCi 2010b.
39  The flans, for instance, are 2341.

Fig. 5 – Castle of Toppo: small ovens in the ground floor of 
the donjon (Pro costruendo Castrum 2010, pl. 3.1, by kind 
permission).
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of fire, clearly bearing witness to the fact that they were used inside the castle and not collected else-
where and simply accumulated there (fig. 5)40. 

There are 49 coins41: 47 Venetian denari belonging to the doges Sebastiano Ziani, Orio Malipero 
and Enrico Dandolo, and two Wiener Pfennige (Viennenses) by the Duke of Austria and Styria 
Leopold VI, issued by the Mint of Vienna and datable from 1210 to 123042. The Venetian coins belong 
to the same doges already attested in Sacuidic, but the general chronology of the coins appears slightly 
prior (1172-1230) to the other one, due to the absence of the Veronese denari crociati dating to the 
period 1183-1250. On the nature of the Toppo specimens, we have to say that here too the Venetian 
specimens seemed all authentic, albeit with some uncertainties due to an overly yellow/red colour. 
Regarding the two Austrian pfennige, their red and brown colour and remarkable oxidation revealed 
them at first glance as false. In fact, these had coins of good silver as their prototypes and those char-
acteristics, typical of copper artefacts, appeared completely incompatible with them. 

The final answer to this question, as for the coins from Sacuidic, came from chemical inves-
tigations carried out using non-destructive nuclear methods on some specimens. These analyses 
were conducted by Alberto Conventi at the LAMA (Laboratorio Analisi materiali Antichi) of the 
IUAV (Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia), at that time directed by Lorenzo Lazzarini, 
again with the SEM/EDS technique. In this case, too, the results of the investigation have undoubt-
edly revealed that these were false specimens, since none of them had the same silver content as the 
authentic ones. Unlike in Sacuidic, however, the four coins investigated as samples revealed quite 
different alloy compositions. The oldest coin, namely a Venetian denaro by Sebastiano Ziani, had a 
composition of 21% Ag and 79% Cu, while its surface was 31% Ag and 69% Cu. These values are 
very close to the regular ones, which could also raise some doubts about the apocryphal character of 
the piece, were it not for the fact that its style and its manufacture are identical to those of the other 
specimens found on the site. Two other Venetian denari, both by Orio Malipiero, were subjected 
to analysis and gave significantly different results both between them and when compared to the 
previous coin. The first had a concentration of 5% Ag and 95% Cu on the inside, and of 18% Ag and 
72% Cu on the surface; the second, on the other hand, appears to consist of 100% Cu, both inside and 
on its surface. The fourth coin analysed, a pfennig of Leopold VI of the Mint of Vienna, is also 100% 
copper43. These differences cannot be random and contingent because different techniques are needed 
to make the forgeries indistinguishable from authentic specimens. In fact, for the first and the second 
coin we may think of the “blanching” technique, which we have already mentioned, as it is certainly 
the simplest and quickest for coins having more than 20-25% silver. Otherwise, it would be difficult 
to explain both the presence of silver even inside the coin, and the fact that on the surface the silver 
content is not 100%. For the other two coins, however, the only plausible explanation for their inner 
composition (100% Cu) is that, like the ones from Sacuidic, they were only superficially silver-plated. 
It seems unlikely that different techniques were used at the same time and by the same workers, so a 
possible explanation is that the two processes were used at different times, as it could be confirmed, 
for example, by the fact that the most ancient piece subjected to analysis was certainly blanched, 
while the most recent one was silver-plated. It seems to us that the only reason that could justify the 
initial use of a silver alloy similar to the official one — and, actually, an alloy practically devoid of 
precious metal, was the fact that the face value of the original coins was dropping under the value of 
their silver content, and so they were disappearing from the market. Such a situation is not rare, in 
a regime of metal parity: an excessive imbalance between demand and supply of coins, in favour of 
demand, causes the increase of the value of the coins’ metal content compared to their nominal value, 
because the last is not free to fluctuate, being tied to a series of obligations whose amount is guaran-
teed by law (taxes, fines, registered debts and credits etc.). The consequence of this situation is invari-

40  All those holes with traces of combustion in the figure were probably the small ovens in which the crucibles were 
put on the fire; it seems that this image might become a good “marker” for a clandestine mint.

41  saCCoCCi 2010b, pp. 153-154. 
42  For the original coins, see KoCh 1994, I, p. 73, n. B 114; see also KoCh 1983, pp. 124-125, n. 113.
43  For all the analyses, see saCCoCCi 2010b, pp. 147-150.
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ably the disappearance of the genuine currency from the market (which makes it even more precious). 
Naturally, this was a good moment for forgers to start a production destined to replace the coinages 
driven out of circulation, but evidently, they could not circulate fake coins whose metal content was 
worth more than the genuine specimens’ face value if they wanted to avoid substantial losses. So, they 
needed to follow, or better, to prevent the devaluation of the official coinage by increasingly debasing 
their forgeries. Now, such a situation seems to have occurred in the monetary area of the Veneto 
region in the period in which the Toppo and Sacuidic workshops were active, when first the Venetian 
denari were driven out by the pressure of the debased denari Veronesi (during the Thirties of the 13th 

century) and then even the latter started disappearing after a monetary crisis caused by the introduc-
tion of a gold currency in Northern and Central Italy (after 1252)44. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that just in this region many people decided to exploit the favourable circumstances, producing the 
necessary money by themselves. What is strange, however, is that those people did not try to earn as 
much money as possible, putting in the alloy the minimum silver quantity necessary to give each coin 
a silvery appearance; on the contrary they started out with an alloy very close to that of the genuine 
billon denari, and only in a second phase shifted to using the minimum the presence of silver neces-
sary. In other words, they did not act as pure criminals, but as entrepreneurs who wanted to provide 
a service the state wasn’t in the condition to deliver anymore. Therefore, the quality of the coins was 
not determined only by their desire to profit, but also by market conditions, that is by the devalua-
tion of the official currencies that they tried to match by progressively reducing the silver content of 
their products. We may also presume, to conclude, that the people living in the Veneto region, or at 
least the consumers, welcomed the forgers’ activities, since they supplied them with the new coins 
accepted everywhere at face value and saved them from a desperate search for rare official coins, as 
their lucky owners were quite reluctant to part with them.

This may justify the “social tolerance” for the crime of coin counterfeiting we have mentioned 
at the beginning and that, in our opinion, is a precondition for the appearance of this widespread 
phenomenon in the relatively small area illustrated above. Without this attitude by their neighbours 
(and maybe also by some authorities), we may imagine that the archives of the area would be full of 
documents registering complaints, trials, bans and so on, and that such criminal activity wouldn’t have 
lasted too long. But these documents are quite rare, and the phenomenon lasted more than fifty years. 
So now, we can hypothesize this strange empathy between victims (almost everybody) and perpetra-
tors (counterfeiters): a good issue, we hope, for a conference whose title is “Anthropology of forgery”.

Andrea Saccocci
University of Udine

andrea.saccocci@uniud.it
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aBstraCt

Although a complete list of archaeological fakes attributed to the Lombard period is still waiting to be compiled, 
some exceptional examples of forgeries purporting to date from that era have been recognized as such a long time 
ago. This paper illustrates these notorious examples, considering the psychological aspects of those who were 
involved in the falsifications and, above all, framing the fakes in their respective cultural and political contexts. What 
emerges is of great interest. Through the study of their stories it is in fact possible to follow the changeable meaning 
the Lombards have had in Italian cultural memory throughout many centuries. It thus becomes apparent how the 
bad reputation enjoyed by the Lombards in popular imagination is a direct legacy of our recent past when, unlike 
their European peers, Italian scholars considered the Barbarian phase of their national history as a truly dark age of 
the Italian civilization. And yet, as the first Lombard fake we are aware of well demonstrates, this was not always 
the case. In the High Middle Ages and the modern period Lombard kings had represented an incredible sources of 
legitimization for anyone claiming some kind of power and rule over Italy or parts of it.

KeyWorDs: Early Middle Ages; the Lombards; History of Archaeology; Nationalism.

introDuCtion: theory anD ConCePts

The binary concept of “authentic/original” as opposed to “false/copy” is not a universal inter-
pretative category. As various anthropological studies have demonstrated, in reality this categoriza-
tion is absent from many contemporary, non-literate and small-scale societies in Africa, Australia 
and the Americas1. By contrast, this concept is widely used in modern Western culture, where it has 
a normative meaning with moral implications: faked objects involve deliberate and conscious decep-
tion and the breakdown of well-established ethical codes2.

Although in Western culture the dividing line between what is “true” and what is “false” has 
changed over time, as have the main reasons for forgery, it can be said that the objectives for this 
process typically have been ascribed to fraud in the service of profit. Counterfeits and copies prolif-
erate when certain objects reach the status of collectibles and, consequently, when their possession 
leads to economic profit. A commercial market for objects and their counterfeits is therefore of para-
mount importance in the development of this usage3.

In Europe and North America, the production of early medieval fakes had become a widespread 

*   I should like to thank Edward “Ned” Schoolman and Bonnie Effros for their invaluable help in making my English 
more “English” and less “Italian” and for their precious comments.

1  BoWDen 1999, pp. 333-343.
2  See the classic lessing 1965, pp. 461-471.
3 

 
For all these topics and beyond see the exhaustive introduction of the book by Paul Craddock. CraDDoCK 2009, 

pp. 1-21.
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practice by the end of the 19th century and continued well into the first decades of the following one. 
In this period, known in the literature as the Great Age of Forgery, collectors, first concerned only 
with classical antiquities, began to appreciate other types of artefacts. This interest included those 
produced during the Early Middle Ages, thus opening the way for the creation of fakes purporting to 
date from that era4. The Tesoro Sacro Rossi (1888) and the Lombard Treasure (1930) are two striking 
examples of this phenomenon. 

And yet, profit has not always been the only factor in the production of fakes. Indeed, various 
ancillary motives, such as personal ambition and pride in one’s own city or nation, have played an 
equally important role5. These were inspirations for some of the first archaeological fakes of the 
Lombard period of which we are aware, including the Decretum Desiderii (1493), and later, the Tomb 
of Gisulf (1874). 

Although a list of archaeological fakes attributed to the Lombard period (6th to 8th centuries) has 
never been compiled, I do not intend to supply one in this paper. Instead, in what follows, I will illus-
trate some well-known cases in order to establish the current state of knowledge in this question and 
outline a detailed picture of the cultural and political contexts in which forgeries were conceived and 
made. Of critical importance to these contexts were the archaeological finds of the Lombard period 
and the market (or traffic) of “barbaric” antiquities in Italy and abroad6. Likewise, to understand 
the motivation for the creation of forgeries, it will be critical to review the historiographical debate 
that, almost uninterruptedly from the 16th century onwards, has involved intellectuals, historians and 
archaeologists regarding the meaning of the more than two hundred-year long Lombard kingdom for 
the development of Italian national history.

This debate, known as the questione longobarda, was particularly heated during the 19th century 
and influenced the way in which related archaeological finds were excavated, interpreted and marketed. 
Above all, it shaped the process — which was contradictory as we will see — through which these 
objects became part of Italy’s art-historical and archaeological national heritage. Understanding 
this requires understanding the fortune or misfortune enjoyed by the fakes that were inspired by 
Lombard artefacts, as well as the cultural backdrop of the forgers and those who, consciously or not, 
were involved in the practice of falsification7.

the decretuM desiderii anD the very Beginning of the Questione LongobArdA

The Decretum Desiderii, or the Decree of Desiderius, is the first known archaeological fake 
attributed to the Lombard age. It is an inscription, now held at the Civic Museum of Viterbo (Rome, 
Lazio), and was conceived and manufactured by Giovanni Nanni, better known as Annio da Viterbo. 
It is an extraordinary example of a regular feature in the history of fakes: patriotic fervour and munic-
ipal pride8.

Annio (c. 1432-1502) was a Dominican friar and an Italian humanist. During his career as a theo-
logian and teacher he composed several works, including a universal history of the Christian West, 
where he assigned his hometown, Viterbo, a prominent role by making it one of the most important, 
if not the most important, centres of ancient history9. In this, Annio was not dissimilar from many 
chroniclers who came both before and after him, and who were equally committed to magnifying 
their respective birthplaces. What distinguished him — and for which in fact he was called Prince of 
Forgers — is that, in order to back his account, he created false inscriptions that he buried and then 

4  See chapter 6 in Fake? 1990, pp. 161-162 and 173-176. For the role of the Expositions universelles in making early 
medieval items aesthetically understandable to the public at large see effros 2008, pp. 23-48. For the North American mar-
ket see effros 2005, pp. 85-113.

5  See chapter 2 in Fake? 1990, pp. 59-77.
6  On the meaning of “barbarico” see von hessen 1976, pp. 485-486 and BarBiera 2012, pp. 82-85.
7  Why fakes matter 1992, pp. 7-10. 
8  For a case study focusing on Lombard Southern Italy see Cilento 1971, pp. 36-51.
9  fuBini 2012, pp. 726-732.
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pretended to discover10. The Decree of Desiderius 
is one of these inscriptions.

Manufactured to reflect known historical 
and philological usages, the inscription uses letter 
forms that actually existed and which Annio 
himself defined as littarae longobardicae, that is, 
the Beneventan script which we find in authentic 
early medieval manuscripts. The inscription slab 
was also broken into fragments and the text of the 
document deliberately rendered full of lacunae to 
simulate its antiquity. Its alleged discovery took 
place around 1493 and created a great sensation 
among the scholars of the time, as well as among 
Annio’s fellow citizens. The inscription suggested 
that Viterbo, then a small village of no importance, 
in reality boasted an early medieval past of great 
importance. One could read that the last king of 
the Lombards, Desiderius, had given the city the 
name it bore, after having encircled it with walls 
and granting it the right to mint coins (fig. 1)11.

The first doubts regarding the Decree of Desi-
derius began to surface just after Annio’s death, 
and even though it had already been recognized as 
a forgery during the 16th century, the subsequent 
querelle lasted as late as the beginning of the 19th 

century12. Therefore, the Decree enjoyed a long 
period of notoriety. For us, it is of great interest 
because it brings us back to the very beginning of the aforementioned questione longobarda. 

During the Risorgimento (ante 1861), the prevailing opinion about the Lombards was not posi-
tive, notably from the perspective of Alessandro Manzoni (1785-1873) and among Catholic-liberal 
and anti-Habsburg historians. These intellectuals believed that the Lombards had oppressed the 
Italic-Roman populace everywhere, acting as an ethnically separate body for the entire duration of 
their reign. This was a vision with strong political implications, since it established a direct parallel 
between the Germanic gens of the Lombards and the Austrians, who then ruled most of Northern 
Italy, as well as between the Italic-Roman population and modern Italians, who were living under the 
yoke of foreign rulers13.

This type of narration was at very core of national history, not only in Italy, but in Europe in 
general, defined by the clash between ethnic groups that were supposedly biologically distinct and 
culturally homogeneous. They were the so-called “communities of descent” from which, ultimately, 
modern peoples have stemmed directly and seamlessly14.

During Fascism when Mussolini’s regime raised the banner of Romaness, this interpretation was 
obviously further emphasized15. The Lombards were considered responsible for the end of classical 
civilization in Italy and the start of a period of decline in all fields, which would come to an end only 

10  As regards the false inscriptions by Annio, see Weiss 1962, pp. 101-120.
11  ruBini 2012.
12  Petrella 2004, pp. 59-76.
13  Bibliography on the theme is vast. See the classic falCo 1952, pp. 153-166 and taBaCCo 1990, pp. 691-716. See also 

Banti 2002, pp. 21-44. More recently, Erico Artifoni and Ian Wood have dealt with it extensively. artifoni 2000, pp. 219-
227; artifoni 2007, pp. 297-304; WooD 2008, pp. 233-255; WooD 2013a, pp. 113-136; WooD 2013b, pp. 51-69. See also 
moretti, PorCiani 2011, pp. 177-196.

14  Banti 2001, pp. 115-141, geary 2001, pp. 15-40. See also sorBa 2010, pp. 241-248.
15  giarDina, vauChez 2000, pp. 212-302. See also the book by Emilio Gentile: gentile 2007.

Fig. 1 – Viterbo, Civic Museum. The Decree of Desiderius 
(Viterbo, Civic Museum).
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centuries later, thanks to the revival of urban life following the birth of the Communes. With only 
minor changes, this way of looking at the Lombards has entered the collective imagination. Although 
lacking the ideological emphasis of the past, the Lombards still have a very bad reputation in popular 
memory. 

Long before Romantic and nationalist theories gained ground, there was a long tradition of 
considering the Lombard phase of Italian history in a completely different light. This tradition, which 
was developed predominantly by 18th-century historians, is generally traced back to Niccolò Macch-
iavelli (1469-1527). The central point of his thought is expressed by a very famous phrase in his Istorie 
fiorentine: “erano stati i Longobardi dugento trentadue anni in Italia, e di già non ritenevano di fores-
tieri altro che il nome”. To paraphrase, as time went by, the newcomers had fused with the old inhab-
itants of the peninsula and, after two hundred years, their integration could be said to be complete. 
For this reason, according to Macchiavelli, the Frankish conquest of the Lombard kingdom which 
occurred in 774 under the army of Charlemagne, had de facto overthrown an “Italian” and legitimate 
king, Desiderius.

Indeed, in Italy during the 15th and 16th centuries, the claim to be a direct descendant of the 
Lombards was an extraordinary means of political propaganda for anyone aspiring to some form of 
kingship and or attempting territorial hegemony16. The case of the Visconti, and of the Sforza family 
later, is in this sense revealing. These families, who successfully ruled an extended Duchy as large as 
present-day Lombardy, proclaimed themselves to be descendants of Desiderius and therefore heirs 
of his political legacy in Italy — or at least in Northern Italy17. The fact that they did this on the basis 
of completely imaginative genealogies does not really matter. Indeed, it is a further proof of the evoc-
ative power exerted by the Lombard past. It is therefore precisely in this cultural and political frame 
— in which the Lombards and especially their last king represented a source of dynastic and institu-
tional legitimation — that the false Decree of Desiderius must be contextualized.

“BarBariC” antiquities in the ConteXt of italian arChaeologiCal heritage 
anD the so-CalleD tomB of gisulf

Archaeological objects originating in the early Middle Ages, very numerous in quantity and 
familiar even to the general public, are mainly represented by grave goods such as weaponry and 
jewellery laid to rest with the deceased during the funeral18.

Although such artefacts had occasionally been discovered in Italy even before the 19th century, it 
was only after Unification (1861) that they began to be widely sought after during excavations. From 
this moment on, amateurs and professional archaeologists were able to date them correctly to the 
Lombard period19. Moreover, they started interpreting them in light of the so-called ethnic-cultural 
paradigm20. This was already long the practice of other European archaeologists, who had dug up 
large early medieval cemeteries before the mid-19th century21 and claimed a direct correspondence 
between the grave goods and the ethnic identity of the deceased.

In most of Europe, and especially in England and in Germany, these sites were interpreted as the 
final resting place of true national ancestors, and were therefore valued within patriotic and political 
discourse as evidence of a glorious past22.

In Italy on the other hand, under the influence of the contemporary historiographical debate and 
the questione longobarda, early medieval cemeteries — and in particular male tombs with weapons 

16  iBsen 2000, pp. 279-289.
17  maJoCChi 2008, pp. 166-187. 
18  For a panorama of early medieval artefacts see the exhibition catalogue Roma e i Barbari 2008.
19  geliChi 2004, pp. 41-49; geliChi 2005, pp. 169-184.
20  Bibliography on the ethnic-cultural paradigm is very vast. See the fundamental books On Barbarian identity 2002, 

Brather 2004 and Archaeology of Identity 2010.
21  For France and Germany see effros 2003a, pp. 55-70. For England see Williams 2008, pp. 49-88.
22  See paragraph The “Theutonic” antiquities below.
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— were read primarily as material traces of Germanic “invaders” and used to map their settlements 
in the peninsula. In particular, the typical funerary dress of the Lombard warrior was imagined, 
composed of a complete or partial set of weapons depending on the rank of the deceased. Even in 
archaeology, therefore, as in the nationalistic historiography, the Lombards were essentially labelled 
as conquerors in arms23.

This type of approach had consequences on the development of medieval archaeology as a disci-
pline. Since archaeological finds of the Lombard period were used to confirm the type of narrative 
already elaborated by Alessandro Manzoni and the Catholic-liberal historians, they were treated as 
static evidence. In other words, they were never dated critically, for example through their stylistic 
and typological classification, or through the stratigraphy of the investigated sites. It was sufficient to 
assign them generically to the Migration Period and to attribute them equally generically to a vaguely 
defined Germanic cultural facies24.

In the face of this scant interest shown by professional archaeologists, it was precisely in the 
context of archaeology, and in particular in the field of the conservation of the finds, that a more orig-
inal attitude towards the alleged material culture of the Lombards arose.

Beginning in the 1870s, some museum curators bought various gold and silver grave goods for 
their collections with the specific aim of preserving them from being lost. Beyond the intrinsic value 
of the materials, this shift in museum policy was influenced by patriotic rhetoric. The possession of 
Lombard period items by a public institution had a symbolic meaning: that is, the celebration of the 
end of a period of foreign oppression and domination. They understood it to have begun in 569 AD 
with the invasion of Alboin, and ended only in 1861 with the unification of the country thanks to the 
movement of the Italian Risorgimento25. From this point of view, the purchase and exhibition in 1895 
at the Museo Nazionale delle Terme di Diocleziano in Rome of the grave goods excavated in central 
Italy at Castel Trosino (Marche) — and later at Nocera Umbra (Umbria) — was a truly radical initi-
ative. In fact, it sanctioned officially the entrance of “barbaric” finds into the national patrimony26.

In these locations, after a number of chance discoveries, the General Division for Antiquities 
and Fine Arts of the Ministry of Public Education — the office then in charge of the preservation 
of Italy’s artistic and historical patrimony — was able to launch systematic archaeological investiga-
tions that, in 1893 and 1897, brought to light two large cemeteries which are still today among the 
most representative of the Italian early Middle Ages27. Yet these were only successful after many 
challenges. A law for the protection of archaeological finds was promulgated in Italy only in 190928. 
Before then, the General Division was systematically forced to negotiate both the permission to dig 
and the ownership of the unearthed objects with the landowners called into play. 

Thus, at Castel Trosino and Nocera Umbra, government archaeologists managed to access the 
sites only after long negotiations with the landowners, while, owing to lack of public funds, they were 
obliged to resort to various gimmicks to ensure that the grave goods went into State collections. At 
times they had to buy the items privately or hide their actual value in order to control the purchase 
price29. For all these reasons, what happened is particularly indicative of the value the Lombard mate-
rials gained during the process of formation of the national archaeological heritage.

Still more instructive, however, is what happened locally30, where appreciation of Lombard finds 
was at perhaps its highest level. When the central government had to argue for the materials exca-

23  la roCCa 1993, pp. 13-43; la roCCa 2004, pp. 173-233.
24  See the previous note.
25  I dealt with this topic in my doctoral thesis, Pazienza 2009a, pp. 24-34.
26  BarnaBei 1895, pp. 35-39 and PariBeni 1920, pp. 121-123.
27  mengarelli 1902, pp. 145-380; Pasqui, PariBeni 1918, pp. 137-352.
28  It is the famous Legge Rava-Rosadi, so-called by the names of its promulgators. See Balzani 2003, pp. 11-110. 
29  For this problem in general see troilo 2005, pp. 81-107. On Castel Trosino and Nocera Umbra specifically see 

Pazienza 2009a, pp. 29-32 and 39-43 with the documentary appendix, where the correspondence between the government 
archaeologists working at the sites and the officials in Rome is transcribed. 

30  As regards the Middle Ages and the different perceptions of it attested in Italy at a national and local level see Di 
CarPegna falConieri 2013, pp. 319-346.
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vated at Castel Trosino, it did so not only with the landowner, but also took a stand against the local 
citizens who, with the help of the mayor and the municipal administration, protested strongly over 
the transfer of the grave goods to Rome. The fact that they could not be kept in the area in which 
they were found became cause of great disappointment. The slogan then used for the protest was “è 
come strappare la pagina di un libro”, or as to rip a page from a book, with the book representing the 
history of the local community31.

The case that perhaps best illustrates this phenomenon is, undoubtedly, that of the so-called 
Tomb of Gisulf. Although the context is different in most aspects from the Decree of Desiderius, this 
discovery again demonstrates how civic pride served as inspiration for falsification.

The Tomb of Gisulf was discovered in Cividale del Friuli (Udine, Friuli) on 19 May 187432. On 
that date, a stone sarcophagus containing a man buried with a wealthy outfit of weaponry and jewel-
lery was unearthed in the main square of the city during renovation works. The sepulchre, dated to 
the early Middle Ages, can still be visited at the local Museum in Cividale, where it was transported 
and exhibited the day after its discovery and where, shortly afterwards, the name Gisulf was engraved 
on the sarcophagus cover. The engraving was planned secretly by the mayor of Cividale and a group 
of citizens, who strongly wished to give the deceased an identity33. The name they choose, Gisulf, 

31  The protest was so vivid that it was brought before Parliament. See for details Pazienza 2009a, pp. 39-43.
32  ahumaDa silva 2008, pp. 458-459.
33  BarBiera 1998, pp. 345-357.

Fig. 2 – A contemporary reproduction of the Tomb of Gisulf after Nuova Illustrazione Universale (Venice, Biblioteca 
Nazionale Marciana).
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was that of the first Lombard duke of Cividale and of the whole of Italy, appointed to this office by 
his uncle Alboin, king of the Lombards. Even though the authenticity of the inscription — actually 
rather roughly engraved — was disputed from the very outset34, in the 1940s, there was still signifi-
cant and widespread belief that the remains of the famous duke had been found in Cividale. Only in 
1974 was the attribution of the tomb to Gisulf, and its associated inscription, definitely confirmed to 
be a fake (fig. 2)35.

As a detailed study has shown, this falsification of the evidence was the epilogue of a conflict that 
had dragged on for centuries between Cividale and Udine in competition over which merited the role 
of being the principal regional centre. Since the 16th century, local scholars had been trying to prove 
which of the two cities was of greater historical and cultural importance. In Cividale, in particular, 
they had exalted its Roman origins. It was the ancient Forum Iulii, a colonia founded, as was believed, 
by Julius Caesar. For Udine, by contrast, the element leveraged on the most was the city’s patriarchal 
identity. Udine was the New Aquileia that had received the institutional legacy of the older see36. In 
the context of this comparison, the discovery of the “Gisulf’s remains” was an occasion that could 
not be ignored. The possession greatly increased the prestige of Cividale, which could then boast of 
housing the remains of the first Lombard duke of the kingdom.

The discovery of the Tomb of Gisulf in Cividale led to a new wave of research centred on the early 
Middle Ages and the Lombard artistic and historical patrimony. Cividale itself could count on extant 
monuments and art works of great beauty to do so37. It was especially the local Società di Storia Patria 
that promoted many of these studies38. These were institutional associations that brought together 
cultured and eminent citizens with the aim of writing the particular history of each village and castle39. 
They flourished especially after the Unification of Italy owing to their members’ fear of losing their 
identity in the newly unified country, and had the objective of claiming the cultural and political 
importance of specific regions and cities40. As a result of this fear, in some significant cases, scholars 
and antiquarians not only promoted historical and archaeological research into the Lombard past, 
but also transformed the Lombards themselves into illustrious ancestors of their respective commu-
nities. In so doing, they completely reversed the unworthy reputation this people had previously held 
in official historiography and the popular imagination. 

the great age of forgery anD the maKing of arChaeologiCal treasure

A list of early medieval fakes and specifically Lombard fakes in public and private collections 
across the world does not exist. Our knowledge is based on random and non-systematic identifica-
tion41, and, in some cases, on circumstantial data that deserves further exploration42.

For what little we know, it is clear that when the majority of early medieval or Lombard fakes 
were produced and placed on the antiquarian market at the turn of the 20th century, this was the only 
time that conditions were especially favourable for such types of counterfeits to have a good chance 
of success. These conditions were: first, an interested audience; second, and no less important, a 
growing but still nascent level of expertise. On the one hand, this period corresponded to the same 
decades in which private collectors and museum curators had begun to show an interest in “barbaric” 
jewellery that was being excavated all over Europe. On the other hand, archaeologists and art histo-
rians, although rapidly progressing, were still developing their knowledge. This was a major reason 

34 
 
De Bizzarro 1874a and De Bizzarro 1874b.

35 In that year the Museum Director asked two German scholars an expertise on the inscription, see Bront 1974, pp. 7-23.
36  See nt. 33.
37  See the classic sestan 1981, pp. 21-50 and the recent volume La storia della storia patria 2012.
38  tilatti 2015, pp. 191- 220.
39  Pastres 2015, pp. 317-346.
40  For this phenomenon from a general point of view see sorBa 1998, pp. 157-170 and Clemens 1998, pp. 97-119.
41 

 
liPinsKy 1981, pp. 105-114.

42 
 
See nt. 44 below.
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for which it was possible, at least at first, to confirm fakes as authentic. After all, the endorsement of 
alleged luminaries in the field was necessary for a counterfeited object to acquire credibility.

Among the early medieval archaeological fakes that have long been recognized as such are the 
outstanding examples of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi and the Lombard Treasure. They consist of an 
amazing number of gold and silver objects — 58 pieces in the first case, and more than 30 individual 
pieces and various groups in the second. First making their appearance on the antiquarian market 
respectively in 1880-1888 and 1929-1932, their forgers took their model from authentic Italian arte-
facts linked to the famous couple of Lombard sovereigns, Theodelinda († 628) and Agilulf († 616). 
The Tesoro Sacro Rossi — which was attributed to a bishop’s burial — imitated, among other things, 
the Golden Hen and seven Chicks in the Treasure of Monza Cathedral, whose oldest nucleus is tradi-
tionally connected to the gifts sent by Pope Gregory the Great to Theodelinda for the baptism of her 
child43. The Lombard Treasure — which was passed off as parts of the funerary assemblage of the two 
sovereigns — replicated the so-called Agilulf plate, a unique object of its kind that portrays the king 
seated on the throne and is widely interpreted as the front of a helmet44.

Since these assemblages were dispersed after the deaths of their original owners, it is impossible 
to say exactly where all the objects are to be found today45. We know that in the 1960s some items of 
the Tesoro Sacro Rossi were still circulating on the antiquarian market46. In 2012, a certain number of 
them were discovered in the collection of the auction house Pandolfini in Florence, where they had 
been catalogued as articles dating to the 8th and 9th centuries along with additional pieces from the 19th 
century47. It is, moreover, well known that ten years after its first public appearance, the Lombard 
Treasure was again exhibited in London in 194948. In 1988, two items of it were acquired by the 
British Museum for study purposes in order to analyse the technology used by their forgers49.

The label of “treasure” typically refers to accumulations of valuable objects such as coins and 
jewellery, hidden at a given time for a variety of reasons, but it is often used to refer to forgeries as 
well. As far as the early Middle Ages is concerned, the scientific debate on these forms of wealth accu-
mulation is currently under way and many issues concerning them are still open50. A large number of 
questions surrounding early medieval hoards are raised by the fact that they were excavated during 
the 19th century or, at most, at the beginning of the following century, as the result of chance discov-
eries51. Thus, at best, the contexts of their discovery are poorly documented; at worst, these events 
were partly or entirely invented.

As Melanie Holcomb has written, the concept of the archaeological treasure or treasure trove 
was a 19th- and early 20th-century creation that took root to meet the expectations of different social 
actors. As such, it came equipped with a “discovery tale” that still makes it difficult to distinguish 
between reality and fiction a century later52. The plot presents some recurring elements: the recovery 
of the objects by a greedy peasant unaware of their historical and artistic value; the progressive addi-
tion of materials to an original nucleus as the trope of “Aladdin’s cave”53; their purchase by a member 
of the educated bourgeoisie through which they were saved from being separated and lost; and the 
scholarly debate on dating and interpretation.

43 
 
For the Treasure of the Cathedral in Monza see the general overview in maJoCChi 2010, pp. 245-268.

44 
 
On the Agilulf plate see la roCCa, gasParri 2010, pp. 279-287. Here some doubts regarding the plate as a total-

ly or partially forged object are raised.
45  As noticed by Otto Kurz, by the 1939 a piece of the forgery was maybe in Berlin, Kurz 1961, p. 250, nt. 13.
46 

 
liPinsKy 1964, pp. 31-37.

47 See the on-line catalogue of the auction house at the web page https://www.pandolfini.it/it/asta-0094/parte-del-sa-
cro-tesoro-rossi-corredo-funerario.asp.

48 
 
Kurz 1961, pp. 253-254.

49 
 
la nieCe 2009, pp. 329-333.

50 
 
See the volume Tesori 2004.

51 
 
A list of Italian hoards has been compiled quite recently by BalDassarri, favilla 2004, pp. 173-187.

52  For this reason, there are still many doubts regarding the coherence, provenance and authenticity of the Tesoro di 
Desana and the Tesoro di Canoscio. Both the hoards have been reconsidered in detail by Marco Aimone. aimone 2010 and 
aimone 2015.

53 
 
For this metaphor see Kurz 1961, pp. 250-254.
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Of course, one of the main goals of linking such a story to a set of findings — whether authentic 
or false, whether coming from a coherent context or not — was the marketing of the finds themselves, 
which in this way became more appealing and desirable. At the same time, it fuelled the ambition of 
customers, scholars and experts, who wished to tie their own name to a memorable discovery54. 

The Tesoro Sacro Rossi and the Lombard Treasure match perfectly with the concept of an archae-
ological treasure. Their stories, recently retraced in detail by Giovanni Gasbarri and Cristina La 
Rocca, follow precisely the kind of narrative described above and provide us with a vivid glimpse 
of the characters involved in the antiquarian market in this period. They also allow us to advance a 
number of considerations regarding the significance and role of early medieval antiquities, and espe-
cially Lombard artefacts, in Italy and Europe.

the tesoro saCro rossi55 

The story of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi officially began in Rome in 1888 when Giancarlo Rossi 
(1818-1898)56, a collector of coins and an amateur scholar, printed 50 copies of a luxury catalogue 
illustrating a truly conspicuous group of liturgical gold and silver metalwork items in his possession. 
The publication was issued on the occasion of the jubilee for the priests of Leo XIII, probably in the 
hope — apparently misplaced — that the pontiff would purchase the treasure for the collections of 
the Museo Sacro Lateranense (fig. 3). 

According to the official version provided at 
the time, the discovery was made in an unspeci-
fied location in the countryside between Ancona 
and Jesi (Marche) by an unknown farmer. While 
working next to a ruined building, this farmer 
chanced upon a sarcophagus containing the 
body of a man dressed in episcopal clothing and 
various precious furnishings, including parchment 
codices. Once he had recovered the objects, the 
farmer started searching for a buyer. After having 
sold the manuscripts to an anonymous Franciscan 
friar in 1880, he went to Rome on a visit to Pietro 
Guarantini, a goldsmith from the Marche region 
and keeper of an antiquities shop in the capital.

To begin with, the farmer brought Guaran-
tini 4 pieces of the treasure, which were imme-
diately purchased for 4.000 lire by Grigorij Stro-
ganoff (1829-1910)57, a Russian Count who was 
also a famous antique dealer living in the capital. 
In the following months the farmer procured the 
remaining artefacts one by one. Between 1882 and 
1884, these pieces were sold to Giancarlo Rossi. 
The lot cost 20.000 lire, a considerable sum that 
Rossi raised by putting his numismatics collec-
tion on sale. However, he was repaid in terms of 
celebrity, and was appointed honorary associate to 

54 
 
holComB 2008, pp. 3-22.

55 
 
For what follows see the reconstruction made in gasBarri 2012, pp. 149-154; gasBarri 2014, pp. 253-266 and 

gasBarri 2015, pp. 57-73.
56 

 
We do not have much information on this individual. See Bonfiglio 2012, pp. 1090-1091.

57 
 
He was an outstanding figure in Roman society and very well-known in the intellectual circles of the capital. See 

KalPaKCina 2012, pp. 449-473 and moretti 2013, pp. 227-247. 

Fig. 3 – Frontispiece of the catalogue reproducing the 
Tesoro Sacro Rossi (Rome, Biblioteca Vallicelliana).
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the Pontificia Accademia Romana di 
Archeologia. 

The treasure consisted of chis-
elled plates, Gospel covers, various 
cups, hats, belts, fibulae, foil crosses, 
a crosier, a mitre, a chalice and, most 
importantly, a sort of Eucharistic 
lamb-shaped vessel, placed on a 
plate surrounded by twelve glasses. 
The prototypes that had inspired the 
forger were various: the Lombard 
foil crosses found throughout the 
Italian territory58 and the ornaments 
of various early medieval marble 
sculptures visible in many churches 
in Rome. The lamb-shaped vessel in 
particular was a sort of extravagant 
version of the famous Golden Hen 
and seven Chicks of the Treasure in 
the Monza Cathedral (fig. 4).

In Rome, news of the discovery started circulating immediately among the insiders. After publi-
cation of the catalogue, the fame of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi also spread north of the Alps. Special-
ists began debating the treasure’s possible dating, with a range between the 4th and 5th century given 
its iconography and the 6th and 7th century given its style of depiction. The most audacious interpre-
tation was the one advanced by Anton de Waal (1837-1917)59, who attributed the combination of 
the supposed Greek-seeming symbols with the Lombard style of drawings to the place of discovery 
within the boundaries of the former Exarchate, a territory influenced by Byzantine and barbarian 
traditions. He even speculated that the burial assemblage was that of the Archbishop of Ravenna, 
Sergius († 769).

As in the case of the Tomb of Gisulf and in the Lombard Treasure described below, it was quite 
common during this pioneering phase of antiquarian studies on the early Middle Ages to seek to 
personalize archaeological finds and art objects otherwise anonymous. Whether the artefacts were 
fake or authentic, many scholars sought to attribute them to identifiable historical characters.

Suspicions about the authenticity of at least some items of the assemblage began to circulate as 
rumours from the very beginning. However, the turning point came in 1894-1895, when the German 
Jesuit Hartmann Grisar (1845-1932)60, a professor at the University of Innsbruck, intervened publicly 
in the debate, unmasking the forgery with definitive arguments. Despite the fact that Giancarlo Rossi 
desperately sought to counter the suggestion that the Tesoro Sacro was not genuine, within a short 
time even those who had first expressed their enthusiasm changed their opinion. Rossi’s reputation 
was irremediably damaged and, after his death in 1898, the treasure was largely forgotten.

the lomBarD treasure61 

The Lombard Treasure affair began in the spring of 1930 on the occasion of the first interna-

58 
 
These typical Lombard period materials were first studied in a scientific manner by the Italian scholar Paolo Orsi. 

orsi 1887, pp. 333-414. For Paolo Orsi, see nt. 68.
59 

 
He was an archaeologist and a historian of the History of the Church. He was a member of the Collegio del Cam-

posanto Teutonico, established in Rome in 1876. See heiD 2012, pp. 944-945.
60 

 
See laiChner 2012, pp. 611-614.

61 
 
For what follows see the reconstruction made in la roCCa, gasParri 2010, pp. 269-279 and la roCCa 2015, pp. 

224-266.

Fig. 4 – Plate XXIV of the catalogue of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi reproducing 
the Eucharistic lamb-shaped vessel (Rome, Biblioteca Vallicelliana).
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tional exhibition devoted to what were known as the early medieval minor arts (or decorative arts). 
Organized in London by the Burlington Fine Arts Club, the exhibition was titled Art of the Dark 
Ages in Europe and included a selection of materials from the most important museums in Europe 
and also major private collections. Of all of the objects exhibited, a group of 21 golden artefacts 
from Italy and lent by the art and antiquities firm of the Durlacher brothers, Alfred and George, 
aroused the greatest excitement. Despite the success they enjoyed, the artefacts that were displayed 
and presented as belonging to the Lombard king Agilulf, were not sold, apparently due to the exces-
sively asking high price (120.000 pounds). After the exhibition, they were temporarily housed at the 
British Museum in London62. 

One of the organizers of the exhibition was the then Keeper of the Department of the British and 
Medieval Antiquities of the British Museum, Reginald Smith (1873-1940)63. He personally involved 
himself in this project so that Durlacher’s objects would be exhibited in public as well as increase his 
reputation as an expert in early medieval antiquities. It was not by chance that he was later engaged 
to collaborate with the Durlachers in writing a luxury catalogue which portrayed its most beautiful 
items. The catalogue was printed, and at least five copies were distributed among the most important 
collectors and museums in Central and Northern Europe and the United States. 

Reginald Smith had become aware of the treasure by 1929, when Alfred Durlacher sent him two 
exemplars for assessment. According to the account then provided by the dealer, the firm had taken 
over the objects through an anonymous middleman who had not wanted to disclose the exact loca-
tion of the discovery. The site was still being excavated and Italian authorities had not been informed. 
Indeed, after the exhibition, between September 1930 and the beginning of 1932, numerous finds 
were progressively added to the first original group. Augmented in this fashion, the treasure formed 
an amazing assemblage that included, masculine objects explicitly linked to King Agiluf, also femi-
nine ornaments attributed to his wife, Queen Theodelinda. According to Reginald Smith, there was 
no doubt that these were the grave goods of the royal couple.

The Lombard Treasure was made up of a horse collar, a helmet, a sword, a spur, a necklace, a 

62 
 
The objects were housed in case S and their title was “Treasure from a Lombard Chieftain’s Grave”. The presentation 

of a gold collar (object number 10) says the following: “the style of this panel has so much in common with the gold plate 
from a helmet now in Bargello at Florence, that there is reason to believe the present treasure came from the tomb of Agilulf, 
Duke of Turin and king of the Lombards, 591, who died in 615 and whose name is inscribed on the plate at Florence”. See 
Art in the Dark Ages 1930, pp. 107-115.

63  There is not yet a major biography concerning him. See his obituary in tonnoChy 1953, pp. 87-88.

Fig. 5 – Plate II and Plate I of the catalogue of the Lombard Treasure reproducing the helmet and the horse collar and a 
golden foil cross (British Museum – Libraries of the British Museum).
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fibula, a bone comb, a vessel handle, a horn, a crown, diadems, several daggers, golden foil crosses 
and belt fittings, saddle ornaments, shields, and bee-shaped decorations (figs. 5-6). Some objects were 
engraved with inscriptions bearing the names of the two sovereigns. The models that inspired the 
forgers were heterogeneous, but the most common prototypes were Italian artefacts, such as the 
grave goods excavated in central Italy at Castel Trosino and Nocera Umbra, which were by then 
reproduced in numerous illustrated publications. Other models included the aforementioned Agilulf 
plate found in Val di Nievole (Tuscany) and kept at the Museo del Bargello in Florence. The inscrip-
tions with the sovereigns’ names were drawn from two well-known artefacts of the Treasure of the 
Monza Cathedral, that is the Gospel cover of Theodelinda and Agiluf’s crown, which was no longer 
extant but depicted in various works64. 

During the exhibition in London, the Lombard Treasure was received with great enthusiasm by 
the audience, which included several leading figures of the European academic community. Suspi-
cions of forgery, however, began to circulate confidentially very soon afterward. The Director of 
the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg, Ernst Zimmermann (1886-1971)65, was one of the 
first to express his doubts: in a letter to his colleague of the Victorian & Albert Museum in London, 
he indicated that the treasure was a clumsy counterfeit. This was in July 1930, just two months after 
the Burlington Fine Arts Club exhibition. It was precisely such sentiments that prevented the assem-
blage from finding a customer. Indeed, even when the Durlacher firm, which closed its doors in 1938, 
offered the treasure to the Metropolitan Museum for only 32.000 pounds, they were unsuccessful in 
procuring a buyer.

Although a more public unmasking of the forgery came about only between 1938 and 1940, Regi-
nald Smith’s reputation was damaged. He was increasingly isolated in his work and retired in 1938.

inserting the lomBarDs in a WiDer euroPean ConteXt: 
the orientALische FrAge anD “teutoniC” Culture

In the retelling of the histories of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi and the Lombard Treasure, the person-
alities of Giancarlo Rossi and Reginald Smith have been dominant. In fact, the forgers — in all like-
lihood to be identified as Pietro Guarantini and the Durlacher brothers — took advantage of their 
encounters with these two ambitious men, both of whom were eager for personal recognition and 
professional affirmation.

Giancarlo Rossi was a typical representative of the Italian bourgeoisie on the rise, an amateur 
collector who also traded antiques by manoeuvring on the fringes of official cultural institutions. It is 
highly probable he considered the Tesoro Sacro a prime opportunity through which to gain access to 
the most exclusive Roman clubs at the fin de siècle from which he had previously been excluded. And 
indeed that did happen, even if it was to be an ephemeral footnote in his life. For his part, Reginald 
Smith sought to elevate his career as a keeper and expert in early medieval antiquities. For this reason, 
he greatly augmented the collection of the department he headed. And yet, he did so by buying noto-
rious forgeries that circulated on the antiquarian market in numerous copies. It is easy to imagine in 
these conditions how the Lombard Treasure represented a great opportunity to restore his reputa-
tion.

These biographical and psychological aspects — even if compelling — are purely anecdotal. 
When we notice, however, the extent to which they were intertwined with the cultural and polit-
ical turmoil of the time, their significance grows more interesting. In fact, the orientalische Frage and 
the fascination of “Teutonic” antiquities that were the backdrop for the Tesoro Sacro Rossi and the 
Lombard Treasure, respectively, are key to explaining the early enthusiastic reception that the fakes 
were given, not only by Giancarlo Rossi and Reginald Smith, but also by renowned experts and 
scholars all over Europe.

64 
 
For the detailed analysis of the prototypes see KiDD 1990, pp. 59-71.

65  I have not found a biography of this art historian. We know that he became Museum Director in 1920.
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The orientalische Frage and the study of “Teutonic” antiquities — such as the questione longo-
barda mentioned above — were two specific developments of the same thematic and conceptual 
problem that lay at the heart of European history: the implications of the fall of the Roman Empire 
and the rise within its boundaries of the early medieval barbarian kingdoms. How much survived — if 
anything at all survived — of Rome in the post-Roman political formations from the institutional and 
cultural point of view? How should the contribution and impact of Germanic populations on the clas-
sical and Mediterranean civilization be evaluated? Of course, since the early medieval kingdoms and 
the Germanic peoples who founded such dynasties were considered everywhere in Europe — except 
in Italy and maybe in Spain — the forerunners of modern states and the ancestors of modern peoples, 
these were not purely academic questions. Political consequences were of utmost importance. 

the eastern question

Politically speaking, the orientalische Frage or Eastern Question represented a crisis at an inter-
national level, which became very topical with the impending collapse of the Ottoman Empire in 
the late 19th century. In this period, the risk of Russian expansion and influence over large parts of 
the Mediterranean, including the Balkans, became increasingly concrete. In Roman Catholic areas, 
this risk was particularly feared, and Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903) sought, through various diplomatic 
actions, to rethink a prominent role for the Catholic Church on the newly changed international 
stage. In Rome, of course, the cultural and intellectual landscape was deeply affected and influenced 
by these developments for a long time to come66. 

In its purely cultural form, the importance of Eastern Question exploded in 1901, the year Orient 
oder Rom was published by the Austrian art historian Josef Strzygowski (1862-1941)67. Many years 
before the volume was presented, however, the basic lines of this debate had already been fixed and 
had been hotly disputed in the intellectual and cosmopolitan circles of the capital. In brief, rather 
than accepting the primacy of Rome based on the art of the catacombs, Strzygowski chose to place 
the cradle of post-classical civilization in Eurasia. From this remote area, medieval figurative and 
aesthetic patterns were imported through the Balkans into the West, thanks to Germanic peoples and, 
above all, nomadic tribes, including of course the Lombards. No historian, art historian, archaeolo-
gist or simple amateur scholar could escape the debate and refrain from taking a stance on it.

It is precisely within this framework that the Tesoro Sacro Rossi was first conceived and later 
accepted. This stance is apparent in the words of the greatest expert of Lombard archaeology then 
active in Italy, Paolo Orsi (1859-1935)68. In 1888, in his review of Joseph de Baye’s Industrie longo-
barde in the Rivista Storica Italiana, Orsi wrote: “ma le questioni più importanti e sulle quali egli 
[de Baye] doveva fermare da vero la sua attenzione, siccome quella della dipendenza dell’arte e della 
oreficeria longobarda dalla bizantina e dalla romana (fatto più che provato dalla scoperta recente 
delle argenterie ravennati possedute da G.C. Rossi di Roma), […] da lui non sono state non che trat-
tate, manco accennate”69. Naturally, the quoted “argenterie ravennati” were based on nothing more 
than the Tesoro Sacro Rossi, which — had it not been unmasked shortly thereafter — would have 
provided a solid argument with which to refute the Oriental thesis. It would have reaffirmed the 
influence exerted by the Latin-Roman and Byzantine tradition over Lombard and Germanic art and 
more generally over medieval art.

Not by chance, Felice Barnabei (1842-1922)70, who was the founder of the Museo Nazionale delle 
Terme di Diocleziano, where the grave goods from Castel Trosino were exhibited in 1895, reaffirmed 

66  See gasBarri 2015, pp. 46-50 and in particular nt. 121. 
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this same argument. Their transfer had been strongly supported by the Ministry and there is no doubt 
that it reflected a contemporary political agenda. In announcing the opening to the public of the rooms 
hosting the finds, Barnabei offered these rhetorical questions as to their meaning: “ma possiamo […] 
con sicurezza affermare che codesta vita [that is the historical phase which had started with Lombard 
invasion of Italy] fosse talmente nuova da mostrare non solo estinte le famiglie dei soggiogati [the 
Romans], ma estinta perfino la loro tradizione industriale? Ovvero dopo la novità con cui gli oggetti 
barbarici a prima vista ci si presentano, ci rivelano poi alcuni caratteri, pei quali […] si ricolleghino essi 
alle grandi tradizioni artistiche e industriali di Bisanzio e di Roma?”71. In other words, in the works of 
Lombard-period goldsmiths, he saw a style and craftsmanship that drew directly from the Mediterra-
nean artistic legacy. Thus, their aesthetic novelty was actually more apparent than real.

While it is true that the Eastern Question resounded on an international scale, both for the profile 
of the scholars who animated it and for the breadth of the horizon — I shall say almost global — of 
Josef Strzygowski’s thesis, the specific context of production and reception of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi 
was the city of Rome. Not surprisingly, the main characters involved were Roman by birth or adop-
tion, and many were those who hoped that the treasure would quickly find a niche in the papal collec-
tions. The owner himself offered two copies of the catalogue he had printed to Leo XIII72, and well-
regarded scholars, like Jules Helbig and Xavier Barbier de Montault, seemed in favour of its purchase 
by the church. Perhaps the objective originally imagined by the forger was just this. As a reminder of 
the deep involvement in the Eastern Question of Roman Catholic and pro-Vatican circles — in which 
Giancarlo Rossi himself was well-placed — it must not be forgotten that even the Constantine Bowl 
(1901), one of the most famous fakes in the history of forgery, originated from this same environment 
and served the same apologetic purposes. It is ironic that the Bowl eventually became an element 
supporting the Oriental thesis against the pro-Roman and Latin line of thought73. 

Throughout the story of the Tesoro Sacro Rossi, Hartmann Grisar, the German Jesuit and 
professor who unmasked the forgery, was perhaps the only outsider. This observation forms a thread 
to the subsequent story of the Lombard Treasure which, in fact, was in turn unmasked by the German 
archaeologist Ernst Zimmermann. This circumstance speaks in favour of the in-depth knowledge of 
early medieval art and archaeology among German scholars.

the “teutoniC” antiquities

Compared to the Tesoro Sacro Rossi, the scenario changes decisively with the Lombard Treasure. 
Indeed, in spite of its putative origin it is unlikely that the treasure ever touched Italian soil. The 
treasure moved from Northern and Central Europe to London first — and subsequently to the United 
States — and these were the real stages of the affair. After all, in this geographical area, interest in the 
“Teutonic” antiquities, as which the forgery was potentially defined, was widespread and pervasive.

At the turn of the 20th century, archaeologists and antiquarians in northern Europe generally 
indicated all the finds dating to the early Middle Ages with the term “Teutonic”. It was an expression 
that grouped under the same label what was then considered the material and funerary culture of the 
different Germanic tribes who had settled within the boundaries of the former Roman Empire. But, 
even more than the traditional ethnic adjectives — such as Anglo-Saxon, Merovingian, Visigoth and 
Lombard — which were used simultaneously to describe the same finds in specific territories, the 
term “Teutonic” was loaded with nationalist and racial overtones74.

Of course, the emphasis on early medieval grave goods was not the same everywhere75. As already 
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mentioned, in Italy — as well as in France, for example, at least at an early stage —76 they were consid-
ered to be problematic. On the contrary, in Germany and England, the interpretation of such goods 
was straightforward. They were always regarded as precious relics of heroic ancestors and therefore 
appreciated as symbols of nationhood. For Germany in particular, this vision took on more polit-
ical relevance after the First World War, when the discovery of early medieval cemeteries beyond 
the borders of the country was used to support archaeologically claims for territorial annexation77. 
By contrast, in England, from the early Victorian era, the colonialist discourse was the lens through 
which Anglo-Saxon sites were read. The supposed Germanic and “early” origins of modern England, 
of which these sites were proof, testified to the vigor of the British Empire and explained its expan-
sionist thrust78.

Given these assumptions, it is not surprising that the Lombard Treasure received an enthusiastic 
welcome, at least initially, in northwestern Europe. The words with which Albert Dresdner (1866-
1934)79, then professor of art history in Berlin, commented on the treasure are revealing: “a new find 
which was made in the south of the territories occupied by Teutonic race, a find that exceeds in splen-
dour anything that had hitherto been preserved of Germanic Civilisation […] so thoroughly Germanic 
that it affords evidence of the tenacity with which the Langobardi adhered to their Germanic char-
acter even after embracing Christianity”80.

In general, one can infer the ideal audience of the forgery from the distribution map of the cata-
logue, which apparently survives in at least five copies, kept at Oxford and London in England, 
Bergen in Norway, Passau in Germany and New York in the United States81. We also know with 
certainty that these copies and perhaps others no longer extant were sent by the Durlacher brothers 
to potential buyers in Budapest82, Dublin83, Bergen84, Brussels85 and Paris86, between 1930 and 1931.

Importantly, Italy is absent from this list, and apparently it could not have been otherwise. During 
this period, with the expansion of Mussolini’s regime, the Italian authorities and consequently the 
national museums showed little or no interest in “Teutonic” antiquities, whose discovery could indeed 
prove embarrassing and even dangerous, given the developments with the political use of archae-
ology in Germany87. However, it should not be forgotten that according to a long tradition — whether 
invented or not — dating back to 1308, the burials of Theodelinda, her husband and son (Agilulf and 
Adaloald) were located in Monza in the church of San Giovanni where the often mentioned Treasure 
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of the Cathedral was kept. In 1940, this tradition was more alive than ever88. In January of that year, in 
fact, the sarcophagus that housed the alleged remains of the royal family was opened and the contents 
carried during a procession, an occasion that was witnessed by a large gathering in the city89.

This survival is why the Lombard Treasure could not function in Italy. The tombs of Theode-
linda and Agiluf, which already existed and had long possessed a known location, represented too 
powerful rival to the recently surfaced Lombard Treasure. 

uneXPeCteD results of the antiquarian marKet of the 19th anD 20th Centuries: 
a Case of misiDentifiCation90

The lack of reliable documentation about the place of origin of an archaeological object or a 
group of objects — its provenance — is usually considered, along with other elements such as stylistic 
and typological uniqueness, as a sign of its possible spurious origin91. And indeed, the Tesoro Sacro 
Rossi and the Lombard Treasure confirm this possibility. Yet, it is also true that the lack of prove-
nance is by no means a rule especially with items of archaeological provenance collected in the 19th 
and early 20th century. 

Before European states issued laws concerning excavations and discoveries, the detailed docu-
mentation of archaeological findings was entirely dependent on the common sense of the excava-
tors and discoverers, some very educated and some less so. Generally, information on the excavation 
context was handed down orally and, therefore, it could be that this information was lost step by step, 
as the finds passed through private sales and public auctions. Well into the 1950s, antiquarians and 
collectors — and sometimes the museum curators themselves — were not interested in the origin of 
the items they bought, and sometimes even later92. What attracted their attention most was the mate-
rial and aesthetic value of the objects93. 

The main consequence of this attitude is that today we do not know where and when many of 
the material artefacts kept in the museums in Europe and North America were found, nor who their 
owners were before entering the museum. Scientifically speaking, this is of an incalculable damage. In 
fact, de-contextualised objects lose much of their informative power. What is even worse, however, 
is that this situation also made them subject to subsequent misidentification, as was the case of the 
so-called Castel Trosino Assemblage94. In scholarly literature this name identifies a group of authentic 
Lombard goldsmith pieces which are now separately preserved both in the Musée d’archéologie 
nationale de Saint-Germain-en-Laye outside of Paris and in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New 
York. The group of pieces has been attributed as a whole to a single burial discovered in 1872 at the 
aforementioned site of Castel Trosino in the locality called Pedata. Yet, in truth, as detailed archival 
research has ascertained, only one part of the collection comes from this burial. The remaining parts 
belong, in fact, to another tomb found at Chiusi in 1874 in the locality of Arcisa95. 

Today Chiusi is a small village in the province of Siena in southern Tuscany. In the pre-Roman 
era, it was an extensive Etruscan necropolis. Since the 18th century, its hypogea were explored and in 
many cases looted of the treasures they housed96. Although the discovery of the Lombard burial from 
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Arcisa has nothing to do with the Etruscans, it is nonetheless part of this long local antiquarian tradi-
tion. Its story, not yet sufficiently known by the international public, gives us a vivid picture of the 
then current archaeological practices and of the dynamics of the antique market in the late 19th century. 

In January 1874, while working as labourers on land belonging to the Conservatorio di Santo 
Stefano, Pietro Foscoli and his four sons came across a richly furnished tomb containing the remains 
of a single individual. Overnight, they secretly took the artefacts made of gold and, in the following 
days, went to and from Florence and Rome several times in search of a buyer. Despite documentation 
of these events in the court case that followed, it was impossible for the Conservatorio to recover the 
grave goods that, at this point, had been already sold97. The collectors who bought the finds, including 
Carlo Strozzi (1810-1886)98, Samuel Thomas Baxter (floruit 1874-1886)99, and Alessandro Castellani 
(1823-1883)100, were very well-known and high-profile figures among the aristocratic and bourgeois 
circles of the time. It is probable that this is one of the reasons why the investigations were inconclusive.

In 1886, Carlo Strozzi’s artefacts as well as those of Thomas Baxter were part of the collection of 
Roman and Etruscan jewellery in the hands of the latter101. The collection was exhibited at the Etruscan 
Museum in Florence. In 1893, it was offered for sale to the same institute. The deal, however, was not 
successful102, and in 1895, the collection, including the Lombard finds from Chiusi, was purchased 
by the Greco-Roman Department of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York103. By contrast, 
Alessandro Castellani’s objects were deposited in 1876 at the British Museum in London along with 
the rest of his collection of antiquities, pending a sale that did not take place. The same year, the entire 
collection was transferred to America to be exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition104 
and then at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. In 1882, one year before Castellani died, the Musée des 
Antiquités Nationales (today the Musée d’archéologie nationale) de Saint-Germain-en-Laye bought 
the early medieval lot in full. This resulted in the grouping of the findings from Chiusi with the other 
objects, that is, those of the burial excavated at Castel Trosino in 1872105.

As a result of the great value of the unearthed remains and of the small judicial scandal that 
followed their sale, the discovery of the Lombard tomb in Chiusi had a certain resonance when first 
publicized. However, the involvement of art-dealers of given fame did not prevent the discovery from 
falling into oblivion. The group was broken up and the objects purchased separately so that their 
subsequent circulation as single artefacts on the antiquarian market confused matters further. Only 
thirty years later had the grave from Chiusi become a legendary discovery106. All of this helps explain 
the steady loss of information about the place of origin of the objects and the fact that, in an attempt to 
reconstruct their provenience, they were finally and incorrectly attributed to a different place.

Even with this information, false histories are difficult to correct. Even now, the attribution to 
Castel Trosino of the Lombard finds from Chiusi is given as a certainty in the catalogue of the Metro-
politan Museum of Art107.
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ConClusion

The archaeological fakes purporting to be from the Lombard period work as a true and proper 
litmus test in verifying the evolution of the historical memory of the Lombards in Italian culture. 
Their fate highlights the changing manner in which Italians considered the barbarians and the early 
Middle Ages in the construction of its national identity in comparison to other European states.

In the period before the 19th century, Italian historical and antiquarian scholarship had a relation-
ship of convenience with the historical memory of the Lombards. In that era, it was not uncommon 
for the rulers of high medieval Signorie and the subsequent dynastic States to look at the Lombard 
sovereigns as their legitimate predecessors, staunchly claiming their institutional legacy. The first 
archaeological Lombard fake we are aware of, the Decree of Desiderius, can be explained precisely by 
referring to this political context. It should also be added that the basis of modern philology, which 
placed documentary sources at the heart of historical reconstruction, were laid in this very period. 
And this explains why the creation of a false inscription was felt to be necessary in order to support 
— with some chance of success — the speculations that Annio was intended to sustain.

Sometime between the second half of the 19th century and the first half of the following century, 
this vision was replaced by a completely different one. The present common historical perception is 
directly indebted to this recent past. During the late 19th century, with the spread of nationalist move-
ments in most of Europe, scholars incorporated — albeit from different perspectives — the so-called 
Germanic kingdoms in their respective national histories, thus making them the direct forerunners 
of modern states and attributing importance to “Teutonic” archaeological finds. By contrast in Italy, 
owing to the Risorgimento, things developed differently: the country’s historical memory became 
bound to its Roman past, both the classical one and that of the origins of Christianity. For this reason, 
the archaeological finds — nicknamed “barbaric” less emphatically than “Teutonic” — assumed a 
significantly ambivalent and more complex meaning.

On a general level, Lombard period sites and finds were interpreted as material evidence of Italy’s 
invasion by a foreign people/army and therefore were primarily read as proof of past oppression, 
being thus perceived with some embarrassment. But since Lombard tombs and cemeteries began 
to be dug up at an increasing rate throughout the entire territory, at some point it became apparent 
that it was necessary treat these finds more systematically. A slight change of interpretation occurred 
first of all in the manner with which archaeological artefacts were kept and exhibited in museums. 
Indeed, in some significant cases, items were deliberately guarded with care so that they could be 
shown as a warning to future Italian generations. The importance of museums in educating citizens 
and in creating a collective consciousness was an essential aspect of the patriotic discourse throughout 
Europe, and also in Italy after unification. From this point of view, the public show of Lombard mate-
rials had a celebratory significance, since it commemorated the end of a long period of foreign domi-
nation which, according to the “master narrative” elaborated by historiography, had begun precisely 
with the Lombard invasion of Italy. 

Thus understood, early medieval finds gained new value, and they were soon disputed between 
central government and local communities. Moreover, gathered together in the display cases of 
museums, they seemed less “new” and Germanic than they did at first glance; rather they pointed to 
the influence exerted over the Lombard applied arts by the still-living classical and Roman-Byzantine 
tradition. The three most important forgeries attributed to this period, first the Tomb of Gisulf, and 
later the Tesoro Sacro Rossi and the Lombard Treasure, basically corresponded to this multifaceted 
picture. Their ideal audience (Cividale, Rome, and Northern Europe) and their enthusiastic reception 
(somewhat more lasting in the first case, more fleeting in the others) underlined the different ways 
in which Lombard artefacts — and therefore the Lombards themselves — were perceived and inter-
preted according to different conceptual systems and different cultural horizons, in Italy — locally 
and nationally — and outside of it.

The history of the Tomb of Gisulf demonstrates how single Italian communities were able to 
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develop a less conflicted and more linear relationship with the cultural memory of the Lombards 
compared to narratives offered by official historiography and archaeology. This was especially true 
where this memory was consolidated around a tangible and material patrimony, such as exceptional 
grave goods (Cividale and Castel Trosino) and equally splendid ecclesiastical treasures (Monza). 
For their part, the Tesoro Sacro Rossi and the Lombard Treasure stories demonstrate the different 
visions that developed south and north of the Alps. The first fake — which was produced and circu-
lated in Rome — became functional to the particular Italian thesis according to which, once in the 
peninsula, the Lombards, subjected to the influence of the Italic and Byzantine culture, were quickly 
Romanised, thus becoming the Germanic vehicles of Romanness in the transition to the Middle Ages. 
In contrast, the second fake — inspired by authentic Italian materials but produced and circulated 
mainly in northern Europe — reflected the potential appeal of the Lombards in this area, from which 
they were believed to have come. This second thesis supported the opposite argument according to 
which this people, even if Christianized and settled in southern Europe, had firmly maintained its 
original Germanic and “Teutonic” character.

What must be underlined is that in this initial phase of early medieval archaeology, the idea of the 
Italian and European “barbaric” past held by antiquarians as well as illustrious scholars was still full 
of romantic and popular stereotypes. The mitre, the crosier and the book-covers of the Tesoro Sacro 
Rossi on the one hand, the crowns and swords of the Lombard Treasure on the other, through which 
the forgers characterized the figure of the Lombard bishop and sovereign, betrayed the fictional ideals 
which were then in circulation. Their eventual unmasking, however, also demonstrated a growing 
parallel interest in those authentic objects that had inspired the forgers and the subsequent consolida-
tion of specialist knowledge and greater understanding in the field of Lombard art and archaeology.
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aBstraCt

The first motivation in the forgery field has always been money, but sometimes we may find other interests, like 
nationalism or scientific success. This is the case of the brooches made in Germany by Mr. Leopold Pirzl and Amable 
Castillo Pozo, a sculptor from Madrid. In this paper, we are going to study the forgeries made in the time of totali-
tarianisms in the middle of the 20th century, intermixing national interests in the origin of Aryan race, the search for 
a Gothic past and the extreme life conditions during the Second World War. We will see how some European forgers 
flooded the continent with Gothic eagle brooches destined for the European elites. We will end with a comparison 
between confirmed forgeries from Nuremberg, Barcelona and the British Museum and four Gothic eagle brooches 
from the Lázaro Galdiano Foundation (Madrid).
KeyWorDs: forgery motivation; Visigoths; 20th century; eagle brooch; fibula.

introDuCtion

It has always been assumed that the main motivation for counterfeiting is an economic one. The 
costs and work involved in the design and fabrication of fake artwork are low when compared to the 
possible reward; that is why people with incredible talent for art were involved in the criminal world. 
However, it would be naïve to think that this is the only great motivation.

Fame is the other great source of motivation behind falsification. From the creation of archaeo-
logical artefacts that confirm their own theories, to the creation of forgeries to make other specialists 
look ridiculous, counterfeiting gave fame to some while it sank the career of others.

However, what we sometimes forget is that what is a motivation for the counterfeiters can be bait 
for the victims. People eager to find a good deal in the art market or the piece that confirms their own 
theories may be the first target of forgers. In the next pages, we will see how history has repeated itself. 
The same situation occurred with different “actors” in Spain and Germany: a forgery, a forger/dealer 
and an enthusiastic expert.

We can find another motivation for forgery in nationalisms. All new nations try to find their 
roots in the history of mankind, roots that either do not exist, or that are yet to be found. This situa-
tion works perfectly for the “friends” of faking, whether they are working for a State bent on finding 
those common roots, or working on their own and selling the pieces it needs to the State, making 
them believe they are authentic. For this reason, nationalism can be understood as both a motivation 
and a possible goal.

In the same way that the Roman Empire based its existence on the myth of Romulus and Remus 
or the story of the Aeneid, the new European States looked for a common substratum on which to 
build their own identity, with the choice falling in many cases on the Barbarian kingdoms formed in 
the late antiquity. This renewed nationalism brought with it the search for archaeological pieces and 

nationalism as motivation

faKing a visigothiC Past in the eary 20th Century
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other fragments of history that supported the theses of the most nationalist historians. However, in 
most cases there was no such evidence, which is the reason why, far from being discouraged, they 
proceeded to create it themselves. At this point, forgers of all kinds set to work. The perfect example 
of this type of activity is found in the formation of the German Third Reich at the dawn of World 
War II and also in Franco’s regime in Spain. At the beginning of the 20th century the wish of these 
two states for Germanic roots created a great interest in Gothic artefacts in the art market. For that 
reason, those with the biggest fortunes and collections from America tried to acquire this kind of 
pieces, especially in Spain1.

onCe uPon a time in germany

During the first half of the 20th century, the German national socialist party began its rise to 
power supported by an indeterminate number of ideas. Some of the most popular were the theories 
of Alfred Rosenberg on the origins of the Aryan race related to the Germanic people. 

It is in this context that the Ahnenerbe was formed in 1935. It was a pseudo-scientific society 
created with the aim of supporting scientifically and educationally the ideologies of the German 
Third Reich, especially the origins of the Aryan race. In this time of creation of scientific institutions, 
two archaeologic journals were created in parallel to represent the two great currents of thought 
regarding the Aryan origin: Germanien, on the SS side, and Germanenerbe, on the Rosenberg side.

It all began in 1892, with the discovery of the Cesena fibula, a wonderful piece of Ostrogothic 
jewellery representing an eagle decorated with pieces of multi-coloured glass. This piece repre-
sented all the ideals promoted by Rosenberg on Aryan people. The fibula was the perfect argument 
in favour of the thesis on the technical greatness in jewellery workmanship of the Germanic breeds. 
So, symbolically, the representation of the eagle linked it to the current iconography of the national 
socialist regime, as it did with the swastikas. This was the reason why the Germanisches Museum in 
Nuremberg bought it with great enthusiasm. 

Among the group of historians linked to Alfred Rosenberg’s thesis was Adama Van Scheltema, 
who would soon become one of the most mediatised people of the time. Carrying out his research 
on the origins of the Aryan race, he was contacted in 1936 by Herbert Marwitz, an art dealer who 
was little known at the time. The dealer drove Van Scheltema to his study to ask him for his opinion 
on a new piece in his possession: the Königsberg fibula. This piece was similar to the one of Cesena, 
an eagle-shaped fibula with a technical manufacture that was better even than the Italian one. The 
piece had the peculiarity of proceeding from the lands of the East of Germany, in the current Czech 
Republic, and had left the country illegally. Geographically, it was the missing element needed to 
complete Rosenberg’s party’s theses. Of course, the fibula brought with it a good story. Marwitz said 
the piece had been found in the city of Klimkovice (Moravia); as for its origins, he spoke also of a 
Czech, whose name he kept hidden, who had brought the piece to Germany illegally. It was 12,5 cm 
long and “the earth nearby also contained pieces of oxidized bronze”. “A thick grey crust of sandy 
peat was adhering to the front of the brooch and the back had a green patina...”2

After a few analyses, Marwitz and Van Scheltema presented the piece to society with a great 
uproar. Van Scheltema managed to distinguish himself from the rest of his colleagues by claiming the 
merit of the discovery, and Marwitz became the art dealer most appreciated by the Nazi elites of the 
time. At this point, once again, the Germanisches Museum of Nüremberg purchased the piece for 
42.000 RM.

Once the initial euphoria ended, the director of the Nüremberg Museum began to have some 
troubling suspects regarding the recently acquired piece. Therefore, he suggested to return it to the 

1 For a general bibliography of the topics discussed in this paper, see Caro BaroJa 1992; montes BernárDez 1993; 
Rome and the Barbarians 2008; martínez ruiz 2009; CraDDoCK 2009; martínez ruiz 2011; Collecciones, Expolio, Museos 
y Mercado artistico 2011; graCia alonso 2013.

2 rieth 1970, p. 139.
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art market. This situation attracted the interest of several institutions. In the first place, a study was 
commissioned by Doctor Stockar, from the University of Cologne. As a prehistorian and chemist, 
Stockar conducted a detailed study of the piece that revealed serious doubts on the fibula’s authenticity.

The analysis revealed several fresh file marks on the gold plating of the brooch, without any sign 
of patina at all. The examination of the layer of sinter on the underside of the brooch also showed it 
had been artificially produced using natrium silicate, whitening and sand. This mix had been applied 
with a brush that had left boar bristles behind. Stockar’s analysis revealed that this artificial blue green 
patina had been produced by the forger with copper vitriol and copying ink, in other words, with 
aniline dye, chemically easy to trace3.

The fibula was also submitted for analysis to Merovingian jewellery expert Hans Zeiss from the 
Museum of Munich. He compared Marwitz’s fibula to other eagle-shaped fibulae, something that 
Scheltema had already done. “The difference being that Zeiss produced proof that two of the four 
brooches, which Scheltema had cited as identical, including the New York piece, were certainly false.”4

The reactions were immediate, and, soon, a series of attacks were carried out between the factions 
of Himmler and Rosenberg, each putting the blame on the other for trying to weaken their adversary. 
Professor Reinerth, a representative of the Department of Prehistory during Rosenberg’s ministry, 
went so far as to declare “that an irreplaceable work of art of our Germanic heritage was in danger, on 
the basis of false judgment by the experts, of being destroyed”5. While all these debates and analyses 
were taking place, World War II was declared in Europe and Marwitz escaped to Italy.

Scheltema continued to defend the authenticity of the Königsberg fibula and also Herbert 
Marwitz’s good intentions. Some of the arguments that were put forward by Scheltema in his defence 
were, first, the great resemblance of the fibula to the Cesena one, which is actually a genuine piece. 
Secondly, he argued that the artificial patina had been made to disguise the fibula on its journey from 
Czechoslovakia, to make it pass as a modern piece. With regard to the brush bristles, they had likely 
detached during a recent cleaning of the object. As for the appearance of the aniline dye, there was 
no possible explanation: he determined that it was impossible that a forger was so stupid as to use it 
in a forgery6.

In the opinion of the German Society for Prehistoric Studies, due to the testimonies of Stockar 
and Zeiss, there was a risk of losing a magnificent piece of the Germanic past. Therefore, a commis-
sion of experts was appointed to examine the piece thoroughly. At one point, the commission decided 
to remove the centrepiece of the object and, surprisingly, they found a Greek cross finely engraved in 
the gold cape. In the opinion of the commission, finding the cross represented an absolute testimony 
of authenticity, but it also evidenced the condition of the owner of the fibula as a newly converted 
Christian who carried his faith secretly.

Marwitz, who had fled from Germany after the analyses carried out by Stockar and Zeiss, was 
arrested in Italy by the Gestapo and condemned to five years of forced labour in 1940. 

After the war, during the reconstruction of the country, a man appeared asking for a job as a 
restorer in the Museum of Munich. When the museum requested references, he presented a dossier 
with different photographs from the manufacturing process of the Königsberg brooch, as well 
as other pieces that had been sold by Marwitz. His name was Luipold Pirzl and he confessed to 
having worked as a forger for Marwitz during the war. Among the extensive graphic documentation 
provided by Pirzl, photos of the engraving process of the cross were found. Mr. Pirzl stated that it 
was Marwitz’s idea to include the cross in the piece, to get the reaction that it had indeed got (no one 
would think that a forger would ever think to that level of detail).

Unfortunately, during the war, the German army removed the most precious works of art from 
museums before the arrival of the Allies. The fibula of Königsberg was one of them and nobody ever 
heard anything about it again, although it was already known that it was a forgery.

3 rieth 1970.
4 Id., p. 140.
5 id., p. 143.
6 Kurz 1967, p. 640.
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meanWhile in sPain

In 1939 the Spanish Civil War ended, and the country began the reconstruction of everything 
lost during the conflict. The academic sectors of society were no exception, considering the number 
of lives lost or of the exiled. From an ideological point of view, Spain was positioned in a fascist orbit 
tending to the pan-Germanic ideologies of Hitler. That is why, after the Civil War, characters of 
strong Germanophile tendencies ascended the political and academic ladders, as is the case of well-
known Spanish archaeologist Julio Martinez Santa-Olalla.

Like Van Scheltema in Germany, Santa Olalla’s research was centred on discovering the origin 
of the Aryan race and its relationship with the Spanish people, with a special emphasis on studies of 
Celtic and Germanic people and their relationship with the Iberian Peninsula7.

In 1940 (during the trial against Marwitz), the SS Reichführer Heinrich Himmler visited Spain. 
During his journey, Himmler visited various cities in Spain such as Toledo, as well as museums like 
the Prado Museum in Madrid and the National Archaeological Museum, where he was especially 
interested in Visigothic artefacts. During this tour, the Nazi leader was accompanied by a large entou-
rage including his personal guide and translator, Julio Martínez Santa Olalla, the archaeologist who 
at that time held the position of General Commissioner of Archaeological Excavations of Spain. 
However, History tells us that the Hendaye meeting didn’t work, which is why Spain never entered 
World War II. As a result of this situation, the Spanish institutions began to remove from the posi-
tions of power all the more Germanophile people, with people like Julio Martinez Santa Olalla (fig. 
1) falling in disgrace.

One year later, in 1941, in this environment of competition between Germanophile people 
and the new academics on the rise, famous archaeologist Martín Almagro Basch, director of the 
Archaeological Museum of Barcelona, published an article with the name Algunas falsificaciones 
Visigodas8. In this article, he reported a pair of eagle fibula (fig. 2) belonging to a collection and 

deposited in the museum, which turned out 
to be false. These fibulae had been studied 
and published by Martinez Santa Olalla in 
another article in the Germanerbe magazine, 
along with many others. The article sought to 
discover the forgeries, but it also discredited 
Santa Olalla among the academic circles and 
the government.

Today we know that Almagro could 
have been actually aware that the fibulae 
from Damian Mateu’s collection may be 
forgeries before his article. Gracia Alonso 
writes that Almagro, with other antiquarians, 
was the expert that advised Mateu during the 
purchase. When Santa-Olalla found out about 
the article, he wrote a letter to Hans Zeiss, 
trying to stop the publication of the article in 
a German journal9.

In his article, Martín Almagro showed 
the forgery and also went further, helping 
the Spanish police find the forger, a chiseller 
named Amable Carrillo Pozo, who had been 
doing this type of work for some time. He 

7 meDeros martin 2003-2004.
8 almagro BasCh 1941.
9 graCia alonso 2015, pp. 91-92.

Fig. 1 – Julio Martínez Santa-Olalla and Himmler looking at 
Visigothic pieces in the National Archaeological Museum 
(photograph archive Newspaper ABC).
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stated that he had carried out more than 28 works of this type. Interestingly, many of the eagle fibulae 
that Santa Olalla had published in his studies were sold by the same antiquarian that had sold those 
of Barcelona. Mr. Carrillo Pozo, despite being proud of being able to claim his work, admitted to not 
being the only component of the team that manufactured the pieces; a team that counted with anti-
quarians, specialists and other jewellers whose names he refused to give10.

illiCit traDe anD forgery in sPain

Since the Twenties in Spain, many pieces went to the art market, and many of them were eagle 
fibulae or other elements of Visigothic jewellery. In the case of the eagle brooches, it is known that 
the pair from the Museum of Barcelona came from a region of Extremadura. Also, after the end of 
the Civil War, Fernando Calzadilla (coincidentally, a mayor from Extremadura), decided to sell a 
collection of Visigothic fibulae that he had compiled in previous years to the Badajoz Museum. After 
being examined by the museum, the collection ended up being declared as formed by forgeries. As 
we can see, indicating Extremadura as the origin of the forgeries was quite common during the 1920s. 
But this pair was not unique, as there was also a pair of these fibulae coming from this same region, 
though it had been bought in Paris. This second pair is currently in the Baltimore Museum of Art 
(USA) and the museum’s website tells us that Mr Henry Walter bought it from Henri Daguerre, 
a famous antiquarian from Paris in the thirties. Along with that pair of fibulae, Mr Walter bought 
some Visigothic pieces like buckles and earrings. The description of these pieces indicates a Spanish 
village as their origin but actually, there is no Visigothic necropolis in that region of Spain. Spanish 
researcher Manuel Casamar wrote about these pieces too, and in his opinion this pair could come 
from Guadalajara, but it’s actually impossible to know.

The beginning of the 20th century saw the rise of many European collections and that of the art 
market, and it was also a time of great proliferation of counterfeits. During this period, the eagle-
shaped fibula and other objects of pretended Germanic nature became the star pieces of the moment. 
Therefore, it is possible to find pieces of 
dubious authenticity in the collections of 
archaeological items created at the time. 
We should not rule out at all that many 
of these fake pieces are eagle brooches or 
Visigothic artefacts in general.

The beginning of the 20th century in 
Spain was a period of massive Illicit Trade 
of cultural materials. A great number of 
artefacts left Spain by illegal methods 
and the number of people (Spanish and 
foreigners) who participated in this kind 
of business was also quite consider-
able. One of the more important charac-
ters of the time was Arthur Byne11. Mr 
Byne was the main responsible for deliv-
ering artefacts from the Spanish terri-
tory to great men like Randolph Hearst 
or Henry Walters in the United States. 
But in this case, it was his wife, Mildred 
Stapley Byne, who sold a pair of fibulae 
to Robert and Mildred Bliss. In the 

10 almagro BasCh 1941.
11 martínez ruiz 2014, p. 333.

Fig. 2 – Barcelona, Archaeological Museum. Pair of eagle fibulae 
(almagro BasCh 1941).
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Dumbarton Oaks archives, it is possible read many letters exchanged between the Blisses and their 
friends. In these letters, Robert Wood Bliss spoke to Ms Byne about the purchase of these fibulae 
(BZ.1936.1-15) and he also told her of his suspects about their authenticity. But he was also somewhat 
interested in a pair located in the Spanish Art Gallery, property of Thomas Harris, though he didn’t 
buy the fibulae in the end. The pair of fibulae purchased from Ms Byne (fig. 3) was considered a 
modern forgery and one of the pieces was sent to the British Museum (2004,0602.1)12. In this case, the 
story behind the pieces indicated a fake provenance, a necropolis in Toledo that doesn’t actually exist, 
while the pair from the Spanish Art Gallery came supposedly from the Torredonjimeno Treasure13, a 
story that was so popular in the twenties because the treasure was found in 1926. The use of a popular 
city or a popular find to foster the credibility of a forgery was common at the time. 

Mildred Byne was involved in the acquisition of another pair of fake eagles that today are in the 
British Museum (1984,0107.1 and 1984,0107.1). In the following table (tab. 1), we can see a list of 
some of the fibulae found in Spain without official excavations.

inv. loCation origin material measurements author Current status

24992 Barcelona Museum Damian Mateu 
Collection

Gold, glass, 
bronze Unknown

Amable 
Carrillo 
Pozo

Forgery

24993 Barcelona Museum Damian Mateu 
Collection

Gold, glass, 
bronze Unknown

Amable 
Carrillo 
Pozo

Forgery

00408 Lázaro Galdiano 
Foundation Unknown Gold, glass, 

bronze

Height: cm 17

Width: cm 5,3
Authentic

00409 Lázaro Galdiano 
Foundation Unknown Gold, glass, 

bronze

Height: cm 10,3

Width: cm 5,3
Authentic

00410 Lázaro Galdiano 
Foundation Unknown Gold, glass, 

bronze

Height: cm 11

Width: cm 5,3
Authentic

00411 Lázaro Galdiano 
Foundation Unknown Gold, glass, 

bronze

Height: cm 17

Width: cm 5,3
Authentic

54.421 Walters Art Museum

Tierra de Barros, 
Badajoz / Henri 
Daguerre (París) 
1930

Gold, bronze
Height: cm 14,2

Width: cm 7,1
Authentic

54.422 Walters Art Museum

Tierra de Barros, 
Badajoz / Henri 
Daguerre (París) 
1930

Gold, bronze
Height: cm 14,2

Width: cm 7,1
Authentic

1984,0107.1 British Museum Mildred Stapley 
Byne

Quartz, gold, 
glass, garnet, 
cooper alloy

Height: cm 12,2 Unknown Forgery

1984,0107.2 British Museum Mildred Stapley 
Byne

Quartz, gold, 
glass, garnet, 
cooper alloy

Height: cm 12,2 Unknown Forgery

2004,0602.1 British Museum Mildred Stapley 
Byne

Iron, gold, 
glass, garnet, 
copper alloy

Height: cm 12,2

Width: cm 5,5
Unknown Forgery

BZ.1936.1-15 Dumbarton Oaks 
Collection

Mildred Stapley 
Byne

Gold, glass, 
bronze Unknown Unknown Forgery

12 Fake? 1990.
13 Perea 2001.

Tab. 1 – Series of unprovenanced eagle brooches from Spain.
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We can see 4 eagle fibulae that share common 
features with many of the forgeries that have been 
discovered up until now at the Lázaro Galdiano 
Foundation (fig. 4). This foundation was created 
in 1948, after the death of José Lázaro Galdiano 
in 1947. Lázaro Galdiano was one of the most 
famous men of the academic world of history 
at the beginning of the 20th century in Spain. 
Founder of the magazine Modern Spain, he 
amassed a great fortune that he decided to invest 
in the knowledge of the arts and history. He also 
made important purchases of artistic and archae-
ological heritage, and he also acquired an impor-
tant set of bibliographic funds.

With the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, 
Lázaro Galdiano decided to leave the country 
and settled in Paris, where he acquired much of 
his collection of antiquities. Due to his restless 
nature, Lázaro made many trips and in addition 
to Paris and New York, he also visited Germany 
before World War II. He formed his collection 
by buying antiques, in many cases in batches 
in which fakes could often be found, since the 
purchase was made in bulk, seeking not to raise 
the price of a particular piece by showing interest 
in it.

So, the biography of this collector put him 
in a privileged time and position to be targeted 
by forgers. In addition, he had a special interest 
in those antiquities that contributed to Spain’s 
glorious past, those reliable testimonies of the 
past.

At the Lázaro Galdiano Foundation there 
is no record of his transactions kept by the 
collector, so it is impossible to trace any links 
with a suspect dealer in particular. Because of 
Lázaro Galdiano’s fortune and his interest in 
antiquities, many Europeans may have tried to 
tempt him with products that could make him 
invest his money. 

It is not known exactly where these pieces 
were bought, but their resemblance to those 
of Barcelona is impossible to deny. They are 
4 fibulae made from a piece of cast bronze on 
which a sheet of gold subject was superim-
posed to numerous brands, just like the fibula of 
Barcelona.

In the manuscript notes from Manuel Casamar: “latest founds of bronze and gold eagle fibulae 
from Castilla and Extremadura. The best do not come from systematic excavations. The circum-
stances of its findings aren’t known to us” (sic). 

Fig. 3 – London, British Museum inv. 2004,0602.1. Fibula 
(image retrieved from [https://www.britishmuseum.org/re-
search/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?ob
jectId=1431949&partId=1&object=22851&page=1]).

Fig. 4 – Madrid Lázaro Galdiano Foundation inv. 00411. Fi-
bula (image retrieved from [http://catalogo.museolazaro-
galdiano.es/mlgm/search/pages/Main]).
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ConClusion

The beginning of the 20th century marked one of the biggest booms of forgery activity in Europe. 
Armed conflicts like the two World Wars and the Spanish Civil War put many people in a very 
complicated economic situation that forced them to commit crimes.

Forgery and Illicit Trade are deeply linked in Spain. Indeed, many people sold Spanish cultural 
heritage in order to survive. Of course, in this kind of batches there were not only authentic pieces, 
as fake ones would be added to increase the value of the sets.

Many of these pieces went to France, where they were sold to the highest bidder. An example 
is found in the Baltimore Museum of Art, which possesses some pieces from Spain, including high-
quality Visigothic eagle fibulae, as well as earrings or belt buckles. This group of pieces was sold in 
the same years in which Amable Carrillo practised his activity. However, a great number of analyses 
are needed to know if they came from the forger or if they are authentic.

Artefacts manufactured by Pirzl in Germany, as well as pieces by Amable Carrillo in Spain, are 
impossible to locate today. In the context of such sales, there was a lack of purchase receipts accompanied 
by false source information to avoid punishment by the authorities of the different countries. However, 
following their traces is possible, with the use of historical bibliography and metallographic studies.

We can draw a couple of clear ideas from such situations. Money has always been one of the main 
motivations for the development and sale of fakes, but it is not the only one. The desire to demon-
strate the theories of researchers is a dangerous point. Forgers are aware that those most interested 
in recognizing a piece as authentic are the researchers, and thus, they get a way to give credibility to 
their creations for free. We will never know if men like Van Scheltema or Santa Olalla were aware of 
the possible forgeries they defended, being remembered in history as victims and accomplices at the 
same time.

Finally, it is important to look carefully at the emblematic pieces belonging to Europe’s Germanic 
past, which were “discovered” during the first half of the 20th century, as they could be forgeries. A 
romantic interest in the past may be more mouth-watering than a picture of a renowned painter at 
certain times.

Eduardo Corrochano Labrador
University of Castilla La-Mancha
ecorrochanolabrador@gmail.com
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aBstraCt

On the basis of a review of the exhibition on “Le Faux dans I’Art et dens l’Histoire” (Fakes in Art end in History, 
Paris, 1955) written by Cesare Brandi, this essay will explore the Italian contribution to this exhibition and examine 
the relationship between fakes and the “artistic diagnosis”, defined in France and in Italy in different ways from the 
1930s onwards, with the establishment of the Institut Mainini in the former and of the lstituto Centrale del Restauro 
(ICR) in the latter. In addition, the article investigates the narrow interdependence of the concepts of authenticity and 
fake, which both derive from the recognition of the work of art, and were characterized by two permanent displays 
organized by the ICR in the early 1950s and conceived as pendants. Finally, the article focuses, using contemporary 
texts of these exhibitions, on the different understanding of the relation between authenticity and aesthetic judgement 
in the thought of Cesare Brandi and that of Étienne Gilson.
KeyWorDs: Brandi, Cesare; Perez, Fernando; Mainini, Carlos; Salon international de la Police; Istituto Centrale del 
Restauro; pinacology; artistic diagnosis; authenticity.

“L’equivoque de notre relation avec la creation artistique,
ce n’est pas le théoricien qui la révèle: c’est le faussaire.”

André Malraux, Les voix du silence, Paris 19511

the salons Des fliCs anD the eXhiBitions DeDiCateD to forgery

In a short article of 1955, Cesare Brandi reviewed an exhibition on forgery inaugurated within 
the Salon des flics of Paris using polemic and lashing tones2.

It was an imposing event that was sprawled across seventeen rooms of the Grand Palais3 and was 
part of the larger, yearly Salon international de la Police, already at its third edition4. The Salon had 
first been held in 1953, as an initiative of the Amicale Nationale des Policiers ACDIPR5, to exhibit 

1  MalrauX 1956, p. 366.
2  BranDi 1955.
3  We know that each room had 6 walls, between the fixed and movable ones, and that besides the 17 exhibition rooms, 

there were other two rooms, one for reception and the other for conferences (AN, Pierrefitte-sur-Seine, n° de versement 
19910238/12, dossier Salon international de la police, p. 2 of the document, unsigned and undated but probably preceding 3rd 
May 1955, documenting the state of progress of the project). The exhibition took place between 17th June and 16th July 1955. 
More information on the exhibition may be found in a radio interview to G. Isnard and M. Hours (L’art et la vie, Magazine 
des arts, 23 juin 1955, available at http://www.ina.fr/audio/PHD88000089).

4  During a first Salon de la Police, organised in a small private gallery in rue de Bourgogne by the Amicale Nationale 
des Policiers ACDIPR in 1953, there was a mention of Léon Theus’s preface to the catalogue of the exhibition, Faux dans 
l’Art et dans l’Histoire 1955.

5  Anciens combattants, déportés, internés, prisonniers, résistants de France et d’Outre-Mer.

tWo eXhiBitions anD the ProJeCt of a museum

DeDiCateD to forgery.
a history BetWeen franCe anD italy (1930-1955)

Gabriella Prisco
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the artworks of “artist policemen”. By its second year, a small section dedicated to forgeries had been 
added, and in that occasion the public could also watch the documentary J’ai peints des Vermeer, 
which told the then still very current story of the forger Hans van Meegeren6.

The exhibition of 1955 was a significant improvement over the previous one, not only because 
of its location and greater dimensions, but also because it had been organised with the collabora-
tion of the Préfecture de Paris. This was due to the role played by the Préfecture, together with the 
Surété nationale and INTERPOL, in looking for and uncovering both monetary and artistic fakes 
using scientific analyses that were considered cutting-edge at the time. Since 1929, the battle against 
forgers waged by the judicial police, together with their methods, was under the spotlight because of 
the shocking murder of the judge of the forensic police Bayle7, who had also authored a controversial 
evaluation of the “prehistorical” findings in Glozel8.

Like in the exhibition of the year before, in 1955 the part dedicated to forgeries was joined, with 
a jarring outcome, by another, where artworks by policemen were displayed, following the purest 
tradition of after-work recreational associations. 

However, the need to present both a professional and humane picture of law enforcement is 
found in the special emphasis attributed to the Grand Palais exhibition. This was of particular rele-
vance at a time when the Algerian War was in its first stages, and after several protesters had been 
arrested following the riots on 1 May 19559.

In fact, the catalogue opens with the clear intention of the President of the Amicale, Léon Theus, 
to reaffirm the police’s prestige during a time when it was unjustly denigrated, followed by Marcel 
Sicot’s wish10 that “dans le tourbillon où se débat notre génération, puisse cette manifestation origi-
nale projeter quelque clarté sur les esprits troublés qui ont tant de peine à discerner le vrai du faux!”. 
These declarations are followed by a series of short essays, where reflections on the concept of forgery 
– among which the smart and poetic ones written by Jean Cocteau are the most notable – are inter-
spersed by those on the humanity of the “Sunday painter” policeman by Marcel Brion and Albert 
Sarraut. This shows that many French intellectuals – on opposing sides in the Algerian War11 – were 
called to strengthen this image operation.

The part dedicated to forgeries was divided into two as well: Le Faux dans l’Art and Le Faux dans 
l’Histoire. 

In the first, the display had been hastily put together “[…] con i quadrucci e i cartellini appun-
tati in pittoresco disordine sulla tela-juta”12 and many authentic works were flanked by others, recog-
nised as fakes. In most cases, the public was informed of their status through a caption reciting a short 
“vrai” or “faux”. Other times, however, visitors were challenged to decide for themselves whether the 
work was a fake or not through a sort of game with its solution at the end13. This judgement method 

6  The news of the cinematographic projection is found on the inside back cover of the catalogue Musée des faux ar-
tistiques 1954. The documentary had been made with the collaboration of Paul Coremans. The trial ended only in 1955, af-
ter going through several instances. For a bibliography on Vermeer forgeries, see Sembrare e non essere 1993, pp. 320-323; 
VanPaemel 2010, pp. 73-74; merle Du Bourg 2016, to be consulted for the previous bibliography.

7  The murder was featured heavily in the press: cfr., e.g., M. Bayle assassiné, in L’action Francaise, 17 septembre 1929; 
L’assassin de M. Bayle, in Le Petit Parisien, 23 novembre 1929.

8  For more on the complex case of Glozel, cfr. grivel 2003, to be consulted for the previous bibliography. For Bay-
le’s research, see De Ruggieri 2002, p. 46, and the bibliography in nt. 31.

9  For the part played by the police in Algeria and their image in France, see Delarne 1990; Peiroula 2004.
10  At the time he was the Secretary General of CIPC, that is, INTERPOL.
11  See Guerre d’Algerie 1991.
12  There are some cuts and typographical errors in the printed version of the review (BranDi 1955), as can be seen 

when contrasting it to the typewritten text preserved at the Brandi archive of the Soprintendenza BSAE per le province di 
Siena e Grosseto. The document, which presents several handwritten corrections done with a pen, has allowed to reconstruct 
the text in its entirety, as is the case of the sentence cited here. Regretfully, there are no photographs of the exhibition with 
the exception of two shots by Robert Cohen showing the copies of La Gioconda during the set-up (one of them was 
published in AnDreoli 2014, p. 16). Photos of individual artworks were published in the catalogue Faux dans l’Art et dans 
l’Histoire 1955 and in Gilson 1958, figs. 26, 27. Four paintings may be viewed at the following link: http://www.culture.
gouv.fr/public/mistral/mnrbis_fr.

13  This test was carried out on the artworks of painter Raoul Dufy; catalogue Faux dans l’Art et dans l’Histoire 1955, 
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referred implicitly to the infallibility – and arbitrariness – of the connaisseur’s eye, but there was also 
another, opposing, not always used method, that had the results of the scientific analyses displayed 
alongside the works they had been carried out on. This was another difference from the previous year, 
when analyses had been presented only for two artworks14.

In the catalogue of 1955 there is also another room mentioned, one that had been curated by 
Madeleine Hours, Head of the Scientific Laboratories of the Louvre. This room was entirely dedi-
cated to the investigation methods used to analyse paintings and recognise fakes15. The documents 
related to the preparation of the exhibition also hint at scientific demonstrations carried out on several 
artworks by the French Police and other experts. 

art DiagnostiCs, art CritiCism anD the ProBlem of forgeries

the frenCh eXPerienCe: the institut mainini

The Parisian laboratory had been founded by two Argentinian doctors and art lovers, Fernando Perez 
and Carlos Mainini16. The laboratory mostly focussed on the analysis of paintings and only rarely were 
other materials examined17. As a matter of fact, Perez had dedicated many hours and great passion to 
studying easel painting. He was convinced that his “pinacology” – a completely new take on the studies 
in the field, that borrowed classification criteria from exact sciences – would become an essential tool in 
confirming attributions. This explains why their research included surviving ancient paintings only sporad-
ically (fig. 1), as there was no space for critical exercises in such expressions of artistic craftsmanship18.

s.v. Dufy. During the exhibition of 1954 there was deliberately no indication regarding authenticity either, so that the pub-
lic could train their eyes and, later, find out the solution in the catalogue. This approach had already been used in the exhi-
bition at Stedelijk Museum (Vals of echt? 1952), where the questionnaire for the visitors had been developed in collabora-
tion with the university.

14  Ns. 6-7. The cover of the modest catalogue showed, meaningfully, a connaisseur studying a painting using only a 
magnifying glass. A photograph of a policeman in the same pose opened Léon Theus’s preface of the catalogue Faux dans 
l’Art et dans l’Histoire 1955 as well. Despite this, the exhibition of 1954 echoed in the Italian Parliament, where, during a 
discussion on the budget of the Ministry of Interior for the financial year 1955-56, deputy Francesco Geraci, who had edited 
the Italian edition of Edmond Locard’s Manuel de technique policière in 1925, lamented that Italy, contrary to France, was 
not equipped to guarantee the authenticity of an artwork through means of investigation that could be used by the police 
and that, therefore, the state could rely only on art critics’ opinions (Atti parlamentari, Camera dei Deputati, legislatura II 
– discussioni. CCCXIX. Seduta pomeridiana di venerdì 30 settembre 1955, p. 20157). So, Geraci seemed to ignore the role 
of ICR (Istituto Centrale del Restauro) and the tools they had at their disposal.

15  The Laboratoire had already been organised an exhibition on the topic at the Orangerie several years before (Oeu-
vre d’art 1949).

16  On the first years of activity of the Institut Mainini and Perez, see Hours 1966; CarDinali 2002a, pp. 23-25; De 
Ruggieri 2002, pp. 66-67; CarDinali, De Ruggieri 2005; CarDinali, De Ruggieri 2014, passim. New information was 
gained from consulting the archive of the Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des Musées de France (C2RMF). The 
documents were examined in September 2011 and are currently being studied by this author, Maria Ida Catalano and Ange-
la Cerasuolo, as part of the research for the European project Charisma. Some of the information presented here and what 
was published in Cerasuolo 2014, pp. 198-208, came from those documents.

17  The information on this topic is fragmentary. For example, there are some mentions of analyses carried out on some 
metals in the report of the activities of the Laboratory for the year 1937 (Rapport sur l’administration et la conservation des 
Musées nationaux pendant l’année 1936 et pendant l’année 1937 (janvier-octobre), p. 32). The one for 1938 indicated that 
analyses had been made on archaeological artefacts destined for sale according to the instructions of Jean Charbonneaux, 
head of the department of Greek and Roman antiquities (C2RMF archive, dossier Perez, year 1938). The preference for 
paintings would remain a constant over time, even in the small exhibition at the Orangerie (Oeuvre d’art 1949) there was 
only a small room where the results that scientific investigations could bring to the study and preservation of archaeological 
materials were shown (Hours 1966, p. 39). However, it must be said that archaeologists had more faith in the tried-and-true 
chemical analyses, rather than in the novelty of the physical ones. This should not come as a surprise, since archaeological 
restoration would be released from its secondary, humble position only years later, when it would acquire all the necessary 
tools – including analyses – for scientific restoration, as was noted by Licia Vlad (VlaD Borrelli 2010, p. 245).

18  We know that Perez carried out “pinacological” analyses on the paintings of Fayyum (as attested by documents 
held in the C2RMF archive, Perez found) and that his collaborator Anita Garzia carried out analyses on the paintings of the 
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What must be noted here, however, is that 
scientific and conservational reasons were not 
the only ones at the root of the necessity of 
analysing artworks, as a need to distinguish the 
authentic from the fake was also felt. This was 
even more so for museums that pursued an acqui-
sition policy and had already suffered because of 
a forger’s skills, like the French ones. An example 
of this was the reckless purchase of the so-called 
Tiara of Saitaferne by the Louvre, at the end of 
the previous century19.

The difficulty in recognising forgeries – the 
19th century had been the acme for their crea-
tion – was such, that the use of physical analyses 
(like X-rays) on artworks received a great boost 
in Germany and France, also because of this 
burning issue20. In France, the newly-founded 
Office International des Musées (OIM) devel-
oped the “Progetto relativo ai metodi di iden-
tificazione e autenticazione delle opere d’arte 
contemporanea” in 1926. There were also other 
cases where art diagnostics used methods usually 
reserved for police investigations21, and this had 
such an impact on popular imagination that the 
Head of the Laboratories of the Louvre Jean 
Vergnet-Ruiz said ironically that “on nous croit 
quelques diabolique succursale de la police judi-
ciaire” during a conference in 193922.

On this point, we must also mention the 
close relations that had been maintained between the Service d’Identité Judiciaire and the Laboratoire 
d’Essais du Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, through its Head, Jean-Ferdinand Cellerier, 
during X-ray experiments carried out on several paintings to gauge their authenticity in 192723. 
Fernando Perez himself, who had become scientific director of the Institut Mainini in 1931, drew 
from the experience of the police – that had begun collecting fingerprints at the end of the previous 
century — when suggesting the creation of an archive of the fingerprints left on paintings by artists. 
These fingerprints were patiently discovered with his “pinacoscope” – a kind of microscope with 

Villa of the Mysteries in Pompeii (as Roberto Longhi noted in the Relazione sul Gabinetto di Pinacologia presso la R. Pina-
coteca del Museo Nazionale di Napoli to the ministro dell’Educazione Nazionale Giuseppe Bottai dated 15 August 1937-
XV, preserved in ACSR, Min. Pubbl. Istr., Dir. Gen. AA.BB.AA., IV versamento, busta 106, published in CarDinali, De 
Ruggieri, FalCuCCi 2002, p. 262).

19  See Sigal 2016; Martinez 2011; Sembrare e non essere 1993, p. 7, scheda n. 4, to be consulted for the previous 
bibliography.

20  See De Ruggieri 2002, p. 47.
21  Marco Cardinali and Maria Beatrice De Ruggieri were the ones who found a series of documents, held in the 

archives of the League of Nations (UNESCO archives, OIM found, VI, 2-13), in which suggestions and methods to fight 
the forgery of artworks are examined by criminologists and experts like Pierre Besrodny, Edmond Bayle, Gustav Kögel, 
Giuseppe Falco and Karl Albert. See CarDinali 2002a, pp. 25-26; CarDinali 2002b, pp. 233 and following ones; CarDinali 
2005, p. 77, nt. 18.

22  The speech of the conference of the Head of the Laboratories of the Louvre is held in the C2RMF archive, dossier 
Perez, year 1939.

23  Memorandum of the committee of the Laboratoire d’Essais of the CNAM of 1927, report on Exposition des Musées 
nationaux, d’étude sur les peintures des tableaux, par des procédés scientifiques, C2RMF archive, dossier Perez, year 1927.

Fig. 1 – Paris, C2RMF. Macrophotography with raking 
light of a portrait of Fayyum shot at the Institut Mainini 
(C2RMF, Palais du Louvre, Paris — photograph by A. Ce-
rasuolo).
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raking light – in order to certify their autography and, at the same time, to uncover any counterfeits24. 
The “pinacographic” research aimed at identifying the artists’ “pictorial handwriting”, following the 
spirit of classification of positivism. It was believed forgers would be defenceless against this method, 
as they would never be able to imitate this distinctive trait and the materials and technique used by 
the artist too25. So, the methods used by the new laboratories would be used “pour authentifier le vrai 
et déceler le faux”, as was stated by Henri Verne, the director of the Musées nationaux26.

After analysing the voluminous dossier on the first years of the Laboratoire27 and coeval printed 
texts, one is left with the strong impression that unveiling forgeries was meant to legitimise the offi-
cial entry of art diagnostics in the world of history of ancient and modern art. So much so, that, at the 
beginning, some had suggested that the Institut Mainini offer expertises to private citizens among its 
other tasks. Once this hypothesis had been discarded28, Fernando Perez focussed his research on the 
study of original artworks owned by French museums, with frequent forays into the world of the 
history of art. In fact, the “pinacology” he had founded, according to him, “répond à une concep-
tion nouvelle de ce qu’on appelle ‘la critique d’art’”29. After all, art historian Jean Vergnet-Ruiz was 
on the same wavelength when he stated that “si nos collègues médecins ont fait de la science un art, 
nous essayons, en ce qui nous concerne, et nous avons l’impression d’avoir déjà réussi, à faire de l’art 
une science”30. However, these statements must be taken in the context of the spirit of the time. As 
Madeleine Hours smartly observed, the physical analysis methods were initially conceived as “une 
amplification des pouvoirs de l’oeil”31.

Nevertheless, the problem was in deciding who had the right to use these powers. As a matter 
of fact, an undeniably strong opposition met the entry of science into the humanities. There was an 
essential problem linked to the objectives of scientific analyses, and that was what role would the 
critics have in relation to applied sciences and who would have the task of establishing guidelines and 
reconciling the different ideas. In a moment when art diagnostics was moving its first steps, the recur-
ring temptation of making scientists the points of reference, able to give firm and definitive answers 
in relation to art criticism as well, was evident.

This conflict of competences echoed also in the French press, as for example Raymond Lecuyer 
wished that “[…] cette heureuse intrusion de la science dans le domaine pictural n’élimine pas de 
l’histoire ou de la critique des éléments subjectifs qui nous paraissent nécessaires” when giving the 
news of the inauguration of the Laboratoire32. The tension between scientists on the one side, and 

24  Perez started with the study of fingerprints on paintings in Italian museums, in collaboration with the Polizia 
scientifica of Rome: Perez 1930, pp. 30 and following ones; CarDinali 2002a, pp. 24-25. For information on the 
“fingerprint” catalogue at the Institut Mainini, see Billiet 1932, pp. 126-127. The idea was not completely new, as Albert 
Neuburger (NeuBurger 1924, p. 99) had reported about the on-going cataloguing of fingerprints on Roman lamps by Fritz 
Fremersdorff in 1924.

25  See Brunon GuarDia 1930, p. 6.
26  Interview to J.-G. Lemoine, Le Musée du Louvre aura désormais un laboratoire sciéntifique, in Echo de Paris, 9 oc-

tobre 1931.
27  See C2RMF, dossier Perez. 
28  The hypothesis of the activities of the Laboratoire d’Essais of the CNAM being extended to privately-owned 

paintings could already be found in the above-mentioned report (see nt. 23). An article published in Le Temps, 9 octobre 
1930, indicates that this position was shared by the director of the Musées Nationaux Henri Verne, and dismissed by the 
Undersecretary for Fine Arts Eugène Lautier, with his declaration “Pas de marchands dans le Temple!”.

29  Perez 1930, pp. 6-7 and p. 3 respectively. Billiet 1932, pp. 123-124, when writing about the laboratories of the Lou-
vre, similarly stated that “il s’agit moins, dans l’état actuel des études d’art, d’authentifier une oeuvre que de connaître les 
étapes biologiques de sa naissance, de sa vie et, parfois, de sa mort”.

30  The speech of the conference of the Head of the Laboratories of the Louvre is held in the C2RMF archive, dossier 
Perez, year 1939.

31  Hours 1966, p. 37. They started to be used for conservational purposes only after Perez’s death. In 1939, Jean Verg-
net-Ruiz was still saying that the first objective of scientific research was unveiling forgeries and guaranteeing attributions, 
while the study for conservation purposes came only second (see the conference mentioned in the previous note).

32  LeCuyer 1930, p. 2. The newspaper’s art critic was an expert of history of photography and, years later, he would 
dedicate a book to it (LeCuyer 1945), with many pages filled with the technical aspects of the Perez method (see Cerasuo-
lo 2014, pp. 207-208 and figs. 8, 12).
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art historians and archaeologists on the other, found its solution in the Institut Mainini, with the 
victory of the latter ones. In fact, the position of director of the Institut was given to the curator of the 
Department of Paintings of the Louvre, while the responsibility for the investigations would be given 
to the director of the Department to which each artwork under study belonged33. This was done even 
tough in France, Henri Focillon – author of the project of creation of the OIM, approved in 1926, and 
one of the protagonists of the first Conferenza Internazionale per lo studio dei metodi scientifici appli-
cati all’esame e alla conservazione delle opere d’arte held in Rome in October 1930 – maintained that 
a great change in the approach to the study of artworks was needed, as did curator Fernand Mercier, 
his pupil. This approach would have seen the interaction between several, different competences in 
close and equal collaboration34. 

in italy: the istituto Centrale Del restauro

Italy did not follow the method chosen by the Musée de France, and by many other European 
museums, of integrating art diagnostics with a critical reading of the work of art – though this method 
was not without the risk of scientistic drifts. For example, Lionello Venturi knew and was aware of 
the potentiality of the new investigation methods, but still he advised not to use them in a mecha-
nistic way when reading an artwork, a moment when critical judgement must prevail35. Nevertheless, 
he also stated – as later would do a young Brandi36 – that that judgement had to be combined with 
considerations on the material and technique of the artwork, both observed from the privileged point 
of view of the restoration site. As a matter of fact, the restoration site was an irreplaceable training 
ground for both scholars, a place where they could train and make use of the primacy of the eye37.

Roberto Longhi had harshly criticised the methods used by the Gabinetto di Pinacologia e 
Restauro active in the Museo Nazionale di Napoli38 – the only one in Italy to echo Perez’s theories. 
He had condemned them, along with the methods used overseas and those promoted by the OIM39. 
The State was charged with regulating and sanctioning the role of diagnostic investigations in Italy, 
then, and it did so with the founding of the Istituto Centrale del Restauro in 1939. Science was to be 
heavily featured and used in the ICR, thanks to “un gabinetto di fisica e radiografia” and one for chem-
ical analyses40, as established in its founding statute. However, it was expected to play only an auxil-
iary role in the conservation and restoration of artworks, likewise, the diagnosticians working in the 
Centro per la conservazione e il restauro delle opere d’arte – dreamed by Roberto Longhi41 – would 
be “sotto il vigile controllo della critica”. Even in the Schema di regolamento per l’applicazione della 
legge che fonda l’Istituto Centrale del Restauro42, the laboratories reported directly to the director 

33  Hours 1949, p. 10. This is the reason, perhaps, for the disconnection that may be observed during the Thirties 
between the commissions in charge of the restoration of paintings, on the one hand, and the Institut, on the other (cfr. 
Suárez San PaBlo 2015).

34  Catalano 2014, p. 17; CarDinali, De Ruggieri 2014, pp. 113-114.
35  Pogliani 2014, pp. 158-160.
36  For the experiences during his years in Bologna, presented with previously unpublished documents, see the chap-

ter titled Per una ‘filologia dei materiali’ in Catalano 2007, pp. 52 and following.
37  “Apparecchio la cui precisione supera quella di qualsivoglia meccanismo”, according to Longhi 1973, p. 30. For 

Roberto Longhi’s standing on the links between art criticism, diagnostics and restoration, see Catalano 1998, pp. 25 and 
following ones; RinalDi 2006; Snodi di critica 2014, p. 16.

38  For more on this experience, of which Sergio Ortolani was the protagonist during the years 1932-1937, see CarDi-
nali, De Ruggieri, FalCuCCi 2002, pp. 30-32, 53-54; ManDolesi 2003; CarDinali, De Ruggieri 2005, pp. 72-74; De Rosa 
2005; De Rosa 2012, pp. 44-60; Cerasuolo 2008; Cerasuolo 2014.

39  In the report described in nt. 18.
40  Creazione del Regio Istituto Centrale del Restauro presso il Ministero dell’Educazione Nazionale, legge 22 luglio 

1939, n. 1240, art. 3.
41  In the Relazione sul Gabinetto di Pinacologia mentioned in nt. 18.
42  The plan, which is undated, is found in ACSR, Min. Pubbl. Istr., Dir. Gen. AA.BB.AA., div. III, 1929-60, sez. I, 

b. 194. The full text, without any indication of its provenance, was published in Bon Valsassina 2006, p. 186. The plan 
maybe dates back to the second half of 1938, because it was attached, together with the bill (both attachments are missing, 
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of the ICR, who was also responsible for “[…] le direttive per il coordinamento delle ricerche scien-
tifiche dei Gabinetti”. In any case, no intrusion of science in the field of art criticism would ever 
be tolerated, “in quanto nessuna analisi chimica o fisica potrà mai convincere che un dipinto sia di 
un autore piuttosto che di un altro” as, years later, Brandi would repeat to chemist Selim Augusti, 
who had dared to make hypotheses pertaining to the attribution of an artwork in an article he had 
presented to the Bollettino ICR43.

We will discuss later the relation between scientific investigations and forgery, which had derived 
by Brandi’s speculation on the topic and would find an organic systematisation only at the end of 
the 1950s44. The beginning of his thought on forgery seems to be intimately connected to the reflec-
tion on the genesis of the artwork and the concept of authenticity, at the core of the rising theory of 
restoration. This is followed by a harsh condemnation of the “falso artistico” and the “falso storico”, 
as they both are the deplorable outcome of forcing the retrieval of the potential unity of the work of 
art. Here, however, we do not want to explore the nuanced and problematic “zona grigia del falso”45 
concerning the ethics of restoration, but focus instead on forgeries as autonomous creations, in which 
the fraudulent aim is certain.

Interesting ideas on the topic may be found very early in Brandi, even as early as his writing of 
Carmine, the first of a series of dialogues on the arts written between 1939 and 1943. Here, Eftimio 
answers thus to the question of how can a fake be recognised: “l’opera scopre il fianco, per così dire, 
accusa un passaggio, rivela uno scarto; l’intelletto se ne impadronisce. La tara può risultare allora, di 
concezione, di formulazione, di esecuzione; il falso può constare di una sola, o di due o di tutte e tre 
le tare […] Ma se questa è la fenomenologia del falso, la tara vera del falso è una sola, e sta nella surro-
gazione del primo slancio, in base al quale l’artista si costituisce l’oggetto, con un’attitudine pratica, 
per cui la realtà pura non è da raggiungersi, ma è già raggiunta e va allora contraffatta […]”46.

the iCr on DisPlay: the museo Del falso anD the mostra Permanente Dei restauri

The topic seemed to find a point of synthesis in the ICR at the beginning of the fifties, with 
the project of a Mostra del falso d’arte that would become a permanent exhibition, according to the 
surviving documents47.

The insidious problem of fakes was not so relevant for Italian museums as it was for those 
beyond the Alps, which came up against it with each new purchase. However, the Italian new-found 
interest in the topic may be linked to what had happened during the war, that is, the many fraudu-
lent exchanges of original artworks that had occurred amidst the chaos of their forced relocation48. 
Moreover, according to our incomplete documents, a yet-to-be fully explained role was also played 

however), to a Relazione a Sua Eccellenza il Ministro by Argan and Longhi. That is, unless it was written by Cesare Brandi 
himself – such is the case of the bill – at the beginning of the following year (cfr. RinalDi 2006, pp. 109-110).

43  Letter from Brandi to Selim Augusti of 20 June 1951, published in Altieri, PrisCo 2008, p. 116 and nt. 53.
44  Cfr. infra, pp. 275-277.
45  According to the renowned definition in AlBizzati 1932, p. 757. The archaeologist was particularly well-versed in 

the identification of fakes, which he analysed with a connaisseur’s eye. In the years immediately before the foundation of 
the ICR, some mention of the link between forgery and diagnostics was to be found in the papers of Selim Augusti (Augus-
ti 1936, p. 6), who worked at the Gabinetto Pinacologico di Napoli at the time. Renato Mancia, a singular figure of restor-
er-diagnostician, made his own considerations in the same years (ManCia 1936, p. 51 and following). On his scientistic vi-
sion of restoration, see MiCheli 2006, pp. 168-171. Obviously, Mancia, who had founded a laboratory for the investigation 
of artworks in Turin, had every interest in disseminating his methods also through the echo of the press; see ManCia 1937.

46  BranDi 1992, p. 73.
47  The related file, currently held in the historical archive of the ISCR (1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte), was used by 

Arianna Guarini, who was a student there, for her dissertation on fakes and copies of panel paintings (Guarini 2005/06, 
pp. 13 and following ones). Some information may be found in Altieri, PrisCo 2008, p. 117; PrisCo 2009, p. 99. During 
the reorganisation of the historical archive, many other documents have been found that were unknown at the time of the 
studies mentioned here.

48 For the replacements occurred during the Second World War, see angelelli 2006, pp. 252 and 254.
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by the Soprintendente alle Antichità of Rome Salvatore Aurigemma, who had contacted the ICR for 
an “esposizione didattica di falsi nell’arte” already in 195049. However, that idea had ancient roots, as 
Manlio Goffi had proposed it more than ten years earlier with his report of the law titled Creazione 
del Regio Istituto Centrale del Restauro presso il Ministero dell’Educazione Nazionale. His recom-
mendation, in fact, was that of creating “un settore ove si riuniscano i falsi, di cui è evidente l’utilità 
didattica, e al quale le categorie che svolgono il commercio delle cose d’arte potrebbero offrire i falsi 
da esse eventualmente rintracciati, e che fossero meritevoli di essere conservati a scopo di studio e di 
controllo”50.

Starting from the spring of 1952, items and photographs arrived from all corners of Italy to be 
displayed in the museum. According to Brandi’s project, the Museo would count among its exhibits 
not only actual fakes, but also imitations and copies, regarded as valuable examples of the tastes of 
their time. There was also a disagreement with restorer Pico Cellini because of the copy of the reli-
quary of Raniero Interamnese from Ponzano Romano (Latium), which had been sent to the Istituto 
for the exhibition51 and was then kept there for the museum – with the original artwork being returned 
to the village. Because of this, Pico Cellini decided to take back his offer to donate the vast collection 
of documents on forgeries he owned to the ICR52.

Among the counterfeited items collected by the ICR, there were many forgeries of archaeolog-
ical artefacts (figs. 2-3), contrary to what was displayed in the coeval exhibitions on the topic that 

49 Note from S. Aurigemma to the Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione, 12 aprile 1950 (ISCR historical archive, 1F 
B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte). The collection of fakes owned by the Soprintendenza for the creation of the museum only 
actually started in June 1952, that is, at the eve of Aurigemma’s retirement. Aurigemma would never be mentioned nor in-
volved by Brandi, and even the artworks chosen by him were not the same as those sent to the Roman Soprintendenza two 
years later. From what it was possible to reconstruct, only two of the 6 “Roman” paintings suggested by Aurigemma actu-
ally arrived in the ICR.

50  Goffi, who was a national councelor of the Camera dei fasci e delle corporazioni and president of the Federazione 
nazionale fascista dei commercianti di prodotti artistici e dell’artigianato, presented the bill during the reunion of 17 June 
1939; cfr. Cazzato 2001, p. 748.

51  Note of 21 May 1955 from the Soprintendente alle Gallerie for Latium.
52  Pico Cellini’s offer came only shortly after Brandi’s review, which he applauded: Cellini 1956, pp. 3-4. For the case 

of the reliquary, see Cellini 1988, published again in Cellini 1992, pp. 16-17.

Fig. 2 – Soprintendenza alle Antichità della Puglia e del Materano. 
Fake Locrian pinax, terracotta (ISCR, photographic archive).

Fig. 3 – Soprintendenza alle Antichità di Torino. Fake por-
trait of a male, marble (ISCR, photographic archive).
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were being organised in Europe and in the United States53. Previously, archaeological fakes had not 
garnered much attention even in publications on the topic even though there had been some sensa-
tional frauds in that field as well54, but the ICR gave them a central role. This was probably due to 
the archaeologists of the Istituto, Michelangelo Cagiano De Azevedo and Licia Vlad Borrelli, whose 
short contributions to the Bollettino of the ICR of those years prove their particular interest in the 
topic55. This expertise gained Cagiano De Azevedo the invitation to hold a conference on the topic 
in Paris, in correspondence with the exhibition of 195556. Strangely enough, the collection of fakes 
never counted among its pieces two tondi from Centuripe, owned by the Museo archeologico di 
Napoli and held in the Istituto from 1942 to 1967. Even though doubts concerning their authenticity 
had been raised as soon as they had been published, the laboratories of the ICR only analysed their 
precarious state of preservation, as had been requested57.

The chronological correspondence between the first steps of the project of the museum of fakes 
and the Mostra permanente di restauri e documentazioni di restauro, that opened at the Istituto in May 
195058, is striking. It was at that time, in fact, that director Brandi had deemed finished the period of 
temporary exhibitions dedicated to restored artworks that had been held in quick succession at the 
Istituto for all of the 1940s. The newly-founded Bollettino59, in fact, guaranteed that the artworks 
would be quickly and properly published after their restoration was complete. At the same time, the 
public would know what the activities of the ICR were thanks to a permanent exhibition, held in care-
fully defined areas60. We do not know anything about which were to be the designated spaces or what 
criteria and methods were to be used for the display. Among the inconveniences of temporary exhibi-
tions, Brandi counted the lateness in returning the artworks to their owners. So, we must hypothesise 
that the exhibition consisted mainly of didactic panels, necessary in any case to house the documents 
related to the restorations, including those carried out overseas by the Istituto. Moreover, the artworks 
were perhaps to be displayed for a short time after their restoration was complete as well61.

When analysed in light of this project, the foundation of the permanent museum of fakes gains 
new nuances. The simultaneous development of the two permanent exhibitions not only marks the 
transition from Institute of displays to Institute on display, but also makes their interdependence clear. 
Indeed, there is no doubt that they were meant to complement each other. Just like ten years before, 
when, thanks to the careful structuring of Brandi’s Theory of restoration, the opening essay of the 

53  Prior to the Parisian exhibition, there had been the one organised by the Stedelijk Museum (Vals of echt? 1952), that 
had then been presented in the United States (True or False? 1953).

54  In the exhibition Faux dans l’Art et dans l’Histoire of 1955 the few archaeological items were displayed in the Faux 
divers section. Among the most renowned archaeological fakes (cfr. Rieth 1970; Ferretti 1981, passim), there are those by 
Alceo Dossena (Alceo Dossena 1955; Ferretti 1981, pp. 189-190; SoX 1987), the tondi from Centuripe (BarBanera 2003), 
and the Schiff-Giorgini stele, made by Gildo Pedrazzoni (Cellini 1955, published again in Cellini 1992); just to name those 
of the period being studied here.

55  Cagiano De AzeveDo 1950a; Cagiano De AzeveDo 1950b; Cagiano De AzeveDo 1956. A few words on the topic 
were also in Cagiano De AzeveDo 1952. VlaD Borrelli 1953; she collaborated in writing the entry “Falsificazione” of 
the Enciclopedia Universale dell’arte (V, 1958, cc. 312-330) and would later return to the topic with some sharp reflections 
(VlaD Borrelli 1971).

56  Letter from Brandi to Theus of 28 May 1955 (ISCR historical archive, 1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte). There are 
many conferences of art historians, restorers and scientific experts mentioned in the presentation draft of the project, which 
is held in the French archives.

57  Cfr. BarBanera 2003, especially p. 97, nt. 70. The decision of ignoring the problem was maybe influenced by the po-
sition of Amedeo Maiuri, Soprintendente of Campania, who had been firm in declaring the artworks authentic (Id., p. 84).

58  The exhibition was still open on 24 April 1952, as this was the date written near one of the visitors’ signatures in a 
large-format album, bound in leather and with a “Mostre” stamp, aimed at documenting the number of people visiting each 
exhibition (ISCR historical archive).

59  After the chaotic organisational phase and the tragic years of the war and of the post-war emergencies, the begin-
ning of the 1950s was when the ICR could finally bring about some of the ideas that until then had remained on paper, such 
as the publication of the Bollettino of the Istituto. Cfr. Altieri, PrisCo 2008, p. 113.

60  A note on the topic written by Brandi was found by faBi 2008 (p. 158), who made some interesting considerations 
on the link between temporary exhibitions, Bollettino ICR and permanent exhibition. 

61  A passage in Brandi’s note validates this hypothesis: “si è ritenuto pertanto che fosse più opportuna una esposizio-
ne graduale dei restauri eseguiti” (emphasis added); cfr. FaBi 2008, p. 158.
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first part of the book, The concept of restoration, was parallel to the opening essay of the Appendix, 
Falsification. The link may be found in the critical act of recognising the artwork, from which the 
distinction between authentic and fake descends.

This recognition is indispensable for the beginning of the process of restoration of the orig-
inal work of art and, likewise, for its safeguarding, but it becomes a value judgement, often without 
appeal, in Brandi’s thoughts on falsification. His review of the Parisian exhibition is proof of that, 
since the Sienese art historian did not hold back from aesthetically evaluating the displayed fakes as 
well, which he thought to be “di una falsità spesso revulsiva, sfacciata, desolante”62. Even the Christ in 
the House of Martha and Mary, one of van Meegeren’s Vermeer fakes, was not exempt from his harsh 
analysis, carried out in terms of stylistic examination and materiality of the artwork63.

The museum of forgery, that counted more than 60 items already64, came to nothing. Its modest 
culmination was marked only by a small internal display that did not have a catalogue and whose 
exact chronology we do not know65. The Soprintendenza, then, started to ask insistently for the 
return of the items they had loaned. The curt denials they received66 seem to mean that the director 
of the Istituto believed that the “non-arte” of forgeries justified their being taken away from the 

62  This sentence is found in BranDi 1955.
63  In the first edition of the Teoria, pl. XXX, there is the photo of another Vermeer-van Meegeren, The Meeting at 

Emmaus, which is the only image of a fake in the book.
64  The lists held in the ISCR archive are not always complete. Nonetheless, the photographic archive holds many pho-

tographs of fakes, though they cannot always be linked to this specific episode, as sometimes the Istituto, often in collabo-
ration with the CC and the Ufficio Esportazione, was asked to give an opinion on suspect items.

65  We know for sure that the exhibition was set up after 25 September 1954. In fact, the Soprintendenza alle Antichità 
of Taranto had asked that its artworks be returned and Brandi, precisely on that date, had replied asking for an extension since 
the exhibition had yet to open (ISCR historical archive, 1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte). Additionally, the chronology of the 
exhibition likely preceded the first months of 1957, since on the 16th of April of that year a bronze disk with Egyptian deities, 
arrived at the ICR the year before, had been returned to the Museo Nazionale Romano after analyses had declared it a fake. No 
request for it to be loaned to the exhibition was put forward, however, because evidently the display had already been opened 
(ISCR historical archive, IIA 1, b. 38, fasc. 7, Roma, Museo Nazionale Romano). The exhibition, that the documents link to the 
needs of the Scuola di Restauro, was still ongoing on 23 June 1959 (ISCR historical archive, IIA 1/ b. 54, fasc. 1, Trapani, Museo 
Pepoli: letters from Brandi to the director of the Museo, dated 14 March and 29 June 1959 respectively). Its being not open to the 
public seems to be proven by its absence from the album Mostre (see supra, nt. 58), even though the book was used until 1958.

66  Cfr. Brandi’s replies to Maiuri of 10 March 1954 and to the Ministry and the Soprintendenza of Trento of 8 Octo-
ber 1957 (ISCR historical archive, 1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte).

Fig. 4 – Naples, National Archaeological Museum. Morte di 
Pallante, fake ancient wall painting (ISCR, photograph by E. 
Loliva).

Fig. 5 – Rome, National Roman Museum. Head of put-
to within a corolla, fake ancient wall painting (ISCR, 
photographic archive).
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museum context. Nowadays, instead, there is a link between forgeries and museums: the fake is a 
historical document and is closely connected to the original artwork that inspired it, imitating its 
supposed material and techniques. An exemplary case is that of the Morte di Pallante (fig. 4), one 
of the “Vesuvian” wall paintings created by Giuseppe Guerra in the XVIII century. It had been 
bought by the Bourbon court so that it could be compared to the authentic artworks discovered in 
Herculaneum and Pompeii and to confirm its beings patently false67. Another case is that of the fakes 
of the Museo Nazionale Romano, arrived there from the Museo Kircheriano, whose story is a pivotal 
point for the creation and history of fakes (fig. 5).

the italian ContriBution to the Parisian eXhiBition of 1955 
anD the Wvolution of BranDi’s refleCtion on falsifiCation

Before being returned, some of the items collected for the Italian exhibition were still temporarily 
used for the Salon of 1955. After an extensive exchange of correspondence between its organisers, the 
chief of police and forgery expert Giuseppe Dosi, and Cesare Brandi68, five trunks containing eleven 
artefacts were sent to Paris. Together with some copies, there were forgeries of Greek coins, Roman 
wall paintings, drawings, panel paintings and wood relief carvings (fig. 6). Most notably, one of the 
trunks contained the scientific documentation69 and the long labels of the photographs on the didactic 
panels, along with a photo-montage that briefly described the activities of the Istituto. Brandi was 
especially proud of it: “je crois que ça va faire profiter beaucoup le public, pour la plus part du quel 
[sic] autrement, ce travail long et utile de documentation, que nous avons exécuté, passerait presque 
inaperçu et insoupsonné”70.

There is no trace of the Italian contribution neither in the printed catalogue nor in the tabula 
gratulatoria, probably because of the delay in requesting the artworks and the time necessary for 
the analyses to be completed71. This may at least partly explain Brandi’s change of attitude from 
his warmth at the beginning of their correspondence to the harsh criticism of his review. There, the 
director lay claim to the original contribution of the ICR to the Salon, consisting in the complex anal-
yses necessary to verify that the artworks were fakes. According to him, these analyses were absent 
in the other sections of the exhibition, where the attributions were due mainly to the “pictologia […] 

67  Guerra’s painting was returned to the Soprintendenza archeologica of Campania only in 1957, after repeated re-
quests from the Soprintendente Amedeo Maiuri. On Guerra’s fakes, cfr. most recently Burlot 2012, in part. pp. 65-100.

68  The first contacts made to gain an Italian contribution for the Parisian exhibition began on 18 January 1955, with a 
letter from Guy Isnard, in charge of organising the Salon, to the chief of police Dosi (ACSR, Ministero dell’Interno. Dire-
zione generale pubblica sicurezza. Centro nazionale di coordinamento delle operazioni di polizia criminale. Interpol 1923 – 
1961 – Affari generali 1946-1961, b. 30, fasc. 20, Parigi – Salon International de la Police. Exposition “Le Faux dans l’Art et 
l’Histoire”). Thanks to the latter’s interest (letter of 23 March 1955 from Dosi to Vieillefond, attaché culturel of the French 
Embassy in Rome; letters of 2 April and 21 May 1955 from Dosi to Isnard and Theus respectively, ibid.), the Ministero del-
la Pubblica Istruzione and Brandi were involved as well. On 30 May, Brandi sent a first list of the fakes he had chosen. The 
items and their labels where sent on 13 June (ISCR historical archive, 1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte). Some changes were 
made, as can be observed from a comparison of the first list of artworks and the one that may be deduced from the labels. 
Regretfully, I could not find any document related to the exhibition in the minutes of the sessions of the Consiglio Nazio-
nale del Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione. Likewise, I have been told that there is no trace of them in the archive of the 
Ministero Affari Esteri, DGRC, Uff. II either, even though it had been involved in the economic aspects of the operation 
(note dated 13 April 1955 from the Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione to the Ministero degli Affari Esteri: ISCR historical 
archive, 1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte). 

69  All analyses had been carried out by the ICR except for that of the drawing, whose ink had been studied by the 
technicians of the Istituto Centrale di Patologia del Libro (ISCR historical archive, 1F B/12, Mostra del falso d’arte).

70  Letter dated 13 June 1955 from Brandi to Theus, with the labels of the artworks and those of the photo-montage 
attached.

71  Regretfully, the French archives hold only few and fragmentary pieces of information on the exhibition. Nothing 
was found in the archives of the Préfecture de police, while the AN hold many microfilms documenting only the archive re-
cords on loan for the exhibition (in the Paris location) and some correspondence and administrative documents (in the Pier-
refitte-sur-Seine location). In any case, none of these documents pertains to the relationship with Italy.
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una fossilizzazione, sotto illusiva veste scienti-
fica, dei famosi caratteri morelliani”72. However, 
Brandi made no mention of the room that had 
been entirely devoted to the scientific investiga-
tion methods carried out on artworks entrusted 
to the Laboratoires of the Louvre, as described 
above73.

The link established by Brandi between 
fakes, art criticism and scientific investigations is 
worth recalling through his own words: “[…] la 
nostra tecnica, in fatto di scopertura e individu-
azione del falso, deve ancora fare molta strada. 
Soprattutto bisogna tenere presente che, anche 
dove si tratti di presunte opere d’arte, il giudizio 
di falsità deve scaturire quanto meno sia possibile 
da apprezzamenti stilistici e quanto più possi-
bile da analisi, constatazioni, documentazioni 
di fatto. E questo non perché proprio io voglia 
negare l’universalità del giudizio estetico, ma 

perché, trattandosi di non-arte, deve intervenire nel giudizio una catena di indizi, che proprio nel 
giudizio estetico non possono intervenire, tanto meno motivarlo”74. This opinion resembles another 
he had already expressed in Carmine: when the use of criticism leads one to suspect that the artwork 
is a fake or a copy “[…] potranno allora entrare in opera anche i mezzi sperimentali, i sussidi scien-
tifici, che integrano, ampliano, sostituiscono i dati diretti della tua sensazione”75. I think that the 
role attributed to scientific investigations by the Sienese art historian emerges clearly from the two 
passages above. He considered them to be subsidiary to the restoration and thought that they could 
only acquire a central role when the historian’s typical tools – critical investigations and aesthetic 
assessments – failed, that is, in the case of falsifications. Contrarily, scientific analyses are not neces-
sary in the case of authentic artworks. This explains why the ICR used them only rarely when inves-
tigating the constituent materials and techniques of execution of the artworks,76 while it employed 
them frequently for purposes of preservation77.

72  Pictology was created by graphologist Michel van Dantzig during the second half of the 1930s (cfr. Van Dantzig 
1973, posthumous). For a criticism of pictology as a mechanical and misleading substitution to art criticism, cfr. Gilson 
1958, p. 89; for a historical framework CarDinali 2002a, pp. 26-27, to be consulted for the previous bibliography; cfr. also 
BreWer 2009, passim.

73  Moreover, the commissioner of the Surété Guy Isnard, curator of the exhibition of 1954 and artistic director of the 
one of 1955, agreed on the necessity for scientific investigations. He had reiterated it in the catalogue of the latter exhibition, 
and in his book, published shortly after (IsnarD 1959). There, the analyses carried out on the artworks (many of them 
displayed in the Grand Palais) are accurately described.

74  In the printed text, the words from “proprio” to “perché” were cut because of a typographical error, thus making 
it impossible to understand the Sienese art historian’s thought. 

75  BranDi 1992, p. 74.
76  In the following years, Brandi’s thoughts on the topic seemed to undergo an evolution, going towards an 

integration of diagnostics with art criticism. On the investigations of archaeological bronzes, as a matter of fact, he stated: 
“Qui veramente l’indagine, che potrebbe apparire unicamente merceologica, assurge a componente dell’indagine estetica, 
perché i risultati non riguardano solo l’accertamento di una autenticità e di una verace antichità, ma, nella scelta della lega, 
indizia il determinato colore che si intendeva dare al bronzo.” (BranDi 1976, p. 678). Nevertheless, it is clear that the scholar 
considered the investigations to be functional to the appreciation of the artwork’s original state, before the passage of time. 
This position echoed what Lionelli Venturi had said during his Lectures at the John Hopkins University at the beginning of 
the 1940s (cfr. Pogliani 2014, pp. 158-159, to be consulted for the bibliography).

77  As it had already been noted in CarDinali 2002a, p. 32. This is confirmed when consulting the indexes of the issues 
of the Bollettino ICR published during the years when Brandi was director. After all, Brandi clearly justified the necessity 
for a scientific knowledge of the material of the artwork in relation to its restoration (La materia dell’opera d’arte, in BranDi 
1977 [1963], p. 9). This idea had ancient roots, especially if one recalls what Argan had declared, years before, concerning 

Fig. 6 – Formerly Trento, National Museum. Death of the 
Virgin, silver- and gold-painted wood relief carving. Fake, 
copy of the original at the church of Senale di Fondo (ISCR, 
photographic archive).
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This standpoint allows us to better understand why the set-up of the Sala delle Mostre in the 
ICR, that held restored artworks, had a twin-track approach, as was demonstrated by Maria Ida 
Catalano. In fact, the documentation was confined to the display cases and put outside, while the real 
event was inside the room. There, the artwork had to manifest itself to the visitor in the isolation of 
their consciousness, fostering an intimate contemplation undisturbed by any kind of interference; 
though clever museographical choices directed the visitors’ attention towards constituent materials 
and supports78.

The thought of the art historian found its systematisation in the entry Falsificazione of the 
Enciclopedia Universale dell’Arte, written at the end of the 1950s79. The short essay was then published 
again in the appendix of the Theory80. There, Cesare Brandi recognised that the item-fake is an histor-
ical document, both as regards the history of taste and the history of art criticism. He firmly refused, 
however, to grant it the status of work of art, distancing himself from such stance forever81. This 
feature was another reason why his unique path diverged from other coeval thought currents, like the 
one of French scholar Étienne Gilson, whose words we would like to use as conclusion of these brief 
considerations: “la notion d’authenticité est donc sans portée artistique; c’est une notion purement 
historique, dont l’importance en cet ordre est extrême, mais qui ne devrait pas en franchir les bornes”82.

Gabriella Prisco
Formerly Istituto Centrale del Restauro (ISCR), Rome

gabriella.prisco@fastwebnet.it

This essay mirrors, with only slight variations, the one published in Italian in “Studiolo. Révue 
d’histoire de l’art de l’Académie de France à Rome”, 11, 201483.
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radiographic analyses, whose main use was found in restoration, though from time to time they did lead to incredible 
discoveries (Argan 1935/36, p. 202).

78  Catalano 2014, pp. 30-33; Catalano, CeCChini 2013; Catalano 2006, in part. pp. 192-194.
79  EUA V, Venezia-Roma, 1958, cc. 312-330; alongside Brandi (with the paragraph Concetto di falsificazione), contri-

butions were made also by his collaborators, like Licia Vlad Borrelli (Storia ed aspetti delle falsificazioni, cc. 319-321), who 
authored also the conclusions and the bibliography, edited with Giovanni Urbani. Urbani wrote the paragraph Falsi di arte 
medievale e moderna (c. 322-326). Cfr. also supra, note 55.

80  Falsificazione, in BranDi 1977, pp. 65-69. This topic does not seem to be among those chosen for the lectures at 
the Istituto di Archeologia e Storia dell’Arte, since it does not appear in the record books for the years 1952-1957 found by 
Maria Ida Catalano: Catalano 2004, p. 117. This text had likely been first written as an essay for the Enciclopedia Univer-
sale dell’Arte (cfr. supra, nt. 55).

81  On the likely dependence of this aspect of Brandi’s reflection on M.J. Friedländer’s one, see Natale 2017.
82  Gilson 1958, p. 77; but cfr. especially the chapter dedicated to Individualité et authenticité, pp. 69-85. Looking 

at the bibliography, Gilson did not know about Brandi’s writings and we don’t know if Brandi knew about his. The one 
I consulted belongs to the private library of Oreste Ferrari, who annotated the margins of the passages about the pair 
forgery/authenticity, probably because he was planning the entry Riproduzioni, that he would author for the Enciclopedia 
Universale dell’Arte (Ferrari 1972). These annotations are proof of the Italian scholar’s dissent with Gilson’s positions and, 
at the same time, of his agreement with Brandi’s. Angelelli 2006 (p. 253, nt. 58) had already noted the affinity between 
Brandi’s ideas and those stated by Ferrari in the entry mentioned above. 

83  This essay was translated by Daniela Borgo.
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aBstraCt

There are no any systematic studies of archaeological forgeries in Ukraine. The present study is a brief overview of 
the history of the diffusion and identification of the forgeries of Greek and Roman antiquities in the territory of 
Ukraine during the 19th and 20th centuries. Forgeries had been produced in some Southern Ukrainian and probably 
Crimean cities since the 19th century and then sold as ancient artworks to private collectors and museums in Ukraine 
and abroad. Some of them (inscriptions, vases etc.) were identified by Ukrainian and Russian researchers during the 
19th and 20th centuries and during the past decade; forgeries found in museums of Odessa, Kherson, Kyiv, and Kharkiv 
are mentioned here. Researchers tried to fight against the production of fakes by identifying and publishing the 
forgeries, especially at the end of the 19th century, but the problem was not solved. Unidentified forgeries still appear 
from time to time in museum exhibitions, while objects identified as forgeries were kept in storages until recent years. 
So, revealing archaeological forgeries, doing research on their history, and cataloging and presenting them, may be 
recognized as the most relevant tasks for Ukrainian museum curators for the near future.
KeyWorDs: forgeries of antiquities; forgeries in Ukrainian museums; Hochmann; Khanenko Museum of Arts; Odessa 
Archaeological Museum; Ernest von Stern; Kharkiv Historical Museum; Kherson Archaeological Museum.

The history of archaeological forgery on the territory of Ukraine dates back to not later than the 
19th century. It is closely connected to the Southern region of Ukraine (and probably Crimea), where 
kurgans and significant Greek and Roman archeological sites were discovered.  

Being a part of the Russian Empire till 1917, Ukraine (with the exception of its West region, which 
belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Empire) was included into the empire-wide scientific archae-
ological ‘area’. Within this area, the Imperial Odessa Society of History and Antiquity (founded 
in 1839), the Imperial Archeological Commission (1851, based in St. Petersburg), and the Moscow 
Archaeological Society (1864)1 were the key players. The most valuable findings from the excavations 
had to be sent to the capital of the empire. Despite this, the local universities, as well as art, history 
and archaeology lovers and associations, like the Kyiv Society of Antiquities and Arts (1897), tried to 
develop the local research tradition and established museums and collections. Since the 18th century, 
archaeological sites of Southern Ukraine, Crimea and other regions of the Russian Empire have been 
dug also by landowners and peasants “in hopes of recovering their precious metals and antiquities”2 
for private collectors and for the antiquarian market. 

The popularity of antiquities among both rich patrons and lovers of the arts multiplied by their 
lack of professional knowledge led to the manufacturing of archaeological forgeries and to the emer-
gence of the forgery market on the territory of Ukraine. The famous tiara of Saitaferne, commis-
sioned by dealers Schapschelle and Leiba Hochmann (Ochakiv) to Israel (Israil) Rouchomovsky 

1  See trigger 2005, pp. 208-212.
2  trigger 2002, p. 209.
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(Odessa), and purchased by the Louvre in 1896 as an ancient artifact, can be recognized as its “highest 
achievement”3. The Hochmann brothers’ ‘factory’ in Ochakiv was the most famous in the field. 
However, we know almost nothing about other people, groups or centers of forgery production 
neither in Southern Ukraine nor in Crimea. There is also no statistical data to clarify how many fakes 
were made at that time and later on. Nevertheless, the objects “found” in Olbia, Tyras and other 
archaeological sites on the territory of Ukraine, in particular “ancient Greek” inscriptions, were being 
spread during the 19th-20th centuries at least in Moldova, Poland, Russia, France and Ukraine4. Some 
of them, e.g. the marble slab with “ancient Greek” inscriptions from the Kherson Regional Museum 
of Local Lore (inv. XKM-a-9679) (fig. 1), were later returned to Ukraine. The slab was probably 
made by the Hochmann brothers’ studio and sold to Ivan Suruchan (Moldova); after 1917, collector 
Victor Hoshkevych decided to purchase it for the Kherson Archaeological Museum, together with a 
bust of a bearded man (inv. XKM-a-9681), whose previous provenance is unknown5.

Local forgers of the 19th – beginning of the 20th centuries as well as researchers and art dealers, 
monitored the results of excavations in order to be aware of the techniques, decorative motifs, inscrip-

3  See sChiltz 2010.
4  ivantChiK 2015.
5  My special thanks to the Kherson Regional Museum of Local Lore and especially to Yulia Rzhevska for the detailed 

information and photos of the objects, and to Dr. Anton Kostenko for previous consultations. 

Fig. 1 – The Kherson Regional Museum of Local Lore inv. 
XKM-a-9679. Marble slab with a “Greek” inscription. 
Forgery. Hochmann brothers’ studio (?), Ochakiv (?). 
End of the 19th – beginning of the 20th century. H – 71 
cm. Purchased by V. Hoshkevych from the collection of 
I. Suruchan (Chisinau, Moldova) (The Kherson Regional 
Museum of Local Lore).

Fig. 2 – Kyiv The Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko National 
Museum of Arts inv. 123 ATK. Figured kantharos. Forgery 
of the 19th or early 20th century. Clay. From the Khanenko 
Collection. Purchased in Odessa between 1907 and 1917 
(The Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko National Museum of 
Arts).
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tions etc. that could be used in their work. In addition, they 
used the fragments of ancient artworks to forge them, e.g. by 
carving fake inscriptions on ancient fragments of marble stele6. 
As a result, we can find clear examples of forgeries (terracottas, 
vases, marbles, inscriptions etc.) bought as ancient artworks 
even in well-known Ukrainian collections of that time, such as 
the collection of Bohdan and Varvara Khanenkos (Kyiv), who 
purchased a number of objects in Odessa (fig. 2), the Kherson 
Archaeological Museum (based on Victor Hoshkevych’s 
Collection) or the Odessa Museum of Antiquities. Some of 
them were donated to the museums both by private collectors 
and researchers. For example, in the 1890s, Alexandr L. Bertie-
Delagard presented a few “ancient” inscriptions to the Odessa 
Museum7. Finally, numerous objects were identified as fakes at 
the end of the 19th – beginning of the 20th century by Vasiliy 
Latyshev8, Ernest von Stern9, Alexandr Bertie-Delagard10 and 
others. In spite of this fact, epigraphist Ella Solomonik in 1986, 
Alexandru Avram in 1997, Adam Łajtar in 2006 published some 
inscriptions as genuine11. 

Dr. Alexander Kuzmishchev devoted a special publication 
and a section of his PhD Thesis to the activity of Prof. E. von 
Stern, who was one of the initiators of the fight against forgery 
makers and prepared a number of thematic publications. In 
particular, E. von Stern drew the archeological community’s 
attention to the problem of the diffusion and circulation of fakes 
in his report at the All-Russian Х Archaeological Congress in 
Riga (1896) and in his publication in German for international 
auditory “Über Antikenfalschungen im Südlichen Russland”12.

From the Soviet period until now, museum curators in 
Ukraine have been mostly focused on the authentic objects. For 
instance, the Greek and Roman Art collection of the Bohdan 
and Varvara Khanenko National Museum of Arts contains a 
number of forgeries or suspicious objects. Some of them (terracottas, figured vessels etc.) come from 
the Khanenko Collection13 and until the 1960s were recognized as first-rate exhibits; other objects were 
obtained after 191714. In 1966, Dr. Fanya Shtitelman, a curator of the Greek and Roman Art collection, 
prepared a brief text based on consultations, her own researches and chemical analysis. It appeared 
to prove that 11 objects, including a fragment of “Pompeian frescos” bought by the museum in 1938, 
were fakes. She proposed to make amendments to the museum documentation, but it was not done at 
the time, probably because of the silent tendency of refusing to downgrade a genuine item to a forgery. 

6  ivantChiK 2015, p. 152.
7  Id., pp. 150-153.
8  latyshev 1895.
9  stern 1896; stern 1899.
10  Bertie-DelagarD 1896.
11  ivantChiK 2015, pp. 152-155.
12  stern 1910; KuzmishChev 2016a, pp. 85-95; KuzmishChev 2016b, pp. 320-326.
13  E.g. KhanenKo 1907, pl. XIII, n. 926 and pl. XVII, n. 440.
14  Bohdan Khanenko, Ukrainian collector, patron of arts and a founder of the museum, died in May 1917. According 

to his will, the Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko Collection of classical European and Asian Art was given to the city of Kyiv. 
In 1919, Bolsheviks nationalized the museum; the Khanenko collection was divided between a few museums in Kyiv, a 
number of artworks were confiscated by Soviet authorities and sold out etc. The collection of Egyptian, Greek and Roman 
Art includes about 400 objects at the moment.

Fig. 3 – Collection of the Kharkiv 
Historical Museum named after M. F. 
Sumtsov inv. KC 102/24. Stone relief with 
a portrait of a helmeted man. Forgery 
of the end of the 19th – beginning of the 
20th century. H – 10 cm (The Kharkiv 
Historical Museum named after M.F. 
Sumtsov).

10 cm
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There are no published catalogues of the 
forgeries in Ukraine, neither for Soviet period nor 
for the present time. The lack of information on 
the topic during the Soviet period and afterwards, 
except for a few general publications including in 
particular the tiara of Saitaferne history15, is espe-
cially noticeable after a number of publications 
appeared at the end of the19th – beginning of the 20th 
century16, and needs to be explained. Research into 
the local history of forgeries and museum collec-
tions would be very helpful to clarify the situ-
ation. During the last few decades, few researchers 
included the issue of forgeries into their publica-
tions. Irina Vdovichenko described two examples 
of fake vases (“red-figured” lekythos and “black-
glazed” cup) in her catalogue of the vases of 
Crimean museums and supposed they were made in 
Kertch at the end of the 19th – beginning of the 20th 
century17. Askold Ivantchik described in detail the 
history of several fake “Greek” inscriptions from 
Ukrainian, Russian and Polish museums18. A few 
more forgeries were detected also in the Khanenko 
Museum collection (catalogue is in progress). 

In 2017, Kostyantyn Pelyashenko published 6 
forgeries of the end of 19th – beginning of the 20th 

century from the collection of the Kharkiv Historical Museum named after M. F. Sumtsov19. The 
objects belong to the museum collections formed before WWII and probably came from Odessa. K. 
Pelyashenko attributed this group to one master or studio and noticed that one of the items, the stone 
relief with a helmeted man (fig. 3), is close stylistically to a relief from the Kherson Regional Museum 
of Local Lore collection, mentioned by A. Ivantchik20. 

Several “Greek” painted vases were identified in the collection of the Odessa Archaeological 
Museum of the National Academy of Science of Ukraine (established in 1825 as the Odessa Museum 
of Antiquities) (fig. 4). According to the comments of the museum’s representatives Lyudmila 
Polishchuk and Anzhelika Kolesnichenko21, nobody paid enough attention to forgeries in the 
museum collection after E. von Stern. Some objects were excluded from the core museum collection 
and lost while others were not included into the new museum documentation after the Second World 
War. Few attempts to identify and complete the list of forgeries in the museum collection took place 
during the last decades, but the process was not finished.

15  liBman, ostrovsKiJ 1966; BrashinsKiJ 1967; BrashinsKiJ 1979; hunn 2012.
16  The theme was interesting for private collectors especially. That is why, I guess, handbooks like the one by S.R. 

Mintslov, titled “Forgeries of Antiquities. A memo for the lovers and collectors of antiquities” (in Russian), published in 
small Ukrainian city Konotop in 1915, were in demand (mintslov 1915). My special thanks to Dr. Anna Yanenko for the 
information about this book.

17  vDoviChenKo 2003, pp. 89-90.
18  ivantChiK 2015.
19  PelyashenKo 2017. This information and illustrations are available thanks to the kind permission of the Kharkiv 

Historical Museum. My special thanks to Volodymyr Tsygulyov and Kostayntyn Pelyashenko.
20  ivantChiK 2015, p. 150, fig. 3.
21  I am very grateful for the photos and comments to the Odessa Archaeological Museum of NASU and personally 

to Dr. Ihor Bruyako, Lyudmila Polishchuk and Anzhelika Kolesnichenko.

Fig. 4 – Odessa Archaeological Museum of NASU inv. 
24896. Red-figured pelike. Clay. H – 19 cm. Provenance 
is unknown (photograph provided by the Odessa 
Archaeological Museum of NASU).
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Preliminary ConClusions

Archaeological forgeries since the end of 19th century up to now were identified in several museum 
collections of Ukraine, in particular, in Kyiv, Odessa and Kharkiv. Several categories of objects are 
represented: epigraphic forgeries, “Greek” vases, “Antique” marble/stone sculptures, terracottas and 
numismatic forgeries. Some objects and groups of objects (like epigraphic and stone relieves) were 
analyzed in detail, while a number of others (e.g. vases) have not been studied sufficiently. There is no 
general overview of the history of archaeological forgeries in Ukraine for the moment.

Taking into consideration the provenance and attribution of the most part of published forgeries, 
as well as the close connection to the development of archaeology — in particular, investigation of 
Ancient Greek centers of the Northern Black Sea coast and production of forgeries, Odessa has to 
be recognized as an important center of distribution of “archaeological” forgeries for the territory of 
Ukraine and for some neighboring countries at the end of 19th – beginning of 20th centuries, and at the 
same time as one of the centers of study on forgeries (epigraphic and other categories of forgeries).

According to the official data prepared by the State committee of statistics (2016), Ukrainian 
museums hold more than 11.5 million objects in 576 museums22. Another fact is that this database does 
not include a number of collections. Taking also into account that many documents from museum 
archives were lost during the 20th century (especially during the Second World War), and that some 
forgeries were identified as authentic objects for different reasons, even an approximate quantity of 
the forgeries (particularly archaeological forgeries) present in the collections of state museums in 
Ukraine cannot be calculated at the moment23. So, revealing archaeological forgeries, together with 
research on their history or cataloging (or creating a database) of the objects seem to be among the 
most relevant tasks for museum curators. 

Kateryna Chuyeva 
The Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko National Museum of Arts

kateryna.chu@gmail.com
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aBstraCt

The forging as well as the looting of antiquities is a massive thread to our common cultural heritage, destroying or 
falsifying history. Rising prices on the art market and the naturally limited resources though fuel the interest of crim-
inals in this field. The following article will give an overview of the legal situation in Germany as well as Codes of 
Conduct of the German art market and evaluate their potential to curb the trading of forged and looted pieces of art. 
KeyWorDs: Act on the Protection of Cultural Property; Code of Conduct; due diligence; forged/looted art; German law.

introDuCtion

Forging antiquities, as well as looting them, is a crime which is often regarded as an offence with 
seemingly no real victims. Since it is mainly “the rich” that are affected — or in the case of looted 
antiquities, no concrete owner — these cases are usually seen as peccadilloes. The public sometimes 
even sympathizes with the “misunderstood genius” or the adventurous treasure hunter1. This posi-
tion, however, misses the greater implications of these offenses: the damage to the public (the tax-
payers financing the museums, spending money for possibly worthless artefacts)2, to science (if the 
oeuvre of an artist or the art of an epoch is uncertain due to misleading forgeries or missing pieces)3 
and our common cultural heritage and memory4. The financial damage is immense: the State Office 
of Criminal Investigation of Baden-Württemberg estimates an annual loss of 1,5-2 billion euros5. The 
non-material damage can only be speculated. Regulating the trading of such goods is therefore not 
only in the interests of rich investors and the art market, but above all in the interests of every tax-
payer, art lover and individual with a genuine interest in our collective history. This article will briefly 
introduce the current situation of the market (I.), the Codes of Conduct and further regulations spe-
cifically pertaining to the art market (II.) and the legal measures and restrictions (III.). A final conclu-
sion (IV.) will summarize the results of this examination.

1  fauDe-nagel 2013, pp. 25-26.
2  Two examples of museums suffering heavily from forged works of art are the Victoria and Albert Museum in Lon-

don – where in 2014 more than three-quarters of the Chinese paintings from the Ming and Qing dynasties were revealed to 
be forgeries — and a private museum in Hebei, a Chinese province, which had to be closed in 2013 after most of the 40.000 
pieces on exhibit were proven to be fakes. Bull, gruBer 2015, p. 68; Jones 2013.

3  Keazor 2015, p. 39; PartsCh 2015, p. 200.
4  renfreW 2000, p. 9.
5  fauDe-nagel 2013, p. 88.
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i. the Current situation of the art anD antiquities marKet

The crime of art forgery has a very long tradition6. Current developments, such as the financial 
crisis and the subsequent poor yields from other investments, made art an increasingly more attrac-
tive commodity, especially due to the drastically rising prices in the art market7. With rising demand 
the incentive for using illegal methods to create supply grows, therefore leading not only to inflating 
prices, but also the piqued interest of criminals in this field8. Tomb robbers (or their middlemen), 
shady art dealers and forgers satisfy this demand with illegally-excavated and smuggled antiquities, 
as well as fakes — sometimes of a very sophisticated level. The Austrian police, for example, estimate 
that about half of all goods on the art market could potentially be fakes9. For Germany the estimates 
range from between 10 and 60%10, which implies a lack of precision in measuring the problem. The 
percentage of looted antiquities on the market is equally difficult to determine, though the German 
archaeologist Müller-Karpe estimates that there are more plundered and illegally-imported objects 
than those of legal provenance11.

This leads to the next fundamental problem with these artworks: for a variety of reasons these 
objects are often difficult to detect for what they are — and yet more difficult to extract from the 
market, however the rising interest in the provenance of these goods, and the correspondingly tight-
ened legal measures used to combat illicit dealing appears to be helping. The pricing at least depends 
more heavily on the existence of an air-tight provenance, whilst objects without legal documents can 
no longer be sold legally in Germany12. 

The status of forged objects is a more difficult topic: not only are they often hard to detect, but 
the legal regulations are also rather lax and unspecific, and the manner of handling of these objects 
is not consistently determined13. The biggest obstacles in identifying forged objects comes not only 
from the wishful thinking of dealers and buyers — who would naturally prefer to sell and own an au-
thentic work of art without looking too closely — but also the professional experts: often they have 
a personal interest in the authenticity of the object they are examining, either because they are paid a 
percentage of the revenue, or, for example, because they want to be the first to publish the discovery 
of a new piece of art, or state the recovery of an important, previously-missing object14. Another in-
herent problem is the reluctance of all parties involved to disseminate their knowledge, even about a 
proven forgery. This includes the dealers, who fear for their reputation, as well as the buyers, who are 
either ashamed of being fooled by the forger, or do not wish to risk the value of their artwork, if the 
opportunity remains to sell it to the next trusting art lover15. In fact, although a “Datenbank kritischer 
Werke” (Database of critical artworks) has been established since 2005 (which lists even proven for-
geries only as “critical artworks”), this database is accessible only for members of the “Bundesverband 
Deutscher Kunstversteigerer” (Federal association of art auctioneers)16. Furthermore, even proven 
forgeries are usually not destroyed or confiscated, since they enjoy their own rights and often do not 

6  reitz 1993, pp. 13-14.
7  ChaPPell, hufnagel 2016, p. 57.
8  sChaCK 2015, p. 159.
9  gaCh 2009, p. 9. On other markets the situation is different, of course. The Chinese art market can be considered 

extreme in this regard, with estimates regarding the share of forged objects on the market at 70-80%, Bull, gruBer 2015, 
p. 66.

10  mangolD 2008, p. 71.
11  ziCK 2011.
12  The according Act on the Protection of Cultural Property has been adopted after a long and hasty debate in July 

2016. Relevant parts will be described later in this essay. The outcome is still to be ascertained, though the first effects can 
already be observed and evaluated. Weiler-esser 2017.

13  Some forgeries have in fact been treated as art works on their own and subsequently restituted to their prior own-
ers. There is not even a universally accessible databank of all proven forgeries in Germany. sChaCK 2015, p. 165.

14  The wish to publish an important artwork first sometimes makes archaeologists accomplices in the trade of looted 
artworks, providing them with fame and provenance, at the least from the moment of the publication. renfreW 2000, p. 10.

15  sChaCK 2015, p. 159.
16  http://www.kunstversteigerer.de/datenbank-kritischer-werke.
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belong to the forger anymore17. These factors favor the constant circulation of forged objects within 
the market and make their numbers difficult to estimate. 

ii. CoDes of ConDuCt anD further regulations

As stated above, the trade of looted or forged artworks causes enormous damage to many groups 
— not least to all of us who are interested in our history, but to a great extent it also affects the art 
market and everyone involved in dealing with these objects18. When the trust in the value of an object 
is gone, the value likewise diminishes. It is therefore in the art dealers’ and auctioneers’ own interest, 
to increase their buyer’s trust, even if that might mean renouncing some objects that may have already 
been sold at a high price. In fact, Lempertz, a German auction house, became famous for selling a fake 
painting — supposedly by Campendonk — after an obviously too-superficial authentication. Lately 
they have invested in better equipment and machinery for future examinations of the artworks that 
they plan to offer19. 

Besides this voluntary and rare step taken by Lempertz, the art market also introduced the Codes 
of Conduct, which are intended to raise transparency and trust within the market20, though they are 
very vaguely worded and thus can therefore be treated as mere declarations of intent. This is espe-
cially the case with Art. 4 of the German Code of Conduct21, which states: “Die Mitgliedsfirmen 
sollen sich mit den Möglichkeiten zur Identifizierung gestohlener Güter, wie etwa den einschlägigen 
Verzeichnissen, vertraut machen und diese Möglichkeiten bei Bedarf nutzen” (members should fa-
miliarize themselves with the possibilities for identifying stolen goods, such as relevant catalogs, and 
use these opportunities, if necessary). A definition of situations in which the consultation of a “rele-
vant catalogue” could or should be necessary is not given. This is not what anyone would call a strict 
requirement, or reliable prevention of the trading of unprovenanced goods. The same is true for the 
handling of supposedly “original artworks” of any kind22. 

This is different from the situation for example in Italy, where there it is obligatory that each 
object sold in an auction has to be described and illustrated with a picture in a catalogue, to be made 
public to a local supervisory office or a Cultural Office for Heritage Protection, thus giving the au-
thorities the possibility to check the catalogues for suspicious objects23. The Carabinieri are even in-
formed about the identity of sellers and buyers involved in the deal24, making these facts available for 
real-time examination by the police and offering protection to all honest parties involved in the con-
tract. This cooperation between the police and the art market has not only never been established in 
Germany, but would also be hard to realize, since there is no department within the police dealing 
solely with art crime25.

The Codes of Conduct established by the art market have therefore never been proved to be suf-
ficiently reliable, but always remained as a mere declaration of intent, depending solely on the dealer 
and their sense of honor.

17  sChaCK 2015, p. 165. More about this specific topic below.
18  ChaPPell, hufnagel 2016, p. 73.
19  Ibid., p. 74.
20  See for example the “Verhaltenskodex für den Handel mit Kunstwerken“ (Code of Conduct regarding the trading 

with artworks) adopted by the General Assembly of the Confederation Internationale des Negociants en Oeuvres d’Art 
CINOA on 28 June 1996 in Salzburg and 27 June 1997 in Prague (binding also for the members of the German Association 
of Art Dealers): http://kunsthaendlerverband-deutschland.de/berufsbild-des-kunsthaendlers.html.

21  See the above footnote.
22  Dealers are merely told that they “should warrant the authenticity of the goods they sell, for at least one year after 

the transfer”. Art. 7 German Code of Conduct (see footnote above). The “Verhaltenskodex für den Bundesverband Deut-
scher Kunstversteigerer e.V.” (Code of Conduct of the Federal Association of Art Auctioneers) is equally vague: http://
www.kunstversteigerer.de/verhaltenskodex-des-bdk. 

23  farsetti 2009, p. 222.
24  Ead., p. 223.
25  In Germany only about a handful of police officers are specialized in art crime.
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iii. legal measures anD restriCtions

Nevertheless, dealing with looted or forged art works is obviously illegal. Focusing on antiqui-
ties, the following paragraph will first give an overview of the new German Act on the Protection of 
Cultural Property26 and its regulations regarding the trade of antiquities, which are primarily meant 
for the prevention of the trade of looted antiquities, but at the same time also helping curb the dealing 
of forged antiquities, thereupon a short overview of the general penal and private law in Germany will 
illustrate further regulations that also affect the trade of antiquities, focusing on the trade of forgeries.

The Act on the Protection of Cultural Property was adopted in July 2016. One of its main goals is 
to ensure that antiquity dealers refrain from dealing in unprovenanced or looted cultural property27. 
The means by which this should be achieved are: stricter import and export provisions, amendments 
regarding the provisions for the return of cultural property, due diligence provisions in dealing with 
cultural property and penal sanctions. 

This certifies that cultural goods can only be imported legally to Germany if they have been ex-
ported legally from their country of origin (§§ 28, 32 KGSG)28. Anyone importing cultural property, 
in particular archaeological goods, to Germany will be required to obtain a valid export licence issued 
by the country of origin. Most State Parties of the UNESCO 1970 Convention have laws regulating 
the export of their cultural goods, Germany is now establishing a directory where all these Acts can 
be checked.

The requirements for the claim to return a cultural object have been adapted to the reality of most 
State Parties: objects do not need to be listed individually prior to their export, or within one year 
after the country of their origin could receive knowledge of their existence — but they have to be re-
garded as protected national property according to the national law of their country of origin29. Since 
requesting State Parties are often unable to prove when the cultural property in question was unlaw-
fully exported from its territory (due to the unlawful nature of the trafficking), the new Act provides 
that cultural property is presumed to have been unlawfully exported from the respective State Party 
after the 26th April 2007, if the possessor of the cultural property in Germany does not present evi-
dence proving that he or she already possessed the cultural property prior to this date. Bilateral agree-
ments between Germany and the requesting State Party are not required30. 

Not only will the importation of cultural objects be submitted to stricter provisions, selling a 
stolen, unlawfully-excavated or illicitly-imported cultural object is also forbidden (§ 40 KGSG). Due 
diligence provisions require the seller (professional dealers as well as private individuals) to make sure 
that the object they are dealing with has not been stolen, illegally exported, or illegally-excavated31. 
For archaeological goods and cultural goods worth more than 2.500 euros professional dealers also 
have to check and record further information, such as the names and addresses of all persons involved 
in the deal (the seller, supplier, purchaser and the client), the documents for export and import and the 
provenance of the cultural good, etc.32 The records have to be kept for 30 years. These provisions ob-
viously apply for all kinds of antiquities on sale, which means that the relevant paperwork and the re-

26  A report requested by the German Federal Government and published in April 2013, came to the conclusion that 
the German law as it was, was not able to effectively prevent the import and trading of unprovenanced, possibly looted an-
tiquities. This finding made amendments to the prior Act inevitable — as well as the need to implement new EU law — Di-
rective 2014/60/EU of May 2014 — and the new Operational Guidelines for the implementation of the UNESCO 1970 
Convention, adopted in Paris in July 2014. The new Act brings together the key areas of cultural property protection (im-
ports, claims for return, protection against removal and due diligence requirements) in one single Act. For a detailed analy-
sis on the effects of this Act on the art market see: Weiler-esser 2016. 

27  grütters 2015, p. 35.
28  German abbreviation for Kulturgutschutzgesetz (Act on the Protection of Cultural Property).
29  For a detailed description of the requirements see Weiler-esser 2017.
30  In contrast to the situation in the US, for example, where only bilateral treaties on the basis of the UNESCO 1970 

Convention render a right for return possible. siehr 2009, p. 80.
31  The new legal due diligence requirements are based on the codes of conduct of the national and international art 

trade associations. WinanDs, list 2016, p. 205.
32  See § 42 KGSG.
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cords of personal information of all parties to the contract now have to be documented and kept for 
a much longer time — also for those objects which later turn out to be forgeries. To ensure abidance 
by the law, the KGSG also includes stricter penal sanctions (§§ 83-88 KGSG) than the former Act, 
including up to five years of imprisonment.

Aside from this new Act, focusing especially on cultural goods, the general German penal and 
private law includes regulations applicable to forgeries of artworks. The penal law sanctions the “for-
gery of documents” (§ 267 StGB [German Criminal Code]) as well as the fraud (§ 263 StGB). The 
legal definition of a “document” usually does not include artworks — with one exception: in case 
they are signed. Then they are regarded as a “composed document”, because they document the au-
thors will to have the object treated as finished artwork, made by himself, and thus treated as such in 
legal relations33. In a reverse conclusion that means that where there is no signature on the artwork 
(which is usually the case with antiquities), there is no forgery of documents34. § 267 StGb is there-
fore not relevant, including all its variations of producing a forged document, falsifying a document 
and using a forged/falsified document in legal relations35. If the artwork is signed though, it has to be 
forged “in order to deceive a party in legal relations”. A copy for artistic training or pleasure does not 
qualify for the legal definition of “forgery of documents”. While forging modern artworks is legally 
covered by the German Copyright Act, this law is not applicable for artworks whose artist has been 
dead for more than 70 years (§ 64 UrhG)36, which is obviously the case for all antiquities. In conclu-
sion, in regards to forgery it can be said that legal regulations for forged antiquities (and also many 
other artworks) is not satisfying.

Nevertheless, if a forgery is sold as an authentic antiquity, it fulfills the legal definition of fraud 
— as long as the seller knows about the inauthenticity and makes deceiving statements regarding the 
authenticity of the good in order to achieve a higher price37. In this case, according to § 74 StGB, the 
object can be confiscated38. In cases where the object belongs at present to a deceived — but rightful 
— owner, it is usually not confiscated, since this would mean yet more harm to the buyer, who has 
already lost money on a copy or forgery, that is now worth less than he/she thought39. In other cases 
these objects are confiscated and destroyed40.

The conclusion is that the German penal law cannot be regarded as a great help in stopping the 
trading of forged antiquities. In most cases the criminal only violates § 267 StGB, which means that 
his/her knowledge of the missing authenticity and his/her intention to deceive the buyer into paying 
a disproportionate price needs to be proven. 

Of more help in regards to the prevention of trading in these kinds of goods seems to be the 
German private law. 

It obliges auctioneers and other art dealers selling antiquities to make sure that valuable objects 
that are sold as authentic artworks and antiquities must be checked for their authenticity. It is cur-
rently regarded that the best way to make sure that sold artefacts are not forgeries is a two- to three-
step process, consisting of a historical or archaeological analysis of the object in question and a con-
sistent provenance, as well as a scientific examination if the prior steps prove to be inconclusive41. 

Obviously not every seller can afford the entire procedure and not every object is valuable or 
important enough to make all of the described steps necessary. Nevertheless, the district court of 

33  löffler 1993, p. 1424.
34  sChaCK 2009, p. 32.
35  It might be relevant though, if the seller also forges documents for the object to be sold, which might happen more 

often now, that the Act on the Protection of Cultural Property requires sellers to provide relevant documentation. In this case 
the perpetrator incurs a penalty according to § 267 for forging the documents, not the art work.

36  German abbreviation for Urhebergesetz [Copyright Act].
37  sChaCK 2015, p. 161.
38  Id., p. 162.
39  sChaCK 2009, pp. 30-31.
40  allonge 2014, pp. 15 and 36.
41  As presented, among others, by sloggett 2016, pp. 126-132; fauDe-nagel 2013, pp. 27-33; PartsCh 2015, pp. 38-

46; loll 2016, pp. 65-66; KirChmaier 2012, pp. 283-285.
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Cologne stated in 2012, that for important and expensive paintings a scientific examination can be 
obligatory, if the vendor or auction house sells them explicitly as originals, painted by a well-known 
artist whose authorship is the reason for the high price42. In this case the seller makes liable declara-
tions regarding specific qualities of the sold good43. If he/she describes an art work as original, its au-
thenticity becomes a guaranteed property of the good44, since the art dealer has a superior knowledge 
compared to the buyer — knowing the vendor, being an expert and having access to existing docu-
ments and the artwork itself before the deal45. 

It also states that when applying due diligence even invasive techniques must be considered, if 
the authenticity cannot be proven otherwise. If the art dealer sells the artwork as original he/she has 
to prove its authenticity — not the lack of evidence that it is a forgery, at least, if the examination of 
the good was not exhaustive46.

If the purchased item is different to what the art dealer guaranteed — i.e. not an original, the 
buyer can decide to cancel the contract (§§ 434 I 1, 437 n. 2 BGB [German Civil Code] in conjunc-
tion with §§ 440, 323, 326 V, 346 BGB). In this case the purchase price as well as the artwork is given 
back. If the buyer experienced any damage caused by the seller’s misguiding descriptions of the good 
or the cancellation of contract, he/she is also entitled to compensation (§§ 280 I, 311 II n. 1 BGB or 
§ 437 n. 3 in conjunction with §§ 440, 280, 281, 283, 311a BGB)47. This legislation is only relevant if 
the seller explicitly stated, for example, the authenticity of the item or its age in his/her auction cata-
logue48. Since antiquities are usually described as such in auction catalogues, this will generally be the 
case with these kinds of objects. The dealer therefore has to apply due diligence required by the Act 
on the Protection of Cultural Property as well as further examinations regarding the age and authen-
ticity of the objects he/she sells49. 

With archaeological objects a scientific examination will almost always be necessary, since a com-
plete provenance is unlikely to exist50. The extent and intensity of this examination depends on the 
value and meaning of the object, as well as the professionalism of the seller51. This being said, it is also 
true that even scientific results can be altered, for example by inserting fragments of genuine pieces 
into forged objects52.

Thus, the degree of probability depends a great deal on the examination the seller undertook to 
authenticate the item, but it will always be difficult to achieve certainty, especially for objects that do 
not belong to the most important and expensive niches of the market. 

Dealers who know about the legal situation will therefore always try to reduce their risk — not 

42  Sentence 2 O 457/08, District Court Cologne, printed in Kunst und Recht 6/2012, pp. 119-220.
43  The reasoning is also similarly applicable for other valuable artworks such as antiquities.
44  Federal Court of Justice 19.05.1993, in: Neue Juristische Wochenzeitschrift 1993, p. 2103; Federal Court of Justice 

08.06.1988, in: Neue Juristische Wochenzeitschrift 1988, p. 2597.
45  WreDe 2005, p. 225.
46  See footnote above, p. 220. 
47  For a detailed analysis of all kinds of damage see WreDe 2005, pp. 237-244.
48  An express warranty is not needed. Sentence 2 O 457/08, District Court Cologne, in Kunst und Recht 6/2012, pp. 

119-220.
49  This cannot be generally accepted without qualification, since the liability of the dealer depends on different as-

pects, such as the value of the item, his/her own resources (an experienced and well-known dealer in the art business with a 
large amount of annual deals and experience, who therefore enjoys a superior level of trust from his/her clients will be ex-
pected to exert a more detailed examination than, for example, a seller in a flea market), District Court Bielefeld, 20.09.1988, 
Neue Juristische Wochenschrift, 1990, p. 1999.

50  Furthermore, a provenance can be forged and the object given a plausible background story, misleading experts 
in the field. PolK, ChaPPell 2009, p. 74. This happened during the above-mentioned case. The painter Beltracchi created 
several artworks, supposedly painted by well-known artists such as Campendonck, Pechstein, Léger and van Dongen, and 
invented, together with his wife and her sister, their provenance, including the “Collection Jäger” of which these painting 
were supposedly a part of, and documents “proving” that these paintings were shown at several occasions by well-known 
art dealers in the past. For more information on this case and a detailed examination of three of Beltracchi’s paintings see 
fauDe-nagel 2013.

51  See footnote above.
52  Bull 2009, pp. 28-29; gruBer 2016, p. 224.
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necessarily by a closer examination of all pieces sold, but also by excluding most of the warranties 
through general terms and conditions in their contracts53. This is legally void if the seller knows it 
is inauthentic or highly doubts the authenticity (and lower value) and sells the item regardless, or in 
cases where he/she explicitly guarantees its false provenance54. 

The potential to exclude most of the warranties through general terms and conditions weakens 
the position of the buyer immensely. In many cases he/she cannot get rid of the forged artwork he/
she bought — either because he/she cannot prove the validity of his/her claims, or because the war-
ranties have been effectively excluded — or because his/her claim is already time-barred55. Another 
hindrance is that auction houses generally do not reveal the personal data of the prior owner, which 
further complicates any research into the object’s provenance56. 

iv. ConClusion

From the aforementioned, it sadly can be summarized that the German law — despite the im-
mense financial and cultural damage that trading in forgeries and looted art causes — is not well pre-
pared to deal with the current situation. Neither the penal nor private law is suitable to effectively 
fight the enormous distribution of forgeries on the market. Likewise, the market in which looted 
art is traded was regulated poorly for too long a time. This has been widely discussed and criticized. 
There are several proposals from experts in the field57 and the new Act on the Return of Cultural 
Property was also accompanied with controversial discussion58. While the private and penal law have 
not as yet been changed, there is now hope thanks to new legislation in cultural law and the Act on 
the Return of Cultural Property. For the moment being it is very difficult to predict the effects of the 
new amendments59, much depends on their enforcement, the spread of knowledge60 and the raising 
of awareness amongst collectors that buying unprovenanced or badly-provenance goods might not 
only be illegal, but also a threat to the cultural heritage of mankind61. For the art market it can be said 
that an enormous swelling of discontent is already taking place62, apparently some antiquities dealers 
have already closed down their businesses because they did not have the necessary documents for the 
goods they planned to sell63, others have had to withdraw objects from their auctions for which they 
did not possess the corresponding paperwork64. 

However, most historical or cultural objects will come with some kind of documentation — or 
at the least a former possessor that is able to declare their provenance in lieu of oath. If that is not 
the case for objects currently in antiquities shops, it will probably become so very soon — hopefully 

53  Wording such as “presumable age” or “the purchaser should follow their own advice” or “bought as seen, exclud-
ing all warranties” will usually help to escape most of the possible claims.

54  sChaCK 2009, pp. 196-197.
55  The statute of limitations runs from the moment of delivery for only two years (§438 I n. 3, II BGB [German civ-

il law]). Only in a case where the seller is able to prove the seller’s fraudulent intent does he/she have three years to make a 
claim (§§438 III 1, 195, 199 I and III BGB).

56  sChaCK 2015, p. 164.
57  löffler 1993, p. 1429; sChaCK 2015, pp. 164-165; fauDe-nagel 2013, pp. 106-112; loll 2016, pp. 69-71.
58  Some art dealers and their lawyers foresee the collapse of the entire German art market (manigolD 2017), others 

claim that establishing deadlines for the import of objects that — due to the new Act — need a provenance to be properly 
sold, opens the floodgates to falsified “proofs” of legal import or prior belonging to a German collection — or even worse, 
a legitimised trade of looted cultural goods imported prior to 2007 (heinKen, müller-KarPe 2016).

59  Since the legislator was well aware of this difficulty, a new evaluation of this Act is already scheduled (§ 89 KGSG).
60  Germany has established an online database of foreign export laws for the authorities (police, customs etc.), the art 

market and the general public (incl. tourists).
61  Calvani 2009, p. 28.
62  manigolD 2017. Dealers now have to provide sufficient paperwork, or proof that the objects were imported be-

fore the corresponding date, since § 52 (2) KGSG contains a reversal of evidence: if there is no proof that an object entered 
Germany before 2007, it is supposed to have been imported after this deadline.

63  Ibid.
64  See footnote above.
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making any unprovenanced cultural goods unsellable and drying out the seemingly endless supply of 
new and unknown antiquities65.
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This contribution is an excerpt from the first chapter of the author’s thesis “Proposal of diagnostic protocols for the 
evaluation of authenticity of Cultural Heritage”, written in 2014 as part of graduation from the Bachelor’s Degree 
program “Technologies for Conservation and Restoration” of the University of Bologna. The thesis project aimed 
to propose analytical protocols for the authentication of different classes of materials. Since the concept of “fake” is 
strictly connected to the fields of art and archaeological collecting and market, the artwork in this case is considered 
not only as a document of the specific historical period in which the artist lived, but mostly as a consumer good, with 
a price and a worth related to the fame of the artist. It is therefore related to laws that regulate any other transaction 
of goods, and it is safeguarded by its own set of laws. For this reason, to develop a valid authentication protocol, 
the study of the legislation was considered a necessary step to fully understand the true significance of fakes, by 
analyzing the conditions that, according to the law, make an artwork a fake. In this paper, the Italian legislation about 
authentication is presented and discussed, with an in-depth description of the articles of the Code of the Cultural 
and Landscape Heritage that specifically refer to the topic of authentication and provenance safeguarding, and to the 
punishments applied against the crime of forgery.
KeyWorDs: Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage; certificates of authenticity; fraud; circulation of works of art.

In Italy, from the legislative point of view, the authenticity of a work of art is somewhat guaran-
teed by article 64 of the Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage. It sanctions that: “whosoever 
conducts activities of sale to the public, of exposition for commercial purposes or of mediation for the 
purpose of selling works of painting, sculpture, graphic art or of antique object or objects of histor-
ical or archaeological interest […] must provide the buyer with the documentation certifying authen-
tication, or at least probable attribution, and provenance”1. This documentation must be placed on 
the photographic reproduction of the object considered, taken after the investigation; if the docu-
mentation of attribution is missing, the seller can release a declaration “containing all the information 
available regarding the authenticity of the work of art or its probable attribution and provenance”2. 
Information regarding the author, title, year(s) of production, dimensions and provenance of the 
object should be included3. The certificate of authentication must be requested to the author himself/
herself, if he/she is still alive, who will be able to recognize the authorship of the work of art4; in case 
of deceased author, the moral rights of the work of art are passed down to his/her relatives5, who are 

1 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
2 Ibid.
3 CarBone 2013.
4 Legge 22 aprile 1941, n. 633.
5 Ibid.
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entitled to attribute and authenticate it6. Associations, Foundation, Archives, whose purpose is to 
catalogue, promote, and protect the work of the artist, can also carry out the authentication of the 
work of art, as agents of the heirs7. The authentication is carried out by an artistic committee made up 
of acknowledged scholars, who are chosen for their specific competence or because they had a rela-
tionship of esteem, work and friendship with the artist during his/her life8.

The certificate of authentication must be requested to the Foundation or Archive by completing 
a filing form, which contains all the data regarding the owner and the work of art itself and must 
include the photographic documentation as well. The request must then be sent to the Foundation 
or Archive, which will release, if the artwork is authentic, a certificate of authentication (or of valida-
tion). This certificate contains, together with the photograph of the work of art, all the data related 
to the piece itself, its identification code, the seal of the Archive or Foundation and a label with its 
title, date, measures and the artistic technique. If the artwork is not authentic, the owner will receive 
a certificate stating that the expert was unable to attribute the work of art, together with a stamped 
photograph of the work of art9.

Article 64 does not clearly specify who is entitled to release the certificates; as this operation is 
not an exclusive right of the artists’ heirs or of their agents, according to the established case law, 
the expertise, that is, the opinion regarding the authenticity and attribution of a work of art, may be 
released by whoever is competent and acknowledged as such, and the heirs cannot concede or deny to 
a third party (art critiques or scholars) the right to provide expertise on the authenticity of the work 
of art of their relative10.

The expert, while expressing his/her opinion on the work of art, is only under obligation of 
means and not of result towards the owner11; thus, he/she cannot be sued for having declared a work 
of art to be fake, if his/her opinion is the result of a correct and professional evaluation. Anyway, the 
owner can request an investigation from the judicial authorities to verify that the attribution or the 
authentication was made in an appropriate manner, and the expert will have to compensate for the 
damages only in case his decision is vitiated by fraud12 or gross negligence13. The greatest problem in 
these cases lies in the difficulty of verifying the competence and the prestige of the people involved 
in the authentication of the work of art: as of yet, there are no standard guidelines or laws that could 
regulate the actions of Foundations and Archives, nor a register that could recognize each art expert, 
and article 64 does not specify in any way how the authentication process should be carried out. 
Often, the only guarantee for the validity of the certificate is the reputation and reliability of the 
expert who prepared it14.

It is worth mentioning that in Italy, those who consciously authenticate a fake artwork are 
no less guilty than those who directly produce the fake. Article 178 of the Code of the Cultural 
and Landscape Heritage punishes indiscriminately whoever is involved in the circulation of fakes, 
whether directly or indirectly. 

The crime of counterfeiting is a recent introduction in the Italian legislation; it was established for the 
first time only in 1971 with the Law n. 1062 (Pieraccini Law), titled “Norme penali sulla contraffazione ed 
alterazione di opere d’arte”15. At the time, there was a growing need to find an appropriate law to hinder 

6 CarBone 2013; negri-Clementi 2014.
7 Ibid.; cfr. http://apsapois.wixsite.com/diritticreativi/autenticazione-delle-opere.
8 http://apsapois.wixsite.com/diritticreativi/autenticazione-delle-opere.
9 Ibid.
10 CarBone 2013.
11 Ibid.; negri-Clementi 2014; cfr. http://apsapois.wixsite.com/diritticreativi/autenticazione-delle-opere.
12  See reference nt. 27 and the meaning of fraud.
13 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004; CarBone 2013; negri-Clementi 2014; cfr. http://apsapois.wixsite.

com/diritticreativi/autenticazione-delle-opere.
14 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004; CarBone 2013; cfr. http://apsapois.wixsite.com/diritticreativi/auten-

ticazione-delle-opere.
15  “Penal Provisions Concerning Counterfeiting or Alteration of Works of Art”. Translation from: http://www.wipo.

int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=2539. 
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the forgery phenomenon, which was rapidly increasing since the 1960s, due to the rising demand of 
artworks from the new riches, arisen with the economic recovery16. Articles ns. 3,4,5,6 and 7 of the old law 
were joined to form what nowadays is article n. 178 of the Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage, 
while article n. 8 was turned into article n. 179, which describes the non-punishable cases17.

More specifically, article n. 178, subsection 1 punishes:

a) “whosoever, for purpose of gain, counterfeit, alters or reproduces a work of painting, sculp-
ture or graphic art, or an antique object of historical or archaeological interest”18, where:
− Counterfeiting means the slavish imitation of a work of art, giving it characters of authen-

ticity that do not belong to the artwork itself19, with the purpose of selling it as an original 
work20.

− Alteration means the modification of an original work, often with the purpose of having 
it attributed to a more prestigious artist and thus increasing its economic value. In many 
cases, this process is linked to other crimes such as theft and receipt of stolen goods. A 
stolen work of art could be easily modified to facilitate its trade, making its identification 
more difficult. Taking paintings as an example, common kinds of alteration can go from 
the simple removal or addition of details, to reshaping or resizing large canvases or panels 
(as well as triptychs and polyptychs), which will then become new, smaller paintings and 
more difficult to track21.

− Reproduction means the illicit execution of copies of an original unique work or the non-
authorized execution of copies which exceed the circulation established by the author, with 
the purpose of selling them as authentic22.

b) “whosoever, even if he/she did not participate in the counterfeiting, alteration or reproduc-
tion, puts on sale, or holds for purpose of sale, or introduces into the territory of the State 
for such purpose, or in a case puts into circulation, as authentic, counterfeited, altered or 
reproduced samples of works of painting, sculpture, graphic art or antique objects, or objects 
of historical or archaeological interest”23.

This phrasing of article n. 178 does not specify what are the methods and/or the channel 
of distribution of the work of art, as the only thing necessary to constitute an offence is that 
the subject involved in the crime is aware of the falsity of the artwork24; thus, this part of the 
article could refer to any person involved in the circulation of the fake, both at a professional 
(such as art dealers or art galleries) and at a private level, such as collectors or amateurs25.

In case of sections a) and b), in contrast with the old law26, it is not important that the 
profit gained from the operation of forgery is illicit, but that the operation has been made to 
earn money regardless27.

c) “Whosoever, knowing them to be false, authenticates works or objects, indicated in letters a) 
and b) which have been counterfeited, altered or reproduced”28.

16 negri-Clementi 2014; sinisCalChi 2007; cfr. http://www.carabinieri.it/cittadino/consigli/tematici/beni-interesse-
culturale (cited 1 July 2017).

17 negri-Clementi 2014; sinisCalChi 2007; Legge 20 novembre 1971, n. 1062; Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimo-
nio Culturale 2008, p. 20.

18 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
19 See http://www.carabinieri.it/cittadino/consigli/tematici/beni-interesse-culturale (cited 1 July 2017).
20 Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale 2008, p. 20.
21 Ibid.
22 sinisCalChi 2007; Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale 2008, p. 20.
23 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
24 Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale 2008, p. 20.
25 Ibid.
26 Legge 20 novembre 1971, n. 1062.
27  Notice how the meaning of fraud is intrinsically explained here. Cfr. negri-Clementi 2014; sinisCalChi 2007.
28 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
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d) “Whosoever, through other declarations, evaluations, publications, affixation of stamps or 
labels or by any other means, certifies as authentic or contributes to the certification as such 
of works or objects, indicated in letters a) and b) which have been counterfeited, altered or 
reproduced, knowing them to be false”29.

The “whosoever” indicated in letters c) and d), differently from the previous cases, is 
no longer referring to a generic subject, but to a specific one, who is entitled to authenticate 
works of art thanks to his/her skills. His/her operation is as important as the one carried out 
by who produced the work of art itself, as, pursuant to article 64 of the Code of the Cultural 
and Landscape Heritage, the work of art must always be accompanied by the certificate of 
authenticity, which establishes its circulation30.

All the cases described above are punishable “by imprisonment for a period of three months to 
four years and with a fine ranging from € 103.00 to € 3,099.00”31, which will increase if the action has 
been committed in the exercise of a commercial activity32. Moreover, the objects that are recognized 
as counterfeited, altered or reproduced (as described in subsection 1), are always confiscated (unless 
they belong to people not involved in the crime) and the auctioning of such works is always prohib-
ited, without any temporal limitation33.

Lastly, article 179 describes the non-punishable cases: it establishes that “the provisions of article 
178 shall not apply to whosoever reproduces, holds, put on sale or otherwise distributes copies of 
works of painting, sculpture or graphic art, or copies or imitations of antique objects or objects of 
historical or archaeological interest which are expressly declared to be inauthentic when exhibited or 
sold, by means of a written annotation on the work or on the object or, when it is not possible because 
of the nature or size of the copy or imitation, by means of a declaration issued upon exhibition or 
sale. Nor the provisions apply to artistic restorations which do not reconstruct the original work in 
a determinant manner”34.

This article not only reinstate the importance of the awareness of the falsity of the work of art 
as the principal element to constitute an offence, but it also underlines the fact that some kinds of 
restoration (e.g. the imitative ones), could fall into the category of alteration described in subsec-
tion 1, if not carefully documented or not carried out appropriately. The “excuse” of a restoration 
could be exploited to modify a work of art before putting it in the art market and it is one of the main 
methods used by forgers to remedy the lack of original material (which could pass scientific analysis) 
in the creation of a fake — by faking damages and their reparation with modern material, as it usually 
happens in correct restorations. 

ConClusions

The aim of this paper was to present and, possibly, explain clearly the ways to obtain authenti-
cation certificates and the laws that currently protect the authenticity of works of art in Italy. As it 
can be seen in this contribution, the articles that cover these topics are few and only briefly elabo-
rated, especially the article n. 64 which addresses the subject of certificates of authenticity. Since it 
is impossible to establish the perfect way to carry out an authentication, as it is something evaluated 
case by case, the article should at least state what the basic steps necessary to consider an authentica-
tion process valid could be. Anyway, despite these small issues, these articles are very important for 
certain reasons; among these, the fact that they define implicitly the true meaning of fake, which is a 

29 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
30 sinisCalChi 2007.
31 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
32 Ibid.
33 Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale 2008, p. 90.
34 Legislative decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004.
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work of art that is passed off as something else for the sole purpose of gain. This is significant, as it 
shows that falsity is not an intrinsic characteristic of the work of art, but it is only a matter of inter-
pretation of the object. This fact could lead in the future to further discussions on the question of 
whether a “fake” object could have a sort of authenticity in itself, thus considering the possible exist-
ence of different levels of authenticity and opening the possibility of permanent exhibitions of fake 
works of art for educative purposes, to improve the understanding of the complex phenomenon of 
forgery among the public. 
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This contribution will begin from the legal matters and it will attempt to clarify the procedure that the specialist has 
to follow when his/her professional opinion is requested for the evaluation of a “collection”. A number of issues must 
be taken into account: it must be established whether or not the current holder of the property is also to be considered 
its lawful possessor; it must also be assessed whether each artefact is authentic, fake, or a fake that still retains cultural 
value. In order to explain in greater detail this type of activity, we will put forward a few examples of artefacts and/or 
collections for which a specialist enquiry was required so as to assess the authenticity of the finds, and the manifold 
results that such an enquiry yielded. The definition of “collection” is strongly connected to this topic.
KeyWorDs: Preservation; authentic artefact; fakes; cultural value; collection.

L’articolo 10 del Decreto legislativo 42 del 2004 definisce tra i beni culturali, al comma 3, lettera 
e, le «collezioni o serie di oggetti a chiunque appartenenti … e che, per tradizione, fama e particolari 
caratteristiche ambientali, ovvero per rilevanza artistica, storica, archeologica, numismatica e etno-
antropologica rivestano un complesso di eccezionale interesse». La normativa in vigore affida alle 
Soprintendenze il compito di individuare i beni mobili e immobili, ivi comprese le collezioni, le quali 
rivestano un interesse culturale eccezionale. Va ricordato che il “Regolamento di organizzazione del 
Ministero dei beni e delle attività culturali e del turismo” (D.P.C.M. 29 agosto 2014, n. 171) istituisce 
la Commissione regionale per il patrimonio culturale (Co.re.pa.cu.), quale organo collegiale a compe-
tenza intersettoriale, che assume, tra i suoi compiti, anche la dichiarazione, su proposta delle compe-
tenti Soprintendenze di settore, dell’interesse culturale delle cose, a chiunque appartenenti, ai sensi 
dell’articolo 13 del Codice.

Le “collezioni” o serie di oggetti che vengono sottoposte alla valutazione di competenza sono 
raccolte di reperti di natura presumibilmente archeologica e vengono segnalate o dal detentore stesso 
o, in taluni casi, sono l’esito di sequestri da parte delle preposte forze dell’Ordine.

Nel momento in cui si viene a conoscenza dell’esistenza di una presunta “collezione”, il funzio-
nario competente, nel caso specifico l’archeologo preposto alla tutela del territorio ove si colloca 
fisicamente la collezione, indipendentemente dalla reale provenienza dei pezzi che la compongono, 
effettua un sopralluogo per un’analisi autoptica dei reperti, come si dettaglierà di seguito. Tutto questo 
allo scopo di individuare elementi informativi utili non solo a riconoscere la tipologia in senso stret-
tamente archeologico del manufatto, ma anche a comprendere le forme e i modi con cui i pezzi sono 
stati “riuniti” in una raccolta e se questa possa essere definita “collezione”. Invero non mancano casi 
di manufatti singoli che costituiscono un unicum e rivestono comunque interesse culturale.

vero o falso? la tutela Dei Beni Culturali tra PuBBliCo e Privato:
DomanDe, ProBlemi e ProsPettive

Elena Pettenò
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una Digressione: Collezioni e Collezionisti

Il riconoscimento di un reperto o di un “insieme di manufatti” come autentici costituisce, come si 
è visto, il presupposto per la dichiarazione del loro eccezionale interesse culturale. Se la normativa in 
vigore fa menzione di «collezioni o serie di oggetti a chiunque appartenenti», tuttavia non articola la 
questione in maniera chiara. Si è potuto infatti appurare come, ad oggi, in dottrina1 sia genericamente 
assente una definizione chiara di “collezione”; la Sandulli si limita ad affermare che «le collezioni … 
per rilevanza archeologica rivestono come complesso un eccezionale interessa artistico o storico»2; in 
considerazione di una così labile definizione, finora empirica e valutata caso per caso, si è sentita la 
necessità di avviare una riflessione più approfondita, tuttora in fieri3.

Cosa si intende allora per “collezione”, secondo la prospettiva della tutela? 
Si tratta di una “raccolta ordinata” di oggetti della stessa specie (reperti archeologici), che hanno 

valore sia per loro pregio intrinseco, sia per interesse storico, riuniti per curiosità, piacere personale, 
conservazione e forse anche per scopi espositivi privati. In altre parole, la collezione è un nucleo di 
reperti, riuniti in modo sistematico e ordinato secondo specifici criteri (sempre soggettivi?) di classifi-
cazione o catalogazione, che, per loro stessa natura, hanno valore di “serie di oggetti”. È un complesso 
di manufatti scelti, acquistati o acquisiti con intenzionalità, prevalentemente secondo gusto personale, 
la cui peculiarità si fonda sul concetto di universitas.

Alla luce della sintesi di una ben più ampia e complessa questione4, si può per ora affermare che 
il “collezionista”, con cui “si confronta” il funzionario di Soprintendenza, si delinea come una figura 
colta, che custodisce in modi diversi i reperti antichi, talora come forma di autorappresentazione di 
sé o della propria famiglia. Un “borghese” di formazione umanistica, ovvero persona di alta quali-
fica professionale, che desidera esibire un retaggio culturale che riecheggia la classicità, come valore 
aggiunto. Il reperto antico sembrerebbe così diventare una sorta di status symbol il cui significato si 
declina in una duplice forma: vettore di una valenza culturale, in quanto “porzione” del mondo antico 
e, al contempo, voluta manifestazione di “rango sociale”, neppure troppo sottaciuta.

Non sembra casuale che alcune collezioni, in corso di studio, siano state “raccolte” per lo più da 
medici o da avvocati, ma non solo5.

questioni Di metoDo

Nell’entrare nel merito dell’attività del funzionario archeologo, vale la pena soffermarsi sulla 
procedura che questi si trova ad affrontare nel momento in cui si deve esprimere nel merito di un 
reperto o di una collezione6.

Gli obiettivi da perseguire sono quindi di due ordini:
− stabilire se il bene singolo o la collezione siano di effettiva proprietà del detentore — nella 

maggior parte dei casi un erede — e se costui lo detenga legalmente, ovvero se ne sia venuto in 
possesso prima dell’entrata in vigore della Legge 364 del 19097;

1  famiglietti, Pignatelli 2015, p. 68.
2  sanDulli 2012, p. 132.
3  L’argomento è in corso di approfondimento da parte di chi scrive e del collega Roberto Tasinato, funzionario 

responsabile dell’Ufficio Tutela della Soprintendenza Archeologia, Belle Arti e Paesaggio per l’area metropolitana di Venezia 
e le province di Βelluno, Padova e Treviso, che si ringrazia per il prezioso scambio di opinioni.

4  L’argomento sarà trattato, in maniera più dettagliata, in occasione della Winter school 2019.
5  Nello specifico si veda Cuomo Di CaPrio 1993, pp. 1-133.
6  Il funzionario archeologo chiamato a svolgere questo tipo di lavoro nel caso di sequestro viene nominato, con ver-

bale redatto dalle forze dell’Ordine, Custode giudiziario dei beni in sequestro.
7  La legge “Rosadi”, entrata in vigore il 20 giugno 1909 e relativa alle “antichità e le belle arti”, prevedeva l’estensione 

della tutela prevista dalla normativa allora in essere alle cose immobili e mobili di interesse storico, archeologico e artistico, 
con esclusione di quelle opere di autori viventi o risalenti a meno di 50 anni. Disciplinava l’esportazione, sanciva l’inaliena-
bilità dei beni dello Stato, di enti pubblici e privati e l’obbligo di denuncia di ogni trasmissione di proprietà e di possesso, per 
quelli notificati di importante interesse e appartenenti a privati con il correlato possibile esercizio del diritto di prelazione, a 
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− valutare se si tratti di manufatti autentici, ovvero antichi, falsi o contraffatti, ossia riproduzioni 
più o meno recenti e, in questo caso, se rivestano comunque un “interesse culturale”, che nel 
caso dei reperti archeologici deve essere individuato come “eccezionale”.

Per meglio esplicitare questo tipo di attività, si proporranno alcuni esempi di manufatti e/o colle-
zioni, per i quali si è svolta un’attività di expertise: la valutazione dell’autenticità dei reperti, con esiti 
i più diversi.

La tipologia di oggetti da esaminare afferisce di solito a reperti di presunta natura archeologica; se 
ne viene a conoscenza, come si è detto, direttamente dal detentore, che è tenuto a dichiarare le moda-
lità con cui ne è venuto in possesso, in forma di autodichiarazione possibilmente corredata di docu-
menti attestanti quanto dichiarato.

In alternativa dalle forze dell’ordine, solitamente i Carabinieri del Nucleo Tutela Patrimonio 
Culturale (TPC)8, che ne vengono a conoscenza a seguito di indagini riservate e che possono seguire 
le vie più diverse9; in questo caso10, i reperti sono sequestrati e depositati in appositi ambienti di sicu-
rezza presso la sede della Soprintendenza per renderne possibile il successivo procedimento auten-
ticativo-valutativo, un’analisi da parte del personale competente circa la natura dell’oggetto, della 
raccolta, della collezione.

In entrambi i casi è necessario procedere con 
− l’esame autoptico dei reperti (fondamentale il poter maneggiare, con le dovute cautele, i pezzi, 

soprattutto la ceramica);
− l’acquisizione della documentazione necessaria (foto, caratteristiche “anagrafiche” e tecniche 

ecc.);
− l’individuazione del maggior numero di informazioni circa la persona che ha “raccolto” i pezzi, 

per definire, come si è anticipato, se il detentore sia anche il legittimo proprietario;
− analisi integrative specifiche, a seconda della tipologia dei materiali.

Raccolti tali dati, fatte le dovute ricerche secondo le specifiche tipologie di oggetti, spesso avva-
lendosi del parere di colleghi specialisti per classi di materiali e di restauratori, si redige l’expertise in 
cui si descrivono le caratteristiche del reperto o della serie dei reperti (in tutto o in parte) e si motivano 
le ragioni per cui essi siano autentici, ovvero da riferire ad un preciso periodo dell’arte antica, o falsi. 

Nell’ipotesi di autenticità, le Forze dell’Ordine riferiscono all’autorità competente tutte le infor-
mazioni acquisite e di seguito verrà decisa la sorte dei materiali, spesso lasciati in deposito presso il 
caveau della Soprintendenza, e del detentore. Nel caso in cui, invece, si rivelino non-autentici, i beni 
possono anche essere dissequestrati, dopo il rilascio del parere dell’Autorità Giudiziaria che ha posto 
in essere l’inchiesta.

Tuttavia, poiché il valore culturale non riveste interesse oggettivo e quindi immutabile nel tempo 
e nello spazio, ma è un interesse collettivo, ancorato ad un contesto storico, geografico e culturale, 
come tale è suscettibile di evoluzione. Pertanto si ragiona su tre categorie concettuali: 

− reperti veri, ovvero autentici;
− falsi, quindi non antichi o contraffatti, con evidenti difetti di riproduzione;

favore dello Stato. Infine, disciplinava l’esportazione ed ha costituito un solido fondamento della legislazione successiva per 
lungo tempo (L. 1089, 1939; D.Lgs. 490, 1999).

8  Nel merito dell’attività dei Carabinieri si veda la recente pubblicazione (L’) Arte non vera 2018.
9  A titolo esemplificativo, si riporta un caso di interesse; i Carabinieri del Nucleo TPC di Venezia, esaminando on 

line un sito relativo alla vendita di abitazioni private, nella specifica ricerca di mobili e di arredo d’antiquariato illegalmente 
detenuti, hanno riconosciuto un pannello musivo di ampie dimensioni. Chiamata sul posto, la scrivente ha potuto constatare 
come il manufatto presentasse effettivi elementi iconografici che potevano essere ricondotti a tipologie di mosaici ben noti; 
tuttavia, per maggiore sicurezza, ha chiesto l’ulteriore ausilio di un esperto maestro mosaicista il quale, alla vista e al tatto 
delle tessere musive, ha dichiarato trattarsi di una copia “moderna”, in quanto la lavorazione dei tasselli non era compatibile 
con quella antica. Si tratta di un esempio, cui potrebbero seguirne molti altri sui generis, ma questo pare particolarmente 
significativo circa lo scrupoloso modus operandi dei Carabinieri del Nucleo veneziano.

10  Talora, siffatta operazione prevede l’ispezione delle Forze dell’Ordine insieme al funzionario archeologo anche 
presso la dimora del “sospetto” illecito detentore.
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− pseudo-antichi, cioè reperti non antichi, ma che, per specifiche ragioni, li riproducono o si 
“ispirano’ ad essi e quindi detengono un valore culturale.

Anche in questo caso manca una normativa in merito a siffatta differenziazione e soprattutto 
come vada considerato un reperto pseudo antico, sia esso isolato o parte di una collezione.

alCuni Casi Di stuDio

Nel tentativo di meglio esplicitare quanto fino ad ora detto, si presenteranno alcuni casi speci-
fici: in due si tratta di presunti reperti archeologici rivelatisi, a seguito di opportune indagini, falsi 
moderni, cui si contrappone la particolare vicenda del manufatto autentico, dichiarato di “eccezionale 
valore culturale”. Infine, sono due le collezioni, di formazione tardo Ottocentesca, che permettono di 
sostanziare una serie di questioni già poste in evidenza.

Trattandosi perlopiù di reperti esito di sequestro o di reperti afferenti a collezioni private, il trat-
tamento delle informazioni sarà essenziale e limitato ai semplici oggetti, per evidenti ragioni di tutela 
dei manufatti e della privacy dei soggetti coinvolti.

un vero falso: il C.D. guerriero etrusCo 

Imballata e custodita a regola d’arte nel caveau di 
una Banca, si è presa visone di una statua considerata dal 
proprietario come un “guerriero etrusco” (fig. 1)11. Il manu-
fatto, in bronzo e lega di metalli, è alto m 1,5. Già ad una 
prima analisi sommaria risulta evidente come l’oggetto sia 
una congerie aleatoria di elementi e attributi non coerenti 
e completamente privo di pondus, osservazioni che fanno 
propendere per l’inautenticità del pezzo. Va specificato 
che tutto questo era già stato posto in evidenza nell’exper-
tise di un illustre studioso, le cui osservazioni sono state 
assolutamente ribadite. Quest’ultimo era stato consul-
tato dal proprietario medesimo, il quale aveva acquistato 
il c.d. “guerriero etrusco” cedendo in cambio un appar-
tamento di elevato valore economico. Essendone conse-
guite questioni legali, dopo aver fatto redigere l’expertise in 
questione, non ritenendo la fonte ancora attendibile, è stato 
richiesto l’intervento dei Carabinieri del Nucleo Tutela 
Patrimonio Culturale di Venezia. La valutazione dell’al-
lora Soprintendenza Archeologica ha quindi confermato 
come il pezzo fosse un falso a tutti gli effetti. Non sono 
noti il seguito e l’esito della vicenda, sia in ragione della 
segretezza d’indagine sia in quanto argomento estraneo alla 
competenza dell’Amministrazione statale.

il Caso Della PissiDe D’oro 

La pisside d’oro, ritenuta una produzione veneta di epoca pre-romana, alta cm 35 e con diametro 
alla base di circa cm 10, è realizzata in oro 22 Kt con pietre preziose incastonate (fig. 2). Anche 

11  Si fa presente che le tipologie maggiormente usate da proprietari, a diverso titolo, di reperti di presunta o reale na-
tura archeologica nella definizione dei loro beni è “reperto/vaso etrusco”.

Fig. 1 – Il c.d. “guerriero etrusco” (fotografia 
Archivio SABAP ve-met).
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in questo caso il reperto, probabilmente 
insieme ad altri, era (è?) custodito nel caveau 
di una Banca. Il proprietario si è rivolto alla 
Soprintendenza per il parere di competenza, 
sebbene già in possesso di analisi metal-
lografiche attestanti che il pezzo presenta 
segni di lavorazione moderna12.

L’analisi iconografica condotta ha 
evidenziato come i soggetti che decorano la 
pisside fanno riferimento a repertori figura-
tivi non omogenei dal punto di vista icono-
grafico e cronologico13; si è quindi escluso 
che il manufatto sia autentico o copia di un 
modello antico, interpretazione confermata 
dalla lettura stilistica del pezzo, nonché 
dalla presenza della catenella che congiunge 
gli elementi decorativi della fascia mediana. 
Da un punto di vista tecnico, il livello quali-
tativo dell’esecuzione è piuttosto modesto e le false patine sono state palesemente utilizzate nell’in-
tento di far apparire il pezzo come antico. Non mancano poi macroscopici errori tecnici.

Gli elementi enucleati portano ad escludere che il manufatto sia stato eseguito da botteghe di orafi 
specializzati nel settore antiquario nella seconda metà del XIX secolo, come ad esempio la bottega di 
Castellani a Roma, proprio in ragione della cattiva resa dei dettagli esecutivi; poco probabile anche 
che il pezzo sia stato eseguito di recente, in quanto eventuali falsari, operanti nel nostro Paese dalla 
fine degli anni Ottanta, usano tecniche coerenti con quelle antiche.

Non si esclude invece che il pezzo, così come suggerito dalla resa degli animali con le lunghe 
corna e dalle figure che si articolano sul rilievo inferiore della pisside, possa essere stato eseguito all’e-
stero, forse in un Paese orientale, dove motivi decorativi sui generis sono ricorrenti14. Resta comunque 
problematico definire un’attribuzione cronologica. Il pezzo non riveste interesse archeologico, mentre 
mantiene inalterato il valore venale dell’oro e delle pietre, aspetto che lo rende comunque “appetibile” 
sul mercato del falso15.

12  Le informazioni sono desunte da documenti agli atti d’Ufficio, ma coperte da riservatezza.
13  I due soggetti dal lungo abito e volto ricoperto da maschera, posti sulla sommità, sembrano una reinterpretazione di 

modelli di tipo greco, mentre la decorazione del coperchio tende a riproporre animali riconducibili al repertorio etrusco di 
VII-VI sec. a.C. Non coerente appare pure l’inserzione di scarabei, dei quali è difficile stabilire se la fattura sia riconducibile 
ad epoca antica o moderna. I soggetti che decorano invece i due registri del corpo del vaso a loro volta non sembrano 
pertinenti a un coerente repertorio iconografico e cronologico; l’armatura dei guerrieri, la resa anatomica delle gambe (per 
la quale non si comprende se esse siano nude o coperte da una sorta di braghe, elemento comunque non conforme a siffatti 
soggetti), i due animali che chiudono la raffigurazione, quello di destra in modo particolare, la presenza di punzonature 
tendenti a imitare elementi floreali, anche sulla superficie dello scudo, concorrono a leggere la scena come una sorta di 
pastiche di elementi figurativi antichi volti a suggerire una scena di battaglia ricorrente su manufatti di epoca etrusca, ma non 
ascrivibile a detto periodo cronologico.

In maniera del tutto analoga anche le figure che si snodano sul registro inferiore, satiri o soggetti comunque col volto 
ricoperto da maschere, gli elementi vegetali che ricordano racemi di edera più che tralci d’uva (elemento meglio compren-
sibile nell’insieme se i soggetti raffigurati fossero satiri), gli animali, in modo particolare i volatili che riprendono nella resa 
quello del coperchio, ma qui impegnati in azioni che trovano confronto nel repertorio iconografico della pittura pompeiana, 
suggeriscono nell’insieme una volta di più una giustapposizione poco coerente di soggetti e schemi.

14  Sulla questione relativa alla provenienza e in merito ad ulteriori osservazioni, ci si riserva di dedicare un approfon-
dimento in altra sede.

15  Ulteriori informazioni, non esplicabili in questa sede per ragioni di natura redazionale, portano a credere che il pez-
zo non sia l’unico conservato nel caveau; probabilmente il proprietario ne conserva altri sui generis. Una loro analisi aiute-
rebbe, con buona probabilità, a meglio comprendere l’area di provenienza.

Fig. 2 – La pisside d’oro (fotografia Archivio SABAP ve-met) 
e disegni delle raffigurazioni incise sul coperchio e sul corpo 
(disegni agli atti della SABAP ve-met).
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un Cratere a masCheroni luCano (“PanDolfini 2011”)16

Il cratere a volute a figure rosse misura cm 63 di altezza, presenta un diametro all’orlo di cm 27,5 
e di cm 15 al piede (fig. 3). È ricomposto e in buono stato di conservazione, sebbene abbia subito un 
restauro da far risalire ad un momento non meglio precisato. Sulla superficie sono evidenti alcune 
tracce di sovradipinture evanide e probabili ridipinture e ritocchi moderni sono visibili sul collo del 
lato A e sul ventre del lato B. Il manufatto è riferibile alla produzione di ceramica lucana della seconda 
metà del IV secolo a.C. 

La complessa articolazione del sistema iconografico, oggetto di approfondita analisi, ha eviden-
ziato nel soggetto del lato principale il supplizio di Dirce17; il 
manufatto è chiaramente autentico.

Il detentore è un privato che ha conservato il prezioso 
reperto con cura nella propria dimora; dopo aver preso 
contatti con la Soprintendenza per dichiarare il possesso del 
bene, è seguito il sopralluogo del funzionario competente, con 
la collega restauratrice e con il fotografo. Successivamente, il 
proprietario, con nota autografa, ha dichiarato che l’oggetto 
era in possesso della sua famiglia dalla fine dell’Ottocento, 
senza però essere più preciso circa il soggetto acquirente, il 
luogo di provenienza/acquisizione, nonché il momento in cui 
esso entrò a far parte dei beni di casa.

In ogni caso il pezzo risulta, stante la documentazione 
acquisita, un bene di proprietà privata e, a seguito di approfon-
dita analisi iconografica, con il supporto di osservazioni specia-
listiche, nonché l’avvio di specifico procedimento, ne è stato 
dichiarato l’eccezionale interesse culturale. Il detentore è diven-
tato a tutti gli effetti il legittimo proprietario del bene, legato 
all’obbligo di informare la Soprintendenza in caso di qual-
siasi azione che coinvolgesse il cratere. Infatti, dopo la dovuta 
comunicazione, il privato lo ha venduto presso la Casa d’Aste 
Pandolfini18; la Soprintendenza non ha esercitato il diritto di 
prelazione. Il cratere è stato acquistato da una compagnia, 
probabilmente per conto di un privato, al prezzo di 25.000 
euro19.

16  Poiché il primo proprietario ha espresso la volontà di mantenere l’anonimato, il cratere è stato convenzionalmen-
te denominato Pandolfini 2011.

17  Sul lato A (fig. 3) sul collo, la raffigurazione di Cadmo in lotta col serpente, mentre sul ventre una scena di esegesi 
complessa, con uno schema compositivo che richiama quello del supplizio. All’interno di una grotta Anione e Zeto stanno 
per uccidere Lico, marito di Dirce; assiste alla scena la madre Antiope, nipote di Lico, trattata da prigioniera dalla di lui mo-
glie Dirce; la donna verrà in qualche misura riscattata dai due figli mediante l’uccisione di Lico prima, di Dirce poi legandola 
ad un toro, che non compare nella raffigurazione. Nella figura che dall’esterno della grotta osserva il supplizio va identifica-
to Hermes che interviene come deus ex machina; infatti la scena raffigurata pare essere tratta dall’Antiope di Euripide am-
bientata nella grotta di Eleuthera, in Attica. Sul collo del lato B si legge una figura femminile seduta sul dorso di un cavallo 
marino, una Nereide. Sul ventre del vaso si trova un naiskos; all’interno, sulla sinistra, appare Persefone stante, che tiene con 
ambedue le mani una grande fiaccola a croce; sulla destra Ade, seduto su klismos, regge nella mano sinistra uno scettro di cui 
rimane una traccia evanida. Si tratta di una consueta raffigurazione del mondo infero, cui presenziano, ai lati dell’edicola, 
due soggetti maschili. Per un approfondimento si rimanda a sPigo 2014, pp. 65-94 e bibliografia precedente.

18  Per la notizia dell’aggiudicazione all’asta, dell’acquisto, con breve scheda del cratere e riproduzione fotografica del 
lato A, si veda il periodico online Eosarte.eu. Testata d’informazione sul mercato della cultura del 12 luglio 2011.

19  Tutta la documentazione relativa al procedimento di dichiarazione di “eccezionale interesse culturale” è agli atti 
d’Ufficio, consultabile ai sensi della Legge 241 del 1990 e successive modificazioni. Al fine di acquisire informazioni del ma-
nufatto, a seguito della vendita, solo la Soprintendenza può procedere con un iter specifico e complesso.

Fig. 3 – Cratere lucano a mascheroni “Pan-
dolfini 2011”, lato A (Archivio SABAP ve-
met, fotografie Claudio Mella).
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WorK in Progress: Due interessanti Casi Di stuDio

Con il presente contributo si è tentato di evidenziare le numerose problematiche correlate all’i-
dentificazione dell’autenticità dei reperti; l’analisi ha aperto nuove prospettive di lavoro e approfon-
dimenti che saranno, almeno in parte, presentati nel corso della Winter school prevista per i primi mesi 
del 2019, soprattutto per quanto concerne la presenza di reperti autentici o meno nelle collezioni, 
tematismo da cui non si può prescindere. Per questa ragione si farà cenno a due di esse prese in esame 
dalla Soprintendenza.

La prima è ancora in corso di analisi, ma sono noti molti elementi della vita del suo primo proprie-
tario che risultano di grande importanza per definire anche l’interesse culturale dell’insieme dei reperti 
riuniti. Della seconda poco si conosce del “collezionista”; ciò non di meno l’analisi dei manufatti ha 
portato alla dichiarazione di interesse della collezione.

La storia di Giovanni Rossi

Giovanni Rossi, nasce a Vicenza il 16 agosto 
1922; dopo aver frequentato il Liceo Classico della 
città natale ed essersi iscritto all’Università di Padova, 
presso la Facoltà di Medicina, agli inizi degli anni 
Quaranta, viene chiamato alle armi. Al termine del 
secondo conflitto mondiale, in tempi piuttosto rapidi 
vista la contingenza del momento, si laurea tra il 1948 
e il 1949.

Il dottor Rossi è stato emmunoematologo, 
Primario del Centro trasfusionale di Vicenza, gene-
tista, medico legale, libero docente presso l’Univer-
sità di Pisa. Collaborava e forniva consulenze nell’am-
bito delle ricerche di paternità, nonché in indagini di 
Polizia. Secondo quanto afferma la figlia, cui si devono 
le informazioni e la possibilità di usufruirne a titolo di 
studio, da sempre è stato appassionato di oggetti arte e 
di antichità in genere. La passione per i reperti arche-
ologici, e per quelli “etruschi” in particolare, fu sicu-
ramente alimentata da un episodio risalente agli anni 
della la seconda guerra mondiale; essendo infatti egli 
di stanza a Tarquinia, gli era capitato di dover dormire, 
per un certo tempo, in una tomba etrusca, per evidenti 
motivi di sicurezza.

I reperti della “collezione”, sono ordinati in undici 
scatole, fatte realizzare dal dottor Rossi, all’uopo 
della conservazione (fig. 4), probabilmente seguendo 
un personale criterio “tipologico”, ipotesi suffragata 
anche dalle note di commento di alcuni reperti, vergati 
non di sua mano vista la calligrafia, il che fa supporre 
che nella sua “passione collezionistica” si sia fatto 
aiutare, nella classificazione dei pezzi, da persone che 
riteneva competenti.

Il risultato della sua attitudine “compulsiva” al 
raccogliere — nel senso etimologico del termine — e 
che si estendeva anche a quadri, manoscritti e oggetti di qualsiasi genere, quindi non strettamente 
archeologici, è una ricca, interessante e articolata collezione che comprende pezzi di grande inte-

Fig. 4 – Collezione Rossi. Scatola fatta realizzare per 
contenere i reperti archeologici (Archivio SABAP 
ve-met, fotografia Claudio Mella).

Fig. 5 – Collezione Rossi. Epikyseis (Archivio SA-
BAP ve-met, fotografia Claudio Mella).
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resse: autentici, non antichi e pseudo-antichi di 
notevole interesse culturale. Nel merito è entrata 
Alessandra Cannataro, che in due brillanti contri-
buti ha presentato lo studio di alcuni materiali 
magno greci e sicelioti a soggetto teatrale, tra cui 
due epikyseis20 (fig. 5), e di una miniatura laccata 
prodotta dalla fabbrica di Fedoskino21, contenete 
ferri chirurgici di chiara fattura Ottocentesca22 
(fig. 6).

Non si scenderà, in questa sede, nel merito 
della collezione, in quanto sarà oggetto di ulte-
riori approfondimenti relativamente alle carat-
teristiche degli altri reperti, ma soprattutto in 
relazione alla figura di Giovanni Rossi, soggetto 
che ben si presta a delineare le caratteristiche 
del “collezionista” sullo scorcio del secondo 
millennio.

La “collezione dell’avvocato”, dichiarata di “eccezionale interesse culturale”

Gli eredi di un avvocato di Padova hanno dichiarato la detenzione di un nucleo di reperti di 
presunta natura archeologica, di cui sono venuti in possesso per lascito testamentario; hanno quindi 
provveduto a fornire alla Soprintendenza la documentazione in loro possesso da cui si evince che i 
materiali in questione si possono distinguere in un nucleo legalmente acquistato a Cipro, cui se ne 
aggiungono altri, di provenienze diverse. Stando ai documenti, si appalesa la regolare proprietà dei 
beni da parte degli eredi per i beni acquistati a Cipro, mentre degli altri, secondo la dichiarazione rila-
sciata, non se ne conoscono origine e provenienza, ma il possesso è fatto risalire a prima del 1909.

Dopo la segnalazione, è seguito il dovuto sopralluogo in cui si è presa visione autoptica dei manu-
fatti, confermando l’ipotesi che si tratti per la maggior parte dei casi di reperti autentici. Sono 62 

20  Cannataro 2016a, pp. 47-58.
21  Cannataro 2016b, pp. 96-112.
22  Si veda anche il contributo di Alessandra Cannataro in questo stesso volume.

Fig. 6 – Collezione Rossi. Miniatura laccata della fabbrica di 
Fedoskino con set medico chirurgico pseudo-antico (Archi-
vio SABAP ve-met, fotografia Sara Emanuele).

Fig. 7 – “Collezione dell’avvocato”: a) terracotta di area cipriota raffigurante la sacerdotessa della Grande Dea di Arsos 
(VI sec. a.C.); b) statuetta di infante seduto in terracotta di plausibile provenienza mesoamericana (I-VI secolo d.C.); c) 
medaglione raffigurante il ritratto di imperatore romano (Nerone). Marmo alabastrino con finitura pittorica (fine XVIII — 
inizi del XIX secolo) (Archivio SABAP ve-met, fotografie Claudio Mella).

a b c
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manufatti provenienti da area cipriota (fig. 7a) ed 
egea, dall’Italia meridionale; alcuni sono gene-
ricamente di produzione italica e non mancano 
prodotti di epoca romana. Sono poi stati rico-
nosciuti due medaglioni non antichi, di fattura 
tardo Settecentesca o degli inizi dell’Ottocento. 
Risultano invece di dubbia autenticità alcuni 
crateri: riferibili all’ambito apulo, sembrerebbero 
essere non antichi, ma buone imitazioni o copie 
di modelli autentici.

Tenuto conto dell’analisi condotta, si è rite-
nuto che i 62 reperti costituiscano a tutti gli effetti 
una collezione che, seppure nella sua articolata 
composizione, ha valenza unitaria, esito, proba-
bilmente in momenti diversi, di una scelta consa-
pevole, certo non casuale, dell’avvocato, che ha 
agito seguendo un gusto e un piacere personali. 
Pertanto, pur ricomprendendo anche reperti non 
antichi ed extraeuropei (fig. 7b), si è proposta l’apposizione di un provvedimento dichiarativo dell’in-
teresse culturale di tutti i manufatti, anche al fine di salvaguardare l’unitarietà della collezione, espres-
sione, tra le altre cose, della cultura e della figura dell’avvocato. 

Pur non disponendo di elementi biografici che possano indurre ad individuare in lui un collezio-
nista, l’acquisto dei pezzi a Cipro e il possesso dei restanti materiali, veri e falsi, antichi e moderni, ne 
fanno comunque un “cultore di antichità”, dotato di una certa sensibilità artistica. Il fatto che l’av-
vocato abbia incluso per la sua collezione anche reperti pseudo-antichi(fig. 7c) o non autentici (fig. 
8), fatta salva la possibilità che invece alcuni pezzi siano doni, non pare riferibile necessariamente al 
mancato riconoscimento della loro non autenticità. 

Il far rientrare nelle collezioni anche reperti non autentici costituisce infatti uno dei tratti distin-
tivi che accomuna anche altre figure sui generis, sebbene sia difficile stabilire il grado di consapevo-
lezza, nel merito, da parte del possessore.

ProBlemi e ProsPettive

Si è tentato di illustrare come la Soprintendenza operi per notificare una collezione o un manu-
fatto di eccezionale interesse culturale. Il lavoro è lungo, complesso e richiede competenze diversi-
ficate. D’altronde, è necessario verificare se ciascuno degli oggetti in esame sia autentico o falso e se, 
in quest’ultimo caso, detenga comunque un valore culturale. La produzione dei manufatti falsi e il 
loro commercio accanto a quello dei reperti autentici trafugati è a tutt’oggi molto attiva, nonostante 
l’azione delle forze investigative. 

Lo studio del falso potrebbe divenire un’area di ricerca utile nel lavoro che precede la dichiara-
zione di interesse culturale. Le operazioni connesse all’autenticazione dei reperti di volta in volta si 
legano infatti alla specificità dei reperti, ma si tratta di una prassi strettamente correlata alle compe-
tenze scientifiche del funzionario. Nuove questioni si aprono quando l’insieme di oggetti debba essere 
notificato e in tal caso subentra il concetto di “collezione”. 

In ragione di quanto si è detto, si ravvede la necessità di giungere a una chiara definizione — se 
sussiste e se ha effettive ricadute a livello di tutela — del significato da attribuire al termine “colle-
zione”, ovvero una “raccolta ordinata di oggetti della stessa specie, che abbiano valore o per loro 
pregio intrinseco o per loro interesse storico o artistico o scientifico o semplicemente per curiosità o 
piacere personale”.

A questo obiettivo ne è strettamente correlato un secondo, ovvero l’individuazione di elementi 

Fig. 8 – “Collezione dell’avvocato”. Imitazione di cratere 
a campana apulo del Pittore di Achille, 370 a.C. (Archivio 
SABAP ve-met, fotografia Claudio Mella).
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che contribuiscano a definire il collezionismo e la figura del “collezionista”; come noto, il collezio-
nismo di oggetti antichi è un fenomeno che attraversa il periodo che va dall’Umanesimo all’Ottocento, 
con forme diverse e perseguito da soggetti diversi: artisti, re, “cultori delle patrie memorie”, canonici, 
avvocati, medici, ovvero borghesi, ricchi, che arricchiscono le loro dimore con manufatti acquistati o 
sul mercato antiquario o da privati benestanti. Meno nota è la sua evoluzione nella seconda metà del 
1900, nell’immediato dopo guerra, soprattutto a seguito dell’emanazione della Legge 1089 del 1939.

Per comprendere il significato di questo fenomeno e dei suoi “attori”, esso va contestualizzato 
nel contemporaneo alla luce dell’evoluzione della legislazione in materia. Si profila così il nuovo 
filone di ricerca, messo in atto da Monica Salvadori e dal suo gruppo di lavoro, MemO, che si sviluppa 
sul raffinato margine della “contemporaneità che osserva se stessa”, dove, una volta ancora, riemerge 
l’approccio all’antico e il suo valore secondo nuove prospettive.

Elena Pettenò
Soprintendenza ABAP ve-met
elena.petteno@beniculturali.it
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aBstraCt

Working in an art auction house offers food for thought on the investigation of the antiquities market, collecting and 
(unavoidably) forgeries. After the international case of the antiquities smugglers, which led to the arrest of several 
grave robbers in early 2000, and then to the impound of various illicit works of art scattered in public museums and 
private collections, the antiquities market has gone through a strong decline, and the collectible trend is rapidly evolv-
ing towards new forms of investment.
KeyWorDs: Antiquities market; collecting histories; archaeological context; auction houses; forgeries.

lavorare in una Casa D’aste

Dopo gli studi universitari e la specializzazione in topografia dell’Italia antica, più per casuali-
tà che per inclinazione sono giunto a lavorare nel mercato antiquario. Attualmente sono a capo dei 
dipartimenti di numismatica antica e di archeologia di una casa d’aste che ha sedi a Roma, Londra e 
Monaco di Baviera, ed organizzo annualmente due aste in Italia e quattro nel Regno Unito. Lavo-
rare in una casa d’aste che ha sedi sparse in Europa necessita a priori un’attenzione particolare all’a-
spetto normativo di ogni paese, principalmente in relazione alla tutela e alla circolazione delle opere 
d’arte e dei manufatti archeologici, a qualunque ambito culturale essi appartengano. È richiesto inol-
tre grande impegno e dedizione: nell’organizzazione di un’asta pubblica ci sono numerose scadenze 
da rispettare ed è necessaria particolare attenzione ad ogni singolo aspetto dell’ambiente lavorativo, 
a partire dalla cura dei clienti e dei conferenti, fino al controllo di qualità dei cataloghi a stampa, poi-
ché ogni danno (sia di natura materiale che d’immagine) ha un costo, che non sempre l’assicurazione 
è disposta a rimborsare.

La compravendita di opere d’arte in asta non trova nell’ordinamento italiano ed in quello britan-
nico una sua disciplina specifica1, tuttavia gli acquirenti sono tutelati dalla normativa civilistica, so-
prattutto in relazione agli obblighi del mediatore d’informazione e di garanzia d’autenticità delle ope-
re poste in vendita2; pertanto ogni eventuale acquisto che non rispetta tali obblighi necessariamente 
andrà rimborsato per intero all’acquirente.

Dal punto di vista organizzativo la casa d’aste rappresenta una realtà eterogenea e plurivalente, 
strutturata in varie sezioni e dipartimenti che tendono a collaborare tra di loro. Al suo interno vi sono 
uffici amministrativi, che si occupano di fatturazioni e pagamenti; uffici legali, che controllano le pro-
venienze delle opere e producono la documentazione per consentirne la vendita in Italia e all’estero; 

1  moraBito 2016.
2  Vd. per il Regno Unito il Sale of Goods Act (1979 c. 54) e per l’Italia gli artt. 1703 e ss. del Codice Civile, con parti-

colare attenzione all’art. 1759 sulle responsabilità del mediatore.

Da arCheologo aD antiquario:
l’esPerienza Di lavoro in una Casa D’aste

Andrea Pancotti
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trasportatori e magazzinieri, per la cura e la conservazione in sicurezza dei conferimenti; schedatori, 
per la stesura dei testi che accompagnano le opere da proporre al pubblico incanto; fotografi, con spe-
cializzazioni in vari ambiti artistici; responsabili della comunicazione e dei rapporti con il pubblico; 
infine operatori del settore marketing.

Un dipartimento rappresenta una specifica struttura organizzativa della casa d’aste, composta da 
vari esperti ed operatori, dedicata ad un particolare ambito artistico, storico o culturale; la specializza-
zione delle varie branche collezionistiche è molto utile ed appagante, poiché ha il vantaggio di forni-
re all’acquirente una selezione di opere scelte sia qualitativamente che quantitativamente; per questo 
motivo esistono nelle maggiori case d’asta diversi dipartimenti caratterizzati dalle più varie specializ-
zazioni, come ad esempio l’arte antica, quella moderna e contemporanea, la numismatica antica, la fi-
latelia, la numismatica moderna, la medaglistica, l’archeologia, la glittica, o ancora i manoscritti ed i 
libri antichi, i cimeli storici, le armi antiche, le automobili d’epoca, gli orologi, i fossili ed i minerali, 
i gioielli. 

Ad oggi esistono principalmente due tipologie di aste: quelle di eccellenza battute dal vivo in sala, 
con lotti pubblicati su catalogo cartaceo, e quelle telematiche battute sul web da software semi-auto-
matici a scadenza programmata. La differenza tra le due tipologie sta nell’importanza, nella qualità e 
nella conservazione dei lotti che le compongono, ed un buon capo dipartimento deve saper distingue-
re all’interno del proprio ambito di competenza oggetti di serie A da oggetti di serie B, poiché i buo-
ni realizzi di una vendita sono condizionati dall’armonia di un catalogo di opere scelte con criteri va-
lutativi di eccellenza. 

Naturalmente, per lavorare come esperto in una casa d’aste, una laurea in beni culturali è una 
buona base di partenza, ma non è sufficiente. È necessaria una prolungata esperienza diretta con le 
antichità, toccare con mano migliaia di oggetti, al fine di sviluppare un occhio critico adatto a ricono-
scere sia tecnica e stile dei materiali antichi, che le falsificazioni. Il fattore esperienza è tanto determi-
nante che in passato gran parte degli antiquari non aveva alcuna formazione scientifica o accademica, 
ma solo autorevolezza e competenza in materia, dovuta proprio alla grande esperienza nel settore, e 
di fatto, nei materiali antichi3. 

È bene inoltre sottolineare che esiste una grande differenza tra la presentazione scientifica e quel-
la prettamente commerciale di un manufatto antico. In primis nella struttura delle schede descrittive: 
poche persone leggono per intero una scheda inserita in un catalogo d’asta, per cui è bene compilare 
testi brevi ma esaustivi, che offrano informazioni basilari e che lascino all’acquirente il gusto dell’ap-
profondimento. Uno schedatore preparato e conciso può fare la differenza nel realizzare un elegan-
te e puntuale catalogo descrittivo di natura commerciale; tuttavia, ciò non è affatto facile, soprattut-
to per chi ha maturato una formazione scientifica nelle università e nelle soprintendenze. In secundis, 
un fattore altamente determinante è costituito dalla fotografia dell’oggetto, per la quale è la sensibilità 
di un fotografo professionista a fare la differenza: di fatto, colui che visiona il catalogo, non fa offerte 
per il lotto in sé, ma per la fotografia che lo introduce.

ConsiDerazioni sul CommerCio Dei rePerti arCheologiCi in italia e all’estero

Sul territorio nazionale, secondo specifiche disposizioni della normativa vigente rappresentata 
dal decreto legislativo n. 42 del 2004 (Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio), è consentito il com-
mercio dei reperti archeologici, anche qualora essi siano notificati dallo Stato in quanto dichiarati di 
interesse archeologico particolarmente importante. I reperti antichi posti al pubblico incanto, ed i do-
cumenti dai quali sono accompagnati, vengono vagliati sia dalla Soprintendenza che dai Carabinieri 
del Nucleo Tutela Patrimonio Culturale, i quali dispongono di una banca dati delle opere d’arte ru-
bate.

Dopo la vendita la casa d’aste, in ottemperanza al Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio, forni-
sce all’acquirente l’opera aggiudicata, corredata dalla fattura di acquisto e da una riproduzione foto-

3  Illuminante a tal proposito la lettura di JanDolo 1935, 1947, 1949.
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grafica della stessa, con di-
chiarazione firmata che ne 
attesta la provenienza e l’au-
tenticità. 

Un esempio recente di 
un reperto italiano posto al 
pubblico incanto secondo le 
procedure appena descrit-
te può essere rappresentato 
da un sarcofago marmoreo 
di epoca romana imperia-
le caratterizzato dalla raffi-
gurazione di Amore e Psi-
che (fig. 1), venduto in asta 
a Roma nel giugno 2018 e 
la cui storia collezionistica 
(detta anche provenienza) si 
può far risalire alla raccol-
ta che fu del barone Alberto 
de Blanc (1835-1904). L’illustre provenienza del reperto, dichiarata in primo luogo verbalmente dal 
conferente, è stata accertata prima dalla presenza nell’archivio del proprietario di un catalogo d’asta 
del 1954 relativo alla vendita per divisione ereditaria dei reperti conservati a villa Blanc (fig. 2); poi, 
fortuitamente, dalla sussistenza all’interno dello stesso archivio dell’originale fattura d’acquisto del 
sarcofago completa delle marche da bollo statali dell’epoca (fig. 3). 

La stima del sarcofago è stata realizzata analizzando e comparando i recenti realizzi di ogget-
ti analoghi per stile, datazione e tecnica esecutiva, posti al pubblico incanto nelle aste internazionali. 
Tuttavia, per evitare che il lotto andasse invenduto, la stima così calcolata è stata poi leggermente ab-
bassata tenendo conto del contesto commerciale antiquario italiano chiuso ai compratori esteri, quin-
di caratterizzato da una domanda di mercato molto più bassa rispetto a quella del resto del mondo. 
Ciò è dovuto principalmente all’estrema difficoltà di poter ottenere dalla Soprintendenza un attesta-
to di libera circolazione per gli oggetti antichi, sia a causa dell’astrusità della normativa vigente in ma-
teria, che per le naturali esitazioni dei funzionari statali di turno. Il sarcofago in esame è stato quindi 
stimato dai 20.000 ai 30.000 euro, è partito in asta da un’offerta minima di 20.000, per giungere infine 
ad un realizzo di 29.000 euro (diritti d’asta esclusi). 

Un oggetto del genere, per lo più accompagnato da una provenienza illustre precedente al 1909 
(anno della prima legge italiana di tutela dei beni culturali), all’interno di un mercato più libero, per-
tanto caratterizzato da un numero maggiore di offerenti come ad esempio quello del Regno Unito o 
degli Stati Uniti, avrebbe raggiunto un realizzo ben maggiore.

In generale infatti nel mercato antiquario inglese e in quello americano i limiti alla commercia-
bilità del patrimonio culturale non sono caratterizzati dalle rigide restrizioni legislative di carattere 
autoritativo che invece contraddistinguono paesi come l’Italia, dove lo Stato ha nazionalizzato indi-
scriminatamente tutti i beni custoditi nel sottosuolo4. In paesi più liberali dal punto di vista della cir-
colazione dei beni mobili d’interesse storico-artistico, come il Regno Unito, persino il reperto arche-
ologico rinvenuto fortuitamente, dopo esser stato denunciato e registrato5, può essere dallo scopritore 
commercializzato ed eventualmente esportato. Nel mercato internazionale vige poi la Convenzio-
ne UNIDROIT del 1995, complementare della Convenzione UNESCO del 1970, secondo la quale i 
beni culturali rubati o illecitamente esportati devono essere restituiti6. Essa stabilisce anche un prin-
cipio di diligenza in base al quale i compratori devono provare la propria buona fede nell’acquisto di 

4  Per una comparazione tra i sistemi legislativi mondiali in materia di beni archeologici vd. aveta 2016.
5  Vd. il Treasure Act (1996 c. 24).
6  liBonati 2002.

Fig. 1 – Catalogo d’asta Bertolami Fine Arts S.r.l. con sarcofago marmoreo proveniente 
dalla collezione Alberto de Blanc (Roma, 26 giugno 2018).
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un’opera d’arte, assicurandosi della provenienza legale della 
stessa che si accingono ad acquistare; in caso contrario, l’og-
getto deve essere restituito al legittimo proprietario. Natural-
mente questo codice di condotta è diretto anche agli operato-
ri delle case d’asta, che nella pratica sono tenuti ad accettare 
esclusivamente conferimenti accompagnati da documenta-
zione di provenienza precedente almeno all’anno d’applica-
zione della legge. Il mercato estero è inoltre costantemente 
monitorato da istituzioni pubbliche e private preposte ad im-
pedire l’acquisizione dei beni trafugati o illecitamente espor-
tati; tali istituzioni, come l’Interpol o l’Art Loss Register e 
l’Art Recovery Group, dispongono di varie banche dati di 
opere d’arte rubate, analoghe a quella utilizzata dai Carabi-
nieri del Nucleo Tutela Patrimonio Culturale. 

Il mercato antiquario è una realtà che esiste da secoli, 
universalmente riconosciuta ed in costante sviluppo all’inter-
no delle dinamiche socioeconomiche mondiali. Nonostante 
dal XIX secolo ad oggi il fenomeno del commercio dei beni 
archeologici sia ampiamente attestato7, parlarne liberamente 
in Italia è considerato dagli stessi cultori delle antichità mo-
tivo di disagio. Basti pensare alla totale assenza, nei curricu-
la delle università italiane, di una qualche prospettiva legata 
a questo particolare ambito professionale: l’università for-
ma menti per la ricerca, la tutela e la valorizzazione dei beni 
culturali, ma non contempla all’interno della propria offer-
ta formativa insegnamenti connessi alla gestione del mercato 
antiquario. Una formazione universitaria dedicata anche alle 
dinamiche del mercato antiquario sarebbe invece auspicabile 

in un prossimo futuro, sia in quanto potenziale strumento per una migliore definizione del fenome-
no, che per instillare nei prossimi operatori del settore elementi fondamentali dell’etica professiona-
le legata al mercato dei beni archeologici: come la conoscenza (e di conseguenza il rispetto) della no-
zione di “record archeologico”.

Con “record archeologico” si intende il contesto stratigrafico di riferimento. Esso è in grado di 
fornire informazioni scientifiche sulla datazione di un reperto e la sua funzione intrinseca e sociale 
e consente di creare un sistema di associazioni (ad esempio per quanto riguarda i ripostigli moneta-
li) e di mappare la distribuzione geografica dei rinvenimenti al fine di ricostruire le aree di produzio-
ne e di circolazione in antico. Il più delle volte, tuttavia, un oggetto immesso nel mercato antiquario 
è privo di questo genere di informazioni e, quindi, si caratterizza solo come un bene, talvolta di valo-
re estetico e/o artistico, ma totalmente privo della culturalità, al di là della storia collezionistica che lo 
contraddistingue8. Attraverso un lavoro di confronti e comparazioni è possibile ricostruirne la nasci-
ta, ossia il periodo ed il luogo di produzione, ma non la sua storia, ossia la sua vita, la sua fine, la sua 
rinascita. Il pericolo di un lavoro di ricostruzione a posteriori acritico è riassumibile nel concetto di 
“conservatorismo delle conoscenze”: in maniera aberrante, gli oggetti privi di contesto corrono il ri-
schio di essere forzati a contribuire al consolidamento e al rafforzamento dei modelli conoscitivi. Ap-
parendo solo per ciò che è in loro intrinseco (e, nel caso dei falsi, addirittura mendace) vengono infat-
ti talora interpretati o addirittura restaurati alla luce delle priori conoscenze. Sono perciò ricondotti 
all’interno di paradigmi noti, ma non possono né ammendare né implementare la conoscenza, addirit-
tura potrebbero invece traviarla. Sembra quindi che il reale delitto nei confronti delle scienze archeo-
logiche non si compia all’interno delle dinamiche del mercato antiquario, bensì nel momento in cui un 

7 Su questo tema si veda De tomasi 2017.
8 gill 2010.

Fig. 2 – Copertina dell’asta L’Antonina S.p.A.: 
Catalogo della raccolta di antichi marmi di 
scavo provenienti dalla villa già Blanc in via 
nomentana, 216 che verrà venduta all’asta 
pubblica per divisione ereditaria (Roma, 18-
21 ottobre 1954).
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oggetto viene clandestinamente strappa-
to dal suo originario contesto archeologi-
co di riferimento, citando Ranuccio Bian-
chi Bandinelli: «ogni scavo clandestino è 
deprecabile non tanto perché sottrae alla 
collettività oggetti più o meno preziosi, 
ma soprattutto perché distrugge una do-
cumentazione; il che equivale esattamen-
te all’incendio di un archivio, senza che 
ne siano state lette le carte»9. 

È opinione diffusa che i beni venga-
no strappati dal contesto proprio per ali-
mentare il mercato. Si tratta di una vi-
sione che oggi, dopo l’applicazione della 
Convenzione UNIDROIT e le restitu-
zioni all’Italia da parte di celebri musei 
del mondo di capolavori come il cratere 
di Eufronio e il complesso di marmi da 
Ascoli Satriano10, non trova più terreno 
fertile. Alla luce dell’attuale trend colle-
zionistico infatti, il valore commerciale di 
un oggetto archeologico sul quale conta-
re anche in vista di un futuro investimen-
to è dato paradossalmente più dalla sua provenienza e dai documenti dal quale è accompagnato, piut-
tosto che dalla sua intrinseca antichità e dal suo valore artistico. I capolavori senza provenienza reale, 
strappati da un contesto archeologico o trafugati da chiese e musei, sono oggettivamente invendibi-
li11. La regolamentazione dei beni archeologici che vige nel Regno Unito può di fatto rappresentare 
un modello per i paesi che hanno eccessivamente irrigidito le misure di protezione. La totale riserva a 
favore dello Stato non sempre ha rappresentato un efficace strumento di lotta alla clandestinità: il più 
delle volte ha decretato la totale perdita dei contesti archeologici12 e ha inoltre indirizzato i reperti an-
tichi verso canali illegali, alimentando un business milionario che difficilmente può essere ridimensio-
nato con la sola repressione penale. 

Infine, nonostante tutto, il bene archeologico in sé seguendo le dinamiche della cosiddetta “for-
tuna delle collezioni”, confluirebbe comunque nella collettività. Ogni collezionista vorrebbe vedere 
un giorno la propria raccolta esposta in museo, e nessuna collezione resta privata per più di due seco-
li: tutte, raggiunto l’apice della loro fortuna, tendono a divenire di pubblica fruibilità. È proprio tra 
la distruzione del record archeologico di un bene e la sua esposizione permanente in un museo che si 
colloca il mercato antiquario: un articolato meccanismo che da sempre rappresenta lo stimolo per la 
ricerca, il dialogo, la cooperazione tra le nazioni; un sistema che dà lavoro a commercianti, ricercato-
ri, cultori delle antichità, forze dell’ordine, magistrati ed istituzioni. Un ingranaggio complesso, dun-
que, quello del mercato e in generale dello scambio delle opere d’arte, ingranaggio che va, sì, monito-
rato con attenzione, ma allo stesso tempo difeso, poiché l’arte, quando disseminata nel mondo (come 
in tutte le epoche del passato), è tra i maggiori fattori di progresso, sviluppo intellettuale e compren-
sione tra i popoli.

9 BianChi BanDinelli 1976, p. 15.
10  Nostoi 2007, pp. 76-77, 200-205; (La) Forza del bello 2008, pp. 310-311.
11  Gli scavi clandestini italiani sono sempre più rari; i furti di beni culturali dal 2011 al 2016 sono diminuiti addirittu-

ra del 49,5% (Comando Carabinieri Tutela Patrimonio Culturale, Attività Operativa 2016, Ufficio stampa MiBACT, pp. 
5-15).

12  Per un esempio comparativo tra la presenza o meno di dati contestuali e la progressiva evoluzione della normativa 
in materia di ritrovamenti archeologici vd. PanCotti 2017, pp. 80-82, relativamente al rinvenimento di ripostigli monetali 
nei Colli Albani dal XVIII secolo ad oggi.

Fig. 3 – Fattura di acquisto dell’asta L’Antonina S.p.A. del 19 otto-
bre 1954 relativa al sarcofago marmoreo proveniente dalla collezio-
ne del barone Alberto de Blanc (archivio amministrativo Bertolami 
Fine Art S.r.l.).
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una niCChia fiorente Del merCato antiquario: la numismatiCa antiCa

All’interno dell’attuale mercato antiquario mondiale una particolare nicchia è rimasta fuori dai re-
centi scandali legati al commercio illecito di beni culturali13: ossia la numismatica greca e romana, un 
settore fiorentissimo, dove peraltro è principalmente il tema del falso ad acquisire particolare rilevanza.

Dalla fine del decennio 1990, ossia come si è visto a seguito dell’applicazione della Convenzione 
UNIDROIT, le aste di archeologia hanno registrato una profonda crisi. Quelle di numismatica anti-
ca no. Abbiamo nel mondo circa 20 aste di monete al mese, e mediamente ogni anno nasce una nuo-
va casa d’aste specializzata in numismatica, oppure viene aperto un dipartimento dedicato all’interno 
di una ditta già avviata.

I beni numismatici sono tutelati dalle stesse leggi applicate al resto dei beni culturali, e il traffi-
co illecito è punito con le stesse identiche pene. Ma le istituzioni, a livello mondiale, tendono ad esse-
re meno severe in materia numismatica, per alcuni semplici motivi che nella morale comune si legano 
alla capacità naturale dell’individuo di giudicare rettamente, specialmente in vista delle necessità prati-

che, ossia in base al buonsenso: sono 
giunti fino a noi milioni di esempla-
ri dal mondo antico, il più delle volte 
realizzati in serie. Di una qualunque 
tipologia monetale talvolta conoscia-
mo centinaia di migliaia di esempla-
ri, tutti ripetitivi, caratterizzati dal-
la stessa incisione, dallo stesso stile, 
dallo stesso metallo14. È questo, cer-
tamente, uno dei fattori che ne ha de-
terminato il collezionismo a partire 
dall’età romana15; ed il collezionismo, 
di fatto, è un fenomeno reale e tangi-
bile che esiste da sempre. Le monete 
antiche circolano liberamente da se-
coli (basti citare il caso dei numerosi 
esemplari greci e romani colleziona-
ti e contromarcati nel XVI secolo da 
Casa d’Este16), sono descritte e foto-
grafate su cataloghi a stampa a partire 
dal XIX secolo, passano da collezio-
ne a collezione, di asta in asta. 

In realtà, l’importanza dei catalo-
ghi d’asta è spesso, aprioristicamen-
te, sottovalutata. Questi prevedono 
per ogni esemplare la presentazio-
ne dell’immagine, della descrizio-
ne, della bibliografia di riferimento, 
del peso, del diametro, e, oggi, per 
agevolare nuove branche di studio, 
dell’asse di conio (fig. 4). Si tratta a 
tutti gli effetti di un patrimonio che 

13  Watson 1997; Watson, toDesChini 2006; isman 2009.
14  Basti citare in questa sede il solo denario repubblicano CraWforD 1974, I, n. 340/1, battuto a nome di L. Calpur-

nius Piso Frugi intorno al 90 a.C.; Michael Crawford per tale emissione ha calcolato l’utilizzo di ca. 864 conii di dritto, i qua-
li avrebbero prodotto ca. 25.920.000 denari (Id., II, pp. 650-651, 671 nt. 13).

15  Pennestrì 1990.
16  PanCotti, grimalDi 2014.

Fig. 4 – Particolare di un catalogo d’asta di numismatica antica Bertolami 
Fine Art Ltd (Londra, 8 novembre 2018).
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diviene proprietà intellettuale della collettività: chiunque può usufruirne per ricerche di natura uma-
nistica e scientifica. Ad oggi, la quasi totalità delle collezioni statali italiane non è pubblicata, e agli 
studiosi l’accesso ai medaglieri è spesso negato. Senza il supporto del mercato antiquario, gran parte 
delle pubblicazioni in ambito numismatico sarebbe praticamente impossibile.

La richiesta dei collezionisti che vogliono investire in beni numismatici è sempre maggiore, e di 
conseguenza proliferano i falsi, che tengono testa alla crescente domanda del mercato. Anche que-
sti sono tuttavia affascinanti, in quanto veicolo degli stili, delle tecniche, del mercato e delle mode del 
loro tempo. Basti dare uno sguardo ai meravigliosi conii di Giovanni da Cavino (1500-1570)17, Karl 
Wilhelm Becker (1772-1830)18, Caprara (attivo nel decennio 1820)19, Luigi Cigoi (1811-1875)20 e Con-
stantine Christodoulos (attivo prima del 1914)21. 

Oggi siamo facilmente in grado di riconoscere le contraffazioni del passato, proprio perché carat-
terizzate da un gusto molto distante da ciò che, a posteriori, tendiamo a giudicare in maniera quanto 
più oggettiva possibile. Alla luce di questa esperienza i moderni falsari, avvalendosi di tecnologie all’a-
vanguardia, realizzano esemplari sempre più pericolosi, insospettabili dai più, il cui maggior rischio è 
quello di inquinare gli studi numismatici, specialmente quelli dedicati alle sequenze di conii. Il falsario 
moderno non incide il conio ex novo come nel passato, ma lo copia attraverso una tecnica detta “tra-
sferimento del conio’: a partire dal calco di un esemplare originale o dalla stessa moneta, riesce a crea-
re con processo elettrolitico un conio in acciaio che riporta lo stesso disegno dell’originale; dopodichè 
con il nuovo conio inserito in una pressa idraulica, batte la riproduzione su di un tondello metallico 
il più delle volte realmente antico, magari molto rovinato e senza valore numismatico, cosicchè da ri-
uscire persino a frodare un’eventuale mirata analisi metallografica. Naturalmente tale processo, sicu-
ramente dispendioso in materia di tempo e di finanze, viene utilizzato per clonare tipologie monetali 
molto rare e di indiscusso valore storico, artistico ed economico22. Ma non tutto il male vien per nuo-
cere: per contrastare il fenomeno si vanno sviluppando di anno in anno nuovi studi sperimentali dedi-
cati alla materia e si vanno creando nuove discipline, dove teams di archeologi, ingegneri, fisici e chi-
mici indagano ed approfondiscono le tecniche metallurgiche antiche per dirimere questioni altrimenti 
insolvibili. Un esempio può essere fornito da un recente esperimento condotto alla Sapienza da inge-
gneri e numismatici23: un falso denario di Gaio Giulio Cesare realizzato con la tecnica del trasferimen-
to del conio su di un tondello d’argento originale, appartenente ad un denario repubblicano coniato un 
secolo prima dell’emissione cesariana, è stato sottoposto ad analisi non distruttiva eseguita sulla super-
ficie del metallo attraverso spettrofotometria XRF. L’analisi comparata dei vari elementi che compon-
gono il tondello ha evidenziato chiare anomalie nella struttura cristallina e nella patina della moneta: 
un primo importante tassello per riconoscere e scartare questo genere di falsi estremamente insidiosi.

Andrea Pancotti
Archaeologist – Independent Researcher

andreapancotti@ymail.com
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The forgery of archaeological artefacts and works of art is an ancient and complex phenomenon, 
strictly connected to the history of discoveries and the history of collecting, to the development 
of the antiquities market, the progress in restoration techniques, and, lastly, to the history 
of archaeology and art criticism. What is the relationship between counterfeit, restoration, 
and reproduction of an object? How does this relationship change over time, and in relation 
to the place and the social and cultural context? What are the tools and methods for the 
authentication of an allegedly archaeological artefact? Can a fake become a historical tool 
useful to understand the history of taste and ideas? How may the currently rampant forgery be 
countered? Trying to answer these and other questions, this volume looks at the falsification 
of archaeological and art objects through the prism of several disciplines, with contributions 
of academics, administrators of the cultural heritage, and market professionals. It opens with 
a historical overview of restoration and reproduction methods between the 16th and 19th 

centuries, followed by a series of recent case studies that confirm the manifold nature of fakes 
and describe some authentication methods. The book continues with a collection of essays that 
aim to revaluate the fake object as a document for the history of culture, and it closes with some 
remarks on the legislation on counterfeiting and on the antiquities market. This volume is an 
interesting instrument to understand an extremely pressing, relevant phenomenon for cultural 
heritage, put in a historical perspective. 

La falsificazione dei reperti archeologici e delle opere d’arte è un fenomeno antico e complesso, 
strettamente connesso alla storia delle scoperte e del collezionismo, allo sviluppo del mercato 
antiquario, al progresso delle tecniche di restauro e alla storia dell’archeologia e della critica 
d’arte. Qual è il rapporto tra contraffazione, restauro e riproduzione di un oggetto? Come 
cambia questo rapporto in funzione del tempo, del luogo e del contesto sociale e culturale? 
Quali sono gli strumenti e i metodi dell’autenticazione di un presunto reperto archeologico? 
Un falso può diventare uno strumento ermeneutico per la storia del gusto e delle idee? Com’è 
possibile combattere l’attuale dilagante falsificazione? Per tentare di rispondere a queste e altre 
domande, il volume scompone il fenomeno della falsificazione degli oggetti archeologici e 
artistici nel prisma di varie discipline, raccogliendo contributi di accademici, amministratori 
del patrimonio culturale e professionisti del mercato. Si apre con un panorama storico delle 
pratiche di restauro e riproduzione tra XVI e XIX secolo, seguito da una serie di casi di 
studio recenti che confermano la multiforme natura del falso e illustrano alcuni metodi di 
autenticazione. Si prosegue con una raccolta di saggi che propongono di rivalutare l’oggetto 
falso come documento per la storia della cultura e si conclude con alcune note sulla legislazione 
in materia di contraffazione e sul mercato antiquario. Il libro offre dunque un interessante 
strumento per comprendere un fenomeno urgente e di grande rilevanza e attualità per il 
patrimonio culturale, in prospettiva storica.


